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AB TRtCT 

INITIAL "MUTATION IN MODERN IRISH AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR 
PHONOLOGICAL THEORY. 

Jane Roscoe McBrearty 

This thesis is divided into two parts. In Part I, I discuss 

the implications for phonological theory of adopting a specific 
hypothesis concerning rule ordering in phonological grammars. 
The hypothesis in question claims that rules are ordered, not on 

a language-specific basis, but according to universally determ- 

ined principles. Thus it constitutes an elaboration of the 

theory first developed by Koutsoudas, Sanders and Noll in 1974. 

Following an introductory chapter, the four remaining chapters 

in Part I are devoted to the explication of particular interac- 

tion-types, as exemplified in widely divergent languages. Ass- 

ociated with each interaction-type is a universal precedence 

principle. Thus in Chapter 2, Feeding, Obligatory Precedence 

is treated with particular reference to Mohawk, whilst in Chap- 

ter 3, Bleeding, the application of Proper Inclusion Precedence 

is illustrated and two attested cases of reordering are shown 

to follow from universal principles. In Chapter 4, Counter- 

bleeding, it is refuted that simultaneity constitutes a possible 

mode of rule interaction and Deletion Cession is put forward to 

predict the attested applicational precedences in Amerindian 

data. Proper Inclusion Precedence undergoes a rigorous tight- 

ening-up in Chapter 5, where Morphological Precedence is also 

seen to account for certain cases of Counterfeeding. Part II 

draws on the hypothesis elaborated in Part I and is devoted to 

the phenomenon of Initial Mutation in Modern Irish. The Frage- 

stellung spells out the dual nature of Initial Mutation and 

suggests a two-stage approach involving Triggering, the assign- 

ment of "triggers of mutation" to syntactic surface structures 

within an expanded lexicon, and the Realization of those trig- 

gers within the phonological component proper. The two subse- 

quent chapters then examine Triggering and Realization in det- 

ail, including their formalization and interaction with other 

processes according to universally determined principles. It 

is argued that only within the framework developed here can 

the treatment of Initial Mutation attain descriptive adequacy. 
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PREFACE 

"The most challenging theoretical problem in linguistics 
is that of discovering the principles of universal 
grammar that interweave with the rules of particular 
grammars to_. provide explanations for phenomena that 
appear arbitrary and chaotic. " 

Noam Chomsky 'Language and Mind' 1968 p. 48 

This thesis was conceived as a study of a superficially arbitr- 

ary and. chaotic set of phenomena, namely, Initial Mutation in 

Modern Irish. I had intended to explicate various aspects of 

Initial Mutation by devoting a separate chapter to each. One 

such aspect was rule interaction: accordingly, I began to write 

a chapter on that topic. However it became immediately appar- 

ent that to discuss rule ordering solely in relation to Initial 

Mutation in Modern Irish would result in a rather lop-sided 

view of phonological theory. To the extent that the original 

object of my investigation constitutes part of the "potentiality" 

of any natural language, I wished to relate it to the problems 

posed by data from other such languages. A single chapter on 

rule interaction would necessarily gloss over many important 

issues raised for phonological theory by languages other than 

Modern Irish. 

It was at this point that I decided to extend the title of my 

thesis to include "Implications for Phonological Theory" and 

to divide it into Parts I and II. In Part It I would be able 

to treat problems of rule ordering. By liberating the discussion 

from the confines of a chapter, I would have sufficient scope 

to deal with the theoretical questions in detail. Since the 

hypothesis I was defending could be given adequate exegesis in 

Part I, this in turn would mean that the discussion of Part II 

9 
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could draw on it in dealing with the language-specific phenomenon 

of Initial Mutation in Modern Irish. 

It is thus true to say that I did not envisage the final form of 

this thesis when I began to write. Moreover there is another 

sense in which the outcome was not premeditated: throughout the 

process of writing I have become increasingly aware of the inter- 

dependence of the various strands of phonological theory. The 

picture of an integrated theory which I now hold has emerged 

gradually as a direct result of looking in depth at a particular 

phenomenon in a particular language and of then trying to explain 

that phenomenon. If I had set out with a preconceived idea 

of what phonological theory should look like I might have been 

disappointed. Instead I am mildly surprised that so many seem- 

ingly divergent problems point in the same direction. Thus 

although I do not underestimate the numerous difficulties which 

remain to be solved in this work, I hope that it will contribute 

in some way to phonological theory and hence universal grammar. 
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PART I 

RULE ORDERING 
------------- 

. 0. 

ý_� -ý__. R .. ý 
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CH6P1'ER_ ONE - lLiMQDUCTION 

Generative Phonology has an even briefer history than the theory of 

Transformational Generative Grammar of which it forms a part. Yet 

throughout that short time-span several important revisions and 

elaborations have been put forward, some related to developments in 

syntax, others specific to the phonological component. One such 

revision which has serious repercussions in syntax stems from a proposal, 

advanced in 1974 by Koutsoudas, Sanders and Noll (henceforth KSN), that 

grammatical rules are ordered not on a language-specific basis but 

according to universally determined principles. Part I or this thesis 

represents one attempt to continue the line of inquiry begun by KSN into 

the universal principles which determine rule ordering in phonological 

grammars. 

In this chapter I propose to do four things: first, I shall examine 

the classical position on how the rules of the phonological component 

operate; second, I shall put the KSN Hypothesis into perspective; third, 

I shall elaborate the framework adopted from Kiparsky by KSN; finally, I 

shall point to the metatheoretical consequences of adopting that position. 

Assumptions about ordering date back to Chomsky's (1951) Master's 

dissertation and are made apparent in Chomsky (1964): 

(1) "As soon as the attempt to construct explicit rules to determine 
the phonetic shape of a string of formatives passes the most 
superficial and introductory stage, it becomes obvious that a 
fairly strict ordering must be imposed on phonological processes, 
if they are to be describable in full generality". 

(1964; page 70; emphasis mine) 

What was considered "fairly strict" in 1964 had become rigidly so four 

years later, as can be seen from the following assertion fron the 

classical work in Generative Phonology, Chornsky and Halle's 'The Sound 

Pattern of English' (henceforth Ch&H and SPE respectively): 
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(2) "(a) The rules of the phonological component are linearly ordered 

in a sequence R1, ,... 3 Rn. 

(b) Each rule applies to a maximal string containing no internal 

b-cackets. 

(. c) After applying the rule n, we proceed to the rule 11 

(d) Unless an application of the rule n intervenes, the rule 

Rj cannot be applied of ter the rule I., i (j < i) has applied. 

(sic: read i for Ri and Rj gor Ri - JicB). 

(e) Rn is the rule: erase innermost brackets". 
(SPE, page 20) 

Principle (2) gets to the cru: of the matter by referring to '! the rules 

of the phonological component" in toto, not just to cyclic rules (which 

apply first to the smallest constituents, proceeding systematically to 

larger and larger constituents, by the erasure of bracketting). Now, i 

the rules of word-level phonology can be "interspersed among the cyclic 

. -ransformational rules" (SPE page 163) and if the rules of the cycle 

re-apply in linear sequence R1, ... 3 Rn (= (2) ), then it follows that 

word-level phonolo3ical rules are linearly orüered also. It is perhaps 

unnecessary to labour the point since one has only to turn to the 

introductory discussion be winning on page 44 of EPE to see hor, J such rules 

as the e--, elision Rule and the Cluster Simplification Rule for English 

interact with those of Stress Placement and Vo? lel Reduction in a blatantly 

orcered framework. However, such a position which has become a point of 

c agma TAthin classical -nerative theory, is- in fact very much an open 

issue. It is therefore important to make absolutely c1car from the start 

shat the classical position is. 

Pul?  urn (1976x) draws a fundamental distinction between sequential and 

simultaneous application, and discusses the tray in which this dichotomy 

is ignored in SPE (pages 226-7). Whereas sequential application involves 
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the linear application öf one rule at a time, each to the output of the 

preceding rule, under (complete) simultaneity, each derivation consists 

of two and only two lines: the input to which all the rules apply at 

once, and the output string. As Pullum obse ryes, in at least one 

introductory passage from SPE it is not so much the necessity but the 

possibility of strict sequential ordering which is being defended: 

(3) "It is always possible to order the rules in a sequence and to adhere 
strictly to this ordering in constructing derivations without any 
loss of generality as compared to an unordered set of rules or a 
set ordered on a different principle". 

(SPE page 13; emphasis mine) 

Thus the claim is made that for any natural language the optimal grammar 

will not remand that rules be ordere© on a principle other than linear. 

Yet Ch&H do not even Discuss what these different principles may be - the 

sole alternative to their hypothesis which they mention is simultaneous 

application. Simultaneity has been frequently ascribed by proponents of 

classical generative phonology to the "taxonomists" and more recently - 

with justification - to the work of Lamb and Fudge. Moreover the claim 

that all rule application is simultaneous had readily been falsified both 

in SPE and in the remaining literature (e. g. Postal 1968). However Ch&H 

make no attempt to refute what Pullum describes as a "mi<; ed" theory, 

which combines sequential application with the claim that some rules 

apply simultaneously. In (3) we read that Ch&II make a comparison between 

linear ordering and "an unordered set of rules or a set ordered on a 

different principle". By focussing on complete simultaneity in SPE, Ch&U 

distract us from what such a "di ferent principle" might be-. it was the 

elaboration of such a principle which was to become the KSN Hypothesis. 

The fact that Ch&H do not discuss any of the potentially viable aite-n- 

atives to strict sequentiality is the more surprising when one considers 

that the crucial Distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic or crin0 

may be traced to a footnote in Chomsky's 'Aspects of the Theory of Synta;. ' 
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(1965), cited in mull as (4) (with Pullum's correction): 

(4) "In connection with ordering o` rules, it is necessary to distinguish 
eý-, trinsic order, imposed by the e: plicit ordering of rules, from 
intrinsic order , which is simply a consequence of how rules are formulated. Thus if the rule RZ introduces the symbol A anü R2 
analyzes A, there is an intrinsic order relating R1 and Ü2 , buf 
not necessarUy any extrinsic ores. Similarly, if a certain 
transformation T1 applies to a certain structure that is formed 
only by the application of T2, there is an intrinsic order , . 

12 
(sic: this is an error for T2, T, - GKP). Ta,. onomic linguistics 
disallows e:, trinsic ordering, but has not been clear about the 
status of intrinsic ordering. Generative grammars have ordinarily 
required both. Nor some discussion o this matter, see Chomsky 
(I964)". 

(1965; footnote 6 page 223) 

In his (1976b)doctoral thesis, Pullum argues that, given Chomsky's 

e initions, there are cases where it is impossible to tell whether two 

rules are orderea intrinsically or e trinsically. Suppose that rules 

characterized by the property P1 must apply before those characterized 

by the property P2 and that linguistic theory incorporates a statement 

to this effect. Then it follows that in a grammar G, rule R1 with the 

property P, must apply before R2 with the property P2. The ordering in 

this case will be both "imposed by the e. -, pticit ordering of the rules" 

and intrinsic - `'a consequence o how rules are iormulatec" 
, So by a 

re uctio ad absur- : um whenever one adds to linguistic theory some trivially 

true principle that ']o two rules A, 3 may apply in that order if it is 

impossible for them to do so', all the most ob-iious cases of intrinsic 

order are now e ; trinsic too. Because he finds Chomsky's distinction 

incoherent for this ýeason, Pullum proposes the cictinction: parozhial 

ordering constraint versus Uni-ýersally Detex-LAned Rule Application 

(henceforth UDRA). This dichotociy gets down to the empirical issue of 

whether ordering may be imposed on a language-specific basis or whether 

it is part of universal linguistic theory which specifies the limitations 

on candidates gor the title "possible human language". 

Although in one sense I find Pullum's arguments valid regarding the 
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incoherence of the e trinsic; intrinsic distinction (i. e. valid if Chomsky 

is interpreted absolutely literally), these terms have been used in the 

literature in precisely his parochial versus UDRA sense. Because of 

force of habit (both my own and that of others), I shall continue to- 

emplay the term 'extrinsic' interchangeably with 'parochial' in what 

follows, without, I hope, any ambiguity. 

Having surveyed the classical position on rule ordering in generative 

grammar, we now turn to the first exposition of the theory of UDRA, namely 

the KSN Hypothesis. KSN take advantage of both the simultaneous/ sequential 

dichotomy and the in . ri_isic/parochial distinction in what may be called a 

"mixed" theory of rule application: a rule applies whenever its structural 

description is met; when more than one structural description is met at 

the same time both rules apply simultaneously if possible; if not, 

precedence principles determine uniquely which rule is to apply first. 

The central KSN Hypothe3is. is given in (5): 

(S) "A11 restrictions on the relative order of application of 
grammatical rules are determined by universal rather than 
language-specific principles. 

It follows from this hypothesis that no grammatical rules are 
extrinsically ordered .... " 

(KSN page 1) 

it is important to realize how little one needs to extent the SPE frame- 

work to incorporate such principles. Discussing notational conventions, 

Ch&H assert that: "disjunctive orderinä is defined on the rules of the 

sequence constituting the grammar" (SPE page 36). Intrinsic ordering is 

also 'trief fined on' grammatical rules in the same way. Further do : the 

same page we read: 

(6) "But now we are also making use oZ the notations to determine how 

the rules apply, in particular, to determine, disjunctive orderin ". 

(ibid. ) 

Surely notations may be used in cases of intrinsic ordering too, where 

the formalization of a. rule is used to detertuine when that rule will 
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apply? We return to this topic in 53.2 "Disjunctive and Conjuncti- e 

Orterin; °'. 

We have placed the KSN Hypothesis in historical perspective. The question 

which must now be pQ. sed is the following: What is the relationship 

between the KSN Hypothesis and subsequent theories of UDRA? Pullum 

provides a pellucid answer to this question in his uoctoral thesis: 

(7) "The X. 13N Hypothesis is one specific proposal as to the correct 
-Form of the principles governing rule application in the grammars 
of natural lan; ua; es. It represents a first serious attempt at 
fleshing out the more basic and more general hypothesis that is 
stated in its first sentence, and which Koutsoudas refers to as 
the hypothesis of Universally Determines: Rule Application: "All 
restrictions on the application of rules are determined by 
universal principles". This, and not any specific detail of the 
KSN Hypothesis or any other, is the essence of the claim thaw 
parochial ordering constraints do not exist. The clam is that 
it will be possible to find universal principles that are 
sufficient to predict correctly all applicational precedence 
between rules of natural language grammars, and thus that any 
use of parochial principles will prove to have been unnecessary". 

(1976b, page 18) 

From (7) it will be clear that, whilst the principles developed in part I 

of this thesis purport to : )e principles of UDR:, they may not necessarily 

conform to the proposals put Forward in the KSN Hypothesis. In fact, 

this turns out to be the case: in parts the theory elaborated here is 

at variance with the KSN Hypothesis. To take a case in point, I shall 

a=gue in Chapter Four that simultaneity is not a possible mode o_= rule 

interaction, Thus at that stage in the e:: egesis and at others I shall 

delineate areas of KSN's thesis which a fully developed theory of UDRA. 

must amend. 

The way in which Part I is organized follows directly from KSN's exposition 

and it is their framework, adopted from Kiparsky, which I shall now 

outline, before alluding to the subject-matter of the remaining chapters. 

Implicit in the assumption that rules are e; trinsically ordered, is the 
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claim that languages may differ solely in their relative ordering of a 

pair of rules A and B. This consequence of the e: trinsic ordering 

hypothesis dates back to Kiparsky (1968). One way of looking at KSN's 

task is therefore to say that they must refute the statement that two 

languages L1 and L2 may differ in their ordering of the same set of rü18s. 

This Colds both when L1 and L2 are synchroniýally related dialects and 

when they are subsequent stages of the same langua`e i. e. diachronically 

related. To set about this task KSN take Kiparsky as a starting-point 

and consiJer the -various relations which may obtain between rule A and 

rule B. They then use this f. a ework to discuss first synchronically 

related languages and second diachronically related ones. I shall also 

adopt Kiparsky's framework but, unlike KSN, I shall treat synchronic and 

diachronic data together just in case both exemplify a particular 

interaction-type. 

Kiparsky defines rule A's -effect on rule B as one of the follo4ain iA 

applies before B: 

(8) ": ee sB if c': a piication oA increases the number of moor s 

to which B can apply. 

ý_ bleeds B iff the application o , decreases the number of forms 

co which B can apply. 

does not of ect B iff , '. neither feeds nor bleeds B" . 

(cited by KSN, page 2) 

I shall refer to reeding and bleeding as the Primary Modes of Rule 

Interaction, since they describe- the effect of the first rule, IL i, on a 

second rule, B, which is ordered to apply after A. But also to be 

considered are B's potenzial effects on A, which, however, are not 

realized since 5 is by definition prevented from applying before A. 

These I shall refer to as the Secondary Modes of Rule Interaction. KSN 

se the terms 'Countereeu'ing' and 'Counterbl. eding' gor the seconJa-U 

,: 
modes, as defined in Cl 
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i9) "B counterfeeds A iff the application of B would increase the 

number of corms to which A could apply if B were to apply before A. 

B counterbleeds A iff the application of B would decrease the 

number of forms to which A could apply if B were to apply befoLe A. 

B does not affect A iff B neither counterfeeds nor counterbleeds A. " 

(KSN ibid. ) 

Both the primary and secondary modes of rule-interaction have been 

re erred to in the literature under different labels. Feeding and 

bleedin correspond to Chase's (1963) "appropriate additive interference" 

and "appropriate subtractive interference" respectively. Chafe refers 

to Counterfeeding and Counterbleeding as "inappropriate additive inter- 

ference" and "inappropriate subtractive interference" respectively. 

(See 5 3.1 for a discussion of KSN's remarks concerning Chafe's exposition. ) 

Wang- (1969) uses the terms "replenishing" and "voiding" for the secondary 
I 

modes. 

Given that A can affect B in three ways and that B can potentially affect 

A in three ways, there is a total of nine ways in which A and B can 

interact. However we shall not discuss each of these nine interactions 

separately. Rather, I shall devote one chapter to each of the primary 

modes and one to each of the secondary modes (the non-afffecting relation 

being of no empirical consequence). 

To clarify the relationships between the interaction-types, we now turn 

briefly to the principles of linguistic change developed by Kiparsky (1968) 

using the feeding/bleeLing distinction. Since Kiparsky was expanding 

Halle's (1962) claim that the class of possible sound changes is the same 

as the class of possible phonological rules, the feeding/bleeding dichotomy 

characterizes all primary interaction-types, synchronic as well as 

diachronic. Kiparsky observed two tendencies in his data: 

T 
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(10) I Feeding order tends to be maximized. 

II Bleeding order tends to be miniraived. 

From these he inferred the following principle as a mechanism of linguistic 

change: 

(11) III Rules tend to shift into the order which allows their fullest 

utilization in the grammar. 

Applying Principle III to the organization of synchronic phonological 

grammars, we would expect to find relatively few rule-pairs in a bleeding 

ralation and the majority of rule-pairs in a feeding relation. However 

within the classical position on generative phonology to which Kiparsky 

subscribes, rules have not been maximally utilized. To put this slightly 

tiff ere ntly, it is not the case that we find a preponderance of rules in 

a feeding relation as opposed to a bleeping relation within the generative 

literature. A second criticism which may be made of the maximal utiliza- 

tion principle, is, like the first, pointed out by Kenstowicz and Kissebe: rth 

(1977): to claim that bleeding orders are minimizes suggests that they 

are marked in some way whereas feeding orders are unmarked. Yet as 

Hooper also remarks (1976, Chapter 5), there are many examples in the 

literature of mutual bleeding orcers where the attested order is the 

unmarked, natural one. A theory of rule interaction must account for 

this.. Furthermore -a point which is not made by Hooper or Kenstowicz 

and Kisseberth -a theory of UDRA must find the means to predict which 

rule takes applicational precedence in mutual bleeding situations. In 

Chapter 3, Bleeding, it will be shown that KSN propose an appropriate 

principle. The principle in question, Proper Inclusion Precedence, also 

figures in Chapter 5, Counterfeecing, where it is rendered more e. plicit 

and associated algorithms put -forward. 

One solution to the problem raised by the fact that certain 
bleeding 

orders are unmarkea is that another principle overrides (10) II, the 

of- 
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minimization of bleeding orders. Indeed; Kiparsky himself suggests suc; 

a principle (1971), namely Paradigm Uniformity, cited as (12): 

(12) A1iot: iorphy tends to be minimized in a paradigm. 

(1971, pages 592-9) 

It is clear that (f i) constitutes a restatement of the phenomenon of 

analogical levelling. The appropriateness of such a principle to data 

from Swiss German will be demonstrated in `, 3.4.2. 

More important for the theory of rule interaction than what may be 

regarded as a slightly retrograde step towards the reformulation of 

analogy current in the Struct Afalist literature, is the concept of 

'opacity' which Kiparsky also introduced in 1971. Let us therefore 

evaluate the KSN Hypothesis in the light of this more recent distinctit 

The process P of the form 

)kB /CD 

is opaque to the eNtent that: 

i) there are phonetic counterexamples to it i. e. phonetic strings of 

the type [CAD] ana. 

ii} there are phonetic instances of B in environments other that C 

In a later publication (1973), Kiparsky divides ii) into the following 

two cases of opacity: 

iia) B derives: by the process P in environments other than CD 

by iib) B not deriveG by the process P (i. e. underlying or derive( 

another process) in environment C D. 

The -ollowin; quotation states what Kiparsky is claiming to e. -: p ain by 

introducing the term 'opacity': 

(13) "Opacity (converse: transparency) is intended as a measure of on 

of the properties of a rule which determine how hard it is to 
learn: the 'G istance' et, een what the rule says and the phones 
forms in the language o --hose grammar the rule is a part, " 

(1973, page 79) 

Clauses i) and i a) have to do with the pervasive problem of learning 
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r 

the class of segments af. 4cted by a rule and that its conte: t is. 

i)-type opacity arises when there are phonetic counterexamples to the 

first of '. a pair of rules. Often in particular derivations this is 

because the first rule is not allowed to apply nonvacuously - at the. 

point in the derivation ,. 7here it applies the input structure has not 

yet been modified to yield the necessary structural description. 

Typically there obtains a counterfeeding relation between the pair of 

rules: e Final phonetic string contains a surface violation of rule 

A. Clause iia) describes the kind of opacity uhich typically results 

when two rules apply in a counterbleeding order: the second rule obsci 

the context which calls for the first rule. Clause jib) has to do wit 

learning underlying representations which are later subject to neutral 

7 e shall also treat neutralization processes and their relation to the 

abstractness issue in Chapter 4, Counterbleeding. 

If rules apply in such a way that opacity is minimized, clearly counte: 

feeding and counterbleedin© will be marked interactions. This is the 

claim made by Kiparsky`s opacity principle. Low does it compar i:. ý 

the predictions of the KSN Hypothesis? KEN assert that only certain 

relations may obtain bet-ween a pair of rules: feeding, counterllleedin; 

and (of necessity) mutual bleeding relations. KSN actually state thei. 

case so strongly that all other relations must be wrong analyses. The: 

th-an proce., i to reanalyze the remaining relations - see particularly ti 

disc-ssions of bleeding in Chapter 3 and counterfeeding in Chapter 5. 

To summarize, KS I's claim is at variance with that of Kiparsky: the 

latter classifies ccunterfeedin; and counterbleeding - , ghat I have tert 

the secondary modes of rule interaction - as unnatural; whilst KSN 

"outlaw' counterfeeding and bleeding orders other than mutual ones. 

Hooper (1976 pages 77-78) accuses KSN of not having any netatý eoretica: 
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principle which e: ýplains why feeding and counterbleeding should be 

preferred over bleeding and counterfeeding. She cannot therefore ha. 'e 

read the introductory paragraphs of 53 where KSN characterize bleeding 

and counterfeeding as "domain-reducing" as opposed to the 'more natura; 

more general and möre law-like (sic: JRI4icB) character" o feeding and 

counterbleedinä. This is the case since the latter relations hold whet 

every rule applies once its structural description is met i. e. they 

express a true generalization about language. Thus a rule stating that 

"All X are Y" (as in examples of feeding and counterbleeding) is to be 

preferred over one which says that "All X which are Z are Y" (as with 

bleeding and counterfeeding). Ceteris paribus we would expect the chi: 

constructing his grammar to select hypotheses of the former type rather 

than hypotheses of the latter type, and hence that his grammar will 

contain more instances of rules in feeding and counterbleeding relatioi 

than that of his parents, and similarly sewer instances of bleeding anz 

counterfeeäing relations. From this it follows that grammars of 

temporally subsequent dialects will contain fewer cases of bleeding ant 

counterfeecino than temporally antecedent ones. 

In the chapters which follow I shall agree with both Kiparsky and KSN 

that feeding represents perhaps the most natural relation between rule. 

(Chapter 2), and that under scrutiny putative cases of counterfeeding 

turn out to be based on dubious analyses (Chapter 5). However Is all 

disagree with KSN in my treatment of certain bleeding relations in 

Chapter 3.1 shall also be at variance with Kiparsky in Chapter 4 whe 

I entertain counterbleeding interactions despite the fact that the 

principle of UDRA developed here to account for certain counterb1eedin, ý 

relations derives from his (1973) paper. 

In closing this Introduction to Part I, 1 should like to point to the 
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metatheoretical consequences which ensue once the UDRA Hypothesis is 

accepted as a linguistic universal. At first lance it might be suppo 

that the adoption of the UDRA Hypothesis rather than a set of parochia 

o: -üeriný constraints is on r, par with formal universals like the selec 

of one particular sot of distinctive features rather than another set 

(where 'formal' universal contrasts with 'functional' universal and 

subsumes tle earlier 'substantive' uni; rersal; see Chomsky and Lasnik 

(1977) ). However to take such a view would be to disregard the relat: 

strengths of the two positions. 

As a metatheoretical term 'streu--th' is to be distinguished from 'power 

The latter is ascribed to a particular theory of 3rammar with referenc( 

to the number of languages, both natural and artificial, uefined by it, 

Renee the more powerful the theory the greater the number of not only 

natural but also unnatural, artificial languages it generates. It has 

long been recognized that T(ransformational) G(enerative) Grammar is 

over-powerful in this sense. Hence an important goal of linguistic th( 

has been to restrict TG grammars by imposing universal constraints on 

therm. Each time the theory is constrained in this way by "skimming o'` 

some ol its e:, cessive power, it becomes a stronger theory just in case 

it comes closer to deJfining the set of all an< only natural languages. 

I now propose to demonstrate that by entertaining parochial ordering WE 

increase the power of 1inýuistic theory wwithouc a concommittant Cain it 

strength. On the other hand the adoption of the UDRA Hypothesis result 

in a far less powerful but stronger theory of langua3e. 

Consider the claim that a grammar G1 of some natural language LI contai 

n rules, which are extrinsically ordered. The implication here is that 

there may e. -ist a related language - call it L2 - with a -rammar G` al; 

containing tose n rules but that those rules are in a different e. trit 
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order. Now consider the total number of distinct e., trinsic orders in 

which it is possible to place those n rules: the total is n: (n-1) 

(n-2) .. (n-3) 
....... .; 1=n! or n factorial. In other worts, under 

the parochial position, a set of n rules defines n! different drammars 

for n! different languages (or dialects). To appreciate the unbridled 

powerfulness of such a position let me cite Pullum's calculations from 

his (1979) review of KoutsouCas (1976). Taking the fragment of Ens1is 

phonology presented in Chomsky and Halle's '"Sound Pattern of English'" 

(1968), Pullum notes that there are fifty separate rules. Thus uncer 

the extrinsic ordering hypothesis the number of grammars defined is 50 

(50 49 43 .7....... 1). Pullum approximates this number as 3X 

To give some idea of the enormity of such a figure he compares it with 4-3 

the distance from the earth to the sun in millimetres which is only ab 

1014: Moreover the number of possible grammars soars even higher if, 

is often the case in the generative literature, partial extrinsic orte- 

is also entertained. 

From such calculations it is clear that by any standards the parochial 

orcering position commits one to a theory oz unlricdeu power Out littl: 

s-a enath. By contrast, for our n rules the UD 4, Hypothesis claims tha 

only one grammar - anc hence one language - is o-efined. To put this 

another ': ay, the UDRA Hypothesis predicts that no two languages (or 

dialects) will Ci--ier solely in the relati. ie ordering of the same set , 

rules. Thus for all those data where such a claim has been made it 

behoves the theory of UDRA to explicate the facts using ui ferent mean 

if it is to maintain its position as the stronger theory. 

Within Part I of this thesis I shall propose that a number oZ factors 

other than extrinsic ordering constraints determine the attested 

t ifferences bet%-: een synchronically relates dialects an: Diachronic sta 
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of the same language. In some cases I shall call for the retormulatio 

of the rules themselves. Else'ihure I shall cite restructuring in the 

lexicon as the cause of the divergence. In other places I shall make 

appeal to the functional status of the processes concerned. However a- 

no point shall I rely on an extrinsic ordering device to determine the 

applicational precedence of a particular rule over another. Thus I am 

confident that, in narrowing down the set of possible phonological 

systems which are found in natural language grammars, the phonological 

theory äevelopec here shares the metatheoretical attributes or other 

theories of UDRA. 

w 
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C'7Ul')TE: t T''0 "F INC 

Like the ntý--ýt, this chapter deals with one of the Pr :rr Nodes of 

^uIe Interaction. It will concern itself with the characteriz`tion of 

Feeding and the e-. erm lification of the principle, Obligator, Precedence. 

In keeping with the first sections of the remaining ch,: pt. crs in Part I, 

2 .13'? ntrinsic Feeding in KSN' , provides a criti ue of °, S ýY' treat- 

ment of the interaction»type, and looks at data from three different 

languages. In contrast, 5 2.9--and § 2.3 deal pith data from one 

language only, namely Mohawk. Postal's or+ginal (1968) analysis is 

reviewed in detail, secondary treatments by i(SN and Karin : lichelson are 

discussed and additional solutions provided. The material is divided 

between the two sections as follo, as. In § 2.2, 'Postal's Defence of 

Parochial Ordering', the typical pattern of argumentation found in the 

1itcrature of classical -enerative phonology is critically e:; deni ed in 

the light of KSN's treatment' of a set of rules from Mohawk. ': t the same 

time, KS`I's re-anal y--is of a piece of Postal's data is shoT,. Tn also :o be 

unsatisfactory and a more aderuate solution provided. S. 2.3, 'rules of 

Epen. thesis in drxý7s together a number of issues related to 

rules of this týype. It- is my contention that, far from cloudinb the 

e: position of Obl i3a-atory? Prec2dence and the feeding interactions it 

accounts for, the ensuing discussion Will remonstrate the interdependenc 

between questions of rule ordering and other aspects of phcnolo3ic4_ 

theory 
. 
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5 2.1 Intrinsic Feeding' in KS; 3 

Throughout the literature of generative phonology there are many 

examples of rules standing in a feeding relation i. e. where rule A 

increases the number. -of 
forms to which rule B can apply. To spell 

this out a little more clearly, consider an underlying representation 

S and a pair of rules A an(. B. * Although S does not meet the struc- 

tural description of B, it meets that of A. Furthermore, the structure 

which results from applying A to S does now meet the structural descrip- 

tion of 3: then A feeds B. 

s their first e:: ample of feeding, KSN take Kiparsky's rules for 

Finnish: - 

(1) K, iparsky 1968: Finnish 

A Consonant Deletion 

B Diphthonöization 

ýý ýIv v 

ce) ie 

Following I; SIT and given these rules, let us examine how they would 

apply to the underlying representations /vee/ and /tage/. Clearly /vee/ 

but not/tege/ meets the structural description of Diphthongization. 

Yet once Consonant Deletion has app? ied. to /. te e/ (it is not applicable 

to /vee/ ), the intermediate structure /tee/ does meet the structural 

description of Diphthongization and we obtain the following derivations: - 
r 

(Z) S, -vee teXe 

A-= tee 

B' "-vie -tie 

Footnote 

In the next four chapters I shall use S for underlying representations, 
A for the first rule in question mid B for the seccnc. Underlying 
representation, Structural Description and Structural change are 
frequently abbreviated as UR, SD and SC, respectively. 
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From this e_; ample KSNN point out that an extrinsic ordering statement, 

Consonant Deletion before Diphthongization, is wholly redundant - nach 

rule simply does apply to every represent cion to which it can appl, -. 

Hence stating that two rules are in a feeding rc1«tion is tantamount to 

saving that they are entirely unrestricted in their order of applicatiot 

i. e. each (obligatory) rule must be applied to every representation that 

satisfies its structural description. In 1980, Koutsoudas encapsulated 

this principle as Obligatory Precedence, which is defined as follows: 

(3) "An-obligatory rule must apply wherever its structural descriptior 

is meL". (1980, page 20) 

In this sense, feeding is intrinsic order par C-Tcellznce - the type of 

case which I suspect Chomsky had in mind when he first formulated the 

.: _: trinsic/intrinsic distinction in 1965. Given a "typical" derivation 

in classical generative phonology, it is not surprising how many ru1es 

stand in feeding relations to each other, when one considers that later 

rules are Lormulated to apply to the 
structures 

generated by earlier 

rules, so that it is g-. ̀r-1 possible for a form to have as many 

intermediate representations as there are rules in the grammar. To 

put this another ; ay, if instead all rules ýe e to bleed each other 

vie woul e: rpec. t one rumse only to apply to each underlying form and 

each derivation to consist of two lines. Under the UDRA hypothesis 

the characteristic intrinsic feeding order follows nat-urally as a part 

or te definition oý ob1? datory rule. It 1.3 important to see how 

easily the SPE framework can be adapted to incorporate intrinsic 

ordering, - especially reeding relations: all wie have to Go here is 

to allow the formalization of the rule to ., e Termine that it apply 

whenever possible. 

Since e:: amples of intrinsic -47eedin; order are so common in the litcfetuz 
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it is parado:, -ical that time and time again these very cases are cited 

as proof of the necessity for parochial ordering statements. Indeed 

KSP1 cite two examples from SPE of the tautological nature of the typical 

argumentation for parochial ordering, where Ch&H present facts which 

argue against rather than for the claim that "a fairly strict ordering 

must be imposed on. phonological processes". (page 88). 

Given two rules for English: - 

(4) SPE : English 

A Spirantization t. ýs /+i 

B Palatalization si - 3Y /-V 

and given an underlying representation .. 
iprezident +i all', it is 

clear that only A is applicable, yielding /prezidens +i+ all, the 

appropriate environment for B to produce reziýensa 
]. 

B is no more 

applicable to the initial string than it is to any other sequence of 

/consonant + i/ which does not happen to have the derivational props 

erties of /prezident/. Yet Ch&H mane- the ordering e: ctrinsic by 

numbering Spirantization (26), and Palatalization (37) is their suumiary 

of rules (Chapter 5 page 236). 

Despite the 'fact that KSI3's ar; unents are -valid . V4en applies to tre 

processes of spi_-antization and palatalization typical of the :; or1ä's 

languages, I must note here thatI find their, oversimplificäticn of 

the rules pres_nted inSPE, for, English urfair to Ch&H. In fact 

Spirantization subsumes four subcases cperatin on all anterio 
l F+. 

- 
rl 

coronal 

consonants, whilst the SPE formulation of P2lntüli^cticn applies to 

coxonal consonants before the glide [y] 
thich is subsequently deleted 

TOotncte 

:; S*d cite informally the appropriate sub-cases of these cc"p1e° . u1es - sc below for ccrin: on_, 
"r 
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under certain conditiors. ^lthouah KS^? 's cversi gZificatien does not 

vitiate their overall arSurment, the precedence of Spirantization ever 

Palatalization as formulated in SPE is not a case of feeding order 

comparable in lack of ce; cple:: ity to their other examples. 

KSI: demonstrate that SPE proposals to handle Sapir's data fron Southern 

Paiute in terms of an extrinsic ordering restriction have no empirical 

iustification. Given the two rules cited below, the only possible 

derivation of an input /paawa/ is the followin;: - 

(5) SPE Southern Paiute 

A Vowel Devoicing VI voice] / 
E sonJ V 

B Glide/Nasal Devoicing [+ 
son =-4E-. voice /- cons 

L- voc - voice] C 
S /paawa/ 

4 paawa 
0 

B pa<<ra 
0oJ 

3 could not apply directly to the underlying representation alone since 

its environmental conditions are not met, the glide being followed by a 

- cons seärnent, rather than by a cons one. Ch&H are [+ 

voice] voice I-- 

therefore right when they state that these rules "require endless repeti- 

tion of. environments if the rules are made to apply simultaneously", but 

in error when they claim that such e:: amples "are handled quite naturally 

if rules are applied in accordance with the ordering conventions we have 

postulated". (page 349). In fact Sapir's data can best be handled 

without the heavy machinery proposed in SPE. 

In this section we have reviewed rules from Finnish, English and Southern 
12 

Paiute which KSN argue do not require parochial ordering statements. 

Rather, in each case the application of rule B to the output of rule P 

follows from Obligatory Precedence. ade have characterized this type of 
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interaction as intrinsic feeding. Having seen intrinsic feeding 

relations for rule-pairs, we now turn with KSN to a set of rules in a 

purportedly extrinsic order. 
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2 .2 Postal's Defence of Parochial Ordering 

In this section vTe consider the pattern of argumentation for parochial 

ordering in Postalts 'Aspects', published in the same year as SPE. I 

turn to Postal for several reasons. Firstly, since the data are taken 

from Mohawk, the language of Postal's linguistic apprenticeship, rather 

than from a language with which I am familiar, I can have no unsympathetic 

intuitions regarding what I Suspect are highly abstract underlying 

representations. Despite this, or rather because I have such qualms, 

I think it is fair to take Postal's work on Mohawk as a typical -- and 

competent - treatment within the framework of classical generative 

phonology. This linguistic excursion finds its conclusive support in 

the fact that KSN discuss three examples of Postal's in detail, in an 

attempt to apply their hypothesis to sets as well as pairs of rules. 

in this section shall treat the first of these, introduce additional 

data and - somewhat unavoidably - pass comment on Postal's polemic. 

.! 

Postal's --,, orld-view of possible rule interaction presented in Chapter 

7 'Rule Ordering and Stratificational Phonology' may be represented as 

(6) simultaneous 

rule application random 

se uenti i 

(partially) 
ordered 

ý: ` first ýl ance this fa, ' S to recognize the intri. nsic/paroch? a dichotomy 

(see below for caveat). I. ý fairness to Postal it should be notes that 

the purpose of his chapter (indeed the purpose of the whole of Part I 

S 'on II 'Real rguments , 
'jgainst ýiitonorous Phonolog, ') is to b ''.. - 

down fire and brimstone upon the head of Lamb's Stratif. ic2tional Phonology. 

Lamb att cks thy. claim that a aed nation consists of -yore than ýý. 7c lines 

4 

gn u defends the hypothesis that all rules apply simultaneously. Tt is 
., 
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this that Postal successfully disproves. However it is to Postal's 

detriment that, having introduced a refinement of McCawley's (11168) 

bifurcation of sequential rules into random and ordered (= parochially) 

-a step which seems to suggest that exti: insic ordering is not universal 

- he proceeds as if he had never mentioned it and confines his onslaught 

to a barrage against complete s. multaneity. It is not surprising there- 

fore to find that his arguments simply do not hold against a "mixed" 

theory of universally predictable simultaneous and se: iuential rule 

interaction like i SN's . 

ý_t the beginning of this section I stressed that the application of 

rules in a feeding relation is a tautological consequence of the defini- 

tion of obligatory rule. Now consider with KSN hoT,, i any possible derivation 

of underlying /t -L ni ' ek = s/ , '' ("you and I eat it") could proceed. 

Of the '"Six Extrinsically Ordered Rules kor Mohawk Plus One" cited in 

Table I page 35, the structural description of only one is met, namely 

Trý. ncation. Sir. c, each rule in the set is oUliýatory, Truncation must 

apply, yielding 
the intermediate repres`ntation /tneksi. Thus a 

parochial statement that Truncation is ordered before Prothesis is , 

total? :ý --dunddant. The form ; treks, ' now meets the structural description 

of Prothesis whose status as a phoaologic; n, ' rule KS 7. T accept. Let us 

ss-ime for the moment that they ar . right to do so, in order to follow 

their e-. ar. pý., -- through, noting the minor modification of the environment 

of prothesis and Stress from Do to 71 

Footnote 

: 1orpheme boundaries are reproduced following Postal in underlying repre- 

sentations but omitted thereafter by courtesy of IýSIA since they do not 
figure in any of the rules under examination. 

-' '-, Although : ýS Ty ind `vidence that the vowel in the following syllable 

may be preceded by an indefinite number of non-, %owels (hence superscript 

n), they find no 4mpirical justification for the claim (represented by 

subscript o) tl. at the Towel may be morpheme-initial i. e. preceded by rye 

non-vowels ;.? hatsor. ver. Thus their alt : ration constitutes, f: anything, 

a slight impro-. remE nt on ostal's original formulation. 
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TABLE I 

SIX EXTRINSICALLY ORDJRED RULES FCR MOHA'JK PLUS ONE 

'Postal's Rules UDRA Rules 

{1) TRUNCATION TRUNCATION 

V)O/V as Postal 

(2) PROTHESIS PROTHESIS 

0 --) i/ [ Dö V Dö #] 
= an MSC on well-formed URs 

Verb Verb 

,, 
S ---)i just in case 

[# Dn V Dö #] 

Verb Verb 

(ý 3) not listed explicitly by 
Postal 

EPENTHESIS 

(3) STRESS 

V --) 
V/ DöVDö 

() STRESS J IIP 

V Do --ý 
V 

Dö ,ä 

EPENTHESIS 

as Postal 

STIESS 

modified by KSN 

V ----) 
V/ Dno Dn V Do 

v 

no rule necessary 

C5) TONE 

c>" ý hR 

(6) LENGTH 

TONE 

as Postal 

LENGTH 

CV as Postal 
V --)V: / .... 

where C= any consonant, resonant or not, including systematic w, y. 

D= any non-vowel, i. e. consonant or h, ?. 

R= any resonant, i. e. w, y, n, r. 

= falling tone. 
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,, Cw, it is c1 : ar that if Prothesis is to be incorporated into the phonol- 

oy o; f Mohawk, it is unnecessary to order it e-: trinsically after 

Truncation. The same is true of Rule Number 3, Stress, for this rule, 

being obligatory, automatically applies to the output of prothesis 

itneks/. Any statement to the effect that Stress must follow Prothesis 

in the parochial ordering, constitutes a redundancy in the 6rarmar, 

Since the form derived from the application of Stress does not satisfy 

the structural description of any of per rule in the set the derivation 

terminates. (final phonetic 
L1deneksJ 

resulting from the application of 

further rules not listed by Postal). So runs KSN's convincing argument 

regarding the derivation of /Itneks/; - 

(7) "You and I eat it" 

S/t; ni - ek -- s 
41 

Truncation 

Prothesis i 

Stress 1 

Phonetic Sur-ace 
I]/- 

den ek s 

L or Postal however this clearcut example of three rules applying sequen- 

tially in a feeding -relation constitutes evidence of ýýýe necessity of 

e-ntrinsic ordering. The pattern of his ar ý ýentarion gor +, --he parochial 

ordering Truncation before Pro4hesis is entirely L: -pical of generative 

<"uie ordering ; logrna ýGRai'ý for short) A 0-ROD ü'üuraCTli agai st intrinsic 

-t: edin; relations runs something like this: 

Rule r can apply to S but rule B cannot. ? 'owes; er, 3 can 

apply to the structure that results from the appiiration 

of A to S. If we abandon an eý: trinsic ordering constraint, 

z after A- and here comes the f alllacy -B will automatically 

apply be"ore r`. But since B's structural description is : ßa4 

raet: by S, it will have to be moc; i ier to 3' by incorporating; 
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part of A. ' Therefore B' is a more comple:: rule than B and 

hence a grammar with the rules B' ,A is more complex: and less 

highly values: than one containing the e:: trinsically ordered 

rules"A, B. QED! 

Of course the fallacy lies in the assumption that "no ordering" _ 

"opposite ordering". Lest there be any doubt that GROD arguments 

really e:: ist, Ifcite in full the appropriate one from 'Aspects' for 

Truncation (A) and'Prothesis (B): - 

(3) "After the Truncation rule eliminates the first vowel, the 

structure meets the 'one vowel' condition of Prothesis in 

verbs" 
"But, without the ordering, it is necessary to modify the 
Prothesis rule to apply not only if there is one vowel in 

a verb but also when there are two vowels which are contiguous 
(e:: cept for intervening morpheme boundary)". 

(I. e. non sequitur - Postal is claiming that without the ordering 

Prothesis applies before Truncation 

"That is, structural facts which are cornpletcly predicted 
by the Truncation rule, namely, that at one stage two 
contiguous vowels behave like a single vowel", suet be 

. redun antly built into another. rule, in this care Prothesis. " 

(original emphasis, 'Aspects' pages 144/5). 

I . ef_a. n Yrcm.. co... -, i tin further. 

Instead let me turn to the nature of Prothesis whose dubious status as 

a phonological rule I hinted at earlier. Of coursc removing P ot'icsis 

fror, the ohonolo ical component prop"cl will in no way ; eonardize 

(justified) aröunents and favour Pestal's (fallacious) araua. ̂cntc: ' 

Postal also argues in G^OD kein for the arochial order Truncation- 

JLress that 11 4s in the Truncation-Prothesis case, eliminating the cracr 

again teens that generalizations are lost and linguistic information 

*. "-hich one rule predicts must- beredundantly, l; stad in. another. " (pate 

145). Yet as I trust I have demonstrated, it is his ;; rmmar rather 

than Lamb's or anyone else's that is to be accused of redundancy - by 
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&: ss . ni. n- a number to each rule -. hen no such devices arc neccssor 

In fact Pos`a1 is uiIty of defending GROD for every rule-par in his 

? ist. what I c_^ý about to comment on is . jheth--r Prothesis should harre 

been included in that 'ist in the first pi-c2. 

Consider the formulation of Prothesis: it differs from the other rules 

in the list bfr appealing to categorial structure. Postal himself admits 

that because of this "it is in any event impossible in a stratificationol 

system". (pace 144). Raving said that, hr promptly goes on to ignore 

it "in favour of concentration on ordering-" . But surely such a fact 

cannot be ignored. One cannot argue that Lamb's simultaneous rule 

application fails with respect to Prothesis when Prothesis is not a 

rule which Lamb recognizes! Although I disagree both that rules apply 

simultaneously *, and that phonological rules should have no appeal to 

grammatical information - two basic tenets of Lamb's phonology - in 

this case I go along with the Stratificationalists by not including 

Prothesis in the phonological component of lohawk. The reason is not 

that I would ban grammatical prerequisites in phonology but rather that 

prothetic vowels behave as if they were present in underlying repre- 

sentations - unlike epenthetic a's to be discussed below. Like c11 

other non-epenthetic vowels, prothetic i's can bear stress, tone and 

ten th. Postal admits as much when he states that: "in fact the 

stress, length, and tone properties of prothetic 
lil 

vowels follow in 

every respect the general rules of the language required for all other 

vowels" (page 148). However, he fails to reflect these facts since h2 

introduces prothetic i's in the same i, 7ay that he introduces epenthetic a's. 

* Footnote 

This position will be fully subs tan`iated in Chapter 4. It should be 

borne in mind in § 2.3 where the discussion of Chapter 4 is anticipated. 
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The three rules may be shown to apply to underlying /i -! - hra =- k- s/ 

containing the prothctic vowel (assuming that the other eltirnents are 

justifiably posited. ): 

t9) S; i. +hra+k+s f 
1 

Stress i' 
4 

Tone i`/ 

i Length 

'phonetic ýi`: [raks] 

"he eats it" 

This is not to suggest that the presence of /i/ in the underlying form 

of "he eats it" is not rule-governed. Rather, I would propose that 

Postal's formulation of Prothesis acts as a T-sell-formedness condition 

on verbs - it will have to be modified slightly, as shown in Table I. 

to apply to monosyllabic verbs which may have a diphthong, not Just a 

single vowel, as syllabic nucleus, thus permitting the correct operation 

of Truncation. Prothesis, then, may be regarded as a 1Zorpheme Structure 

Condition which ap? lies prior to forms entering the phonological 

component proper. This analyysis refutes Postal's clam, in defence of 

GROD, that in the derivation of o raks] "since the vowel which receives 

the tone is not in the input representation, under the simultaneous 

application assumption, it cannot recei,. 7e the gone from the Tone rýýle 

or any modification of it. " (page 147). By specifying /i/ in the 

underlying rcpres ntation of this form and all others subject to Postal's 
4 C) 

Prothesis, Stress can apply immediately 
. ts structural jescripticn is 

: yet, yielding a structure which may serve as an input to Tone and 

ultimately undergo Length. Ther` are therefore t;: c related reasons 

Why Prothesis never need be a "set of three rules" (i. e. incorporat. ng 

Stress, Tone and Length) : on the one hand because the three rules in 

, question feed each other se uentiall-, y r, ithout extrinsic orderi ä 

constraints; on the other, because the behaviour of prothe-tic Ä's as 
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the input to this f`eding clearly suggests that they are already 

present in underlying, representations. 

KSII go on to discuss two more derivations of r ohati'rk forms, dealt with 

in the next section. '. Summing up the above e. -, -position of intrinsic 

feeding in Mohawk phonology, the typical pattern of argumentation in 

favour of GROD has been illustrated, and we have seen how KSN handle 

Postal's data. However we have not been. in complete aUreenent with 

KSN's re-analysis. In particular, the status oJE Prothesis as a phono- 

logical yule was questioned. Despite this the conclusion that rules 

are ordered according to universally determined principles is essentially 

: hat KSN claim to be the case for any set of n rules. In other words, 

although a fully ý'eveloped theory of UDRA may not be in accord with 

the KSN hypothesis regarding the exact nature of universal precedence 

principles involved, both deny that parochial ordering is ever necessary. 

Thus no matter %., hat might be the precise character of the principles of 

UDRA, KSN's concluding remarks to their 1: loha , -k section still stand: 

(10) "There is every reason to believe that similar evidence 
of the non-necessity of language-specific constraints 
on Lulc application could be provided with respect to 
still larder sets of rules for Mohawk and other 
languages, and that the hypothesis of universally 
determined rule application is ultimately defensible 

with respect to all motivated phonological rules of 
all languages. " 

(KSN page 14). 
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523 Rupf Epenthesis in Mohawk 

In the preceding section we c: iscussý=j ý-ules from Postal's (1963) work 

on Mohawk which =,, -erc: in an intrinsic feedin relation. During the 

course of that discussion we accepted KSN's re-analysis of the data. 

In this section we consiCler two Further derivations 
. 
from Mohawk treated 

by KSN. These derivations differ from those dealt with in ý 2.2 in 

that KSN's treatment involves the simultaneous application of Stress 

and a-Epenthesis. glow one of the ccntrai claims of this thesis is 

that simultaneity is not a possible mode of rule interaction - this 

position will be fully substantiated in Chapter 4. There it will be 

argued that not only does simultaneous application lead to incorrect 

phonetic representations for certain data, but also that it is always 

possible to predict the corre. t order of application from an indepen- 

dently motivated principle of üDRA. However since one of the deriva- 

tions from Mohawk treated by KSN also involves intrinsic feeding, I 

have decided to discuss them both here, even though doing so necess- 

itates the adoption o: certain precedence principiýs Without a unenta- 

Lion. Moreover, a closer e: _armination of the da -a adopted ': nil, 

teals that the more ; general issue of Epenthesis rules in iiIoh -wk has 

a direct bearing on the analysis of the two derivations in question. 

It is therefore apposite to deal with this issue in the same place as 

? esLai's other data. 

Once we have looked at- Pos tai's oridinai anal ä Lý and iii V eT1ieT"tüatio 2, 

it ill :,, -e e.. pedient Co e. -: amine rules of EpenUhesis as pIýesenýeJ in 

Karin Michelson's (1977) defence of Postal and GaGD. Finally to 

further rules postulated by Postal for Mohawk Will be s cwn 

D. ýo e: preszs pu:: ious eneralizations a iJ nenLe roc to support OL 6 
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7 Li Postalls analysis or 
Iniganüi: 

üa eiýý (''houses" j, from underlyin 
/ni , ýa -- nu1as + k. e/, three rules apply in the f 1ýawin pa.: OLI iai 

ov er: Epentlesis, Stress, Sores jur-ap. The p, 7r"cicu? ar zu1e o 

eperthesis involved here inserts a oeL,. een tue la t two morpheme s 1i 

i. he 
undeZ1vim ic rr Tn '. I I` 

äy Post_ai " 
Howe vrh does Knot mention tln: la:: '-or in ' pec is ! an,. ' 

hence they do not figure in ; ESN's rLanalys .s- al`' ou h �c musti- cssur-nc 

fiat an e- p nthesis rule pplles in the surf Ce ý3i_Ul: t? 

-r-or. esentatýcn of 
[eneks] Prof ei< s/ (Se -' 2 foY a 

discussion of this derivation. ) 'or is Postal sreci fic about the 

Syructur l descrip tion of ? -'_'penthes s in r_ p_ t'- ar: rýl 

told that certain cpenthetic a vowels c'o not b ar Stress when penal- 

L?? 1 -ato Thus the 'i? ̀ ý'1? 21t1IT1ö 2a in 
ý^ 

e' ý? tho j (" loo at its! J Thich 

r'^ýs bear Stress is to be contrasted T. 7ith the epenthetic a in the same 

rosytion in niganühza eh] which is of the spec a1 non-stress-he r ng. 

sort-� (page 145}. Postal encodes the difference between the t7-7o vowels 

by indicating epcnthetic _ with a diacritic as "_fter 

Y rj, `e, 's have been inserted penultima. t'el., 'ý Stress is permitted to 

a pply to them, yielding an incorrect output. Consequently Stress Jump 

ýs re-uired to shift the . ron iv ss . ned Str. `s^ on 4's to the nn. te- 

penultimate ': ýJ7: ol In Postalls words "the Stý'ýSS ýump rule is 

because of certain epenthetic a ý7c-ý: e1 sw ich T, il-! not bear the stress 

when penultimate. in such cases the accent is displaced to the ante- 

renul t. ýý (page 145 
c c' b 

Postal casually brushes aside his appeal to a -Iohal property ;na 

footnote: 

(1ý) "There_ are, of course, fundamental 

concerning how such -vowels are to 

to be represented, and especially 

uished from stress-bearing a vowe 
however, no direct bearing on the 

^uestions of Noha'ik phono? oy 
be introduced, how they are 
hog:; they are to be disting - 

Is. These questions have, 
r'uestion of orderi g. " 

(footnote 3, page 145) 
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But these questions do have a direct beging on the rule orderin 

controversy and it will soon become clear that the satisfactory answer 

to them is available only within UJDRr.. Consider whether CPOD necessarily 

substantiates the "theoretical plausibility" of global rules %ý . Put - 

slightly differently '"does Postal's espousal of GROD force him to permit 

globality as well as extrinsic ordering? Given that a theory with 

global properties is excessively powerful, if it can be shown that UIýR^ 

does not require global statements, the hypothesis will be considerably 

strengthened metatheoretically. Before turning to KSN's demonstration 

of the latter, however, there are two aspects of Postal's analysis 

within GROD which need to be pointed out. 

Zn fact there are two reasons for not needing a rule of Stress Jump at 

all, even within the extrinsic ordering framework. Firstly, if Postal 

permits rules to have global power as he clearly does by using a 

diacritic in the structural change of Epenthesis and in the structural 

description of Stress Jump, why does he not place a negative condition 

on Stress itself, referring to epenthetic ff. 's i. e. stress the penul- 

ti: ate vowel unless it is A in which case stress the antepenult. Such 

G condition would do _-,,. Tay -, -ith Stress Jump and could be readily schem- 

atized as (12): 

(I2) V--. ýV ! (DO ,ý) DÖ V Do 

Th:: second reason for not needing Stress JUmp, even within GROD, is 

pointed out by -licht scn and makes Postül's analysis look even more 

ludicrous: with the power of extrinsic ordering, Postal is free to 

* 'Footnote 

In the metatheoretical sense whereby one hypothesis substantiates another 
if the validity of the first necessarily presupposes the validity of the 

second - see ?:. '. Botha (1971. 
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order Epenthesis after Stress producing the correct output in all cases. 

(In fact in the 196; 0 paper he does order e-Epenthesis after Stress 

without comment. ) The accent is assigned to the vowel \yhich is penul- 

timate in underlying structure and the fact that that vowel becomes 

the antepenult after a-Epenthesis, cannot cause reapplication of Stress 

in an extrinsic ordering theory Where each rule is tested for appl. ica- 

bility once only. Furthermore, no reference to Z1obality is required 

in the extrinsic ordering Stress, Epenthesis -a point not made by 

Michelson but one which nevertheless resolves the question of the 

theoretical dependency of GROD on global statements, for these data 

at least. 

From these two points we may conclude that COD is capable of generating 

the derivation of "houses" in Mohawk by e: ztrinsically ordering a- 

Epenthesis after Stress - that is, without a rule of Stress Jump 

operating on a diacritically marked segment. In other words, the 

global marking of epenthetic a's to distinguish them from underlying 

vowels of she same quality (or a vowels derived by other rules? ), and 

- he postulation oa rule of Stress Jump are both peculiar to Portal's 

particular analysis . Unfortunately the fact that Postal's trea : m`n t 

and GROD are not to be equated here -. 7eakens I: S ý's that their 

revision of the 1968 rules accounts for the facts in a some,,., -hat simpler 

and more natural manner. I cite ß; S11 in mull below: 

(13) "Un? i.: e Postal's rules, the a introduced by, Lpenthesis is given 
no diacritic to distinguish it from a's which are stressed 

regularly. The stress rule itself, however, is formulated to 
capture directly the observation that a vowel can never be 

stressed if there is a stressed vowel preceding it in the same 
:, ord. One effect of this quite natural mcdificat'icn of the 
context for Stress is that there is now no motivation for stress 
ý; ump, so that i. t can be eliminated from the grammar. This 

modification also eliminates any need' for Postal's diacritic 

marking of : pen. thetic a's, thereby simplifying the rule cf 
Epenthesis and the vocabulary for element-t;, -pes -. hic , must be 

assumed :o the grammar of iJIohawk. " 

(I sN 16) l\J lY Üß 
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:: e have seen that GROD necessites neither diacritics nor Stress jump. 

A for the observation which revised Stress indeed captures, such a 
fact is automatically accounted for by GOD in any phonology v. 71th a 

non-cyclic rule of stress-assignment, since Stress is permitted to 

apply once only within each Tword. Provided that Stress may be predicted 

to apply before Enenthesis by the UDR hypothesis, the choice between 

that hypothesis and GROI) can only be made on metathzoretica1 grounds 

for these particular ý, fohawk data. Of course, on such ; rounds T? D ý'. 

-i? 1 prove. the stronger theory, However I do not feel that K0 's. 

proposal constitutes the most highly valued i: y, pothesis ; ithin the 

theory of UDR. A.. 

N"Iv reason for making such a criticism of KSN is of course that theft 

anal; sis of Stress and a-Epenthesis in Mohawk involivEs a mode of rule 

interaction whose ontolöoical status is denied under the theory o 

T''ýý ' arty developed . in this thesis. To spell this out a 'Little more cl, 

KSý derive "houses" by applying Stress and a-E enthesis sirnultaneousýy, 

L /ýr 
as shown in 

`14 : 

I 1'ý) Lr t ni + ka -nu hs e, 

Stress a-Ep 

ni L. a nu ýs a : ýe 

Q final phonetic form Lnianhzac 

iý 1oß' the presentation of this derivation, KSýý Jae the fo11o: Jiný: 

(15) "11 trie rules rclevant to this c er . vation apply simultaneously, 
a fact T. hich again is not det`rmine( by any independent stcaternen 

in the theory, but is merely a conse: juence of the particular 
underlying forms, the structural descriptions of the particular 
rules, and the fact that the rules are obiiöatory. r' 

(:: N pa c 17; my emphasis) 

(15) seems L be recapitulating Obligatory Precedence, IA. 07ever it is 

at variance itiz r: 5ýý's principle, Proper Inclusion Prec cenGe (PiPrec;, 

-by., ., '=en th Sys of both E: and B are met, A takes applicational 
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precedence over B just in case the SD of t? properly includes that of B. 

Now the SD of KSN's revised Stress spans three syllables (even in Postal's 

formalization it spans two), whilst a-Epenthesis is applicable by virtue 

of the contiguity of two consonants. Therefore the SD of Stress prop- 

erly includes that of a-Epenthesis and the former takes applidational 

precedence. 

To sum up, if we accept that simultaneity is not a possible mode of 

rule interaction, we must reject ISSN's analysis of Stress and a-Epenthesis 

in Mohawk. However we see that an independently motivated principle 

within the KSN hypothesis, namely PIPrec, predicts a unique ordering 

for this rule-pair. Furthermore, by applying Stress any a-Epenthesis 

in accordance with the predictions of PIPrec a correct phonetic surface 

representation results. Thus if we accept PIPrec as a principle of 

UDRA, we are able to account for the Mohawk data. 

In fact Ioutsoudas (1980) claims that "Obligatory Precedence is to be 

ccnsulteý for applicability after Proper inclusion Precedence has been 

consulted. " (page 4). Thus although he permits simultaneity in those 

cases where PiPrec is inapplicable, he would apply the latter to t'ese 

Mohawk data. The crucial äiiierence between i outsoudas' (1 80 ) deý-e1- 

opment of UDRA and that elaborated in this thesis there ore Lunges upon 

the Zcllowing claim incorporated here: 

(la) ti h2re the SDs of to rules are 'r, -, at si; iultaneousl, y, a universally. 

detýýýi: ýVV principle c. ill predict. a unique crde "iný. 

The points that were illustrated in "souses" could have been _-ade 

=^ardina the interaction of Stress and _- penthesis in KSN's final 

example from t'ohawk - "he pic%s bcdies" 
. This derivation :. evolves the 

secmenti il application o°_ t"7o riles in a feeding order after the 

pcrpcrted siraltaneous application of Stress and _ ? penthesis. 
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P0 st^1's arv1vsis of "he picks bodies" open` 2+ is stressed rd 

stress Jump transfers the accent to the antepenult. T^nc Is t'-nn 

-2: rtrinsicülýy or-? rc to apply to the output of stress Tump3T, 7ith 

Length operating on the output of Tone. As Tlith the previous e.. ar alp, ' 

the diacritic marking of epenthetic /i and the rule of Stress Jump can 

both be dispensed with under GR OD. In KSN's treatment after. Stress 

nnd a-Epenthesis have applied directly to the underlying representation, 

with the environment for Stress preventing any deviant reapplication of 

the rule to epenthetic vowels, the structural description of Tone is 

met, yielding a structure which in turn feeds Length: 

(1? ) KSN's derivation of "he picks bodies" 

/wa? 'hra -L y a 
I 

Stress 

y 

Tone 
4, 

f 

Length 

?t - kos? / Ip 

enthesis 

1ý 
a 

Final phonetic form j-ahay': dago? 

FEN are justified in claiming that no extrinsic ordering constr ints 

----e needed to ensure the correct application of the latter two rules, 

whilst the contradiction bet-"7een Proper Inclusion Precedence and simult- 

for Stress and a-Enenthesi. s can readily be resolved aneous application 

under the t, 7D ^ statement (l_5; 
. 

As we have noted above, Karin Michelson points out one reason for the 

non-necessity of Stress Jump under GROD - the possibility of ordering 

a-Epenthesis extrinsically after Stress. Michelson then Zop-s on to 

outline the KSN hvpothes! s and the simultaneous -pp14-cation of nee- 

thesis and modified Stress to the underlying representation of "houses" . 

9 
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Curiously, although she cites the definition of Proper Inclusion 

Precedence, she does not consider the appl. iccbility of this principle 

to the particular e--: ample under discussion. It would seem that the 

reader is intended to conclude the GROD requires simpler rule o`- 

Stress than the ISSN hypothesis -nd hence is the more highly valued 

theory - an argument which does not hold once metatheoretical considera- 

tions of "power" are introduced. 

T: F aving -ailed to notice the actual precedence relation between Stress 

and a-Enenthesis, 'Michelson turns to the more recalcitrant data 

involving e-Epenthesis and Length. Before examining this case let us 

review Postal's three purported vowel insertion rules for Mohawk, 

i-Prothesis, a-Epenthesis and e=EpenLhesis. We shell see that certain 

crucial differences emerge between them in relation to the rules of 

Stress, Tone and Length. 
4 

Prothesis was discussed in 3 2.2, where 1 demonstrated that in fact 

it is not a regular phonological rule at all but rather that it 

' 1- crmedness coedit on on the ur. d'erl ing shape of `c-astitutes a aeý 

verbal morphemes. The facts T; hich led to this conclusion were the 

? -)=? züvi our of , rothptic Ii/ -ii th regard to Stress, T and Length, 

a' ? of which y be assigned to it- in the course of a derivation. In 

other --lords, the initial vowel of ("he eats it"; behaves in 

e : act1; T the same T. 7aýý as the second vowel o 
&an':? 

sý ("he likes it" . 

The ý-; orpherne Structure Condition which demanded that Pcstal's un. ýerlýýin 

rcpresentatIons fhra -k s/ I"ham eats it") and /t , ýy - ek s/ (":. -ou 

and I cat it" '1 have an initial /i/, is stated with reference to the 

"" 
Footnote 

, Tý tima-el", 
EdenekJ 

- the conditions for '"cne and Length not b;: ina «, et 

in phis particular . 
form, uni il. e phono =ic [' 

: -- ax, sl . 
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monosyllabic nature of the forms. In this respect Postýýl's phoro_oýicäý 

rule of Prothesis differs from its formulation as an HSC, for Postal 

crders Prothesis after Truncation and its structural description refers 

to the single vm, e1 remaining after the operation of the latter rule; - 

KSN blindly accept the status of Prothesis but not- that the extrinsic 

ordering of Truncation, Prothesis is unnecessary and redundant as they 

are in a feeding relation. 'Now since the MSC Prothesis stipulates 

that the vowell in uestion be in the penultimate syllable, that vowe? 

may be subject to Stress, Tone and Length but, by its very nature, it 

will never occur in their conditioning environments, i. e. final. syll- 

2bles . 

Turning now to epenthetic a, we see that according to Michelson, it is 

inserted "under two very different conditions" (page 340). , -1 though 

. ichelson does not concern herself wýIith the conse, uences of this clam, 

I feel it wou'ld be expedient to do so. In particular, the : nvironn: ents 

for vowel insertion need to be sated e: plicitl, ý, since Winder one se;: 

of assumptions one wou1c be led to distinguish a Nell -formedr. ess 

condition from a phonological rule of epenthesis. Consider ýUchelson's 

example of the first condition for a-Epenthesis: /'ta + ris t --- : Lvhra/ 

( /v/ represents a low, ceni: ral, nasal voT.: cam) ;3 sing. nc -masc. ;F 

" 1! i+L, ' t 11 
rYvr 

Pcz. n root iron, stscl verb root "o be ýhi.. e caris ýa. c .a 
s''tin" 

. Mere an a vowel inter-., cnes bet wen a noun root ending in 

consonant and a verb root beginning 7 th a consonant. 

schematized as (I8) 

(ý 8) I condition for a--Epenthesis : 

C 
\ 

_/ 

a 

It rn. -zi be 

and interP_:. t : as a eondiýä. on on she '7e11-forýrecness of compound '" 

nouns, Uperaýinö bcforc the phonolo ic_a1 component- proper. 
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ut -? h t? Lý 1^tý? ac*ý]. an of Such a condition -. '1 th r r'SS for 7'n 

v? ould expect p. -ephc!, ol oÜica1. e pcnthetic _ to ? -e subject to pünu tim tc 

S tre. s. Ho ever this is not the case . Note th ^t ,. 
- ''e choose the 

obvious interpretation of Postal's reference to the syntactic cat- - 

e; or" 'verb' it his ! ormulation. of Prothesis as boinv the sale as a 

verbal root in forming compound nouns, then we must conclude that before 

the condition (18) on the structure of compound words can apply, . the 

condition on the r. 7ell-formedness of verbs - Prcthesis - '-ii11 have 

insured that the ri^hthand en-vironment of (18) contains two syllables. 

Consequently the inserted vowel of (18) T7i. ll never have the opportunity 

either to beer Stress, Tone or Len7th, or c be in the conditioning 

environment of ? n`7 of them, since it is alT. 7avr ^ntepenultimr7ate in 

ur. der1TT nJ structure. 

^ttractive äs this analysis may appear, there is a hint from Michelson's 

footnote that it rests upon 4 wrong interpretation of 'verbal root' in 

e-u^}ing it with the category 'verb' in Postal's Prothesis. The foot- 

note (fn. 2, oa je 247) claims that the rule under äisc, ý 3c coun ts 

for [niknh 
zake] * (where a = epenthetic) from mni + ka -1- nuhs -1- ke!; 

partitive 3 sing. non. masc. noun root "house" - 1uraliz7tion.; 

since the -ý1ur^1- zer is in fact a verb root serving that function, 

But Ike! does nor satisfy what has been said re, ^rdin- the well-formedness 

of verbal roots prior to norinll comnoundinr. ? -4 nwcver3 fron tI-, l mit`C_ 

evidence available, 1 ^"n not Convinced t«ü'l. the plu. relizer /ke / is n1 so 

av rb7i root. Put diffnr`ntly, 't. is by no means a foregone conclu- 

soon tsar Ik.. e! is a lexical *ior? heme as ^: ell sa rt cal or. _e 

a" ý'' oot'n©i2 

ýich21son a. _r _ ý, _1ý. ýlÄý, cites nikanuh 4ke , : ich : ust be presur., e to be gin. .l 
intermediate eprefentetiof prior to stress and s-v01cirv'-. 
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e, 12 - I-" C root -n "llotic hL, 17 - 47 -I, e! 7 "iý-I '- L 

to scm,, such notion as "dT,, ell++ can this 1exi cß: 1 

LU_7: Er in `_E? ý.:? `ý^.? '. ^r .ý Cl 

The other environment for inserting epenthetic is bet'7eeen a consonant 

-,? "! d r. a. 11, ? /r--- ! Can, 'D : ter`%J Il The , 7entli-tic 

-process in this example is clearly phonological in status, ^pplyi. n- 

after Stress by Proper Inclusion Precedence an hence not r : cci-, 7 in-, 

the accent despite its penultimate position on r ya phonetic surface. 

The epenthetic a in "hcuses" shares such c ý:. 'eý-iýTc}icr. a? history hough 

not the phonetic en-Aronment - this much is clear. Unfortunately the 

question of whether there also exists a well-formedness condition on 

compound nouns like "tiny" by which an a vowel inter- enes between 

nominal and verbal roots, cannot be resolved from the data made avail- 

able by Michelson or from her sources of reference. Conse'Tuentltr the 

phonological environment demanding the insertion of a cannot be 

forralized here (lis it /C r/ or /C C/ ?) i'ýe desir bi1ity of 

preciseness of stat`ment and indeed its necessity if precedence relations 

ors to be determined ß, z11 be emphasized -. t many points throughout this 

t? ýesis T_ har f- need labour its importance here . 

It has been shown that epenthetic a, as a phonolo icell: 7 inserted 

Segment, rrav not receive stress -PC mal, not figure 4. n the en -ronmen_t 

for Stress Z,?, ^. 1! 3 P, phonetic Stir <? r° c^I1V ; rcý. 2 ?Jy the accen t hr s 

been assigned as if epenthetic a -ere not present -e misle7cl4-ý g =, 7x77 

of saying that - has not been inserted at t', -- point in ¢`-_e derivation 

when Stress pplies . TWle ml,,, now ask why Tone does not a-)ol, r to this 

form and fir-cl t'_at i. t is dependent for its operation on the presence 

of ag ottal stop, or a cIottý. 1 fricative followed '-v r_ resonant. 

seither intermediate /ý: 
<? L]. V/'i"7ý to T7h -ch only Stye^S has applied Il_ C 

9 
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later intermediate /k: nyätara?, / to which Eýenthýsz3 has- 1so , ]. je, 

therefore meet the structural description of Tone, since they contain 

no glottal consonants. On the other hand, one or the environments for 

Length mentions a vowel - Length applies to all Tone bearin (therefor 

stressed) vowels and 'before 
a single consonant followed by a voý. 7el. 

Now reconsider surface phonetic 
Eýcanya: 

Cara? 1. Clearly epenthetic a 

(not marked in phonetic representations becaus, its quality is that of 

those a vowels not derived by rule; may serve ýýs pert of the CV en. vir- 

ohne, for. Length, as the -towel to be lengthene is stressed ;a stipu1a- 

tion in the structural descriptions of both Tone and Len th). In TROD 

theory this derivation can be generated b, 7 ordering Length extrinsically 

after -! - penthesis. put without GRAD the orderi nc, Stress, a-Fpenthesis, 

Length falls out as a natural consequence of the UDC. ̂. hypothesis. TIe 

have seen that Stress must be the first of the reryu? lar phcnolo ic2l 

rut`s discussed by Postal or Michelson to apply to underlying rcpre- 

serrations, simply because its structural description, spanning three 

s 11 zhwes, will properly include any other. when the application of 

Stress has yielded intermediate kanyä ra? /, the structural descriptions 

of 'Length and a-Epen. the s is are tested for applicability. That of Length 

is not met but that o ý: -Epenthestis is met. So a- penthesis applies 

1 
ýý'dy^ 

(still intermediate) /'can: Tatara? /. : 'e_>t the structrudC 

. escription of Length is once more tested for applicabili. ýý and it is 

ý? ýt no-,? that the underlyin consonant cluster followinö stressed under- 

lying a has been broken up by a-Epenthesis . 

There is no direct interaction- between Tone and a-Epenthes3_s s nc^ '.: he 

$tructur description of the f or "IC'? " specifies ü' SS2! ý VO`.. -e1 S fo1 1 ow°: a 

r; y 'ý; or /hJ -, - resonant and the latter inserts unstressable voý"; e1 s 

, into ^^Tsonant clusters. (Note that under Postal's cater Yizat -on ; '?; 

and /h1/ are nor cons de red true consonants and are covered by D Inon- 
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vo7"-el ' rather than C- therefore the first consonant in a cluster by 

definition cannot be glottal) . There are to possible situations where 

both Tone and a-rpenthesis may apply to the sam un, ýr1vin; representation 

oth involving clusters of three consonants (= Portal's DDD). ý3here 

the first ý3 lottal, ý the sccon is a resonant if the f ir. st was a 

Fricati". "ý, and the third is /r/ i. e . seluences of /?!; r/ and /hRr/ _ 
TJ 

/h y r/ (medial /r/ is starred since there are no geminat r 's In 

`'_ohawk pho. notactics - see '. "spects' page 212), ), Michelson gives an 

tt`sted exam-1e of each "3D" cluster- /o + ns? icra ?/ "horn"; 

/o ' nuhwra ---; "b rain" . (Once Stress has applied to these underlying 

representations zue to Proper Inclusion Precedence, t.: e obtain ;o!? kr4? / 

and /oni hwra? / respectively. The structural descriptions of both Tone 

ad a-Epenthesis are met by these intormediate forms. 

Now according to statement (15), a principle of UDRA should determine 

a unirue ordering of Tone ar. ß' _-2penthesis gor each rel, res . t^- 

Lc-ýever eý ion of /one? ß: r2?! -eve als t at 'ý. ýe ST' of Tone is 

met by v rtue of the ju:: taposition of /a, ' and /?; ', whilst the SD of 

-rpýnt ýsis is -n<t b. % ý7irtue of t'ý` juxtaposition of , '':; and ''r; . 

Thus ; hi? st the SDs of ? --oL: h rules are me _ 
h:, the inter; ed iai. c --e- ýý 

senýation /orä? 'era? /, they are ýt at different points in that r pre- 

-entati on: to put this another : ay, the ß-1o r1s air Mutually non- 

? cc in 
. eariv then they cannot in e: c1. here, cnd no principle 

is re; uired to stipulate their relative o: c? eri. nö. Some general s'_^ 

ýt like ; 19} will render this tautologous fact an x Liciý- part o 

the theory Or T'ý c_ : 

ý1 y; ýühLrc"7e. r any s ibset, Sq, of representation S m- the SD e4 

any subset, SbI of repr: sentaL nS : -. Cets o- s:. ý Cr 

rul i_ ý. pre c . enc p. rincipIc is ý? CjU L- -C : '. just iZ Cäß` Lt 
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Sa. '. and. suhset Sb. intersect. If-subset S. and subset Sb are 

disjoint, no such precedence principle is required. 

Turning now to the relation between Tone and a-Epenthesis in the ceriva- 

tion of /cnühwra? /, we see that the SD of the former is met by %ühw/ 

since this constitutes a sequence of the type sequence On. the other 

hand, a-Epenthesis is applicable merely because of the presence of 

/wr/ (= /Crj). Clearly then the SD of Tone is the larger environment 

and Tone will therefore take applicational precedence over a-Epenthesis 

by PIPrec. AS for the interaction of Length with a-Ejenthesis, notice 

that one environment for that rule is ü Tone-bearing vowel. Thus once 

Tone has applied, the SD of Length will be ret at a point in the 

representation which is disjoint with the environment for a-Epenthesis. 

Hence there is no possible interaction between Length and a-Epenthesis 

and in accordance with (19), UD<A provides no precedence principle. 

Finally the rule of Laryngeal Deletion (indicated in (20) as LD to 

avoid confusion with Le = Length) is mentioned though not formaLized 

by : Michelson (page 339) and corresponds to Postal's (1969) Laryngeal 

Erasure. It is ordere3 late in the phonological rules since it of ects 

a deletion (see Chapter 4 for a full e:: plication of the precedence 

principle, Deletion Cession). 

(20) schematizes the derivationswof "horn? ' and "brain" in . iohawn as 

predicte W' by the principles of UDRA. It should be emphasized that 

where two-rules apply to a single line of the derivation this does not 

imply-that they are ordered simultaneously. Rather, this schenatization 

indicates that theýt,,. 'o rules in question apply to disjoint subparts of 

the representation. Hence they do not interact and their relativ 

ordering is'therefore of no empirical consequence. 
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(20) The derivation of "horn" and "brain: ' in Mohawk: 

i "horn" UR 
./o+na? 

k r a ? 

Str 
4 

on? k r a ? 

-- Tý a 

-Ep 

IL o nAa ?k ar a 1ý 

Le 

n a: ?k ar a- ? 

LD 
1 

o na: 0k ar a 

Phonetic Surface 
Conä': 

kara? 
] 

ii "brain" UR /o+nuhw r a+ ?/ 

Str 

ky 
onuhw r a ? 

To 

o nn hw r a ? 

Le a-Lp 

o nü: hw ar a ? 

LD 

oau: T: ar a ? 

Phonetic Surface 
ron': 

waa? 
J 

To summarize the discussion so Ear, whereas prothetic i May bear Stiess, 

Tone and Length but never figures in the riöhthand con dition ing e avir- 

onments of these rules because of its penultimate posi tion, epenthe_ic 

a is unstressable ( and therefore can never bear Tone and Le ngth) but 

may play a rule in ;: oncitionino Langth. The remaining epent : ecic vowel 

in liohawk, epenthec c 
e, 

may neither bear Stress, Tone or. Le ngth, nor 

condition dram: c ucially, in conirc t to epcnr_h,.. tic a, iL re'g'e:. ' . ": 
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as part of the CV en` i: on ent for L ngth. To @`: press the Ec facts purely 

frog'"t. ýe JJiOW-point of the phonetic su. face, the structural description 

öf Length is sensitive to epent: iLtic a, but it 1^, o c's epenthe.: c e. 

In order to account for these data, Len-, -+. h tust be prevented frcm 

applyin. - to the output of _-Epenthesis. . gis ;: ichelson is swift to point 

out, this can be achieved under GROD by ordering e-Epenthesis 

117 after Length. However, as she is also easer to emphasize, such 

a solution is not possible, within the I; ST7 hypothesis 7here a rule like 

Length may apply at any point just in case its structural description 

is met. To take Michelson's concrete c ample, underlying /k 4- vnakrat 

s/ ("I am born") satisfies the structural descriptions of both Stress 

and e-Epenthesis. Therefore, under the S: ̀! hypothesis they apply 

simultaneously as in (21): 

(21) UK -qrn; k rat = s/ 

S'tr e-Ep 

kvnake rat s 

, jut since this inte-nediete representation now meets the structural 

description of Length, an obligatory rule, an incorrect phonetic repre- 

sentaticn results i. e. * Cwna: kerats] rather than actually attested 
[',,, 

vnä': erats1. Clearly then, within the LTDI: J hypothesis, e-Epenthesis 

must be constrained: the nature of the constraint will emcr; e below. 

neturnin; . to Michelson's e: 'positi en, she Zoos on to reject various 

attempts which might be made to salvage the ?; S`? treatment of these data. 

Let us. note that these criticisms as valid and in so doing refer to the 

crucial question of the precise formalization of e-Epenthesis. 

Michelson's first point deals with a modification of Length by mean 

of which the latter would apply just in case a single consonant were 

not followed by an e vowel (or ý: duld apply to a vowel already bearing 

_Tone)., 
The condition preventing the structural description of Length 
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from beint met b-, forms of the tyre- .... l 
Ce 

could be e:: pr ssed as the 

dis junction of the features -high , 
Ei1o, [-back 

: the presence of 

one of these feature values would insure that the vowel of the envir- 
-hi h 

onment for Length was not a mid front vowel - -low The reformulate 
-b ac? c ' 

tion is cited as (22): 

(22) Length reformulated by 'Michelson (rage 344) 

high 

[back] 

[ýJ 
However, Michelson points out that, even if she were prepared to admit 

such extra complexity into the grammar of Mohawk, (22) is, in fact, 

incorrect since "not all e's prevent vowel length, just those intro- 

duced by epenthesis" (paffe 345). She then cites two fortis containing 

e's in their final syllables which do condition Length just because 

they are underlying: 

(23} ! yo - 'cvnore? , s/ 
[yokvný: 

r? sJ "s allays raining" 

Kok t: a e S/ am taü linu'' 

: scor-Jin to 22) the stressed vowels of these forms should be short 

i. e. -' 
Cyo 

��ýäre? sJ , ý ? ckawe s] . In a word s jý7r cn . 

TNe'xt Michelson discusses "? f al ? tt mip, _ 
to mai. nt°in the unordered rule 

hypothesis" (_ ESN : JRN-TcB) by placin a ne? atLr condition on Length. 

Such a ne,! ati. Te condition would nec. ess«riýy, repeat the en-ironment of 

e-Epenthcsi s i. e. Length would apply e: cept in tl. ose e ývironments trhere 

o-Lnenthesis was applicable, and it is to those environments that e 

now turn. Epent'hetic e is inserted between a consonant and a Tzor -Eiaal 

glottal stop or to breakp IR cluster. H�ýý then, one ;. ust äsß:, ýo 

Tre differentiate between one of the structural descriptions for a-Epen- 
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thesis, C_r, and one of the structural descriptions for e-Epenthesis, 

R- as soon as wie note that R properly includes r, it is clear 

that under G`OD both are applicable to underlying Cr clusters. -No e 

also that if these rules were assumed to bo correct under UD? 'ý_, 

e-Epenthesis would be bled of all Cr clusters bfr Proper Inclusion 

precedence an: '. hence would never apply before r, contrary to the data 

e. g. (21), ) Once again we are faced with rules which are not precisely 

formalized, Nevertheless, in fairness to Mich lson, it pus` be admitted 

that the precise statement of the eoenthesis rule would not remove the 

problem of restrictin; the application of Length to forms which have 

not undergone e-Lpenthesis. Michelson sums up the problem by saying 

that "if we state the exceptions to length as ü ne3ative condition on 

the length rule, : re fine, that this repeats exactly the environment of 

the epenthesis rule and still does not describe all forms correct1: 7" 

(page 346). This latter difficulty is illustrated, for example, by 

ro yaner/-. ý royä : ner] ("he is a confederate chief"; for uni' riyinb 

); 
; 'CeR/ secuences (actually C--ýr - why then does not a-Epenthesis apply? 

and /v k harte ?f --- 
Evkh': te? ý ("i shall go ahead") for under- 

lying final /Ce?! secuences. 

The solution of these purported counterexamples to ý t"_ Dios, I elicý. e, 

in two directions, one justified by the avaiýable exempla, the other 

ccessa ilk- ýcntaýis; e and nýlmittc; dlyy unsatisfactory due to the scant 

amount of , -n in both Posra1's 1968 and 1 69 publica ions. I shall 

present a concrete solution, show how it fails co e-; piain other case 

and then speculate on the purported validity of such cases as c-iidence 

`or- a heor; or sound change. 

C? ý^ ' stir~ad t1 ', n 
. Spent 

he tic eS lý! s L two la : 1C L. erý : -1. i0L : iaýLA. ts, 

btu `h L2 Iormci s erris' 1^c`ß, `1 '' Sf 11:: 1 el the I attc'r ` `Lütcme ;t 
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re asOnahiv rer. ise . i". s exemplified above not -i 
Ece? J 

nc ,s ,1 final se. t_en. _ 

r cult from the epenthesis of e to conti uous underlying IC? / clusters 

e. g. 
[vkhi': 

te? 3 from /ti +k h`ýte ?/ ("I shill go hend�) 

cbc r.:? or is this an isolate(? example : un 'e ý-Zvin /re Caner 

;-?, / becomes [tekk': 
nere? 

] *. Unc'. erlyin` /Ce? / ser uences may also 

occur morpheme-internally, as attested in 't--. o places by /T"7ake nuhwe? 

u :- ne?; ' which becomes E; kenuhwe? l: ne with the under1yin finall e 

vowel conditioni. nJ Length. ?? o;: 7e 7e r, it ; '; oes seer? to be the case that 

if no underlying vowel intervenes between a consonant and a final 

1otta stop, an epenthetic c is "automatically" inserted. By 

it utor atically" I rifer to a prods ,. 7hich admits of no e--c2- , ). t- ons, 

is not morphologicc11y or syntactically conditioned and which applies 

after all -phonological rules, here crucially Stress, Tone and Length. 

of course this avoids the question of whether e-Epenthesis is not 

rather simply the last of a series of extrinsically orderer phonological 

ruIýs. In the face of such a. criticism the defender of DR, A ma-, point 

:; ule as developed b: 7 Postal in out that the conception of "E") "e 

' '. spects' =; here CROD is advocated, and thus is not a , 'ovic2 invented 

tv C', CD opponents as an ad hoc escape-hatch. 

ýL would indeed 
h theoretical1 sati ruin; if __-ý2enthe! is in t, i 

, ens. ýronment C7 could be e_ýplüined in such r- nice ý, -ay thin UT) R. ' 

i- 
and indeed from ? ýIi^ elson's date. alone such -in analysis ýýcu?: '. b Just 

fiahle. ýt is therefore to ! -ier disadvantage that she does -oma eo nt- 

enance such a solution m ne refute it by ref 2rrinc to the discussion on 

r5 ? pro=, h X55 of 'Aspects' . in this stc ion, ^stc? 'or g 
rages 2 2- 

ýdc*ýce from Mohawk and Oneida (a more conserves Live 7rný"ýý an 

.n Lnterestinn ezaiple because of the different sources of the t'-o e 

the pc uý ti ate under? ;in-.. he one in th final s-l 1 ^' n ýroT, 7els , the 
epenthetic; it is by virtue of the penultimate t'ý .ýL t` applies. 

i 
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lan-ua` Li to bear on the mentalistic naLurc of sound chance. ý? is 

argument runs as follows : if i: can be shown that there are "cIuitc 

regular and ö,;: nera11y characterizable sound chan-Ls" C hic h cannot be 

stated in terms of purely phonetic environments but which are readily. 

describable once appeal is made to systematic phonemic structure ; and 

sur ace syntactic structure), then this will be direct evidence of the 

mentalistic rule-property character of sound change. Necd ess :o say, 

the sound Cacan-ge in question is he li1L' O:, l: üý Uil of e-Epenthe sis into 

t : e- 01 rammar of iiohaw! c. The environment in which appeal 4o non-p; ýonetiv 

structure must apparently be made consists of C, sequences cf the t pe 

:: w * 

Certain kw seuences do not undergo epenthesis, although on the Oasis 

of phonetics alone These are indistinguishable from unäerlyi ný / ,:. / 

sequences, such as 
[kewi 

stosJ from Mohawk with e-Epenthesis contrasted 

with cognate ý; y 
is Cos from conservative Oneida ("I am cold") . What 

is crucial for Postal's position is , he pact that whether e-Epenthesis 

Lakes' place or not is entirely pre, iLtable in terms of morphophonemic 

structure : in one ýcas Surface Syntactic Structure is rele-, ant; more 

1r c' - ", c is the actor dif e:. e i- generallý; , un: erlying phonological 

tiating Ririe phonetic elements. 

The :: i st hind of kw =which does noL un: ]er ;c ^- peinthesi: ý .i as a morpheme 

(, tý 
Lyakwar A"":, 

7 }I vG everal e: . iusive. 1ik 
DJLTl2 in 

ý t'_ sill : i. . L! S] 
J 

i t" j, he e the ce-] is ý .e irs t person morpheme any 
C. `1 i3 1: 

l 

element oý the plural morpheme. This 

non-explanatory considering the folio 

i) the same k marker plus s tei: is 

e-Epenthesis e. g. 
E 

'ýeiýa. °iour is iLiosyncraLic any 

Wing 1' acts :- 

ý'1. @ic )eb3. ni. ng with w L'. 0 

i .) e-Lpýn; h 5iS does occu when ham w which phi al 
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morpheme is preceded by the s of the second person morpheme or 

the t of the inclusive person sequence e... 
[tewanü 

:: Je? s] 

we several like it") cf. Oneida Ltwanu: ; ehse 1I; 
E'sewanu 

: we? sJ 

you several like it") cf. Oneida [s;,; anu : wehse 

Nevertheless, - the ic: iosyncratic nonepenthesis of tw when, it is assigned 

to the morphemes in question is predictable frcm. Surlace Syntactic 

Structure 3l1ä . 
hence di con arms the hypothesis that e- penth is i° 

Phonetic Detail ,, 6u e (henco 20 tä1 PD! ) 
. 

Postal's ne:: t e. -. ample involves kw in Mcha; Al: ErfkwasJ ("he picks it u 

cf , cognate Gneic a 
11ýk..: 

asj. (Iohawk r- Oneida 1. ) LIe claims that 

this form does not und--: -go e--Eperthesis since it is cleri"vcd from uncer- 

lying ; ke/, not from a consonant-resonant cluster. e-ipenthesis does 

nut break up such sequences and only later does /ko/ become 

Choice of underlyinü represantation for the morphemes in question is 

o*_ivated accordi ng to Postal, by the following considerations: - 

i) there is a morpheme structure condition such that sequences of 

the type Cw are not allowed within morphemes, t hereas /ho/ 

breaks. no such restriction. 

ii) - the., rule of e-Epcnthesis.. itself. , could. necd to be corplicztcd 

to. e:: cluc? c specific- kw sequences if this acre the, representation 

atthe systematic phonemic level -.. 4n invalid point because of 

-= unashamed circularity. 

1 i) the necessary kc. 4 '.; w rule, is a gcncral one operating before 

another vo rc1 and one c: hich 
_ 
is motivated elscT7herc in the 

ý rarmar .. 

The last point merits elaboration. If ko. -... ýk, is a 3cneral rule pre- 

11oc^licall", u^rler ý; hat_ circur1stnces does the rule of Truncnticn apple? 

Postal fails to e:; plain, even though the formulation of Truncation (as 
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--id its purported orc12r_im fi urcd in 

Pr. ec-`diný chapter. Inothcr more crucial point diminishes the viability 

of -, MderIyin- /loo/ ; since there ^_-e no stressed semivo,., cIs in . Ioha'k, 

one must concluce that ko----ýk'i applies before Stress, to prevent 

underlyin Irakoas/- > rakoas --ý , 
[-ak 

asJ (the structural descriptions 

of Tone and Len th are not met). Postal notes that such sequences 

never condition Length i. e. disregarding the problem of Stress p]ace- 

vent, intermediate ý, /rakoas/ does not become -'! rä: koas/ to yield phonetic 

., 
[r,., 

ký-as1.. To cite Postal's parenthetical corsýnent : "here absence of 

leno-th is due to rule ordering" (dace 251. ). In other words kor--> kw 

must apply very early in derivations - ^t least before Stress, Tone and 

Length, ? ghat then is the motivation for a distinct underlying form for 

these kw sequences if neutralization occurs on entry into the phono- 

logical component and if no rule is sensitive to it? But sensitivity 

of e-Epenthesis to /ko/ provided motivation for that underlying- repre- 

sentation, accordin to Postal and e-Epenthesis applies after Stress. 

This is clearly a case of an order n) paL c-i c'o<: within GI? OD. 

The evidence for deriving a further kind of phonetic surface kw is 

even more implausible since it invol-.,, es a considerable amount of 

abstraction for such sequences come, Postal claims, from underling ! r; '. 

T'is supporting evidence takes the form below: - 

L` no exceptions to e-Epenthesis need be posited. (Circu1er 

again, since this is the only re'son for lookin for further 

evidence in the first ? lace. ) 

ii) k'2 conditions Length since at the point when Length applies, 

ultimate 
[m] 

constitutes a single consonant in CV en--iror_ments. 

e. g. underlying /rupeh/ "man"-- (Stress) __-r. 
peh 

u 

rü : peh--- (Neutral ization) --ýýrü : ký. 7n. . 

ii z) by recornizin: systematic /p/, postal to si pl ify the 
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statement of restrictions on the occurrence of Unmarl. e. 3 Jp, :; / 

before rounded vo,, rells (o, u) as a; ainst 'llIar_r, ed ;k yf before i. 

Yet why cannot markedness restrictions operate on /kw, , w/ as a 

natural clues? 

iv) in cases where true /w/ becomes EJf (word-finally) or [y ] (before 

rounded vowels), syster: atic /p/ yields 
C, 

with reference to i, 7), as far as I can determine such a claim simply 

points to the relatedness of -Forms with labials, like 
, f, to those 

with velars, like k, kkw. This fact might be explained by making 

explicit the alternation among coronalJ 
, 

einments in terms of via- 

Yý, 1es in the lexicon (see 
. 

Vennemann (1972) and elsewhere). 

However, it does not constitute concre` c. Ti_ ance for deriving certain 

phonetic ktaJ sequences from underlying /p%. 

From considerations such as those just presented, I conclude that the 

morphological an: ý syntactic constraints which Postal wishes to place 

on e-Epenthesis by : tears of abstract unc'erly ink; Corms not meeting its 

s `ucýurar 'escription, are by no means clearly definable. res a final 

attempt to discredit P ostal's analysis of these recalcitrant -, ata, i 

suggest that the addition of e-Epenthesis to the 7rarmar of ýchaik 

coast-itutes an una`ýested type of sound c an t. A-art from -Lh. s issu- 

of :; here in a grammar rules may be added (ý, -e lust presume that - 

i, perithesis represents he narked Case of rule addition in the midd? e 

cý +- he phonological component), when we consider those surface phonetic 

for :s to which e-Epenthesis has applied, ; jJ -find that they are tether 

transparent for the wrong reasons or opaque. Yet it is a wc11-c'oc,.., ; aentcc' 

claim in the cork of Kiparsky (19) that lanq'-, a, so 'cl only transparent 
1C? 1ý 

rules to their r : mars . Iý it can be shown that _-Eponth sis is 

+- r, tº Claim -l c 
opaque, can cast. : ou1 on Pos ta1 is 

an iný. o1fa ion in to ,, ammar oý 2. iol: aý:: rk. 
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Let us take an eý-amplc of opacity firs t (from sp'-_cts' pü a 246; : 
[satweya? 

tJ ("come in") where the Oneida co3nätt has no penultimate 

penthetic e, EsatyahtJ. . 'ere the s-"ructurul description of Length 0 
is met but it fails to apply i. e. is opaque, as i Michelson' 

i But now consider iäoha: k EkA 
: snre? 

ý C-a eL, a : slet . This form 

appears to be transparent -., ith respect 4o Len th, the structural 

description of whiic h is met by the CV sequence after the stressed 

Bowe ; whilst it is Tone which is opaque because of the absence o{ 

a conditioning laryngeal. Y-t if I road Postal correctly, he r, ould 

take the underlying representation of this form to be /ka? sreh/ 

(disregarding morpheme boundaries which are irrelw", vant to the point 

being made). The a vowel is assigned-Tone before the d`lstion of the 

glottal stop and subsequently acquires Length by virtue of bearing 

Tone, before epenthetic e is inserted. E4': 
teru? J is another apparently 

transparent example where one would conclude from the phonetic surface 

that the sequence to conditioned Length, whist the presence of Tone 

is opaque. Accoýdin; to Postal, the opposite situation obtains: Tone 

is conditioned by an uný'erlying glottal stop be ore t whilst the ioo 

penultimate e does not figure in the structural description of Len th 

I cý'. ase it is enen`hetic. 

regarding in these terms forms to ; ±ich e-Epenthesis has purporý: e 1y 

applied, we ca; st further -IoubL on the phonological t: catment of certain 

mid front 11 o: aels .I sould suggest that it may be prof-1 t: ab? e to turn to 

the lexicon for a solution and consider the idiosyncratic behaviour of 

certain e's to bt the result of le i cal marking, 

I end this discussion of Mohawk phonology on a more satisfying note. 

-, iie'chcIson claims that KSN's revised Stress rule needs Further ru-. vision 

to account for the fact that in : IohaT, 7k a , -or, ' may contain more than 

one epenthetic e, cru_: ciall;; after the stresset' vowel. . forrýýuiated 
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in KSN Stress mr, y not apply iL a stressed vo%iel occurs in the imr-üiaL--1 J 

prcc illo sýý1lable. However, (24) i) does not rule out reapplication 

of Stress to /o -; nraht ?/ ("lea L )----ý/vneralzte? f after e-Epenthesis 

ýo Yield incorrect ,. E( nerahi: 
e? 

3 
. Nicholson claims that KSI'N's shoul: 1 

state Stress as (24)ii) 

(24) i) V_V/ Dno Dn `J Do 

Dü : )n V Dö #' 
ii) V_) v1 74& 

W Doo v 

But as I trust i have ! emonstrated, thr final epenthetic e in such a 

form is not inserted in the phonological component proper but rather 

it is a PDR. Hence a is never penultimate as long as it remains in 

the phonological component whilst (24) i) a'equately prevents Stress 

assignment to phonologically epenthetic antepenultimate e. I challenge 

s tore defenders of GOD to cite a"týIonaýtik worc with two phonologically 

inser ed e's after the stressed vowel. 

In the f inai section o this chapter -; e hav e_: aminec3 several inter- 

related facts which bear upon the more general issue of rul, sc 

nthesis in ioizawn. Du-rin, the Üi cussion I trust that is will 

i-ave become apparent that the theory of UDRA cannot be äivorc Jn om 

Other Considerations pertinent to he "c esibniý o the phonological 

component. In particular, at ention has been ü. -awn to iii : interface 

between Lhe phonological component proper, ani the PDRs on the one 

'nand, and Lie syntactic component and le:: icon on the other. the 

Yýe Gilad uestion o' st: actfess has also H -ure"' in our iscussion. 

be constantly ret : nin6 -o these issues in tie remain e_ý 0 this 

then is . Indeed I hope La demons tratc that i'_ is only' ý: ý; L-aýciý=d s ch 

; Cs i^.: o acce. yný cý: at ce can Develop a ý:: i1ý ±eoi 

0-- -7 Incorpo 4Linü UDRL. 
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Cljý, PTER 
rrTHREE-BLEEDING 

We have Liscussed one of Kiparsky's fundamental relationships between 

rules, r-lationships which I have termed the Primary Modes of Rule 

Interaction, In this chapter we focus our attention away fron feeding 

onto the other primary mote - bleeding. Following the precedent set 

in Chapter Two, we begin our discussion with a review of KSN's treatment 

of the interaction-type. In so doing, § 3.1 -A-11 proaide a characteri- 

zation of mutual bleeding situations and introduce the associated 

principle of U , ': A, namely Proper Inclusion Prec:.., c: ence. One of the 

observations to be made during the e_-amination o_ mutual b3 ecDing 

concerns the 'Elsewhere Condition and the -fact that mutually bleeding. 

rules are in e fect disjuncti-ýely ordered. This claim is more fully 

substantiated in § 3.2 along with the development of the hypothesis 

that rule normalization may cetermine disjunctive and conjunctive 

ordering. H. vin noted certain properties shared by KSN`s e.: anples 

of feedin: and bleeding, we turn in 5 3.3 to Hetzron's classification 

o interaction-types. Since this classification cuts right across the 

more familiar framework of Kiparsky, the section is able to provide an 

over-. T iew of the primary modes. Finally 3.4, "Reord : ring out of 

Bleeding Order", deals with ciachrony: the claim that parochial ors rin; 

figures as a machanism of linguistic change is refuted azn- alternative 

solutions whit are consistent with the theory of UDRA are argued gor. 
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5 3.1. `i'hc? %1`ýSc1Cta'. ilzc. tio I Cf Mutual B ending situations 

".. n discussed 7 7fT 1 fundamental 
rclütionships bten 

rules, relationships , which I have termed the Primary . odes of Eule 

Interaction. Not: *.: e focus our attention . i:: ay from feeding onto the 

other primary mode - bleeding. This is the relation %hich arises r"? hen 

rule A. decreases the number of forms to which rule 3 can apply th 

regard to undsrlyine representation S (w? here A, 3, S are used consis- 

tently as in Chapter 2 and also Chapters 4 and 5. ) Let us consider 

how this situation differs from feeding, by spelling out a little more 

e:: plicitly what bleeding entails. 

Unlike feeding, when P. bleeds 3, S satisfies the structural descrip- 

tions of both rules (recall that when A feeds 3, S does not initially 

meet the structural description of 3). At this point it may be helpful 

to diff_rentiate between mutual bleeding situations and those in which 

A bleeds B but B does not potentially (counter)-bleed A. Under mutual 

bleeding, the application of either rule so modifies c that the other 

rule is no longer applicable. To put this another way, either A, or 3 

applies - but never both. When bleeding is not a mutual relation, 

although in actuality L's application rcnGers S no lender äblc to ^ýcet 

the structural description of 3, it would be logically possible for 

the rules to apply in the order B, A instead. It iS! just this pose- 

application t'hich perraittccd Kiparzky to posit 

Yeorder. inb out of a b1aedinö relation for a pair of rules in S;, --ss 

C'=man dialects. s noted above, this controversial d.. c ple will be 

treated il-. 
. . 

4.2, where alternative analyses are ccnsiiere&. i-stly, 

howev et us characterize mutual üiGe4in 
. 

In Ch pte: 1, 'i it '' "c rc: uced t:: e r, etat'ý. eorctKcal ü.., Zu;.: ent; e: ý ., fý. il.. 11. iýi J 

CO : Clt; ölCA t at 2Ceding 
0 A. and countar lecd-n- are morc natura-, 1 t iar4 
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b1ccdin', and counterfeedinb, because of the dcmain-re'ucind p:: crerts. as 

Of th2 latter. This was in keeping with i; iparsk;? 's (1963) hypothesis 

thac bleeding order tent to be 
minimized. tý in 197 Kipürsi 

radically ncddifie, ý, his former claim and developed the p: incip1 or 

opacity, whereby rules in counterfeedingy an- counterbleeding relations, 

the soccndary modes of rule interaction, are less accessible to the 

learner 
- and hence less natural - than those in the primary modes, 

weeding äL14 bleeding. if We accept this, bleeding is no ion-e: the 

"undesirable" that. Kiparsky's earlier work and YS°. I, would make it out 

to be. As I also noted in Chapter 1, Kenstowicti and Kisseberth, and 

; Zooper argue for the natural, unmarked character of mutual b1;: edinö 

Situations. Since iKSN do not c: eny that such relations obtain, : IOW can 

they predict -hich of two applicable bleeding rules will actually take 

precedence? This section is concerned with the precise status of such 

an applicational precedence principle-for rutual bleeding rules. 

Let us take a concrete example of mutual bleeOing from KSN, Saporta's 

(1965) rules for Soul--h &Werican Spanish: -. 

(ýj South r: merLcan Spanish: Saporta 

A. Final Depalatalization X, --ý 11 
3 3eiaceralization -i Y 

S porter posits identical under1ying7 representations for LacirL h. üýý1CSi1 

and! Va3tiliLn Spanish. - lie Gien claims : hay Final Depalatalizatioc, 

pia ccimon zo ') o. h üialects, wiereas ieIaCerailzation, rulý, 3, 

: pp1t s only in Lin 
I'Anerican. 

Un cc; in c4si: il1"^. n pLilacai laýe: ai 

a: c, 6epalacii zeu in, wo: ü-13Uä1 positi t üi: '; Occur on t.: -- phuaecic 

surLa:: 4 e1ýet;. ie e. On Z: ii Utne: Ilan.,, 
, iý JULltfi P eri: än "Iw3c- u. -. --'er- 

lying palatal 1üc iai wzi ca L. O Liu-, i: CpýIlacai iLe by :u .eZ. : +na cUti: jL'Gi: 

co : lf. ' ich is or 

honce oc ..; rc,. ce ý: isv ný"*t_ appear OCI aii_ netic ý. 
.. 
T. l ýC. ý. --1-1c p: ý 
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palatal laterals, as shown in (2): - 
(2) (1) ( ii) 

Castilian Latin American 

S akeR akeicos ake, akeiCos 

A akel - akel - 

B--- akeyos 

Since rule ordering does not figure in this Castilian example because 

only one rule is involved, the dialect data merely serve as a contrast 

to South American where both rules are operative. Therefore Castilian 

is not referred to again below. 

For the moment we shall assume that the rules of (1) and derivation 

(2) ii for South American Spanish epitomize mutual bleeding situations. 

We shall now note their salient characteristics. Firstly, both Final 

Depalatalization and Delateralization affect the same segment, a palatal 

lateral. Secondly, their outputs are mutually exclusive - either a 

lateral which has lost its palatality, or a glide with no lateral 

manner of articulation. Thirdly, the environments of the two rules 

differ - and here it will be necessary to speculate about Saporta's 

use of notational conventions. At first glance, it would appear that 

Final Depalatalization is context-sensitive whilst Delateralization is 

context-free. Thus A bleeds B of word-final palatal laterals - the 

correct result - whereas if B were permitted to apply before A, all 

palatal laterals would become glides regardless of environment. As a 

consequence of the (apparent) relative sensitivity to context shown by 

the two rules, the structural description of Final Depalatalization 

(i. e. the segment affected by the rule and its environment, the word- 

boundary) properly includes the structural description of Delaterali- 

zation (i. e. just the segment affected, since its environment is 

unspecified). KSN take advantage of this consequence of Saporta's 

-, t 
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formulation in order to set up Proper Inclusion Precedence whereby the 

(more) context-sensitive rule will apply before the (more) context-free. * 

(3) ('Proper Inclusion Precedence 

For any representation R, which meets the structural descriptions 
of each of two rules A and B, A takes applicational precedence 
over B with respect to R, if and only if the structural descrip- 
tion of A properly includes the structural description of B. " 

(KSN; (17) page 8) 

Since PIPrec constitutes a universal principle which determines uniquely 

that A, Final Depalatalization, must apply before B, Delateralization, 

in South American Spanish, there is no need to specify this ordering 

extrinsically in a grammar of the dialect. 

In an important footnote (fn. 7) KSN point out the following: (I have 

changed the order-of presentation): - 

i) The structural description of any rule X --->Y 
/WZ is WXZ 

not just X cf. the rule's notational variant WXZ --)WYZ. 

ii) To ensure correct application of PiPrec, rules should be given in 

terms of distinctive features. I should like to add that although 

there is clearly no risk of misinterpretation for the Spanish example, 

certain crucial and fallacious arguments in the literature rely on 

confusion caused by the misuse of alphabetic symbols. One such case 

contributes to the misunderstanding shrouding the Swiss German rule- 

pairs already alluded to, which will be dealt with below. (Indeed, 

confusion with features is even pertinent in KSN's paper). It is 

recurrent examples which can only be resolved by formulating the rules 

in question with distinctive features, that will lead to the Pre-Condition 

on PI in Chapter 5. 

iii) If the structural description of A properly includes the structural 

description of B, then the set of representations which meet the struc- 

* Footnote 

This is of course the principle whose explication was anticipated in 

Chapter 2. In keeping with the practice established there, the 

principle will henceforth be designated as PIPrec. 
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;. oral descripýtior. of t=. gill be properly iaclacea in the set of repre- 

sentations ? 7:. ic11 meet the structural description of B. (i. e. L. rcpre- 

sentations, the less context-restricted, uil' properly include A. 

representations, the more detailed, - since loss of features leads to- 

greater generality. 'Therefore it is crucial whether one is referring 

to rule A. or n representations -J 1cy). 

iv) A practical test of proper inclusion is to place the structural 

description of B "on top of" that of A and scc. if part of the strluc- 

tu: G1 description of A is left over. If so, -% properly incluJes D. 

v) The last of the ZN points to be mentioned may have slipped by 

unnoticed above. I quote it here since it is the most important in 

the characterication of mutual bleeding: 

(4} "It will also be observed that the proposed precedence principle 
subsumes as a special case the familiar ordering of a content- C2 rule before its corresponding conte"ct-free 'elsewhe're' 
rule. " 

Win. 7, page ;) 

Once again we ; oust refer to the work of niparsky, this time 1973 

ilsecJhere in Phonology". Because of concern in classical generative 

phonology with succinctness of statement it is customary for the C 

environment in a set of subrulcs to be left blau'.. , 1hcn the entire 

r41e is e;. panded, this blank will be interpreted as the eaviro nz,: nt(s) 

not previously specified i. e. "elsew, here" as regards the environment(s) 

of the preceding subrule(s). In keeping with the early rather simplis- 

tic conception of the evaluation -:. letric whereby the simplicity of a 

rule is measured exclusively by the number of symbol3 appearing, in its 

formulation (ob-aiously prior to the development of the theory of mark- 

edness), the environment(s) specified will be that/those which can be 

e., pressed most briefly. Vac! "Else:: here Condition", by which the sub- 

rule with the unspeciäied environment is e:: pan ie' last, ensures tit 

earlier subrules are applied in their particular environments. To put 
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is slidh 1J dil. rL11ý iJ cl. -Aa aiiiEr: 
': 

Liert OOli', i ion pre VE: i: ä he appa- --ý 

rcatly coute.: i- rec final- subrule from applying zu the scl-finenc ill 

quesLloil ill all However it is 1. IIpJ:: Banc 'lo 

t"zac the cu:. Le. t-free appearance 'o- ch '°e Is_wcere" su:; rý: ie i: eliec 

Lille CZ-uu : -alaýi0I1 Of Such a Suorule to till I'2 li: iri g 

-ye. p1 .. ýL; C-'Lliü1ý i. öC.. r, that `cä'äL1011 1s J one- of i. ý,. A .. -iý_ 
,, 

ny 41:. z . sr-m2 

Gi'. 
fy1peý 

. "ýpL. 
1Iý 

ýr I. LL 4ýý 
VV4ºýilLý 

Itr. 
S ý ý± 

ý"ýGii 
4J%" rTlLlä 

'"j. 
1. : 

ry. 
GL1^! 

ýll1. ýraL. 
Ja. ti.. LLLJ 

Q. _ a ccntc"=... ?ni. .ýriv "e. ` v"".. ý,.. . rid c 
....: 

ý': -ice". '' -s _. sý_i. _ale 
befc z 

a r'E31in, -f .. 
ýlic!? 

s. s cc^, p1cr.: crtCry su'ý aules of a siaal4 sche^ a. 

C cou cL.. J -ll. ortcint 1. o no that "ýý, s"" ry 
n 

Ors, 

su: h rules Coüi'd mal' collapsed is not always ''et, u. i-val:: nt" to `.. 1 :. r 

SCL `. rate for^ali-T^. ticn, at least 1ve1y. 7-his is 

lendy the Icis --u. 1° rC? ZQS^. iits t. ä icduläi: case, Cv1: l1Gi t4 

: sie is , _: ccptio.. al in sc c -, ay. Thus the '2 spThvcc 
ýC stipl1ü*C th:? behaviour of an cp2n class cCs `hn, 2n'ir- 

C^. L1C:? tý äý Cf th closed Cýc^CScs necd(c) to be ci Ccif. 1rd 

Thar_ is no doubt that such ccnsiderations hire b: 3r. ^^rt1 ulýrl, 

i=pcr ant in the fcrmuiat-. on of orrhoioýic_ý1 statements, such a. s the 

or: Past in ýnýlish. There r alioaticn of t_h3 rioYphosyitcctic, cctoQ 

sui ale*_ion °a: zd ýýoýýc1 ý1`ernctioý cons ti*_ýýe the irre tar, cloy=d clcsg 

of e zpct1 ntS Lihll s+}, Lhe phorclo7ic41i: + co. ricneý Sf_ýi. ýes t, d n 
. a; ý, 

I"i! "ire-, recent th, 2 r2 ula:, open lclscC, lic' C"c2. owevcr, 

the relev^nc2 of considcrations of this type to tho ar71ication of 

the 21se[ihere Condition, it is 21so clear that they Cao not flýtlre in 

the saze wa,, when -7e ar_ dealir. ý with strictly phonological rules in 

mutual bleeding relations. 

: iorccver, it is i= crtart to recognize -the cc*iplenentar"y relation 
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is 
slibrrzly 

lcif. ^ ,. i, 1y, , 
1JL: 

ion ýT _. �ýc.. ý 
i 
L% herý. Co: ý,, ic the appa. - 

: cinLiy COllte.::: -Zrec mina]. subrule from applying zu he se t eni. in 

question in ail --liviroaments. 
Ito ever it is iinpJ«anc to 

drat Ilia conte.; t-j. ree appearance o:: chle ''e:. 3_waerc" su rLl;: : eiiec 

Hilf. true : ela ion Oi such c3 subr 21 t' to tal.; ý8 1i: 7:: 11ä SUü' l' e( ). Ii' 

l cc, ýh c : claLio: i is one of cc ipl "i t, ; '" ~::, ' zzýmz , 

,,, 
. 

en , 
wa 

arc V1. ý. 
11lif1 

j 
tt 

as 
Q 

specici ccJý: 
'ý 

Til lip 
`t`. 

-_ 
I 

azaiii. 
: n4 

o: 
d. 

rlnj 

c- cCLltc:... -SS sý ti-: 'a rule before COrLC °ý '_ 

1 pl S2-+cre 1 "ui&" 
? 72 arc 'ýý 321i1L . Yi. ti: t".. wo °: ': 1i::. ^. ., hiC}1 cu. ' 

os cc^: plcmentcry subrules c.: a single schema. 

of au c, i 
.ü aüaýOiL a il a` to note l. iii3t ýilc' '. t s, c hu ii: a ii o i. '11 J. ::. 

Such rules could be collapsed is not always "e, -, ui-val.: nt" to t. icir 

Ccpara tc formcl izat io n, at least in tuitýSýC'ý. 
. '. cau: in 

Fýcq- 

uen 1 t'-2 ' elsev-h: rc' rule r. epýý. r. scý "Ii-s tä.. . i. ; läi case, Cva. h, l- , 5z t'j ý bilý 

CcnLc: 

:t.. -s. 
z. 

a 
:s 

. 
titi '2 =st-- is a:: ceptiD: aa_ 

1 in 5cmm -; üy. 
V aus the 1 0ý ^°rh2rý 1 

:T 
u1 

-muc stipu1at_.. *_aý l. o behaviour of an ct. n class ! she .. r 
: as th 2n-ir r., ý . _- 

cn^Icnt( s) of th@ closed clzsscs need(s, to be cp2cif;. cd e'? 7licit! ^. 

Thcr= :s no doubt that such ccnsidcrations heb: -ar. ^rticular1; 

ijct.. rýt in the fcr-au1 atie^ of ^ornco1o ical statements, such as the 

realizsticn -of the TýiOrii OSlýýtcctic ccteýorý- Past in En; lish. There 

sup, letien and -vc c1 ülternctiorvconstitute the irr3Quý 8TH c? csad cl. ss 

of e:: ponsn*S, - uhilst, the phonolo^ica11v ccndi toned suff!: '. e 

id/ re-. resent th? rý2-ula:, open 'else 7hcre' C'? s LýCwever, Cespite 

the relevance of considerations of this type to the application of 

the "lseýtihe s Condition, it is 
. ̂1so 1: 1. e r th". ^t they do not f iýtu e in 

the sane 'i y when 77e are deal! rv with strictly phonological rules in 

mutual bleeding relations. 

'. ioYoover, it is iTMport--rt to recognize the co pler.. entary re1? ticn 
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between rule-pairs in mutual bleedir situations because it leads us 

to see that in fact T7e are dealing jai*_h disiunctive orde -inf. The 

task which faces the linguist is therefore one of ensurtn, that these 

corgilerentarv subrules apply, disjunctively 
just when their appropriate 

coalitions are met. Given the power of extrinsic ordering and the 

convent; ton of the Elsewhere Condition, this can be done by leaving 

blank 
_ the formulation of the more cumbersome en'rironment and orecrin 

that subrule extrinsically after its fully specified complement. ESN's 

hypothesis does not reject the ElseT+ere Condition; nor, given that 

convention, does it alter which (sub)rule will apply first. Whet it 

does by establishing, PiPrec is to guarantee that the more particular 

context-restricted rule applies before a complementary rule formulated 

ý, lithout environmental restrictions. Of course, given the practice of 

rule formulation stemming from the Elsewhere Condition, it constitutes 

a truism to say that the SD of the (more) context-restricted rule will 

properly include that of the 'elsewhere' rule. Seen in this uay, PIPrec 

iz Simply a Corollary of the E1s where Co dizton and co ventions on 

disjunctive ordering. 

?? cwe"vCr, before moving on to the latter in § 3.2, let us discuss the 

second e: am? le of PIPrec cited by KS.?. It is ta:: en from , treatment 

of Caddo included in Chafe's (1968) paper. I shall outline Chafes 

f. ra-ieuork, present KSN's application of. PIPrec, 'and conclude with a 

su arv of Chafes pellucid comments. 

:s Chafe remarks in two footnotes (fns. 8 and 9, page 122; " 1963), 

his fase of the terms "edditi: e" and "subtractive interfe: crce" are to 

be equated =ith Kiparsky's "feeding" and "bleed _r.; ", respect; '7, ýl; . 

Liket-parsk 's cc'ntcmporary work, Chafe's rapar is ccrcerned 7; ith the 

chcrzctarizä`. j'11 of i^C: ý2c of r. ilc interacti3n) rather thn^ with the 
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determination of precedence principles. In fact- t`he difference bet,. ceen 

I: ipersky's and Chafe's treatments lies in that the former is essen- 

tially diachrcnic, tha latter synchronic. 

Chafe consults the phonetic output of a particuler rule to determine 

whether it is appropriately or inappropriately additive or subtractive. 

An additive rule "is characterized by the fact that the interfering 

rule adds to or expands the stock of instances 'upon which the interfered- 

with rule operates, or could operate". (pace 122; ibid. ) I this 

potential interference is actualized, the rule is appropriately additive, 

otherwise it is inappropriately so. A rule interferes subtractively 

with another if it has the potentiality of removing some of the instances 

affected by that second rule. Once again Chafe looks to the phonetic 

output of the rule-pair to determine whether they are appropriately or 

inappropriately subtractive: this depends on the actualization of the 

potential interference. 

It is clsar that whilst appropriate additive and appropriate subtractive 

interference correspond to the primary codes, respectively, feeding and 

blee ing, inappropriate additive and inappropriate subtractive inter- 

ference correspond to the secondary ý; edes, respectively, counter- 

feeding and counterbleedin3. Chafe captures the fact that under the 

primary modes the feeding or bleeding rule precedes the fed or bled 

rule with the fo1lo-rin2; 
- statement: 

(5) "ß"1e can say that if rule (x) is appropriately either additive or 
subtractive with respect to rule (v), than (-K) must be ordere'? 
to precede (y). " 

(ibid; page 123) 

Going on to discuss subtractive interfersnce, Chafe notes that the Slý 

of (y) (= My B) properly includes the input of my ý'-) . Yet it 

is nlso possible for the input of (y) to properly include the SD of 

; r. ). In this situation, subtractive interference vili be syr. r trio. 
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In of -er Clncife 
.: finoci mu, -Uül bi. ý r? inb. she rýlep ar 

: ich e; ýrp1_ if'i T is is Fý Buken from 

6 

kw --. ý 

1k --ý, hec 

Let us now turn to I<SN's exposition of PIPrec viz. the rules of (6). 

Fo lc-, 'fn6 their stipulation about ; the use of . ist_ncr features no-c-d 

: ii u'-ogre, they restate (6) s {7 

KS' 'S (ZJ j) 
pa e 9i 

ccns cor. S 

sýop - pound stop 
.: 'ounc 

cons 
back [- voc ] 1+ b ý. ck C- 170CI 
G COp - stop 

Since T;; c prcpcri; - inciucýes E- voc1, : Isst precede B by PIPrec 
rcund 

or does t`_ e. use of Ciiýccýl s uss fis-'lctj e fea ^^J Gte 1. £1'. "' 
iýü2ý the 

principles, as seen in, ; eher- lions 
voc 

bI 

)=:: C : 1' s;? 3) a' . and' b' ., footnote 8; 

lions 
any 

I- 01 
1- cony 

-V )i0° 

CJ: ýS 

- ant 
- or 

- oont 
- ', oicQ 

properly includes I 
vocl . 

ibid. ) 

ü'? S 

ü: i L 

voc 
cone 

- void: 

r- Cols 

?? O CJ - '7: C 

1 ow ; ocJ 

1 Howe"zt. of ýh po _L K'S ýý :2 ki, ý ýn rai-± the 

r far, Te es -it is r r+ ^'( t1 7^ 

: ýaýi: ýatio. ý of _ 
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L tý 
2^:. ý lI 

is 
a^ 

`-3 
? (=; 
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sT bo1 for the' 1isjunction ['- con] then C properly includes 
[- voc ] 

/ /. Iioreover, it is also clear that :. hilst the use of "C" in (6) E 

allows for a liquid to follow underlying /k/, this possibility is not 

catcred for in eitler of'R N's foriulations with distinctive fcatures'. 

If absolute rigour is to be attained, the feature specification of (6) 

as (7) or (8) should contain a disjunction. Only in this way co we 

preclude the possibility that /kl/, /k-: / clusters arise in Cad o. 

'1e now turn to Chafe's discussion of mutual bleeding, a 2iccussion 

which points to that we rni,,, h. terra the 'naturalness' of such reia'ýicns. 

.. s noted above, Chafe refers to the output of rules to ascertain the 

relationship between then. This is, then, rather different from the 

"DRA, procedure, whcreby_inspection of the formalization of a rule-pair 

determines their relative ordering. Iio: aever Chafe does adopt the 

latter approach for thL rules of (6), when he notes that we know A 

precedes B "without looking any Further than the rules themselves" 

(page 12 ibid. ) The basis for this statement is the plausible 

assumption that no rule is completely ', vacuous - unless there ac at- 

least some forms to which a--rule can apply; there is no reason to 

incorporate it into the däaamar. Therefore to prc': ent L fromm rencviný-, 

all those instances of %k! which 1. affects, A must be orccred to precede 

ý. Cha'e calls such interactions 'self-ordcrin', noting parcnthet- 

icaliy that the tart 'intrinsic orGerino' has also been 'sec'. 

To sun up Cha-'e's discussion so far, the rules of (6) are appropriately 

subtractive, cymmetric and Gelt-orderinb. Chafe now poses the 
, uestion 

of whether all symmetrically subtractive rules are self-orc: eria-. T. c 

answer this in he nobative, he cites tal-- hypothetical rule-pair (9) : 

(9) {= Chafe's (n) and (o'), psge 124; ibid. ) 

.; w p 

Bn ----) tl /1C 
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The'rules of (9} ara in a mutual bleeding relation when applied to 

the representation /iic:: /. 17urtharmore PIPrec, as formalized so Ear, 

is unable to pr. eciict a PI relation bet ccn /ikC/ and /icw/. CI. afe 

concludes that the rules of (9) are symmetrically subtractive but not- 

Sell-ürüering. However, -.! acre 1S no nee to take this to ill -an that 

if such an interaction obtained in natural lam-p, the UDPA hypothesis 

uc unable to account : or it. £ tä er, ähß. 2 ý7) li i1ýjp0i: iie` l, al, 

tl. erc is no way in .; icll the prec. ictions o_ L::,; 4% can be teste, a;; aiust 

it 
. Insofar as i: he e aase 3a`_ 'a ior which Lyle 20 . naiization (3) Ui 

PI'rec is indeee:: mine , the p_incipic raus} '.: e elaborace- an.: raa'c 

:: pi1C1ý: Ills 1,3 precis iy the purpose Or C.: üptei J. 

Chafe' 3 secon: o poChe: ical C: r piC i : uStý: a :. "S sc, i-or' c: c. rir. 3 rules 

t;.: ich are not 2yri mtric - see (10). 

('_C) (_ "hafe's (1') and (n) paýý 12'ý; 1b? '. ) 

t. r-. 9N /V.. 

t. r, "" .+y_'. b1_ ecdT of c., , in 

,, Li . _, - r}t^:. ý ^n 

. _1 ; oul .... ý: ý _ -L c_ ;, 'u LcrL 

-not ýff1Ct 3 T' 1. S 1nt rcSt1IIr to ^. oto th^_t to the tent th 
.t 

1 -ýv ^n 4i nn ý... ý X21^41° 11-2 f101 obtni nt rz n ýý ul.. mac�_, rc 

es , 7h; ch bo*_. ̂. :! oee not 

n l. c, J. S1v namely nc n+: r C. °. ^: o^. and n y'2c. 1I2jCtiOT: iJ'cSF4-n 
.. "ý ý 

! t" 
s ý.. _.... J: I . 

? ýr- 

i^'1 11 ýiýiý C I' 
-, st it C--Ss the .,;, 1'1 3er--c t ^_ r 

is OpCrativ2 CüGS^ ý"'ý/ý ?^ 1'? '^výýýýý ^. ýý' `? r a in 
rý_ýý1'h: 

!. 

C! 2--r1v --7ar° that the 1^t tor principle is pertinent to 

7-h-. n he non° that ýt 
. 
ý.: ý.. '. tr ctý. "ý?.. ý; i y'w rE : ncý results in 

rfn. rcd- r! the 
in-. 

. ^rey _.. t vU1 e ý'. 1 ,t 
b2 or 

.. ý .7ý ýr A. t. 0v. 1-6 7'ý tca. irt.. n.. 
.... . ýýi. 

J i .,. c . -. ý .. 
fv1.. a. i. 

.. 

-'ith rul°_ - -, her. _. "_r th3 input plus thc E.! '- l'C: ment 
(t t is, th plus 

pt ion r ýL'ý ý: TCLTý S tl"' qt uctl i ion O rt .C 
ýý 

.... 
1rß. 

_ 

`7CeCriptiOn of %c rul2. " (c r -2 124; bL 7r? 2; :: 1 
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L'ph s i5) 
. 

7, c fora fOri. nC OS; 11j t 1^ sc 
i 

ection it should be pcint°_e out that 
ýjust 

as 

D21aterali.. ation ((1)ß) in the Latin ! erican Spanish :.; ample could 

be viewed as the 'elsewhere' sub rule of a sin, - I-- schema, so it is 

possible to view C"" as the 'elseý, "here' environment for ti. e 

Caddo rille-pair. Thus, whilst a particular process affects 

following the specific C(onscnant) 11.71, another chance occurs after 

all other C(onsonant)s. In other words, the environnents of (6) A 

and B are complementary. 

', 1e may conclude from this discussion that, far from being an d hoc 

principle fabricated to account for a particular set of random data, 

PIPrec constitues a natural relation between rules in a bleeding 

situation. Although we have only given two (non-hypothetical) e:: amples 

of mutual bleedin;, the rationale behind the principle's applicability 

has been self-evident in both cases. 77hile there remain several 

instances which could be cited t. 7here its preliminary formalization 

seems insdecuate, these "aill be explicated i this chapter and 

Chapter 5. 
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cj 3.2 Dis; uncti-c any Conjunctive Ordering 

In Chicpter 2 and the ! irst section of this chapter we havc partially 

e., amined the primary noes of rule interaction, feeüinJ and blecdin, ý. 

saw that an e: '. trlnsic statement to the effect that p feeds B is 

tantamount to saying that A and B are entirely unrestricted in app- 

licability, given that each obligatory rule must apply to eery rcpre- 

sentation which meets its structural description. , Then we discussed 

mutual bleeding situations earlier in this chapter we noted the 

complementary relation between the environments of the rules involved, 

and we concluded that a precedence principle encuring that the more 

conte:: t-restricted rulz applied first amounted to a corollary of the 

Blsewhere Condition and conventions on dis; unctive ordering. The 

question was raised whether a pair of rules in a mutual bleeding 

-relation applyin ; disjunctively to the same se; lent night not be 

restated as a single schema. It would then be a consequence of the 

:. lsec: here Condition that i-' 
. 
one subrul: applied, the other would äL--, 

prcvcntcd: from appl; 'ing. In this way examples like those : o:.. Latin 

American Spanish and Caddo seem to epitomize not only mutual bl.: edi. 

situations but also cases obere notational conventions deter: cine ho.; 

the rules apply i. e. dis juncti"Tely. Since the changes elf : ctad by the 

pules are mutually e:: elusive, it is inevitable that their application 

should comprise a disjunction. 

0n the other il an c: '. ßäi' S en. amp1cs of feeding' ddiScussc:: in C: iapter :, 

L-, 'pif, r intrinsic oruc in Chonsl: y's original 1965 sense, nfor in 

cases ordering is "simply a consequence oi ho-. -i rules are formulated" 

('r"aspects' pace «3) . it is crucial gor such data that täe rule appi; ' 

conjunctively, he output of rule A pro1i-in; the input to rule i,. 

r or these reasons, one might 5e tempted Co La'_.; of "intrinsic 
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where rules are inherently conjunctiva, an4 ''intrinsic feeding", 

-,; here rules, are inherently disjunctive. With these terms we ý: "ou1ý 

be referring to just those data alrea: 'y dealt with a; io-"; e. 

It is in sr that C; 1Ui firs develop the notion o allowing notational 

con'lentions to :: eternne how rules apply. la Chapter 1, we 110tc:: the 

similarity between defining disjunctive o_üering on the sequence of 

rules constituting the grämraar and definind intrinsic ordering cn =1. e 

. orraulation`of those rules. Lot us ewamine in more detail c.: actly 

how disjunctive ordering will be established by the theory for pairs 

of rules. Defining the -rammar äsä linear sequence of rules 

(applying in accordance` with the principle of the transformational 

cycle), -Ch&H assert that: 

(ii) "The relation of c: isjuncti'; e ordering is -'efined on certain 
pairs o rui-s, xo. 

' this sequence by o_ Lhei: 2o: raa' 
3L. aiarities. To determine Cisjuncýi'! e We apply 
to the fullest possible e : tc nr the notational Coliventions a 
1 z. '101-lag pazentaý; sization, J'aciýetine, an ß tii C! A. C. SU ; iI -h-. 'a: iil 
nog atl'Jn ....... 

in this way we io: m a r, uaCa--i, yianv scl'Lraa 
4i ,1 ^p: ecen s taiä Scquenc.. o ides anL wl-i : i1 iL 

C:: pan a. +ie lil: O ""n. s sequence ')y t 
.G 4^. c J. 7iie aiJpiý. ca Lo n 

o_=i': r. ý . 
`4I 

+, 

r1 
pG C 

36) 

to 

ii 

S-I 

O 

i. ) "r I1. Ct: '_. ^. c1 "" rn 
J t: 
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1 
to "^?; t" -i`:: `_inal "7c2.1 cZ'1S~E"_'ý ý> 

^^7ý'_ý8 to a fin 
. ', ii Sirr. c1` tc`". ")'Sýr. 1nct! "ý ýrýL`"'in. ý 
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... os t 
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.. 
`.. not b, .ý, to _rý o_. tpu-t a: - ui, ins iý. _., ___ 

^_ 1 

Dui: - übä. `', C' p "' tmincr, dir: cussion of notati on : cor cr t-I ons in 

the irtroc'. ucticr to Chapter 3, Ch! H note dint pr--ious genera"i^c. 

,. a^mcr^t. Ccneral?, ý assumed, r, 1heit tacitl; ,. that "t? e', orýerin^ rbb; -etý- 

faced by the use of parentheses is. dic4uncherews in the _ü^c 

o` b -cc: s the ordering iw assumed to be conjuncti, T . This is entircly 

in l; _eping ý, ith tCr carlier prccticc in `hs precedinJ ^ chapt;. rs of 

Pw_c. ä. , 
in,. the,. ini_ial formulation of the. Nain: Stress r. ule. befor: its 

s*crious. elaborations, There (13) is e7: pandcd as. shx. t: 

(1ý%, ý"a ""ý 
It's rresl / Ca (Tv: 

, pie'~ =ü stressed s: "11iblc i. e. a stein; of th: ý 
1 

for C 17C 
0 

'tr2ssJ t 1 ci iff-- 

ý> stress 

d) ,7- LZ str2re. 
] 

"ý- _ c... 

ý1 
n 

J 

e) IT Lý. Ste: s] y ýrý 

4: IT 
111 r1 

Tcir1- the "t c11 ýr ? cSll? 'Fýriýý cot: r_ntiCris t1 onl" nermittCý Snnrl^? 7CC$ 

ere. 
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c2 

a) c) 

a) d) 

b) c) 

v) a) 
i. e. the environments [+ aff ixj and 

CJ ]are conjunctively ordered 

with respect to each other but disjunctively ordered with respect to 

the remaining environments. 

The next notational convention used to determine disjunctive ordering 

is that of angled brackets. Ch&H describe an expression with angled 

brackets as "a generalization of the use of parentheses to the case 

of discontinuous dependencies". (SPE page 77). When such an expre- 

ssion is expanded, first all the angled elements are -rewritten, then 

none of these elements is rewritten. Angled brackets are therefore 

a kind of "all or nothing" notation: whichever expansion one chooses, 

the other is automatically rendered inapplicable. 

Further down the same page Ch&H make a streng claim about when and 

where to use the notational devices they have been discussing: 

(14) "As far as we know, the only cases of disjunctive ordering are 
those in which rules can be simplified in terms of parentheses 
and angled brackets, and in all such cases the rules are dis- 
junctively ordered. If this is correct, we can tentatively 
propose the following quite strong empirical hypothesis: 
where parentheses or angled brackets are required ..; for the 
abbreviation of 41 sequence of rules, these rules are disjunc- 
tively ordered; in all other cases, rules are conjunctively 
ordered. " 

(SPE page 77; original emphasis) 

By the time they reach the Formalism in the Appendix to Chapter 8 of 

SPE, Ch&H have added the notational device of Greek letter variables 

to their list of t71ose conventions determining disjunctive ordering. 

They point out that "rules expanded from schemata involving variables 

or feature specifications are disjunctively ordered, as are rules 
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expanded by the use of parenthesis and angled bracket notations". 

(SPE page 396). The empirical nature of the claims involved here is 

stressed by Ch&H each time they are made. Before quoting them on this 

point and looking at their practice in a particular instance, I should 

like to cite Hyman's discussion of notational equivalence in Fe? f e? - 

Bamileke (1975). My reason for including this example is that it 

demonstrates how conventions on disjunctive and conjunctive ordering 

can radically alter he interpretation of particular formalisms. 

Fe? fe? -Bamileke has two related lowering rules, one applying to under- 

lying /u/ so that it is realized as 0 1 19 the other lowering underlying 

/o/ to [3]. Both rules apply in closed syllables but whereas the 

latter ru'e is found in all dialects, the f&rmer is more restricted. 

Hyman abbreviates the two processes both with angled bracket notation 

and using alpha variables: 

(IS) a) - low - high C 
[- high) <+ low> 

b) - low ] 
__. ý 

- high 10( 

high L-iJow 
a) i r_1ow1 

- high 
r- high 

low 

ii [- low] _- 
[- high] 

/C 

/c 

/c 

b) ir- low r- high C 

+ high - low 

ii - low r- high C 

L-high_ +low 

J o-3 

o u -o 

o u -o 

o-43 

(Hyman page 123) 

From the order of expansion (15) a) i and ii, to] derived from /u/ by 

9 
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ii cannot serve as an input to i, since when it is lowered the o -ý 

subrule has Llready applied. In other words, the angled bracket 

notation in a) does not impose disjunctive ordering per se: it simply 

falls out as a result of conventions on the expansion of angled 

brackets. In contrast, it is logically possible for b) to apply 

either disjunctively or conjunctively, given the order of expansion 

b) i followed by b) ii i. e. u --ý o;. Therefore whilst disjunctivity 

must be imposed upon (15) b), expansion conventions will automatically 

guarantee it in (15) a). 

Ch&H would claim that just such a set of data confirms their hypothesis 

that rules abbreviated with alpha variables apply disjunctively. 

Because of the empirical status of the conventions involved, they cannot 

be revised in an ad hoc way. Ch&H appear scrupulous in maintaining 

this principle when they do not specify a disjunction between a condition 

on the Main Stress Rule and the Stressed Syllable Rule. Their reason 

is that the two subrules are not related in a way expressible by angled 

brackets or parentheses. However it could be argued that their solution 

is also ad hoc for it adds yet anocher condition to the subrule for 

Main Stress involved. (See SPE page 98 and fn. 50). 

We have seen that Ch&H have extended "the general theory of the 

organization of a grammar ... by observing that certain subsequences 

of the linearly ordered rules may be disjunctively ordered. " Note 

here that they refer to subsequences rather than pairs of rules. KSN 

on the other hand are concerned with predicting which "whole" rule 

takes applicational precedence over which other "whole" rule. It is 

worth considering whether rule pairs such as those formulated by 

Saporta for Spanish could not be better formulated as single rules 

with parenthetical elements under the disjunctive ordering convention. 
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According to SPE, the choice should not be open but rather it is an 

empirical issue: 

(16) "The question of when a sequence of rules is to be abbreviated 
by the parenthesis convention is not a natter of choice but 
rather one of fact. That is, the convention regarding 
parentheses is just one part of an evaluation procedure to be 
applied to grammars. This procedure is perfectly general 
(language-independent) and performs the function of determingng 
which of the grammars consistent with the data is to be 
selected as the grammar of the language for which the data 
provide a sample. " 

(SPE page 30, fn. 20; my emphasis) 

I would venture to suggest that it is this language-independent 

procedure which is involved when rules in intrinsic-feeding and 

intrinsic-bleeding rations are formulated along universal principles. 
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9 3"3 Unilateral Applicabilit: " Versus Potential Interch;: aeea. bi lity 

The preceding section cloy ed. with ti -12 de"7eloped in SPE, 

that the conventions regarding rule formulation be allowed to determine 

disjunctive and conjunctive ordering. If such a procedure were 

followed, it would ensure that a pair of rules in an "intrinsic feeding" 

relation (see be-inning of § 2.1 for a definition) were expressed as 

two separate schemata (, which could both apply to representation S); 

on the other hand, a pair of rules in an "intrinsic bleeding" (= mutual 

bleeding) relation , would necessarily be formalized as subrules of a 

single schema, in which the less ccnte:: tually restricted subrule con- 

stituted the "elsewhere" case (and hence applied disjunctively to those 

representations not meeting the structural description of the more con- 

to:; tually restricted subrule). Thus the notational conventions employed 

in formalizing rules might' be used to determine how rules apply in 

intrinsic feeding anc? intrinsic bleeding situations. 

The fact that 'such aclaiiis logically possible suoýests that the 

types of rule interaction so far discussed rust share some propcrtyy 

beyond that captt: red by the epithet "intrinsic". robart Hetzron encap- 

sulates this ccmmon property ,.. her, he refers to those rules t. *hosc 

relct! vc ordering is simply a conseiuencc of their formulation. as 

exhibiting Unilateral (1974). Metzron'e paper is ý.!! 

important one despite the fact that it has freruently been overlooked 

in the suhse^uent literature. This is unfortunate since it represents 

what one might alnost c? 11 a reluctant attempt to substantis. ta racal- 

cjtra t :. ounteremr-mL les to KS 
. 

Unli': e other critics of K3 1, : Ietzr,,! n 

cannot be accuse' of raisrepresentin;, his opponents nor of to 

ärasp their line cf rou*: entation. Indeed, it is because of hic 

p rspicacit; ý in defining the issues invo red tb, 1t Ir adopt his tar-, 
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c, y from ', 51. The Co. cept of order of : ules' to elucidate the p cs;. nt 

discussion. 

I'have cited : '. etoron's terms "Unilateral *. pplicability" *:. ý? ch I "ant to 

, contrast with Potential Interchangeability - ns ; -: ill be apparent from 

tot title of this section. However, before e: ýplicatinö these two terms 

- in particular by examining how Unilateral applicability differentiates 

intrinsic feeding from intrinsic bleeding, and how they in turn arc 

distinguished from Potential Interchangeability - let me introduce 

Iletzron's first two types of ordering relation, and illustrate all 

four, as he does, from the syntax: and morphology of English. In 

addition to this, I have endeavoured to supply phonological e:: amplec. 

Below I have -schematized the relations for a pair of rules, :_ and y, 

cpplyin3 to the san_ segment. The abbreviatory devices will become 

clear during the course of the explication of I? etzron's Classification. 

SCHEMA 

[7°tzron'S Classification of Orderýng ýi13tiOP. ý 

1) ii:. 'L'T: '. "'i, IT`i A' 3 --1 c 

2 

71 T TAI E tT TýTTr! ^ t"r 

<< :.. r? ý ld L.. 1 1.... ý.. G.? l.:. Gzi ßILiTY 
.", ß --> c 

CNd 

3) UNiL. ". 'I'r ý"L : P? LIC)_BILITY ý, 13 -> C 

L, D -'A -d .,, ý. 

(U. ) ; B, 

PC='iTli'i+ GEf BILITy 7 
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ZTeutralit; ' of application bet', 7cen rules :. and 3 is the situation -"; hich 

obtains when either ordering yields the same results. This is indicated 

schematic411y above by givin. - the or4ers A, 3 and 3, :. to the 

left of the arrow anal rewriting both as lc: er case c. Consider the 

interaction of "subject-verb ajrceiicnt" and "tcr_sc-agree gent" "sequence 

of tenses") down-grading the terse of a clause which is the complement 

of a cuetative verb in the past. Togethcr these two rules produce 

surface "I said what they were ill" from "I sad-Pt". ST 'they LE ill' 

It does not matter whether subject-verb aZrccnent applies before tense- 

aoreement or vice versa: if subject-verb agreement takes nreceC. ence, 

underlyinü BE is converted to are and than "down-graded" to wert:; if 

tense-a-ree*cent applies first, we derive ': as from BE, but still obtain 

were after subject-verb agreement. Since both intermediate forms in the 

derivations, are and was, occur on the surface too, 'it may be difficult 

ýo select one ordering over the-other. Unier the KSN hypothesis this 

problem will be removed, since both areement rules may apply simultan- 0 

ecusly to BE just because both structural descriptions are met. : iota 

crucially that under the theory of UDP� Ievelopec in this thesis the 

problem ý; i1I persist but without theoretical import in this case. 

TO taste a phonological e:: ample of N' u;. ra1it, from in61ish3 consi r 

he PD :s which assign the features 'fortis' anü ' aspi: acec; ' to voice- 

less plosivez in initial position. in Endfis: rhesc are pizonolooical. y 

redunLiant ieaturas which ne7e: t`.. aless ar: p, 2sent at the phonetic 

surface. Since n': -: 
icher is sup3rordinate co the other $ 

is is i;: C. 1acerial 

; nether the first derjce the consonant at the Jeöinnind of "pin' as 

Footnote 

Kare I. etz'ron ci c W: i1t 1 ii55'!. ýe ýO be the Shallow SL Ucv-' re l JGLu 

t ii: cj üL": j lt ,tl: aciälä the c eri'ia ioi to i: L. ecp;: r 1 vL1 in no ü8! 

aiýýcts c;. a po' c gei.. ý: e t:. ut ouc the o:: ii; ý of 
30 a summ .:: i': ýi: : tile: {piäi:: (-: '.. 
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ti- 
,c i"e äit: ; 3`. rv: l- :,., p7. riC: '. 1 runs '_-^1'1Sr"' 

. 
`e^.;: 2:, "i, 

_iii^. 
3 fý. ^. 

ý ýýT'^tý: ýSI S(e Chap`"., 2,.. rcur). r+ý ý`' +i `ä'E'cus äpp1icati ül: i 

not a poosible Ucdü of rule interaction, ^? US L r""2CcCý^ pir.: iti- 

J' : UZ This f'JZZ'J17S ^. 3t lrýll`" '- *ý1^ fact t? `? ~ ý`plY'^_? 1*i. - oTr, 

1 

'"ý*i^n ;s *_ý s f-Herr ', r, ýc2ss ssbs, i^2d ,. ±ncl-2r 
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The data could also be treated so that the ricrc gencral pr cs$ 4pplic 

first üA. the ScCCIl. 11 rule ad ustý u4s outp 1tt Where . e,, $ G. y. Ii 

Spi antiü3tion applied first, Id! 
! 7ou1d become ir_terr-edierte , 

tn/. 

second rule ! ">ou1d chanZ; e the point of articulation of the spirant to 

velar. The process cannot be simultaneous bccüuse the z -) x rule 

reverence to the feature cont] which only has a positi. e value 

after Spirnntiz tion. 

: he evidence which r , -, ay be biouSht into consideration in favour of the 

first analysis with intermediate /. / and a üinst the second with 

intzriedinte /z/ {nvol"., es the fact that in these 1angua3es /3/ is an 

underlyin. se^: nent, which itself mutates to [y] ; /ü/ on the other 

hcnd nsver <ppears on the phonetic surface of native words. This nax 

be tautclo; ous: it is precisely because there is no /z/ avai14b1e to 

which /d/ con be spirantized, that it is forced to change its p1ice of 

" articulation to M under mutation. This point has not been raised in 

orýer that it may be r solv 
"ed hero. it be treated e:: hwustiv ýy 'y ý 

in Part II. TctheY, it was introduced as _. means of dcnonstratir. 3 the 

way in -which other issues are inextricably bound up with questions of 

rule orderinb. Je shall see that this is so at ý71rious Points in later 

chapters. 

ý' L'naer t; etzron's second, order type, ^ruitve. 1ent Interchen? eabil, t- , the 

ordar of applicatio-a produces different surface results. uo*. iever, both 

outputs cre acceptable. This is schematized above by specif; rinn 

as the output . 7ielded iahen ý. epp1i.: s before 13, end fi as the output 

yielded '7hen B applies before A but indicating the c eTd d arc mutually 

substitutable (c N d). To illustrate such e situation Ectzron cites 

:, cu_soud-cs' (1972) e--, a: -,, p1,, Irrich is in turn based on t! hýa ", York Of C. 

I, 8koff. :: C^Oiein J to Standard Theory, pronouns --re not pre°^. ^. t in deep 
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structure but are introduced by-'a transformation which replaces a noun 

with t.: e appropriate pronoun if that noun has a coreferential antc- 

cedent. !! lso in Standard Theory, UH-questions are formed by a trc.. ns- 

formation effecting the leftward movement of the base-generated element 

', H. In the sentence "which of the men ; a'go` hated Charley did he attack? ", 

the ? H-NP and the clause it dominates (the men hate-PAST Charley) have 

been fronted first. Prorominalization'therefore applies to the co- 

referential Proper Noun in the Main Clause, since. this now follows the 

other occurrence of "Charley" in the ; II: -clause. In the er. uivalent and 

equally acceptable sentence "Which of the men who hated him did Charley 

attack? ", the order of spplication of UH-fronting and PronoMinalizatior. 

has been reversed. Pronominalization has applied to the deep structure 

in which the Proper Noun in the Main Clause still precedes the "Charley" 

in the subordinate WIR-clause. Consequently it is the Main Clause Proper 

Noun which remains in surface structure and that of the UTI-c? ause which 

is pronominalized. Later the UH ;: P a- subordinate clause containing the 

pronoun are shifted leftwards, with the result that in surface structure 

the pronoun precedes its deep structure coreferential antecedent. 

? ro*i the above e: cam^ple in which two surface variants of a sthgle '1eep 

structure !,? er: acceptable, one night conclude that Equivalent Intcr- 

changeability in phonology is the phenomenon of "free variation". 

Hc'iever, on reflection, it scorns -more plausible to clam that rce 

variation most commonly results because of the application or non- 

application of an optional phonological rule. To return to the aspira- 

tion of plosives. with ..: ýich -: e illustrated Neutrality, the 'noisy" 

release or lack; of explosion of word-final voiceless plosives may be 

ascribes' to the presence or absence of the PD cssi; nin, the feature 

uzP] in the grammar of the idiolect concerned. This is not to say 

that the optionality of a particular rule is the sole scurc0 of free 
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variation: the _hbicc of alternating, seo: aent raay actually h, ý ref1ccted 

by two se--ents in the 1e: icon e. g. /Ekonp-aks/ vs. Ji: <: DnDmI : s/ . 

In addition the labelled bracketing of free variants may lead to a 

difference in the cpplication of cyclic rules e. g. the 'I1P 

TIP 

[ [a=s] [iri: 
iJ 

I 

Iwhich 
receives two primary stresses 

only, surfacing as 
C[. 

rs lkr1 : I: 1] vs. the Noun GTs 

±ich undergoes stresc reduction in accordance cuith 

the principles of the transformational cycle to yield phonetic surface 

C 
als kri: m] 

Despite the fact that i feel justified in citing rule cptionality or 

alternate lexical entriss as, the usual sources of free variation, it 

is possible, in certain cases, to ascribe the difference between equally 

acceptable phonetic variants to a difference in rule ordering, in other 

:: ords, Equivalent Into changeability. Consider the to rules of 

, rerican 'English o: iýina11y discussed in C: zomsky 1964 as part of an 

argument against the "linearity condition" in Structuralist pho cmics: - 

(17) &% arican En fish: Crcrns:: y 1964 

1+ 
voice 

I 

f 

For ^many spoakers of :. merican Er fish "-triter" ar, a "rider" are pronounced 

as 
[rayDr] 

an 
CYa: 

yDlJ rEspcctive1y i. e. with a contrast in -: owe1 

..: OOtnOCe 

The dir : thon-s are transcribed ! rith a glide Gf 11ouinö the nucleus to 
facilitate the stat° . ent of Lcngt?: enin . '. oý: ever t`e tzarscription in 
no .: ay cf_ccts t: '-- point under rliscussicn. 

ý 
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it I': öt?; bu : 71 Lý1 is c tic. ý.. 1 iea- a' con onaatc (2 voiced flap). Chomshy 

assumes that the underlying representations of these forms contain 

different consonants (on the basis of the contrast in the ve: b " Trite" 

and "rlce" from which the nouns are derived), and identical vowels 

(since vowel length" is predictable given a consonantal voicin contrast 

and, in any case, length is not an underlying feature). In order to 

derive the surface phonetic forms within the framework of classical 

generative phonology, one simply orders (ii) A eXtrinsically before 

(17) B, as Chomsky does. Thus the diffarence in vowel length between 

"writer" and "rider" is established cn the basis of the voicing of the 

fo? lowing ; t% or IR/, before these two stops are neutralized to a flap. 

If intervocalic flapping applies before vowel lengthening, the vowels 

of both words become long and "writer" and "rider" are pronounced 

identically as Cra: yDrJ . Indeed, this situation does obtain in certain 

dialects. 
a 

(13) shows the derivations of "ride" 
ý 

tlrii orlt, "write" and "writer" 

in Dialect X (tacit Originally described by C. lomSky) , and Dialect Y 

(,: here "ricer" and "writer" are homonymou3 on the phonetic Surface). 

(13) ? merican Dialects 

.. 
ý.. e} 

.., /rayd/ /rayc: r/ raytj r / ayrf 
A r a: G y' ra: ydr + 

FAZ [a: 
yüj Crü:;, Lrj C. "4yc] Cra; DrJ 

ýa L'2 ra; -d/ ; raydrj rsvt/ Jraytr/ 

ravD: - r D: - 

A _a: yd ia: yDr - ra: yDr 

ja: yd] Cra: 
yDr] ay 

[a-yDr3 

Given the Jiaiec.: ai aria-zion, in the pzcnoun: i. aLicn3 of "-uriter", it 
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i:; yea. onab e to suppcse that in certain iüiOICCLs CrayDr, 
anG 

CYd: 
y': )r, 

occur ae free surLcce variants. Let us refer to such an ieiolect as 

Zý_olct Z. For 2 t; ýý o-de_-i: ýb of the : ales interch4ý0 eýb1ý 

. ': furt'hera'"1. o e ctjuii feat (in the technical Sense defined aýJUJLý 
.' 

It Should Je empilazized t1 at in IWio! CL", Z it 13 not the :aet: iul 

Lengt: 2e;: ino iz simply optional 'anc: LolI. L: 
i5 r iappind. iiSsumino auch a 

Sýisi liö er Leuotheniu; wou1 in'*el':: 'a ialli: 3 

[ra: 
y. ir3. However, he 

ß: a c tnüi: ý-hc . u1c is o . 16a: r0zf i. ' 7. a '" 

S?: O+"J11 V, C..: e äecliJ... 3t: iJilä (ia all %lialecLz) 'Oi it: eýt~ d: l. ; rider" r 

iý%i vowels. rlili: äl@_C. Orcý ally aLC- . pc LO Ja: Vage 6uci a ü01uL'iJi. :! y 

maci :;; le op : ionaliz; -, zparc. anr upon ;:: u pccaoloica1 nd: e-up u 

ylýe'L° voi:?.. not on",. t b: 2. C' : IOC ". 
Jut 0JL2Zd! c. 

],: 0 comprise a notational 

v, Jr CCD, : nasC':: Ch as tlic ei: rit2S-c orcer n; o : tile pr0". 'i-Ics 

__ýeý tc tl: } ". ý; 
ý. ,: i;; na? : aistor., of -a ch ýcýýý-ci-? e in 

flvýrt 1.7'. ). 

.1 nth cr (17 

Tý'"^n, «I. +f . ytýý 1 m, n,! f"ir t 'c 
"ýc_ýJCý. in ýi c^.. 

I , 1.. ý "r Id Ylt 
)tt. 

T..; ý-^Yi lt 

! 31ýc. 7 `c Canadian 7n^1..: h ýIcscr°_berl b" rccr 

. 1, C r^Cp'aý^^n LY:. nc op? -far1 ny ;: 1 i 

-rn :; l $v^ ýCa1 t ß'1t11. T? ̂ _": It `7M °'L ffe 

`_C 1t t_ 
. 
t!? n : ': 112 cf I. C-. °_? r : SI 

-". 
`'C1'; C. 1) (l9 a! v_'t; 

ý"'1`"7, ^_7ý ý. ýr-ý. r: '. -: ^C /2O) r'! to ncto_ that cC^_ ='! 1In to TJ +'1''.. ̂ . 

'71-ap. i^^ und or -^. t1t. zrco into he ß". o1 t of 

ant: 'ric r^e,., t`d ^_i `! 'ar i the ,.. r. .r ý_a 
ai 

JYi t] 
`ý`ý 

g''*_ of tie diphho^- : Lene, cr In their 'ýýý cr:, rý, r- 

in C' =nfd --far. 

`a a, 1 C, C 'TOICc^' 
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! '_Q; Cn*_:, ric ^i2l^_c-s 

- - r8, %? t ra", tr 

- ru, 7Dr - ra, ý7 c 

ý: ' a, *ýý" 1"'D Crays] [ra,. 'Dr] 

L". ' /r4. ýc'/ Ire\ýrý lýr 
Gfltl 

! 

'r 
ý, Jet 

`ý/ 

r^-,,, Dr 

rr. ýruvdl ýraýrýrý Ifa, ýt] I rüvT)i 

The dialectal situation in Ontario En- 
,, 

l_sh in 19L2 thus provides an 

additional enample of a rule-pair ¶7hose alternate ordering: h=3 

t! iffcrant phonetic reflexes, both of which are acceptable. 

it will he clear frcm this limited discussion o Lruivelent Inter- 

chan3eability,, that . the crucial factor which keeps the letter ordering 

toe separate from type 4), Potential Interchangeability, is the 

relative acceptability of the two o; z.:, aýt .,,, Under the "equivalent", 

brrnt of Interchangeability, both orderings produce acceptable results; 

under the "potential" variety, only one order of application yields an 

acceptable form. This is indicated above by rewriting, the output 

of the ordering A, B as e as under Equivalent Interchangeability, but 

by ^7erking the output of the orderings B, A. with an asterisk to sho 

chat it 1S unacceptable. Tile :at that c and -re-not mutua-1-: 

substitutable is, Iurthc: showni tby the absence of c id . 
To return to 

the data, although I have suggested that the two pronunciations of 

"z*riter" may be in free variation in some idiolects, the elternat 

orderings may be adduced as constituting the difference between 

neighbouring dialects. E ztending the line of argumentation to its 

logical conclusion, the mechanism of reordering could be used to explain 
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sinilar phanom-ena in language change. One has only to turn to 

I; iparsky's 1968 paper, referred to at the bedinnino of this section, 

to see how reor, 'erino has been posited for Swiss German dialeccs both 

synchronically and diachronically. This analysis forms the subject-" 

matter of the na:: t section. 

It might seem that the discussion has taken a retro; raCle step: surely 

it is the coatcntion o this thesis that e: -trihsic ordering is 

unrccessc. ry an:. ' tilat the application of all (phonological) rules is 

p_'e! ictable on a 14noua�e-inc: epenCent basis? Consequently, I must 

hold to be false the hypothesis that two dialects may differ solely 

in the relati-ic or6ering o_ a pair of rules. Indeed, such a claims 

will be refuted in the ne:: t section. If Potential Interchangeability 

is fictitiouS, does it not also follow that Equivalent intCrchande- 

ability cannot Lat me p: -oviüe an e:: anpie from hun ariar. to 

ecraonstrate that oaiy the UDR\ hypothesis is capable of accounting ZO! ' 

Zquivaleut Iiate=-ci"angeajility. 

Ac or in; to ilado (1974), Hungarian : las : 1o assirniia. iOTl ru1Bz, 

( 
-Ass) anc progrc: isi'. E: 

ý_'-Ass). alto's sýc. ra: aenr oý t.: c ruie^ i:. r2prouuce' in 

(21) a--a ia:.: Va &o 11974 

n -Ass .. 
car] ;+ [or] 

15 G -ý 55 
ECK ] 

ý' 
r ý. 

LDc F 

the ziimui. Lc eoui app1ic8ýi2A O.. Y11,....., co 

PcoLnýte 

1.1 iaCL. :. lie POGIZlO- 

, rz, e 11, ,, " ,.. . h- e-; e: his aLýalt! ': ý rcutr .- 
t'^ is it 2 ', 7n. it t tlie r-y Iir rT.. 1: T1ý 

1*1 
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r!., r: ' ýath. F 1. r 

..,.: 
ý1 :.. than ". 2-si.... must 

apl IC 1CIZ of 

Struct.: ra1 l2. ^_ri. p ion cf the other. in <ct, cuch an 

ci tcc 

Er..,::, ] an-! Cµ. zal Cv, -,, al] are f: T riar*. ' . 

1tß:: C ^'? ý. ^ ^ý 1I: ý! 1= G OD 11'7 P0t1? ncý c µc c, ̂ Cl t OLl" ýr1 ý. ý7'- 

ý'^ 111t S .?! '. 1^yc pos`. ^-"ib1.2 to order tt 

adhere sL°lctly' to this ordering 
11 

TMnr2 is simply no of Crrj2rin.:; (21 

to thot ordcri t '. 71-ich 07i11 de"ivc both 

1_ rulac in a serlu3nc2 ar: to 
in cons ctiný; : ie_i"aýt'_on 

18 ) 

µn? of cdhcrinz st7; c_1"" 

sc to of variants for T^uns«ri, n. 

7uß- unec! r the TD ^ h"pothesis both possibls orders ar. ge iýsiblo. 

. Totic furz rmorc that those data from Iglu 1, 
x^1-, 

X11 ! r`7e to ' cfutC tt? 3 

or7 roil I N-'7sµ? -s'ior. of the 12M1 hypo Y. esi , srd r *-hier. sia? *_r. n-cc: " 
4s 

ý. 77ý 1C3S rF r, t}C COl1T^, ^ :t C0ý1ý bý. ' clr; tlo, a t? ý, ' ý? 'ýrC)T1ýr. t 

of the s1riultcn, 2i`. b-, - o`hesis that this rno of ;. rter. -. Ction <i0C? noý 

.rL 

CTS°r-t2 on - v, s : '111 tt1CIl L 1Cc. }1C:. 7cvcr, C. s ': cs. - 
býr't 1: 1eicc.. `0e, 

ý 
f: 1 ý! 

1? r 

prcscnted -.. Ti Ch ptcr 5 'from °µ^c7ýlmani Yo, "uts (ü^. d other. . r. L 

i^ wes) Ohieb cnnct be cc_cuntcc? `or in this f1^., but *, 7hich can 

only be regcrdce 
as co: rtýrý cmýles to the claim, that rules ^: cy an, 

simultaneously. 

B'7 r. oty it T7i11 be apýý, rcat_ that only the TJD'_'. t hypothesis is cnpcbl° 

of describing 
, 
Idiolect Z for American tinglish re, ardin th r-jl: s of 

(17), and the diulectc2 situation in Ontario described. by Joos. Under 

00.0, there 
. 

could ncvcr e.: ist free variation betel: °_n the alternate, 

pronunciations of "-7riter", one with short vet 1, the other with a 

i 0: 13 '70'7e i in 
_ 

ýir1C, ^_II Eng is 
ý CnC 

�'7i 
-, i, 2L O'. ' ] }7ý ýt1011ý th° o tb1:. r 

"7ith a raised diphthon, ii Canadian English - for G: '. CD c1airis that it 

f 
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is claw possible to adhere to a strict ordering in constructing 

derivations. Only UDPA permits the (apparently) random application 

of (17) in Idiolect Z ^nd of (19) and (17) B in Ontario. Furthermore 

UDR, ". is also capable of describin; the dialects without free variation 

in a more insightful way. This ¶aill be demonstrated in full in the 

next section where purported reordering from conservative to innovative 

dialects is refuted as a mechanism of linguistic change. In other 

worts, potential interchangeability as opposed to equivalent icLtcr- 

c!: anoeability is shown to be ü fiction. 

Faving pointed out the salient characteristics of the "potential" 

brand of Interchangeability by contrasting it with the "equivalent" 

variety, it now remains for us to recapitulate on the nature of 

Hetzron's third order type, Unilateral Applicability. In the Schema 

this is shown by giving the output c to a single ordering, namely, 

A, B. The Impossibility of the ordering B, A is indicated by marking 

4; with an asterisk when it follows 3 (= i) or by marking D in this 

-gay when it precedes A (= ii). Now recall that the label Unilateral 

Applicability subsumes the "intrinsic element" of intrinsic feeding 

and intrinsic (mutual) bleedin. Let us first take case 3) (ii) from 

the-Schemawn the tc.. t Hetaron glosses this unilatcra. l relation gis 

"coextensive sunplyinz" and notes that in such a case "the output of 

ý- supplies all the 'raw material' for B, ; Jhereas if A only supplies 

part of the input for S, which could still apply without this c: ecific 

source, we have an instance of (1? )" 4), Potential Interc:: rnge- 

ability - JP McB; page 3, original emphasis) . This str' tement cuts 

rieh` ^cress ý i the feeding bleeding categorization in an interesting way. 

In say ink that A must supply all the inputs for B if the interaction 

is to be classified as unilateral applicability, it stipulates that 

any r' epresentati. ^n s 'nda er-O 
.. 

ng Ba will previously LavL 
ýý 1. a,. ' crgCa. ý. ne 

ýJi: 
' .. 
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"_'Ilis does not n°Ces3a ilv mean that e er7 output strin3 fror. `. -i1.1. 

: sect the ctructural description o` - as cae shall see, both possible 

situaticnc obtain. 

Consider again the rulc of Spirantization in Goidelic Celtic and the 

necessity of a rule shifting the place of articulation either of 

d or of zýý , 
depending on-whether Spirantization applies first 

or second. Under the analysis ýiith . 
intermcdiate /zi (which never 

surfaces phcneticall, "), the general process of Cpirantization resulted 

in an unacceptable output in the case of cnc sc3mcnt. Put slibätly 

differ_ntl;, part of the function of Spirants-, aticn could be viewed 

as the provision of the 'raw material' for the z --j rule. Note 

that only one of Ys Output se-nents undergoes B 1.0. /7. /; so cithough 

the analysis qualifies as Unilateral Applicability subtype (ii) in 

which t, coextensively supplies 3, there c ist seS entc which have 

undergone Spirantination but which do not meet ti-, a structural c! escrip- 

ýz l.. c lion of 3 :.. ö All. spirantices p etc. other 

treatment of these data wit:, interneýýiata J/, is not an instance of 

Unilateral ripplicability subtype (U), for 
, 
ý', pirantizattion, or rý=Cý 

illy proper Iacl:! 3ion could styl' apply 

without this specific source to all other initial plos1' es. As we 

shall sec presently, the analysis fä1? s unz'er subtype (i) 
. ýofore 

w 

., n re^ýrýin let _.. c o ,:.,. on to discuss it, t a, s posc. }" .. c.. licýý ;. ': ý^ c"estiicn 

ci--) -- the "phonologically ficti;: ious" soCn°_nt .. hick a_iscc in t "'le 

analysis: 

is it necessarily the case that a pho olo ic, ^. 1ly i: ictlti us , -c--1ý3T=`- 
12 

results at an intcrmedicte level of lerivat_ioa when .. coer. tcnsi', %e1, r 

supplies B? 

In 52.2 ý: ° :: aie alrcau. r discussed a case ia uhic? i : Y; cr output 
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from P. unc cröoes B- Postal's treatment of (see Table 1 on 

page 35). In Postal's analysis, Stress applies to a vo-ie1 before 

D, Tone to a stressed vowel before ?, h, r. and Lenöth to a stressed 

vowel before C or to any Tone-bearin3 vowel regardless of contcnt. 

In stating the rules as he does with cover-symbols, Postal obscures 

the fact that all Tone-bearing vowels in ; Iohawk are also lone, so 

that his intermediate stressed short Tone-bearing vowel is an artifact. 

(^ecall that :: = any resonant i. e. w, y, n, C= any consonant, 

resonant or not, including systematic w and y; D= any non-vowel i. e. 

C or h,? ),. In (23) I list the output vowel. of each rule alongside its 

; 3nviionmenft, but using only one cover-symbol S0', to be interpreter; 

as any obstruent, i. e. cons 
L- son 

(23) r. u1e Output Followin, - Environment 

/ 
Stress '. 0, w, y, n, r, h, ? 

Tone `as y. n, r, h3 ? 

Length / 
.. i 

(23) maces e:: plicit the tact that, : 7hereas not all stressed vo:: els 

receive Tone, they all undergo Length. 

i cc not think that the arýU:. tent a3ainst phoro1o; ic,: 11y fictitious 

C0 ma12ýs can' be J-zOL23h:: aoainst iO--tc1l s analys is -. uit as 

as it Can be brou3ht aäainst the analysis 
. of Goidalic .; iL: l in i 1Cdý 

iata /z/ (assuninb, o_` course, that ? ostal' c rules with r1inor : nodiZica- 

lions are in act intrinsically ordered - as argued by I: SN). icr 

instancc, Une could reGa: d intermediate as uncpeci_`ied (blank) for 

as arz all zoc: els prior to the application o_ the 

I. @: 1C; thcnin :: lie. Once that featu c i. uz been 
a1ýCid;: C ý, a --zu"u Cß^c. ' 

rule CCU1ý : ill it zh, 2 unmarked 'Iü1u for ZCT'i-t+ä in all OtL1C- ca CS. 
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%: J, on the other hand, represents a cooccu«ence of features which 

are not within te phonological or phonetic inventories of the 

1aiua s CvriCCýRýG. In this respect its status is Zar Gore Suspect. 

It may wail be that if a constraint on abstractness were formulated 

with enougý rigour to rule Out the fictitious % Z/ analysis it would 

also encompass Postal's analysis of Stress and Length in Mohawk: I 

leave this question for. future research and mcrely criticize Postal 

here for his opaque use of cover-s, r: abols in rule formalization. 

:: owever, the point to which I hope to have drawn attention is the way 

in which Iietzron's classification cuts right across the more widely 

accepted dichotomy of feeding/bleeding. hene�er it is possible to 

reverse an ordering, we have an instance of Potential Interchange- 

ability, irrespective of whether A increases or decreases B's input. 

The only e. namples of feeding which can be classified as applying 

unilaterally are instances of coe: tensive supplying - and we have 

discussed the salient properties of this limiter t: 'pe of interaction. 
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ow ent °_Y. ccptiors, con the other hand either fi1 to condition the 

aj?, icction of ü particular rule (the ne^^ti'; e case), or they 2Ctuä11v 

Goo condition a minor rule (the positive case). One wo" of cepturin 

the parallelism might be to refer to coe.: tensi""c s+ýpplyin; of an input 

, -nd coe: ctensive supplyinZ of an environment. 

Having made this distinction, we may tentatively answer the rucstion 

, posed on paffe 99 re ; ardin3 fictitious se; nents : 

Uhcn rule A coe:: tensively supplies the input (but not th_ environment) 

to rule B an fictitious scSment results at the intermcdiate level of 

derivation, either 

a) because rule A does not express'a true surface -eneralizmtion about 

all the segments it affects (e., -,,. the analysis of Celtic mutation 

with intermediate or 

b) because A and 3 are in fact one rule which specifies a change in 

two cooccurrin features (e. ^. Stress and L^n-th in llohcwk). 

Incidertü, ýý7alit, ... ý 
11-trroe's syntactic e: a: ̂ nle of Unilateral , ý'ppliccbi' ity rý 

subtype (ii) involves the s? littir.; up of a size le transformation into 

t*.: wo steps. Surely Dative-?! ovement is one rule as in (24, ), dorivinC 

�i Sav: Charley tonet'' 

lave money to Charlc (211) 

12345 

125 

Het? non divides the trarsformaticn into an optional rule mc`'in^ Pttive- 

Complement_ to a position between verb and Accusative-Complcment, and. a 

deletion rule. Cbviausly the former supplies all the proper Trout to 

the latter: III cave to Charley money'". But this fact is naturally 

handled if the nnocccs is stated as an optional uritnr; y one. 

Lt ue stay .... 'ith 1"^_tz: ones c:: at p1es fro-, E'n1ish cnmO cit h1 il lust-: n- 
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t_on of U:: ii otcrül Applicability subtype (i). This _; 1c of iztcrctic-ý 
% 

4. c in fact mutual bleeding which has already been dealt with in detail 

in the two preceding sections. "e will therefore use I'etzron's 

eamplc to recapitulate the points discussed above' and to matte 

concluding, remar'. cs. " "Exceptional" plural formations like "manNmen", 

"child children", "sheep--~, sheep", are ordered before the regular 

morphophonemic cases. If the ordering were reversed, all nouns would 

receive an "s" plural and the irregular cases would never ha'? e a chance 

to apply . In tretzron's words "A could not c: ist if it followed' 

because "B refers to a class that A is a part of and alters it so that 

it would he no more eligible for . ". To su*:. merize the abo-; e discussion 

of mutual bleeding, PIPrec states that the more conto--t-restricted of 

a pair of mutually blecdin; rules taust apply first. Although it 

originally net the structural description of B, once A has applied to 

S this is no longer the case. Since the pair of rules operate in 

1 complementary (= disjunctive) environnento, the phonoloöist is able 

to state the less restricted rule as if it Jere context-frt'. c. In 

other words, PIPrec of mutually bleeciin; rules is simply a corollary 

of the Lls2,.,: here Condition and conventions on disjunctive ordering. 

Th particular e:: ample chosen by i? etzron brings out the fcct that 

fre-uentlyr the ' el Teuhere' rule (here "s" plural £crvation) is the 

'2ý; 
l r' Case 'JhLch applics to open Cla ss c. i: ýlý ,,, as not appý:. I flt 
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section to ciata ; hici: i1üv been dealt with -. 'any in t'-Le 

I trust that by 1 cepii in T"i .d the c'. icti ýctiýns ncCc above, the 

discüssio: 1 will prove Hore lucid. 

_r 

Footnote 

I was also fortunate enöu, ̂ , h to have persona ciscuss1on with Prof. 

Hctcron, which proved invaluable in. writinü this section. 
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3.4 Reordering out of Bleeding Order 

In this section I shall evaluate the claim that potential inter- 

changeability from a bleeding order to a feeding order constitues a 

mechanism of linguit. tic change. Put slightly differently, I shall 

consider whether the reordering of a pair of rules out of a bleeding 

order can comprise the difference between two dialects. 9 3.4.1 treats 

in detail the two dialects of American English and the two dialects of 

Canadian English which were cited in 5 3.3. as illustrations of equiv- 

alent interchangeability just in case the surface phonetic forms of 

each pair were equally acceptable. § 3.4.2. discusses two rules of 

Swis-. German and the interaction of each with Umlaut -a case which 

has been well documented in the literature. For both the English and 

the German data I shall conclude that the UDRA hypothesis is capable 

of dealing with the facts in a more insightful way than a theory with 

the power of e:: trinsic ordering. 
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§ 3.4.1. The case of "writer" and "rider" 

In the dialect of American English discussed by Chomsky in 1964 the 

application of (17) A, Vowel Lengthening, and B, Flapping, to under- 

lying /raytr/ and /raydr/ did not result in phonetic surface homonymy 

but did constitute a violation of the Linearity Condition - the under- 

lying representations differ in their medial consonants whereas the 

phonetic representations differ in the length of the preceding vowel, 

being [rayDrj and [ra: 
yDr] respectively. In (25) the derivation of 

"writer" in this dialect (henceforth Dialect X) is contrasted with 

that of the same underlying form in other American dialects (hence- 

forth Dialect Y), where A and B are purported by GROD to apply in the 

opposite order and "writer" and "ri'. yer" are homonymous phonetically: - 

(25) Derivation of "writer" in American dialects 

Dialect X Underlying Representation 

A Lengthening - inapplicable 

B Flapping 

Phonetic Representation 

Dialect Y Underlying Representation 

B Flapping 

A Lengthenin 

Phonetic Representation 

/r a 

[ra 

/r a 

a: 

yL r/ 

D 

yDRI 

Yt rf 
4 
J 

[ra: yD r] 

Because of its greater power, GROS can claim that the relative ordering 

of the same pair of"phonological rules applying to the same underlying 

representations may constitute the difference between dialects. In. 

this case, Flapping feeds Lengthening in Dialect Y but is prevented 

from supplying the input to Lengthening in Dialect `ti because it is 

extrin:. ically ordered after it. The claim, then, implicit under GROD, 

is that Dial2ct Y has reordered -he rules of (17) out of a bleeding 
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order. To attain descriptive adequacy, UDR : must be able to e. Lplain 

this dialectal variation without recourse to e:: trinsic ordering 

statements. I shall proceed to demonstrate that UDRA. is capable o 

doing so. 

Firstly, let us consider the functional relations between the rules 

of (17) and the phonetic representations of Dialects X and Y. In 

Dialect X the surface realizatior. if "writer" as 
[rayDr] is opaque with 

respect to Vowel Lengthening, since it meets the structural description 

of that rule (by containing a voiced segment in the right-hand envir- 

onment) but pails to undergo it. Put another way, 
CrayDrr 

constitutes 

a surface violation of Lengthening. Now contrast Dialect X with. 

Dialect Y: in the latter the phonetic reflex of "writer" is transparent 

with respect to Vowel Lengthening. In ocher words, the formulation or 

(17) A expresses a true generalization about surf ace phonetic repre- 

sentations - vowels are long before voiced segments. J* 

By considering the functional relation between the rule of Vowel Leng- 

thening and the output phonetic strings in Dialects X and Y, we have 

uncovered a fundamental difference between the dialects. In Dialect X, 

Len thening is a regular phonological rule, sensitive for its applica- 

Lion to the underlying voic:. ng of the following plosive. On the other 

hand, in Dialect Y. Lengthening is "autom_tic". By "automatic" I refer 

to a process which admits of no exceptions, is not morphologically or 

syntactically conditioned and which applies after all phonological rules. 

* Footnote 

Yet the cost-of this transparency is the more complex, statement of 

allomorphy required: in Dialect Y. In Dialect X the morpheme "write" 

preserves its vocalic nucleus in both a'lomorphsj whereas in Dialect 

Y the a" , lomorphs of "write" differ not only consonant ally but also in 

having no fixed vocaluc nucleu3 - see Kiparsky 1971 for the concept 

of Paradigm Uniformity which is held to override tendencies to reorder 

out of bleeding order. 
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In this sense, "automatic rule" corresponds to Norman's "low-level 

phonetic rule" which zhe defines as "a rule which adds features to a 

minimally specified feature representation under non-identity" i. e. 

which is "not a copy operation" (1973a pv. 143). As Norman notes in, 

turn, her use of the term "low-level phonetic rule" is essentially 

that of Sanders' "allophonic rule" which links a (taxonomic) phonemic 

representation to its allophones (1972a) More significantly, the 

rule-type which all these terms are endeavouring to capture is defined 

by Postal as a "Detail Rule", applying to the output of the phonological 

component proper ('Aspects' 1968) - my PDRs. The significance lies in 

the fact that PDRs constitute part of GROD, thus countering the claim 

that the rule-type is an ad hoc invention by proponents of UDRA. To 

return to the data, we may conclude that since Dialect Y, unlike 

Dialect X, contains (to my knowledge) no phonetic vioýat. ons of Leng- 

thening, Vowel Lengthening is a PDR in this dialect. From this ý. t 

iollows that Vowel Lengthening in Dialect Y will apply after the 

phonological rule of Flapping. Therefore Dialect Y presents no prob- 

lems to the UDRA hypothesis which is capable of predicting the precedence 

of Flapping over Lengthening on the basis of the function of those rules 

in the grammar. 

It remains for us to account for the ordering Lengthening, Flapping 

in Dialect X without recourse to an extrinsic statement. Recall that 

in this dialeck, unlike the situation discussed above, Vowel Lengthening 

constitutes a regular phonological rule, not an automatic generalization 

(as defined above) about surface phonetic representations. Now consider 

Flapping: this rule is not allophonic either - if it were, we would 

not be able to appeal to such a distinction in ordering Vowel Lengthen- 

ing after Flapping in Dialect Y. However, it does not have the same 

status a the other phonological rules in Dialect X (e. g. Vowel Leng- 
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thening ): it is a contextual neutralization process which merges the 

voicing distinction between underlying %t/ and /d/ intervocalically, 

so that both plosives appear as EDJ on the phonetic surface. Kiparsky 

has argued (1973) that absolute (i. e. context-free) neutralization 

processes should be constrained to apply to de--iced representation. 

It is therefore reasonable to conclude that if such a constraint proved 

valid, neutralization processes must apply late in the phonological 

component proper - or at least "not first", assuming that the bulk of 

phonological rules do not effect neutralizations. This assumption 

also follows as an extension of the claim, to be supported in detail 

in Chapter 4, Count ezbleedi, ng, that deletions never take applicational 

precedence. Deletion is, as it were, the ultimate case of neutralization, 

when the presence of a segment is removed from the output of the grammar. 

Once we adopt such an assumption about deletion and neutralization, it 

follows automatically that in Dialect X Flapping applies after the non- 

neutralizing phonological rule of Vowel Lengthening (but nevertheless 

as part of the phonological component proper - rather than as a PDR). 

These arguments regarding the relative status of rules to which one . as 

access under the UDRA hypothesis, are in no way vitiated by Halle's 

original (1959) attack against the Structuralists' phonemic level. 

Although Halle argued convincingly that linguistically significant 

generalizations are lost if one is forced to state rules linking 

morphophonemic and phonemic representations separately from those 

linking phonemic and phonetic representations, it does not follow that 

all the rules of the phonological component convert morphophonemic 

representations into phonetic representations. One can accept that 

final obstruent devoicing in Russian constitutes a single generalization, 

applying both to palatals and non-palatals, and still recognize that 

other rules result in intermediate levels of representation between 
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underlying forms and the phonetic surface - including the ta: onomic 

phonemic level. Whilst it is clearly not the case that there is onY 

level for every line in a derivation, I think it is empirically justiL 

nable to claim that there are more than two linguistically significznt 

levels to a derivation. Yet the existence of only two such levels, 

underlying and surface phonetic, is precisely what Halle's argument 

implies. Under the UDRA hypothesis the fact that derivations do contain 

intermediate levels is exploited in a nontrivial way - the functional 

relation between a rule and its output at a particular level, as well 

as the nature of the conditioning environment (e. g. "is it morpho- 

logical? "), are taken into account in determining the intrinsic ordering 

of the rules. In contrast, although each independently justified level 

is definable within GROD in terms of a particular line in the deriva- 

tion, this is merely a consequence of the strict sequential ordering 

imposed by that theory, whereby n rules result in a derivation with 

n+1 lines. Unlike UDRA, GROD fails to exploit ehe fact that it 

generates gratis more than two linguistically significant levels of 

representation. From this it follows that UURA is the richer, more 

interesting hypothesis. k 

Consideration of the functional relations between the rules Also plays 

the crucial role in determining their order of application for the 

Canadian dialects. As cited in the preceding subsection, certain 

dialects of Ontario (henceforth Dialect X) contrast "writer" with 

"rider" by the height of the diphthong, as 
[rayDrj and 

Ir 
ayDr] respec- 

tively. In other dialects (henceforth Dialect Y) both nouns exhibit 

Footnote 

See Part II Chapter 2 for further discussion of linguistically signif- 

icant levels subsequent to Syntactic Surface Structure. See also the 

defence of the taxonomic phoneme in Schane 1971; Hutchinson 1973; 

and Smith and Wilson 1979, Chapter 6. 
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the low diphthong and are therefore homonymous. (26) shows how GROD 

accounts for this dialectal variation by reordering the same pair of 

rules with respect to identical underlying representations. 

(26) Derivation of "writer" in Canadian dialects 

Dialect X Underlying Representation /r ayt r/ 

A Raising a 
B Flapping D 

Phonetic Representation ýr 
ayD r] 

Dialect Y Underlying Representation /r ayt r/ 

B Flapping D 

A Raising - inapplicable - 

Phonetic Representation 
[r 

ayD r] 

I shall now demonstrate how UDRA can account for these data without 

the power of extrinsic ordering. 

We saw that American Dialect X exhibited opacity in its realization of 

"writer" as 
CrayDr]. This was opacity of the first kind discussed by 

Kiparsky (1971), where phonetic strings of the type [ChD] constitute 

counterexamples -co the rule A ---->3/C D (i. e. ErayDr] meets the struc- 

tural description of Lengthening but does not undergo it. ) Now recall 

the second kind of opacity defined by Kiparsky, which obtains when 

there are phonetic instances of B in environments other than C 

Clearly the phonetic realization of /raytr/ as [rayDr] in Canadian 

Dialect X is an e. -. ample of the latter type of opacity, for Raising 

appears to have applied in an environment other than before a voice- 

less plosive. * Now contrast Canadian Dialects X. and Y: in the latter 

* Footnote 

Note that in Canadian Dialect X, as in American Dialect X, the gain 
from such opacity is that the morpheme "write" preserves its vocalic 

nucleus in both allomorphs. 
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the phonetic reflex of "writer" is transparent with respect to Raising 

- there is no violation of ncc structural description of that rule on 

the phonetic surface, where it appears noz to have applied because its 

structural description is not met. Thus in Dialect Y the formulation 

oy Raising may be said to express a true phonetic generalization. 

Bearing it - m!. nd the status of Lengthening in American Dialect Y, could 

it be that Raising constitues a PDR in this dialect? 

The matter is, however, not as clearcut as it was when we claimed that 

Lengthening was a PDR. This is because Lengthening is a general process 

applying to any vowel and well attested before voiced obstruents for 

other dialects of English. Raising, on the other hand, involves one 

diphthong and to my knowledge is not pervasive throughout other dialects. 

Yet if we could claim that it is a phonetically natural process, this 

would help to substantiate its status as an automatic rule of pronuncia- 

tion. Indeed such evidence is to hand as soon as one takes into 

account he manner in which the tenser articulation of [t] as opposed 

to Ed] is anticipated in the articulatiort of the preceding vocalic 

nucleus. Consider the phonetic consequences of the assimilation of 

tenseness by a vocalic nucleus before fords ýtý. C iH note that: 

(27) "One of the differences between tense and lax vowels is that the 
former are executed wi=h a greater deviation from the neutral 
or rest position of the vocal tract than are the latter. It 
has been observed, for instance, that the tongue constriction 
in tense [-I] is narrower than that in lax [ij. " 

(SPE page 324) 

More recently (1977) Halle has reviewed the "long and complicated 

career" of the feature [±. tense] . He asserts that he and Stevens 

(1969) were in error when they attributed the difference between tense 

and lax vowels to the position of the tongue root, and goes on to sub- 

stantiatc the conclusions reached in SPE. Although I am aware of Ch&H's 

warning against the correlation of tens-3ness with tongue-height alone, 
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I think it justifiable to conclude that the Raising of the diphthong 

[ay] to [ey] is phonetically natural before the tense articulation of 

a following [t]. Thus it is plausible to argue that in Canadian 

Dialect Y where Raising occurs only in "write", this process constitutes 

a PDR, being the automatic reflex of the tenseness assimilated from 

the following consonant. Notice finally that this analysis hinges on 

the specification of the voiced alveolar flap [D] as C- tense], We 

shall s. 2e presently that the opposite specification is crucial to Linda 

Norman's analysis. 

Having presented the argument, based on Naturalness, in favour o 

treating Raising in Dialect Y as a Detail Rule, it follows that Raising 

must, as such, apply after the regular phonological rule of Flapping. 

If we accept this reanalysis of Halle's extrinsically ordered rules, 

Dialect Y poses no problems for the LIBRA hypothesis. However, it is 

perhaps expedient at this point to refer to two issues which might be 

introduced as counterarguments to the above treatment of Raising as a 

PDR., --°. _. _- .,. 

The first issue revolves round the apparent contradiction between the 

definition of PDR and that of "low-level phonetic rule" with which the 

former was equated above. If Raisin; involves the assimilation of 

tenseness by a -vocalic nucleus, it is not a low-level phonetic rule by 

Norman's definition just in case it is a "copy operation" (see quotation 

p. 109). The latter proviso is however a moot point: the phonetic 

representation will not necessarily refer to a value on a scale of 

tenseness but rather will specify the precis& '?. eight of the diphthong. 

Under these assumptions, the claim that Raising is a low-level phonetic 

rule is entirely consistent with Postal's definition of Detail Rule: 

(28) "Assume that for each feature (some specified subset of features? ) 

there exists a set of universal Detail Rules of the form: 
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+F i -------ý 1F 

-Fi i 

in Y 

YY is a schema of environments. To fully specify the shift 
from binary to n-ary values it is only necessary for a part. cuit r 
language to indicate the proper subset of Detail Rules and to 
fill in the environment schemata for actual environments in each. " 

('Aspects', 1968 page 66) 

That is, the [- low] specification for the nucleus of [ay] will be 

convert.. d into an n-ary %eight feature. It may well be that Norman's 

definition can be reconciled with this formulation. In any case, it 

is worth emphasizing that her definition was a tentative one, as is 

seen in a footnote referring to her own and Hutchinson's criteria: 

(29) ".... Whether either of these definitions is sufficient to exhaus- 
tively define the class of rules in the phonetic bloc is not yet 
clear. What is crucial-to my argument is that some such formal 
distinction can be made to distinguish rules in the phonological 
bloc from rules in the phonetic bloc". 

(1973a page 155, footnote 3) 

As a, final example against Norman's original definition, I should like 

to cite homorganic nasal assimilation in English. The process whereby 

the nasal becomes labiodental in "comfort" jkArftJ or dental in 

"tenth" Ete] is clearly allophonic; in the entire literature of 

Phonemics I am not aware of one serious analysis postulating a labio- 

dental nasal phoneme or a dental nasal phoneme for English. Indeed, 

these examples typify an allophonic process which, when formalized, 

duplicates a morphophonemic one i. e. the process converting the morpho- 

phoneme {n} into the phonemes /m/ and /j / in /Im' prppa/ and 

/Irjken's=darat/ from f In1 + fprpar} and ftnj + fkan'sIdaj + {eLt} 

respectively (See reference to Smith and Wilson above). In other 

words, homorganic nasal assimilation in English constitutes an ideal 
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example in favour of Halle's argument that a linguistically significant 

generalization is lost by the compulsory positing of a taxonomic 

-, bone-: -. dc level. Clearly then, the rule ý. hich converts the phonemic 

representations of "comfort" and` "tenth" into their allophones belong 

in Hutchinson's "phonetic bloc". From Norman's footnote 3 (= (29) ) 

this is precisely what she wi-hes to subsume under "low-level phonetic 

rule". But surely the process is a "copy operation" for the place of 

articulation features distinct in labiodental /f/ are assimilated by 

the preceding nasal. Thus this example alone calls for a new definition 

by Norman of "low-level phonetic rule". 

The second issue which might be raised as counterevidence to the 

anal--sis of Canadian Dialect Y presented above involves the feature 

[tense]. It is this feature, together with voicing which Linda Norman 

uses to differentiate the alveolar flap from the alveolar plosives in 

her 197 3a paper. Before spending the remainder of this. subsection in 

a review of Norman's analysis, I shall briefly sketch the way in which 

Canadian Dialect X may be treated on a par with American Dialect X. 

In this dialect Raising is a regular phonological rule. (This begs 

the question of whether it was once a PDR which has since become 

"phonologizedtt). However Flapping, although not a PDR in either 

dialect, is nevertheless a neutralization process for it has the same 

formulation for Ontario as it does in our discussion of American English. 

Obviously the same arguments therefore apply to the process as the; did 

in the earlier discussion of the ordering: Lengthening, Flapping. I 

conclude that IIDA correctly predicts the ordering: Raising, Flapping 

in Dialect X, because the latter process is constrained by language- 

universal principles to apply late in the phonological component proper, 

whilst the former obeys no such restriction. 
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Now let us turn to Norman's analysis of both the Canadian situation 

and the American situatiDn. ', general point needs making first: note 

that in the analysis presented above it was Dialect Y in each case 

which was ascribed a_PDR of vowel alternation, and Dialect x in each - 

case which was given two intrinsically ordered phonological rules. 

However, this "rule-type symmetry" was offset by an asymmetry on the 

phonetic surface: in American Dialect Y the underlying representation 

of "write" was identical to its phonetic representation - the morpheme 

underwent no rules; on the other hand, in Canadian Dialect Y the 

opposite situation obtained, at least with respect to the vocalic 

nucleus - for the diphthong in "write" was the only one to meet the 

SD of Raising. 

Norman', s analysis, as we shall see, alters the balance of this asymmetry, 

for she postulates the diphthong of "write" CraytJ as underlying the 

paradigms or "ride" and "write" n the Canadian dialects and derives 

[ay3 fr= it by a rule of Lowering. This also means that Lowering 

7R7-J11 take place in exactly the same environments z; s Lengthening: Halles 

Rai3. ing rule operated '-efore 

applied preceding obst 

L voice 

F obst whereas Chomsky's Lengthening 
joice 

In the dialects which we have been 

referring to by the mnemonic 'Y', both Lowering and Lengthening apply 

in the latter environment. In (30) 1 present the derivations of 

"ý: riter" and "rider" in both Dialects Y, Following Norman's assumptions: 

* Footnote 

I fin; Norman's introductory exposition abstruse on two counts: firstly 
because of her delayed mention of the fact that 't-Flap' is part of a 
rule applying to alveolar stops regardless of voice, i. e. Flapping; 

and more crucially, her (41) claims that Raising applies to the output 
of t-Flap . 

despite the fact that the structural description of thy: 
former specifies a obst righthand environment. 

- voice 
(Raising = LN's (38) ) 
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(30) American Dialect Y 

"writer" "-'ides" 

Und. Rep. /r ayt r/ /r ayd r/ 
III 
Fl Le Fl 

rayDrra: yDr 

Le 
4 

r a: y. D r 

Phonetic Rep. [ra: yDr] [ra: yDr] 

Canadian Dialect Y 

"writer" 

Und. Rep. /r ayt r/ 
1 
FI 
4 

rayDr 

1 
Lo 
4 

rayDr 
-V I 

Phonetic Rep. [raynr] 

"rider" 

/r e 

Lo 

w 
ra 

_y 

1 

4 

yDr 

[37ayDr] 

Note that in both Y dialects, after Flapping has applied to "writer" 

the intermediate representation meets the SD of the vowel alternation 

rut - Flapping feeds Vowel Alternation. Yet we have seen that under 

the theory of UDRt developed in this thesis, Flapping follows Vowel 

Alternation, just in case the former effects a neutralization. Norman's 

analysis is therefore at variance with the one proposed here. Moreover, 

in the derivation of "hiders" she permits simultaneity, a mode of rule 

application which also Figures in her later discussion. Insofar as the 

theory presented here denies that such interactions obtain in natural 

language, t le two treatments must be deemed mutually e:. clusive variants 

within the UDR: hypothesis. only future research will motivate a choice 
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0 

between them. 

The problem posed by Dialects X is summed up by Norman as follows: 

"An alternative to this analysis [= e: trinsic ordering: JRMcB1 (even 

within a theory which allows extrinsic ordering) would be to claim 

that alveolar flaps are inherently incapable of causing lengthening 

in these dialects. " For a moment let us weigh up the situation: a 

feature is required which can be shared by [t] and [D] and hence prevent 

Lengthening or Lowering in Dialects X. On the other hand, LDJ and [d] 

need to have a feature in common to account for Dialects Y. Schematically: 

(3ý) Et] CD1 [d3 
O( F1 o<F1 -cKFl 

-, %g F2 1372 IS F2 

The features Norman decides upon are 0(:, 'l = C+ tense] and /M 

= E+ voice]. However, because of my own - rather dif]Eerent - 

exploitation of [tensse] in the Canadian dialects, it behoves me to 

sun- gest an alternative feature specification. 11ength3 seems a plausible 

candidate, where o(F1 = C- length (and ISF, 2 = [+ voize], as before). 

That the substitution of [-cclen0gthj for [tenseJ would not affect 

Norman's line of argumentation can be seen from the following foo. -note: 

(32) "It seems legitimate to question whether TENSE is the appropr=. -te 
feature to use. h,:: e. However, for this argument to hold, all 
that is necessary is that there be some feature (or combination 
of features) which distinguishes flaps from "full" voiced stop911 
(- and ali ns them with voiceless stops - JI IcB). 

(fn. 13, pag..,; e 156; 1973a) 

Returning to Norman's analysis, she reformulates Lengthening and Lowering 

in Dialects I to apply only before [- tensed obstruents i. e. before /d/ 

alone. (33) cites (i) Lengthening and (ii) Lowering in Dialects gib: 

(33) (i) Lengthening in American Dialect 

[± 
syl1] (G) + obst 
I- tense 

ý; long 

LN's (49) 
Lengthening II 

9 
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(where G= gliüe) 

''writer" = LN's (50) 

Und. Rep. /r ayt r/ 
1 
F1 

rayDr 

[: ayDrj 

Structural Description 
of Le never met. 

"rider" = LN's (51) 

/r ayd r/ 
I1 
Le Fl 

1ý 1100 
r a: y Dr 

Crc,: yDr] 

(ii) Lowering in Canadian Dialect = LN's (52` Lowering A 

a (G) r+ obst 
L- tense 

"writer" LN's (53) 

Und. ep. /r ayt r/ 

Fl 
1 

rayDr 

[rayD rl 

Structural Descwiption 
of Lo never met. 

"rider" = LN's (54) 

/rayd r/ 

Lo Fl 

rayDr 

[rayD r] 

As a final point I note that the reanalysis dependent on the Loatur? 

I; tense for the alveolar flap by no means necessitates positing the 

[ay] diphthong as underlying for Ontario dialects. Norman presents 

further dialectcl evidence in its favour, on which I am unable to draw 

conclusions but the also admits in a footnote (zn. 15) that James 

Harris has pointed to the asymmetrical vowel system which results from 

her analysis. That Raising may be formulated as applying before ýtý 

and [DJ or just before [t] is illustrated in (34): 

" Footnote 

I ha-, -e marginally changed the layout of LN's derivations to one which I 
consider more perspicuous. Notice furthermore that once again simul- 
taneity figures crucially in her analysis. 

6 
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(34) Raising in Dialect X RX 

aG+ obst 
- voice 

a 

"writer" 

/r ayt r/ 

Iº RX Fl 

ray Dr 
[rayDr] 

"rider" 

/r ayd r/ 
1 

N1 
J/ 

rayDr 

[rayDr] 

Structural Description 
of RX never met. 

Raising in Dialect Y 

a 

y 
a 

"writer" 

/r ayt r/ 
II 

RY F1 

ryDr 

[rd yD r] 

G 

= RY 

+ ob st 

L+ tense 

"rider" 

/r ayd r/ 

Fl 

1ý 
ayDr 

[rayDrr 

Structural Description 
of RY never met. 

The two sets of analyses presented in this subsection used widely 

varying "tac ics" to disprove the claim that dialects may differ in 

their relative extrinsic ordering of the same pair of phonological.. 

rules applying to their iuentical underlying representations. I am 

confident that future research will point in favour of one or the 

other of these approaches and thus serve to strengthen the UDRA. 

hypothesis which Linda Norman and myself defend. My analysis relies 
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upon the ontological status of phonological as opposed to phonetic 

rules and the claim that neutralization processes cede to others. In 

contrast, Linda Norman's treatment hinges upon simultaneity as a 

possible mode of rule interaction and the specification of the voiced- 

alveolar flap an(. '; the voiceless alveolar plosive as [4- tensej. To the 

extent that the latter specification is arbitrary and in the light of 

(yet to be presented) evidence against simultaneity, it is my contention 

that the first set of analyses be prefered to Normanis, At the same 

time the importance of pitting against each other different treatments 

within UDRA must not be underestimated. Indeed, whilst I leave the 

analysis of "writer" and "rider" somewhat inconclusively, I must stress 

my confidence that future research will point decisively to one or the 

other of these approaches. What needs to be emphasized at this stage 

in the development of UDRA is the "richness of interpretation" afforded 

the theory by its own plurality. Surely the fact that viably altern- 

atives to GROD have been put forward point-to the lack of theoretical 

satisfaction implicit in the classical explanations of "re-ordering' . 

0r 
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3. ': ? The S! rics G-2--man Case 

The date from S:; iss German which we c re bot to r'iscuss have been 

'w1ý C: ýCÜ". i'ýnted in the liter turc ä lpürüky Omi in 
a',. 

1! y brought them 

to the attention of., generative phonologists in 1968, when he argued 

that the reordering of the rule of Umlaut with a vowel lowering rule 

had taken plvice in the grammar of the Kesswil dialect. Since the 

purported reordering took place out of bleeding order into counter- 

bleeding order, it substantiated I; iparsl; y's hypothesis that "bleeding 

order tends to be minimized" and established reordering as a mechanism 

of linguistic change. 'N C hý:. llenRe this analysis for, as we have uu 
ýJ 

seen, their hypothesis only permits mutual bleeding orders i. e. those 

in a PI relation. I shall argue that whilst KSI''s treatment is suspect, 

the counterattack made by J. E. Cathey and Dcmers (1976; he. ̂ . ce- 

forti C j)) is unjustified. Faving shown that what may be termed the 

'4deal' situation proves to be observationally inadäquate, I shall 

turn to the theory of . 'atural Generati^e Phonology (her_ceforth I; GP 

as t::; cunded in Joe:. BP . Hooper' c 1.976 'Introduction' 
. The anelyc is 

, -e eventually decide upon will provide evidence that Ilooper's conclu-- 

sions are compatible with a general theory of UDP and are net tie. ? 

solely to :; GP's conception of "true - cneralir. cticn", 

At 'ýýýjOUG stages in the discussion raft: = nco will be mad:!, to 

. r. teraction in German dialects (Low Garman an' °*? iss Germcn) :.. ýt of 

towel roundlnü' ! iit1' Umlaut. It will l: 2 seen '. 
ý:: 

t e: ac'ly p3ril ci. 

points could be made by the proponents of each position ýisiný thCý`. 

data. 

The to Swiss Gcr^an dialects 77sich Kiparsh ar,; ues hc, e the sane pair 

Of "_u1 1.1 Jppo it: ordcrir s 3_.. ttliosc cf Cchaffh usen SCi i 3SCJ1! . 

One rule anvol, et1, L' ? aut, applies in fo_pholo; icaý1' con-:. _i on 
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en"ýiýon^ýe its, ýrhi? ýt ti-e' ether rule lowers mild back vowels be: orc 

d nta13, pclatals anc? 1-fl. In orna1izing the rules, I follow HooLcr's 

use of the feature [coronal] rather than L: . "N's use of raý! e3. ý'ý 

(35) A"T laut [t orprolo; ical '_nforr�aticnl 

Loy*e. in v cons 
bac'. r -E+loýYlf cor 

- hi -l at 

i. 
_e. p -4 J 

In Schaffhausen, Lowering applies to sirdular /bode/ "floor" to ; "4e1d 

Ebada], but Lowering does not apply to the plural of that form. T'.: is, 

X iparsky argues, is because Umlaut bleeds Lowering in the plural 

{T hich is one of the tcrpholoCical contexts for 'Jnlaut) by altering 

the E± back] specification to [- back]. Since the structural descrip- 

tion of Lowering requires that the voýýel to be lowered is [bzc: ], 

ing the umlauted vowel in [bbda] "floors" remains raid. Translat this 

situation into GOD terms, Umlaut is e:: trinsicallr ordered before 

Lo;, erin ,« 
Ths derivation of singular anc plural for "floor" in the 

Scharfhauen dialac 1. is given in ( 36', 

(-6) °cra.. ffhauscn 

3ý : dular ?i urÜ1 

LM f`ýoaý /"oaf 

Um1C. ut -3 

Lowering - 

Surf acs [o-3 t: a] Eb, 3 ýa] 

Footnote 

under jalcobson and :: a11e's (1956) systot: of distinctive features, 
palatals are classified aeon with üanta! s and alveolars asl-w^, aye] 

any it is this system which KSäi adopt Cn tho ott'. er : iarü 

palatal. - are distin uished from dentals any aivecla. c. ir. being C =o=J 
while the lattzr are [; - cor). . Iowe-. er Smith (1973) cites evidence 
more child l angua-c acquisition which strongl sud6est5 that p. 'la t 

.ls 
are cor). i: houZh 't: oope: doc.:, :. Jt : efe: t0 Silith's d ta, she 

taclt. 
ly ;. lakes the same clair. and it 

. 
S. S : ier foraul atica of 
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a 
ou 

let, 
=us 'zu; :n XLo the 

-, 
Kcrssuil dialect fo 

wldcla 1\. Lparskj pos, "! a 

the same un.: crl ino 
. 
fore s and the same -rule-pair as in Sch4. ffhau38: 1 

but a different e:: t. rinsic ordering. On the phonetic sumac th plu: ai 

for-i contains a mow (: Ounce(! ) Front vowel 
ýýi ý 

1ý1p arz 
j Clams "a: 

Such a vowel in Kess: -il 
EbJ " iOO C" : '_e: ivcs ý2oi'A na Unde. +yifl ý0/ 

:: laich has under,; one both Loweriilö aaný 
Ur laut. in other in 

ýialect UE-alaut is countu bled by LOt. C'rIng - a: he than lJ1eeüinö the 

lattcr - 2usc in case Lowering is orý. era: befor. z 

YJ in J/ 

(27) Kesswil 
- 

a~ý JI. ILÖuý 
T1. .. Vlý/.. ý: 

pooý 

Lowering 0 3 

Umlaut - 5 

Nj', --e incidencallj, Lilät Loin does not Zeec mlüuL in Kessw: li sirre 

CO ,,. Q3 la1 z rule applies 1r: i: spect.: 'c Oi ..: L lizi; 

: on e. er- Ld tt. Li-tom oz 
.: 0'1d: ä 5. .K attic;, zh ßc1äl' i ion i Jilt O.. l'. ý+ý: ~+r 

LLlly : 1:: ý ii: l:, possible or iJMIZUL t0 oicC'ü LO.: e: i:, as ii. JLä. a.. rauccL1, 

.: c. aaoc $2iGct ý:: b iCy c ii au . 

jinc KLs wil. appä: "eu iy Q:: nihii: S a LO: a pai 

1.1117th . TL. dn ". ý-J .-S1 ýr. ýS ý'ýr 'S f+ '"ýlý'iý. ý. Tai ..., r 1"t. ýn 

nc1c tl+.. f- 

LJ:; ezi . ij may Ide iec. ieý.. p: iouoi +b it al i! äaaý. ra _e +ei; ' ý:. 1 Cl: l1 .: U. 
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imized diachronically - if we take it that Schaffhausen is the 

conservative dialect and Kesswil the innovative one. 

As we have seen, under the KSN hypothesis, every obligatory rule applies 

whenever its structural description is met (= Obligatory Precedence). 

Consequently there can be only one interaction between Umlaut and 

Lowering in the Swiss dialects under discussion in a KSN treatment 

(assuming that the dialects possess identical underlying representations) 

- both rules apply simultaneously. Since the difference between Schaff- 

hausen and Kesswil cannot lie in the relative extrinsic ordering of 

Umlaut and Lowering, there must be another difference. According to 

KSN, the phonology of the Schaffhausen dialect differs from that of 

Kesswil by containing "a general rule to the effect that all front 

rounded vowels are non-low" (page 12). The rule is cited as (38) 

(= KSN's (20) c. ) 

(38) Schaffhausen 

Raising v 
-back --ý [-IoW] 
+round 

In Schaffhausen, the vowel of underlying plural /boda/ does not meet 

the structural description of (38) being [+back], so (38) cannot apply 

to the UR. But Umlaut and Lowering do apply to this form under the KSN 

hypothesis and once these rules have simultaneously yielded 
[b3da] the 

SD of (38) is met with the result that [S] is raised to ý61, as shown 

in (39) overleaf. By claiming that rule (38) is present in Schaffhausen 

but not in Kesswil (where Umlaut and Lowering apply simultaneously to 

yield [5] 
- which is the phonetic surface segment in this dialect), KSN 

are able to account for the change undergone by innovative Kesswil in 

terms of rule loss. The implication is that previously the grammar of 

Kesswil contained rule (38) just as Conservative Schaffhausen still does 

today, but that the rule was lost resulting in the surface phonetic 
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occurrence of [51. To quote KSN: "This reflects a type of linguistic 

change by rule loss which is quite natural and well-attested in other 

languages and language families". (KSN page 22). 

(39) KSN's derivation of plural Cböda] in Schaffhausen 

lb 0 
[+back, +round, -high, -low ... 

Umlaut Lowering 

b 

back, +round, -high, +low ... 

(38) 

b O 

back, +round, -high, -low ... 

da/ 

aa 

aa 

I have quoted KSN's claim for the "general rule" (38) without commenting 

on how such a rule is to be interpreted. The apparent tolerance of 

K, SN's impreciseness of formulation is due not to any lapse on my part 

but rather to the fact that CD make a great deal (not to say too much) 

of this very point. However, before moving on to a critique of CD, I 

should like to comment on the counter-intuitive character of derivations 

like (39), and thereby implicitly undermine the claim, refuted by UDRA, 

that rules may apply simultaneously. 

G. K. Pullum (1976c. ) makes the following observation: 

(40) "Linguists very frequently seem to give evidence of a tacitly 
held belief that there is [similarly] something inept and 
risible about a linguistic analysis which determines that certain 
structures are assigned a derivation of the general form 
A-B ---)A, that is, a derivation in which an underlying 
representation (or some nonultimate remote representation) is 

mapped on to an intermediate form distinct from it, and then 

on to a surface (or other superficial) representation which is 
identical with the earlier stage. " 

(1976c.; page 83) 
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After citing syntactic and phonological examples where appeal is made 

to a "rule of thumb", Pullum discusses how a prohibition on what he 

calls 'The Duke of York Gambit' would select against exactly those 

analyses which seem objectionable on independent grounds. Among such 

cases is the SPE analysis of "table" and "tabular" which Pullum 

describes as "a reductio ad absurdum of the position that even distant 

etymological relationships are to be captured in the grammar if rules 

can be constructed to achieve this. " (ibid. page 88 ). He then points 

out that Ch&H derive the normal pronunciation [tom bjalarr through a 

sequence involving "underlying /tZbulZr/" * and "intermediate /tZbjt1. r/ 

and /tZbj}1Zr/" (sic: JR, McB). This, he claims, runs [-tense] 
--ý 

E+tensej 
--'ý 

[tense]. Moreover the variant LtW-bjülarJ may also be 

derived from %tZ bu1_r/ via the intermediate steps /tceb jT1Zr/ and 

/t2Gbj4w1aer/ which involves [+roundj 
--) 

[round] - [+round] 
. 

Now observe the way in which the value of the feature [low] is flipped 

from minus to plus by Lowering and then from plus back to minus again 

by rule (38). Clearly there is a striking similarity between these 

SPE analyses and KSN's treatment of Schaffhausen: they are all intu- 

itively unacceptable in their exploitation of the Duke of York Gambit. 

Now it is true that Pullum comes to the unsatisfactory conclusion that 

a constraint banning the Gambit is virtually impossible to formulate. 

Nevertheless this does not detract from the fact that the use of the 

Duke of York Gambit is easy to detect in analyses which employ it. 

Moreover - and this is the crucial point made by Pullum - such analyses 

are typically those which we would want to reject on independent grounds. 

Footnote 

In fact Ch&H's UR is /t2ýbl + atr/ - GKP's /t2ZbulMr/ results after 
the application of an Epenthesis rule and the Laxing of /cE/ on the 
first cycle. However the important point here is that the original 
epenthetic vowel is [-tense]. Apart from an orthographic difference 
between Ch&H's [yJ and GKP's rjJ, any divergence on GKP's part is 

purely expository. 
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a... i. T'' "" t` ° SPE " , ýýw r'. G of tuablcý,; tabu ý 
1, r' v oIatc cons t:: aint; en t 

. abstractness of U; s and more r? alistic : rüil.: 4< <-oald choose to 

rclatc such forms in the letiicon by score device ccci grüble to 

7enne:. 1znn's "Aa-rulcs'. 4s for propo i for Scüaaffl GJC2n, 

this would not be pernittcd within a theory of phonology incorporatinö 

UL^A_ such as -the one outlined here, Just in case the ensuin; aaa1ys_c 

necessitated an i:: iper u. ssible mode of rule interaction. To put this 

.:. other ; day, the claiza that simultancity is not a possible , mcde of 

ruin interaction. is supported by the fact that for the Swiss Cei.: 
can 

data si;: +ultaneous applicaticn enables a derivation to arise which 

employs the u:.; gam.. bi_. Wc, 'e may conclude, the . ý; 'y esirable , tY<a 

analysis not only contravenes the theory of UDý'. A proposed here but is 

also counter-intuitive. 

Let us now turn to the other rule of Sviss German alluded to above. 

Tii intcractio: i of Umlaut with a rule rounding low back vowels prozi': as 

para e1 inStancec o! iK1parsky' S purport,: '.. iE'Orc r ng a; S: 4ý J. %- S of 

týýenera1 ru1&ý r sul i^ö in si-multaneit aid c Dukc-Of-`1. &k. ity1 

derivation. (41) gives the relevant ru1, ý of rounciinc (1.71au_ beLne, 

as in (3 ) ..;, ýýhils (4z) p: esea. s the two orüerinýs p°opasel by 

,,, �,. ýýWpa. s.:; ý for i) cor. ýe. -ý: ativo u; ialecCý a.. c' i_; Iý.:. oýati". ýý ý .. ý. _a.. ýs 

(41) Rounding *.; 
T a:..: 

[- 
: oU: '4J 

io: 7 

T ýJnj 

42) i) Co sý'"'. ýati': e 'i4lects 

Sin, uIaý Plural 

J lau 

.. our. ia; 

3urf ac. Es. -6:. ] CS.. '. 1 
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7 
(42) ii), Innovative dialects 

v a. 

Round in,; 

Ualaut 

Surface "9 

Sinöulür 

tfý: y. t 
3 

[1-z'] 

Plural 

J 

5 

Cf 
ýYýný 

Cnce a-ai. t Umlaut bicedS tý e vowel alternation rule ir, the CUý. SCi 7. aýi`. 'e 

c'_ia1ects by yielding a representation. which no loner iaeets the Sy of 

i ounding b cause It is C- back]. As Rounding cannot affect the appli- 

cability of Unilaut, the e:: t_ins c--orderinC of the wormer before t .: e 

latter in innovative dialects means that plurals undergo both processes. 

Kiparsi y's claim is that the innovative dialects ha"ie reordered liralaut 

and Rounding out' of bleeding order into' the counterhleeding order 

illustrated in (42) ii). 

This e:: planation is of course not available to KSN who are co , -littet: 

co the `i that Umlaut anG Rounding apply siulultaneousl, T in both 

dialect-groups just in case: their Slis arc I eL b"' the underlyirö : pru- 

scntatj ons. The iiherciorc account for t1 e di ý1fc rchc ÜCLw en th 

dialects in to res o; ' the retention or loss o_ d er. eral1; a LOýl't 

t. lat all low ronc vowels are unýcunued: 

3J 

- bacv l: roue 
+ lo: J 

A-I are claiming', than, trat . heým-GaJ is present in corseý,; üt: L". ýe 

dialects, it has oeecn los-. in innovative ones. Un: ortunatcuy 

proposal" en ails sinultaneous "rille appuicatioa any lti3üC to -0ý- 

ZOik: -sty1e 3eiiva'ions 111 wuicil cas of 

ilýýý iýGIU LIinus to p1us, ;, L: en Jr_cv, to 1a1i1uZ; a&ain. laü3 is 513 1. 

(Lf4): 
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C ý`ii ~. 1J 11ä1ýýL 4) lýüi1ý 7 ve: 
Ivation 

o pl l'! z1 
EJen in cc-n- 

1c w, lull� - :o ný ". 

üc ounýiýý; . 

ýy n 

LOW, 

TJi 

)GLiG, i low, 
1onv, - round 

that juS:: 
X15 1(. 7iJt. JJi' i. h io *, I pu1pO 

: eoz- L.: i l-O. 

riP. '. '--va_1. Ons .. `JCt. ti, i. 1- UpClr, : i.;: 11LU-1. i" 
,Oi 

at. 
_ ...: 1-. L., 5 .. 

äO Mai £. 1 
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Cchaff? 1c'iscn. Insnv I shall point to CD's incoherent -rasp o` ýhüt 

'1^y be ter ^"a the ent= '^ Un ýýG OD controversy. ^' n'. yI °hc acm- 

cnstrnte the. vvulnerability of C'J's cl^im that "--n-,, to r7-ri--c 

c phcnclo3' of O(le) I(celardic) ý. hich _cafor^: s to '_; '"1's conditions 

on ordcrin3 Trill ? _^ to an unacceptablo loss of ; ensralit; -" (ibi". 

; ace 612). 

C! ) attach iSN's ar-u; nents on the grounds that their data are shallo', 

and scanty, and present what they describe as an "in-depth" treatment 

of 01 phonolo-y deman'in- e: ýtrinsic orderin . Thus the only positive 

claim made by CD is methodolo; ical snd seems to he the follo"ain;: 

test universals on an "in-depth synchronic analysis" of one language. 

Such a claim perhaps seer-is to be the logical corollary to CD's attack 

on KSN's citation of data from a variety of sources. "Such selective 

and shallow gleanings do not necessarily contribute to the proof of 

universality" (pa;; c 611; my emphasis). Note the caveat here - there 

is nothing to say that evidence from disparate analyses does not tcec' 

the linguist to the desired conclusions. Vind considering that linguiStS 

by no means claim to have "in-depth" kno! aled ;e of languages before 

p:: oducinz, evidence from those languages, most of us tend to he in '. SN's 

slices. In and case, universals can hardly be postulated from one 

corpus of data alone, no matter how thorough one may he in analysing 

it. This suggests that the linguist after universals must 

either be a polyglot genius or be prepa r'^s 

CD almost e. onc_t' e _as auch when they admit that one o 'eat urC'_- 

of a develop . nä science is that tl78ory must o ten pzeccde total ': escrip- 

tion" (page 611). This, of course, applies to all science alga; c. is 

one therefore to conclude that C') are saying, "Pos_uulate no universals 

in, c --se you a, re t"1ZQi<<`111 surely not; rather they are claiming th: t 

Since "in-depth synebren; c analysis" of one 1 `ng! 'aoe 1s at vnrianco_ 
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the i'E'SSý*L? j 
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CS an ii^ý"'! " r : 1112 of their i1: 'ä lß i : '. "'i: i. ýC4ý t. -PC - ascrib. _d to I 
j; 

j 
- 

Such a rule of raising cannot be lost, since it 'dculd still Stand as 

an : 11S condition. "" Taking established e:: ar.: plec of rule loss to in: ol%-e 

! a-. z phonological rularý rather than a shift of- 
zsta: us to '13 con,. '-' 

that they concludes. ý( !s proposed chance fro1 Schaffhausen to ýCSS 

is unprecedented. Consequently :, aisinz must be a late phonological 

rule . 4-f it exists at all - with no syncl: tionic support as an . -i. 

,; enaraliaaticn. 

CD's ar, ur entatior, is self -contradictory even in its own terms. if 

they are right in escribia; a tripartite division of rule-types to 

then why must the loss of Raisin., involve a charüe fror one type 

(= regular phonological rule) to a seconc; type BIS condition) with 

no mention of the attributed third '1 ? It would perfectly fcasio e 

for KS'. l_ or anyone else to demonstrate that a certain phonological rule 

can be lost, where this rule incorporates ,, rz-n-rali=ations about '.. 'aaL 

is possible at the phonetic su7 face. ct is more, even if the rule 

loss involved is rot attested, .. hat principles .: o CD put forward to 

c-"lain the : corder; n^ in "pý+. ýess:: il; - especially considering that, thC! " 

note that i: iparsky has retracted his pr, e . nclpl , i. 

whereby rules reorder so as to niniaize bleeding orders. 

.s if to rouse one'- innermost passions against KEäy, CD cc±. lpare the 

10'3s of JC: i. 2rality as3ociatt: d.. (by them) 
. 'IL:: iII^, -C U: ý4"1: 1J .o 

i%otnote 

1oe1 :Cd ntc 11yß th cccord line: of CD t^. aZe 613 
-with 

its parcnth. ! Sized 
it`.. `_y. a41Cý111 r? t in i2---zncz to th orucrinp of an tawy,, h. 

zrel rule :,; hich 

has aný, e_oone a shift In status from a : cJu1ar p:: o^oloýical rule to an 
wo ld still 'C. üain as a Flo~ phcnie-st ucture : ui .' . 

L:.: 1 iiust bý- 
orCCrc: 

LL. iI. _> 
d ", ": tr: s1Cci 

" lý a. 1. .ý^L.:: Sý1 and n 7l . ')) CLC: rä. 2 L.. ý.. L wo zL:.. c? S of ciJ, t 
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and uü: 
k VC-1c; 1 

I Lüi. -., j {fit 
"a. n0l be p3i0ac1,. iall : er0. J. p":.. ° ty Cit ch ea 

1y, Uýjýý: s . 1IýL in Cü :, 13ýu: äl ia: ng'! C-e, this lea-t1" '-o 

CL: 17ý, ý`: ity in both vlhe phonological Component aad the Zee: 'icon. 
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Halle's 1959 arguments against the taxonomic phonemic level: "The KSN 

proposal on ordering leads to a loss of generality fully analogous to 

the loss of generality arising from a taxonomic phonemic level. " (page 

618; my emphasis). Even assuming, contrary to what I believe to be 

the case, that Halles arguments go through completely unamended, a 

moment's reflection shows that the two are far from being 'fully 

analogous'. Take away the taxonomic phonemic level and one is left 

with rules which map morphophonemic (= Chomsky's systematic phonemic) 

representations onto phonetic representations directly - yet there was 

never any question of the taxonomist's not requiring a morphophonemic 

level or a phonetic level along with his phonemic one . However, take 

away universal ordering precedences and one does not simply get by with 

what is left: one must immediately resort to heavy extra machinery - 

extrinsic ordering statements peculiar to each natural language. 

a 

Such a comparison is tied up with CD's incoherent grasp of KSN's 

arguments per se. They miss the point that intrinsic ordering con- 

ventions are part of universal linguistic theory and need not be stated 

over and over again for individual languages. Consequently, extrinsic 

and intrinsic ordering are not vying with each other as far as data 

from one specific language go. Rather, at the language-specific level, 

one is comparing particular language-specific restrictions versus no 

statement at all. Instead of seeing that it is intrinsic ordering 

which is relevant to a universal theory, CD claim that it is extrinsic 

ordering which results from the evaluation metric: 

(46) "The choice between the two can be made by the following considera- 
tion: the extrinsic ordering of phonological rules is not 
something extra, but rather is a consequence of a condition 
which has independent motivation - the evaluation metric. " 

(page 619) 

But what, one may ask, is this independent motivation? and how is 
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extrinsic ordering a consequence of it? CD remain silent. 

CD reger to the only example they take from KEN as a specious generaliza- 

tion: "The so-called generalization is merely a statement of the fact 

that there are nc additional sources of surface short[" (page 619; 

my emphasis) *. I hope now briefly to show that CD's own Yeneraliza- 

tions by no means merit the label "statements of fact". There is 

little point in going into the formulation of CD's eleven extrinsically 

ordered rules from their "in-depth" treatment of 01 phonology. Suffice 

it to say that by a misinterpretation and despite direct quotes, CD 

suggest that KSN think rules usually apply simultaneously (e. g. IIKSN 

do not respond to the 'well-known' arguments presenting empirical 

evidence against the hypothesis that all rules are applied simultaneously" 

page '22; my emphasis). This is blatantly false since KSN actually 

propose Counterbleeding Precedence just in case rules do not apply 

simultaneously. However CD, having demonstrated that their rules will 

not work like this, go on to show a bleeding order which is inconsistent 

with PIPrec. I have no quibble with the fact that KSN's principles do 

not apply here - in fact I have every suspicion that further principles 

in keepir. g with UDR? _ which predicted the precedence relations between 

CD's rules would be impossible to formulate: there must, I suspect 

instead, be something radically wrong with CD's rules themselves. And 

once one looks at CD's underlying representations one immediately sees 

why they need such comple. ý statements of Internal Syncope, Terminal 

Syncope, i-Mutation, u-Mutation, Un. tressed Vowel Raising, r--Raising, 

etc. - 

* Foot note 

The lack of additional sources of phonetic[S], far from being "merely a 

statement of fact", constitutes the crucial piece of empirical evidence 

ruling out the "ideal" olution to these data: see page 1y. 1 below. 
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Consider a case in point: unde. lying /vake +j+ *S + ee/ which, after 

six rules have applied turns out to be phonetic [veAi] 
. The motiva- 

tion behind this highly abstract underlying representation seems to 

be the desire to pc'sit a constant reflex at the level of URs for each- 

morphosyntactically'justifiahle category. In other words, CD are 

attempting to construct a"fictitious agglutinating analogue" to a 

"fusional" language, of the type discussed in the Structuralist lit- 

erature. The only other motivation for a root-final vowel in the 

underlying representation of [vek&i] 
- as far as I can deduce - is to 

satisfy Internal Syncope. Similarly the word-final /e/ necessitates 

Terminal Syncope and the /j/ glide requires Glide Drop. And this is 

by n-: ) means an isolated example cf. in like fashion, the four success- 

ive underlying vowels in /talaa + uum/ which result in one phonetically: 

[tiumJ. Here conceivably every argument ever raised against the 

abstractness of URs could have some applicability, whilst I suspect 

that Absolute Neutralization is involved in at least one place in CD's 

systematic phonemic inventory. Furthermore any statement of canonical 

forms at the surface phonetic level will be at variance with URs like 

/talaa + uum/ : as an input to the phonological component a repre- 

sentation may have as many as four consecutive vowels, whereas 

'quadriphthongs' are never found on the phonetic surface; or again, 

the sequence lateral ± back semivowel occur in underlying repre- 

sentations like %gamal + W/ but are neutralized in phonetic repre- 

sentations like rgýmulJ. 

Finally CD cite a Fragmentary piece or data from Old English (one 

might ask whether this constitutes a "selective and shallow gleaning"). 

The rules invol. red are Breaking and Umlaut, and although they are not 

in an "active" feeding relation, each one effects forms which the other 
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may affect. CD refer to this type of interaction as "mutually 

analysable" and claim that Breaking must be extrinsically ordered to 

precede Umlaut. Now while I am not conversant with Old English, there 

is often reason to question the relative synchrony of rules when 

dealing with such data. To put this differently, it is frequently the 

r,, --se that Rule X may not have been productive in the grammar during 

the same period as Rule Y. rendering suspect any purported interaction 

between X and Y. On the ocher hand, if it could be demonstrated 

that Breaking and Umlaut were both productive at the same stage in the 

development of Old English, it is my strong suspicion that their 

related structural changes could be captured by a single rule schema, 

possibly exploiting the angled bracket notation. To sum up, despite 

the tentative nature of these remarks, I feel confident that the alleged 

rules of Breaking and Umlaut in Old English do not pose a threat to the 

credibility of the UDRA hypothesis. 

Returning to CD's lengthy argumentation from 01, as I have demonstrated 

above, they do not attempt to constrain-the abstract ness of the under- 
%-.. 0 

lying representations they posit. Because of this lack of restriction, 

the distance between CD's underlying representations and the phonetic 

surface is far greater than in a more "realistic" treatment. It is 

therefore in no way surprising that CD require phonological rules 

which are correspondinl; iy the more powerful; and just auch power is 

available in a theory which permits extrinsic ordering, but crucially 

not available in the theory which KSN advocate. Likewise one would 

Footnote 

I owe my "linguistic caution" in treating Old English data to valuable 
discussion Richard Hogg. 

9 
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expect the KSN hypothesis to be violated by CD's abstract analysis. * 

However I have every reason to believe that a "realistic treatment" of 

01 would not contravene KSN's principles and would certainly not 

contravene a more general theory of UDRA such as that elaborated in 

this thesis. As for CD's valid criticism of KSN's Swiss German analysis, 

I now propose co show that although the initial argument in favour of 

UDRA had weaknesses, alternative solutions to these data are available 

under just such a developed theory of UDRA. 

For a moment let us reconsider the KSN solutions to the two sets of 

German data in order to contrast the first version of the DDRA hypoth- 

esis (= KSN) with the later model proposed here. In KSN's treatment 

it is the innovative dialects for which no extra provision is needed: 

under their hypothesis - both surface phonetic 
Cbda] 

and rs1 fall 

out as a result of the simultaneous application of Umlaut and a vowel 
4 

alternation rule. On the other hand, KSN need to postulate an extra 

rule for the conservative dialects. In contrast to this initial 

formulation in a theory of UDRA, we have seen in our discussion of the 

case of "writer" : "rider" that a fully developed theory of UDRA 

exploits the relative status of different kinds of phonological rule. 

One such difference is that which Koutsoudas is credited with intro- 

ducing into ge; terative phonology after its elimination in the early 

days of the theory -I refer to the distinction between morphologically 

conditioned and phonetically conditioned rules and the natural claim 

that the former must apply before the latter . Incorporating this 

Footnote 

In fact, KSN's principles are not violated by all abstract analyses, 
provided the rules posited are in feeding or counterbleeding relations. 
However, they do exclude abstract analyses where rules bleed or counter- 
feed each other and it is purported examples of these types which CD 

claim are counterexamples to KSN. See next chapter for the interaction 

of constraints on abstractness with UDRA, where Cie South American Spanish 
example discussed above will be shown to contain Absolute Neutralization. 
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claim into UDRA, we see that it is the conservative dialects which 

are automatically accounted for i, e. the dialects in which morphological 

Umlaut precedes and consequently bleeds in the one case Lowering, in 

the other Rounding. ýr 

What may be termed the 'ideal' solution for the still unexplained 

innovative dialects involves rule simplification. In Schaffhausen, 

Lowering affects mid back vowels i. e. lowers /o/ [0] - it does 

not apply to umlauted [ö]. But in Kesswil, both [3] and [3] appear 

on the phonetic surface. Surely the obvious solution is the one in 

which in Kesswil Lowering affects both [o] and [o*] yielding [0] and 

respectively? This is a typical case in which the expression of 

a rule using alphabetic symbols rather than distinctive features is 

misleading. Referring to Lowering as "o-9 z", we make it look as if, 

by incorporating 11 65", we are complicating the rule. In f act, 

since ro, öj and 
E3,: ) constitute (minimal) natural classes, -we are 

generalizing it, as seen in (47): 

(47) Lowering (Simplified) 

Schaffhausen - Conservative 

p +cons 
-high 

[+low] / +cor 
+back -lat 

Kesswil - Innovative 

V +cons 

C+lowl / +c or 
-high -lat 

The. "ideal' explanation of the Kesswil data is, then, that Lowering 
c 

has been simplified to apply to both non-umlauted and umlauted vowels, 

i. e. mid vowels regardless of backness. 

* Footnote 

Originally Umlaut was phonetically transparent in Germanic and took 
the following form: V E-backJ /C1i 

The fact that in present-day German dialects the rule must be stated 
in non-phonetic terms even within a designated morphological category 
is seen by the semantically distinct plurals of the single root /vo: rt/ 
(Wort "word"), i. e. [v3: rta] (Worte = connected words as in auf seine 
Worte hin "on the strength of his remarks") vs. Cv S: rtar] (Wörter = 
unconnected words as in Wörterbuch "dictionary"). 
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The implication from Hooper is that NGP would reject such a solution 

on Naturalness grounds; take, for instance, this quote from page 95 

of her "Introduction": "We need not make the strange claim that a 

phonetic rule motivated only for back vowels applies to a vowel that 

surfaces as a front vowel"; or again (page 94): .... there is no 

reason to expect a P(honetic) rule motivated for back vowels to apply 

to a front vowel". But the only reason we have for expecting any rule 

to apply to front vowels is its structural description. True, it may 

be more natural phonetically for Lowering to occur to back vowels in 

anticipation of coronal consonants than after a front vowel when the 

body of the tongue is already high. But we have been led to expect 

rules to lose phonetic plausibility rather than to gain it and this 

appears to be exactly what we find here. In Kesswil, the innovative 

dialect, Lowering has ceased to be a natural rule - it has become 

phonologized (Hyman 1975). 

Thus although I shall accept the ultimate conclusion reached under NGP, 

my reason for rejecting the 'simplification-of-Lowering' solution is 

not Hooper's. Rather it is on the straightforward grounds of observa- 

tional adequacy, for it appears that way back in 1968 Kiparsky had 

anticipated such a reanalysis of the reordering he was proposing: 

(48) "The solution which first might come to mind is that the lowering 

rule in 4 was simplified to apply to rounded vowels regardless 
of whether they are front or back. But this fails since phonemic 
(seil. underlying; JRMcB) 6 does not lower to 5 in the envir- 
onment of 4 (= Lowering JRNcB). The crucial cases are such forms 

as plötsli and fröss "frog" (originally a plural form). The 

behaviour of these isolated forms whose vowels are not lowered 

shows conclusively that we are in reality not dealing with a 
lowering of ö to 5 at all, but rather with the umlauting of 3 

as well as of o. That is, the order of the rules has now become 

Rule 4 lowering 

Rule 3 Umlaut 

Applying to the same underlying forms as before, these rules now 

produce the 'segment : 60', which did not arise under the old ordering. " 

(1968b page 179) 
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A similar 'ideal' solution presents itself for the other dialect-pair, 

although I do not know if further data contradict it too. In any case, 

a parallel treatment of both interactions with Umlaut is preferable so 

that the observational inadequacy of simplification for Schaffhausen/ 

Kesswil makes the adoption of that solution elsewhere less desirable. 

Just for the record, if such a simplification were possible, it would 

have the following form: converting both ä -4 3 and -4 5 

(49) Rounding (Simplified) 

Conservative 

v 
+back 

_ý 
[+ round] 

+l ow [±i 
ong 

Innovative 

v 
+low [+ round 
+long 

Paradoxically, the solution to which NGP is committed, appears as early 

as 1968 in Chafe's paper and is alluded to by KSN in footnote 18, page 

24. The suggestion, which we will adopt, is that the representation 

underlying 
[fw3nhJ / rswnJ is the singular /f won/ to which Umlaut 

applies in the plural. Similarly, Hooper posits an underlying singular 

form /b3da/ for Kesswil, identical to the singular which Umlaut fronts 

to cbdaJ in the plural (pages 94,95). The principle involved is that 

of Kiparsky's 1971 'Paradigm Uniformity' which states that 'Allomorphy 

tends to be minimized in the paradigm' (pages 5598-599). Hooper sums up 

the same principle as follows: "This, of course, is merely a restatement 

of the long-observed and time-tested principle of analogical leveling. 

Nonmeaningful alternations tend to be eliminated" (page 94). She then 

substantiates the restructuring solution by noting that it takes place 

on the basis of the unmarked category, a common type of change according 

to Vennemann (1972). 

The UDRA and NGP solutions are, then, identical for innovative dialects 

in which they claim that there is no vowel alternation, merely a rule 

v 
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of Umlaut deriving Plural from Singular /heda/ and /$w5n/. Both 

theories are at variance with KSN's original analyses of the innovative 

dialects in which i, -. is claimed that a rule of vowel alternation 

(Lowering or Rounding) applies simultaneously with Dialaut, deriving 

plurals from TRs whi'h are identical to those posited by Kiparsky for 

the conservative dialects i. e. "soda/ and /Jwöm/. However, it is 

important to note t1 at although UDRA and NGP have reached the same 

conclusion here, they hae done so on different grounds. The reason 

within UDRA for the conclusion that URs in innovative dialects are 

identical to the phonetic representation of the singular is based on 

Kiparsky's paradigm uniformity princ-. ple and the traditional notion 

of analogical levelling, together with considerations of the abstract- 

ness of underlying representations: Kiparsky's original treatment 

(and KSN's) involves the postulation, at the level of URs, of the 

segments /o/ and /ZE/, even though these segments never appear on the 

phonetic surface in the allomorphs of the morphemes concerned. While 

the latter factor is essentially what lies behind NGP's central hypoth- 

esis, the True Generalization Condition, which requires that all rules 

express transparent surf acs. g. neralizations, the KSN treatment of 

innovative dialects is ruled out for another reason in NG?, namely, 

that NGP allows only sequential rule application, and disallows a 

"mixed" theory such as KSNts in which some (but not all) rules apply 

simultaneously. 

It i4 not clear whether a discrepancy exists between UDRA and NGP on 

the treatment of the conservative dialects. This is because Hooper 

* Footnote 

When the whole issue of simultaneous application which KSN posit in 

cases of counterbleeding is dealt with in the next chapter, it will be 

shown that Hooper misrepresents KSN's position on this matter. 
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gives no clear statement of how NGP would handle the precedence of 

Umlaut over vowel alternation (see her discussion of Kesswil ana 

Schaffhausen on pages 72,73 and again 93,94). As we have seen, this 

ordering is piedicted by UDRA just in case Umlaut applies first because 

it is morphological. Hooper notes that here we have a case of an 

unmarked bleeding order (because of the phonetic motivation for vowel 

alternation which is lost once the vowel is fronted by Umlaut - see 

discussion on p. 141 ). However she fails to cite the principle which 

prevents Lowering or Rounding from applying directly to the underlying 

representation. Presumably she cannot consider an extrinsic statement 

because of 3GP's No-Ordering Condition. It is all the more baffling 

that Hooper does net explicitly adopt the morphological precedence 

principle when one notes the tripartite division of phonological rules 

in NGP into morphophonemic rules, via-rules and (regular) phonological 

rules; with a distinction between rules types incorporated into the 

theory, one wonders why NGP fails to exploit this in order to account 

for unmarked bleeding relations. Furthermore the model of lexical 

representation adopted by ING? (i. e. G. Hudson's 1975 doctoral dissertation) 

suggests that /boda/ and If win/ cannot even be posited as underlying 

representations in conservative dialects. This is because, under 

Hudson's model, the 1e"ical representation is an archisegmental refire 

sentation of all the surface allomorphs" to which "a rule applies to 

correctly distribute the allomorphs" (Eooper page 74). It is difficult 

to sie how /o/ and /ä/ could be interpreted as archisegments of surface 

[J and EoJ, EJ and CM-] respectively. 

Returning to the UDR ! treatment of these data, we have seen that the 

insights of 3GP regarding the restructuring of underlying representations 

in innovative dialects like Kesswil, are compatible with the intrinsic 

ordering of Umlaut before vowel alternation in conservative dialects. 
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I do not believe that this apparent eclecticism detracts from the 

theoretical plausibility of UDRA. Rather, it suggests that phono- 

logical thecry nead not necessarily be fraught by mutually irrecon- 

cilable controversies, but that ultimately issues like the abstract- " 

ness of underlying representations and rule ordering will be resolved 

in one integrated theory. It is my contention that the analysis of 

Swiss German data arrived at in this subsection constitutes such an 

integrated, theoretically plausible solution. 

w 
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CHAPTER FCXJR - COUNTERB ZDDING 

In the preceding section on the primary modes of rule interaction we 

postponed the discussion of two issues: the first arose in § 3.4.1., 

the subsection on "The case of 'writer' and 'rider"' , when °,, re noted 

that Flapping could not take applicational precedence because of iss 

status as a neutralization process; the second concerned simultaneous 

application in KSN's analysis of innovative Swiss German dialects. 

The reason for postponing the detailed treatment of these issues was 

that they crucially involve the secondary modes o rule interaction: 

by stipulating that Lengthening can never apply to the output of 

Flapping in the dialect where [rayDr] is the phonetic reflex of 't; riter', 

we are claiming that Flapping counterfeeds Lengthening; similarly, 

it is a secondary mode of interaction (this time the fact that Umlaut 

in Swiss German counterbleeds vowel alternation) which KSN reanalyze 

as an instance of simultaneous application. 

The first section of this chapter speci fically devoted to the 

secondary interaction, Counterb:. aeüing, surveys KSN's use of simultan- 

eous rule application and examines the e: -. tent to which this is a 

departure from GROD. It w ll be shown that in sonne cases another 

analysis is available within a more fully developed theory of UDR!, 

whilst in others KSN's treatment is unacceptable under a more 

"realistic" theory, including NGP. The conclusion we shall reach 

is that KSN's enamples cannot be used as an argument for simultaneous 

application; however they themselves do not provide evidence a , ains2 

simultaneity. 

In § 4.2 1 shall discuss crucial data from Yawelmani Yokuts and show 

that simultaneous application yields an incorrect surface representation. 
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Various principles proposed in the literature are evaluated in the 

light of whether they account for the Yawelmani rule-pair. Yet all 

these principles fail to account for further data from Sea Dayak 

and Washo. On the other hand, an independently developed principle. 

within the theory öf UDRA, namely Deletion Cession, has correct 

empirical consequences for all the data presented. 

Since the treatment of the data from Yawelmani Yokuts depends 

crucially upon the analysis of Vowel Shortening as the deletion of a 

second vocalic mora, it behoves me to demonstrate that such an 

analysis is not simply ad hoc. Justification is therefore provi(ed 

in § 4.3 in the form of supporting evidence from Guerssel`s work on 

Gemination in Berber, the ensuing discussion also broaching the 

related problems o', assimilation and iterative application. The 

section closes when it is argued that the conclusions reached for 

consonants be extended to vowels. 

§ 4.4 is devoted to Netatheoretical Considerations: I shall claim 

that the analysis of American and Canadian dialects above stems from 

a constraint on Abstractness first formulated by Kiparsky in 1973, 

and that a restriction on deletion follows from it. Once again it 

will become apparent that questions about rule ordering can only be 

framed in the conte; zt of th phonological component as a whole. 
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5 4.1 Sir. iultaneous Rule i pp1icat on in KSN 

KSN cite four examples of counterbleeding for which they claim that 

the correct surface phonetic forms result without the power of 

extrinsic order. ng,. provided the rule-pairs are allowed to apply 

simultaneously. Let us examine each case in turn so that we may 

determine whether KSN's prima facie evidence for simultaneity can 

stand up to closer scrutiny. But before that, some preliminary remarks 

concerning the "common deg c'mioai P of KSN's examples. 

The first question to be asked in connection with the incorporation 

of simultaneous rule application into the KSI ramework is the 

following: - What relation must hold between rules A and B in order 

to permit a correct surface phonetic output if A and B are applied 

simultaneously? On examining all the cases cited by KSN, we se, 2 that 

A does not affect B, whereas B counterbleeds A i. e. B would bleed A, 

if it were permitted to apply before it. It is thcrefore crucial that 

A be permitted to apply to the input representation S. Within GROD 

the obvious way to achieve the attested surface phonetic form in such 

cases or counterbleed ink is to constrain B extrinsically to apply 

after A. What KSN demonstrate is that, for the data they cite, this 

constraint is redundant: there is no need to constrain B to apply 

after p, provided A is not prevented from applying to S. Put another 

way, B may be permitted to apply to S just in case A is not thereby 

constrained to apply to the output of B. This means that not only t.. 

applies to S but that B also applies to S, simultaneously with A. 

As we review KSN's examples we shall see, that this situation obtains. 

KSN's first example differs from the rest in that the rules concerned 

both apply to the same segment (rather than each applying to the 

/ 

environment of the other, for instance). Kiparsky (. 963) proposes 
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the following rules for certain Low German dialects: 

(1) A Spirantization + stop 
+ voice 'ý 

ý- stop /v 

B Devoicing [4- obstr] --j [- voice] / 
_ 

#: 

By first applying A. to underlying /tgg/, we derive intermediate 

to which B applies, yielding surface phonetic [tFx]. 

It is clear that the relation described above for potential simultan- 

eous application obtains here: Spirantizatibn (A) does not affect 

Devoicing (B), the structural description of which is met by any 

obstruent regardless of whether it is a plosive or a fricative. On 

the other hand, i- Devoicing were permitted to apply first a segment 

would result which did not meet the 1+ voice specification of Spiranti- 

zation i. e. Devoicing (B) counterbleeds Spirantization (p. ). Since the 

only function of Kiparsky's extrinsic ordering statement is to prevent 

B from applying before A, we are bound to note that KSN's simultaneity 

produces the forms attested on the phonetic surface, as shown in (2) 

(= KSN's (8) 

(2) It ä 

page (5) ): 

[+ stop, 
I 
A 
4 

tä 

[-stop) 

0 0 

+ Vole .... 
J 

1 
B 

- voice .... 
I 

Kiparsky also claims that Low German has achieved the counterbleeding 

relation between Spirantization and Devoicing by reordering them out 

of bleeding order. The latter situation purportedly obtains in a group 

of Alsatian, Bavarian and Middle German dialects which are more conserv- 

ative. In these dialects the alternation between Etäkl and [raga] on 

the phonetic surface results if, when applying the rules of (1), 
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Devoicing is allowed to apply to word- inal obstruents before 

Spir:. ntization, thereby Lleeding the latter. Under Kiparsky's analysis 

th-- extrinsic ordering Devoicing, Spirantization, postfad for 

conservative dialects, has been reversed in innovative Low German. 

Discussing the purported reordering, KSN note "that spirantized stops 

occur post-vocalically in Low German (täx, täp) but they occur only 

inter-vocalically in Alsatian and the other conservative dialects 

(tip, but not *täj or ýýän)t$ (KSN pace 25; original emphasis). 

This leads them-to the conclusion that in conservative dialects Spirant- 

ization was less general as in (3) (= KSN's (41); page (25) ). 

(3) A' Old Spirantization + stop ] 
-, ý I stop] rv 

+ voice 

Generalization of a rule's domain, such as intervocalic to postvocalic 

position, in innovative dialects is of course an attested diachronic 

process and one in keeping with Kiparsky's remarks elsewhere. 

Accepting KSN's reanalysis of conservative dialects, we find that 01J 

Spirantization and Devoicing will never apply to the same underlying 

segment since their environmer__s are mutually e-. clusive (being inter- 

vocalic and word-final respectively). Consequently, KSN's treatment 

of Alsatian can have no further bearing on the issue of simultaneous 

rule application or the principles of UDRA. Nor can Kiparsky's under- 

lying representation - which KSN have accepted - be criticised on the 

grounds that it violates constraints on Abstractness. Here we have a 

set of morphemes which exhibit an alternation between a voiceless 

plosive and a voiced spirant. Clearly if we choose either of the 

surface phonetic reflexes as underlying, we will require a ul" to 

flip the value of both the features [continuant] and [voice] in the 

other environment i. e. 
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(4) ý- son _.. ý + cons 
+ voice 

r- 
son) - cons 

voice 

/VV 

/_ 
_' 

By selecting the value for voicing from the intervocalic environment 

and that of [continuant] from the word-final environment, Kiparsky 

is not merely recapitulating diachrony. Rather, he is formalizing 

processes whereby only one feature-value is affected in each of the 

environments where the morpheme appears. Furthermore the fact that 

he has posited voiced plosives as underlying rather than the logically 

possible voiceless spirants, reflects the frequeficy attested for word- 

final obstruent devoicing and intervocalic "weakening" (from stop to 

spirant) in the history of the world's languages. To sum up, 

Kiparsky's analysis of the conservative dialects is a natural one, 

in the technical sense. There is, however, a caveat in this appraisal, 

which will be taken up below in connection with the innovative dialects, 

for it is to these that we now return. 

In contrast with the mutually exclusive relation between Old Spiran- 

tization and Devoicing in Alsatian and related dialects, we have seen 

that in innovative Low German underlying representations like /t'ag/ meet 

the structural descriptions of both Spirantization and Devoicing. lie 

have also seen that the sole purpose of Kiparsky's extrinsic ordering 

constraint was to prevent the order Devoicing, Spirantization. KSN 

have avoided this incorrect application by allowing both rules to apply 

simultaneously. However, that eud could also be achieved if the attested 

ordering were shown to be predictable from a principle of UDRA. On 

examining the structural descriptions of Spirantization and Devoicing 

we notice that the natural class of segments affected by Devoicing 

properly inz1u es the natural class of segments affected by Spirant- 
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ization. (where "segment affected" by a rule R refers to that segment 

whose feature specifications are modified by R- see 55.2 for 

Iverson's definition of this term. ) Yet according to KSN's formulation 

of PiPrec, it is necessary to take the structural description of a rule 

X _., Y/W Z as WXZ not merely . when determining precedences (KSN 

page 9, fn. 7). But then the full structural descriptions of Spiran- 

tization and Devoicing are not in a PI relation but instead overlap. 

The following question nog arises: Could PIPrec be generalized to 

cases where although the same segment X may be affected by both rules, 

their structural descriptions overlap? Such a generalization is 

formalized below: 

(5j Proper Class Inclusion 

Let Xa be that class of segments which are affected by rule A and 

let Yb be that class of segments which are affected by rule B. 

For any representation R which meets the structural descriptions 

of both A and B. A takes applicational precedence over B if and 

only if the class Xb properly includes the class X X. 

When we explicated PI? rec in § 3.1, we noted the importance of stating 

unequivocally whether one is referring to rule A or to the set of repre- 

sentations which meet the structural description of A (see p- 70-1 i. ii ). 

The same point is crucial in the 
w 

Notice that if class Xb properly 

sonorants and to nasals), the 

All comprise a list of features 

formalization of Proper Class Inclusion. 

includes class X (e. g. if X. refers to 
a 

n the distinctive feature matri_,; of 

which properly include those enum- 

erated in the matri. of Xb (e. g. will contain two features Y son L+ 
nas 

thus properly includ ng the single [+ son] specification for X *) Of 
a 

course this follows 2-,. Dm the nature of PlPrec whereby more specific 

rules apply prior to those which are less context-restricted. Then we 
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transfer the principle to affected segments, we are ensuring that the 

rule affecting the smaller natural class - i. e. the more fully 

specified class - takes applicational precedence over the larger class - 

the one requiring fewer features for its specification. 

Returning to Low German, we see that the class o: segments effected 

by B, Devoicinö, (_ Xb) i. e. obstruents, properly includes the class 

of segments affected by A, Spirantization, (_ ; 
a) 

i. e. voiced stops. 

It might appear that the caveat of the preceding paragraph concerning 

the features of each matrix is inapplicable here since the features 

of the affected segments in (i) are disparate. However it is soon 

clear that this is due rather to KSN's informal statement of the rules 

involved. Once they are given explicitly as in (6): 

(6) A Spirantization B Devoicing 

V- son 
+ voice 

I ý+ cont] 

son1 

C 
Voice] 

'7e see that X 's matrix - son properly includes ý's matrix C son]. 
a+ voice 

It is of course perfectly possible to formulate an extension of PIPrec 

in terms of the features enumerated in matrices. And indeed this is 

precisely what we tine in Iverson's 1973a paper, where Overlap Pre- 

cedence is formulated to account for Kiparsky's Low German data without 

resort to simultaneous rule application. The principle is cited in (7). 

(7) overlap Precedence 

In the structural description of a rule B, let B' indicate that 

part which is properly included in the structural description of 
another rule A. For any representation R meeting the structural 
description of both A and B, let R' indicate that part to which 
B' refers. A takes applicational precedence over B if the 

structural changes of both A and I potentially affect R'. (1973 a) 

(G-,. %7e-, i that /tag/ is R, then /g/ will be R' ; since the E son] 

specification of Devoicins is properly included in Spirantization, this 
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will be B'). 

My contention it formulating Proper Class Inclusion rather than adopting 

Overlap Precedence, is simply that the former is transparent whilst the 

latter is opaque. 3y this I mean that Proper Class Inclusion "follows 

on from" PIPrec whereas it is not immediately clear how Overlap Pre- 

cedence constitutes an e: tension of KSN's original principle. However, 

even though Iverson's Overlap Precedence is not incorporated into the 

theory of UDRA developed in this thesis, it is important to note teat 

he too rejects simultaneity as a mode of rule interaction. In 
§4.2 

his additional data will be cited since they contribute further 

evidence to the debate contra simultaneous rule application. 

We now return to the question of the motivation for Kiparsky's under- 

lying representation /tag/, this time for innovative Low German 

dialects. As was the case when we treated the Schaffhausen and Kesswil 

dialects in § 3.4.2, Kiparsky is claiming that rule reordering is a 

mechanism of linguistic change. lie is there ore bound to posit iýe:.. tical 

underlying representations for both innovative and conservative dialects. 

However it follows as a corollary of UDRA that such a mechanism does 

not e.: ist - if extrinsic ordering is denied in synchronic grammars, 

Language will not be able to exploit it over time. what then, we must 

ask, is the motivation for positing /täg/ as the underlying representation 

of the allomorphs a. -, ] and Ctäýa] ?I can find no dialect-internal 

justification for such an analysis, that is, justification which does 

not look to the cognate form in other dialects of German. The "realistic" 

solution (and one which I assume NGP would adopt even though this example 

is not treated by Hooper) is surely to set up a voiced spirant in 

morpheme-final position. The word-final allomorph is then naturally 

accounted for by the productive German rule of final obstruent devoicing. 
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As a last point let me emphasize the necessity of Proper Class Inclusion 

despite the argument that such a principle is vacuous for Low German 

data. Given that we accepted KSN's adoption of underlying representation, 

we were able to exemplify a precedence relation to which we will have' 

reason to refer later - our discussion has therefore not been a red 

he-"ling. 

As their second example of counterbleeding, KSN take "the traditional 

analyses of Vowel Nasalization and Nasal Consonant Deletion in French": 

(8) A Vowel Nasalization V --j 
V/N 

B Nasal Consonant Deletion IT --4 / 
C 

We find that our initial characterization of counterbleeding situations 

obtains here: if B is permitted to apply to S, underlying nasal 

consonants IN/ will be deleted before they have conditioned Vowel 

Nasalization (A), and the incorrect -phonetic representation *Cgra 

will surface from underlying /grotnde/. However, it is not necessary 

to order B e:: trinsically after A just in case A is not constrained to 

apply to the output oL B. If A anci B are both applied to S simultan- 

eously, we obtain tine correct surface phonetic representation Egracj 

without an e:. trinsic ordering statement, as demonstrated in (9) (= KSN3°s 

(10), page 6): 

Cý) 1 ran de/ 
il 
AB 

r rýý} d]x 

- Footnote 

KSN do not justify the incorporation of a final vowel in the IJR. of what 
must be the feminine form of the adjective, nor do they comment as to 
its quality. Instead they tacitly assume than such a vowel is deleted 

at some stage between UR and phonetic surface. For the theoretical 
repercussions of this aspect of their analysis and a brief discussion 

of "e feminin" in the literature, see below. 
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It should be noted at this point that following Schane (1968) the rules 

of (8) are incorrect. Although Schane does not formulate the rules for 

Vowel Nasalization and Nasal Consonant Deletion (even informally as KSN 

have done), he does state them in words on page 48, following an 

exhaustive table of the "Alternation of Oral Dowel plus Nasal Consonant 

`: ith Nasalized Vowel" on pages 46,47. According to him, the right- 

hand environment of Nasal Consonant Deletion (i. e. 
J*: J) 

belongs to c 

Vowel Nasalizatio, i, since: - 

(10) "Before nasal consonants: 
Vowels become [+ nasal whenever the nasal consonant is 
a. in word final position 
b. followed by a consonantal segment. 
A nasal consonant is subsequently deleteü if the preceding vowel 
has been nasalized. " 

(Schane 1968; page 48) 

We may schematize Schane's statement as (11): 

(11) Schane's Revision: 

A Vowel Nasalization V . -ý 
V/N 

C 

B Nasal Consonant Deletion V 

In fact the discrepancy between Schane's exegesis and the rules posited 

by KSN is a matter of diachrony. This is clear from Mayerthaler's 

(1974) citation of the history of Vowel Nasalization in French. as an 

illustrative e: -. ample of the notion 'formal simplicity' (pp. 50-53). 

Mayerthaler characterizes the situation which obtained in early middle 

French by rules notationally equivalent to KSN's (i. e. my (8) ). He 

then notes that towards the end of the middle French period a new rule 

became productive, denasalizing nasalized vowels Lefore a prevocalic 

nasal consonant. Using KSN's notation this may be schematized as (12); 

(12) Denasalization V-. 4 V/NV 

By this rule earlier Cbäna, (bon_ t'good" Fem. ) became Eb3na As 

N. V. Smith observes in his review of Mayerth ler: 
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(13) "These three rules happen to generate precisely the set of forms 
which show up in modern French, and the question M(ayerthaler) 
raises is whether this fact entails that these rules (call them 
G1) n re still 'correct' for modern French. His reply is negative, 
as there is no motivation in contemporary French for a rule of 
denasalization. Rather the simplest statement now is that vowels 
are nasalized only when they precede a nasal consonant which it 
itself followed by another consonant or a word-boundary. " 

(1975; pae 93; original emphasis) 

When we come to schematize the two rules of "G211, we see that Vowel 

Nasalization is identical to (11) A, which follows Schane. On the other 

hand, Nasal Consonant Deletion appears to diverge from Shane's statement, 

and conform to KSN's (i. e. (8) B). For ease of exposition, both 

Mayerthaler's rules are given in (14), using KSN's notation: 

(14) Mayerthaler's Revision: 

A Vowel Nasalization 

B Nasal Consonant Deletion 

v--v / 

N -tel O/ 

_ N1# LC 

- Cj 

I shall return d_rectly to the divergence between Schane's and 

Mayerthaler's stipulations for the environment of Nasal Consonant 

Deletion (i. e. (11) B and (14) B). 

Meanwhile, accepting both Schane's and Mayerthaler's analyses, we must 

reject KSN's on the grounds of observational inadequacy. For according 

to KSN'3 formulation of Vowel Nasalization, there are no sequences of 

oral vowel plus nasal consonant on the phonetic surface of French. Yet 

this is precisely what we find in the feminine form of some adjectives, 

to cite but one morphosyntactic category (e. g. [plf-n] ( lerne "full") ; 

[bon] (bonne "good") ; tbrynJ ( brune "brown") ; [f in] (fine "fine") .) 

The reason that (11) A has not applied to such forms, nasalizing the 

vowels, is accounted for under Schane's analysis by the presence of a 

final lax central vowel in their URs (i. e. /plEn + a/; /ban + a/; 

/brUn + a/; /fIn + a/, where capitals denote the class of phonologically 

tense vowels). The spirit (if not the precise vocalic quality) of this 
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analysis is corroborated by DL11 (1973) who makes the following claim: 

(15) "Noun nous proposons de montre r que le divorce entre prononciation 
et graphie nest qu'apparent, et cue pour entire compte des 
alternances de genre dann toute . eur ge'ne'ralit4, les representations 
phoneeitiques des adjectifs ferninins doivent 13tre drives de 
represent, tions phonologiques qui se terminent par un certain 
phoneme vocal que sue noun oteron: ä 1' aiL: e d'un e renverse, 
ou 'schwa' 

. '' (page 178) 

Thus both Schane's and Dell's treatments differ radically from that 

found in BioomfiQl: 's "Language" (1933) where masculine adjectives are 

derived from the surface phonetic form of the feminine by final con- 

sonant deletion. By incorporating the so-called "e feminin" of orthog- 

raphy, Schane and Dell's analyses are able to account for the appearance 

of final 4chwas before "h aspire" (e. g. cyna gr563 3t(a)l (une Brande 

hotte "a great shame") ) and to provide an explanation for the stylistic 

and dialectal difference in the treatment of the presence versus 

absence of "e muet". * 
4 

Apart from the observational adequacy of the revised rules of Vowel 

Nasalization and Nasal Consonant Deletion (as opposed to the observ- 

ational inadequacy of KSN's rule), they have interesting formal implica- 

tions. As they are formulated following Schane in (11) we see that 

they constitute a case of "intrinsic feeding" or "unilateral supplying" 

in the sense of § 3.3. One might therefore argue that, since nasal 

consonants are al--. ays deleted after nasalized vowels, that is, after 

they have conditioned Vowel Nasalization, the rules constitute not two 

but one phonological process. On the other hand, precisely the same 

conclusion might be reached by inspect-: re Mayerthaler's rules (.. e. (14)): 

Footnote 

For persuasive argument from the other direcýioz, see Baxter's (1974) 

dissertation, where he proposes a productive rule of [t]-Insertion and 

claims that only an analysis which derives feminine adjectives rom 

the masculine has psychological validity in contemporary French. 

Baxter's position is maintained in Smith and Wilson's summary (1979; 

Chapter 10) 
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the rule-pair should be collapsed into a single schema just in case 

they are both obligatory and operate in identical environments. We 

might schematize such a unified process as (16): 

(16) Nasalization VN 

v 

Indeed by showing that both Schane's and Maye. "chaler's formalizations 

of Nasal Consonant Deletion (i. e. (11) B and (14) B) can be collapsed 

with Vowel Nasalization into (16), we can demonstrate that the two 

rules are formal variants of each other. In other words the divergence 

between (11) B and (14 B is formal rather than empirical. 

Turning now to the advantages of schema (16) itself, it captures the 

fact that oral vowel plus nasal consonant are coalesced into a single 

segment sharing the properties of both i. e. a nasalized vowel. 

Simultaneous application reflects this only accidentally - there is 

no algorithm stipulating that two rules m yapply simultaneously only 

if they constitute one phonological process. This is clear oncv we 

consider the examples of simultaneity in KSN which we have treated so 

far: it ir, highly implausible to claim that Spirantization and Devoicing 

are a unified process in Low German since they may apply in independent 

environments; more (]rastically Swiss German Umlaut could not form one 

rule with vowel alternation, for the former is morphologically con4i- 

tioned, the latter phonetically conditioned. 

Notice moreover that (16) implicitly makes the claim that Vowel 

Nasalization and Nasal Consonant Deletion do not apply separately in 

contemporary French. To the e. -,, tent that such a position is empirically 

justifiable, a grammar incorporating (16) is strengthened. In this 

connection it is important to point out that (16) is a fully-fledged 
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phonological rule and one related to processes of vocalic alterna, ýion 

whereby, for e:: ample, /f in/ -4 /f' '/ ---) 
VE ), /bryn/ ý--ýj /b r5/ -ý 

tbrö&ý 

As such it does not operate across morpheme boundaries. On the other 

hand, there is evidence of a phonetically transparent PDR of Nasalizätion, 

whereby any vowel in the immediate envi:: onmeat of a nasal consonant 

will acquire a nasal "timbre" - considerably lower on the n-ary scale 

of Nasali: y than a systematic nasal vowel e. ©. [ni tnt() (ma tante 

"my aunt"). This is precisely the same phenomenon as is found in 

English: Ldal 'a: 'ntl 
. Indeed there is reason to suppose that it need 

only be specified once for all languages by a Universal Phonetic 'theory. 

We have dealt at length with the observational inadequacy of KSN! s rules 

for French. Assuming now for the sake of argumentation that (8) A were 

revised to (11) A, we must consider whether the KSN hypothesis could 

predict phonetic surface forms like feminine [bon]. Following their 

derivation of feminine [grad] from underlying /groande/, we must assume 

some UR. -like /bzne/. At first glance, even though (8) A wrongly 

predicts Nasalization here, the ende: Iying"-ftnwl /e/ prevents the 

application of revised (11) A. Now observe that in informal registers 

and most dialects the final vowel is deleted on the phonetic surface. 

Given that. under the KSN hypothesis a rule applies whenever its SD is 

met, what is to prevent the application of Vowel Nasalization, (11) A, 

once final /e/ has been deleted? The solution cannot lie, as i might 

under UDR?, in the `act that /,, /-Deletion is a PDR, since KSN make no 

distinction between this kind of process and phonological rules proper. 

Notice however that even if it could not be shown that "e-muet" Deletion 

is a PDR, undo`- the theory of UDRA developed here where iterative 

application but not re-application is permitted (see 5 4.3), Deletion 

Cession guarantees the prior single application of Vowel 'Nasalization. 

We must conclude therefore that suite apart from questions of observe- 
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tional aC equacy, the formal apparatus proposed by KSN is incapable of 

generating surface phonetic repre; ontations like [bin] for French. 

In this section we have so far reviewed two e:, -ampler of counterbleeding 

handled by simultaneous application. In each case we haue found a more 

insightful analysis available within IJDRA and we have consequently 

rejected KSN's claim that the data constitute evidence for simultaneity. 

It must be stressed at this point that our conclusion does rot permit 

us to claim that we have a case against simultaneous rule replication. 

; de will now survey two abstract analyses from Spanish, bearing this 

caution in mind. 

We should perhaps note before proceeding that the first example KSN 

cite from Latin American Spanish does not violate constraints on 

Abstractness to the e. -. tent that the second example does. Both are 

taken from Saporta (1965) and are discussed by Hooper, who notes this 

difference between them. With her, we will question the diale-ct- 

internal mots-ration behind the cizoice of UP. ý and hence the need for 

postulating each rule-pair in the first place. 

Uruguayan ^panish purportedly has the following pair of rules e.: trin3- 

ically ordered in a counterbleeding relation: 

(17} A Vowel Lowering eE / C 

B Final s-Deletion s --ý1 0 / L 

Applying t'. ese to underlying /klares/, ("classes"), we see that since 

B removes the conditioning environraea~ A, it raust not be ordered 

before it - this is the only constraint which must be imposed upon 

the rules of (17). Ho-ever, once again it is possible to apply both A 

and B simultaneously to underlying /klares/ and obtain the correct 

surface phonetic representation [klasF. I. So here we have a typical 
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e. -; ample of KSN's reduction of rules esztrinsicai1y ordered in a counter- 

bleeding relation to oje of simultaneous rule application. 

On the other hand, the NGP ; analysis rules out underlying /s/ a the 

marker of plurality-in the phonological grammar of a native speaker of 

the Uruguayan dialect. This is because, according to the basic tenet 

of NGP, the True Generalization Condition, Fall rules express transparent 

surface generalizations" (Hooper page 13). We will beg the question 

here of what constitutes a "true surface generalization" (as Hooper does; 

for discussion of the related concept in TG of "significant linguistic 

generalization" ee otha 1971). Rather, we will go along with Hooper's 

point that since the phonetic motivation for the rules of (17) is not 

available on the phonetic surface, (17) does not represent an account 

of native speaker competence. -, 

NGF is interesting with regard to these data inasmuch as it makes 

quite explicit p- edictions about the situations which will result when 

two phonetically motivated rules such as vowel Taxing (= lowering) and 

s-Deletion are interacting irA a particular language. According to 

Hooper (page 33) there are two distinct possibilities here: the first 

is that th,: rules will apply in what she describes as "intrinsic" order. 

By "intrinsic" Hooper apparently means in an "intrinsic feeding" 

relation (1976; page 19; cf. § 2.1 above). Note that she does not 

mean "intrinsic" in the KSN sense of "whenever the structural descrip- 

tion of a rule is met". If it did, we would expect NGP to entertain 

the possibility that rules may apply simultaneously. Instead Hooper 

4 

* Footnote 

A states that vowels are lowered (= lazed in Hooper's formulation) in 

checked syllables only. Since EE] is in an open syllable on the 
p'icnetic surface, A is not phonetically motivated. B is a neutraliza- 
tion proc3ss and hence per se cannot express a true surface generalization. 
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suggests that s-Deletion will apply first, creating new unchecked 

syllables which are no longer eligible fo-- lazing. Under such an 

analysis no account is given of the non-application of taxing to the 

underlying representation and in fact Hooper makes no mention of it. ' 

Furthermore such a treatment actually violates two principles of UDRA. 

Firstly, PlPrec is seen to be operative here, when we consider that 

the string undergoing laving /es%/ (where $ is a syllable boundary in 

Hooper's formulation) properly includes that eligible for s-Deletion 

/s$/. Secondly, we will formulate Deletion Cession in § 4.2 to en uxe 

that deletions never take applicational precedence. 

Citing data from Mond6jar (1970), Hooper attempts to explain the 

surface homonymy of 2 and 3 singular of comer ("to eat") as CkomeJ 

in western Andalusia, by the lexical restructur1ng of items that 

previously contained IsI. Under UDRA we accept that "end product" of 

this analysis but reject the "route" taken to reach it. This is because 

there is no principle of UURA known to me which will predict the 

precedence of s-Deletion over Laxxing. 

Now we turn to tine second prediction made by NGP, given the rules of 

(17). NGP predicts that vowel lazing will become morphologized, 

singular and plural now being distinguished by the openness of the final 

vowel only. This is the situation which has developed in eastern 

Andalusia and Hooper therefore discusses the latter. However the 

remaths which follow are also applicable to KSN' Uruguayan example, 

even though, accordik: g to Vasquez (1953), the Uruguayan situation is 

still variable. 

The claim that vowel lazing has been morphologized must also be adopted 

in a more "realistic" theory of phonology such as, one which incorporates 
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the UDRA hypothesis. Like NGP, such a theory does not permit an 

analysis wliere ia_, ing is conditioned by a segment which never appears 

on the phonetic surface. What is pvrticularly interesting in Hooper'c 

discussion is the claim that morphologization took place in the 

dialects concerned whilst the phonetic motivation for laxing was 

optionally present on the surface in the form of [h], a weakened reflex 

of /s/. Here it might be countered that if NG? makes the strong claim 

that "the phone tic motivation for a phonological rule must be systemat- 

ically observable on the surf ace" (1976; pane 38), what reason is there 

for making the additional claim that morpholo3ization occurred when the 

rule in question was atilt phonetically conditioned, at least for some 

speakers? Surely it would be preferable to postulate /h/ as the marker 

of plurality in just those speakers' grammars where Chi occurs on the 

phonetic surface? 

However to argue in this way would be to deny the possibility that ýh1 

could be optionally present in a pcrticular idiolect a t-r morphol- 

oýization had taken place or that the speaker of a dialect with [h] 

could also ha-,,, e access to a grammar where Taxing had been fully morphol- 

ogized. Only by postulating that morpholoyizaýion was in progress at a 

stage when la:: in remained phonetically transparent can we account or 

These --acts. We shall refer back to this hypothesis both in our 
w 

discussion of Old Breton in the next chapter, and more particularly in 

Fart II (5 Z. 4). 

To sum up, we accept the overall conclusion of NGP that there is no 

dialectal-internal justification for postulating /s/ in the U Rs of the 

eastern Andalusian and Uruguayan dialects of Spanish. Of course, such 

an, analysis is motivated in Castilian - and Saporta'G treatment has t. e 

purported advantage of setting up iuentical URs across dialects. 
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However I would claim that such an advantage is dubious a: - there is no 

a priori reason to assume that speakers of eastern Andalusian and more 

particularly Uruguayan dialects have access to competence in the 

standard language. 

As a final point, it is interesting to note with Hooper that a rnorphol- 

ogical treatment is corroborated by the development of a vowel harmony 

system in Granada (located in eastern Andalusia). In this dialect, all 

vowels in plurals are lazed, contrasting with the occurrence of e: clus- 

ively nonlax vowels in singulars (1976; page 36). Since vowel tense- 

ness has been morphologized, it is uirectly related to meaning, serving 

to keep plural and singular "apart". The development of i vowel 

harmony system may be viewed as an attempt to achieve maximal differentia- 

Lion between plural and singular. Inasmuch as these facts are left 

unexplained in Saporta's (and KSN's) analyses, the latter must be deemed 

deficient. 

KSN's final example of counterbleeding involves the Latin American 

ref le: of Spanish crecer ("to grow"). Let us briefly discuss the range 

of data for which Saporta claims to account with his analysis, and 

which is later reduced to simultaneous rule application by KSN. In 

the dialects concerned, a few verbs, of which crecer is one, show an 

alternation between stem-final /s/ and /sk/. /sk/ appears in the ist. 

singular of the present tense and in the subjuncti-. re, whilst /s/ is 

found elsewhere. This alternation cannot be predicted solely from the 

fact that the inflectional en. _: ings before which /sk/ appears begin 

with ja, o/, because other verb; like coser ("to sew") do not alternate 

i. e. /s/ appears in ist, singular present and the subjunctive. Saporta 

e:: ploits the fact that there is no segment [[] on the phonetic surface 

of Latin American Spanish and proposes that the UR of crecer is /kreGer/ 

0 
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as opposed to /koser/ for coser. Ile then formulates a rule of k-Insertion 

((18) A) which must be applied before its conditioning environment, /®/, 

is removed by Stridency ((18) B): 

(18) A k-Insertion 0 --)k / VB {ä1 

B Stridency 8 ----ý s 

It is worth noting at this point a contradiction involved in the 

motivation behind Saporta's URs /kreGer/ and /klases/. We mentioned 

above the purported advantage (which we later denied) of setting up a 

single UR for all dialects of Spanish by postulating underlying /s/ as 

the marker of plurality. Yet, with regard to the verbs under discussion, 

it is just such cross-dialectal evidence which vitiates the postulation 

of underlying /8/ - for, as Hooper notes in a footnote on page 6, "in 

Castilian, where the /s/ - /8/ distinction is mace, the j8/ does not 

condition the insertion of %k/, since there is at least one verb cocer 

[koýer] that does not uncero /k/-insertion". Thus we see that paradox- 0 

ically the saving feature of Saporta's abstract treatment of plurality - 

the fact that it reduces dialectal variation in the lexicon - serves as 

his downfall in the abstract treatment of verbs like crecer. 

To return to the rules of (13), we once again find the typical situation 

in which a counterbleeding relation is revucible to one of simultangous 

rule application by KSN - provided Stridency is not permitted to apply 

before k-Insertion, we need impose no e:. trinsic order on this rule-pair. 

Under the KSN hypothesis, the alternation exhibited by crecer may 

therefore be analyzed by means of underlying /kre9er/ and the rules of 

(18), applying simultaneously rather than in he e: trinsic order 

k-Insertion, Stridency. 

The cuestion we must now ask is the following: Does Saporta's analysis 
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accurately reflect the competence of native speakers of Latin American 

Spanish? Put another way: Does the postulation of /kre6er/ as the UR 

of crecer violate constraints on Abstractness? At this point let us 

turn to the first serious attempt to constrain the abstractness of - 

underlying representations -I am of course referring to Kiparsky's 

important 1968 paper, from which I quote the definitions of both the 

absolute and the contextual varieties of neutralization: 

(19) "Let us term the merger of distinct representations neutralization. 
The present theory of generative grammar allows phonological 
distinctions which are never realized on the phonetic surface 
to appear in the lexical representations of morphemes. I will 
term this kind of neutralization, which takes place regardless 
of environment, absolute neutralization, in order to distinguish 
it from the more usual contextual neutralization, in which an 
underlying distinction is lost only in a specific environment 
and retained elsewhere". 

(1968a page 14; original emphasis) 

Clearly Saporta's rule of Stridency brings about a case of absolute 

neutralization, for there are no environments in Latin American Spanish 

where [9 appears on the phonetic surface. 

Kiparsky's argument against absolute neutralization is that it permits 

the improper use of phonological featurs as arbitrary diacritic symbols, 

and thus mirrors on a lesser scale fully abstract morphophonemics such 

as that advocated by Lamb (1966) and Fudge (1967) and attacked in 

Postal (1968). Fully abstract morphophonemics denies that URs have "an 

intrinsic interpretation on the phonetic level" (Kiparsky 1968; page 6), 

thus violating Postal's Naturalness Condition. On the smaller scale, 

analyses involving absolute neutralization go against Naturalness by 

using a phonological feature to account for a difference between syn- 

chronically arbitrary morphological classes. In the Latin American 

Spanish example, the feature of stridency (/s/ is [+ strident, /Q/ is 

ý- 
strident], ) is being used as a diacritic to distinguish among verb 

classes. 

9 
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while Kwpars.; y takes contextual neutralization to be a linguistic fact 

beyond dispute (e. g. intervocalic flapping in "writer" and "rider" 

discussed at length above), he attempts to limit the diacritic use of 

phonological features which lead to the questionable cases of absolute 

neutralization. För this purpose he formulates tiie Alternation Condition 

which has both a strong and a wez: k form. The Strong Alternation 

Condition "categorically forbids absolute neutralization". The Weak 

Alternation Condition constitutes "a clause of the evaluation measure 

which says (among other things) that absolute neutralization is linguis- 

tically complex" (1963a page 30). Kiparsky opts gor tie Weak Alternation 

Condition a-- a constraint on grammars, so that ceteris paribus an 

analysis not involving absolute neutralization would be preferred over 

one involving absolute neutralization. His argumentation in rejecting 

the Strong A1rernacion Condition is based largely on cases in which a 

phonological Feature is used as a diacritic for more than one rule. 

In fact in 1971, he suggests that absolute neutralization always be 

excluded where the phonological Feature is used as a diacritic for one 

rule only. 

Hooper attacks Kiparsky's rejection of the Strong Alternation Condition, 

statina. that "in short, the theory remains virtually unconstrained" 

(page 8). However she does note that Saporta's analysis would be 

prohibited even under the Weak Alternation Condition, since only one 

rule is involved (i. e. k-Insertion) (footnote 3, page 3). For our 

present purpose, we may leave open the choice between the strong and 

weak forms of the Alternation Condition, for we will return to a 

discussion of constraints on abstractness when we formalize Del: tion 

Cession in the newt section. Let uc simply note that Hooper is 

proposing (at least) a realistic model of phonology and that Sap,, --t _. ̀ s 

analysis should not be permitted. 
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Thus NGP rejects Saporta's treatment of verbs like crecer above, 

replacing it by a morphologically conditioned rule of k-Insertion. 

What is more, NGP also abandons the KSN hypothesis at this point, on 

the grounds that, under the latter, unacceptable ana.. yses in counter- 

bleeding relations are accounted for, and hence permitted by simultaneous 

rule application. In other words, NGP follows GROD is adhering to 

strict sequentiality. 

It is perhaps worth reiterating here the-point make in Chapter 1 that 

although we are accustomed to the disparaging remarks mace by proponents 

of GROD when they ascribe simultaneity to the "taxonomists", and although 

attacks on Lamb's and Fudge's two line derivations are justified, there 

is simply no backbone in the generative literature to the case against 

partial simultaneity. The actual open-endedness of the issue is seen 

in the Following passage from SPE which follows a discussion of such 

notations as C, 0Z and other infinite schemata whose expansions must 

be tested simultaneously for applicability: 

(20) "It should be stressed here that the e,: istence of exceptions to 
linear ordering does not in any way affect the argument advanced 
here to establish the need for such an order. The conditions 
under which linear ordering does not hold have been defined 

precisely. The examples adduced to show the need for linear 

ordering do not satisfy these special conditions and remain, 
therefore, unaffected by the existence of ordering other than 
linear". 

(SPE page 344) 

On the other hand, KSN note that the well-known and empirically well- 

established arguments against all rules applying simultaneously by no 

means rule out the claim that some rules are applied simultaneously 

i. e. the number of lines in a derivation may be greater than two but 

less than the number of rules applied to determine it. Accordingly 

they adopt the position that, as noted earlier, all obligatory rules 

apply whenever it is possible for them to do so. They are swift to 
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point out that the principle whereby rules in a counterbleedinö relation 

apply simultaneously is the same as that which accounts for rules in 

what was termed as "intrinsic feeding" relation above: na. uely, every 

rule applies whenever its structural description is met. The difference 

between the two cases is that in the case of intrinsic feeding there is 

no representation to which both rules can apply whereas in the case of 

counterbleeding there is. 

To summarize the difference between KSN's and NGP's positions in the 

terms of Kiparsky's framework, KSN permit rules in feeding, counter- 

bleeding and mutually bleeding relations. NGP prohibits both secondary 

modes of rule interaction and allows the primary modes. This is because 

counterbleeding and counterfeeding are opaque in the sense of Kiparslcy 

1971, and Hooper assumes "in accord with the principles o NGP and the 

evidence cited throughout this book, that the most natural, and in fact 

the only, rule order is the transparent rule order" (fn. 4; page 71). 

In the case of counterbleeding the phonetic representation will 

necessarily be opaque with regard to the UR because "the conditioned 

variant produced by a rule shows up in surface forms where the condi- 

tioning contest is not present" (fn. 3; page 64). Thus it is over 

crucial examples of counterbleeding that the two theories difper. 

The position adopted In this thesis stands in a sense in between that 

of KSN and that of NGP. Taking it as being established that (phonological) 

rules are ordered according to universal rather than language-specific 

principles i. e. rejecting GROD, I nevertheless dispute the KSN claim 

that "all rule- apply whenever their structural descriptions are met", 

just in case two structural descriptions are met at the same time. In 

this case a uni-. -ersal principle must determine which rule will take 

applicationa1 precedence i. e. simultaneous application is not tolerated. 
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However, unlike NGP, I do not believe that this rejection of simultaneous 

rule application leads me to reject the rest of the KSN hypothesis. In 

fact KSN envisaged that simultaneity may not hold and formulated a 

supplementary principle which we will discuss below. No: do I base my 

criticism of simultäneity on the crecer analysis, as Hooper appears to 

have done -I do not even base it solely on the other examples of 

counterble-eding in KSN, despite the fact that this section has demon- 

strated that none of them argues positively in favour of rules applying 

together in pairs. Rather, I shall argue on the basis of data from 
J 

Yawelmang Yokuts, Sea Dayak and Washo. 

To sum up, we might characterize the KSN hypothesis as one of predictable 

simulýaneity and sequentiality. However KSN anticipate the possible 

justification of the "more commonly accepted" hypothesis that all rules 

apply sequentially. Accordingly they formulate a supplementary universal 

principle, Counterbleeding Precedence, which will become operative should 

evidence be brought fonzard against the simultaneous application of 

rules in a counterbleeding relation. 

(21) Counterbleedin3 P-, 2cedence 

"For any representation R, which meets t'. -, e structural descriptions 

of each of two rules A and B, A takes applicational precedence 
over B if there is some string that is included in the inputs of 
both A and B, not in the output of B". 

(fn. 6; page 7) 

In the second Saporta e-. -, ample, k-Insertion will take applicational 

precedence over Stridency, since whilst the structural descriptions o$ 

'both rules contain /9/, the output of the latter rule does not. 

From this exanjle, it is not clear to me why PIPrec could not be called 

upon to perform the function of Counterbleed'ing Precedence: the 

structural description of k-Insertion VIP o properly includes the 
a 

tonte: ->t-free input segment /@/ of Stridency. Indeed it is just such a 
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conte: t-sensitive/ conte--. t-free pair from Saporta' s Latin American paper 

which is used in the following paragraph of KSN to illustrate PIPrec 

(/akeiC: ake/6s/ involving Final Depalatalization and De lateralization). 

of course if a universal principle permits abstract analyses involving 

absolute neutralization, then a theory of UDRA is not a substantive 

theory of phonology unless supplemented by other constraints (= Hooper's 

point against KSN, page 75). However, I trust that it has been demon- 

strated that what is required is a set of integrated hypothese. s sharing 

theoretical plausibility if we are to characterize phonological com- 

petence in the most insightful way. 

KSN themselves hypothesize as to the empirical evidence which would need 

to be brought to bear when deciding between Counterbleeding Precedence 

and simultaneous application. The kind of evidence needed to falsify 

counterbleeding precedence is illustrated in (22) from KSN (= Win. 6; 

page 7).: 

(22) A 

e. g. 

-V -0 

ý-ý voice] -+ 
[- voice] 

underlying 

derived 

jkäd/ 

l1 AB 

kat 

cony 
-ý voice 

v 

The fact that [+ voice is included in both SDs but not in the output 

of B, would lead to the precedence of A over B, thus bleeding B; on 

the other hand, the inclusion of V in the SDs of both rules but not in 

the output of A, predicts the reverse order and removes the possibility 

%' Footnote 

Note that the structural descriptions partially overlap: If the word-- 
boundary were added to that of A, its structural description would 
read V+ cons #, thus properly including that of B. Alternately, 

voice] 
if [+ cons] were redundantly added to that of B, its structural descrip- 

tion would read 
Vt + cons #, thus properly including that of A. 

+ voice] 
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of A's applying. However, for this hypothetical e: -. ample, simultaneous 

application yields the correct form. 

It is indeed striking that KSN cite e-d. ample (22) as hypothetical even 

though their rules recapitulate precisely the situation obtaining in 

English, where vowels are lengthened before underlying voiced obstruents 

and there is final obstruent devoicing phonetically. However the 

existence in natural language of the phenomenon adduced by KSN as 

potentially confirming simultaneity and refuting Counterbleeding Pre- 

cedence can readily be accounted for under UDRA by the fact that final 

obstruent devoicing is a neutralization process - hence it cedes to 

vowel lengthening. Thus although (22) provides evicience against KSN's 

supplementary principle, there is still no positive case for simultaneity, 

taking the form of data which can only be explicated by that interaction- 

type. According to KSNN3 the format for a rule-pair which would disprove 

simultaneity and confirm Counterbleediig Precedence is the ollowing: 

(23) (= KSN's (25), page 14): 

A ab -4 ab ab 

ab --ý ac 

Yet as we shall see directly in § 4.2, crucial data from Yawwelmani Yokuts 

which cannot be handled by simultaneity do not conform to KSN's 

hypothetical pattern. i_oreover Counterbleeding Precedence is also 

incapable of accounting for such data. We must conclude therefore that 

the examples from Yawelrianj Yokuts - and Sea Dayak and lasho - which we 

are about to discuss, constitute a type of data :ý ich KSN had not 

contemplate . 
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§ 4.2 Deleticn Cession 

4e have seen that KSN propose that rules in counterbleeding relations 

apply simultaneously but that none of the examples they adduce provides 

positive evidence for such n position. In'this section we turn to 

positive evidence against KSN's claim. The purpose of this section is, 

then, to find a viable alternative to simultaneous rule application 

and we shall discuss a number of proposals before deci, -ing upon Deletion 

Cession. 

In Yawelmann Yokuts, an Amerindian language spoken in . dali ornia, the 

simultaneous application of a pair of rules in a potentially counter- 

bleeding relation results in an incorrect phonetic representation. The 

rules involved are those of Epenthesiü and Shortening, which may be 

schematized as (24): 

(24) Yawe 1Fnän i Yokuts 

A Epenthesis cC 

B Vowel Shortening VC 

[- 1on,, ] 

Since zIaý rules of (24) are to play such a crucial role in our refutation 

of simultaneity as a possible mode of rule application, it is essential 

to establish from the outset the justification for postulating them in 

a ; ranmar o Yaj, -elmani Yokuts . This is pai Licularly pertinent when one 

considers our rejection of KSN's arguments for simultaneity on the 

3rounds that the rules involved -, icre not motivated sync, -ironically. Let 

us therefore evaluate the evidence in favour of positing rules of 

Epenthesis and Shortening for Yawelmani Yokuts. 

C. W. Kisseberth's first published discussion of Yawelmani Yokuts (i. e. 
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apart from his 1969 doctoral dissertation) is his 1970 paper "On the 

functional unity of phonological rules". As the title indicates, in 

this paper Kisseberth is concerned with demonstrating that rules may 

have a common function or effect in the grammar, quite apart from 

formal, structural sameness which is the basis for collapsing rules 

by means of notational conventions. ' Accordingly, he adopts the term 

"conspiracy" to refer to the interaction between rules, all of which 

"conspire" to avoid or eliminate certain phonological sequences namely, 

for Yawelmani, word-final consonant clusters or tri-literal clusters. 

As can be seen by referring to (24) A, Epenthesis is such a rule in the 

conspiracy since it breaks up a consonant cluster just in case it occurs 

at the end of a word or it is followed by a third consonant. We shall 

return to the notion of conspiracy when we discuss Iverson's treatment 

of Yawelmani. 

Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1977; henceforth K&K) treat Yawelmani data 

in some detail from a different perspective in the course of Chapter 1 

devoted to 'The Abstractness of Underlying Representations'. They cite 

Epenthesis in Yaweimani as evidence for the tenability of the condition 

that the UR of a morpheme consist of all and only the invariant phonetic 

properties of that morpheme's various phonetic representations. (Of 

course, they then proceed to demonstrate the untenability of such a 

condition with reference to other data. ) In Yawelmani verb roots which 

have the shape CVCC- before vowel-initial suffixes assume the shape 

* Footnote 

Kisseberth's original use of the term "conspiracy" was negative in that 
the rules referred to prevented certain phonological sequences from 
appearing on the phonetic surface. However the term has since been 

used positively, namely by N. V. Smith who defines 'infantile conspiracy' 
in child phonology as a set of rules, "all of them having in common the 
effecting of one or other unitary phenomenon" (1973; page 177). As an 
e: ample_of rules conspiring positively, we may cite Smith's treatment 

of vowel and consonant harmony in A's speech. 
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CVCiC before consonant-initial suffixes, as shown in (25); (= K&K's 

(3) page 9): 

(25) [? ilk-al 

* 
[logw-ol] 

C? 
ugn-al] 

[pa? t-a11 

"might sing" 

"might pulverize" 

"might drink" 

"might fight" 

[? il ik-hin] 

[1ogiw-hin] 

* [? ugun-hun] 

[pa? it-hin 

'1 sings" 

"pUlverizesr"' 

"drinks" 

"might fight" 

sic: "fights" JRMcB 

By omitting the second vowel from the URs of the morphemes concerned, 

the analysis conforms to the condition on the inclusion of invariant 

phonetic properties only. But what, apart from the fulfilment of this 

condition, is the motivation behind K&K's treatment? After all, 

Kisseberth (1970) notes that his basic course, Newman (1944) posited 

two vowels in all verb stems (Fudge Ed. page 265). K&K defend their 

analysis on two counts. The first is that since there are no triliteral 

clusters in the language, the proposed rule of Epenthesis "can be viewed 

as one that transforms underlying representations containing 

'unpronounc(e)able' combinations of sounds into acceptable surface forms" 

(K&K 1977 page 9). This amounts to the point made earlier regarding 

the conspiracy in Yawelmani phonology. ** 

The second count is that all disyllabic verbs with nonidentical vowels 

have Ci] (or its harmonic counterpart [u]) as their second vowel and, 
r 

as Kisseberth stresses, this form always occurs before consonant--initial 

Footnote 

/a/ and /i/ have become rounded and backed to o and u respectively in 

these forms by virtue of the productive rule of vowel harmony whereby a 
vowel becomes I+ round, + back] if preceded by a rounded vowel of the 

same height within the word. 

** Footnote 

Notice also that such a view is incompatible with Hale's proposal (1971 

in T. S ebeok, , 
H. Hoeni. 6sWald & R. Lon. gacre Eds. ) that TJRS Mirror 

surface canonical forms. 
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suffixes. In Kisseberth's words: "Any analysis which seeks to do 

without vowel epenthesis must somehow represent the fact that the i in 

pa? ithin, ? ilikhin, etc., is not freely selectable and furthermore that 

it must occur when the suffix has an initial consonant, but not when- 

the suffix has an initial vowel". (Fudge Ed. page 265; original 

emphasis). Inasmuch as Newman's analysis fails to explain these facts, 

let us accept that Epenthesis is operative in deriving [? ilikhinJ 

rrom /? ilk/ + /-hin/. 

An examination of Shortening (24) B, reveals that this rule is also 

well motivated. K&K postulate it to account for the vowel-length 

alternation observed in verb roots: the root vowel is short when the 

root is word-final or, as illustrated below, when it precedes a 

consonant cluster as the result of adding a consonant-initial suffix, 

but long when the suffi:: begins with a vowel: (= K&K's (8) page 11, 

1977). 

.,, 
(26) [sa: p-all 

[do: s-ol] 

[me: k'-en] 

[c' o: m-ug 

"might burn" [sap-hin] "burns" 

"might report_"--- -----[dos-= hin] "reports" 

"will swallow" [mek'-k'a] 

was destroyed" Cc'om-k'a] 

it swallow! " 

'destroy! " 

The evidence for postulating a rule shortening underlying long vowels, 

ra`her than a rule lengthening underlying short vowels, is seen in (27) 

{= K&K's (9) page 12; 1977), which gives examples of ;. -orphemes which 

e:: hibit only the short vowel in both suf ixa1 environments 

(27) [xat-a1 "might eat" C: at-. aý "let's eat" 

[eil-en] "will tangle" [xil-hin] "tangles" 

Ebok'-enj "will fine" [bok' 
. -xo] "let's find" 

Ehud-afi "might recognise" 
Chud-mu] "having reco nixed" 

A rule of lengthening would incorrectly derive [xa: t-al] from under- 
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lying /_ýat/ + /-al/. We therefore accept K&K's claim that a rule o. L 

shortening must figure in a grammar of Yawelmani. 

Having dispensed with preliminaries, let us consider our crucial piece 

of data involving the interaction of Epenthesis and Shortening, the 

derivation of [? amlal]/ [? a.: milhinJ "might help/helps". In order to 

account for the alternations of (26), the verb root must have the 

underlying shape CV: CC. When /-hin/ is appended to underlying /? a: ml/, 

Epenthesis will apply to break up the resultant triliteral cluster. 

On the other hand, when the rowel-initial suffix. /-al/ is added to the 

root, the underlying long vowel will shorten. In the framework of 

GROD, K&K note that "vowel insertion (= Epenthesis; JRMcB) is crucially 

ordered to apply before vowel shortening in this analysis" (1977, page 12). 

The correct derivations are shown in (28) (= K&K's (10); page 12). 

(23) UR i) ii) /? a: ml-hin/ 

Epenthesis 

Shortening 

Phonetic Surface 

INAPPLICABLE 

? amt-al 

E? aml a 1] 

? a: mil-hin 

INAPPLICABLE 

[? a: milhin] 

Since underlying /? a: ml-al/ never meets either the word-final subcase 

or the triliteral subcase of Epenthesis, it may be omitted in what 

follows. 

K&K return to the possibility of deriving of [? a: mi1hin] from under- 

lying /? a: ral-hin/ in their discussion of 'Natural Rule Interactions' 

in Chapter 4. Here they note that the attested ordering, Epenthesis 

before Shortening, is a bleeding order since, whilst the underlying 

representation meets the SDs of both rules, the prior application of 

Epenthesis results in an intermediate representation which no longer 

meets the SD of Shortening i. e. the application of Epenthesis prevents 

Shortening from applying. Although K&K do not mention the possibility 

9 
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of both rules applying simultaneously, they note that the reverse 

ordering, Shortening before Epenthesis, in other words the counter- 

bleeding order, enables both rules to apply but derives an incorrect 

surface phonetic form. As we saw with the examples of counterbleeding 

in the last section, this mode of interaction yields the same phonetic 

representation as simultaneous application. This is demonstrated in 

(29) (where (29) i= K&K's (5b) page 158; 1977). 

(29) i counterbleeding order 

UR /? a: ml-hin/ 

Shortening 

Epenthesis 

Phonetic Surface 

? ami-hin 

? anvil-hin 

* [? ami. lhin] 

ii simultaneous application 

UR 

Phonetic Surface 

i? a: m 1-hin/ 

II Sh Ep 

J C? ami1hi n1 

4 

The derivation of r? a: milhin] from the well-motivated UR /? a: ml-hin/ 

constitutes a serious counterexample to the KSN hypothesis: here we 

have a UR which meets the SDs of two productive, obligatory rules - 

rules : which cannot be permitted to apply simultaneously, even though 

the SCs they effect are not mutually exclusive. The latter caveat is 

important in that if the outputs of both rules were incompatible one 

might have a case where PIPrec would be operative. Yet this is not so 

and in any case neither SD properly includes the other. Nor can we 

proffer the possible explanation that E enthesis and Shortening are 

mutually exclusive (i. e. disjunctively ordered) in a given derivation, 

for both are operative in (30) (after Kisseberth 1970 in Fudge Ed.; 

page 264): 
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(30) UR /di: yl +t/ 

di: yl + it 

"guard, watch" + Passive 
Aorist 

Epenthesis 

Lowering 

Shortening 

Phonetic Surface 

de: yl + it 

deyl + it 

Edeylit) 

Gregory Iverson, in his 1973a paper(reprinted in A. Koutsoudas Ed. ) 
1976) addresses himself to the problem of-, whether PIPrec or simultaneity 

is correct when both are possible. As Iverson notes, KSN leave this 

question open. ** The data discussed by Iverson are taken from K&K's 

1973 paper 'Unmarked Bleeding Orders' (in Kisseberth Ed. ) and include 

our recalcitrant example from Yawelmani Yokuts. Iverson demonstrates 

that K&K's data from Takelma can be handled by PiPrec but not by 

simultaneity even though the latter mope of application is logically 

possible. Their Lithuanian data can also be handled by PIPrec at the 

expense of simultaneity provided the occurrence of a variable is not 

taken into account in the determination of PI. This codicil to PIPrec, 

Hapax Legomenon (sic), must also ire invoked in the derivation of Cdif'Iz] 

in English by Epenthesis and Voicing Assimilation. The relevant rules 

may be stated as (31): *** 

* Footnote 

Here. it is the word-final subcase of Epenthesis which is applicable. 

Footnote 

Trommelen & ; onneveld's (1978) review of the Koutsoudas volume is 
misleading: they claim that in KSN, PiPrec and Obligatory Precedence 
are hierarchically ordered with PIPrec first (page 6). 

*** Footnote 

I have made marginal changes to the format of Iverson's rules in order 
that they may conform to my own schematization. However neither this, 
nor the fact that Iverson cites Epenthesis as the insertion of 1, in 
any way affects the points under discussion. 
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(31) English 

A 

B 

z -Epenthesis 

- soli 

+ stria + 
+ cor 

son 
-, - strid 
+ cor 

Voicing Assimilation 

- son 
oc voice 

+C son 

cc<voice] 

The validity of Iverson's codicil is evitenced by considering that the 

single occurrence of ro. voice1, for example, is equivalent to both 

[+ voice) and C voice] and hence tantamount to the omission of the 

feature [voice] altogether from the rule's Sr. By applying the codicil 

to the rules of (31), CocvoiceJ is disregarded and hence Epenthesis 

takes applicational precedence over and bleeds Voicing Assimilation 

by PIPrec. Moreover, if these rules applied simultaneously to under- 

lying /dtf + z/, [dlfJs] would result because of the adjacency of the 

obstruents in the UR. 

It is worth pointing out that rules which contain a single occurrence 

of a variable (or single occurrences of different variables) in their 

SDs - to be matched by the occurrence of the same value in the rule's 

output - are t-? pically assimilation rules. By ignoring the variable, 

we are left with a more general structural description, one which is 

more likely to be properly incluäed in the feature specification of 

some other rule. Just in case the SD of this other rule is met at the 

same time as that of the assimilation rule, we might expect the nor- 

assimilatory rule to take appiicational precedence. In other words, 

it is reasonable to assume that assimilatory processes will take place 
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late in derivations. This ties in with the fact that some assimilations 

are best represented as PDRs which by definition apply to the output of 

the phonological component proper. (See 5 3.3 for discussion of 

homorganic nasal assimilation as a PDR in English. ) 

As one might expect given the fact that KSN does not appear in their 

1977 bibliography, K&K do not appeal to PIPrec in their 1973 paper. 

Rather they are concerned to show, as the title indicates, that certain 

bleeding relations are unmarked. Their claim is that in cases of 

bleeding a rule which alters syllable structure takes applicational 

precedence over (= bleeds) other kinds of rule. This principle holds 

for Takelma where the bleeding rule is one which forms the aorist stem 

by a vowel-copying operation and the bled rule is a neutralization 

process effecting deglottalization and devoicing in pre-consonantal 

position. Whilst I shall not deny the existence of K&K's principle 

here, indeed, it will be reinforced below when we come to discuss the 

late application of neutralization processes as a back-up to Deletion 

Cession - the fact that independent precedence principles make the same 

prediction only serves to strengthen the theory of UDRA being advanced 

here. 

K&KFs syllable structure principle appears also to be operative in 

predicting the priority of Epenthesis over voicing Assimilation in 

Lithuanian and again in English (although the latter example is Iverson's 

alone). However, in addition K&K view the Lithuanian data from a 

different perspective, both in the 1973 paper and the 1977 volume, by 

adopting the principle of Minimization of opacity developed in 

Kisseberth 1973 (in Ed. B. Kachru et al; where the notion of opacity 

is that of Kiparsky discussed above. ) Under Minimization of Opacity 

both rules are transparent - represent "true surface generalizations" 

v 
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in NGP terms - if applied in a bleeding order. K&K (1977) note that where 

bleeding orders are concerned, Minimization of Opacity is at variance 

with the "maximal utilization" principle developed in Kiparsky 1968 

for the latter favours counterbleeding (both rules apply) over bleeding 

(one rule applies). The Lithuanian and English data provide instances 

where the transparent bleeding order is the attested one when the 

language contains a rule assimilating the voicing of adjacent obstruents 

and an epenthesis rule which breaks up consonant clusters. As K&K 

point out (1977, page 163), if these rules are in a counterbleeding 

order, obstruents will assimilate in voicing even when they are 

phonetically separated by a vowel. We would not expect obstruents to 

agree in voicing on the phonetic surface if they are not contiguous at 

that level of representation. 

Whilst the precedence of Epenthesis may be predicted for Yawelmani 

because it alters syllable structure, minimization of opacity may also 

be invoked as an e: --. planation of these data. D. A. Dinnsen (1974) 

compares the outputs of the two possible orderings of Epenthesis and 

Shortening (= my (28) ii and (28) i) and notes that that of the 

correctly ordered rules is transparent whilst that of the into rrectly 

ordered rules is opaque: there are no surface violations of either 

Epenthesis or Shortening in attested L? a: milhinj, the long vowel being 

followed by a single permissible consonant and the epenthetic [i] 

breaking up a potential triliteral cluster; on the other hand, 

unattested [? amilhin] is opaque with respect to Shortening since a 

short vowel appears in a context which does not condition it. 

By applying Epenthesis and Shortening in that order according to the 

precedence of rules changing syllable structure and the principle of 

minimization of opacity, K&K claim to be able to account for our 
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yawelmani data. Yet there is, I contend, another explanation: if we 

view Shortening as a process whereby two morae are reduced to one, we 

can claim that Shortening is a deletion process as schematized in (32) 

(32) Vowel Shortening as Deletion 

VVC TI' 
C 

The following principle may then be formulated: 

(33) Deletion Cession 

Given a structure which meets the structural descriptions of 

two rules A and B, A takes applicational precedence over B 

in case B is a deletion process. 

Our task, then, in the remainder of this section is to substantiate 

Deletion Cession both in terms of the data for which it accounts but 

for which other precedence principles make false predictions, and in 

terms of its status as an axiom of the UDRA hypothesis. 

It is important to note at this point that the adoption of Deletion 

Cession does not per se entail the outright rejection of K&K's proposals 

regarding rules altering syllable structure or the minimization of 

opacity. Yet it does mean that we reject them as absolute principles. 

That is to say, they may be incorporated into a theory of UDRA as 

relative principles or tendencies, where a grammar which adheres to 

them is less marked than a grammar which violates them. Deletion 

Cession, on the other hand, is an absolute principle to be superseded 

only by PIPrec, as we shall see below. 

However, two further proposals, made by Sanders and Iverson, and 

Iverson, respectively, must be rejected in the light of further data. * 

Dinnsen claims that Sanders' and Iverson's tentative principle (conveyed 

personally), Radical Change Precedence, accounts for Yawelmani Yokuts: 
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(34) Radical Change Precedence: 

"For any representation R which meets the structural description 
of each of two rules A and B, A takes applicational precedence 
over 3 if and only if A results in a more radical change than B. " 

In order to remedy the lack of explicitness in this formulation - what 

constitutes a "more radical change"? - Dinnsen comments that "This 

principle-would presumably order insertion and deletion rules before 

competing rules that simply change feature simpliications. In the 

case of Yawelmani, then, Epenthesis would correctly take applicational 

precedence over the feature-changing rule Shortening''. (page 37; 

emphasis raine). Yet the applicability of Deletion Cession depends 

crucially on the interpretation of Shortening as a deletion process, 

Indeed such an analysis is confirmed by evidence from degemination in 

Berber, to be discussed in ý 4.3. If such an interpretation of 

Shortening is correct, as I contend it is, Radical Change Precedence 

says nothing about the Yawelmani data, for according to D innsen, it 

makes no claim about the relative ordering of deletion and insertion 

rules. Furthermore, Radical Change Precedence predicts that deletion 

processes will apply before "feature-changing" rules. This is crucially 

not the case for Sea Dayak, discussed by Kisseberth and cited in 

Dinnsen. 

Footnote from previous page 

Following Iverson himself (1973aaand Trommelen and Z, onneveld's review 
of the Koutsoudas volume (1978), we must also reject Perry's 1972 
modification of Shortening: 

V-> [- l ongý Icf 3ýe 
CV 

By addin the rightmost vowel, Perry renders the rule inapplicable be4L:: ore 
triconsonantal clusters, thus preclurling its overlapping with Epenthesis. 
In Iverson's words, quoted by Trommelen and Zonneveld: "This modified 
version of Shortening is clearly a more complicated, less general rule 
than the original: a requirement that vowels be short in closed syllables 
should not have to make reference to vowels in other syllables" (pa)-e 26). 
Indeed in a later Panel Discussion in the Koutsoudas volume, Kisseberth 
suggests that it might be possible to reject Perry's modification of 
Shortening in terms of a universal principle which incorporates Iverson's 
criticism. 
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In fact, the Sea Dayak data also violate minimization of opacity. The 

rules involved are Nasalization and Cluster Simplification (= Dinnsen's 

(9) and (10), page 37): 

(35) Sea Dayak 

A Nasalization 

[+ na s3 V 

[ý- nas] 

B Cluster Simplification 

+ consi + voice 
nas cont 

Applying Nasalization to underlying /nanga? / "set up a ladder", we 

derive intermediate /Ang., ®a? /, which then undergoes Cluster Simplification 

yielding surface phonetic [nina? ] (see (36) i below). Contrast this 

with underlying /nana? / "straighten", which never meets the SD of 

Cluster Simplification but which does undergo Nasalization for both 

r '0 vowels, resulting in surface phonetic Cnänä? ]. This is the phonetic 

representation which would result if Cluster Simplification preceded 

Nasalization, as in (36) ii: 

(36) "set up a ladder" 

i UR /nanga? / ii UR /nanga? / 

Nasalization nänga? Cl. Simpl. nana? 

Cl. Simpl. näna? Nasalization nanä? 

Surface [näna? ] Surface *[nanN a? 

It should be noted here that under the KSN hypothesis of riles applying 

whenever their SDs are met (i. e. Obligatory Precedence), [nana? ] which 

has correctly undergone Nasalization and Cluster Simplification (albeit 

simultaneously) now meets the SD of Nasalization again. This tins it 
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is the second vowel which is preceded by a nasal segment (due to the 

deletion of /g/), so this vowel is nasalized resulting in * [nänä? ]. 

But this is the phonetic reflex of "straighten", not of "put up a 

ladder". As far as I can determine there is nothing to prevent the- 

second vowel of [_ ana? ] from being retested for the applicability of 

Nasalization under KSN, given that the rule must be allowed to apply 

at two different points in the derivation of "straighten". 

But what about K&K's principle concerning syllable structure? Let us 

take it that such a principle refers only to SCs involving syllabic 

nuclei - if we interpret it as applying to consonantal structure as 

well, it will be identical to Radical Change Precedence. Under the 

former interpretation it is clear that the precedence of rules changing 

syllable structure is irrelevant to the rules of (35). However Radical 

Change Precedence cannot itself be upheld for these data as Cluster 

Simplification constitutes a more radical change than feature-changing 

Nasalization. Moreover phonetic surf ace [nWna? ] is a counterexample 

to the minimization of opacity principle, in that it contains a nasal 

consonant followed by an oral vowel, which constitutes a surface 

violation of Nasalization. However, Deletion Cession does make the 

correct prediction, for although both SDs are met by underlying /nanga? /, 

Cluster Simplification is constrained to apply after Nasalization 

because it is a deletion process. 

A second principle formulated by Iverson alone (1973a) to account for the 

Yawelmani data, is inapplicable to Sea Dayak because o problems in its 

interpretation. Firstly let us consider its application to Epenthesis 

and Shortening (24). In formulating his proposed principle, `Minimal 

Application', Iverson draws on Kisseberth's notion of 'conspiracy', 

discussed briefly above. He notes that Epenthesis actually destroys 
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triliteral clusters and suggests that " ..... the motivation behind 

the destruction of conspiratorial targets is that the phonology be 

freed from their influence, e. g. the removal of triliteral clusters 

should not entail the operation of other processes in Yaweimani - 

phonology ..... " (page 27, in Koutsoudas Ed. ) To paraphrase this 

somewhat opaque argumentation: 'Nothing should stop rules in the 

conspiracy from going about their business'. Accordingly, Iverson 

concludes: "a target destroying conspiratory rule takes precedence 

over other rules". (page 27). This hypothesis is thus independent of 

any claim regarding changes in syllable structure and the rules which 

effect them. 

The next step in Iverson's reasoning concerning the Yawelmani data 

(and data from Sanskrit) is the observation that "the application of 

one of the rules in each pair makes unnecessary the application of the 

other, while still assuring that the surface requirements of both are 

met" (page 28). This would appear to be a recapitulation of Kisseberth's 

minimization of opacity principle, under a new guise. However, it is 

difficult to see how it can be said that "the application of Epenthesis 

in Yawelmani eliminates both triliteral clusters and long vowels in 

closed syllables" (; bid; my emphasis) - although Epenthesis never 

introduces or creates long vowels in that environment, it can hardly 

be said to eliminate them. 

Iverson makes his next appeal to "economy of function", claiming that a 

grammar finds "the most economical way possible" to ensure that no 

surface representation meets the SD of an obligatory rule. Clearly 

this, together with the statement that "a rule fails to apply to some 

representation just in case the independently required application of 

some other rule ensures that its structural description is not met" 
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(ibid), is simply a recasting of Kisseberth's principle. Unfortunately 

however, Iverson's formulation of Minimal Application obscures the link 

with minimization of opacity. Indeed, if we were presented with Minimal 

Application in isolation, one would find nothing to suggest that it- 

resulted from a consideration of the notions of conspiracy on the one 

hand, and opacity on the other. * 

(37) Minimal Application 

For any representation R which meets the structural description 
of each of two rules A and B, where the application of A to R 
results in a representation Ra, and the application of B to R 
results in a reprosentation Rb : if Rb satisfies the structural 
description of A, but Ra does not satisfy the structural descrip- 
tion of B, then A takes applicational precedence over B. 

(pages 28,29) 

Applying Minimal Application to Yawelmani, /? a: milhin/ is Ra since it 

has undergone A, Epenthesis, and /? amlhin/ is Rb since it has undergone 

B, Shortening. Now Ra does not meet the SD of B for the long vowel is 

no longer followed by two consonants, whereas Rb does meet the triliteral 

subcase of Epenthesis. Thus Minimal Application predicts Epenthesis 

before Shortening as the correct ordering. 

It was noted above that because of problems in its interpretation, Minimal 

Application is inapplicable to Sea Dayak. Up till now we have not 

mentioned the mode of interaction between Nasalization and Cluster 

Simplification, namely counterfeeding. For the purpose of discussing 

this counterfeeding relation, it must be emphasised that we are 

considering only the sequence /NGV/, i. e. nasal consonant + voiced 

plosive + oral vowel: it is irrelevant that the sequence /NV/ occurs 

initially in the morpheme "set up a ladder" - Nasalization will apply 

* Footnote 

In this respect the formulation of Minimal Application mirrors that of 
Iverson's Overlap Precedence which was found to be opaque in § 4.1 and 

accordingly replaced by Proper Class Inclusion. 
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to this sequence irrespective of whether Cluster Simplification has 

applied first. Rather, we must focus on /NGV/, since it is this sub- 

string alone which meets the SDs of both rules; and it is true of this 

substring that Cluster Simplification would feed Nasalization if, 

contrary to fact, it applied 'before it. Turning to Iverson's Minimal 

Application, we find that whilst Rb /nana? / which has undergone B, 

Cluster Simplification, does meet the SD of A, Nasalization, Ra /nänga? / 

also meets the SD of B. However /nänga? / has not undergone A with 

respect to the sequence /nga/. It is therefore unclear what can 

legitimately be called "Ra" in this situation. Suffice it to say that 

Deletion Cession makes the correct prediction without being fraught 

with problems of interpretation. * 

Lest it be thought that the Sea Dayak data have been obscured in order 

to argue dishonestly against Iverson's principle, I cite one more 

example as evidence of a case where Deletion Cession makes a correct 

prediction but where minimization of opacity and Minimal Application 

make false predictions. In fact these data from Kisseberth and K&K are 

treated briefly at the end of Iverson's paper. (38) schematizes 

Epenthesis and Degemination in Washo, an Amerindian language spoken 

near Lake Tahoe, Nevada: 

(38) Washo 

A Epenthesis 

CC 
+C 

* Footnote 

I also reject Dinnsen's reformulation of Nasalization incorporating 
derivational history i. e. in words "A vowel is nasalized following any 
nasal segment, where the sequence nasal-vowel is not derived from the 
application of Cluster Simplification (page 38; 1974). As Dinnsen 
himself remarks, this is no more than "a language-specific condition of 
overlapping notational equivalence to the language-specific statement 
of extrinsic ordering; thus it is totally specious to maintain that 
derivational history permits the abandonment of extrinsic ordering in 

any real sense". (page 39) 
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B Degemination 

C. C 
4i 

where Ci = C. 

Thus Epenthesis breaks up consonant clusters in stem-final position or 

if a consonant-initial suffix follows. The representation of Degemination 

as deleting the first of two identical consonants is an arbitrary 

decision and follows K&K's wording (1977, page 159). 

In the derivation of "he'll give it to him", /? l-itl-leg-i/ meets the 

SDs of both rules and in actuality the attested mode of application is 

one of counterbleeding, Epenthesis before Degimination, rather than 

bleeding as the phonetic representation is [? is&1egi] : see (39) : 

(39) "he'll give it to him" 

i Bleeding Order ii Counterbleeding Order 

UR. /? l - isl - leg - i/ UR /? l - isl - leg - i/ 

Degem. ?l- is - leg -i }Ep. ?l- is±1- leg -i 

}Ep. INAPPLICABLE Degem. ?l- i9i - leg -i 

Surface *C? 1islegi] Surface [? 1i&legi) 

Thus as K&K point out in Chapter 4 of the 1977 volume, Washo "provides 

an interesting comparison with the Yawelmani example" (page 158). Such 

a relation means firstly that an opaque surface phonetic representation 

will result. The specific kind of opacity is that whereby B derived 

from A is found in an environment other than the expected C D: in 

this case an epenthetic i. appears even though no triliteral or final 

cluster exists on the phonetic surface of 
C? lisilegi] . Hence these 

data from Washo constitute a counterexample to Kisseberth's minimization 
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of opacity principle. Notice however that they conform to the KSN 

hypothesis regarding simultaneous rule application - which we have 

rejected on the basis of other data - since as was demonstrated in 

4.1, simultaneity has the same empirical consequences as allowing - 

rules to apply in ä' counterbleeding order... More importantly, these 

data serve to substantiate the precedence of rules changing syllable 

structure. Indeed, it would appear from the data examined in this 

section that rules of epenthesis are typically early rules. (See § 2.3 

for detailed discussion of epenthesis rules in Mohawk. ) 

The second implication of a counterbleeding relation is that both rules 

will actually apply, as opposed to the bleeding order exemplified in 

Yawelmani where only Epenthesis applies to underlying /? a. ml-hin/. 

This in turn entails that Minimal Application will make a false 

prediction. According to that principle, Degemination should take 

precedence since its application to /? l-il l-leg-i/ results in 

/? 1-ig-leg-i/, which, by containing no triliteral cluster, no longer 

meets the SD of Epenthesis. On the other hand, the prior application 

of Epenthesis to the UR yields /? I-i%! 1-leg-i/ which may then undergo 

Degemination. Hence according to Iverson's principle, Degemination, 

Epenthesis, should be the correct order. 

Iverson has two tentative suggestions to account for the fact that 

neither of his principles, Minimal Application nor Overlap Precedence, 

predicts the attested order of application for the Washo data. Firstly, 

it may be the case that Simplification is optional since geminates only 

occur accross morpheme boundaries in Washo. Thus it is feasible that 

Simplification may fail to apply in careful speech, so that its ordering 

could be predicted on the basis of the precedence of obligatory rules 

over optional rules. (This is Ringen's Obligatory Precedence to which 
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we shall refer in 5 4.3). Secondly, it is the identity specifications 

in the SD of Simplification which preclude its proper inclusion in the 

SD of Epenthesis, satisfying Overlap Precedence. If identiy specifica- 

tions could be shown to be irrelevant in the determination of PI (rather 

as Iverson showed the single occurrence of a variable to be irrelevant), 

then the correct prediction. would be made. As Trommelen and Zonneveld 

are swift to point out in their review of Koutsoudas 1976, this 

constitutes an apparent inconsistency within UDRA: Koutsoudas on page 

10 makes the assumption that identity specifications in degemination 

processes are relevant for the determination of PI. In his (1979) 

review, G. K. Pullum defends Iverson on the grounds that the latter's 

proposals are tentative, and are not to be regarded as an elaboration 

of the KSN hypothesis, but rather "as a total replacement for it" 

(Koutsoudas, page 37) Zn' Pullum's words: "Hence to look for consistency 

on points of detail (as opposed to strategy) between Koutsoudas and 

Iverson would be a mistake" (offprint page 7; my emphasis). I need 

only add that by adopting Iverson's strategy, a more fully developed 

theory of UDRA can account for the Washo data in terms of Deletion 

Cession, irrespective of what may eventually be established regarding 

the correct way to interpret identity conditions. 

9 
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4.3 Supporting Evidence from Gemination in Berber 

We have seen that the precedence principles proposed in the literature 

- depending on changes in syllable structure, the minimization of 

opacity, Radical Chpjige Precedence and Minimal Application - make false 

predictions in at least one case o the data from Yawelmani Yokuts, 

Sea Dayak and Washo. Furthermore, it has been argued that Deletion 

Cession predicts just the right order of application for the rules in 

question. But the applicability of Deletion Cession has depended 

crucially on the interpretation of Degemination and Shortening in Washo 

and Yawelmani respectively as deletion processes. On the other hand, 

Cluster Simplification in Sea Dayak zi y be accepted as deletion a Priori 

since there is no reason to represent sequences of nasal + voiced stop 

as one segment which then undergoes some feature-changing rule to 

eliminate the plosion! 

However, it could be argued that Degenination and Vowel Shortening were 

interpreted as deletion processes above merely to salvage the UDRA 

hypothesis, given that other principles fail to account for all the data. 

I now propose to demonstrate that this is not the case. Firstly I shall 

discuss evidence from Mohamed Guerssel's work on Berber that geminate 

consonants comprise two segments (1977). In the course of this discussion 

I shall argue that Guerssel himself fails t. make explicit the behaviour 

of geminates under; oink assimilation processes and I shall replace 

Guerssel's constraint with a natural convention on iterative rule 

application. The operation o this more natural approach on data from 

various languages serves as corroborative evidence for the segmental 

analysis of geminates as being a Iinyuistic universal. Finally I shall 

return to the analysis a vowel length in Yawelmani and demonstrate 

that in : act «e are dealing here with " cminate owels" e 
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As Guerssel points out at the beginning of his paper, two very different 

methods have been employed within generative phonology to represent 

geminate consonants i. e. geminates have been represented as a sequence 

of two identical segments or as a single segment which is specified - 
C long]. He then. adduces evi ence from Berber, a language with under- 

lying geminates (cf. /af/ "to find" versus /aff/ "to swell"), in favour 

of each position. Arguing for a segmental representation, Guerssel 

notes that a rule of Syncope fails to apply before geminates, just as 

it fails to apply before consonant clusters. Since the rule is operative 

before single consonants, it would incorrectly apply before geminate 

consonants if the latter were treated as a single [-- long] segment. 

Similarly, under such an analysis, an optional rule would be expected 

to metathesize geminate sonorants and schwa in word-initial position 

Just as single sonorant consonants and schwa undergo Metathesis. 

However this is not the case, suggesting that geminate sonorants should 

be treateä as two segments so that the SD of Metathesis would not be 

met. Another optional rule counts as evidence for the segmental approach. 

This time the treatment of geminates as two segments means that the 

form in question undergoes a particular rule, rather than being e, cluded 

prom it as with the first two examples: if they follow -he word- 

boundary, geminates trigger optional schwa insertion, in the same way 

as clusters of two consonants, whereas schwa is not inserted before 

single consonants. If geminates comprise two segments, this behaiiour 
0 C) 

is readily explained by specifying initial consonant clusters as the 

conditioning en-ironment for optional sc wa insertion. Guerssel's 

fourth argument is discussed in more detail below: it involves an 

ohligatory ruin of schwa epenthesis to break up triliteral clusters. 

ý? fifth argument is then dependent ,, )o.: e_. 
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Before discussing Schwa Epenthesis, let us note the three points which 

apparently constitute evidence for a representation of geminates in 

Berber as a single segment specified by the feature [+ Iongý 

another argument in this direction also involves Schwa Epenthesis. - 

First, verbs containing geminates and one other consonant in their 

simple form do not pattern with triconsonantal verbs in their intensive 

form. This might suggest that such verbs are biconsontal as they would 

be if their geminate consonants were represented as a single [+ long 

segment. Secondly, a rule of Syllabification is operative in Berber 

applying Ii-io glides which, due to the deletion of a prefixal vowel, are 

found between consonants in the course of a derivation. The rule 

concerned is Construct Deletion, where a ncun is said to be `in the 

construct state' in a specific syntactic context. If geminate 

glides are represented as two segments, one might expect the second 

segment to be in the conditioning environment for Syllabification if 

it precedes another consonant. The fact that the rule does not apply 

here could therefore be accounted for by treating the geminate glide 

as one [+ long] segment, which would not be interconsonantal and hence 

would not meet the SD of Syllabification. Guerssel's final argument 

in favour of a feature representation involves Obligatory Metathesis 

which is similar to optional Metathesis in that a sonorant consonant 

and a schwa are metathesized, but which operates word-internally ollowing 

a consonant, rather than word-initially. If geminate sonorants are 

treated as a sequence of two identical consonants, the first segment 

might be expected to act as the consonantal environment which would 

then trigger the metathesis of the second sonorant segment with a 

followi-i0 schwa. However, such sequences are not well-formed, a fact 

Tvhich would be accounted for automatically if the geminate sonorant 

were represented as one Ea long] segment. 
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Although it appears that a feature representation is required for the 

formulation of a number of rules in Berber, the overall adoption of 

such an approach means that a number of other rules (those which 

demanded a segmental representation) will have to be restated to 

include a single ['iongJ consonant where two [- long] consonants 

appear. But as Guerssel notes, this does not explain why long consonants 

always appear in the same environment as two short consonants - it is 

merely a redescription of the data in a formal notation. However, it 

would be equally ad hoc to incorporate conditions of non-identity (i.. e. 

Ci i C3) into the SDs of those rules which do not apply to geminates. 

Such an approach simply uses a notational device to disguise its own 

explanatory ina equacy. This criticism also applies to Saib's use of 

the feature L- tense] which is assigned to geminates by convention, so 

that the rules which do not apply to geminates must be arbitrarily 

restated so as to include the feature [- : ensej in their SDs. (1973 

and 1977). 

Returning to the evidence itself, the rule of Schwa Epenthesis in 

Berber is of particular interest since it apparently demands that in 

some cases a segmental representation of geminates be adopted, and in 

others a feature representation. The rule is normalized as (40) 

(= Guerssel's (16) page 271): 

(40) Schwa Epenthesis 0 ---ý a/ CCC 

in Berber 

Underlying /., -. ttabla/ meets the SD oL this rule if the geminates are 

treated as two segments, and yields [xatt3bla] "on the table" on the 
.. 

phonetic surface. However the triliteral cluster in /tazzla/ also 

meets the SD of Schwa Epenthesis yet fails to undergo it - *[tazazla] 

"running" is ill-formed. If we explain this behaviour by treating 
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underlying /zz/ as a single C+ long, segment, how can we also account 

for the acceptability of [xattabla]? 

Of course the crucial difference between the two cases is that in 

[xattablaa the geminate cluster is not split up by Schwa Epenthesis, 

whereas in * [tazazlal the epenthetic vowel would intervene-between the 

elements of the geminate. In other words, the adjacency of the geminates 

must not be altered. This, then, forms the Adjacency clause of 

Guerssel's proposed Adjacency-Identity Constraint, which is cited as 

(41) (henceforth AIC): 

(4I) "Adjacency: 

Two consonants are adjacent if no other segment, word boundary 
or morpheme boundary intervenes between them. 

Identity: 

Two segments are identical if they have the same feature 

specification. 

The Adjacent-Identity Constraint 

Given two segments A1A2 where Al = A7, a phonological rule can 

alter the adjacency of AiA2 if and only if it alters the identity 

of A, or A2 ,� (1977, pages 283-4) 

It is clear that once we adopt this constraint we can account gor the 

apparent counterexamples to the segmental representation of geminates 

in a more insihtful way than if we incorporated conditions of non- 0 

identity into the statement of the rules in question. We have seen 

that Schwa Epenthesis fails to apply just in case it alters the 

adjacency of the to elements of a geminate without altering their 

it entity. However, Schwa Epenthesis is not prevented by the tIC from 

applying to intermediate It -4- ̀ ': sir + t/ to yield surface phonetic 

[tbirt). This is because the geminate is are separated by he 

morpheme boundary (:.. e. are not a, -Ajac nt as defined in (41)), 'Re Pori 
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being derived from underlying /. t +a+ tbir + t/ "pigeon" by Construct 

Deletion just in case the latter rule does not delete both boundaries. * 

Since geminates which arise due to Construct Deletion must obviously be 

interpreted as a sequence of two identical segments, derivations such 

as that of "pigeon" constituted Guerssel's fifth argument in favour of 

a segmental representation. It can now be seen that such data are in 

keeping with the constraint he proposes. Adoption of the AIC also means 

that obligatory Metathesis is constrained from permuting a sonorant and 

schwa just in case it alters the adjacency of sonorant geminates in so 

äoing. 

As stated by Guerssel, the AIC is unidirectional. That is, it permits 

a change of adjacency just in case it is accompanied by a change of 

identity and hence adequately constrains the unattested application of 

epenthesis and metathesis rules to geminates meeting their SDs. However, 

as formulated in (41), the AIC says nothing about whether changes of 

identity must be accompanied by changes o adjacency: it says nothing 

about Syllabification which, unless constrained, would syllabify one of 

two geminate glides without altering their adjacency. Yet Guerssel 

does indeed intend the constraint to be interpreted as bidirectional - 

this is clear from his inclusion of Syllabification amongst those rules 

which may potentially violate the AIC. Thus he sates that Syllabification 

may not apply to geminate glides "since in so doing it would violate 

AIC. It would alter the identify of one of the iLentica', segments 

without altering its adjacency" (p. 286). It must therefore be concluded 

that Guerssel intends the AIC (41) to be read as if it contained a final 

* Footnote 

The application of Construct Deletion before Schwa Epenthesis does not 
constitute a counterexample to Deletion Cession, since only the structural 
description of the former is met by the UR. In other words, Construct 
Deletion feeds Schwa Epenthesis. 

9 
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"and vice versa". Indeed, not just Syllabification, but also his later 

argumentation, depend crucially on such an addendum (and this intention 

obviously led to his statement of Adjacency and Identity as separate 

clauses in (41) )" In the remainder of this section the AIC will therre- 

fore be interpreted as bidirectional. 

Turning to the argument that verbs containing geminates and one other 

consonant in their simple form do not pattern with triconsonantal verbs 

in their intensive form, Guerssel points out that it does not 'follow 

that such verbs must therefore be treated as biconsonantal. In fact 

there is evidence that they must not, for in Berber verbs with initial 

geminates (1. ke [kkas] "to remove") take the prefix tt- in the intensive 

form (--) [ttakkas]) whereas biconsonantal verbs of the shape ClaC2 

(e. g. [dal] "to cover") pattern as intensive C1C1aC2. ( --) 
[tidal]) 

. 

Further evidence that verbs of the kkas type are not biconsonantal is 

afforded by the negative past form in which they pattern along with 

triconsonantal verbs. So the behaviour of verbs containing geminates 

in no way serves as a counterexample to the AIC. 

Having cited evidence that geminates : Ln Berber must be treated as two 

segments, let us turn briefly to the implications of such an analysis, 

firstly for Berber phonology and secondly for the grammars of other 

languages which also possess underlying geminates. Having sketched 

these implications, I shall then summarize its consequences for a 

universal approach to c! egemination processes. 

Besides the formulation of the AIC, let us adopt Guerssel's assumption 

that -rules apply iteratively. Following Ringen (1973) it is assumed 

that once a rule RI has applied, it may re-apply immediately if its SD 

is now met again, and so on. However as soon as another rule R2 

intervenes between the potential re-application of RI, Ill may no longer 
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be tested for applicability - it is discarded. It was implicit in the 

claim wade on page 186 above that in Sea Dayak, Nasalization could not 

re-apply to [näna? ] from underlying /nanga? /. Note also that it is not 

implied in KSN. Guerssel's reference is to Phelps (1975)'. 

Adopting Guerssel's AIC and his assumption that rules apply iteratively, 

we would not expect feature-changing rules to apply to geminates. To 

spell this out a little more clearly, let us consider Spirantization in 

Berber, which is schematized as (42) (= Guerssel's (63) page 283; but 

see footnote): 

(42) Spiranti: ation in Berber 

- son 1 -) [+ coast] /morphological inf orma:: ion 
- cont 

In order to relate the Aorist form of verbs with their intensive form, 

Guerssel postulates that the underlying forms of the Aorist contain 

stops which then undergo Spi-antization to yield the phonetic representa- 

tion. Although the 
underlying stops never surface as stops in the 

Aorist, they become geminate stops in the Intensive (e. g. un erýyinv 

/anbas/ --j surface phonetic [an/fas, '] "to be nosy" cf . Intensive [nabbas] j. 

Buy That is to prevent , eminate stops from becomin eminate spirants 

by rule (42)? The answer is that unc-er the AIC and assumptions regarding 

iterative application, Spirantization would necessarily apply first to 

one segment of the geminate, thereby altering its identity without 

changing its adjacency. Thus Lpirantization is blocked from applying 

to geminates. 

Similarly, Guerssel's constraint correctly predicts that a rule of 

Footnote 

I have specified the environment as requiring morphological information 
since whilst it is true that nongeminate stops never appear as stops in 
the Aorist in Berber, Spirantization can hardly be context-f: ee as 
Guerssel states it cf. the initial stop in the simple form of [dal] 

"to cover", or instance. 
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Voicing which affects consonants with the feature speciLications C- high, 

- low, + back] will not apply to geminates: 

(43) Voicing in Berber 

+ cons 

_high 
- low 

[+ voice] / morphological information 

+ bac 

Thus whilst underlying Aorist /a'ga1/ "to be working" undergoes Voicing 

(--3 /a seal/) and ; pirantization to appear as casXa 1] on the phonetic 

surface, its Intensive form contains a stop which has been geminated: 

tsagqal]. Since the first application of Voicing to /qq/ would yield 

either /Gq/ or / qG/ , both violations of the Identity clause of the AIC, 

Voicing is prevented from applying to Intensive forms. 

Note in passing that as far as I can determine the apparent precedence 

of Voicing over Spirantization in the Aorist is not crucial and hence 

remains unpredictable. Instead o the underlying voiceless uvular stop 

becoming first a voiced uvular stop and then a voiced uvular fricative, 

a voiceless uvular fricative could equally plausibly have arisen at the 

intermediate 1e-ve1 of derivation by the ordering Spirantization, Voicing. 

Furthmore, such a segment is not fictitious, as witness its forming part 

of the surface phonetic inventory of Berber e. g. Cxarwad "to stir". ** 

Finally, in relation to Spirantization, Syllabification and Voicing, 

notice that what is common to these rules is not their morphological 

* Footnote 

As with Spirantization, I have given the environment of this rule as 
morphological although Guerseel states it as context-free. If this were 
in fact the case, Voicing' would apply initially in [saww, rras] "take a 
picture for him". It does not. 

** Footnote 

Throughout I have taken Guerssel's `s' 
velar, since he consistently uses 
parts of 'k' and ' ;' respectively. 

and 'x' to be uvular rather than 
'j' as the spirantized counter- 

.9 
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environment, but rather, their formal properties. It is these properties 

which lead to their not applying to geminates. To put this slightly 

differently, other morphological rules may well apply to geminates; 

indeed this is very plausible when one considers that geminates appear 

in URs and figure in derivational processes. However, rather than 

pursuing this line of' argumentation, let us turn to the more pertinent 

task of characterizing those rules which do not apply to geminates and 

hence whose behaviour is accounted for by the segmental approach and 

the AIC. In so doing we shall delineate the salient properties of 

those rules which do apply to geminates. 

Velarization is a rule assimilating consonants to following velarized 

consonants which also applies to geminates in Berber. For nongeminate 

consonants the rule may be stated as (44) (= Guerssel's (75) page 291): 

(44) Velarization in Berber: 

C+ cons] --) [f back] / 

C 
- high 

- low 
back 

Thus when the prefi: /s/ is added, underlying Is + lamba/ becomes 

[slamba1 "with a lamp". Now note that underlying Iss + dar/ yields 

surface phonetic [ssdar1 "to bring down". Similarly, in Moroccan 

Arabic Voicing Assimilation affects both nongeminate and geminate 

dental obstruents when they precede a voiced coronal obstruent, as in 

(45) which schematizes the rule for nongeminate consonants (= Guerssei's 

(71) page 290): 

(45) Voicing Assimilation in Moroccan Arabic: 

- son - son 

1+ ant [3- voice] /+ cor 
coy' voice 

So just as %t + zid/ becomes cdzidd "you add", when /tt/ is prefixed 

to /zar/, the application of (45) yields surface phonetic 
Eddza3 "to 

be visited". 
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In order to avoid violating the AIC, the affected segments in (44) and 

(45) (i. e. the segment to the left of the arrow in each case) must be 

specified with superscript n and subscript 1 (i. e. [+ cons 
i 

and 

- son n respectively). However, if the SD of Velarization (44) 
+ ant 
+ cor I 

is specified as [+ cons 1, what is to prevent that yule from applying 

to arbitrary sequences of consonants? Again, if the SD of Voicing in 

Moroccan Arabic is specified as - son n, surely this predicts that 
ant 
cor 1 

any sequence of coronal obstruents will be subject to it? Leaving 

aside this difficulty in the (unlikely) possibility that some identity 

constraint might be written into the expansion of superscript n, the 

objection could still be raised that Guerssel's proposal is merely a 

spurious notational device to salvage the PIC. More seriously, even 

if this were not the case, why were Spirantization, Syllabification 

and Voicing in Berber not stated in the same fashion? Guerssel notes 

a crucial formal difference between the two groups. However, it is my 

contention that apart from a misnomer in the definition of the distinc- 

Lion, he fails to explicate it to the full. 

Guerssel refers collectively to the rules involved As "feature-changing 

assimilation rules". He then notes that Velarization and Voicing 

Assimilation may be schematized as (46) i (where Y is a submatrix of 

Y') whilst Syllabification, Spirantization and Voicing may be schem- 

atized as (46) ii (where Y is not a submatri., ý of Z). 

(4 6) i t7 --3 Y/ Y' 

i i: -ý 

In Guerssel's ms` s, rules of type (46) i are 'nonrestrictive' and 

those of type (46) ii are 'restrictive', so that the Restriction 

Condition is states as (47): 
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(47) "The Restriction Condition: 

! ̀_11 and only rules of type X--)Y / Y' where at least one 

feature of Y is also contained in Y' are formulated as 

Xi -> Y/ y' . ', (pa y 293) 

Now apart from the fact that Guerssel's definition of 'nonrestrictive' 

constitutes a truism just in case there is a feature [t segment], there 

is a less pedantic criticism which may be levelled against (46): even 

though Guerssel refers to both rule-types in (46) as "feature-changin 

assimilation rules", I would argue that only rules of type (46) i are 

strictly assimilation rules. When we turn to the definition of assim- 

ilation in SIE', we find that Ch&H assert the following: tu n assimilation 

the coefficients of a given feature or feature set in one zeglent are 

made to agree with the coefficient of a given feature or feature set in 
a 

a nearby segment". (SPE page 428). They add: "The fact that it is 

the same feature or feature set in both segments is crucial" (ibid. ). 

Accepting this definition and applying it to the rules under discussion, 

we see that only 'nonrestrictive' rules are in fact assimilatory. On 

the other hang, Spirant zation, Syllabification and Voicing, 4hich 

Guerssel classed as restrictive Feature-chancing assimilation rules, 

although non-assimilatory, are nevertheless phonetically motivated by 

their immediate environment << and hence distinct from insertions, 

deletions and transformational rules like Metathesis. In other words 

they constitute the class of non-assimilatory natural processes. 

Turning now to the problem of defining assimilation schematically, we 

might follow Ch&H's tentative proposal to the effect that "Ii assimilation 

Jr Footnote 

Strictly speaking, (46) ii does not schematize a phonetically motivates' 
rule - however, Syllabification, Spirantization and Voicing with which 
(46) i -type xu1es contrast may be so described. 
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were a special process which was available for use whenever necessary, 

it could be restricted so as to affect only the same features in 

different segments, or it could be further constrained to affect 

particular features or sets of features in particular environments"- 

(SPE page 428). (48) represents such a schema: 

(48) + seg + seg 
o- feature o< feature 

[+ se gJ ____ý . 

Assimilation would then be further constrained along the lines of SPE 

if Guerssel's Restriction Co. idition were replaced by a linguistic 

universal regarding the application of such processes: 

(49) Assimilation rules apply to geminates. 

Once v examine the application of assimilation rules to geminates 

and compare it with the non-application of other phonetically motivated 

rules to geminates, we find a very plausible explanation of why (49) 

should be an axiom about Language. Let us contrast Velarization in 

Berber and Voicing Assimilation on Moroccan Arabic on the one hand 

with Syllabification in Berber, Spirantization in Hebrew and vocaliza- 

tion in Amharic on the other. For the purpose of explication we shall 

disregard the AIC for {-he moment. Under iterative application (ignoring 

the AIC), the first application of (44), Velarization, to Iss r darf 

yields intermediate Iss + dar/ - the middle line or X50) 

(50) Iterative Application of Velarization' in B"crber 

UR 

1st Application 

Intermediate Representation 

2nd Application 

Phonetic Surface 

is s+darJ "to brings own" 

%of 

" 

s s+ d2r 

00 
cý ör [ss 
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Recalling the environment specification of (44), the second geminate 

spirant becomes velariced just because it precedes a consonant which is 

[- high, - low, + back i. e. /d/. But after the first application of 

Velarization, the initial /s/ now precedes a consonant which has just 

those feature specifications i. e. Is/. As a result the SD of (44) is 

met again and the yule re-applies. 

Now consider the parallel application of (45), Voicing Assimilation, in 

Moroccan Arabic, schematized in (51): 

(51} Iterative Application of Voicing Assimilation in Moroccan Arabic 

UR 

lst, Application 

Intermediate Representation 

2nd. Application 

Phonetic Surface 

It t+z ar 

t d+ zar 

ýd vza r] 

"to be visited" 

On the first application, the SD of Voicing Assimilation is met by the 

second It/ just in case it precedes a voiced coronal obstruent i. e. /z/. 

But once sLch an SC has been effected, the initial /t/ finds itself in 

exactly the required environment for the SD of Voicing Assimilation to 

be met again - before a voiced coronal obstruent i. e. /d/. 

Now we may bring the AIC to bear on the situation: although the identity 

clause of the constraint is violated by the intermediate representations 

/ss + dar/ and /td T zar/, it is not contravened by the final output of 

each rule. Thus the two velarized spirants which comprise the phonetic 

representation of (50) are adjacent and iventical, as the two voiced 

coronal obstruents in the phonetic representation of (31). Hence if we 

could somehow disregard the intermedia e representations which arise 

when a single rule re-applies iteratively, the ,, IC Yvou1c not be violated 

by Velarization in Berber or Voicing Assimilation in Moroccan Arabic. 
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What we need, then, is to redefine "input" and "output" with respect to 

rules which apply iteratively. This is approximated in (52): 

(52) Convention on Iterative Rules: 

For any rule R which applies iteratively n times, the input to 

R is that structural description to which B. first applied, and 

the output to R is that structural change which resulted from 

R's (n)th. application. 

All that is now necessary to maintain the AIC is to define "alter" in 

(41) as "effect a mismatch in the input and output of rule R". 

of course, it could be argued that Guerssel's Restriction Condition 

has the same result as Convention (52). Here I would counter that the 

Restriction Condition is not only ad hoc but also at variance with the 

arguments advanced in savour of the AIC. For if /ss/ both become 

velarized in a single application of (44) before Jd/, and if /tt% both 

become voiced in a single application of (43) before /z/, we have a 

basis gor treating geminates as single [. -- long] consonants. Yet this 

was precisely cihaL. Guerssel's constraint Baas establisher to rule out. 

In contrast, by allowin rules to apply iteratively and making the AIC 

insensitive to the intermediate representations in such a mode o 

application, we rind a natural ::, planation o -hy assimilation processes 

should apply to geminates, that is, -; hy (49) is an axiom o the segmental 

treatment of geminates. 

Now consider how the phonetically motivated rules which Guerssel terms 

'restrictive' do not apply iteratively and hence -o not violate the AIC. 

Ir the second geminate glide in /saw-Ywr s/ were to undergo Syllabification 

by virtue of being inter-consonantal, to yield -` /s auras/, the remaining 

glide woulu still not be situated in the environment 
{c-c3} 

oc1 

speci-fieu in the rule's SD. Hence Syllabification toes not apply 
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iteratively. So the final output of Syllabification (= its single 

application) would violate the identity clause of the AIC, and we 

concluue correctly that the. rule does not apply to geminates. 

Another example is-afforded by Spirantization in Hebrew, formalized 

as (53): (= Guerssel's (95) page 299) 

(53). Spirantization in Hebrew: 

[- son] ---i [+ cont / [+ voc3 

If Spirantization were to apply to the first geminate plosive of under- 

lying /gibbör/ "hero" to yield */givbör/, the second remaining plosive 

would still not follow a [+ vocj segment. In other words, one 

application of Spirantization does not feed a second: the rule does 

not apply iteratively in Hebrew. Nor can it therefore apply to geminates 

as if it did, the identity clause o the AIC would be contravened. 

Aa final case in point, consider Vocalization in Amharic, shown in 

(54): (included in Guerssel's (82)b. page 294) 

(54) Vocalization in Amharic: 

ý- cons] -- [+ -, roc] / C+ cons] 

Suppose the final semivowel in underlying /layy/ "distinguish" (perfect) 

were to be vocalized before the word-boundary *. The resultant form 

*/layi/ would contain a semivowel which was neither worry-final nor 

before a [- cons3 segment. We may conclude that Vocalization in Amharic 

as formulated in (54) does not apply iteratively and that it does not 

apply to geminate semivowels as that would constitute a violation o 

the AIC. 

* Footnote 

Given the formalization o Vocalization cited by Guerssel on page 294, 
this is the only way for the derivation to proceed. Intermeviate '/laiy/ 
could never arise since the first geminate semivowel is neither word- 
final nor before a [+ cons] segment, for /y/ is t cons, - voc]. However 
under a different formulation, that of (103) page 301 i. e. 
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I have cited Guerssel's evidence from Berber that geminates must be 

treated as two identical segments. By adopting such an approach and 

assuming that rules apply iteratively, I have offered an, explanation 

of why assimilation processes apply to gemiantes but why the latter- do 

not undergo other phonetically motivated rules. It might be countered 

at this point that by proposing Convention (52) on what constitutes the 

input and output of iterative rules, I am advocating the incorporation 

of global power into the grammar. An immediate response to this would 

be that Guerssel's AIC is also global in nature in that a rule must scan 

its on output to check if the adjacency or identity of geminates has 

been altered. Thus, given- that such output checks are an integral part 

o Guerssel's constraint, and that his constraint provides a very 

plausible explanation of seemingly anomalous facts about geminates, it 

follows that output checks shout also figure in the treatment of the 

behaviour of geminates regarding assimilation processes. By way of a 

more metatheoretical defence, I would argue that each rule be taken as 

a unit so that input and output are defined vis a vis each rule, rather 

than in relation to the particular application of a rule. Thus whilst 

a particular application of an assimilation rule may temporarily result 

in a violation of the AIC, the "complete" rule does not bring about such 

an effect. My suggestion is then that the notions "aale" and "rule 

application" be-. kept distinct in the metatheory. 

* Footnote continued from previous page 
[- cons] -4 [+ vocl 

[- voce 
underlying /Iayy/ could become intermediate */la iy/ under the [- vocj 
subcase of Vocalization. This form could then become * [laii] under the 
word-final subcase of a second iterative application, and no longer 

constitute a counterexample to my interpretation of the AIC, even though 
it is unattested. Since I do not know which formalization of Vocalization 
is correct, I cannot comment further. I merely note that under either, 
the rule does not fit schema (46) i and hence does not qualify as an 
assimilation process in the first place. 
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The interaction oL conventions like (52) with constraints on rules 

affecting geminates, and again the consequences of our treatment of 

assimilations as opposed to other phonetically motivated processes 

for the analysis of geminates only serve to show the interdependent' 

nature of the phenomena which a fully developed theory of UDRA sets 

out to characterize. We now see that these apparently disparate aspects 

of phonological structure have implications for the formulation of 

precedence principles determining rule application on a universal basis. 

Turning to the process of degemination, we note that when stating it 

transiormationally, the null segment must appear in the SC of the rule 

i. e. we are bound to formalize degemination processes as either (55) i 

or ii: 

(55) iY X3Ký'ýj z ii YtX)CCCXJ Z 
o(F 

123 4_ 1234 

12041034 

Given that all phonological rules can be stated transformationally, 

whereas not all phonological rules can be'statei in other formalisms, 

it is misleading of Guerssel to suggest that all cegemination shou1c 

be stated as (56) (= Guerssel's (70) page 290, following Phelps): 

(56) CC__G 

aF aF «F 

The pact is that whilst (56) may be desirable in certain cases, (i. e. 

where it is indeterminate which segment deletes), if rigour demanded 

(56) could be restated employing the null segment. 

If we 'define Deletion as involving the appearance of the null segment 

in a rule's SC, we may conclude that Degemination always constitutes a 

deletion process. is such, if a form meets the SD of Degemination at 
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the same time as that of a second rule where neither SD properly includes 

the other, the second rule will altiiýa take applicational prececencc. 

Having reached this conclusion regarding Degemination, it now behoves 

us to consider Vowel Shortening in Yawelmani Yokuts to determine whether 

this process too should be dealt with as deletion. For although we 

maintaia Guerssel's claim that geminate consonants should be treated 

as two i"entical, adjacent segments in whichever of the world's languages 

they occur, it does not follow aprioristically that long vowels should 

be universally analyzed as a sequence of two short vowels. Indeed such 

a claim might reauily be falsified by citing data from English R(eceived) 

P(ronunciation), as a case in point. The traditional dilem; a for 

phonemicists of English was whether to regard length or quality as 

distinctive for the pairs [I / L: 
iV/U: 5 22 / 0.: , 10 / J: ýaf3: 

1 

Gimson (1962) reached the following, conclusion: " ..... the opposition 

between the members of the pairs is a complex of quality and quantity; 

and of the two factors it is likely that quality Larries the greater 

contrastive weight". (page 90). 

To restate the problem, given an analysis of English which gives 40 

contrastive precedence to quality, one would apparently have no 

justification for regarding Shortening as the deletion of a second 

identical mora. To the extent that Yawelmani Yokuts exhibits marked 

qualitative differences between its long and short vowels, one might 

on analogy argue that Shortening in that language should not be described 

as deletion. In fact, however, the issue may be circumvented gor 

Yawelmani Yokuts since, to my knowledge, there is no evidence for 

supposing that quantity is subordinate to quality in contrastive value. 

Thus although K&K note (1977) that "In many languages, long and short 

vowels occur 'paired'; that is, for any given short vowel there is a 

4 

9 
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corresponding long vowel structurally parallel to it (though not 

necessarily of precisely the same quality)" (page 34), they never 

mention such a caveat regarding quality when they argue for their 

abstract analysis of Yawelmani long vowels. Thus the underlying long 

vowels postulated by K&K (/i:, a:, o:, u: /) and also the three long 

vowels which generally occur on the phonetic surface (Ce:, a:, o: ]) 

may be treated as "geminate vowels". 

It is interesting that the rules which affect these sequences of two 

identical adjacent norae do not violate Guerssel's A. IC as interpreted 

above : the parts of the geminate are not broken up whilst feature- 

changing rules such as Lowering affect both morae rather than creating 

diphthongs which by definition contravene Guerssel's constraint (see 

below). Thus the long vowel postulated by K&K in the UR of "destroys" 

undergoes Lowering to both morae before one is deleted, as in (57) i. 

It is my contention that the logically possible derivation (57) ii is 

phonologically unnatural and fictitious just in case it violates the 

AIC: 

(57) i UR 

Vowel harmony '^ 

c uoru-hun 

I 
c°Oom-hun 

/c' uur 

uurn 

c' o 0m 

I 
c' o0m 

- hin! 

-hun 

-hun 

-hun 

Voiael Loi. iering - 
applying naturally 

Vowel Shortening 

Phonetic Surface 

ii UR 

Vowel Harmony -ý , 

Vowel Lowering - 
applying unnaturally 

Vowel Shortening 

Cr_' omhun) 

/c' uum -hin/ 4 

c' uum -hun 

or 

Qi 

coum-hun 

I 
c'o0rn-hun 

Phonetic Surface [c'omhunj 
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Indeed, to the extent that purportedly underlying long vowels later 

undergo diphthonöization, as in (57) ii before Shortening has applied, 

we have rounus for not setting up geminates at the level of underlying 

phonological representation, but rather we have motivation for postulating 

a single vowel at that level specified with the feature [+ long] (but 

see below). For a segmental analysis would automatically constitute a 

violation of the Adjacency-Identity Constraint since the parts of the 

geminate would be adjacent but not identical on the phonetic surface. 

Returning in conclusion to the apparently recalcitrant vowel system of 

English, note that Lass (1976) argues for the representation of "steady- 

state" long vowels in English as a sequence of two identical vowels. 

Under Lass' interpretation "both long vowels and diphthongs have the 

structure /W/, as opposed to short vowels, which are' /v/" (page 22). 

He goes on to note that "The dichotomy in English - even at the phonetic 

level - is then /V/ vs. /ßVV/: the difference between long vowels and 

of nuclear diphthongs is simply a matter of identity or non-identity 

constituents' (ibid. ), Lass proposes to schematize long vowels as 

/ViVi/ as opposed to diphthongs which are /ViVj/ where 'i' and °j' are 

"any potentially distinctive feature specifications". (ibid. ). He 

poses the question: "What is meant by a representation like [e: ]? " 

(page 21). Arguing that "presumably the symbol [: ] means 'an extra 

mora of length', i. e. the articulation of an [e] carried over =iithout 

interruption into another temporal uii t beyond 'its own"', (ib i< .), he 

"purges" phonological theory of a dubious distinctive feature i.. e. 

* Footnote from previous pane 
Since Vowel Harmony is context-sensitive by its very 
an agreement with respect to some feature between an 
and an underspeci ied vowel - whilst Vowel Lowering 
Neutralization and hence context-free, Vowel Harmony 
by PIPre c. 

nature - it effects 
underlying vowel 

is a rule of Absolute 
takes precedence 
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length, claiming "that this 'feature' is in fact not a feature but a 

se ment" (page 22; my emphasis). If we can uphold his strong hypothesis 

that "the essential contrast in languages which have 'two kinds of vowels' 

is monomoric vs. bimoric nuclei" (page 33), then we will have to 

accommodate within the theory of gemination (developed for consonants) 

the fact that some rules will violate the AIC, namely, rules of diph- 

thongization. Of course, rules of raising, lowering, fronting and 

retraction of a long vowel will result in two adjacent, identical segments 

in their SCs. It would be an intriguing line of investigation to pursue 

the question of whether the conditioning environments for the latter 

type of rules differ formally from the conditioning environments for 

diphthongization - in the way that assimilation rules were shown above 

to differ formally from other phonetically motivated processes. I 

leave this for further research. Suffice it to say in conclusion, that 

even for a language like English where long and short vowels exhibit 

marked differences in quality, Lass' treatment confirms our analysis 

of Shortening as deletion of an identical adjacent mora. This adds 

even more force to such an argument in clear-cut cases like that found 

in Yawelmani Yokuts. I cite Lass' schema for Shortening of a long vowel 

which crucially incorporates the null segment, and corroborate his 

assertion that such a schema characterizes Shortening as a linguistic 

universal. 

(58) (= Lass' (21) f. page 34) 

Shortening of long vowel 

SD: 

L« FiJ LaF1J 
SC: 10 

12 
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5 4.4 Metatheoretical Considerations 

We have seen that Deletion Cession is well-motivated in that it 

accounts for the precedence relations between rules whose order of 

application cannot. _otherwise 
be predicted. Data from Yawelmani Yokuts, 

Sea Dayak and Washo proved recalcitrant in the literature in that they 

constituted counterexamples to KSN's simultaneous rule application 

whilst no single precedence principle hitherto proposed seemed to be 

consistent with all three. However, it became possible to account 

for all these data as soon as Deletion Cession was incorporated into 

the theory of UDRA. 

In § 4.1 it was noted that KSN's purported examples of simultaneity 

did not provide positive evidence in favour of such a position. It 

may now be observed that Deletion Cession' accounts gratis for Nasal 

Consonant Deletion in French (p. 
_ 
15-5f, ) - if indeed this process iii 

separable from Vowel Nasalization (see discussion on p. 158-9)o 

It is also applicable to Final s-Deletion in Saporta's treatment of 

Uruguayan Spanish (p. 161f ), provided we accept his overly abstract 

ana? zsis in the first place. As for KEN's proposal of simultaneous 

rule application for the rules of Devoicing and Spirantization in 

Low German dialects, we saw that this case is already covered by PIPrec, 

restated as Proper Class Inclusion (p. 152 ). Indeed, KSN remain 

non-committal on the priority of plPrec (and hence Proper Class 

Inclusion) over Obligatory Precedence, despite the fact that Trommelen 

and Zonne eid attribute the priority of Obligatory Precedenze over 

PIPrec to KSN (1978, page 6). However, in his most recent published 

remarks on rule ordering, Koutsoudas (1980) claims that only ii PiPrec 

is inapplicable does Obligatory Precedence come into play: "Notice 

further that obligatory Precedence is to be consulted for applicability 
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after Proper Inclusion Precedence has been consulted" (page 4; 

emphasis). 

Turning to KSN's i-inal e_. ample for simultaneity i. e. Saporta's 

my 

reanalysis of verbs like "crecer" in South American Spanish (pp. 165ff), 

we find that Deletion Cession seems inoperative. However, it was 

demonstrated on page 171 that here also it is PIPrec which predicts 

the correct order of application (over Obligatory precedence) - if 

indeed we permit the use of an underlying segment /Q/ to function as 

a diacritic gor a morphologically determined verb class. What then 

of Counterbleeding ? rececence? - KSN formulate this (gin. 6, page 7) 

as an alternative to simultaneous rule application, just in case it 

be proven that the latter cannot be maintained. Taking it for granted 

that further research shows that simultaneity is not a possible mode of 

rule interaction, it should be Counterblee, 'ing Precedence rather than 

Proper Inclusion Precedence which predicts the ordering k-Insertion 

before 9--> s for Saporta's rules. 

Let us briefly consicer hypothetically the range of data to which 

Counterbleeding Precedence might be applicable. Counterbleeding 

Precedence claims that Rule A takes applicational precedence over Rule 

B if "there is some string that is included in the inputs of both A 

and B, not in the output of B" (= (21) page 171 ;= KSN ibid. ). Let 

us identity such a string as X. In order for us to determine which 

rule is to count as A and which as B, we must infer that X is present 

in the SDs of both A and B. and present in the output of the one (i. e. 

A. ) but not the other (i. e. B. ). For X to be absent in the output of 

B, B must effect a change on :,, whilst A must specify X in its envir- 

onment but not affect it. once we 3-., amine the formalization of 

hypothetical rules, we see that two types of relation may obtain 
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between such a rule-pair.. Firstly, A may be more context-restricted 

than B. In such a case the total SD of A (i. e. the segment affected 

+ left-hand and/or right-hand environments) will properly include the 

SD of B (whose affected segment is X -. X'). Then Proper Inclusion- 

Precedence will automatically account for the ordering A, B- there 

is no need to invoke Counterbleeding Precedence here. 

Secondly, B may be as context-restricted as A, or more context- 

restricted. Let us identify the segment affected by A as Y and the 

resulting output segment as Y'. Now if Y' figures in the SD of B, we 

have an example of intrinsic feeding or unilateral supplying (to use 

Hetzron's terms) and there is no need to impose a language-specific 

restriction on the ordering A, B. If, on the other hand, Y' does not 

figure in the SD of B, then the changes af2ected by A and B take place 

in disjoint environments, making an ordering statement superfluous. 

Consider now the case in which A is a deletion rule. Such a rule A 

will either intrinsically feed B or the two will not affect each other 

(just as when A is not a deletion rule). (59) schematizes the situation 

where A is a deletion rule, with a hypothetical example: 

(59) Schemata: 

A Yäß -- Ox or is Xo 
WZ BX _jWX'Z 

'Hypothetical example: 

A 

$t )d /vV 

A will feed B just in case there are underlying strings of the structure 

/TWYXZ/ or /WX'YZ/. In the hypothetical example, underlying form /V? tV/ 

will become /VtV/ by A, thus feeding B to yield phonetic surface EVdV1. 

Unless strings of this structure exist, the SCs brought about by A and 
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B will be disjoint. In other words, whichever relation obtains the 

IIDP. A hypothesis will guarantee the correct derivation without additional 

apparatus. So, incidentally, will the KSN hypothesis. 

It should be stressed that the situation in which A effects a deletion 

process would not be a counterexample to Deletion Cession. This 

principle does not claim that deletion processes always apply after 

other processes, but rather it predicts this interaction for just those 

cases where the SD of a deletion rule is met simultaneously with that 

of some other (non-deletion) rule. In instances of intrinsic feeding 

and mutual exc. Iusion only one SD is met by each string at one time. 

Notice finally that when rule B in our hypothetical exempla effects the 

deletion of X and A is the more context-restricted, either PIPrec or 

Deletion Cession will predict the correct interaction. Of course the 

crucial cases from Yawelmani Yokuts, Sea Dayak and Washo discussed 

above were accounted for only by Deletion Cession - no-one has ever 

suggested that they could be handled by PIPrec o Counterbleeding 

Precedence. Above we were concerned with cases of deletion which were 

analyzable in terms of PIPrec or purported Counterbleeding Precedence 

vis ä vis another rule. 

In conclusion, we may dispense with Counterbleeding precedence as 

superfluous. All cases in which some string is present in the SDs of 

two rules but absent in the output of one, may be ordered according 

to PIPrec or allowed to apply in an intrinsic feeding relation or left 

unrestricted (because they do not affect each other). in view of the 

above discussion, Counterbleeding Precedence will not figure in the 

theory of UDRA developed in this thesis. 

During the course of our rejection o Counterbleeding Precedence, we 

have strayed somewhat from the actual linguistic data in connection 
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with which KSN originally proposed the principle. Recall that unlike 

KSN, we questioned the validity of Saporta's analysis on the grounds 

oy Abstractness. Let us now examine the relationship between the kinds 

of consideration which led us to reject highly abstract analyses in- 

§ 4.1. and the status of Deletion Cession as a linguistic universal. 

In this way I hope to show the interdependency which obtains between 

constraints on Abstractness and precedence principles in a fully 

integrated theory of phonology of which the UDRA hypothesis forms a 

part. Thus I shall clarify the sense in which the incorporation of 

Deletion Cession into the theory constitutes an explanation of the mode 

of rule interaction concerned, rather than its serving merely as an 

account o the facts. In other words, assuming that the evidence 

presented in previous sections provides grounds for asserting the 

observational adequacy of Deletion Cession, the metatheoretical 

discussion of this section will establish its e_; planatory adequacy. 

The phonologist who has worked most within the classical theory to 

constrain the abstractness of URs is of course Paul Kiparsky. In § 4.1 

"Simultaneous Rule Application in KSN", we uoteci his (1968) definitions 

of Absolute and Conte:: tual Neutralization. 'Ne also cited the Soong 

and Weak versions of the Alternation- Condition, the former categorically 

forbid ind the use of Absolute Neutralization in phonological grammars, 

the latter assigning it greater cost under the evaluation measure. It 

is now e; tipedient to -ý__amiue in some detail Kiparsky's 1973 paper (also 

edited by Fujimura), "Abstrc: ctness, Opacity, and Global Rules". 

In the second section of this paper, Kiparsky discusses instances 

. ahem-, instead of applying in a Markovian fashion, rules appear to be 

"looking back" at an earlier stage of the derivation. By "Markotriari" 

Kiparsky refers to "the most important restriction on rule ordering in 
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the standard theory of generative phonology" whereby "a rule applies 

to a- form if and only if the form fits the structural analysis of the 

rule at the point in the derivation at which the rule is applicable" 

(page 57). Given this definition, it is clear that extrinsic ordering 

is Markovian, just in case extrinsic ordering necessarily entails 

linearity. However, once rules are allowed to "go lobal", one of 

the prime motives for strict sequential - and hence extrinsic - 

ordering has been removed. This poiat is brought home in Chapter 6 

of K&K 1976 on "The Role of Derivational History in Phonology". Y, &K 

demonstrate that by permitting a rule to refer back to the structure 

of a morpheme at the level of UR, we dispense with what might be termed 

the most fundamental reason for (e: r. trinsic) rule ordering: one of the 

basic functions of rule ordering in the literature has been to 

distinguish between underlying segments which undergo a particular 

process (the first rule), from other phonetically identical segments 

which result from the application of a second rule (crucially ordered 

axter Rule 1). To sum up in K&K's words, "the localist assumption 

(= that derivations are Markovian and rules extrinsically ordered; 

JRNcB) claims, first, that the SD of a rule revers to properties that 

co-occur in one phonological representation, and, second, the representa- 

Lion in question is the structure that is the input to the rule" (page 

198; original emphasis). 

ale have already treated in detail the first example to which Kiparsky 

briefly alludes. I refer to the case of 'writer' and 'rider' in 5 3.4.1 

"Reordering out of Bleeding Order". There we postponed the discussion 

Footnote 

Unfortunately K&K. 's use of the term ' localist' for Markovian detracts 
from their lucid discussion: 'localist' in K&K's sense must not be 

confused with S. Anderson's 'local ordering, ' ( 1969; see next 

chapter fog-a disctssion of his Old Breton and Icelandic data. ) 
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of why Vowel Alternation takes applicational precedence over Flapping 

in those dialects where both are regular phonological rules. As 

anticipated in the introductory remarks to this chapter, we now take 

up the references to Kiparsky's 1973 paper which were made on pages . 
410 

(for American dialects) and H6 (for Canadian dialects). I shall present 

two examples of "looking back" with which Kiparsky deals in depth, 

before returning to American and Canadian English to explicate the 

solutions proposed for the "reordering" cases above. 

The two examples of "looking back" to be taken fror, Kiparsky are found 

in data from Finnish and Sanskrit. In Finnish there is a rule of 

Spirantization which may be informally stated as (60) (= Kiparsky's 

(2-1), page 53) : 

(60) Spiran_ization in Finnish: 

t-->s/ i 

Three types of ti sequence are found in the language. Across morpheme- 

boundaries underlying t becomes s before the suffi_: i e. g. /halut + i/ 

--ý 
Eia1usiJ "wanted". t -4c also applies morpheme-internally before 

derived i e. g. %-: ete/ "water", cf. Essive EV eta + nä] but Nominative 

[vesil (where e--} i is a general rule operating word-finally). 

However the rule does not apply morpheme-internally before underlying 

i e. g. EneitiJ "Miss". How are forms such as neiti to be exempted 

from the t -ý s rule without incorporating global power into the grammar? 

Notice that they cannot be treated as exceptions as they are not synch- 

ronically "foreign" or "affective" and, as Kiparsky notes, many (like 

neiti itself) are in fact historically native as well. 

In Sanskrit it appears that the so-called ruki rule also needs to "look 

back". The rule is stated informally as (61): like Kiparsky, we shall 

side-step the controversial issue of how to characterize its environment 
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as a natural class. 

(61) The ruki rule in Sanskrit: 

r, tc 

(= Kiparsky's (2-2) page G1). 

As with the Finnish e:: ample, we faay distinguish three different 

situations where s appears after a ruki environment. Firstly, the 

ruki rule applies across morpheme-boundaries when inflectional and 

derivational suffi:: es beginning with s are added to stems e. g. [da + 

di + si] "give" vs. [bi 
-! - bhar + sit "carry". It also applies within 

morphemes when the ruki environment has arisen as the result of some 

phonological rule e. g. when the vowel in the root /4äs/ "instruct" is 

weakened to i in the weak grade before /ta/, the surface phonetic form 

which results is [sista] "taught". Lastly, the rule does not apply 

morpheme-internally if the ruki environment is present in underlying 

structure e. g. /kusuma/ -) [kusuma1 "flower". s`ý Once again, how are 

we to explain these facts unless it is by entertaining global rules? 

Kiparsky uses the term 'derived' to refer to those forms which are 

created by combining morphemes through inflection or derivation, 

together with those weich arise of ter the application of some phonolo- 

gical rule. Clearly then, Spirantization in Finnish and the ruki rule 

in Sanskrit apply only in derived environments. Yet as Kiparsky notes, 

to say this "does no more than give a disjunction of two arbitrary- 

seeming conditions, without e; tplaining either -one o2 them, or their 

co-occurrence in the rules" (page 63). 

* Footnote 

In fact phonetic [] also occurs in environments other than ruki ones 
sas] "six". ý This leads to the postulation of underlyis/ as e. g. [ý 

well as those resulting from the ruki rule. It does not however 
detract from the claim that the ruki rule is synchronically well- 
motivated in Sanskrit. 
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In his, attempt to find an explanation for such cases where rules appear 

to be "looking back", Kiparsky notes first that the rules which 

apparently require global power apply to derived forms only. The 

opposite equally possible situation, where rules apply to non-derived 

forms only, appears not to obtain. Kiparsky then argues that the 

failure of rules to apply morpheme-internally to underlying forms is 

predictable from the make-up of those Ulis themselves: the fact that 

neiti does not undergo Spirantization and that the ruki rule does not 

apply to kusuma is precisely what has led to the positing of t and s 

in their respective URs. To put this slightly differently, i the 

forms in question under ent those rules, we would set up /s/ and /s/ 

in their respective lexical entries. -= 

It is now clear that we are dealing with the question of the Abstract- 

ness of URs, which Kiparsky first treated in his acclaimed 1968 paper. 

There the Strong . 1ternation Condition imposed a limitation on URs. 

Kiparsky's 1973 proposal is that it also impose a limitation on 

phonological rules, as in (62) (= Kiparsky's (2-4) page 65): 

(62) The Alternation Condition revised: 

'Neutralization processes apply onl to derived forms''. 

In the solution to the purported reordering of Flapping and Vowel 

Alternation in American and Canadian English, we tacitly adopted the 

revised version of the Alternation Condition as a precedence principle. 

The principle that was assumed maybe formalized as (63), Neutralinati©n 

Cession: 

* Footnote 

this begs the question of what happens when a morpheme occurs in 
isolation. See the end of this section for discussion (page 229 }. 
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(63) Neutralization Cession: 

Given a representation which meets the structural descriptions 

of two rules, A and B, A takes applicational precedence over B 

just in case B is a neutralization process. 

Flapping is a neuträlization process since it erges the underlying 

voicing distinction between t and d. Consequently, in those dialects 

where Lengthening or Raising are regular phonological rules (i. e. American 

X, P . 107f; Cana&Lan X, p -111f), such rules will take applicational 

precedence over Flapping to yield surface phonetic LrayDrj, &a: yDr] 

(American) and 
EryDrJ, LrayDrr (Canadian). 

Not only does (63) follow from Kiparsky's constraint on Abstractness, 

but Deletion Cession does also. Deletion is, as it were, the extreme 

case of neutralization: the latter erases the distinction between plus 

and minus for one or more of a segment's distinctive features; deletion 

removes all such distinctions by eliminating the segment in question 

from the rule's output. 

Hooper has demonstrate, and we have accepted, that the Secondary Modes 

of rule interaction, Counterbleeding and Counterfeeding, typically 

result in analyses violating NGP's True Generalization Condition, inasmuch 

as they lead to surface opacity. In other words, Counterbleeding and 

Counterfeeding modes of interaction typify "abstract" analyses secundum. 

GROD. Now consider the crucial röle played by deletion processes in 

such highly abstract treatments. Cathey and Demers' (CD) "in-depth" 

1976 analysis of Old Icelandic (CI) is a case in point. In § 3.4.2 

"The Swiss German Case", we observed that the only apparent noLivation 

for a root-final vowel in underlying /vake +j++ ee/ (3rd. person 

past subjunctive of "be awake") is to satisfy CD's rule of Internal 

Syncope. Similarly, the word-final /e/ necessitates Terminal Syncope 
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and the /j/ requires Glide Drop. Besides these three deletion rules 

applying to vowels, there is also a rule of Vowel Elision. 

of course, it is a consequence of the overpowerful machinery which GROD 

makes available (in other words, extrinsic ordering) that there are 

virtually no constraints imposed by the theory on the abstractness of 

URs. As a result, CD are able to make the pairing of morphosyntactic 

category with underlying phonological shape appear constant. The price 

for this constancy is paid in terms of derivational complexity within 

the phonological component. However within the UDRA hypothesis this 

plethora of deletion rules required to "actualize" the implausible URs 

would not be permitted on two counts: on 'the one hand, constraints on 

abstractness would stipulate that a morpheme cannot be realized as zero 

in all its environments - if this were the case we would be dealing 

instead with a 'covert' norphosyntactic category; - on the other hand, 

Deletion Cession would demand the prior application of other phonological 

rules, thus leading to highly implausible derivations. 

To take just two examples or this latter point, consider the following 

rules taken from CD: 

(64) CD's rules for 01. 

i) u -Mutation (= 14, page 620) 

a --) 
[t round] /-z`#- ` (Co a) Co 

ii) i-Mutation (= 12, page 620) 

syll 
2 r±sonl 

+ stress 1 
co 

-bank back]2 
+ high 

I 23 

iii) Internal Syncope (= 11, page 619) 

1 

J 
7 

z Y, v 
ýýý 

- stress 
1 Q) c° L- stress - stjess 
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iv) Terminal Syncope (ý 15, page 620) 

V- 
stress 

c 

Deletion Cession would necessitate that u-Mutation apply before Internal 

Syncope and Terminal- Syncope to underlying /Samal ± uu/ (Dative singular 

of adjective gzmall "old") , The application of u-Mutation would yield 

uu/. Given that the second */3/ never appears on the phonetic 

surface, (nor does the final /u/) and that there is no phonetic motiva- 

Lion for an underlying /a. / in the first place, what evidence can be 

adduced for the mutation of the second /a/ to 0? Similarly, the /u/ of 

/vallu ' iir/ (Nominative Plural o: the masculine noun vpllr "plain") 

would be fronted to /i/ under i-Mutation, if Internal Syncope and 

Terminal Syncope were constrained to Follow the latter rule in accordance 

with Deletion Cession. This i <' u wou1 then trigger the iterative 

re-application o i-Mutation to /a/, yielding /vaelli + iir/. Thus a 

triphtflon; al /i:: / would result at an intermediate stage of the 

derivation. Ye this vowel is entirely fictitious - to my 'c-oaaledge it 

has never been claimed that 01 possesses three vowel lengths (as Estonian 

does). 

We have, then, the situation in which a particular analysis (CD's treat- 

meat of 01) violates constraints on the abstractness of URs and also 

presents counterexamples to one of the precedence principles of the 

UDRA hypothesis (i. e. Deletion Cession). Given that constraints on 

abstractness, such as those formulated by Kiparsky, have been generally 

accepted in the literature, the theory from which they derive 1enLs 

"coherence" to UDRA. Kiparsky's thesis may be termed the "sustenance" 

of the UDRA hypothesis, in the sense of M. Bunge (1959, pp. 78-81). 

To cite Botha (1971), "if a statement coheres with others, and if these 

are known to be true, it is also taken to be true; if not, it is 
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regarded as false" (p. 123). Indeed arguments referring to this kind 

of truth, i. e. "systematic" truth have figured at various points throughout 

this thesis (see the work of A. Kaplan, e. g. 1964). I have been at pains 

to stress that the particular precedence principles proposed in Part I 

both depend upon and support the other hypotheses with which a fully 

integrated theory of phonology. characterizes natural language. 

In closing this chapter, a few brief remarks must be made concerning the 

remainder of iiparsky's 1973 paper, the part which has not been discussed. 

The final version of the Alternation Coný'ition is given in (65) 

(= Kiparsky's (2-6), page 67): 

(65) "Non-automatic neutralization processes apply only to derived 

orms". 

MK 1977 supply rough definitions for the terms 'non-automatic' and 

'neutralizing': "a rule will be. non-automatic if there are input 

structures that satisfy the phonological and/or morphological conditions 

of the rule, but nevertheless fail to undergo the rule; a rule will be 

neutral-tzine- if it creates structures identical to structures that 

existed prior to the rule's application" (page 209). 

K&K go on to demonstrate that, contrary to (65), automatic neutralization 

rules too may be restricted to derived conte. ts, by referring to data 

prom Chi Mwi: ni. * They further show that non-automatic neutralization 

rules may apply in non-derived conte:. ts. Their crucial data involve 

Yaw elmani Yokuts where stems of the underlying (i. e. non-derived) shape 

* Footnote 

As stated, (65) does not stipulate that "only non-automatic neutra`ization 
processes apply to derived forms". That this is the intended interpreta- 
tion may be inferred rom Kiparsky's desire to permit automatic 
neutralization processes to apply in non-derived contexts. Hence his 
claim: "it is still possible to place a big restriction on absolute 
neutralization: we can e. clud` non-automatic absolute neutralization". 
(page 67). 
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/CV: CC/ undergo Shortening when unsutti.. ed. (Recall that when the 

suffix /al/ is added to /? a: ml/, i-Epenthesis bleeds Shortening by 

virtue of Deletion Cession). Referring back to Kiparsky's argumentation 

regarding the ruki rule of Sanskrit (cf. footnote on page22k ), we notice 

the claim that if words like kusuma "were subject to the ruki rule, they 

would always undergo it, since the s is preceded by a ruki environment 

in every occurrence of these morphemes" (page 64). This appears to be 

false since frequently morphemes undergo particular rules when they occur 

in isolation. This is amply exemplified in K&K 1977 (Chapter 1, pp. 18- 

26) by final obstruent devoicing in Russian and interesting data from 

Lardil. 

Despite the fact that in its present form (65) cannot be incorporated 

into phonological theory, it seems to me that the adoption of (62) as 

precedence principle (63) and the formulation of Deletion Cession which 

ensues, do figure in that theory. For whilst the notions derived/non- 

derived are unambiguous, it seems that automatic/non-automatic involve 

questions of degree. As K&K note, the eýisterce of random exceptions 

could completely tip the balance as to whether a process is automatic 

or not. If we conclude that it is the "non-automatic clause" rather 

than the "n@utralization clause" which is suspect in (65), we are justified 

in retaining the latter and discarding the former. In fact, Kiparsky 

formulated (65) as he did (however inexplicitly - see fn. ) to permit 

certain abstract analyses involving Absolute Neutralization (including, 

interestingly, Kisseberth's analysis of Yawelmani Yokuts deriving 

a: < u: ). Further research on this class of purported phenomena will 

doubtless make possible the more precise characterization of automatic 

and non-automatic rules. Whatever that outcome may be, it is to be 

expected that it will impinge upon UDRA. 
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This chapter has served to explicate the first of the secondary modes 

of rule interaction, Counterbleeding, and to present evidence in favour 

of the adoption of a precedence principle, Deletion Cession, into the 

theory of UDRA. We have of course been concerned solely with questions 

of phonology. However the UDRA hypothesis is one which applies to a 

generative --rammar as a whole and that means that the rules of the 

syntactic component are also subject to universal principles. Now it 

is logically possible that those principles which function within the 

phonological component are independent of those which function within 

the syntactic component. However, to the extent that individual 

principles represent axioms about Language and can be justified on a 

metatheoretical basis, we would e. cpect the same natural set of precedence 

principles to apply throughout the grammar. Indeed, although I shall 

have little to say in this thesis regarding the syntactic component, I 

shall demonstrate in Part II that the principles of UDRA developed here 

are operative within the e:: tended lexicon (see in particular § 2.4). 1 

merely note, following the discussion of Deletion Cession, that references 

have been made within the literature to the late application o deletion 

in syntax (see Kayne's 1975 reference to Postal 1970, pane 37, fn. 43). 

Surely this kind of independent corroboration or work developed in 

relation to the phonological component lends plausibility to the proposals 

acvanced in this tliesis. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - COUNTER EEDING 

We have discussed in some detail countere., amples to KSN's clam that 

rules in a counterbleecing relation may be allowed to apply simultaneously. 

Vow we turn to coun. terfeeding which, as we noted in the Introduction to 

Part i, is not considered a possible mode of rule interaction bý , KSN 

In § 5.1 1 shall discuss KSN's re-analysis of both synchronic and 

diachronic examples of counterfeeding. I shall demonstrate that KSN's 

solution to the problem posed by the Slavic data is insightful and 

preferable to that of NGP. When Finnish data are considered, I shall 

reject both KSN's treatment and one of the re-ana? yses cited by Hooper: 

rather, I shall argue for the adoption under the theory of UDRA. of King's 

and Perry's (independent) solutions. It will be shown that once again 

NG? fails to come to grips with the crucial problem posed by rules in a 

counterfeeding relation. 

In 5.2 we shall evaluate the first three sets of data treated by 

Iverson in his 1973b paper as exempla of his proposed constraint on 

counterfeeding. 5 5.2.1. deals with Assimilation and Dissimilation in 

Konkani, § 5.2.2. with Fricative Weakening and rricati-Jization in 

Classical Greek and 5 5.2.3. with Initial Mutation in Old Breton. It 

will be shown that the theory of UDRA need not be expanded to account 

for these data, given the particular position regarding the role of 

morphological rules developed in this thesis. 5 5.2.3. also provides 

an opportunity for us to anticipate the treatment of Initial Mutation -- 

the morphological phenomenon which constitutes the subject-matter of Part 

Ii. 

Throughout the discussion of 5 5.2., 1 shah move towards a precise 

characterization of the interactions obtaining in Iverson's data. This 
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will pave the way for a tightening-up in 5 5.3 of the manner in which 

PI relations are determined and two algorithms will be established to 

that effect. I shall also argue for a constraint on how rules are 

formulated to insure that precedence relations are determined in a 

non-spurious f ashi©n. The Pre-Condition on PI and the PI Test are then 

applied in § 5.4 to the remaining data from Iverson's paper, and their 

efficacy demonstrated. 

Part I closes in § 5.5 with an appraisal of the theoretical implications 

arising from the dissection of Iverson's Constraint. The röle of morpho- 

logical phenomena and the need for preciseness and rigour in the 

determination of precedence relations are seen as aspects of the Abstract- 

ness issue to which an integrated theory of phonology incorporating UDRA 

must address itself. 
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§ 5.1 KSN's Re-analysis of Counter-feeding Relations 

The KSN hypothesis claims that only the relations of feeding, counter- 

bleeding and mutual bleeding obtain between rules in natural language. 

It therefore behoves KSN to demonstrate that purported examples of 

counterfeeding in the literature are fictitious. This they can achieve 

by offering an explanation of the synchronic data in question which is 

more insightful than - or at least a insightful as - the GROD explanation. 

They can then substantiate their position further by demonstrating that 

counterfeeding relations do not figure in linguistic change - in 

particular they can refute the claim that the same pair of rules, 

applying to identical URs, has been reordered out of a counterfeeding 

order into a feeding order. 

The example of counterfeeding which appears in the body of KSN's te, t 

in roives Kiparsky's 1963 analysis of Modern Polish and Old Church Slavic. 

Kiparsky posits the following rule-pair for these languages: (= KSN's 

{19) page 10). 

(1) Kiparsky's Analysis of Modern Polish anL Old Church (Slavic: 

A Deaffrication 

+ voiced 
; rave + coninuantý 

+ strident 

i. e. ciz --ý 
z 

ýz .ýz 

B Second Palatalization 

+ obstruent 
- grave ý- strident 

- strident + dif use 
diffuse 

i. e. k., e 
--ý tse 

e 
---) dze 

�--- 

Under Kiparskyts treatment, First Palatalization (not given here) feeds 
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Deaf frication in that the voiced /d'5/ which c c-Ful is from the palataliý: ation 

of velar plosives becomes C J; e. g. /givü/. 1. -_ /d ivü/ --> 
[ý'ivü3 "alive" 

by First Palatalization and then Deaffrication cf. /kito/----> [ýffto] "what" 

by First Palatalization only. When new instances of front vowels develop 

due to the C' 1OphteovgjzOjio*. of / ai/ to [e], Second Palatalization occurs 

yielding 
[tsj and EdzJ. However, this Cdr, ] does not deaffricate; e. g. 

/k, ena/--> Ltsenal "price" by Second Palatalization, and %;, elo/ 
--ý 

Ldzlo1 "very" likewise by Second Palatalization only, rather than `EZelo, ý 

by later Deaffrication. In brief, in Modern Polish and Old Church Slavic 

Second Palatalization (1) B counterfeeds Deaffrication (1) p 

TUithin the GRAD framework the obvious way to account for these facts is 

to order Second Palatalization e., trinsically after Deaffrication. KSN 

demonstrate convincingly that it is not necessary to incorporate such a 

language-specific constraint into the phonological grammars of Polish 

and Old Church Slavic. Noting that in these languages phonetic [z1 never 

results from /(! z/, they propose to restrict Deaffrication so that it 

applies to /d yiel-'ing L-J but not to /dz/ yieli ing [. ]. 
This can be 

achieved by adding the feature di u; ej to the SD of Deaf iricat . on, 

as in (2) (_ IKSN's (19) a', paa3 10). 

(2) eaf ication in Modern Polish and 01d Church Slavic 

secundum 

Voiced 

- ; rave ý- continuant + striuent 
- dif fuse: 

tý ü ----ý v i. e. 

Once A has been mori ied in this way both A' and. B may apply 

their SDs are mot. 

IL, analysis is even more convincing once diachronic data are KS 

infra. ucQ, r . . 
ipar ky {I ý6ob)clairns than Russian anc of ei noýati. -e 
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Slavic'languaJes haue reordered Deayf ication and Second Palatalization 

out of a counterfeeding order into a feeding order. The , c, -, -idence 

adduced gor this claim comes from the fact that in the innovati-.; e 

languages the phonetic: reflex. of uniert ing, is [zioJ. ON "on 

the other hand account for the ], iflerence between conservative and 

innovative Slavic in terms of the -enerality of their respective 

deaffrication processes. In consev7ative Polish and Old Church Slavic 

only non-diffuse of zicates undergo the rule (i. e. A'), whereas in the 

innovative languages both non-diffuse /dv/ and diffuse 16, -, l deaffricate 

(i. e. A). This is in keeping with Kiparsky's hypothesis that rule 

generalization (= rule 'simplification') is a principle of linguistic 

change. As KSN are swift to point out (page 21), Kiparsky is unable to 

use his own principle in his analysis o Slavic. Ra!. -. her, he has to call 

upon an entirely distinct principle, that of the maximization of feeding 

orders. Thus KSN's proposal is consistent with a simpler theory of 

lin uistic change than the GRAD treatment with e: _tr'insic ordering. KSN 

conclude that Kiparsky's Slavic data "thus serve to confirm rather than 

disconfirni the hypothesis that there is no e:: trinsic ordering of rules" 

(ibid. ). 

Unlike Hooper, I accept K N's reanalysis as sufficient to elucidate the 

data and do not find Vennemann's e:: planation (conveyed personally) 

"equally plausible". Accordin to Hooper, Vennemann proposes that "Old 

Church Slavic and Polish underwent a new round of deaffrication after 

the second palatalization" (1976; page 101). To ray knowledge there is 

no evidence to support such a claim and furthermore, if we accept it, 

we invite proponents of GROD to postulate an equally ad hoc third round 

of palatalization, and so on, ad infinitum. In any case, putting such 

implications aside, h ow would NGP prevent the output of Second Palatali- 
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üation from feeding original deaffrication? This is, after all, the 

crucial problem for opponents of extrinsic ordering and one with which 

NGP seems incapable of dealing. 

Whereas the NGP solution to Kiparsky's Slavic data is certainly less 

plausible than KSN's, I prefer Hooper's explanation of counterfeeüing 

in Finnish to KSN's initial suggestion for these data. Recall the 

Finnish rules of v -Deletion and Diphthongization where the former (which 

is part of the gradation process) creates ee sequences and thus feeds 

Diphthongization. * (See 3 2.1 above. ) We have seen that Kiparsky (1968) 

proposes that in innovative eastern dialects the rules apply in just 

this feeding relation. However he makes the further clam that such 

dialects have reordered the rules out of the counterfeeding order which 

obtains in the Standard language. Thus in Standard Finnish Diphthon; i- 

nation does not apply to the output of Gradation. According to Kiparsky, 

this is because in these., conservative western dialects Diphthongization 

is extrinsically ordered to apply before '-Deletion. 

KSN do not discuss the conservative Finnish dialects in the main body 

of the text - instead they treat this purported case of counterfeeding 

in a footnote (fn. 9, page 11), referring back to their earlier discussion 

of innovative Finnish (on page 3) where the rules apply in a feeding 

relation. According to KSN, the counterfeeting order positeý by Kiparsky 

gor the standard language "can also be accounted fo by assuming that 

Footnote 

Note that the precedence of ý -Deletion over Diphthongization does not 

constitute a counterexample to Deletion Cession: given the UR /te'e/ 
"make! ", only the SD of Gradation is met. This process applies to yield 
intermediate /teOe/, which then meete the SD of Diphthon ization for the 
first time, and consequently undergoes it. Since Deletion Cession is 

only operative Then e form meets the "Ds of two rules at the same time 
(one of which is a deletion process), it cannot be invoked here. 
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these dialects tage underlying Ion, -:,, vowels rather than geminates" 

(fn, 9, page 11). Consequently KSN formalize an "equally plausible 

Long-vowel diphthongization rule" (ibid. ) in place of the so-called 

innovative "geminate diphthongization rule". The two rules are cited 

as 

(3) Diphthongization in Finnish secundum KSN: 

i) Conservative (western) Standard dialects - long vowel 

diphthongization (= KSN's (2) b'. fn. 9, page 11) 

e--ýie 

ii) Innovative (eastern) dialects - geminate uiphthongization 

(= KSN's (2) b. page 3) 

ee --)ie 

on the assumption that we / e, the application of Gradation to under- 

lying /tee/ "make! " (yielding, /+ee/) does not result in a r. presentation 

meeting the SD of (3) i). Thus, following KSN's line of argumentation, 

the surface phonetic ref leis of "make! " in Standard Finnish is Lteej 

rather than *[tieJ. 

For the sake of discussion, let us ignore § 4.3 in which suspicion was 

cast on the very existence of the feature C-t long] (which KSN posit for 

underlying mid vowels in Standard Finnish), and let us attempt to 

evaluate KSN's proposal in terms of evidence internal to the analysis. 

At first we might conclude that /e/ is a notational variant of /ee/ - 

were it not for the fact that a phonological rule distinguishes between 

them i. e. Diphthongizc: tion. In fact we soon see that it is precisely 

g because of the existence of such a rule that underlying geminate mid 

vowels were represented as /e/ in the first place. To spell out the 

theoretical implications of KSN's reanalysis, it employs a notational 

device to distinguish between underlying and derived geminate mir vowels 

and as such incorporates ; lobalityy into the theory. If we accept the 
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arguments in the literature that global rules result in a more powerful 

theory than the Standard theory, in that they allow for a broader 

definition of 'possible rule of grammar' *, we can no longer maintain 

the claim that the KSN hypothesis is less powerful than GROD. Viewe 

in this way, the first reanalysis of Standard Finnish suggested by KSN 

clearly alsifies their contention that the theory they advance is a 

more constrained and hence a more highly valued theory than one 

incorporating extrinsic or e ring but not global power. Therefore the 

theory of UDRA must reject KSN's initial reanalysis. 

Even though we'do not accept KSN's claim that "the dialects in question 

are thus readily derivable without the assumption of any extrinsiL- 

ordering constraints" (ibid. ; emphasis mine), it by no means follows 

that the theory of UDR (or, more particularly, the KSN hypothesis) is 

incapable of explaining this purported case of rule reordering. Indeeu, 

KSN o- bn to cite "a more strongly supported alternative" (ibid. ) 
01 

proposed by Perry (1971). Perry provides evi-once that only one of the 

two . ialects has a phonological rule of diphthon; ization. Apart from 

t in a position to not strength of the supportinj evidence which I am 

assess, such a claim is very plausible a priori: in the stanäarl 

language Diphthongization (as +ormulate, l in (1) /) is opaque in that 

there are forms on the phonetic surface Trhich meet its SD but fail to 

undergo it (i. =. D: ee] ). If we accept r_ha _ opaque ru1.2s are more 

-_c-- susceptible to mo phologization than trn sparent rules, and that morpI 

rootnote 

Such a claim is made, gor instance, in Dinnsen's (1974) paper. Dinnsen 
cites Kisseberth (1972) as arguing that the S randard Theory is too weak 
and there ore incapable of minimally describing natural Ian uaý n 
fact the conclusion reached by Dinnsen eventually is that information 
about derivational history may be limited to ['- deletion derived] . 
However it is my conjecture that even this limited type of , lobality is 

unnecessary in a more 'realistic' analysis of the Klamath data. 
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logization in turn is likely to result in l :: ical, restructuring, it is 

reasonable to assume that the opaque rule of Diphthongization in 

conservative -estern dialects has le-' to the reanalysis of geminate 

rain vowels as underlying diphthongs in the le: -icon. 

As KSN note in passing, Perry's analysis would be in keeping with 

Kiparsky's remarks elsewhere on Absolute Neutralization (the 
.r reference 

is to 1971), whereas Kiparsky's own original analysis is not consistent 

with those remarks. Whilst this is certainly a justified criticism to 

level against ýiparsky - and one which has been made already in this 

thesis (see 9 3.4.2 "The Swiss German Case") - KSN's comment is somewhat 

untimely, in view of their apparently blind acceptance of highly abstract 

analyses earlier in the paper (namely, those of Kiparsky himself for 

Swiss German, Chomsky and Halle for English, and, most notably, Saporta 

for Latin Imerican Spanish - see 1 4.1 "Simultaneous Rule Application 

in KSN" for a full discussion of the latter). 

Hooper cites an e-. -. -planation of the Finnish data which seems to be along 

the lines of Perry's explanation. - King (1973) observes that Diphthongi- 

zation be3an in the conservative western dialects. As it spread eastwards 

it was generalized to low vowels as well as mi vowels (i. e. /a/ 
-EoaJ; 

/ä/ -) 
Ee'a]). Consonant Gradation, on the other hand, be an in the east 

and moved westwards. King argues that by the time Gradation reached the 

conservative western dialects, Diphthongization was non-productive. Hence 

it did not apply to the results of Gradation; but in the eastern dialects, 

the generalized rule of Diphthongization was fully operative and thus 

did apply to the results of Gradation. 

If we equate 'non-productive' with 'opaque', we soon relate King's 

z-: -planation with the intermediate sta ;e leading to lexical restructuring 

- the stage at which Diphthongization has been morphologized. Diphth- 
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ongization will therefore take precedence over Gradation because of its 

status as a morphologically conditioned rule and will not be permitted 

to apply to the outputs of phonologically conditioned rules like 

Gradation. King's and Perry's arguments thus difler only in the stage 

which they claim häs been reached in the gradual 'submergence' of 

Diphthongization in Standard western dialects. 

This e., -. planation seems to me to be more natural than KSN's long-vowel 

diphthongization - in that it is not dependent upon an ad hoc notational 

device. Moreover I fail to comprehend how the other analysis cited by 

Biooper would explain the facts without being susceptible to the latter 

criticism. Apparently Campbell (1973) 'suggests that the diphthong in 

[tie] is the result of a new and different diphthongization process and 

the evidence for this is that it affects a different set of vowels" 

(Hooper (1976) page 100; emphasis mine). Are we to assume that the 

vowel in intermediate /tee/ belongs to a "different set" from underlying 

/vee/? Since the only difference between innovative phonetic [tie] and 

[iie] is their derivational history, any distinctive feature by which 

they are assigned to different sets must be an ad hoc diacritic used to 

represent ceri: -e, versus underlying status. Such an analysis must be 

rejected on the grounds that it introduces global power into the theory. 

In any case the crucial problem posed by these data concerns the counter- 

feeding of Diphthon ization by Gradation in conservative dialects - the 

feeding relation in innovative dialects is in no way problematic. Yet 

Hooper does not say how Campbell proposes to deal with this problem. 

Notice that a parallel 'explanation' was ; iven by Hooper for she Slavic 

data discusses above (page23,5 ). In each case of purported counterfeeding, 

NGP advocates an analysis where a second counterfeeding rule is proposed 

(here a seconi Diphthonäization; for the Slavic data, a second round 
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of dea f rication) . Yet in both cases NG? d j--s nct z. U, Jress itsel to 

the pertinent problem: how to prevent the counterfeeding rule from 

feeding the counterfed rule. Until NGP makes ei: plicit how it proposes 

to explain such relations, it cannot be considered an adequate theory 

of UDRA. 

a 
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5.2 Iverson's Constraint: Preliminary Critique 

Although KSN claim that counterfeeding relations cannot obtain in 

natural language, and, furthermore, that reordering out of a counter- 

feeding order into a feeding order is not a mechanism of linguistic 

change, there is reason to bel iove that such a strong position cannot 

be upheld. In the first place, the KSN hypothesis 'ias serious 

deficiencies regarding the treatment of counterfeeding in Finnish, in 

that it does not determine a unizue satisfactory solution: the initial 

reanalysis under the KSN hypothesis of the Finnish data discussed above 

is ad hoc and as such, must be rejected. However it does not follow 

from this that the theory of UDRA is incapable of explaining these data 

- to jump to such a conclusion would be to commit what Koutsoudas terms 

IL 'The KSN theory vs. UDRA Fallacy' (1930; see. in particular page 23 . 
). 

Indeed it has been demonstrated that a more fully developed theory is 

able to handle this purported case of counterfeeding in a non-ad hoc 

fashion. 

Nevertheless, returning to KSN's strong claim regarding the absence o 

counterfeeding relations in natural language, it does not seem to be 

the case that such a position can be upheld - even if tiae adopt an 

extended UDRA hypothesis in place of KS-N's original thesis and thus 

account for the rucalcz-rant Finnish e: -: ample. To spell this out rrore c 

clearly, there seems to be, within the literature, a substantial body 

of data -, here rules apply in a counterfeedina relation but which cannot 

be reanalyzed along the lines of KS11's treatment of Slavic. Such are 

the data cited in I'; erson's 1973b paper, in that they are taken 2rom 

analyses which seem I&--o be well-motivated in all respects e; cept tha t 

the, escribe rele-tions traditionally held to be highly "marked" or 

t'unnatura? ", in other wo-ids, coup crfee in relations. 
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Iverson recognizes that the classical theory (= GROD) and the KSN 

hypothesis are "deficient to the extent that these kinds of relationships 

are found in natural languages" (ibid. page 2). In order to account 

for them he proposes the following Constraint on Counterfeeding 

(henceforth CCF): 
(4) Iverson's Constraint on Counterfeedinö (CCF) 

"If the structural change of a rule A is properly included in 
the structures affected by a rule B, then B may not apply to 
the structures effected by All. 

(ibid. page 4} 

By "structures affected" Iierson refers to "that part of the structural 

description of a rule which ordinarily occurs to the left of the arrow" 

(ibid.; my emphasis). This is somewhat equivocal since the paper 

contains rules expressec; in the form XAY (rather than A Y) 

B 

where it is the environment which occurs to the left (albeit the upper 

left). of the arrow. Indeed, in his 1973a. paper, Iverson adopts such a 

schematism throughout. Nevertheless, we may take "structures affected" 

by rule R to refer to that segment whose feature specifications are 

modified by R, as we did in the formulation of Proper Class Iaclusion 

on page 152. The "structures effected" by rule R then refer to that 

segment which has been modified oy R. 

Although I shall not adopt it as a precedence principle per se, CCF is 

worthy of e: amination on two interrelated counts. First, from the 

etatheorotical view-point, CCF follows as an axiom of the theory of 

Footnote 

Note that by defining structures affected and effected in teems of 
segments we are apparently limiting the CCF to just those cases where 
R is a feature-changing rule i. e. excluding epenthesis, metathesis, 
deletion, coalescence (fusion) and decomposition (breakin`). This seems 
reasonable in that it it difficult, if not impossible, to interpret 
"properly included in" for the structures involved in such processes. 
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phonology developed in this thesis - the type of theory which integrates 

UDRA with constraints designed to ensure "realistic" analyses. In other 

wores, CCF is no+" inc: ependently recuired within the theory of UDR` in 

order to account for rule interactions whose precedence relations could 

not otherwise be handled. In fact, as I shall demonstrate, all the 

examples bar one in the body of the paper can be dealt with by some 

form of morphological precedence, allude' to in earlier sections -a 

closely related convention on boundaries being relevant to the remaining 

case. It is unclear whether the specifically morphological nature of 

the phenomena involved is directly responsible for the fact that Iverson's 

constraint constitutes an axiom within the -theory of UDRA. What does 

appear to be clear, however, is that this axiomatic status is a direct 

consequence of the kind of interaction, morphological or otherwise, for 

which CCF accounts. Iverson attompts to define the interaction-type but 

goes not do so sharply enough- Once the precise character of the 

counterfeeding relations he describes has been recognized, it becomes 

necessary to impose a constraint on the formalization of rules whose 

applicational precedence is to be det{ermin d by universal principles. 

This aspect of CCF, that is, the fact that it calls for rigour in the 

determination of precedence relations if the spurious use of rule- 

formalisms is to be avoided, constitutes the second count on which i 

deem Iverson's proposal to be interesting for phonological theory. 

Apart from the issues pertinent to the theory o UDRA which make 

Iverson's CCF : uorthy of discussion, there is another more specific 

reason for treating it in detail in this thesis: Iverson makes the 

claim that it is his precedence principle which accounts for Initial 

Mutation in Old Breton, alluding as he Goes so to Norman's treatment of 

Anderson's original analysis outside UBRA (Norman 19736 Anderson 1969) 

I' will be necessary to return briefly to these sources before outlining 
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the treatment of Initial Mutation which is central to this thesis. In 

thus presenting the case for the particular treatment of Old Breton, I 

hope to pave the way for the full üis.. ussion of the phenomenon in lodern. 

Irish which is the concern of Part II. However before we come t: o 1'cok 

at counterfeedin in the mutations of Old Bre ton, let us examine the 

first two examples presented by Iverson. 
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5,2.1 Assimilation and Dissimilation in Konkani 

Iverson' s first example is taken from Konkani. Unfortunately the 

source of these data is inaccessible, having been communicated personally 

to Iverson by R. Mi r anda. Despite this, I feel confident that the 

following remarks are valid, inasmuch as they sind justification in 

the text. Konkani possesses an assimilation process and a üissimilation 

process, both applying before the initial retroflex lateral of the 

preterite suff1i:: /1e/ (sic: Iverson cites this suffix in isolation as 

/je/, but the tilde /r: ý/ appears in all examples). I shall postpone 

the precise formalization of these rules gor expository purposes. To 

state the assimilation process informally, a sequence of retrofle: _ stop 

plus retroflex iuteral yields a sef uence of two retroflex: lat : gals : 

thus /pad + 1e/, t'ýe preterite of "pick fruit", appears as Epaii] on 

the phonetic surface. The dissimilation -process applies' to the first 

of two rd trof le:, laterals ý* , so that it becomes a palatal guide e. g. 

/pal -= iz/, preterite of "obey", phonetic surface [payiJ. The rules 

interact in a counterfeeding : elation because the output of , ssirmilation 

coos not undergo Dissimilation 

It is of course "natural" that such a : ounterfoeding relation hold 

between Assimilation and Dissimilation in Korkani: if derivations of 

the form /pad + ie/ --_) 
/palle% -. 

[payrJ were permitted, the preterite 

forms of underpin /pad/ "pick fruit" and /pal/ "obey" wouli be hIomo- 

phonous on the phonetic surface. Thus the phonetically opaque interaction 

preserves, in a displaced fashion, the underlying opposition between 

retroflex stop and retroj'-le:; lateral. This is what K&K refer to as 

* Footnote 

t. pparently Dissimilation is a more v:: neral process, applying to retrofz ej. 
consonants. However, I infer that retrofle: laterals must needs be 
treated as a separate subrule. 
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Leopold's 'polarity of language': "In order for language to function 

as a communication system it must keep semantically contrasting forms 

istinct by phonetic means" (1977, page 170). 

Iverson claims that CCF predicts the attested interaction, rather than 

a feeding relation, since "the structural change of assimilation will 

be (at least) [+ lateral 
, and the structures affected by dissimilation 

include [± lateral, + retroflexed] ." 
(1973b. pa; e 5). Let us now turn 

to the formal statement of the rules in order to evaluate this claim. 

Notice first that both processes apply before the preterite suffix. As 

far as can be determined, this condition is part of the SD of them both. 

To put this slightly uifferently, the application of Assimilation and 

Dissimilation in Konkani is dependent upon the presence of the morpheme 

boundary /+%. Within the classical theory, the presence of a morpheme 

boundary cannot prevent a rule from applying. On the other hand, the 

absence of a morpheme boundary can never be ignored if the boundary is 

specified in the rule's SD. To quote Ch&H : "a rule in which the 

presence of formative boundary (= morpheme boundary, JPMcB) is not 

explicitly indicated applies also to strings containing any number of 

2 ornati-. e boundaries. The converse is not true, however: a rule that 

applies to the string _b +Z does not also apply to the string XZ" (SPE 

page 364). 
w 

Taking the argument a step further, we note that unlike segments, 

boundaries (which are specified [- segment]) do not have universal 

phonetic correlates (wiý_li t1ie possible e.. ception oL the i, orc boundary 

which may be optionally actualized as a pause - see SPE ibid. ). The 

morpheme boundary, then, does not appear in the output o the phono- 

logical component, i. e. on the phonetic surface. It must therefore be 

erased at some point within the phonological component. It is very 
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plausible to'assume that a rule which is dependent on the presence or 

the morpheme boundary for its operation should delete the boundary 

üurin % the cou se of its application. Let us put such a principle into 

practice in the normalization o Assimilation and Dissimilation in 

Konkani (Iverson does not attempt a normalization): 

(5) Konkani: 

A ýssimiiation - son 
- cons 
+ retr 

i. e. d+1 --ý 11 

B Dissimilation 

!. e. 1L 1 »1 

1at 
retr 

I 
lat 
retr 

tat 

. etr 

+ son 
!- lat 

- lad 

- retr 
- cons 

lat 
retr 

I ý- ! at 
+ retr 

The rules have been schematized with two segments on each side of the 

arrow in order to represent most clearly the presence versus absence 

of the morpheme boundary. 

Jeazing in mind the SPE position on the specification of morpheme 

boundaries in SDs, let us bring the argument to its conclusion: we now 

see that once /pace + le/ has become EDaiiee by the operation of Assimi- 

lation, the r- sul inJ form no longer meets the S of Dissimilation, 

since it does not contain the crucial j+%. Thus the counýerfeeding 

relation which obtains between Assimilation anc4 Dissimilation in Konkani 

can be adequately predicted without int:. oducin ; 
CCF. 

Finally, be ore lea--> ing this example, Is ioulc like to return -o Ive:: son' S 

claim that since "the structural chance o assirýilatior -ill be {t 

least) CT lateral] , and the structures affected by dissimilation include 

C lateral, T retroflexed]" (1973b. page 5; my emphasis), CCF correctly 

predicts that - issin lation does not apply to the output of assimilation:.. 

But surely the SC of Assimilation must contain the specification 
L± son] 
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since the latter feature is independent of the feature value of [lateral] 

(cf. the voiceless lateral fricatives of "ý4elsh). Furthermore, whilst 

it could be argued that [--! " cont] is omitted from the SC of Assimilation 

since it is subordinate to [- son in the feature hierarchy, [sonorant] 

is clearly superordinate to lateral] , and a switch in the value of the 

former is crucial to the process being formalized. Since [+ son, + latl 

merely overlaps with 
[+ 

retr, + lat], the structures effected by Assimi- 

lation cannot be said to be properly included in the structures affected 

by Dissimilation, CCF does not appear to apply to the Konkani data after 

all. 

Of course, when we stand back for a moment, we realize that PI is not 

the issue involved here: in fact, the segment effected by Assimilation 

and the segment affected by Dissimilation are one and the same - they 

are co-e-., ensive. It is therefore possible to underspecify the on= and 

to overspecify the other and then to claim that the former is proper y 

includeu in the latter. We shall nead to keep this point in mind when 

formalizing a constraint to ensure that such a manoeuvre is not e:. ploiteü 

precedence r elations. in the spurious determination of 
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5.2.2 Fricati7e Weakening, andFricativization in Classical Greek 

Unlike Iverson's first example whose explanation independent of CCF was 

shown to involve the treatment of boundaries, his secon6 set of data 

call for a less controversial account in terms of morphological 

conditioning. They are taken from the description of counterfeeding 

in Classical Greek found in Sommerstein's 1972 manuscript. As well as 

citing the passage from Sommerstein's manuscript reproduced in Iverson's 

paper, I shall also draw on the former's (1973) work "The Sound Pattern 

of Ancient Greek" as well as his recent textbook (1)77). 

The counterfeeding interaction in question involves the rule of Classical 

Greek whereby certain instances of s are reduced to an aspirate. 

Sommerstein describes this process as "a phonological rule weakening 

underlying /s/ to Ehi between vowels, between consonants, and initially 

before a vowel" (MS 1972 reproduced in Iverson). He originally formali- 

zes this Fricative weakening as (6) i although a less rigorous statement 

is found in the 1.77 to-. -. t - see (6) ii: -'r 

(6) Fricative Weakening in Classical Greek 

i Soramerstein's 1972 formalization 

r ob st -1- 
low 

-ý contin - cons 

([occonsJ Co{ cons] 

ii Sommerstein's 1977 formalization 

sonorant 

+ continuant V 

Since /, / is the only fricative in TJT&s in Classical Greek, the gal-- 

may be e: pressed so as to apply to fricatives in enera3 . Apart from 

Footnote 

An e-,, -en more cumbersome statement appears in the 1973 te. >t (page 133). 

However, (6) i, whilst being the formalization cited by Iverson, is 

also adequate for the ensuing discussion. 
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the particular distinctive features involved and their abbreviation as 

the segment h in (6) ii, the formalizations differ in that (6) ii omits 

the inter-consonantal environment. This context does not figure in the 

argument below, it is not referred to specifically by Iverson, nor; as 

far as I can determine, does it enter into Sommerstein's discussion. 

Hence for prey' nL purposes the discrepancy between (63 i and ii is 

irrelevant (see also footnote). 

Whilst Is/ may be present in URs in Classical Greek and subsequently 

undergo weakening, other instances of s arise in the course of derivations 

as the output of a iricati'; ivation process. This rule captures the 

alternations between s and the dental stops It, tk, d/ whici: form par. 

of the derivational and inflectional morphology of the language. We may 

accept Sommerstein's claim that it is the stops which are undserlyin 

rather than s, since it is not predictable which of the three dental 

stops will figure in the alternation. To put this in different terms, 

the Fricativization o= underlying dental stops in Classical Greek 

constitutes a neutralization process. Sornmerstein's formalization is 

reproduced as (7) : 

(7) Fricativization in Classical Greek secundum Sommerstein (1972) 

C+obst]' 

obst / 

---- C+ C On t 1. > cor . cons [-cor 

V iv 

The interaction between the rules of Fricativization and Fricative 

Weakening would be an instance of counterfeeding just in case s's 

derived from dental stops fail to undergo reduction to Eh. This is 

indeed what we find iz the Classical, or more precisely, the Attic 

dialect. That is, plousios ": ici", the adjectival derivative o oloütes 
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"`gealth", did not become *plouhios by the further weakening to h of 

the s derived from t. However, curing; the first millennium B. C. in 

three distinct üialects (that of Laconia and Argolis, that of Elis, 

and that of Cyprus - see Sommerstein 1977, page 243), Fricativization 

did feed Fricative Weakening, creating forms like ploühios. 

Of course, it could readily be claimed that this development is 

predictable under GROD -a pair of rules in a counterfeeding relation 

in conservative Attic become reordered so as to apply in a feeding 

relation in innövative Laconian et cetera. Indeed Sommerstein (1977) 

cites Classical Greek data in order to illustrate a closely related 

position. Under the apparently weaker version of GRAD adopted in 

Sommerstein's textbook, the e-, planation in terms of reordering out o 

one extrinsic orcer into another extrinsic order is recast in terms 

of the removal of the e , trinsic ordering constraint from the grammar. 

This is in keeping with the partial ordering hypothesis developed on 

pages 176-130 (ibid. ) under which no e:: trinsic ordering statements are 

given for "unmarked, natural" interactions contrasting with the need 

to state such constraints when interactions are "marked, unnatural". * 

So merstein's partial ordering hypothesis does not set out to curb the 

ei: cess power made available under GROD, by reducing the number of 

grammars that could be written with n extrinsically ordered rules (i. e. 

Footnote 

I have supplied the terms "natural", "marked" and their antonyms at 
; that Sommerstein's argumentation this point since it is only in so doir.,, 

is rendered coherent. cf. "The partial ordering hypothesis retains two 
of the main features of the linear ordering hypothesis: that in at 
least some cases, e:: plicit statements have to be made about speciLic 
rule pairs, restricting the applicability of one by conditions relatin 
to the application of the other; and that all such statements are 
valid 'across the board', unambiguously imposing one order to the 
exclusion of the other". (1977, page 130; emphasis mine). Under 
the assumption that "at least some cases" constitute marked interactions, 
T-e can begin to del ine which cases they are. 
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n Factorial). Rather, the partial ordering hypothesis sccms to have 

been formulated in order to increase the power of G: OD and thus to 

resolve the "ordering paradoxes" raised in the literature. (cf, the 

Menomini data treated on pages 174 ff. ibid. ) Thus whilst a theory 

which determined fewer than n e: trinsic orcieriný constraints for n 

rules might be termed a 'partial o-ýc: ering hypothesis' with less power 

than the GROD theory, I doubt whether Sommerstein is making such a 

claim. In fact I suspect that the is trying to achieve the best of 

both worlds, by acknowledging the vali: ý arguments pro J but at the 

same time re_u,, in to relinquish m chanical extrinsic numbering 

procedures in order to determine universal precedence principles. 

Consequently Pullum's comment is appropriate to Sommerstein's position: 

"While there are roughly 3.6 million strict orders for -n set of just 

ten rules, there are 54 thousand million partial orders .... 'o say 

that the number of Tarnmars defined under partial ordering is astro- 

nomical : ould be to underestimate it" (1979 review of Koutsouuas E ., 

1973). 

Even apart from this there lies a contradiction behind the partial 

ordering hypothesis: if universal precedence principles may be 

contravened in certain cases, : o°; can such principles retain their 

status as linguistic universals? This problem becomes particularly 

pertinent if, as seems to happen, there is no way o predicting which 

will be the exceptional cases. Moreover, even if one could determine 

when "universal" principles were going to be inoperative, there is no 

consensus in the . 
it rature as to what constitutes a "natural, unmarked" 

interaction - we have seen that KSN preclude non-mutual bleeding from 

grammars but permit counterbleeding, whilst NGP considers the former 

defensible anü the latter bogus. 
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Now that we have. clarified Sommerstein's position, let us return to 

the Classical Greek data which led to this brief excursus. We know 

that Sommerstein's position cannot bt, uaaintained under the theory of 

UDRA; we are therefore compelled to offer an alternative, less 

powerful e;. -planation for the diachronic rata. This I shall proceec-i 

to do once we have applied Iverson's CCF to the situation in Attic, 

where I shall demonstrate that the constraint is innef2ective. 

Referring back to the formulation oZ the CCF (i. e. (4) page243 ), the 

'structural change' of Fricativization (= 7) is specified as [+ contin] 

whilst the structures affected by Fricative Weakening (= (6)i) are 

specified as C+ obst, + continn. Since the latter properly includes 

the former - so runs Iverson's argument - CCF prevents Fricative 

Weakening from applying to the structures e-fected by Fricativization. 

Of course, as we noted above when discussing the Konkani example, PI 

is not the real issue here: if we uid not employ distinctive features 

in the formalization of the rules involveu, the segment s would appear 

to the right or the arrow as the output to Ficativization whilst the 

same segment s would appear to the left of the arrow as the input to 

Fricative Weakening. As in the Konkani case, the CCF relies on the 

fuller specification of the counterfed rule as compared with the under- 

specification of the counterfeeding rule - both arising out of abbre- 

viatory conventions - in order to claim that the relation of PI obtains. 

In fact the segments whose features are being manipulated are one and 

the same. In other worts, CCF achieves the right results by the wrong 

means. Its real purpose has nothing to do with feature counting and 

PI. Its purpose is to ensure that she countcrfL,. rule applies only to 

URs and not to sequences which are identical in every respect apart from 

their derived status. 
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Now the term 'derived status' is intentionally ambiguous: a sequence 

may be said to have derived status on two counts. First, the segment 

to be modified by rule B, i. e. the structure affected by rule B, may 

itself have been modified by rule A'. (See discussion of Iverson's' use 

of the terms ' affected' and ' effected' on page 243 above, and my own 

usage on page 152 above). This is the situation which obtains when rule 

B is Fricative Weakening in Classical Greek and 1. ' is Fricativization: 

instances of s which were not present in URs but which were derived 

from dental stops by Fricativization must not be permitted to undergo 

Fricative Weakening; and the CCF successfully ensures that this does 

not happen. Now consider the second count on which a sequence may be 

sai to ha-, ie derive{. status: whilst the segment to be affected by rule 

B may have been present in the UR, that segment may have been in a 

different environment in the UR; in other words, a rule A" may have 

modified the underlying string TM without altering the feature 

specifications of segment X (= the segment affected by rule B). Since 

CCF stipulates only that the segment affected must not be derived (the 

first type of 'derived status') and since it has nothing to say about 

the derived status of the environment of the segment affected (the 

second type), it will prove ineffective just in case se ments in derived 

environments fail to undergo rules for which they are eligible. 

G 

In Classical Greek , ae mind just such an instance of counteryeaAng. 

recall that Fricative Weakening applies inter-; ocalically. Now consider 

sequences of /VsV/ which arise üue to the operation of Nasal Deletion: 

(8) Nasal Deletion in Classical Greek secundum Sommerstein 1977 

page 242 

son 
V [+ nas] ± cons 

Cý ' on3 0 
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Sommerstein remarks that this rule "created new instances of intervocalic 
[s3 by the simplification of /ns/ clusters, some underlying, some them- 

selves derived from more complex underlying clusters" (1977, page 242; 

ray emphasis). 

Let us examine underlying 61 VnsV sequences which undergo Nasal Deletion 

leaving s in inter-vocalic position, that is, sequences with derived 

status which now meet the SD of Fricative Weakening. In such cases CCF 

is inapplicable - Nasal Deletion cannot figure as "rule All since the 

structures it effects are vowel length and the null segment and, 

crucially, not s which is merely a part of the environment. Moreover 

since Nasal Deletion affects two segments, this also renders it ineligible 

as 'rule A' . Consequently CCF cannot stand as an effective precedence 

principle to deal with the counterfeeding of Fricative Weakening in 

Classical Greek. 

Yet the inadequacy of CCF to handle these data is even more serious. 

Once we turn to s segments derived by rules other than Fricativization 

we find it more difficult, not to say impossible, to make PI "work". 

. An example of such a case is given by Sommerstein as an ingtance of 

intcr, vocalic s arising from the simplification of an /ns/ cluster which 

is in turn i'derived from more complex underlying clusters" (ibid. ) 
. In 

the derivation of underlying /pant ± ja/ "a11" (Nominative Singular 

Feminine), the ; lice assimilates to s, the medial plosive is elend by 

cluster simplification, and new instances of intervocalic s finally 

emerge as the result of Nasal Deletion. ': Thus phonetic surface [pa: sa] 

is derived; this form fails to undergo Fricctive Weakening in Attic 

but toes undergo that process in Laconian et cetera. \ttempting to 

* Footnote 

The ordering G1ilýe Assimilation, Cluster Simplification, Nasal Deletion 
presents no problem for the theory of UDRA, as each is in an "intrinsic 
feecing" relation to the rule iollowin. 
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apply CCF, if Glide Assimilation is taken as "rule A", then its 

structural chanae (that is, s< /j/) neets to be underspecified so 

than it will be properly included in the structures affected by 

Fricative Weakening. But since Iverson cites Fricative Weakening as 

affecting only two-distinctive features - 
£+ obstruent, + continr - 

and since Glide Assimilation involves a more radical change than 

weakening in that it flips the values of [consonantal] and [sonorant] 

(= [non-obstruentJ ), I find it impossible to envisage how the former 

could be overspec if iec so as to include the latter. 

I conclude that even if the equi-, ocations regarding PI could be resolved 

for Friccati. Azation and Fricative Weakening in Classical Greek, they 

would prove the stumbling blocks of CCF once it attemptec to account 

for a major phonological class change such as Glide Assimilation. 

Furthermore, we have found the constraint ineffective in that it makes 

no claims about segments in derived environments. The existence of 

this latter type of counterfeeding strongly suggests that a different 

kind of precedence may be operative in limiting the potential inputs 

to rules like Fricative 14eakening in Classical Greek. Let us now sub- 

stantiate the claim, anticipated at the beginning of this subsection, 

that Fri atiie Weakening is not a "phonological rule" at all, but 

rather that it is morphologically conditioned. In contradicting 

Sommerstein's assertion as to the status of this process, I am indebted 

to jean Aitchison for taking the time to discuss these data with me. 

In earlier parts of this thesis, we have referred to the precedence of 

morphological rules over "true phonological" rules. The separation of 

"morphophonemics" from " al lophonics" was a characteristic tenet of 

American Structuralist linguistics and was challenge: by Halle in 1959 

at the inception of Generative Phonology. Without coin into those 
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arguments here, I cite Koutsoudas' Morphophonemic-Allophonic Principle 

as (9) : i= (13), Page 32 , 1980) 

(9) "A morphophonemic rule application must 
over an allophonic rule application. 

"Given a rule A ---5 B/C D applicable 
application of this rule is MOtPHOPHON 
of the form cbd which could be derived 
cad; otherwise the application of the 

always take precedence 

to a form cad, the 
EMIC if there are strings 

from a source other than 
rule is allophonic, " 

As Koutsoudas is swift to point out, the cistinction drawn by him 

between morphophonemic and allophonic rules is precisely that used by 

Kiparsky to distinguish between neutralizing and non-neutralizing rules 

(1973; see discussion of Kiparsky's Neutralization Constraint on pages 

222 ff. above). Since Kiparsky was endeavouring to constrain the 

abstractness of URs rather than formulating a precedence principle, 

Koutsoudas' proposal is independently motivated. * As such, it can 

readily be incorporated into the theory of UDRA developed here as part 

of a fully integrated theory of phonology. 

Returning to Fricativization in Classical Greek, we hardly need refer 

to Koutsoudas' definition of "morphophonemic" to see that this process 

is conspicuously morphological. Indeed we might well set up a "rule of, 

thumb" whereby we suspect that a process is morphological rather than 

phonological ( morphophonemic rather than allophonic) if its environments 

form a phonetically unnatural, disparate list, such as those to the 

right-hand-side of (7), page 251 In fact aven this test can be bypassed 

since we know that Fricativization forms part of the derivational and 

inflectional morphology of the language. It would be extremely prob- 

lematic for UDRA if a morpholoSical process like Fricati1ization counter- 

fed a rule with phonological status such as that claimed for Fricative 

Footnote 

For relates classification of types of rule application, see Also 
Hutchinson, 1973. 
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Weakening by Sommerstein and accepte by Iverson. However, less 

blatantly, Fricative Weakening is also morphological: it fails to 

apply in the Aorist and Future of verbs e. . epausa "I stopped"; p auso 

"I shall stop". Given that these morphological contexts must be stated, 

it is very plausible to assume that other neri°. ational and inflectional 

classes must also be listed, namely, those,,. classes in which s alternates 

with the three dental stops. 

In making such a claim, we are not incorporating any ad hoc machinery 

into the grammar - the specification of morphological conditions on the 

operation of Fricative Weakening is independently necessary. Furthermore 

we are able to account easily for those innovative dialects where 

Fricativization feeds Fricative Weakening since the loss of conditions 

on a rule is a well-attested mechanism of linguistic change. It is my 

contention that the morphological restrictions on Fricative Weakening 

are also responsible for its failure to. apply in the other contexts on 

which we have touched in this discussion. 

r 
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§ 5.2.3 Initial Mutation in Old Breton 

We have made some attempt to characterize the counterfeeding interactions 

in Iverson's first two sets of data and in each case we have attributed 

the attested ordering to principles of UDRA other than CCF. Je have 

also questioned the claim that it is the relation of PI which obtains 

in such cases. This two-pronged attack on CCF - challenging its necessity 

and its ontological status - becomes even more forceful once the Old 

Breton data are brought into the üiscussion. 

Anderson's reason for treating Lenition in Old Breton is that the rule 

provides crucial evidence as to disjunctivity or conjunctivity in the 

expansion of neighbourhood rules. The term tmneighbourhood rule" refers 

to a phonological process which applies in environments that are related 

symmetrically inasmuch as they are the mirror-image of each other - hence 

the gloss 'mirror-image rule'. The "70" in Anderson's formulation of 

Lenition in Old Breton, reproduced as (10) below, is therefore to be 

interpreted so that the rule applies in the environment syls1 

[+ son] and in the environment C+ son j- -- [-- sy11J . 

(10) Lenition in Old Breton: Anderson's 1969 formulation 

r- continuant continuant) % [+ s, 1l] son ý+ voice > voice 

As Anderson is swift to point out, the process cannot be stated so as 

to apply between wo sonorants since it fails to operate if both 

sonorants are C sy11J : "It thus appears essential that one of tha 

sonorants be [L syllabic , but irrelevant which" (1969; page 95). 

Underlying inter-. rocalic /p/ constitutes a crucial case for Anderson's 

thesis in that, "since vowels are sonorants, the sequence /VpV/ can be 

analy"e either as 
C sy111 p C'- son. or as 

ýý son] p E' syliJº' (iLid. ). 

I the phonetic surface r::. flex o underlying inte` vocalic /p/ is ý's3 
, 
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then Lenition must ha,, e been e:: panded disjunctively, bringing about a 

singl phonological change which voiced a non-continuant. On the other 

hand, if /p/ surfaces as [v] then the e: pansion must have been 

conjunctive, reculting first in intermediate [bý which then underwent 

the rule a second time to become [+ continuant] by virtue of the fact 

that b is [+ voice (i. e. the subrule in angled brackets in (10) ). 

Since it is [b] not Cv] which is -fount' as the reflex of intervocalic /p/ 

on the phoneiic surface of Ole; Breton, r. nüeison conclwJes that nei hbouc- 

hood : ales mus be e: >pande ý' disjunctively. 

I verson's interest in Lenition in 016 Breton does not lie in the fact 

that the process is a neighbourhood rule. tither, he is concerned only 

with the question of whether a segment may undergo both subrules and 

unlike Anderson, ignores the condition that the segments flanking the 

segment affecteý! on the second expansion be the mirror-image of tine 

environment on the Birst e_ýpansion. For instance, Iverson cites the 

fact that Carbecoc] derives from /ar-petoc/ and notes that the Zorn 

-goes not become * tar-, Tedoc1 (sic: he means JRIc ). As I 

understand .. n erson's Formulation of neighbourhood rules, this cou'&d 

e. ýlý «sioZ never come about in any ease, since /ar-oetoc/ p, ýýi-mits only one 

o- /p/ and its environment, comprising uniquely she se'-uence IL son] p 

E syl1] ; --A' at is, unlike the /VoV/ se _; uences discussed by 

Anderson (and the sequence /eto/ which Iverson Does not mention), is 

not also analyzable as [+ syll] p C+ son] . In view of these facts, one 

might assume that Iverson wishes to investigate the conjunctivity or 

disjuncti-; ity of subrules abbreviated into a single schema by means o 

the angles bracket notation. However the pact that he is not seeking 

to determine conventions on expansion is eviaenceL by his statement of 

Lenition as two rules and his treatment oc each as autonomous (See (11) 

9 
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where Iverson's formulation is reproduucd for comparison with Anderson's) : 
(11) Lenition in Old Breton: Iverson's 1973b P ormu-1a on 

a. Voiced stops become continuants. 

(mirror-image) 

[+ syllabic] - continuant 
voice 

[+ continuant] 

'u. Voiceless stops become voiced. 

(mirror-image) 

[+ syllabic) 
C 

continuant] 

[+ voice 

E+ sonorant] 

I, 
- sonorantJ 

Given Iverson's formulation of Lenition in Old Breton as two separate 

rules -a questionable analysis in itself according to the view of 

Initial Mutation developed in this thesis - it is clear that CCF will 

be applicable in the same Quöious fashion which we noted for Konkani 

and Classical Greek. To spell this out, under UDRA a constraint is 

required which will prevent an underlying voiceless plosive which has 

become voiced by the application of b. f rom undergoing a. and hence 

appearing as a voiceu continuant on the phonetic :. r ace. * CCF 

4 

apparently succeeds here because, to quote Iverson, "In 01:; Breton, the 

J. Footnote 

Notice that even here an equivocation is involved, although admittedly 
it is not of fundamental importance for phonological theory; in his 
e:: pansion of Anderson's statement of Lenition, Iverson has labelled the 
counterfed rule (corresponding to the angled brackets of (10) ) as a. 
and the counterfeeding rule as b. Consequently a. must not be permitted 
to apply to the output of b. However in the formulation of CCF "B may 
not apply to the struct gyres effected by A". Whilst it may be considered 
trivial from a theoretical stand-point to single out what is obviously 
an error of exposition, I feel that my pedantry is justified in view of 
the lack of precision which permeates the paper. 
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structural change of the stop voicing rule ([a-voice] ) is properly 

included in the structures affected by the fricativization rule 

([-continuant, +voice])°'. (1973b.; page 4). Iverson concludes that 

"fricativization may therefore not apply to the stops voiced by the 

stop voicing Äule"(ibic. ) 
. 

in reaching his conclusion, Iverson refers to Norman's 1973b paper 

where the precedence relations between Anüerson's (sub-)rules -Or Old 

Breton - and inde--J the whole problem of mirror-image rules - were 

treated within UDR. ": `or the first time. f_s proposed in the introductoiy 

remarks to this section, let us summarize : dorman's position before 

examining the validity of applying CCM to these data. T, -Je shall also 

have recourse to Hastings' universal precedence principle, Stifling. 

n summary of the application of Norman's, Has zings' and Iverson' s 

principles to the Old Breton data appears in Table II. 

Initially Norman retains Anderson's original statement of Lenition 

(= (10) ). She sums up what she considers the problem pose: by the 

data by noting that ýyhilst the longer expansion (i. e. the material in 

angled brackets) must apply to und erlying /varbid/ to yield [. iarrid , 

and whilst the shorter expansion (i. e. the material outside the angled 

brackets) must apply to uncerlying /arpetoc/ and /hotiern/ to yield 

[arbeuoc] and [hodiern] respectively, the latter pair must not 

subsenuently undergo the loner expansion to become * Ear, re occ and 

*[ho'iern ]. 'Norman then presents the rule in its deconf sated form as 

(12) a. Voiced stops become continuants 

+sy111 -cont 
C+son] Mirror-image 

=voice 

+c on t 
+ nice 
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TABLE II 

THE FORMALIZATION OF LENITION IN OLD BRETON ACCORDING 
TO THREE POTENTIAL PRINCIPLES OF UDRA 

The environment of each formulation comprises [ +syll] 
. 

[+son] 

and its mirror-image. 

1. Disiunctivity associated with PIPrec 

proposed by Norman (1973) 

structures affected structures effected 

(i) counterf ed rule -cont +cont Lývoicej Lývojcei 

(ii) counterfeeding rule [-"cont] [+voice] 

Structures affected by (i) properly include structures affected 
by (ii). Therefore (i) takes applicational precedence and (i) 

and (ii) apply disjunctively. 

2. Stifling 

attributed to Hastings and cited by Norman (1973) 

structures affected structures effected 

(i) counterfed rule [+voice] [voice, 
+c ont J 

(ii) counterfeeding rule [-cont] -cont 
+voice 

Structures effected by (ii) properly include structures affected 
by (i). Therefore if (ii) has applied, (i) is stifled. 

v 

3. CCF 
proposed by Iverson (1973b. ) 

structures affected structures effected 

(i) counterfed rule -cont 
[+cont] 

L+voice 

(ii) counterfeeding rule [-cont] [+voice] 

Structures affected by (i) properly include structures effected 

by (ii). Therefore (i) may not apply to the output of (ii). 
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b. Voiceless stops become voiced 

[+syll) [ contl [+son] 

[rvoiceJ 

Mirror-image 

Since the SD of the longer expansion, a., properly includes the SD of 

the shorter expansion, b., the precedence relation could be predicted 

by PIPrec if disjunctivity were associated with that principle, that 

is, ricativization would apply first and could not be fed by stop 

voicing. Such a convention would ensure that once a form had been 

tested for applicability against both es, pansýons, and had met the SD 

of the shorter one but not of the longer one, it could not be re-tested 

gor applicability against the latter, having undergone the former. 

However, despite the apparent viability of such an amendment to PIPrec, 

Norman fails to develop the idea, as Trommelen and Zonneveld point out 

in their review (1973; page 17). This reluctance to amend PlPrec may 

be attributed to a point made by Ashley Hastings in person communcation 

to Linda Norman, namely, that (12) a. has been unnecessarily complicated 

in order to conflate it with (12) b. Norman notes that. in its simplest, 

least redundant form, (12. ) a. wou1c: be stated as (13) a'. 

(13) a' . s-711 ! Dice --sonMirror-ima; e 1C1 

-. con3 

:: t now tner2 is no ? ov er a set inclusion relation. In rat., however, 

the natural classes which under o Lenition non- hen T, e consi er only 

vacuously, there neue: was a PI relation; gor (12) a. affects oiceJ 

stops, whilst (12) b. affects voiceless stops. - and the to ire mutuÜ?? y 

e:: clus j ie classes. The spurious claim '-hhat the relation Of PI O t'-. 'nE 

Footnote 

Vornan is t-erefore correct in her observation that, unlike the pre : pious 
cases she has discuss in "iii-c irecti onaiity'l, in he Old Breton eats 

no representation meets Laie SDs of both (sub-)rules at the same point 
i --j. the derivation. 

I 
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here may be ascribed to abb reviato y conventions on rule Formulation. 

indeed w -e shall see presently that just such devices make I Terson's 

CCF viable. Moreover shall have reason to refer again to the notion 

of "natuzal class which non--vacuously under-oos a 'ule" in the "orrýa1i_, 

nation o-' the Pre-Condition to Pi in section 5 5.3 below. 

I: must be noted at this point that Norman herself does not develop 

this line of argument regarding the validity of applying PiPrec to 

Lenition in Old Beton. Instead, having merely stated that (13) a'. 

pre-empts the claim that a relation of PI obtains, she develops Hastings' 

principle, Stifling, which does postulate such relations. Following 

Sanders (1972b) Stifling presupposes that rules be considered as 

equational statements rather than as rewrite instructions. I shall 

not e.. plore the implications of this here - suffice it to say that I 

strongly suspect that Sanders' 1972 position is unrelated in any 

relevant sense to his standing on UDRA. I therefore simply reproduce 

without further comment Norman's reformulation o Lenition in terms of 

-2', uat zonal statements: 

(14) Lenition in Old Breton: Norman' s 1.973b formulation as e^uational 

s atements 

a. +s; I11 [-contl [-son] (oc) = [+syllJ =-Iti-oice [. 
son] (/, 4) (" I) 

-cont 

] 

I. [+s 113 [ ; oic, ] [- son] (a) [-son] 

--. on 

Proper Inclusion Sti ing is cited as (15) : 

(15} Stifling: 

"I a represer. `ation R satisfies a term of oý a rule ., and 
also satisfies the oc-term of a rule B, and At properly 
inclu, ies Ba , then B does not apply ýo R. " 

By applying S cif 1 in; J (15) to the : 2-{-; uational statements of (14) 
, ft 

follows that "since the o(-term of [(14) b. ] is properly incluc ec in 
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the /3-term of [(14) 
a. 

], the rule E(14) b. is stifled, i. e. it 

cannot apply to R". (Norman in KoutsouJas Ed. 1976, page 141). 

We have seen, then, that three apparently separate precedence principles 

have been adduced within UDR to account for Lenition in Old Breton: 

Iverson's CCF, Norman's disjunctivity associated with PlPrec and 

Hastings' Proper Inclusion Stifling. 2.11 purport to constrain the 

counterieedin3 rule so that it cannot feed the counterfed rule, that 

is, that the rule-pairs of Table II apply in the order i before ii 

only. The question we must now ask is the following: How do these 

principles differ? Each hinges on the claim that the relation of ?I 

obtains bet,. een some part of the counterfeeding rule and some part of 

the countered rule. 

Amended PIPrec says that it is the input to the counterfed rule which 

properly includes the input to the counterfee ing rule. But we have 

seen that the natural classes involved (voiced stops and voiceless 

stops) actually constitute a disjunction. However it would appear 

that the Old Breton data are in this respect "the exception" to the 

kind of case Iverson has been attempting to illustrate. The reason 

behind the "exceptional" character of the Old Breton data lies, I shall 

argue shortly, in the fact that Lenition is part of a system of Initial 

iutation. 

io return to our question re ; arding the ' iý erences be ýäýcen the three 

propose piece nce principles, let us consider the : elation of tiflinb 

to amende. PIPrec anc. CCF. Notice that this principle subsumes two 

cases, the one in which At is the -term of A and that in `Vhich At is 

the / -tee,. of A. It therefore stipulates that either the input or 

the output of the counterfee iin; rule properly includes the input to 

,. he counterfed ru1E--. 
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Taking the case in which the input to the counterfeeding rule properly 

includes the input to the counterfed rule and stating it in the terms 

of Table II, this means that the segments affected by ii properly 

include the segments affected by i. Yet surely this is precisely the 

reverse of amend ed'PIPrec? It is important to note that the 'rationale' 

behind both principles is one and the same: both claim that of two 

Lules, each of whose SD is met, the more conte t-sensitzve takes 

applicational precedence to the e: clusion of the less context-semi., eve 

takes applicational precedence to the e-; clusion of the less conte:: - 

sensitive. In other Uords, there is no need to question the enü- 

product of these principles. Rather what is under scrutiny is their 

manipulation of the relation of PI. In fact only the PI of the input 

to the counter feeding -rule by that of the countered rule "works" fa 

these data* - and we have demonstrated that even this claim is spurious. 

Now consider the relation of the other case of Stifling to CCF. 

Reference to Table ]I reveals that Principle 2 stipulates PI as the 

reverse of Principle 3. Put less cryptically, although both principles 

result in the same effective end-proý`uct, they do so by -eman6in3 

contrary PI relations between the terms o- the rules concerned. Further- 

more both PI relations "work" for the individual manners in which the 

rules are formulated. The following question roust now be raised: How 

can contrary principles predict the same precedence re]. ation for the 

same set of data and both be right? 

The answer is of course that amended PIPrec, Stifling and CCF are 

spurious when applied ý--o Lenition in Old Breton, This runs much deeper 

Footnote 

This is reflected by the f act that the ,, uote from Norman on p . 266-7 
refers to the other case of 0tifl. in; about to be discussed. Talc II 
also presents this other case 
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than Iverson's implication that amended PIPrec is not as far-reaching 

as CCF in that it is inapplicable to the Konkani and Classical Greek 

data. Rather the relative merits of, in particular, Stifling and CCF 

do not lie in their scope. Instead any evaluation of them must hinge 

on the relation of Pi which is central to them both. Let us now 

e:. amine the validity of claiming such a relation for the Old Breton 

data. 

As we have seen, it is Iverson's contention that "the structural change 

of the stop voicing rule ([+voice1) is properl: y included in the 

structures affected by the fricativization rule ([-continuant, +-,, roice] )'t 

(see pages 262-3 above). Yet is surely obvious that the stop voicing 

rule (11 b. ) does not generate the set of elements specified as [+voicej. 
. 

Nor does it even generate the set of voiced obstruents *- this is 

implicit in Iverson's reference to the process as "the stop voicing 

rule". In fact the output of (11 b. ) is coextensive with the input 

to (11 a. ) - the structures effected by the former and affected by the 

latter comprise the same set. In other words, the structural change 

of the stop voicing rule has been underspeciEied. 

The device which is responsible for this underspecification and thus 

permits the purported relation of PI is, ironically, that introduce'] 

into phonological theory to eliminate redundancy in rule formulation 

-I refer to the abbreviatory convention whereby a feature appearing 

with the value o4, to the left of the arrow (above the arrow in Iverson' s 

schematism) will be taken to retain that value at to the right of the 

Footnote 

In all the formulations of Lenition in Old Breton discussed here the 

omission of the feature [sonorant] in SD's is striking. 
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arrow (below the arrow) unless -oc is specified. Iverson has e: -ploited 

this abbreviatory device in failing to respecify the feature [continuant] 

with the value minus to the right of the arrow, just in case it has that 

value to the left. 

In fact, Iverson has been disingenuous in his manipulation of abbre- 

viatory devices. By a related convention, a rule flipping the 7alue oc 

of distinctive feature F to -oc will not specify oC to the left of the 

arrow. Rather the rule till be allowed to operate on all F, applying 

vacuously to segments which are initially -oc F. Thus in formulating 

the fricativization rule, it is totally redundant for [-continuant] to 

appear in the input: the rule woula be more economically stated if it 

were permitted to operate on all obstruents, applying vacuously to 

those which were already [+continuant] 
. If Iverson wishes to under- 

specify the output to the stop voicing ruie, he must adhere to such 

conventions in his statement of the structures affected by the frica- 

tivization rule and specify them as [Tvoice] alone, i. e. identical to 

the output of (11 b. ). Once there is consistency in the formalization 

of both parts of the Lenition process, it becomes blatantly clear that 

PI plays no röle here. 

Similar criticism may be made of the manipulation of abbreviatory 

devices in applying Stifling to the Old Breton data (i. e. the second 

case of Stifling, as exemplified in Table II ). If Norman Tuen! to 

adhere strictly to such conventions, she iyoulü omit the specification 

of [-cont] in the /&-term of (14) a. - since the value of [continuantl 

remains unaltered in the rule's SC, its value will correctly be taken 

as minus even if it does not appear on the rieh`-hand side. Once 

[-cont] is from the segments 2ffectcd by the countcrfeecin',, 

rule, we see immediately that this class is coe.. tensi1e with the segments 
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affected by the counter-ed rule. To sum up, it is precisely because 

the SC of the counterfeeding rule and the SD of the counterfed rule 

constitute the same natural class that it is possible to contrive their 

precise specification so that the relation of PI appears to obtain. It 

is just this kind of manipulation that the Pre-Condition on PI will be 

set up to preclude. 

Given that no relation of PI obtains between the subrules in Anderson's 

formulation of Lenition in Old Breton, CCF must be rejected as inappli- 

cable - and so must the amended version of PIPrec anc Proper Inclusion 

Stifling. By what principle of UDRA, we now ask, can the attested 

precedence be predicted? The answer to this question zepends upon the 

precise stage in the development of Breton to Which the data belong. 

In other words, it hangs on -whether L2nition was a phonological process 

or had been morphologized by the time concerneci. In fact, I shall argue 

that 'grammatical is at ion' had already set in; but whether I am proved 

sight on this point or not, the theory oý phonology developed in this 

thesis demands a particular view of Lenition itself. This view, which 

is to be fully substantiated in Part II, cads gor the treatment of 

each Initial Mutation as a single two-stage process. 

0_f course, such a claim is equivocal - what constitutes "each mutation"? 

In Old Breton, where the process of Lenilion may still be phonologically 

transparent, there may indeeÜ be grounds fog uef: ining "mutation" on the 

basis of the change in a subset of initial consonants (e. g. -ioiceless 

plosives, voiced plosives) or even in a particular initial consonant 

(e. g" /p/, /b/, /t/). It is here that our knowleuge or the later histary 

of the langua; can play a decisive röle : in Modern Breton 

Onments of Lenition are morphologically Determined, applying, for example, 

to feminine singular anu masculine plural nouns after the definite 
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article (, \m Arson 1969; page 94) ; no-,, 7 if Lenition had comprised two 

processes in the parent language, one ; 'oulu' pre ict instances o, say, 

voiceless stops voicing in feminine singular nouns after the definite 

article but voiced stops being unaffected in that environment. p,, -It 

slightly differently, why shoulu disparate phonological processes 

morphologize in e., actly the same way? : °: nderson makes the point 

succinctly: "That it (= Lenition; J icB) is in fact one rule is 

supported by the fact that in the modern language, where- the conditions 

gor the applicability of the corresponding -han-e are rather complex: 

are the same or all 2cte: " 

(ibid. PP. 95-6). 

The pact that autation takes place. in arbitrary morphological envir- 

onments in modern Breton means that it is unpredictable on a phonological 

basis. Yet the statement of the environments in a list seems unsatis- 

factory a priori. Furthermore, such an analysis would fail to capture 

an important fact about Initial Mutation, the fact made e: elicit in the 

quot=ation from An erson above. Tz argument may be schematize:.: in the 

_ollotiin; ýý. _-: Unier Mutation, in iuorpi ological Ln-: ironments A and 3, 

sa2nt:: be orae s segment T, -whilst s2 a, L. _ý ' becomes s :: ý: a: n ;'; 

. If ion , in ono moo? o-3cäl Ein jironments C and s: ; nrnt x ri. wc. C 

becoraes segment , .: eilst se-,;. tent becomes segment z' . Gi: <: ý that 

and (z, 
.I constitute the natural 

classes {: }, {Y} and {z} respectively, 7e may set up the tolloT, in 

2-uations: 

X: y = "1 : 37' :z-: Tü1 
h 

The approach to initial Mutation proposed in this thesis obviates the 

repeated ad: hoc listing of morphological environments and captures 

generalization that each Mutation has constant phonetic ef1e: x2-s in 
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those Disparate environments, his is achieved by introducing a 

diacritic mark: r . or each Mutation. The 'triggers' of Mutation are 

assigned to syntactic surface structures on the basis of their labelled 

bracketing and the morphosyntactic catevories involved, before the 

string enters the phonological component proper. Within the phonological 

component, each trig trigger conditions the process of 'realization'. 

Because disparate morphological environments ha'i been assigned tha 

same trigger, realization need be stated once only. In our schema- 

tization, the tri i [4-MI will have been assigned to senments : an' 1, ' I- a 

whenever they are found in environments A or B-; similarly, the trigger 

[+'R] will have been assignee: to those same segments in environments C 

and D. Since {x, x' ... corm a natural class, as co ¬y, y' ... 
} and 

{z, z' ... 
I 

, their realization will be stateable as follows: 

X -ýl Y 

C-ý1 
to ü 

O course, this outline of the treatment of Initial Mutation begs 

several important -iuestions. To take triggering first: What kind o 

morphological environments determine mutation? Are they all necessarily 

present in syntactic surface structure? Moving on to realization one 

must ask: Do the segments undergoing mutation always form a natural 

class? Does the realization process itself always effect a natural 

class? Does Initial Mutation necessarily involve feature-changing rules 

or may epenth2sis anu deletion figure in the process? At present I can 

only answer these and -related questions for Modern Irish: any answers 

comprise the remainder of this thesis. However) y am aware that if my 

proposals are to have any bearing on phonological theory, I canno ak 

predictions in a -J acu, 1i: a. In other words, my claims for Modern Irish 

must have theoreticai consequences for the treatment of the other Celtic 

langua es - and u1': i 1ýtcl : for all languages `where initial consonant 
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changes which were once phonetically motivated have be,:. a i; re "grammatic- 

contention, therefore, that the processes of trinyeri--ý 

and realization became operative in Breton before initial Mutation ceased 

to be phonologically transparent. 

It has been suggested by Hooper that processes can become morphologized 

before their phonological motivation disappears from the phonetic surface 

(see discussion of Spanish, 3 4.1 "Simultaneous Rule Application in KSN" 

pane 161 .; in particular page 16k) Without anticipating the 

treatment of the 'grammaticalisation' of Initial Mutation in the transiion 

from Old Irish in Part II 5 1.4,1 should claim that triggering was 

productive in Old Breton even at a stage when the environment still 

comprised a sonorant on one side and a syllabic . 3e; ment on the o : her. 

Thus I strongly suspect that the principle of UDR. > which applies to the 

Modern Irish data presented below is also applicable in Old Breton. 

Nevertheless, before sketching that principle, it behoves ne to find 

another explanation for the Old Breton data - one which does not depend 

upon any 'sind of morphological precedence - since we know that in early 

Celtic languages, initial Mutation was phonetically conditioned. 

Let us assume a very early stage in the development of Breton when 

Initial Mutation may be viewed as a sandhi phenomenon. ignition was 

a low-level phonetic rule comparable to aspiration in present-day 

-rq ch, it is very natural to vie its e ects, na ply the English. As si 

voicing of voiceless plosives and the fricativization of voiced plosives, 

as manifestations of a unitary process, applyin in co pleýe türy dis- 

junctive environments. Anderson's use of angled brackets captures the 

disjunctive relation between the subparts of Lon-it-ion and is in keeping 

7ith SPE notational conventions (Seei § 3.2 'Disjunctive and Conjuncti, %e 

Or: erinö') . Thus i-a its-s e:: p1icatiDn of Lenition in Old Breton as a lcný- 

levfll phonetic rule, the theory of UDRA is able to adopt gratis the 
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conventions on disjunctivity that it inherited from the classical theory. 

Two points immediately arise in connection with such an explanation. 

First, why did Anderson concern himself with the question of conjunctive 

or disjunctive expansion, when he had already incorporated a disjunctive 

notational device into his formalization? The answer revolves around 

two interrelated matters, the first being that Anderson used angled 

brackets as indices (like subscript i, j) rather than strictly in the 

SPE manner (although, of course, indexing is one of the functions of 

angled brackets within GROD). Secondly, as we noted above, Anderson 

was interested in Lenition in Old Breton just in case it was a neigh- 

bourhood rule, that is, he was focussing his attention on its mirror- 

image environment, not on its internal make-up. 

The second point which must be raised in connection with the proposed 

account of Lenitipn as a low-level phonetic rule is the following: Why 

does the notational convention not apply in Modern Breton? Why seek 

another (this time) "morphological" explanation? A possible answer 

entails going outside the Breton data to Modern Irish where (morpho- 

logical) Lenition cannot be stated in one formalism even using angled 

bracket notation, and an explanation must be found other than one 

hingeing on the disjunctivity of subrules. Since the mechanism involved 

constitutes a more powerful theoretic device than that required by the 

Old Breton data, it will always be possible to explain the latter data 

in terms of that mechanism (- whereas the reverse is not possible i. e. 

it is not possible to explain Lenition in Modern Irish in terms of the 

weaker disjunctivity convention). However, the forcefulness behind the 

generalization of the treatment of Modern Irish to other languages lies 

in the fact that, once Initial Mutation is viewed as a two-stage process, 

a convention on rule ordering follows as a natural consequence of the 
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introduction of triggers. Given that the evidence of the identical 

phonetic reflexes of Lenition in disparate morphological environments 

compels us to adopt a two-stage treatment for Modern Breton, it follows 

that we should also have recourse to the apparatus this entails. 

It is important to emphasize here that crucial to the abbreviation of 

the phonetic process of Lenition in the early history of Breton is the 

fact that we are dealing with a single rule. As we have seen, the 

development into the modern language could not have taken place if 

"phonetic Lenition" subsumed separate processes. And it is this very 

aspect of Initial Mutation which in turn provides the justification 

behind the formalization of Lenition as a single phonetic rule in the 

parent language. The use of the angled bracket notation is thus not 

merely an ad hoc device whereby unrelated rules are combined without 

. capturing a significant generalization (cf. Kiparsky 1968b) " 

The fundamental claim that each form of Initial Mutation is one process 

is based on the fact, that, in all languages known to me with this 

phenomenon, a given underlying initial consonant never undergoes a 

particular * mutation more than once. To return to our schematization, 

let w and w' be members of set {X} and w' and w' ' be members of set fYj 

i. e. w' belongs to the intersection of x} and fYj. Assuming that w 

has mutated to w', w' may not then undergo Mutation M again to become 

w", despite the fact that the reflex of underlying w' is w''. This 

property of Initial Mutation is captured in a natural way by the model 

proposed in this thesis: each trigger is allotted a life-span of one 

Footnote 

The use of the term "particular" is to cover Rogers' analysis of Modern 
Scots Gallic, where it is claimed that certain segments undergo a 
combination of Lenition plus Nasalization. See critique of Rogers in 
Part II. 
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relevant phonological rule, that is, it may condition one application 

only of the realization rule. This is very plausible when one considers 

that diacritics must be deleted at some stage within the phonological 

component since they do not appear on the phonetic surface. Rather' 

than erasing triggers at an arbitrary point in derivations, I propose 

that the application of the realization rule conditioned by a trigger 

should also effect the deletion of that trigger. The corollary of this 

convention is that a given segment may undergo mutation once only: the 

segment w meets the SD of the realization rule X --- )Y only by virtue of 

its associated trigger [+M]; the output to the rule is the segment w'. 

But this w' no longer meets the SD of X --ý Y, because the trigger [+M] 

is absent. The underlying segment w', on the other hand, is accompanied 

by the trigger [+MI and therefore is eligible to undergo X--)Y. 

It remains for me to spell out the application of triggering and 

realization to Lenition in Old Breton. There are good grounds for 

assuming that the mutation was conditioned by triggers even in the period 

to which Anderson's data belong. -Although this is not the place to 

substantiate such a claim in detail, let me state that only in this way 

can we satisfactorily explain the historical loss of phonetic transparency 

in the environments of the processes concerned. Take it, then, that 

the trigger j+LenJ has been assigned to the syntactic surf ace structure 

jar +petoo}. It appears that in old Breton we need employ an SPE 

convention on diacritics, which associates the morphological feature 

[+Len] with every segment of the word. This convention is not exploited 

in the synchronic grammar of Modern Irish, where only the iiitial 

consonant of a morpheme from a major class category (Noun, Verb, 

Adjective) undergoes mutation. In fact, in old Breton only consonants 

need ever be assigned the trigger E+Len] 
. This by-passing of [+syllabic3 

4 
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segments may well be effected by a redundancy rule on triggering itself. 

It may then be the case that the specification of the feature [-syllabic) 

in the realization olf Lenition is obviated (- see (16) and (17) below). 

Two underlying segments of /ar-petoc/ meet the structural description 

of the realization of Lenition, namely /p/ and /t/, each with its 

associated trigger [+Len]. The applications of realization are effected 

as follows: 

(16) 

1 

ii 

The Application of Realization to /ar-petoc/ * 

p -- )b 

-cont -cont 
-voice 

-ý 
+voice 

-cor -c or 
+ant L+ant 
+Len 

t ---) d 

-cons -cont 
-voice +voice 
+cor +cor 
+ant +ant 
+Len 

/ [+s on] [+syl l] 

/ [+sonJ 
, 

[+syll] or [-rsyl l] C+son] 

To demonstrate the operation of the part of Lenition in Anderson's 

formalization (= Iverson's (11) a. ), let us tae Norman's citation of 

underlying /darbid/ which appears as [darvid] on the phonetic surface. 

[+Len] has been assigned to {darbid} by the process of triggering before 

it enters the phonological component proper. In the formalization of 

the application of realization, I shall assume that [v] < /b/ is 'either 

* Footnote 

The voicing of the final /c% in Anderson's citation of phonetic [arbedog] 

must be effected by a rule other than Lenition, since final /c/ does not 
meet its SD. Note that Iverson and Norman both cite the phonetic repre- 
sentation [arbedocj. Indeed, this is the form given in Fleuriot's (1964) 
"Dictionnaire des Gloses en Vieux Breton" as 10th Century "nom de copiste". 
Fleuriot notes that "ce mot est exactement le meme que le gallois arbedog", 
which is rendered as "merciful". 

i 
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phonetically bilabial (cf. the velarized counterpart of /v/ in Modern 

Irish is /w/), or that the change in place of articulation is achieved 

by a PDR : 

(17) The Application of Realization to /darbid/ 

b --ý v 

-cont +cont 

+voice +voice 
-cor -cor 
+ant +ant 
+Len 

+s on] C+syl l] 

By inspecting the formalizations, it is clear why the output of (16) i 

is not eligible to become the input to (17) i. e. why the [b] < /p/ in 

[arbedoc] does not become [v) to yield * Carvdoc] (where [d] <' /t/ 

has similarly become [8] ). For their SDs do not match: unlike the 

input to (17), the output of (16) i does not contain the trigger [+Len], 

just in case the trigger has been deleted by the single operation of the 

realization process. 

It is in this natural way that the hypothesis concerning Initial Mutation 

which is proposed here captures the generalization that a given segment 

may undergo a particular mutation only once. The solution to the problem 

posed by the purported counterfeeding relation is thus resolved within 

the overall treatment of Initial Mutation - without the need to encumber 

the theory with ad hoc machinery. Perhaps it may be argued that the case 

for dealing with old Breton in such a way is not as convincing as it 

could be, given that voicing and fricativization can be subsumed under 

one disjunctive rule anyway. Nevertheless it is my contention that the 

case is highly convincing for Modern Irish where no such abbreviation is 

feasible. Moreover, only by treating Old Breton and Modern Irish according 

to the same theoretical model can strong universal claims be made about the 

analysis of the phenomenon of Initial Mutation in natural language. 
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5 .3 The Non-Spurious Determination of Proper Inclusion 

In the discussion of three sets of data taken from Iverson's paper (i, ea 

those from Konkani, Classical Greek and Old Breton) we have found that 

principles independent of CCF predict the attested precedence relations. 

Thus these principles, based on the assumptions about morphological 

phenomena adopted in this thesis, render CCF superl-' luous. Furthermore, 

we have questioned the ontological status of CCF on the grounds that it 

claims that a relation of PI obtains between rules where no such 

relation e_-. ists. We noted that the purported relation is said to hold 

between the output of rule A and the input to rule B, whereas in the 

iormaliz. ation of KSN's PIPrec it was the inputs to both rules which were 

under scrutiny. This might lead us to constrain PI only when A's 

output and B's input are involved. However it is clear that it is the 

PI relation per se which Iverson is manipulating and the question of 

whether it is A's SD or SC which provides the phonological material is 

irrelevant. Moreover it is desirable for the theory of UDRA to guard 

itself against any possible kind of manipulaticn of PI and, this includes 

the spurious application of KSN's PIPrec. 

Before for allzing a pre-con ition on PI to ensure the non-spurious 

determination o precedence relations under all circumstances, let us 

briefly summarize how it comes about that this formal property o SDs 

and SCs may be manipulates:. Recall that in the data which Iverson cites 

fo Konkani and Classical Greek, a process B applies to a set oz segments 

Y just in case Y is underlying and crucially not c 2ri-. re from a ýy the 

prior application o process t. To put this sli0 tly Gi ferently, may 

not e feet the set of segments which A effects. Js specified by Iversen 

in CCF, / may effect a 1a. ß ýjc- r set than that Gf f ec sec by B (when "the 

structural change of a rule . 
is properly includes in the rucýur. s 
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affected by a rule B"; 1973b. tae 4) and it is easy to construct a 

hypothetical e: ample in T7hich, say, the output of A was the set of all 

obstruents while the input to B was the set of coronal obstruents (thus 

the SC of A, [- son , is properly incluoecd in the SD of B, C- son, + coral) . 

In such a case an effective constraint on a count? rfeeding interaction 

might indeed make reference to the normal relation of PI. This is the 

situation which appears to obtain when we inspect the SDs and SCs of 

the rules as Iverson presenots them. However, on closer e. aminatien, -e 

see that the Konkani and Classical Greek data are not of this kind. 

Rather, for the processes cited, the output of A and the input to B are 

coexxtensiv. e. Giw-en this identity of segments effected by A and affected 

by B, it will always be possible to underspecity the former, due to the 

established convention that äistinczive features specified to the left 

of the arrow retain their values and need not be restated to the right 

of the arrow unless they figure in the rule's ; C; and, it will also 

always be possible to overspecify the latter, by referring to more 

distinctive features than economy demands. Consequently, it will be 

possible, under current conventions on rule formalization, to claim 

that the segments effected by A are properly included in the segments 

ý.,. ý. a..... _. _ 

affected by B- even where no such relation obtains. And this is what 

CCF does. An analogous case was found in the Old Breton data where a 

single process, that of Lenition, (rather than two autonomous rules as 

in Konkani and, Classical Greek), derived Y from undeý: lyiný ýý and also 

operates on underlying Y to yield z (ce. schemacization of the argument 

for Old Breton on p . 272.. 3 above). 

The first task of a theory of UDRA wishing to exclude the spurious 

application of precedence principles ba3ed on PI must be to deine 

Formally those situations where the : elation of PI may be tested for. 
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In other words it must rule out cases of coextension. This is achieved 

when the algorithm (18), the PI Test, is incorporated into the theory; 

(18) The PI Test 

Two representations may be tested to determine whether the 

relation of proper inclusion holds between them if phonological 

material from at least one remains extant iahen all the coextensive 

subparts of each representation have been discarded. 

Because the PI Test constitutes an algorithm, not a principle of UDRA, 

it does not predict a precedence between rules but rather, provides a 

proce-ure for applying a particular principle (e. g. KSN's PIPrec) to 

representations. Now notice that the PI Test has been judiciously 

T,. orded to cover both sets of circumstances where we have found PIPrec 

to be applicable in earlier sections. Let us term these different types 

of PI relations Proper Contextual Inclusion and Proper Segmental 

Inclusion, defined in (19) and (20) respectively: 

(19) Proper Conte-Lua1 Inclusion: 

Ir, after the PI Test, phonological material from representation 

_ remains extant -whereas no phonological material prom repre- 

sentation B remains extant, then represeatation A properly 

includes representation B. 

(20) Proper Segmental Inclusion: 

Let be be that class of se gents from representation A which 

remains extant after the PI Test, and let *Lib be that class of 

segments from representation B which remains e;. tant after the 

PI Test. If the list of features specifying Xa prope: ly includes 

the list of atures specifying --b' chenn r--presentation A properly 

incluces representation B. 

It is important to emphasize that (like Hestin3s °S Proper 

Conte. tual Inclusion and Proper Segmental Inclusion leave open the 

v 
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question of whether it is the input or output to A which is matched 

against the input to B. * On the other hand, KSN's PIPrec covers just 

those cases of Proper Conte., tua1 Inclusion and Proper Segmental Inclusion 

which involve the inputs to both rules. With this caveat in mind, let 

us examine more specifically the two types of PI defined by (19) and 

(20). 

Proper Contextual Inclusion refers to the situation uher2 PI is estab- 

fished by virtue of the fact that one rule is Conte: t-sensitive and the 

other context-free. It therefore covers KSN's example from Latin American 

Spanish, taken from Saporta and handled by PIPrec (see ý 3.1 above). In 

that example, Delateralization is context-free converting X' 
-.. ýý, whilst 

Final Depalatalization is context-sensitive converting ---) 1 before . 

By applying the PI Test the common palatal lateral is discarded from 

both SDs. But now nothing is left of the SD of Delateralization whereas 

the word bounuary remains extant from the SD of Final Depalatalization. 

Hence the latter properly includes the -corner and the principle of 

PIPrec may predict its precedence. 

having demonstrated the working of Proper Conte.. tua1 Inclusion as an 

algorithm, we turn to the parallel application o= Proper Segmental 

Inclusion. Sufic it to say that it functions as an algorithm in two 

related situations. First, the same class of segments may be modified ** 

in differing environments. After the PI Test, these coe., tensive modified 

Ä Footnote 

However, unlike Stifling, the PI Test anä its derivative procedures do 

not require that rules be viewed as e,; uational statements. 

** Footnote 

In referring to both the segment affected by A and that effected by A, 
I shall use the participle "modi fled", since it is ambiguous temporally. 
This will enable me to maintain the duplicity captured by equational 
statements in Stifling. 
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segments will have been discarded, leaving 
01 the class of segments in 

one environment to properly include the class of seglents in the other 

environment. Secondly, the natural class o segments modified by A may 

comprise a proper subset of the natural class affected by rule B. Proper 

Class Inclusion constitutes the principle of UDRA which stipulates the 

precedence relations gor inputs in the latter situation, the oriJinal, 

more general Principle of PIPrec handling the former situation. It will 

be recalled that Proper Class Inclusion is the precedence principle 

derived prom KSJ's PIPrec to deal with data like the Devoicing and 

Spirantization of obstruents in Low German dialects (see S k. i" ; 

Proper Class Inclusion is formalized on pagel52 ). Thus Proper SýS- 

mental Inclusion is its procedural counterpart (as well as being the 

procedural counterpart to a principle referring, to the segment effected 

by A, and that affected by 3, i. e. IJerson's CCF, should such a principle 

be proven valid). 

j. -,,; o points of c1Gri. "ication should be ma e in connection with the 

application o Proper Segmental Inclusion as he rocecural counterpart 

to Proper Class Inclusion. Both hinge on the crucial fact that Proper 

Sogmental iaciusion, as an algori-hm, -A. ors to the listing of c istircti, e 

features in repr4sentations, whilst P: -oper Class Inclusion, as a pre- 

ccdence principle, refers to the natural classes actually unde_roing 

rules. The first point requiring clarification arises when comp rin- 

she formalization o the algorithm (20) ýAith that oZ the principle (1) 

on page 152 ,B =e tion 4.1; it rmic ht appear at first : lance that the 

r' 1ations between the classes have been reversed in each formalization. 

But as we have noted, throughout this thesis, it is essential to bear in 

hind when determining PI whether one is referring to an SD itself or to 

the set of : e-presentations which meets tha. SD. Thus "if the list of 
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features specifying äa properly includes the list of features specifying 

;;. ý 
11 (= Proper Segmental Inclusion), then "the class Xb properly 

includes the class Proper Class Inclusion). 

The second point materializes in the application of the PI Test to the 

Low German data, inasmuch as Proper Segmental Inclusion demands that 

the phonological material it is dealing with has already been subjected 

to that test. More specifically, we have seen that Proper Class Inclusion 

is applicable to the affected se meats in these data, and hence the 

corresponding procedure subsumed under the algorithm Proper Segmental 

Inclusion will be operative on the basis that all environmental material 

has been discarded from the representations concerned. Only then will 

the algorithm determine the PI relation between the modified segments. 

Yet when we inspect the SDs of Spirantization and Devoicing their 

environments appear disparate, the formsr applying post-4 ocalically, 

the latter word-finally. How then can the PI Test discard the contextual 

material to leave the class of voiced obstruenýs and the class of all 

obstruents? 

The answer lies once again in the application o the algorithm to 

representations. In the case of Spirantization and Devoicing in Low 

German dialects, a representation lice underlying /täg/ meets both SDs 

simultaneously (hence the fact that KSN's propos%ai of simultaneous 

application "works" here), just in case they are complementary. Let: Sys 

therefore add a codicil to the PI Test which : gill discard complementary 

environments, leaving only modified segments to undergo Proper Segmental 

Inclusion: 

(21) Codicil to the PI Test: 

Discard nviLonmental material Loom representation ': if Yepre- 

sentation 3 contains complementary environmental material. 
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Note that it will always be the case that the material discarded from 

representation A under the codicil comprises the left-hand environment 

when that discarded from representation B comprises the right-hand 

environment, and vice versa. This is because if A'. 's environment ana 

B's environment were mutually e. cclusive (i. e. if the two left-hand and 

right-hand environments were speciZied), no representation would ever 

find itself in both contexts at once. It is perhaps slightly equivocal, 

therefore, to refer to "representations" EA: and B since in fact we are 

ali,; ays dealing with a single representation which meets the SDs of two 

rules. Of course, the reason behind the use of the terms "representation 

All and "representation B" is the need to stress that the PI Test and its 

derivative algorithms apply to phonological strings meeting particular 

specifications given in rules, not to the rules themselves. 

We have discussed the two situations in which the algorithms Proper 

Contextual Inclusion and Proper Segmental Inclusion operate, the latter}s 

application itself comprising two cases. Let us characterize the 

situations subsumed under the two types of PI in terms of "containing 

more contextual material" (= Proper Contextual Inclusion) and in terms 

of "one natural class of segments properly including another" (® Proper 

Segmental Inclusion). Glossed: in this way, it is easy to sce ý: -hy the 

PI of an environmental segment from B by an env_ronmental segment from 

(where the segments modiiicd in each representation are coextensi=. -e) 

should fall unter the rubric of Proper Segmental Inclusion, rather than 

under that of Proper Conte:: tual Inclusion. Thus although it might be 

argued that the PI relation between environmental segments should be 

hanciled -iith those other instances where it is the modified segments 

which are coextensive and hence discarded, there is a stronger case for 

grouping together all PI of one class of segments by another. The 

reasons for doing so are even more compelling once one takes into 
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account the caution requireu in determining PI between natural classes 

themselves and between matrices of distinctive features: by dealing 

with all segmental inclusion under one rubric, the caveat need only be 

stated once. 

A final point demands mention in our discussion of the formalization of 

the algorithms to deine PI: we have, up till now, been concerned in 

the main with environmental segments.. What happens when boundaries 

figure in a rule's SD, for they are specified f segmentj? It is 

important to note that despite this distinctive feature speci fication, 

boundaries nevertheless comprise phonological material. Hence they may 

"count" in the PI Test. However, they can never undergo a phonological 

rule in the stri. t sense. That is, although they may be deleted in the 

course of a rule's operation, it is never the sole function of a rule 

to remove a boundary; furthermore, a general low-level ru1-: which 

effects the deletion o remaining boundaries prior to the surfacing of 

the phonetic representation is not considereu a "regular phonological 

rule", but is instead viewed as a convention. Thus our definition of 

Proper Segmental Inclusion does not seem able to accommodate boundaries. 

Yet one can readily envisage a situation where, after the PI Test had 

discarded the coextensive modified segments from two context-sensitive 

representations, only boundaries remained extant. Here the boundaries 

would either be complementary (e. g. process A applies after a morpheme- 

boundary, process B applies be ore a word-boun, ary) and hence discarded 

by the Codicil to the PI Test, or they would be mutually exclusive 

(e. g. process A applies before a morpheme-boundary, process B applies 

before a %ord-boun. -'ary) and therefore no representation would contain 

both. Finally, should it be the case that, after the PI Test, a 

boundary remained extant from representation b_ whilst no phonological 

material remaineü e;: tant from representation B, then A woulu properly 
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include B (e. g. Delateralization and Final Depalatalization in Latin 

American Spanish; see page 68 above). 

Summing up the argument so far, we require the theory of UDRA to 

exclude cases of coextension from PI. The PI Test anc its derivative 

procedures, Proper Contextual Inclusion and Proper Segmental Inclusion, 

provide algorithms for determining when such a formal relation may 

obtain between representations. Yet in themselves the PI Test et al 

will not prevent over- and under-specification of SDs and SCs before 

the PI Test which suffice to bias its results. A Pre-Condition of some 

kind must therefore be placid on the representations underüo? nthe g 

test to ensure that conventions on rule formalization are not exploited 

in a spurious fashion. (22) The Pre-Condition on PI approximates just 

such a tightening-up: 

(22) The Pre-Condition on PI: 

Before representations may be tested for the determination of 

proper inclusion, they must meet one of the -"ollowin. g conditions: 

Input representations to a rule must be specified uniquely in 

terms of the natural classes affected non-vacuously by that ru1c. 

Output representations to a rule must be specified uniquely in 

terms of the natural classes efectec non-vacuously by that rule. 

(22) prevents underspecification by stipulating that representations 

must specify the natural classes actually affected and effected by a rule, 

even at the cost of listing the same distinctive Features on both sues 

oý the arrow. Thus it ignores the convention whereby a cistiiictive 

feature specified to the left of the arrow need not be restatad to the 

right of the a row unless it figures in t'-,, e _u1c's SC. It a? so pre-empts 

the related convention under vuhich a rule flipping the value of a 

particular distinctive Feature is allowed to operate vacuously on the 
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class of segments which are already specified with the resulting feature 

value (c 
. Iverson's manipulation of the Old Breton data). Note 

however that the Pre-Condition does not : eman that featur,, s be 

specified when their values can be prcdictec from other* features on 

the same side of the arrow* by Segment Structure Conditions. For 

c--. ample, in vocalic alternations, vowels will not be forced to bear 

the specifications [- lateral, - continuant, - heightened sub-, 10L-al 

pressure] etc. since these are predictable on each side oý. the arrow 

by the presence oý ý; vocalic]. The Pre-Condition maintains the 

generalisations e;: pressed in the Segment Structure Conditions by the 

use of "uniquely" in its formulation: a ma ri:: on either site o the 

arrow must determine a natural class uniquely - clearly the a{saes 

speciýications of [- lat, - cont, - HSP] to a : rowel matrix in no way 

further elicits the natural class of vowels concernea. Thus the Pre- 

Condition ensures against reduncant and irrelevant overspeci ication. 

Because both representations must be specifieý_i accorcin to th, same 

principles under the Pre-Conuition, we can be certain that the spurious 

claim that the rel, -lion of PI holes bet%; een coe tens ive se ments will 

not be tolerated. Thus in Iverson's data from Konkani, the segment 

effected by Assimilation -will be specified as 
C'- son, - lat, ' reº rr 

accorcing co the Pre -Conc. ition, ýlhilst the sQSraent affected by 

Dissimilation will be iüentica11y specified. In Classical Greek, --he 

output co Fricati-iization will be given as C son, -: - cone, -L cor1, as 

ootnote 

Emphasis has been placed on. "other" and on the same side of the arrow" 
because it could be ar^ued that the conventions which are e: 3ploited to 
bias ri determination also predict the -ralues of particular features 
from each other. They do so, however, gor the sacnj: feature on opposite 
sites of the arrow, as when a particular feature is omitted from an 
Sig just in case it figures in th(. 3. C 
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will the input to Fricative tJ cakenin by virtue of the fact that s, 

underlying and de rivet', must be distinguished uniquely from the rest 

of the phonological inventory. Turning to Old Breton, the process of 

Lenition will operate upon the natural classes of voiceless plosive 

(specified C- son, - cont, - voice]) and voiced plosives (specified 

[- son, - cont, + voice] ) to yield the uniquely defined classes of 

voiced plosives (specified [- son, - cont, + , voice] as before) and 

voiced continuants (specified [- son, + cont, -T- voice]'). In this way 

the Pre-Condition guarantees that voiced plosives always bear the same 

Feature specifications whether they figure as the output or the input 

to Lenition, r2n, ýeringy it nonsensical to misconstrue a PI relation 

here. 
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§ 5.4 Iverson's Constraint: The Remaining Data 

Let us now examine the three further pieces of data discussed by Iverson 

in his attempt to substantiate CCF. We shall see how the Pre-Condition 

to PI disures the explicit statement of the classes o segments actually 

undergoing the particular rules. We shall also witness once again the 

r8le of morphological phenomena developed in this thesis. 

We turn first to a putative counterexample cited by Iverson: Spirantizaeion 

and Palatalization in SPE. This example figures in KSN's original paper 

and it has already been demonstrated that the two rules apply in an 

"intrinsic seeding" relation to derive English alternations like 

president, presiýencX and presidential. As Iverson notes, the feeding 

interaction between Spirantization and Palatalization to yield presidential 

appears to be "an instance of a relati'iely superficial yet necessary 

reeding interaction of the type e:: cluded by the principle" (= CCF -J HCB; 

1973b. page 6). That is to say, the SPE analysis does not fall into the 

category of synchronic grammars which allow a "multiplicity of segment 

ly conversions" and which are "typically highly and perhaps unconvincing 01 

abstract" (ibid. ). Such. grammars may be expected to provide counter- 

examples to the UDRA hypothesis, a point which was stressed in the 

critique of Cathey and Demers' "unrealistic" analysis of Old Icelandic 

(see 3 3.4.2. ). We shall return to the relation between CCF an' abstLact- 

n, rs- in concluding this chapter. Meanwhile, let us provisionally accept 

the premise that counterexamples to CCF are more likely to occur in 

highly abstract analyses, inasmuch as CCF purports to be a principle of 

UDRA. Thus to the extent that Chomsky and Halle's rules are synchronically 

motivated, they constitute a more serious problem for CCF. 

Given that we accept the authenticity of the SPE analysis of Spirantization 

and Palatalization in English, let us compare the formulation of the rules 
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cited by Iverson (23) with their statement conforming to the Pre-Condition 

on PI (24). Since the fact that both rules may apply to one form is 

evidenced by presidential, we need not consider the question of whether 

either or both are morphologically conditioned, i. e, we need not pursue 

the possibility of morphological precedence being decisive here. Thus 

the complex disjoint environments of Spirantization and the more phono- 

logically plausible right-hand context of Palatalization have been omitted 

from (24) - as indeed they are in Iverson's citation (= (23) ). 

(23) SPE Spirantization and Palatalization as cited by Iverson: 

i) Spirantization (= IV. 120) 

+ cor + cont 
+ ant j+ strid 
- sonor 

ii) Palatalization (= IV. 121) 

- sonor - ant 
cor -s- s trig 

(24) Spirantization and Palatalization subject to the Pre-Condition 

on PI 

i) Spirantization 

- son - son 
cor + cor 
ant an t / 

... . 
- cone + cont 

+ strict 

i. e. [t, 61 Cl -ý 
C, z] 

ii) Palatalization 

- son - son 

I+ cor + cor 
+ ant ant 

+ styid 

vVVv i. e" Eta 62 s, Z3-acv) J, s, 

Ch&H's rule oJE' Spirantization (23) i) converts underlyin3 Gental stops 

a=uf Cc] (a voiceless dental affricate deäi; eü from certain instances o1- 
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/k/ by Velar Softening - see below) into dental strident continuants, 

vAthout altering their voicing. (24) i) makes -his eXplicit by re erring 

to that natural class which actually unmj'er oes the process. (23) i) on 

the other hand appears to apply to all dental obstruents, for it operates 

vacuously on its own output, [s, z]. Note in passing that even under 

the ire-Condition, the - tue of [s trident to the left of the arrow in 

Spirantization cannot be minus, since a 'ricates are positively specified 

for that feature. 

Turning to PalaLalivation, (24) ii) applies to dental stops and 

fricatives * to yield palato-alveolar trill, n affricates and fricatives 

respectively, which, as in Spirantization,. retain their voicing. In 

contrast, (23) ii) apparently has the class of all coronal obstruents 

as its input - and this incluces the palato-alveolar affricates and 

fricatives 

which it effects, as well as the class of palato-alveolar 

plosives not found in the phonological inventory of English. its output 

specification fares a little better for it defines the class of segments 

which are strident but not anterior. By e_, amining the phonological 

inventory which Chomsky and Halle posit gor English, we see that all 

_± strid, - anti segments are coronal obstruents, thus ruling out the 

generation of striUent velars by (23) ii). It remains to point out that 

(24) ii) expresses this generalization directly by including E- °on, = corn 

in its SC. 

When we inspect the rules oL Spi- anti`ation and Palatalization in English 

specified according to tine Pre-Condition on PI, we cannot fail to notice 

that t, -, F strut uses modified by the former properly include ß. 1: L 

Footnote 

The potential application of Palatalization to the dental affricate /cf 

is taken up directly. 

Footnote 

"Modified" is used here in the sense of both "affected" and "effecter", 

as developed in the footnote to page 283. 
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structures affected by the latter. According to Hastings' formulation 

of Stifling, therefore, the c<-term of rule B, Palatalization, is properly 

included in both the o(-term and the A-term of rule A, Spirantization. 

(The question of the presence of c in the o<-term of A, Spirantization, 

and its apparent absence from the oC-term of B, Palatalization, is taken 

up directly). Thus Proper Inclusion Stifling wrongly predicts that 

Palatalization should not apply to the output of Spirantization. 

Similarly Norman's amendment to PIPrec whereby disjunctivity is associated 

with that principle wrongly predicts that Spirantization cannot feed 

? alatalization in English. 

It is interesting to note that KSN's original proposal for feeding 

interactions, later terms Obligatory Precedence by Routsoudas (1980), 

to-ether with Proper Class Inclusion, account for the interaction withott 

difficulty. Thus the final plosive of /prezident ,i+ 2G1/ "; 
. residential" 

meets the SD of both rules (after /i% becomes [- vocj by SPE's 17.113, 

so that /pre--ident '- y+ a21/ now meets the +y environment of 

7iran` ization nc, L"SD' o' Palatalization; see SPE pages 229-30). it 

since the natural class affected by Spirantization, i. e. dental non- 

continuants, is properly i nclu6ed in the n: ). tural class affected by 

? alatalization, i. e. dental obstruents, Proper, Class Inclusion predicts 

that Spirantization should take precedence, yielding intermediate Is/. 

This dental obstruent meets the SD of Palatalization, which it then under- 

oes to appear as U -, 
] on the phonetic surface of [preidnl] 

. Were 

it not for the precedence of Spirantization over Palatalization predicted 

by Proper Class Inclusion, the final plosive of /prezident +i+ -l/ might 

undergo Palatalization to the exclusion of Spirantization, -thus surf acing 

as the palatalised r lý: s of /t/, i. e. %; rprezi- n a1J. 

Let us now consider, for the sake of argumentation, the deri>>aAonal 

history of the (- e Kcal affricate, even though such a segment is a fiction 
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in English in that it never appears on the phonetic surface. Strictly 

speaking, /c% is included in the SD of Palatalization: to exclude it, 

the rule would need to specify only those segments which agree in the 

values of [continuant) and [strident] (t, d being [- cons, - strid] ; 

s, ^ being [+ cont' -- strid] ; thus the whole class is ro(cont, 
ootrid]). 

However, in the actual application of the two rules, (- by virtue or the 

morphological environments in : mich c< '_c is always found -) Palataliya--ion 

never has an opportunity to apply directly to /c/, since Proper Class 

Inclusion has alre acy guaranteed that it undergo Spirantization first, 

becoming Is/. This /s% nets the SD of palatalization and therefore 

surfaces as the palatal refle:: of s (i. e. Cs]). If /c/ had undergone 

Palatalisation directly, it would have surfaced with only its, speci. ica- 

Lion, for [anterior] having been changed i. e. as the palato-alveolar 

affricate [c]. That this is not the case is evidenced by "logician", 

underlyingly / 1ý) d+ ikd +i+ Zen/, where the c: e ri-. -ation of kd -4 c -_ 

s -ý 
s and the operation of other rules yield phonetic surface [la j isan] 

rather than J. [laj ican1 
. 

We have now discussed a striking example of the way in which the Pre- 

Condition to PI forces us to recognize actual instances of the relation 

which might other 7ise be obscured by abbreviatory conventions. It is 

there; ore pertinent that Iverson does not mention the fact that the 

segments modiU. 2 by Spirantization properly include the segments a= ecttc: 

by Palatalization. Nevertheless, he is correct when he claims that "since 

the structural change of neither rule is properly included in the 

structures aiýected by the other COUNTERFEEDING (= CCF; JRXcB) makes no 

predictions at all" (1973b. page 6). Similarly Iverson points out that 

CCF makes no predictions redarc ing the feeding of Spirantization by Velar 

Softening (SPE 17.114) . He cites the SC of the latter as 
[-+- co r, ± strid, 

+ ant]. Clearly this specification is not properly included in the 
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structures affected by Spirantization (C-F cor, + ant, - son]), thus 

rendering CCF inapplicable. However, Iverson must be credited with 

acknowledging that "given [+ strident] implies [- son]", then "the 

structures affected by Spirantization are properly included in the - 

structural change of Velar Softenin ". He concludes "this kind o 

relationship, proper inclusion of structures afected in structural 

changes, does not satisfy the conditions under , which COUNTERFEEDING is 

applicable" (ibid. fn. 4, page 7). Whilst this is correct, it is important 

to stress that once again Hastings' Stifling makes a false prediction 

for English: the /9-term of Velar Softening properly includes the 

I- 0( -term of Spirantization, predicting, contrary to pact, that Spiranti- 

nation shoulc: not be permitted to apply to the output of Velar Softening. 

In fact the relation between Velar Softening and Spirantization in 

English as regards /c/, is one of "Unilateral Supplying" (see 'iscussion 

of Hetzron's teen ino? ogy in 5 3.3 above). . Only by permitting Velar 

Softening, to apply to certain instances of /k/ are Gental affricates 

created which All then meet the SD of Spirantization. It is indeed 

Brustrating that Iverson should come so near to recognizing the relation 

between these rules o--" English - without stumbling upon the precedence 

principles actually at work. Of course, once the Pre-Condition to pi is 

incorporated into the theory of UDR',, the relations "stand out" making 

their identification straightf or; ýýard . 

When we turn to the fragmentary piece of Anderson's (1969) analysi o 

Modern Icelandic cited by Iverson, w; 7e witness once again bot the operation 

of the Pre-Condition on PI and the treatment of morphological phenomena 

eveloped in this thesis. Taking the constrainin; effect of the Pre- 

Condition Birst, compare the formulation of Non-low Vowel Laxing as 

Presented in Iverson's paper, (25; i, with i'ýs statement in accordance 
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with the Pre-Con:: ition, (25) ii :- 

(25) Non-low Vowel Lazing in Modern Icelandic: 

i Anderson's 1969 -formulation (= 11.2.14) as cited by Iverson 

s)711 -F high 

I- stress -tense 
- low 

ii Formulation in accordance with the Pre-Condition on PI 

syll + syil 
- stress . -ý + high 
- 1ow - 1ow4 

- tense 
- stress 

i. e. i-I 

Whilst the output of (25) i appears to be the natural class of all high 

lax vowels, irrespective of whether or not they are stressed, (25) ii 

makes explicit the unstressed property of the class actually effected 

by Anderson's rule. 

Another rule proposed by Anderson which deletes high la:. unstressed 

-owls before an optional sequence o-: coronal consonants word-finally, 

is cited by Iverson as (26) i. (26) ii, formulated according to the 

Pre-Condition, includes the feature [- low] which is predicted from the 

presence of [+ high] 

(26) High Lax Unstressed Vowel Deletion in Modern Icelandic: 

i Anderson's 1969 formulation (= 11.7.4) as cited by Iverson 

+ syll 

1-3 
he i 

--- )/- co- onal ] 
tense 4 

- stress 

ii Formulation in accordance with the Pre-Condition on PI 

-; - syll 
high 

- low 

- tense 
- stress 

0/L coronal j 
0 
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Given that it is the case that vowels laved by (25) do not delete under 

(26), CCF purports to predict this counterfeeding interaction. HM-lever, 

by incorporating the Pre-Condition on PI into the theory of UDRA, we see 

that it is false to claim, as Iverson does, that "the structural change 

of (11.2.14) (= 23)"is properly included in the affected structures of 

24) (ibid. page 6). Instead, the Pre-Condition forces us 

to recognize the fact that the output of Non-low Vowel Lazing (25) and 

the input to High Lax Unstressed Vowel Deletion (26) are coextensive: in 

other words, no relation of PI obtains between the output of (25) and 

the input of (26). Hence CCF makes no predictions at all here. This in 

fact amounts to the most salient feature of CCF inasmuch as the principle 

makes no genuine predictions for the other sets of data to which it has 

been applied in Iverson's paper. 

Having rejected the exploitation of CCF to account for the attested 

counterfeee ing relation in Modern Icelandic, we must now ask: How does 

the theory of UDRA put orwar in this thesis propose to explicate the 

interaction? At first -lance it might appear that the theory its, : pf i. ent. 

Consider the interplay between PIPrec (as stipulated in the procedures 

Proper Conte:: tual Inclusion and Proper Sei mental Inclusion) on the one 

hand and Obligatory Precedence on the other. Af ter the Pi Test has 

acuously left extant the segment aL ected by ( 5) ii and the corona? 
M 

environment am- : e; -went a fec ec by (26) ii, both Proper Conte . =üal 

Inclusion sn, Proper Se-mental Inclusion result. in the precedence of (26) 

ii over (2.5) ii to representations meeting both -"Ds: Proper Conte: tual 

Inclusion stipulates a PI relation by virtue of the dncý that (26) ii is 

tonte<_t-sensitive and (25) ii conte:: t-, --:: ̂ e; Proper Segmental inclusion. 

ua antees the sarge result just in case the natural class affected �y 
0 
(26) 

ii (high lax unsL eSSe ' : 'Olle]) constitutes a pope subset o the 
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natural class affected by (2-5) ii (non-low unstressed vowels). 

At this stage in the discussion it is important to remember that the 

function of the theory of UDRA is not that of an algorithm which, 

presented with n rules and no extrinsic ordering constraints, will 

determine the strict linear order in which those rules will apply. 

Rather, it may well be the case that two rules apply in a certain order 

to one set of representations and in the reverse order to another set of 

representations. This is a direct consequence, not of any desire to 

increase the power of the theory by incorporating local ordering, but of 

the principle o Obligatory Precedence. Thus it follovs that if "rulas 

apply whenever their SDs are met", then a given rule's SD may be me - by, 

say, the UR of one form and by a derives representation o. E another form. 

Hence while iterative applications oa rule are constrained within the 

theory, the repeated testing of a rule until its SD is met is unrestricted. 

(See § 4.3 for treatment of iterative application. ) 

These points become crucial, not when one is dealing with a representation 

which meets the SD of two rules at the same stage in a derivation, but 

rule when a given form fails to meet the SD of le A at an early stabs 

in its derivational history, only to meet that same SD at a later stage, 

as the result of undergoing rule B. In such a situation there is nothing 

within the theory of UDRA to prevent the output of rule B from being 

subject to rule A. This is precisely the kind of inte-action - if it is 

a counte: 'feeding and not a feeding one - which mi; ht prove the theory of 

UDRA to be deficient. 

eturnin to Anderson's analy sic of 1Atodern Icelan ic, we have noted the R 

Precedence or (26) ii, Deletion*', over (25) ii, I. axin:, to representations 

" Footnote 

The apparent violation of Deletion Cession any the priority of PiPrec are 
taken up directly. 

T 
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meeting both SDs. But what about representations which initially meet 

only the CD of the Lazing rule? - in their case the predictions of. PIPrec 

are irrelevant. They simply email initially to meet the SD of the Deletion 

rule. However, since it is only iterative application, not repeated' 

testing, which is constrained under UDRA, the Deletion rule is not 

discarded simply because its SD was not met at a particular stage in 

the derivation. So when L'axin creates new instances of high lax unstressed 

vowels, the Deletion rule may be tested again for applicability; and the 

representations effected by Laxing automatically now meet the SD of 

Deletion. Thus we have come back full circle to our original question: 

How Goes the theory of UDIA propose to explicate the counterfeeding 

interaction in Modern Icelandic? 

The solution to the apparent dilemma lies in the treatment of morpho- 

logical phenomena within a more "realistic" theory of phonology, that 

is to say, a theory which, besides incorporating the UDRA hypothesis, 

places certain lir-itations on the abstractness of URs. Such a theory 

may be described as "integrated", in the sense that it reinforces 

arguments in favour of UDRA with considerations based on abstractness, 

and vice versa. It is to be e:: pected, therefore, that when the theory 

of UDRA appears to be deficient, the analysis in question should also 

violate constraints on the use of phonological *segments as diacritics. 

(S'IN Kiparsky 1963 gor the first treatment of this Äuestion in the 

literature) 
. 

Indeed this is precisely what -re find when we e: amine the motivation 

behind Anderson's High La:: Unstressed Vowel Deletion (26). - ccording 

to Iverson, "These 'owels condition an umlaut process before they Delete, 

as in derivations like /mann + I% -ý menn acc. pl. 'men' " (1973b. page 

6). In other words the suffixation o- a high la:; unstressed -vo. ael has 
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functioned as the diacritic marker of a synchronically morphological 

umlaut process. The claim that umlaut is morphological synchronically 

in Modern Icelandic becomes even more of a tautology when one considers 

that Cathey and Demers may be justifiably attacked for positing phono- 

logical segments t6 -condition umlaut in old Icelandic: one could hardly 

maintain that umlaut has become "re-phonologized in the transition 

from old to Modern Icelandic, especially given the recession of the 

process common to the Germanic languages. 

As we noted in our discussion of Cathey and Demers' highly abstract 

analysis of Old Icelandic 0 3.4.2. ), one of the practical consequences 

o such an unconstrained theory is the need to Delete those Fictitious 

phonological segments which have functioned solely as diacritics. It 

is therefore not surprising, in view o2 the interdependence between 

constraints on abstractness and principles of UURA in an integrated 

theory, that these early deletion processes should violate Deletion 

Cession. Nor is it une:: pecte(-; that apparent contradictions between 

PIPrec and Deletion Cession should arise in just those cases where morpho- 

logical phenomena are being treated as if they were phonologically 

conditioned. Thus although PIPrec and Deletion Cession cannot both be 

consulted in the actual specification of particular rule interactions 

and PIPrec takes priority over Deletion Cession in the hierarchy of 

universal preccCence principles, we are justified in deeming each the 

more plausible inasmuei, as it does not gainsay he predictions o-- the 

other. ý? nd such a con lict is e-riý: dent when . 
he two are applied to 

Anderson's rules - PiPwec e:: pressly stipulates the prior application 

of a deletion process over a rule of vocalic alternation. The apparent 

paradox. is resolved once we become aware that the purported deletion 

process is no more than a fiction o Anderson's analysis. 
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How then does a "realistic" theory of phonology propose to account for 

the vowel alter: lation between Modern Icelandic nom. sg. mann and acc. pl. 

menn? A detailed answer can only be tentative, since I am unfarailiar 

with the data and, besides which, the objective of this thesis has not 

been to explicate tfie phenomenon of umlaut. One thing is clear, however: 

a ""realistic" treatment of morphological umlaut must be morphological: 

Having taken this fact to be self-evident, it may well prove to be the 

case that a two-stage process of the type substantiated for Modern I- ish 

in Part II is involved whereby triggers are allocated to syntactic 

surface structures and realization takes place within the phonological 

component proper. Only f. iture research will determine whether or not 

his is mere speculation. 

In a similar way, I suspect that an analysis in terms of trig er-ing and 

realization may be applicable to the final piece of counter Beding data 

which has yet to be cited from Iverson's paper. The data involve the 

tone sandhi processes of Amoy described in Hsieh (1972), whereby under- 
01 

lying tones are converted into derived tones in certain morphological 

conte: ýts. According to Iverson, "no tone which is derived by rule from 

another can be subjected to additional sandhi processes" (1973b. page 5). 

'or ex ample, the se ou nce 33 which becomes 21 is not subject to the rule 

which converts uncer1yin 21 into ceri! ecý 53. : de must, however, dispute 

v 
the claim that this is "in accord with the principle COUNTERFEEDINNG 

(= CCM; ibid. age 5). Once again we find that the output to the 

counterfeeding rule and the input to the counterfed rule Jo not stand 

in a PI relation - rather they are eoe:; tensi-: e. Indeed, one cannot help 

wondering whether the omission of a statement of PT or these data does 

not stem from the -fact that it is well ni h impoEsible to en-fisa. Z_ how 

one mi: ht rnanipuiate PI here. 
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Under a theory of UDRA which has rejected CCF, the sandhi processes of 

Amoy can readily be accounte< for by making the assumption that a trigger 

is assiJned to an underlying tone sequence in particular morphological 

contexts, before the string enters the phonological component proper.. 

A realisation rule'iAthin the phonological component proper will then 

convert all 33 sequences specified with the trigger c+ sandhi] into 21's 

and all 21 sequences specified C+ sandhi] into 53's. During the process, 

the trigger itself will be eraseu, with the result that 21 sequences 

which derive from 33 do not meet the SD of the 21-53 rule, just in 

case [+ sandhi] is not present. This treatment captures the important 

veneralization that all underlying 33 tones ha, 
-, -e identical phonetic 

surface reflexes in disparate morphological contexts, whilst all under- 

lying 21 tones have the same phonetic surface reflex. in just those same 

morphological contexts, and so on. This somewhat sketchy analysis is 

partly confirmed by Iverson's Footnote 3, where he credits C. -L. Hsu 

with the observation that "the disjunction convention in parenthetical 

conflations, which, as in 01Ed Breton, might assure correct application 

of these processes, is not applicable cue to the uncollapsibility of he 

separate sandhi rules" (page 7). Indeed it is just such considerations 

ý11 - i11 help to substantiate the triggering-r Iiz tion analysis of 

Lenition : or Modern Irish in Part- II. 
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. 
5. 

_5 
Concluding Remarks 

In Iverson's paper we have found genuine examples of rules in counter- 

feeding relations. We must therefore conclude that KSN's strong claim 

that such interactions do not obtain in natural language (either from a 

synchronic viewpoint or from a diachronic one) is untenable. Of course, 

this does not entail that the UDRA hypothesis rejects counterfeeding as 

a possible mode of rule interaction. However sie have not incorporated 

into the theory advanced here Iverson's CCF, a constraint formulated 

explicitly to account for the aforementioned examples. Instead we have 

found that the treatment of morphological phenomena adopted in a more 

integrated theory of phonology readily provides a way of dealing with 

such counterfeeding relations. More specifically, the view of Initial 

Mutation developed in detail in Part II suggests a particular analysis 

of the Old Breton data inuependent of CCF (assuming the morphologization 

of the process in the data concerned). Summing up the UDRk position on 

counterfeeding, then, I contend that a "realistic" theory of phonology 

naturally accounts for such counter-feeding interactions as are found in 

language without the need to incorporate ad hoc machinery. 

The question which now arises is the following: T,? hy does it o1low that 

a "yea? istic" theory automatically accounts o: the data cited by 

Iverson? To put tinis siishtiy differently, in what sense is CCM an 

y de-, eloped here? There are t°_; o aspects axiom of the theory of phonoloryJ 

to the answer to this cuestion. The more super'icial and obvious aspect 

has already been mentioned: CCF is not independently re. _juired within 

UDP. A which is already equipped to handle the precedence relations for 

which CCF was formulated. Let us turn to the second, more metatheoretical 

aspect, hinted at on pages 243-4 , by going back to Iverson's attempt to 

efine the in enaction-4-; e aLte 1 teý .n his e.: amples. He first alludes 

to this interaction-type on pa -e 2 when he compares counterfeedin3 in 
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Konkani with a case in Swahili (not discussed here because of its 

straightforwardness and hence lack of theoretical interest): his 

observation hinges on the fact that in the counter feeding example the 

structure effected by one rule is not distinct from the structure 

affected by the other, whereas in Swahili both are distinct. little 

Further on Iverson refers to the blocked interaction-type in terms of 

"conversions of segment : to segment Y to segment Z" (page 4). Recall 

now that at the end of the paper, Iverson characterizes certain synchronic 

grammars which are "'t; pically highly and perhaps unconvincingly abstract" 

(page 6) in terms of their allowing a "multiplicity of segment conversions" 

(ibid; see page 291 for the conte. -, t of these remarks). The implication 

here is clearly that counterexamples to CCF must be expected to appear 

in such analyses: because of the greater distance between underlying 

representations and phonetic representations, it is likely that a 3i-; en 

underlying segment will not surface without a change in its phonological 

make-up; and since CCF is a constraint which restricts the way in which 

one segment may be converted into another, it is extremely probable that 

CCF will be contravened in abstract analyses. 

This is all well and good - as far as it goes. However, it has been 

demonstrated, convincingly I trust, that the relation of PI, which, 

according to CCF, obtains between the rules in counterfeeding relations, 

does not in fact obtain. Rather, there is a much more specific relation 

between the output to the counterfeeding rule and the input to the 

counterfed rule, namely that the sets of segments effected by the former 

and affected by the latter are coextensive. Now once we recognize this 

identity relation, a fact which Iverson does not, we see that it has 

far-reaching implications. In particular, such a relation between the 

output of one rule and the input of another is relevant to the question 

of whether the grammar presents a "realistic" account of the phonological 
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processes in operation. For if the segments effected by rule A and 

affected by rule B are coextensive, there should be independent 

motivation for splitting up the conversion of A's input into Bts output 

in two steps. Put another way, why not convert A's input into B's 

output directly, given that A's output exactly matches B's input? 

The answer, I suggest, is that when the so-called rules A and B interact 

in a feeding relation like this, we recognize one process at work and do 

not split that process up into two steps. Consider for a moment that in 

order to justify the postulation of two rules in operation, the feature 

specification of A's input must differ from that of B's output in at 

least two -ialues. In other words, the combined effect of rules A plus 

B canm t be minimal, where by "minimal" I refer to a rule which flips 

the value of one distinctive feature only e. g. s --4 z. The positing of 

two rules to account for a phonological change thus presupposes that 

during its operation the values of at least two features are altered 

e. g. f --) z analyzed either as f ---ý s -3 z or y -. 3 v -ý z. * (This of 

course excluhes the case where A effects a totally idiosyncratic, 

irrelevant and hence unmotivated change e. g. s --sj t ----) z) . Such 

hypothetical e:: araples are entirely parallel to the instances of counter- 

feeding found in Iverson's paper: they represent potential cases of 

counterfeeding where in fact the rules interact in a feeding relation. 

I we did treat such "feecing relations" as pairs of rules (or even 

triples or quadruples if 3,4 features were being flipped, etc. ), our 

grammars would be full of counterexamples to CCF. That they are not 

merely reflects the fact that we recognize the existence of non-minimal 

Footnote 

Cf. discussion of competing analyses of --ýj via z or in Rogers' 
treatment of Mosern Scots Gaelic page 526ff. 
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phonological processes. 

Tt is in this way that CCF constitutes an axiom of the theory which 

seeks to integrate the UDRA hypothesis with considerations of abstract- 

ness and a "realistic" approach. Also theoretically interesting is 

the fact that counterfeeding interactions, at least those cited by 

Iverson, always seem to involve morphological phenomena. This is 

perhaps to be expected when we consider that the abstractness issue 

revolves around the treatment of morphological conditioning as if it 

were phonetically motivated. 

In establishing the existence of counterfeeding interactions in natural 

language, our critique of Iverson's paper has served to explicate the 

role of morphological phenomena which is central to this thesis. But 

apart from that, the detailed examination of CCF has demanded rigour 

in the determination of precedence relations, in order to avoid the 

spurious exploitation of rule-formalisms. This led to the formalization 

of the Pre-Condition to PI, which was stated in such a way that repre- 

sentations in a potential PI relation are never underspecified whilst 

at the same time pre-empting redundant and irrelevant over-specification. 

Thus the natural classes actually affected and effected in interactions 

must be uniquely stipulated. Once they have been subjected to the 

Pre-Condition, representations undergo the PI Test, an algorithm sub- 

suming the procedures of Proper Contextual Inclusion and Proper 

Segmental Inclusion, whereby coextension between representations 

guarantees that no PI relation obtains between them. (n. codicil to 

the PI Test ensures that PI is correctly determined between segments 

in complementary environments. ) In this way, cases of coextension, 

such as those found in Iverson's paper, are excluded from consideration. 

The dissection of cCF has thus not only falsified the KSN hypothesis 
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regarding counterfeeding and corroborated independent principles of 

UDRA: it has demonstrated the necessity for preciseness and rigour 

in the non-spurious determination of precedence relations and called 

for constraints to guarantee the same. 
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PART II 

INITIAL MUTATION IN MODERN IRISH 
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GESTELLUNG CHAP ER_ONE_ ̂FRA 

In the second half of this thesis I propose to apply the principles 

developed in Part I to a particular set of phenomena taken from a 

particular language, that of Initial Mutation (henceforth IM) in 

Modern Irish. More specifically, I shall attempt to answer two 

interdependent questions: What is the nature of the phenomenon known 

as IM in Modern Irish? and How can an account of this phenomenon 

best be incorporated into a generative phonology of the language? 

It is my belief that the answers to these questions will point in 

the same direction. In other words, to the extent that the generative 

model represents a true characterization of the native speaker-hearer's 

phonological competence, any significant generalization regarding that 

competence is best captured by the generative model. However, since 

this mode of reasoning is not true a_ priori, it will perhaps be 

expedient to tackle the two questions as if they were independent. 

Having therefore given a preliminary characterization of IM in § 1.1, 

we shall turn to the generative model to see what theoretical devices 

it has to offer in § 1.2. In § 1.3, the position will be developed 

more specifically within the framework argued for in the previous 

section and it will be demonstrated that the treatment eventually 

adopted enables us to capture the salient features of m. The chapter 

closes in § 1.4 with an historical note and anticipates the topics of 

Chapters Two and Three. 
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1.1 The Preliminary Characterization of the Data 

In order to address the problem of the characterization of IM in Modern 

Irish, we shall survey a sample of the data which requires explication. 

First, however, sore remarks concerning the presentation of the data 

are in order. 

Examples are given in broad phonetic transcription, then in Irish 

orthography, and thirdly glossed in English. The broad phonetic 

transcription assumes the minimum number of taxonomic phonemes dis- 

tinguished in the phonemic literature on Modern Irish. For the stressable 

vowels this means that only five qualities are differentiated, together 

with two lengths. Schwa is recognized in unstressed position, and in 

diphthongs. In accordance with all treatments of Irish consonants known 

to me, palatalization is regarded as phonemic for all consonants except 

/h/, corresponding to the caol/leathan (broad/slender) qualities 

recognized by the traditional grammarians. The apostrophe after a 

consonant indicates that it is phonemically palatalized, otherwise it 

is taken to be non-palatalized with the proviso that If, S, j, v/ are 

the palatalized counterparts of Is, x, ý , w/ respectively. As for the 

sonorant consonants, only one palatalized and one non-palatalized 

lateral are recognized and similarly one palatalized and one non- 

palatalized coronal nasal. This minimal inventory is thus consistent 

with Risteard B. Breatnach's 'The Irish of Ring, Co. Waterford' (1947) 

and Brian 0 Cuýv's 'The Irish of West Muskerry, Co. Cork' (1944). * 

* Footnote 

The "breathed nasals", h'n', hn and hm, described by Breatnach, cannot 
seriously be given phonemic status, despite his claim to the contrary 
(p. 45 § 221), since they are rare and "occur as alternatives to h+ 
nasal, x+ nasal or + nasal in a few instances" (p. 48 § 232). 
Similarly, I submit - that 6 Cuiv's postulation of voiceless coronal 
nasal, lateral and r phonemes is to be explained in terms of the phonet- 
ically biased version of phonemic theory which he adopted. 
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Its adoption avoids bringing the additional complexity of the Lenition 

of sonorants into the preliminary discussion. However, the treatment 

of dialects which further differentiate laterals and coronal nasals is 

taken up at the appropriate point in Chapter 3. 

Turning to the data, consider the sentences of (1) below: 

(1) a) [b'e: fe: in3 xolaJ 

Beidh se ina chodladh 

"He will be asleep". 

b) [n'i: ve: Jiad ina go18, 

Ni 04 bheidh siad ina gcodladh 

"They won't be asleep". 

c) 18 m'e: fi: ina ko1al 

An mbeidh si ina codladh? 

"Will she be asleep? " 

Here the verbal noun "sleep, sleeping" exhibits three phonetic shapes, 

apparently depending on the gender and number of the subject of the 

sentence. Both synchronically and diachronically, however, the phrases 

Cina xola, ina gold, ine ko1ä] are sequences of coalesced preposition 

plus possessive, and may be glossed literally as "in his/their/her 

sleep(ing)" respectively. Begging the fundamental cuestion of whether 

the possessive marker is located in the prepositional pronoun or in the 

initial consonant of the verbal noun, we note that in the PP containing 

the masculine singular possessive, the initial consonant o the verbal 

noun is [x], in the PP containing the plural possessive the initial 

consonant of the verbal noun is [g], whilst in the pp containing the 

feminine singular possessive the initial consonant is [k]. 

The most important thing to stress at this point in the discussion is 
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the f act that the alternations exhibited in (1) are rule-governed; 

they are not idiosyncratic features of the verbal noun "sleep, sleeping", 

nor indeed of verbal nouns in general. This may be demonstrated by 

substituting in his/their/her car" for "in his/their/her sleep(ing)" 

in (1) - the initial consonant mutations are identical: Lina xa: rJ ina 

c harr., Line ga: r] ina gcarr, [in3 ka: rJ ina carr. Further, the 

independence of the possessives in the PP's of (1) from the subjects, 

may be illustrated by [b' e: $e: ina ga : rI Beidh sLe ina gcarr, "He will 

be in theig car" ; and Cb'e: $e : ina ka: r] Beidh se ina carr, "iie will 

be in her car". 

We can carry the generalization beyond the alternation [x: g: ic1 by. 

substituting "boat" for "sleep, sleeping" in (1) to yield (2): 

(2) a) [b'e: Je: ina wa: d] 

Beidh se ina bhäd 

"He will be in his boat". 

b) [n' i: ve :fi. äd inä ma: d] 

Ni bheidh siad ina mbäd 

"They won't be in their boat". 

c) Ca m'e: fi: ina ba: dJ 

An mbeidh si ina bad? 

"Will she be in her boat? 

We may set up the following analogical statements on the basis of these 

data (along the lines of the hypothetical exempla of pages 2'72-3)- 

just as Cx : wJ in Masc. Sing. environment 

so Cg ml in Plur. environment 

and [k : b] in Fem. Sing. environment. 

What is more, the generalization may be extended further. For note now 

the three phonetic shapes exhibited by the future of 
Eta: J tä "to be", 
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namely, 
[b', v, m'], which vary according to the presence or absence 

of the Negative and Interrogative particles ( Cn'i: J and [a] respectively). 

Strikingly, these alternations between palatalized consonants mirror 

those amongst their non-palatalized counterparts cb, w, mJ. Summing- 

up, the same processes whereby voiced bilabial plosives alternate with 

voiced labial continuants and bilabial nasals operate in very disparate 

environments. Given t1. t the environment of the different phonetic 

shapes may remain phonologically constant (i. e. /ina /), we may 

reach the preliminary conclusion that IM results in consistent alternation 

among sets of systematically different phonetic elements in disparate 

morphosyntactic environments. 

Before we go on to evaluate the significance of these two facts, another 

important point about IN, implicit in the data of (1) and (2), needs to 

be mentioned. I am referring to the observation that IM affects only 

the major lexical categories of Noun and Verb. Thus whilst it seems to 

be the case that the Negative and Interrogative particles must be present 

in (1) b) and c), and (2) b) and c), for Ih to take place, the particles 

themselves retain their underlying shape. Similarly, the prepositional 

pronouns which induce IM in the above examples do not themselves mutate. 

Nor for that matter do the subject pronouns. All these non-mutating 

forms have in common the status of belonging to non-lexical (= grammatical) 

categories, on the other hand the open classes of the lexicon, the major 

lexical categories, are subject to IM. To the specification of Noun and 

Verb under this rubric we must add the other major lexical category 

found in Irish, i. e. Adjective e. g. [ f'ar mo: r] an fear mör "a big 

man" cf. [a van wo: r] an bhean mhör "a big woman". (Adverbs are not 

included as a major lexical category for the reasons discussed in § 2.2). 

Bearing this in mind, it is my contention that the consistent alternation 
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among sets of systematically different phonetic elements which we have 

observed in disparate morphosyntactic environments constitute the most 

salient characteristics of IM in Modern Irish. Moreover, it is not the 

case that the sandhi phenomena from which we know Ili to have developed 

must necessarily have evolved in this way. For instance, one could 

envisage a situation where a certain morphosyntactic environment induced 

an alternation in certain lexically specified items only. * Although 

isolated examples of this kind occur, it is by far more generally the 

case that all items of a particular major category with a particular 

initial consonant do alternate with a constant member of a related 

natural class in widely disparate morphosyntactic environments. If 

the treatment of IM is to attain descriptive adequacy, these two 

generalizations - neither of which is self-evident - need to be captured 

in a way which reflects the intuitions of the native speaker-hearer. 

But before we set our goals at explanation, the phonological grammar 

must undertake the less critical task of classification. 

Recall that when we anticipated the treatment of IM as a two-stage 

process in the discussion of Old Breton data at the end of Part I, we 

referred to triggering and realization. Now note that couched in the 

observations made above are statements of two distinct kinds. On the 

* Footnote 

It seems to be the case that IM in Welsh is also "across the board". 
However, this does not mean that there are no exceptions to IM. In fact 
the dialects of North Wales contain more exceptions to Lenition in 
definite feminine nouns and their adjectives than are found in South 
Wales. Cowrie (1979) has endeavoured to account for the failure of 
loan-words with initial /g/ (e. g. "guitar", "garage") to undergo Lenition, 
not in terms of potential homophony, but rather, in terms of maximal 
phonetic distance (/g/ deletes under Lenition). This hypothesis seems 
to explain the Nasalization of such borrowings just in case that mutation- 
type does not effect the null segment. I am endebted to Wyn Bellin for 
valuable discussion about this and numerous other issues concerning IM 
in Welsh. He has brought the Lenition of /g/ to my attention as the 
subject of linguistic jokes (e. g. /golf /---ý *C lf, ]) and also points out 
the mutation of unassimilated loans in South Wales (e. g. /tf1ps/ --- 

[d31 psi), 
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one hand references are being made to the environments under which 

mutation takes place - the Negative particle, for instance; on the 

other hand, the phonological changes themselves are being specified 

e. g. voiced bilabial plosives being converted into voiced labial 

continuants. Even from such an isolated set of data two aspects to 

the phenomena are clearly manifest. Henceforth I shall refer to the 

first aspect of IM - that of its environmental specification - as 

triggering, reserving the term realization for the phonetic specifica- 

tion of IN. Any account which aspires to capture the nature of M will 

thus have to stipulate not only the conditions triggering IM but also 

the realization of IN. 

It is indeed significant that a glance at the recent literature shows 

that linguists have been concerned with only one or the other of the 

two. facets to Ili. Scholars like Hamp and Of tedal have been addressing 

themselves to the problem of the syntactic and lexical environment 

necessary for a given word to mutate; whilst others like Skerrett and 

Rogers have been formalizing the phonological rules whicAa reflect the 

phonetic changes undergone by classes of initial consonants (in some 

cases individual initial consonants). In Chapter Two we shall examine 

triggering in Modern Irish in detail, postponing a rigorous treatment 

of the process of realization until Chapter Three. But before we turn 

to the generative model to cast the framework of those two chapters, 

let us briefly survey some further data in order to gain an idea of the 

scope of triggering and realization. 

Consider the phenomena exemplified in (3), which parallel those of (1) 

and (2); _ 
(3) a) Ef'ekim' t'ax an er'im'o: r'] 

Feicim teach an fheirmeoir 

"I c. n see the farmer's house". 
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b) [vek'an a f'er'im'o: r' da hax a he : mil ] 

An bhfeiceann an f eirmeoir do theach, a Sheamuis? 

"Can the farmer see your house, Seamus? " 

c) [n'i: ek'an fe : mas er' a ver' im' iad] 

Ni fheiceann Seamus ar an bhfeirm iad 

"Seamus can't see them on the farm". 

Here the initial consontants [f'] and tvI alternate with zero in both 

the Affirmative, Interrogative and Negative of the present -tense of 

"see" and in the noun "farm! ' and its derivative agentive noun. There 

is a further alternation between [h] and Ct'] due to the presence or 

absence of the second person singular possessive, and between initial 

[h] and [f] dependent on the status of the proper noun in question as 

subject or vocative. 

What additional f acts about triggering and realization may be gleaned 

from the data in (3)? First, a number of morphosyntactic environments 

may be added to the list of those triggering mutation. * As for the 

process of realization, we may set up the following analogical statements: 

f' v: 0 t' :h. ? 

$ :h. 

Substitution readily reveals that 

f': v = k: g = b: m = b': m' 

as evidenced by the phrases of (4): 

(4) a) i Ef' er' im'] feirm 11 f arm" 

ii [er' a ve r' im J 

b) i [ka: rJ 

ii [er' a ga: r1 

ar an bhf e irm 

carr 

ar an gcarr 

"on the farm" 

"cart' 

"on the car" 

Footnote 

viz. the Article preceding a Masculine noun in the Genitive; the 2nd. 
person Singular possessive adjective [da] ; the Vocative particle 

[a] ; 
the sequence Preposition [er'J + Determiner. 

0 
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(4) c) i Eba: dJ bäd "boat" 

ii [er' a ma: d] ar an mbäd , on the boat" 

d) i Cb'infa3 binse "bench" 

ii [er' a m' in f a] ar an mbinse "on the bench" 

We infer that environments triggering the 114 of voiceless obstruents 

to homorganic voiced ones, 2nd of voiced obstruents to homorganic 

nasals include the Interrogative particle, the plural possessive and 

the sequence Preposition [er'] + Article. * A method besides the process 

of elimination shows that 

f': O = k: x = b: w = b': v = t': h =f :h 

just in case we substitute 
_ 

[f' 
er' im' , ka r, ba: d, b' infa, $e : mas] 

for [t'ax] after the 2nd. person singular possessive adjective [da] to 

yield the following: 

(5) a) i 

ii 

i 

ii 

c) i 

ii 

d) i 

ii 

e) i 

ii 

f) i 

ii 

Footnote 

1-9- 'er' im' j 

Ed 'er' ing 

[ka: r] 

Ed2 xa: r] 

[ba: d] 

[da wa : d] 

Cb' in$aJ 

[d2 vinf a] 

[t' ax] 

[d2 hax] 

[Je : mas3 

[da he :: nas] 

feiria 

/da + f'er'im'/ 

carr 

do charr 

bald 

do bhäd 

binse 

do bhinse 

teach 

do the ach 

s lamu s 

do Shamus 

It arm" 

d' fheirm 

rtcar" 

"your farm" 

"your car" 

"boat" 

"your boat" 

"bench" 

"your bench" 

"house" 

"your house" 

"Seamus" 

"your Seamus" 

Dialectal variation accounts for data where the environment 
[er'] + Article 

induces forms other than those of (4). The above examples are taken from 

Connemara. 

** Footnote 

The palatalization of rd'] is a natural consequence of the deletion under 
Lenition of the archisegment /f/, See Chapter Three for full explication 
of comparable examples. 
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Let us accept the natural assumption that the consonant which appears 

initially in the citation form constitutes the underlying initial 

consonant of that word, traditionally specified as its "radical". 

(Cf. K&K's discussion of a constraint whereby only those variant 

phonetic properties which occur in the isolation form of the morpheme 

are assigned to its underlying representation, 1977, pages 18-26). 

Thus the underlying representation of "car" in Modern Irish will be 

(ka: r/ ((4) b) i and (5) b) i). Ignoring what I shall later refer 

to as the Minor Mutations, it is clear that two "mutation-types" are 

in operation in Modern Irish, inasmuch as /ka: r/ may assume two other 

phonetic shapes, namely [ga: r] and [xa: rl. Two labels are therefore 

required to denote the mutation-type whereby (amongst other alterna- 

tions) voiceless plosives become homorganically voiced and also to 

denote the mutation-type whereby (amongst other alternations) voiceless 

plosives spirantize. 

Turning to metatheoretical considerations for a moment, it might be 

argued that the term itsýif should be reserved for the linguistic 

phenomenon in general. The f act that a language exhibited IM would 

then become a typological statement about the way in which a given 

language- exploited the gamut of phonological and syntactic possibil- 

ities made available under universal linguistic theory. On the other 

hand, it might be argued that the term IM should not be employed to 

denote "mutation-types" - the actual processes peculiar to the 

language in question. However, having already introduced new usage 

by applying the term "triggering" to IM and by redefining the term 

"realization", I do not propose to neologize further: throughout 

the remainder of this thesis "III' will be used to refer to both the 

universally specified phenomenon and to the individual mutation-types 

- unless this leads to ambiguity. 
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To return to Modern Irish, the two labels I shall adopt to refer to im 

are Eclipsis and Lenition. Thus the mutation of /b/ to [m] after /er'/ 

+ Article is an instance of Eclipsis, whilst that of /b/ to [w] after 

possessive /da/ is an instance of Lenition. This practice is not 

unprecedented: it follows that found in Eamonn Mhac an Fhailigh's 

"The Irish of Erris, Co. Mayo" (1968) as well as Colman 0 Huallachäin 
i 

and Micheäl 0 Murchü's more recent "Irish Grammar" (1976); furthermore 

it conforms to the usage of W. B. Lockwood's philological studies. The 

adoption of the terms Eclipsis and Lenition has the desirable advantage 

of being unequivocal. In particular, the term Eclipsis is to be 

preferred over that employed in works like David Greene's "The Irish 

Language" (1966), namely Nasalization, for the latter is doubly 

misleading: it uses the name of a well-defined phonetic process to 

refer to one that is not only morphological but which also subsumes 

voicing without nasality. The term for Lenition, namely Aspiration, 

current in both the traditional, and more recently, the phonemic 

literature, is similarly deceptive. (See the traditional "New Irish 

Grammar" by the Christian Brothers, or C. 0 Göididhe's T'Cursa Nua- 

Aimseartha"; phonemically based works referring to Aspiration include 

Myles Dillon and Donncha Ö Croinin's "Teach Yourself Irish", 1961, or 

Tomas Ö Domhnalläin's series of 65 lessons "Buntüs Cainte", 1968). Not 

only does the use of the term Aspiration detract from the morphosyntactic 

nature of triggering, but, worse still, it is phonetically incorrect - 

Lenition amounts to spirantization in the largest natural class it affects 

(i. e. the plosives), resulting in the glottal fricative only for voice- 

less coronal obstruents. 1ioreover, the use of Nasalization and 

Aspiration is rendered even more abstruse by the presence in the language 

of these features at the phonetic level (see De Bhaldraithe's "The Irish 

Of Cois Fhairrge, Co. Galway", 1945, revised 1975, page 28 and page 46; 

9 
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and 0 Cu&, 1944, page 32 and pages 54-6). Finally, I have refrained 

from employing the Irish words for Eclipsis and Lenition, namely Urü 

and Se respectively, because of their unfamiliarity and their lack 

of precedence in the generative literature. 

To summarize the discussion so far, we have seen that IM subsumes the 

independent processes of triggering and realization. In Modern Irish 

two main types of IM may be recognized, namely Eclipsis and Lenition. 

In order to attain observational adequacy, any account of IM in Modern 

Irish must undertake the listing of those environments triggering 

E--lipsis and Lenition, followed by a. list of statements of their 

realization. However, in the chapters which follow I shall offer an 

explanation of the data which obviates repeated ad hoc listing. Central 

to that exegesis is the notion of trigger of IM. And it is to the 

nature of triggers that we address ourselves in ý 1.3 after we have 

evaluated the theoretical devices made available under the generative 

model in S 1.2. 
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1.2 Tri-ger. inc and Realization ender the Gcncrntive Model 

In the Standard Theory of Generative Graamar -rhich Chomsky first put 

forward in 'Aspects' (1965) and in its revisad version known as the 

E:: tended Standard Theory, the output of the syntactic component pro'iides 

the input to the phonological component. The level of representation 

reached at this point is known as surface structure. Given this early 

framework, then, morphological phenomena :. y be located in either the 

syntactic component or the phonological component -no separate provision 

is made for them. Clearly, inasmuch as the realization of IN has been 

defined in terms of phonetic specification, realization will take place 

in the phonolo; ical component. But what about triZ-erinn? Issumino a 

somewhat simplistic model of generative grarmar, could not the trisyering 

of IM occur as part of the syntax:? To pose the question slightly diff- 

crently, does trigücrind need to talke into account facts about deep 

structure or intermediate structure, i. e. Facts which are not present-' 

in surface structure? 

The answers to these . -luestions are by no means given a priori. It is 

for this reason that a detailed discussion of them is postpoacd until 

Chapter. Two, where various aspects of tri-; nrinb are taken up in full. 

For the time=being, however, let us, adopt the preliminary assumpticr. 

that tri ; gering needs 

component only, rathe 

tion of the. sentence. 

in due course. 

to have access to the of 

r than to earlier stares 

it is this claim . hich 

at put of he syntactic 

in the syntactic ceriýa- 

is to 'je substantiated 

For reasons ,: hick will become clear as we develop a more sophisticated 

xodel of the relation betocen s nta:: and phonology, let u: refer to the 

output of the syntactic component as s: 'ntwctic su fä. c st: 'uctu-'eS. 

Suez st. uctures comprise a string of formatives 'morphemes), to-ether 
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vith a specification of the hiararchical oroanizatior, of the stýiný 

into its örammatical constituents. 

diaor; or a labelled bracketing. 

This takes the form of a tree 

Syntactic surface structures also 

contain lexical information as to the sý: tiantic, s; ntr-ctic and phono- 

logical properties peculiar to each morpheme. Given that all this is 

specified in the output to the syntactic component, one ay of c: -. a= 

racterizing the level of representation to which triggering is sensitive, 

in Modern Irish, is to say that triggering may be road off syntactic 

surface structure directly. 

Inextricably tied up with this possibility is the fact that in Modern 

Irish IM never operates across major constituents of the sentence: it 

is to be found within the phrase,. be it nominal, verbal, adjectival, 

prepositional or adverbial. This is, of course, just what one ; ioulü 

e.: pect, given the assumption that information about deep structure is 

not relevant to the operation of_triggerin;; For such information 

typically refers to the roles of-subject, object and indirect object 

which the major NP constituents bear in relation to the verb. 

the possibility that a major constituent may be discontinuous in 

syntactic surface structure (e. g. as under Preposition-st. an; ain-), :; e 

shall see in § 2.1 that transformations do not have this effect in 

Irish. 
w 

Perhaps it shoulý be stressed here that whilst it l'ollows that in a 

language like Mo ern Irisui wiaere the environments triggering 111 are 

present in syntactic surface structure, Iii icse' säoulc .e eorýstraircý 

to operate Only within Lae parase , 
it c. Ue_ not Kollo : tha. these 

Lions are essential universal properties of 12i. sie shall turn CO 

t. 1is potent in C%apLci 1`.. o When we uiscus to: vJe j :. i: ea`ia!; nL J. rl'a Ui 

:: ýc c: irect object is Su_°iice i:. :_ say, Chac as 
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.aa. ! Ioc1 r Irish is ccnce ned, it is Only once CII= sy at cic pro- 

c. sses o: the ianbua c !,, a7, -c- run their ccursa that ;;.: nce to ýEdin 

corsii; =rinö 11. 

,,;; h ;e reached the conclusion (albeit an unsubstantiated one) that 

the triö-ering of Z. in !, lo, -'ern Irish does not ta.: e place "-ithin the 

syntactic :z iponent. ^ýca11 now that, for ELI: ' purposes of e:; pos tior., 

we are assu; nin; c sonew: hat simplistic model of ? encr^tiwe -'ro . t`lar, 

. here the output to the syntactic co pcnent directl7 pro"iC? es the input 

to the ohcnolo; ical component. The csestion ýrhich ir: --,; t be raised at 

this st- --c in the nr; =snt is the follcwin-: Can both tri--rin, and 

realization be accon, -Iodated within the phonoloZical component? 

oriori such a proposal has appeal for, prima facie, aspects of 

trigoeriný are phonological. This appears to be truo over and above 

the tautology that triz-dring has very real phonetic conse-uences 

inasmuch as it constitutes the "startirr; -point" for changes necessarily 

e: -ecuted within the phorolep, ical component. pert from this, the 

morphesyntactic environments conditioning Ii! affect segments in one 

"phonologicelly definable" position only, namely word-initially. This 

apparently self-evident claim, that IN is in fact initial, rc uires 

cualification, for we do find instances of In word-internally. However 

since an adequate treatment of such phenomena presupposes a more sophis- 

ticated model of generative grammar than that which we are at present 

assuming for e:; pository purposes, let us discuss thes^ cases when w: e 

have e: -., mined the a ccomlmodation of triggering and realization in a less 

sophisticated ihonological component. 

Limiting the discussion to productive, word-initial M of the type 

characterized in § 1.1, it is clear that an account of the phenomena 

in the phonological component_ must stipulate its phonological envir- 

9 
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onment. '"It might be assumed that "word-initial" position would be 

defined- in terms of boundary configurations: inasmuch as III can be 

shown to be'noncyclic,, it is part of w*ord-level phonology and hence 

applies at that point in the derivation when the domain of the phono-' 

logical word is'reached. In other words, IM applies in the context 

# given that we define "word" as "an element of 

the form # t` ,` ," where ... contains no occurrence of 

" (SPE page 163). ` Indeed it clearly is the case that Dl 

is' noncyclic: - ` it. is=not a' -recursive process which applies first to the 

smallest constituent, then to successively lar, -er ones by the erasure 

of innermost brackets. ' However, to say that IU is a"matter of word-level 

phonology is not to say that its context may be consistently pinned down 

11 to-the phonological environment ##_, 
____� . Consider for instance 

those e:: arnples' of III following a prepositional pronoun (26 1.1 examples 

(1) `and (2)") : °" it is the prepositional phrase 
£ina 

:: olaj ("in his 

sleepin; ") which''ai11 be*preceded by the double word-boundary, rather 

than the item to be mutated /kola/., 1]e arc, then, forced to turn back 

to syntactic surface structure in order to specify the environment of 

IM in terms of the initial consonant of a member of a major le:: ical 

cctegcry - information regarding word-boundaries alone Will yi^1,. the 

wrong results Inc large number of cases, namely, whenever a major 

lc:: ical item is not phrase-initial. 

or can a more sophisticated model retedy this dependence on non-phcno- 

lo; ical`'ir. fornationtinmthe'stipulation of the environment of realization. 

For, when we turn to the`inore-detailed discussion of boundaries'in 

Chapter 8 of SPE. w"we` find that "the word cs defined here need not be a 

constituent of'surface structure" (pawe'36ß). In other words, the more 

deeply entrench: d the ` it^ to be mutated becores" in the phenol 

component, the pore difficult it becomes to state the environre. t of 
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realization as a single generalization. Thus it becomes clear that 

aspects of triggering which might be considered prima facie to be 

phonological in nature turn out upon closer inspection to be deeply 

rooted in syntactic surface structure. In fact the environment of IM 

seems to be 'phonological' only in the rather trivial sense in which 

all parts of the grammar are accessible through the phonetic surface 

alone. Nevertheless, it will be demonstrated in due course that there 

is a way of characterizing the environment of realization consistently 

in phonological terms, when appeal is made to the notion 'trigger of 

mutation' in a two-stage treatment. At the present point in the 

discussion when we have not elaborated such a notion, we may provi- 

sionally conclude that the absence of a truly phonological aspect to 

triggering, casts considerable doubt on the viability of accommodating 

triggering along with realization in the phonological component. We 

now -turn to another serious problem in upholding such a claim within 

the framework proposed here. 

It is important to point out that within the early framework of gen- 

erative phonology the accommodation of both triggering and realization 

in the phonological component necessarily entails that IM be treated 

as a one-stage process. Perhaps the reasons for this are not altogether 

transparent, until we consider the history of the model. Recall that 

Structuralist phonemics distinguished phonemic processes, which were 

phonetically conditioned, from morphophonemic processes, which were 

morphologically conditioned. It was at the line of demarcation between 

these two that the level of "taxonomic phonemics" (to use Chomsky's 

term: 1964) was set up. With the possible exception of the incorporation 

of the binary distinctive feature into the theory, the most influential 

contribution made by Halle's pioneering work in 1959 was his argument 
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against a taxonomic phonemic level. Halle argued that voicing 

assimilation in Russian could be stated with greatest insight by 

mapping morphophonemic representations directly onto phonetic repre- 

sentations. In other words, the positing of an intermediate taxonomic 

phonemic level between the morphophonemic and the phonetic resulted 

in the loss of a significant generalization regarding Russian voicing 

assimilation. I shall not go into the details of the Russian data 

here - they have been discussed many times in the literature, in 

particular in the debate arising from Lamb's defence of the phonemic 

stratum and Chomsky's and Postal's individual attacks on Lamb. Suffice 

it to say that-, even if Halle's argument goes through - and I think 

it does *- the f act that certain processes are best stated by mapping 

morphophonemic representations onto phonetic representations, by no 

means entails that all phonological processes are handled most insight- 

fully in this way. 

Nevertheless the result of the debate has become a tenet of SPE 

phonology (if not a dogma) - phonological rules span morphologically 

and phonetically conditioned alternations and do not distinguish 

between them. To put this slightly differently, the phonological 

component of a "standard" generative grammar constitutes a homogeneous 

interpretive component which relates syntactic surface structures to 
a 

their phonetic manifestations. As such there is no provision within 

the component for the kind of diversification by which the triggering 

of IM might be kept "separate" from its realization. In particular, 

* Footnote 

In fact the argument for homorganic assimilation seems to "work" better 
than voicing assimilation e. g. nasal assimilation in English. For less 

passionate discussion of the issues "after the event" see also 
Hutchinson 1972and 1973; Schane 1971; and for some discussion 
Smith 1973, pages 185-191. 

.y 
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the rules of triggering and realization will be extrinsically ordered 

processes of parallel status: there can be no appeal within GROD to 

the morphological precedence of triggering. (See Part I, § 5.2.2 for 

the treatment of morphological precedence. ) To sum up, then, if we 

accommodate both triggering and realization within the phonological 

component of the classical model, there will be no principled basis 

for separating the two: we will be compelled to adopt a one-stage 

approach. 

Another substantial reason why the separation of triggering and realiza- 

tion is not viable within a classical phonological component - or 

indeed any constrained phonological component - involves anticipating 

a little the substance behind the notion "trigger of mutation". One 

kind of form which a trigger might assume is that of a diacritic feature. 

Yet if the rules of triggering, which assign triggers, are rules of 

phonology, then this means that we are permitting phonological rules 

to introduce diacritic features. In view of post-SPE attempts to limit 

what may be used as a diacritic (I refer in particular to Kiparsky's 

'How Abstract Is Phonology? ' 1968) such a step must be considered 

retrograde; and even within an overpowerful framework like GROD, 

incorporating such a proposal would leave the theory virtually unbridled. 

* Footnote 

In particular Ch&H discuss the possibility of stating the "negative 
contexts" of exceptions within the phonological component in the following 

manner: 
(n-1) X --) [- rule n] /ZW (= SPE p. 175 (10) ) 
(n) X ->Y 

Their decision to restrict the theory of exceptions to those indicated 
by lexical categorization and those given by lexical redundancy rules 
is based on a consideration of the great increase in descriptive power 
brought about by phonological rules like the above. Hence the conclusion 
that "the feature [- rule n] must either be introduced by readjustment 
rules or appear as a diacritic feature in the lexical representation 
of an item". (SPE p. 375). 
(See below for the discussion of the theoretical apparatus referred to 
in this quotation). 
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Indeed, in their discussion of the theory of exceptions, Ch&H conclude 

that the rules of phonology may not introduce or modify diacritic 

features since to allow them to do so would render the theory too 

powerful and flexible. In accounting for IM totally within the 

phonological component we must therefore abandon the plausible suggestion 

that "trigger of mutation" may be a diacritic. To the extent that it 

proves expedient to view triggers in this way, we are left with even 

weaker grounds for entertaining the possibility that triggering be 

located in the phonological component. 

Having pursued the metatheoretical consequences of accommodating 

triggering in the phonological component, it is appropriate to 

illustrate the more "practical" issues involved in the treatment of IM 

in Modern Irish as a one-stage process. When we attempt an observa- 

tionally adequate statement of IM within such a framework, we run into 

difficulties involving "overgeneralization". By "overgeneralization" I 

refer to the situation in which a particular analytical concept is 

"stretched" beyond those cases where it may appropriately be applied. 

Such a situation may be viewed as an extreme instance of making the 

data fit the analysis rather than the analysis fitting the data. In 

fact there are two types of difficulty involving overgeneralization 

which a one-stage approach to IM encounters: the first overgeneralizes 

the notion of allomorphy, the second the notion of suppletion. 

Consider first the way in which the conversion of underlying segment x 

into mutated segment y in one step in the phonological component 

ultimately leads to the overgeneralization of the notion of allomorphy. 

By 'allomorphy', I refer to the relation between a lexeme and its 

various phonological representations which are derivable from it by the 

application of morphologically conditioned rules. In this sense, then, 

the notion of allomorphy is not tied to its Structuralist origins in 
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the historical development of the morpheme as the minimal unit of 

grammatical analysis. Rather, it parallels Aronoff's usage for 

derivational morphology when he says: "A rule which effects a phono- 

logical change, but which only applies to certain morphemes in the 

immediate environment of certain other morphemes, we will call a rule 

of allomorphy. " (1976, page 98). 

To take a concrete example from Modern Irish, a one-stage theory would 

contain a phonological rule which spirantizes the initial plosive of 

/kran/ (crann "tree") after the first person singular possessive /m3/ 

(mo). This rule may be stated informally as (6): 
+poss. 

(6) k- 3x / 1+1st. + 
+s ing .N 

Rule (6) will apply whenever nouns like /kran/, /kapal/ (capall "horse"), 

/karg/ (cara "friend") occur after the first person singular possessive, 

correctly yielding 
[ma 

xran], 
[me 

xap81j, [ma xaraj respectively. It 

therefore expresses the relation of allomorphy between /kran, kapal, 

kar*a/ and 
[xran, 

xapal, xara]. 

However a possessive marker constitutes only one environment where /kran/ 

et alia lenite to Cxran) et alia. Even assuming that the statement of 

the environment can be extended to cover the second person singular 

possessive /da/ (do) and the third person masculine singular possessive 

/ä/ (a), we will -need to list other unrelated environments such as 

* Footnote 

It is not crucial to the argument being developed here whether the 
environment of this or subsequent rules is specified as a complex of 
features or as its underlying phonological representation. I have 
chosen the former for expository purposes here because it avoids the 
question of homophonous particles, which would only serve to confuse 
the issue at hand. For the treatment of the problem of homophonous 
particles, see § 2.2. 
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ir.. cdiately followin; the prepositions /d'e, er', o: / (de "of, from", 

ar "on", o "since; from") without the A,. ticle, or, where- appropriate, 

following the vocative particle. The necessary rules are once again 

given informally, see (7) and (8) below: 

(7) ký j Preposition + 1 ; . LC ... 
IT 

where X Article 

e. g. 
fI'C 

: -, rani de crann 

[er? 
:. apa1] ar chapall 

Co: :: ar2ý chara 

.. -4 .. I Vocative -; - L 
8 k--4- 

e. ý. 
Ca 

:: apa11 a chapal l "horse 

Ca 
: art] a chary "dear friend" 

Wc have now e. ýtenc cd the rule which tells us about the behaviour of 

nouns with initial /k/ in their underlying representations in one 

particular rnorphosyntactic environment to several other such envir- 

onrents. But-the h/-: alternation is also found to obtain between verbs 

ß. nä ad, jactives . iith initial urderl. vin- 1k! and their surface rcflcý: ec. 

Clearly, inacriuch as Noun, Verb and L'djective are independently not- 

'_'zated major 1e:: ica1 categories in Modern Irish, the norphos; ntactic 

environments týhici trigger the alternation will have nothing in cor. L on, 

c:: cept their status. Thus rules (9) through (12) must be state indepan- 

Gently: 

e. ý. 
Ccal'i: '1J 

0 
C: 

al' m' eJ 

[i 4L, 
iii: 

1 

[ 
ur' `i' =J 

"from a tree" 

"on a horse" 

"fron a friend" 

cai11im 

ch. -ill rn 

cui_i, 

chuff: : 

It 

"i 

"I 

lost" 

put" 

put" (Preterite) 
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(10) k- : ,' NeC. -r...... I ,, 
eT "b. 

J 
[ka1'an $ caillecnn sý 

[n'i: 
:: 41'an fa ni chaillecrn se 

[ur'ar fe cuircann s5 

n'i: xur'an fe1 ni chuireann se 

(11) k---ýx / Intensifier Tr.... Jý, 
e 

e. g. :: luhar] 

ca 
:n:: luharj 

1111- 

Ca: 
n >e:! 

_l 

(1'_) k--ý: y f Noun1 

e. g. 
[ahi: 

r : luhar] 

[sra: 
d' me: 11 

Cluthar 

an-chluthar 

caol 

an-chaol 

... Aa; cathaoir chluthar 

"he loses" 

"he doesn't lose" 

"she puts" 

"he doesn't put" 

cosvIt 

"very cosy" 

. "na row" 

"very narrow" 

11 a cosy chair" 

"a narrow street" 

So far tl: 2 number of allo^ýorp; i}' statements we have made may seers unavoid- 

able, in view of the diverse norphosvntactic environt: ants tri33crind 

the .: ý : al,: crnation. iioC"Yever it is important to stress, v. , an at 

this sta; e of the argument, that despite the heteropereity of the rules 

cited - and the list has been far moron C:: hcustive - and d spit t} elm 

operation in indepznýent le:: ical categories, they all effect the same 

pho olojical chance. This fact blatantly ug est. ^ that a Si0: iflca: 1* 

öen:: rali. ation is bei7Q lost - wa have been stating that rouns, verbs 

and adjectives with initial underlying 1k! all have an allcricrph c-hich 

beüirs with L: , as if each case existed in isolation. 

in fact, the situation is even more intolerable, for not only does 

underlying sec-lent : mutate to surface seb:, ent ," in disparate raorpho- 

. syntactic enviro: i.. ents, but :: t' : 1ý1t .... also iuta: ti: to y',. flt ö1Ct. 

z0 on in each cor: cspondiri- cn'Jiro?. macht. i: 1 Other words the io e1 
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requires the repetition of each of the rules (5) through (12), and 

many more besides, for every consonantal segment in the underlying 

phonolo ical inventory of file language. By Stating that all major 

category items with initial segments .... 
in their under- 

lying representations have phonological reflees with initial y, y', y" 

.... in morphosyntactic environments A, B, C .... , we may stand accused 

of an overgeneralization of the notion of allomorphy. To put this 

slightly differently, we are taking a recognizable characteristic of 

the relation between certain grammatical morphemes in Irish (like Plural, 

for instance), and their phonological e:: ponents, and forcing all major 

category le:: emes to conform to this mould. No theory purporting to 

achieve descriptive ade uacy can tolerate such an overgeneralization 

of the allomorphy relation. 

To sum up the first set of consequences of attemptin3 to treat IM as 

a oie-stage process in the phonological component, if n consonants 

undergo a 0mutation-type 
in ra environments, the upper limit to the 

number df phonological mutation rules in such a framework is nai! By 

the caveat `upper lii it' we acýno. J1edge the fact that the un6erlyin; 

collsora'at an, " its znutatec rerlu:; may gall into , ia;: ur-, l C1aS3'cs, thus 

enabiino the scatament o. the alternation to apply to more than one 

un 1er 1y1: 2ä segment ent at a time. Indeed ti 5 is true CO a certain C:: i: ent 

OL . ciipsis: .. 
t wac because of is lack of natu: alne(is t:: aC I Cho-se 

L3nit ion to ilak2 Cl-- point most force2uliy 
. 

Perhaps i`. J'a: 0'uL : E: rot 

ilc.: e that 
.: 

h2 natu: alncss o2 Lhe realization ru*1,2c, zn, ac; n:: Z t:: c ýý 

po: -sibis cci1 psln3, co.:, prisss an esssnCial part of Ih =ormaliza ion 

I 
of realization in a fully devcl op d t'ti'c-sty., ', ?p roc'. ch. . 

1c AS! 

T ý. 1ý t^ `ý t" Capr 1T1 

i ll: ^: ý. 'raýi': ý ýt'ý; Ei:: ', - ~. p c^ ý: i. ýric: 'i ~' :t:.. I:. ý^vC '7t"ýi: 
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, 'F? . attc^. '. y t to account for III 
cý.! 7 ,.. cne-st2; 2 process. It is 'Im" 

to £7211. out t. 10 SCCC71a sort Of ! iffiCU1 t"' - iikc tc F1YCt it CC*: 7r'isas 

an over-cncra1izwnion, this time not of the no*_icn of allomorpi^ but of 

the notion of nupp cttion. Since tß: 2 s tc Ic t ýf supp1e~ion tc1! S pi e 

in the lexicon cur discussion ?.. ill 1ecd naturally rC^1 .° ß1^O1iGtiC 

conception of that component into an c-: a-mination of its r6le in : -ore 

sophisticated theory of phonology. It :. s fron this stand-point that 

or. insightful treatment of fl: ! rill be doveloped. ý7ith the rele of the 

lexicon in ; mind--.. -e shall also be able to clear up se-me rssidual problems 

,; hich could nbt be dealt with under the former simplistic model of 

e.; cnerati". e phonology. 

In its oriüinal conception, the `unction of the lexicon was to provide 

a repository of the idiosyncratic properties of the 1anjuage's morphe-es. 

These properties, !., h ich covered semantic, ^;! ntactic and phonological 

peculiarities, were entered into deep structures by Tmy of 1e: ýicw1 

insertion. Lei, icu1 insertion itself is usually considered to he 

trcnsformaticnal rule, thou-h one of uni^ue t,? pe, essentially : 11ffercnt 

from the usual transformations which nap the output of the Phrase 

Structure rules into syntactic surface structures. It is during the 

course of the trcnsfor;: ational component that gramatical morphemes 

are introduced into derivations. '7e return directly to the phonolo; ical 

make-up of these morphemes and the point of its insertion. 

To sum up, the le-,. icon, as ori`; inally conceived, comprised a list of 

the morphemes of the l n;, uage, to-ether with whatever information tray 

idiosyncratic in the semantic, syntactic or phonological beha'ytour i. e. 

could not be predicted by general rule in the semantic, syntactic or 

phonological co: poncnts, respectively. Je shall have no causa to 

mention tha scmcntic properties further. ^. s for the syntcctic pro? erticc, 

they will be relevant to our discussion insofar as they subsume the 
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morphological subcetegorizetion of particular morphemes. Given the 

simplistic framework we have been adopting, where the output of the 

syntactic component directly provides the input to the phonological 

component, there is no basis for distinguishing 'lemical' representations 

from 'phonological' representations (cf. SPE pp. 9-11). Thus in such 

a model it is the "impelling" of a major lexical item which was inserted 

in deep structure, which eventually enters the phonological component 

to be converted into its (various) phonetic rcflc:: (es). To put this 

slightly differently, the claim that the syntactic component directly 

provides the input to the phonological component entails that the phono- 

logical make-up of major lexical items remains the same when it enters 

the phonological component as it was when specified in the lexicon. 

In general there will be a sin, le underlying (= lexical or, phonological) 12 

representation for each major lexical item and allomorphy will he 

determined by the-üpplicantion of morphologically conditioned rules in 

the phonological component. However it has been demonstrated that to 

treat the triýJering and realization of I: I in modern Irish in this way 

within the phonological component leads to an undesirable over-eneraliza- 

tion of the notion of alloriorphy. Moreover we have rejected the possibil- 

ity that the tri-crin; of IA. f be located in the syntactic component. 012 1 

The nc: ct step in the ür3ur.. ent must therefore he to incuire whether the 

st--tem nt of the mutated allomorphs of major 1c:; ica1 items could not be 

: jade in the leicon. ?e must note here th .t there are certain cwses 

:; here allo-morphs are necessarily listed in the le:: icon, -namely in the 

case of suppletion, where an allomorph can be stptad by rule only at 

the expense of 7ritin, a particular rule specifically to account for 

that variant alone. For example, the Preterite t_bsolute and Dependent 

forms of the verb /f ? &. I/ (feic- "see") must be riven as part of the 

rtorphe: ae's lexical 
entry, i. e. as /xanik'/ (clion . ic) and ; fakaf (faca) 
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respectively. We might therefore-ccnsicer it possible to, generalize 

the treatment of If'ek'/ to account for IN. 

Let us illustrate .: hat the lexical entry of a noun, verb or adjective 

would look like if Z; L was accounted for by entering the radical'; 

lenited and eclipsed forms of the items in question in the le:: icon. 

Take as a typical example the noun /kapol/ (capall "horse"). Since 

nouns appear in their unmutated radical form in phrase-initial position, 

after the feminine singular possessive and after the Determiner if they 

are masculine (like /papal/), these and all other nonmutatin; envir- 

onments must be listed as the conte: cts conditioning that variant. lie 

have cited three morphosyntactic envronents in which nouns are 1enited. 

These will need to be listed along with all other loniting ccrte.: ts for 

nouns after the slash alongside /xapal/. As for the eclipsed refle:: 

of "horse", the environments which must be specified include that 

immediately following the idiosyncratic preposition /ii (i "in") ** , 

that Poll oring (regular) prepositions and the Article and that following 

plural possess i^ ': ýf course, . the environwents of one of these allo- 

morphs could be left unspecified in a non-pedagogic grammar and subsured 

under the "? ise17here Condition". It is arbitrary which list of envir- 

onments may be omitted from the full lemical entry, of which (13) 

rspresents a partial one, incorporating the facts cited above. 

i ootnote 

/faka/ never appears on the phonetic surface in this hypothetically* 

unmutated- fore ,a fact'which is reac: ily , attributable- to the trig; cr! n3 
feature [-Preterite] inherently associated with it. Eowever its i^..: 

is unambi; uously derivable from its phonetic r --presentations, 
lerited 

,. werO f ýa : ailure Cana (.. hý. _, 
0) and eclipsed Cy-al-, 2] (,,.. here to ---i } 

reco,; nize %fak2f as- the underlying form .; could only lead to unnecessary 
cornplications . _in, the statement, that /fleh'/, -, Preterite be e-ccptions 
to I:: and could destroy, ;: he. obvious, paradig*. iatic connection between 

h this cannot be captured by -r, -le. and /faka/ -, even. thou, - 

Footnote 

/it must be taarhed in its own le:: ical entry as an e%: ception to the zule£ 
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(13) "horse" kapsl / 

Determiner + 

+poss. 
+ 3rd. 
+sing. + 

-masc . 

0 

xapal % +poss. 
+1st. + 
is ing . 

Preposition +X+ 
where XA Determiner 

Vocative + 

gapal r+psb1 + I L-sing. 
i+X+ 

where X Determiner 

Preposition + Det 

Even considering the partial lexical entry (13) in isolation, it is 

obvious that generalizations are being missed. For instance, the fact 

that another part of the entry for "horse" specifies that the noun is 

masculine, is not related to its behaviour after the determiner: 

** Footnote continued 

generally governing the behaviour of prepositions. This will account 
for the idiosyncratic fact that it triggers Eclipsis in the following 
noun when the Article is absent (regular prepositions cause Lenition 
here), and that it triggers Lenition in the following noun when the 
Article is present (regular prepositions cause Eclipsis here). 

v 
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feninire singular nouns in this position undergo Lenition. : other, 

the statcmentof gander and the distribution of variants are treated 

as if there were no connection between them. A. nother serious defect 

of an entry like (13), even when viewed in isolation, is that it 

provides no way of characterizing the notion of "radical form". In 

other words it treats /kap2l/ entirely on a par with /papal/ and 

even though the former is intuitively considered more 'basic' by the 

native speaker-hearer. While it is possible to define 'radical orm' 

in terms of the isolation variant which occurs in the environment 

_ý, 
this eir: ironnent has been listed in just the same way 

as all others anu therefore theoretically it has no special status. 

In other words, from a metatheoretical stand-point, it would be just 

as plausible to define 'radical form' in terms of the environment 

pons + or the environment Preposition + Article + F--Ir , lst. I--I1 .141-I. --; 
I 

sin- 

or for that matter any other. 

However it is iahen we compare '(13) `wit11 all other le:: ical` entries for 

Modern Irish that the plausibility 'of such a one-stage approach is 

nulliFieu. On thl' On;.: hand the 1ý:: cal @llýýie5 o" a1.1 (m u1i e) 

nouns in Mot-c ern Irish With 'mutatable' iniAai consonants will IiCC tO 

" 
r_peat individually, t11a en vi: onments 'specified in (13)' as well as all 

those LILAC', -, i. A"Jv üeorl'oýlirl'LeC4 
.I rGm (13). Such Zepcatsd ad hoc list7: 1ý 

Ui facts which ý; ou'lu lot: su: ijumcu untie: Sinai i cant örne; alizal: i as 

L1uöt add h3avily to the Coät of tCLc ö aamar. On the otýh:: hand cerca1.:: 

salient act Cannot even be iornali e-0 iiü: ely that tilaS is cor iä :C 

aliýClnation C-on" sc _J of systzmaticall' 4r_Le:. ont pIIO: I tiC QlOmCnt`'. 

. IVt O'. ZZ; ' iS i im? 0S^LUlc to account for 
th pho : tic natu ain: ss 

"' 

any of *h sc aitcräiü. ý. ýý.: 1S in c:; w:. 
.. -7 

: "i: =? "O~t: t 
~ý: t ai:: 

to t'z' o: o the fact that th^`7 rocu in ^_--ch rla or 1cc', r'^1 --at: It 
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is clear that by treating IM as if it were suppletive, a gross over- 

generalization of that notion results, with the consequence that IM 

can no longer be characterized as comprising the processes of triggering 

and realization. 

As a final point in our discussion of one-stage approaches it turns 

out that the overeneralization of g suppletion. as a means of stating 

IM renders lexical insertion impracticable. Recall that the lexical 

insertion of major lexical items takes place in deep structure (i. e. 

in the Phrase Structure rules) and that grammatical morphemes are 

typically introduced later by transformations. Now consider that it 

is major lexical items that are susceptible to IM and that IM is 

triggered by grammatical morphemes. How then are we to select which 

variant to insert into deep structure, given that its environment 

specifies grammatical morphemes which have yet to be introduced into 

the derivation? The only possible solution seems to be to -insert all 

three variants into deep structure and then to select the appropriate 

one after the operation of the transformational rules, by some kind 

of filter (as proposed by Halle 1973). Yet clearly if we need to 

'filter out' the appropriate variant at the level of syntactic surface 

structure, what motivation remains for 'cluttering up' deep structure? 

We are bound to conclude that the statement of IM as suppletion not 
z 

only lacks insight but also results in an intolerable misusage of the 

theoretical apparatus. 

Throughout this section we have examined a number of ways of accounting 

for IN, given the theoretical machinery made available by the generative 

model. Since we have a pre-conceived idea of the intrinsic nature of 

IM (outlined in § 1.1) as a two-stage process, certain logically possible 

treatments have necessarily been rejected, just in case they fail to 
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facilitate-thc ch?. racterization of IN as the processes of triZjerin3 

and realization. In particular, the problem which has beset uff; has 

been that of accommodating tri-bering, the environmental specification Q 12 

of -I::, within an appropriate component -without abandoning the insight-, 

fu1 öaneralizations subsumed under this process. 

Consideration of the nature of triggering, however, points to the area 

of the grammar which can most readily be :.: tended under a more fully 

developed theory. Triggering can be viewed as the "p: ocess{ng" of 

syntactic surface structures into structures in which mutation-types 

are specified and which are then eligible to enter the phonological 

component proper. Given such a characterization of triggering, we see 

that it constitutes readjustment, in the sense in which this was first 

defined in SPE. - Let us therefora e. camine : hat ChEII have to say about 

the subject. 

It is in the very first, chapter of SPE that the notion of 'readjustoent 

rules' i: z introduced; uh;: n, Cht-N " discuss the distinction bet;, een 1,:: ic«1 

am phorological representations (cf. r, fcrerce to these two types of 

representation er_ p. 335 above. ) They note that there areýtwo concepts 

of surfsec structure, --the input to the phonological component and the 

output-of-the: syyntactic,. componer. t. In their :. orris, "It is an empirical 

Wrý. 
' these c nr, ' ry ýues,. i..., n ether ta.. ýe two concepts cos _zcide 

(�_.. paffe 9). ý_1t1o Lh 

they do coincido to a large extent, there c:: ist certain discrepancies, 

renderinä the representation as a string of formatives ? iith surface 

structure provided by the syntactic rules and the lexicon inappropriate 

for the rules of phonological interpretation. It is then the role of 

the readjustment rules to relate syntax to phonology by con'ierting 

Ie:: ical representations together with their labelled brac'ket1n3 into 

what :: C shat r, -far to as phc'. lological surface structures. 
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If triggering is to be accommodated amongst the readjustment rules, 

the latter must be "morphological" in the sense that they permit the 

triggers of mutation - in whatever form these take - to be added to the 

syntactic surface structure so that IM may be realized in the phono- 

logical component proper. However in the introductory passage in SPE 

which we cited above, Ch&H claim that the modifications in surface 

structure made by the readjustment rules generally "involve elimination 

of structure" (SPE page 10). Thus the rules referred to divide the 

sentence into phonological phrases, the maximal domain of phonological 

processes, by deleting nodes in Phrase Structure trees or paired 

brackets if syntactic surf ace structure is presented as a labelled 

bracketing. * Yet for the purposes of characterizing IM, unless it can 

be shown that readjustment is not exclusively el-imination of structure, 

we cannot identify triggering with readjustment in the SPE sense. In 

fact it turns out that readjustment does subsume rules which are, to use 

Aronoff's phrase, "plainly morphological" (1976, page 5). As Aronoff 

observes, the term "readjustment" covers rules of inflectional morphology. 

For example, they convert 
E [sing1 

V pasttV into sang and 
[ [mend]V 

past] V 

into mended. To sum up this function in Ch&H's terms, they "construct 

new feature matrices for certain strings of lexical and grammatical 

formatives" (SPE page 10). 

Aronoff recognizes a_ third type of readjustment rule, in addition to 

those which eliminate structure and rules of inflectional morphology. 

What Aronoff calls "rules of allomorphy" **, which spell out "the forr, 

of particular morphemes in specific morphological environments" (1976 

ibid. ), are included in Ch&H°s readjustment. He refers to their claim 

* Footnote 

For arguments that the triggering of m cannot be defined in terms of 
phonological phrases, see page 325 above. 
** Footnote 

For the conception of allomorphy adopted in this thesis, see pages 3a9-33 

above, where the overgeneralization of the notion of allomorphy is discussed. 
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that "LA. iaOnb the read justr.: ent rules, there are many that apply to 

specific derivable formatives" page 223). C:. &Hi e-cecaplify this 

by formalizing a rule which voices /t/ in she environments /mi +i,. -el 

and A er =ion/ and leads ultiflatel to oubmis3ive and sub'Iersior1 

via oilier rules. 

Despite Ch llls'p: elininary rcwa:: 1&3 on : 2ac+just cnt3 r1: t; re iss :.. ie. n, 

evi(ence 'L; at such rules are ' Morphological. - Tliis i ahes the üypötilesis 

ýi13ý the Ciioöering of IM conscituýes reaujusýmenc no:. without p:: e- 

ce4ence in 

{$ 
,, 

jl1St in case we Ö: ýl Ie trigg: llllä as the p_OcCis of 

assibainb, tribý; e: s to : syntactic sýýýace scýucýuýes. i: oreoýeý, ii We 

anticipate- tn2_ G3 cuz pion o2 1.3, W'P. C YL' ti:? c:: 1Glexli. cha.: :: l-cr: 
a 

are diacr'itic, Ltiatures are presented, we 2 nd adijtioaa1 corroboration 

in s Fý,. For .. ronoff fails to mention that _ r. 4jus,. cnL rc s nä sss ýn 
iancri*_ics 

" 
To tüitc a case in point, C1'ýH ne i-, catc 

, 
that 

'thediac: 
'itic 

r arkin ;- [L D] be assined., to the . 
final vc'7c1 in the 1e:! iccl r, prosentation 

Of i e! ^S! lýt°_ t? ^2'1CI1t^Y''7ý ý. nnnLtýýt'`ýý cc 'ý^tc tc ý''. ', "d `. h'. '" t! 
.ý 

ýý �1 ~ý'°co 

ru1C Showd,. b2 rC'LCr.. ^. U! CtC! C1 SO aý to °`: c1udc °_y IZC. b1 °£ T. ýY:: ýü f+-Cr1 

ccnsidcration. Certain : tcrls, he ver, : ýi? 1 be c. csianed 
IL 

Cý-n, 
ýtl ý y+, and in '1.. Ct .. CCSE this ,. +.. St i of tllc ý. 

iG 171. ý. ý. bo C.. ý 

Y7ccess of read, ustnent. , 
Thus Chi';?? state in footnote that "Ir the 

case of alternate Gssi3nment of Dý ins this esi_isn 
C= the sýcýýrý 

S`, '1ý b1:? 
u. C': 1 ýTOL1Cý hM 1 sp:. Ci. ^.. l Ca ti-a Cr YU �° st: "! r t 

cýztä: v`r : zýý o.., _hc form C YYCtiý C 
CC. 1Oitnt] Cý Conýunan'. 4! 

ýýý ýSM! fn. 95 

'139; oriJinal ^rrphýSic 

Tile fact that in SPE diacritics may be -nd. _u ndc. ntiy. c s_rib11 -c! ') 'I 

rd just.:. "! nt ß. Z1 cs l: cü it:: 
17l 

icationc of to i: tnd 
Ffo: 

tn, ° tc tmen_ C"- 

I*1 proreseý? ?z th e thesis. Thy first type of ir,,.,, ýlic^ticn : ins 11~eý, ': ' 

'peer. nenticre '? n 4i7, ý: prcs2n i 1^r"1tS for tract l-- t l-3 = 1- -c- 

of Ist ýs diacritic features. The second l ind of irspl iction both 
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less self-evident from the SPE footnote cited above and also has more 

far-reaching consequences for the general organization of the grammar. 

I am alluding to the inference which can be made from the SPE text that 

readjustment subsumes lexical redundancy. This in turn leads to the 

assumption that readjustment constitutes part of the lexicon. We shall 

review these issues in the light of Stanley's 1967 paper and in their 

development in SPE, before turning to Aronoff's thesis regarding the 

lexicon. 

Stanley addresses himself to the rules (later formalized as conditions) 

whereby dictionary matrices (= lexical representations) are converted 

into systematic phonemic matrices (= phonological representations), 

given that the former are less fully specified, redundancy free versions 

of the latter. Fundamental to his treatment is the claim that such 

rules, the morpheme structure (= MS) rules, "are not regarded as forming 

part of the P [honological] rules but are statements which form part of 

the lexicon" (1967, fn. 2, page 395). Later Stanley argues that MS 

rules are "quite distinct from P rules, both in their logical form and 

in their linguistic function, and that it is both necessary and desir- 

able to maintain this distinction" (ibid. page 407). Indeed it is on 

the basis of such a difference, ignored in earlier works, that MS rules 

are replaced by MS conditions. For our purposes it is also of theoret- 

ical import that the rules of triggering and realization be formally 

and functionally distinguishable. Insofar as the former may ultimately 

be considered part of the lexicon whilst the latter are necessarily 

phonological, the difference between the environmental specification 

of IM and its phonetic specification is reflected in the organisation 

of the grammar. 

Crucial to Stanley's approach is the extension of the role of the dic- 

tionary (= lexicon) beyond that of the repository of the language's 
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morphemes and their idiosyncratic properties, i. e. beyond the conception 

of the lexicon which we adopted as a starting-point to our discussion. 

rccordind to Stanley, the dictionary has two parts. ? J3hilst one part 

comprises a list, the other consists of the 0 rules or conditions. 

(1967 pages 397-8). This is not the place to pursue Stanley's proposals 

in detail.., Suffice it to say that the theory of phonology developed in 

this thesis reflects the spirit, if not the letter, of Stanley's paper. 

In "other words , whilst I shall adopt an e:. tcnded vie, vl of the 1e:: icon 

and tacitly accept many of Stanley's technical ar3unents, this will not 

commit me to the details of the interaction between IS conditions, 

lexical insertion, and so on, which he puts forward. 

Turning now to SPE and the place of lexical redundancy (= Stanley's MS) 

in the theory, Ch&H assert that such rules "refer exclusively to the 

internal structure of, formatives and really belong to the system of 

readjustment rules rather than the phonolo-y" (SPE pa; e 67; my emphasis). 

The question which now springs to mind is surely the following: if 

lexical redundancy constitues readjustment, is readjustment part of 

the lexicon? The answer to this ; uestion is not explicitly provided 

b; r Ch&H. Indeed wwýe find comments in the literature to the effect that 

read,; ust: nent itself is not well-defined in SPE (Aronoff 1976, pace 5; 

Sommerstein 1977, fn. 3, "pa-e 115). However it is my contention that 

evidence may be found in SPr e^uating read; ustment with part of the 

lexicon. Thus in their discussion of exceptions to the Llterncting, 

Strass rule , ", -hich retain primary stress on the final syllabic (C., -. 

chimpanzee), ChE; H claim that "Evidently, these items must be exempted 

from the Alternatin- Stress Rule by some sort of lexical classification" 

(SPE pace 157; my emphasis) . They bo on to say that alt:: cu; h only :n 

.. 'haus " o`a O ýý n . fin of 
anti rt G aus ý 

lýrt analysis will Gý. 
. r: ll: Z the op ý'. al .ýG.. of aChL lno v, 

on. - possibility T.: ould be to exploit the = boundary, since thle hat: e 
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already demonstrated that the Alternating Stress Rule does not apply 

to final syllables containing or preceded by such a boundary. Insofar 

as exemption from the rule is generally associated with certain specif- 

is endings, Ch&H claim that "the boundary can be inserted by a readjüst- 

went rule" (ibid. ). Here, then, we have a case where readjustment is 

being equated with lexical classification in SPE. Moreover Ch&H end 

their discussion of this set of exceptions with an unequivocal claim 

of the kind we have been seeking: "In any event, it is fairly clear, 

details aside, how to deal with these marginal contrasts within the 

lexicon". (SPE page 158; my emphasis). 

We have seen how the lexicon is implicitly expanded in SPE so that 

certain morphological phenomena are now dealt with in that component. 

Before we spell out the organization of a grammar which explicitly 

contains such an expanded lexicon let us look briefly at the recent 

history of morphology in order to set Aronoff's treatment of deriva- 

tional morphology within the lexicon in perspective. 

In his initial chapter, Matthews (1974) suggests reasons for the 

diminished interest in morphology since the advent of Chomskyan 

linguistics. Such an approach, he claims, cuts right across the 

surface boundaries between words, rendering such entities superfluous 

to the analysis. This followed the structuralist concern with 

morphology in the forties and early fifties, to parallel what Matthews 

describes as the "decade of phonology" in the thirties. It is apparent 

that already in Bloomfield's theory (if not his practice) the word 

had ceased to serve as the primary unit of morphology, so that it was 

in keeping with recent tradition that 'Syntactic Structures' talked 

of the morpheme as the minimal unit of syntax. 
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Aronoff sums all this up by saying that the subject matter of his 

monograph was not in vogue at least until 'Remarks on Nominalization' 

in 1970. There Chomsky noted that much of derivational morphology is 

semantically idiosyncratic and should be handled in the lexicon, not 

in the syntax. Following on from here, Jakendoff's strong lexicalist 

hypothesis proposes that all morphological phenomena be excluded from 

syntax (1972). Aronoff, on the other hand, clings more closely to 

Chomsky's original insight, though he does not claim that only 

irregular derivational morphology be kept separate or that all 

derivational morphology is indeed irregular in the first place. 

Aronoff calls his central thesis a "theory of word-based morphology". 

He cites his hypothesis as follows: 

(14) Aronoff's Hypothesis 

"All regular word-formation processes are word-based. A new 
word is formed by applying a regular rule to a single already 
existing word. Both the new word and the existing one are 
members of major lexical categories. " 

(1976, page 21) 

This hypothesis is important for the treatment of IM in that it affects 

the members of major lexical categories within an expanded lexicon. 

The morphological processes with which Aronoff deals derive words of 

one major lexical category from those of another. The phenomenon of 

IN, on the other hand, involves the "marking" of major lexical items 

with a trigger of mutation just in case they occur in a particular 

morphosyntactic configuration. The important point to stress here is 

that, despite these differences, neither Aronoff's treatment of deriva- 

tional morphology nor the present treatment of IM could be formalized 

in a theory without an expanded lexicon. Thus although such analyses 

are feasible in an SPE framework, they are not made an explicit feature 

of that theory. For Aronoff is specifically concerned with the 
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incorporation of the treatment of derivational processes into 

generative grammar. Similarly, it is the implied contention of this 

thesis that the infant is inherently endowed with an expanded lexicon, 

equipped to deal with the triggering of IM, should he be exposed to - 

this linguistic phenomenon. 

I shall now sketch an outline of the functioning of an expanded lexicon 

in the derivation of Irish sentences, given the EST model of generative 

grammar. In such a theory, the lexicon comprises - though only in part 

-a repository of the words of the language together with their idio- 

syncratic semantic, syntactic, morphological and phonological properties. 

This inventory will be similar to a list of morphemes, except that 

morphologically derived major lexical items will be listed as indepen- 

dently occurring forms just in case they are deemed not to be produc- 

tively generated each time the native speaker-hearer uses them. In 

other words, I assume Aronoff's position that morphemes are formally 

but not semantically minimal to be essentially correct. Despite this 

difference, it is clear that the major lexical items listed in the 

lexicon's repository will in many cases be mono-morphemic words - these 

items will therefore appear unchanged whether we adopt the former 

conception of the lexicon as a list of morphemes or whether we. view 

it as being made up of words. * 

The phonological make-up of each major lexical item will comprise 

distinctive feature matrices of its radical form. It is important to 

emphasize that no information about its lenited or eclipsed allomorphs 

Footnote 

It is interesting to note that monomorphemic words are the first major 
lexical items to become part of the child's vocabulary. It would seem, 
'then, that only a 'crude' conception of the lexicon is required in the 
early stages of acquisition. Perhaps we may assume that refinement of 
the lexical repository constitutes a later process in language devel- 

Opment. 
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need be given in the lexicon in a two-stage approach, since these 

forms are determined by regular realization rules of IM which occur 

in the phonological component, not in the expanded lexicon. The 

lexical entry will necessarily contain morphological information 

regarding the gender and declension-type of nouns, the conjugation- 

type of verbs, as well as sufficient properties to enable inflection 

to be unambiguously predicted. In the case of true suppletion, the 

forms in question will need to be listed - we have already mentioned 

the verb /f'ek'/ in this connection (see p.. 335-6 above). A parallel 

example of a suppletive noun is /b'an/ (bean "woman") whose plural 

[mna: ] (mnä "women") must necessarily be listed. In certain cases 

idiosyncratic morphological categorization will impinge upon the 

triggering of IM. Sometimes this may amount to suppletive irregular- 

ity e. g. when /fai/ (fail "get") is eclipsed after the Negative 

particle in the Preterite, Future and Conditional: [n'i: wuar' fe: ] 

(ni bhfuair se "he didn-'t get"), [n'i: wai fe :] (ni bhfaighidh se 

"he won't get"), [uti: waiax fe: 1 (ni bhfaigheadh se "he wouldn't 

get"). Elsewhere there may be some subregularity. An example of this 

kind where six verbs have behaviour in common regarding IM and particle 

distribution will be discussed in detail in Chapter Two. It is 

important to stress, however, that in by far the greater number of 

cases the triggering of IM will be dependent on syntactic surface 

structure and morphosyntactic categorization of a non-suppletive kind. 

The distinctive feature matrices which go to make up the UR of the 

radical form of each major lexical item are inserted into deep structure, 

the output of the Phrase Structure rules which comprise the grammar's 

Base. It may well be the case that members of certain other categories 

are also inserted here, insofar as they have semantic import and not 
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just J"ra. rnatica1 functior5c. z. adverbs and prepositions. :: o*. ýe"ver 

this is a syntactic nattar and need not concern us here. Suffice it 

to say that after le:: ical insertion has taken place, the deep structure 

enters the transformational component where the majority of grammatical 

formatives are inserted. Notice that these morphemes have yet to be 

spelt out. 

On leaving the transformational component the syntactic surface struc- 

tures are subjected to the machinery of the e;: panded lexicon. Here 

readjustment takes place, not only in its limited sense, but including 

various morphological processes. Since the major lexical items new 

find themselves in morphosyntactic configurations, suppletive allomorphy 

must necessarily occur here, by selection of the appropriate suppletive 

form and the discarding of any inappropriate one(s). It is here also 

that grammatical formatives arc spelt out an-'' III is triggered. Now it 

necessarily follows from the theory of UDR:, developed in this thesis 

that these processes cannot be e: arinsically ordered in relation to 

each other. This hod? ever does not preclude the possibility t1 at each 

set could be ordered intrinsically in a block, one before the other. 

In fact we shall sae in Chapter Two that both these prccesses are so 

interwoven that the latter is not the case. ather, in sane instances 

it will prove necessary to specify triggering in terms of grammatical 

categories, whilst in others triggering may appear sensitive to the 

phonetic shape of its immediate environment. 

Once the tri oerin- of IN has occurred, tonether -"iith the other morpho- 

logical processes located in the e:: p nced le: -icon, the representations 

constitute phonolovic2�l surface structures. In other words they are 

not,, the appropriate input to the phonoloSicwl component. proper. 'ithir_ 

that component, the- phonological rules of the lane age run their course, 
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as determined by the LTD 4^, hypothesis. Included in these rules arc 

those of the realization of IN. We discuss their internal intrinsic 

orJerinä and their interaction with other. phonolo3ical processes in 

Chapter Three. The figure cn page 351 schealatizes the org^anizaticn c. f 

a ,, rararnar which incorporates an expanded 1c.: icon. 

We have already postponed until Chapter -In., -o the substantiation o- the 

claim, that triooering may be read off syntactic surface structures 

rather than some deeper level. In connection with the discussion of 

this issue, various aspects of readjustment in. täe wider sense will 

be dealt with. Still to be touched or. is the nature of the triggers 

of IM which are assigned to syntactic surface structure in the expanded 

le:: icon. It is to this fundamental question that we address ourselves 

in 1.3. Before concluding this section, however, it, mi3ht pro-; e 

interesting to consider the relation between derivational morphology 

and IM, given that the, framework we have adopted to account for the 

latter is a üevelop..: ent of Aronoff's treatment of derivational phenonena 

in : n,,; lish. 

A residual problem fron our discussion earlier in this seceion-is that 

of word-internal IN. Working on she assumption that in was historically 

Ca sa11dhi phenomenon, words with internal : [: "I rx st %e bii orpheriie E. S. 

[kupa: 
n] (cupän "cup") cf. 

Cfo: 
upa: n] (fochupin "sauc, r"). On closer 

inspection, e: camples of this type lall into two beneral classes: i:. 

the first class it is orthoGra ý phy which ''' .st .. : ýcic 
,. aý hat. le:: ýmus li. cc 

e dia hr nic. i11y laühairc ("ro ue") or the stcI1 £ogh - 
ýýý1ýarn, I) 'wer 

bicorphemic, -with Im taking place in the initial consonant of the 

second morpheme. 't? owes*er, when we e:: amine the typology of O1:: Irish, 

we see that to isolata these cases of III from those which have pro--':: c- 

tip: e s; nci:: onic correlates is of no Cheor tical import . For as 

Thurncysen e:: plcins rcbardinö the ! idsion of ;. oris in Old I_i h: 
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FIGURE I 

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE GRAMMAR 
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(15) "Tn -eneral z11 words which are ? roupad round a single chief 
stress an:: have a close syntactic connexion with each other 
are written as one in the manuscripts. Thus conjuncticns and 

pronouns affi:: ed to them are '? ritten with tnc following verb, 

tae article and attached possessives with the following noun, 
the copula with the following predicate, prepositions and 
affixed pronouns or article with the following verb or noun, 
enclitics with the preceding stressed t'ord, etc. " 

(1946, page 24, 
§ 34) 

Givene tha`.. 'historicall; " IPi was a phonetically, transparent sandhi phenom- 

encn, the actual phase-internal examp1cs of that phenomenon cannot be 

differentiated on the basis of their prasent-da; - correlates, be they 

w-rord-internal or word-initial. Rather in a synchronic arcmmar there 

are no grounds for deriving Clclair'a 
or 

cfo: l_J from Urs recapit- 

u1 tin; their historical derivation. This is all the more the case 

in view of the diachronically subsequent processes of vocalization 

-7hich have rendered the occurrence of I: "1'opaque in such forms. 

yxaaples like Cclair'aý 
end 

Cfo: l-J do not share a property i"rhich is 

the salient characteristic of the second several class into which 

e: -. amples of word-internal I: i fall. I am referrin; to productivtt, 7 

It may be useful at this point to turn to ;! cttheýTs' subdivision of trc 

field of morpholo3y (1974). Having distin; uishe-" the pri^4r; bifurca- 

tion of the field into inflection and Word-Tornation, Matthew. s sub- 

classifies the latter into derivation, involving a 'bound morpheme' as 

one of its elements, and composition or ccmpou: dira, by ý: hich to 'free 

forms' combine. ýirad? týCn311y, co^pcundinü in re-c: dce as prod'. ic_ s- 

:; hilst deri, 'st_cn :: ay'or -nay not be so (it is 
,; enerall,, irrelevant to 

refer to producti"rity, in r:. lation to 1nflcctior.. ) In lodern Irish 

there are .a number of seemingly productive Forms which figure as the 

first element in Word-co: ^position. I. nterestinj cuL-stions trice 'rcZ^rdirt 

the di3tinctj0 : between c inpounddi and deli` anon: is 
Cfo 

j 
If=up 

a :: n] 

a der iva iona1 Profi.. '. or c'. variant of h "J. CPO°it1OS1 /hfl: 
/? (ficl 

where, "saucer" _ "u de ýCL1p") j is ýC:: upa: nJ prOdUCti7i: 1y 
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derived from /fo - kupa: n/ each time it undergoes lexical insertion, 

or is the derivatic .1 process a "once-only" rule in the lexicon? 

This is essentially the-question which confronts . ̂ . ronoff in his 

chapter on "productivity (ch. 3, pp. 35-45). ; fie shall rc turn to the 

status of , the first ele^ent -in ;, ord-composition when we, discuss the 

process:. cf tri-cringin such environments in. Chapter T o. ii, °anc, hile 

let us take it as a : 7orkin; hypothesis that if the concatenation of a 

particle with a , major lexical category is unr:: stricted regarcin 

articular- members of that, category, ii is= productive. If, on the 

other hand, concatenation is-lenically governed it must be derived 

and not just triggered) once only in the lc:: icon. It is in this 

sense that productive I'M is syntactically cciined aF word-initial, even 

though in phonetic terms it is not located after a ## boundary. 

I have revic:: ed in some detail the theoretical apparatus made, avail- 

able by the generative model. Zn our attempt to characterize IM as a 

t,.,, o-cta; e process and thus to reflect the salient fcatures of this 

lir. g slic nonenon, we have argued that the or-a nization of the 

; ra^uiar must incorporate an expanded lexicon where the trio,; erinp of 

11 -. i ay take place. Other ýoý-p`zologica! phenomena, both those formerly 

subsumed under S? E readjustment, and certain derivational processes, 

will also be acccmmodatcd in the expanded le: ýieon. meanwhile the 

. ction function of the 1^: -iccn as the repository of idiosyncratic info, 

is in no way Impaired. 

in conclusion, it ie important to sec how the vle'y of an e-, -panded 

lexicon "fits tcöether" ", 7ith post-CPE approaches to phonoloz; ^, such 

as that of X, pa_sky- c:: pliccted in Part I. In i conception of the 

1e-.; icon which goes b:, ronc being simply a list of the lanauaye's morphst es 

and their peculiar propsrtizs, the component takes on certain mo-pho- 

logical functions. Tha corollary of this is that classes of mor7ho- 
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logical phenomena are r=oved from the domain of the phonological 

component. Now recall that it =. gas demonstrated at va_ ious points 

throughout Part I that when morphologically cenditionc. I processes are 

treated as if they were phonologically conditioned, the analysis typ- 

ically results in a violation of constraints of abstractedness. It is 

just such analyses that we have sought to e:; clude in, the more natural 

"realistic" theory, of phonology developed in this thesis. Clearly, 

then, by providing an expanded lexicon to deal with certain morpho- 

logical phenomena, we remove the central motivation behind unnatural 

highly abstract analyses. It is in this sense that the organization 

of the grammar and constraints at a particular level defined by the 

grammar "conspire" to ensure analyses that attain explanatory adequacy. 

I 
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3 1.3 The Nature of Triggers 

It has been demonstrated that the phenomenon of IM in Modern Irish is 

handled in the most insightful way as a two-stage process. This process 

comprises trig erin;, the assignment of markers - or triggers - to 

syntactic surface structure in an expanded le:: icon, and realization, 

the phonetic specification of those triggers in the phonological compon= 

ent proper. In this way various generalizations can be made about the 

particles and morphosyntactic categories which condition the two (major) 

mutation-types, Lenition and Eclipsis. Indeed, by referring to the 

mutation-types by individual collective labels, we follow the traditional 

grammarians in assuming that Lenition and Eclipsis are unitary processes. 

It is such a tacit inference which makes possible the following state- 

ments taken from the Christian Brothers' "Neu Irish Grammar" (Chapters 

IV and V; emphasis-throughout as in the original): 

(16) a. "The Vocative Particle a aspirates Cý lenites.; JFMcBJ nouns 

of both genders and both nucbcrs. " (p. 12), 

b. "The article (an) eclipses a noun .... in the genitive plural. " 

(pp. 20-21) 

c. "The initial consonant of a verb (N3SOLUTE FORKS) is aspirated 

in the simple past 
C= 

Preterite; JMIcL], the imperfect, and 

the conditional. " (p. 18) 

If .: e did not presuppose a single stage at Ichich DI was triggered in an 

e:: panded 1e: cicon, such statements, ýrould have to take the form of lists: 

(17) i. The vocative particle Ja/ causes nouns of both lenders and both 

numbers which begin with /p/ or /p'/ to begin with If! or /f'! 

respectively. 

ii. The vocative particle /a/ causes nouns of both genders and both 

nu: ibers -which begin with /f/ or If 'I to delete that If/ or /f'1. 

iii. The vocative particle /a/ causes nouns of both genders and both 

numbers which begin with /s/, /S/, /t/ or /t'/ to begin with /h/. 
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of course, the traditional grammarians (like the Christian Brothers or 

C. 0 Goididhe) define IM solely in terms of the written language. Thus 

the generalizations made about Lenition, for example, involve merely 

the insertion of Lhe letter h, so that (16) a. may be read as an instruc- 

tion to rewrite ap fiste ("child") as häiste (cf. the formulation of (17) 

i. whereby /a + pa: Jd'e / becomes [a fa: f d'a]) 
. Similarly (16) a. may 

also be read as an instruction to rewrite Fionnuala (girl's name) as 

Fhionnuala (cf. the formulation of (16) ii whereby /a + f'inu: 12/ 

becomes [a inu: la]; and so on. * We shall have further reason to 

refer to the ways in which Irish orthography reflects IM at the end 

of this section. 

Returning to the generative model and the apparatus reviewed in 3 1.2, 

we may summarize the nature of the phenomenon of IM in Modern Irish in 

the words of Ch&H, since it shows "a discrepancy between the syntactically 

motivated surface structure and what is apparently required as an input 

to the phonological component" (SPE page 372). Let us take it, then, 

that part of the readjustment (in the wider sense) which takes place 

between the syntactic and phonological components in the expanded lexicon 

involves the assignment of triggers of IM to syntactic surface structures. 

Thus the phonological surface structures enter the phonological component 

proper already marked in a way that will trigger the realization rules, 

those phonological rules which effect the changes when a lexeme "mutates". 

* Footnote 

Irish orthography represents palatalization by means of the vowels 
flanking each consonant. Palatalized "slender" consonants are flanked 
by "slender" vowels (e, i), non-palatalized "broad" consonants by 
"broad" vowels (a, o, u). In intervocalic position, when vowel quality 
on either side disagrees, the following vowel predominates and a vowel 
of the appropriate quality is inserted before the consonant. Hence the 
aphorism: Caol le caol agus leathan le leathan (Slender with slender 
and broad with broad). Ref. W. B. Lockwood, 1975. See Ch. III for the 
"segmenting out" of the feature [+ palatalization] and its interaction 
with the realization of IM. 
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Now phonological rules ar. e sensitive to entities of to kinds, phono- 

logical segments and morphological features. Put another way, there 

are tiro ways in which infor . tic ý-'i -ýýsýLt to she ; »er_ation o L. hono- 

logical rules may be encoded in the UT I, once again, either as ý, se-meat I-D 

or as a morphological feature associates? Tith it. Referring back to 

the triggers of IM in the phonological component of a nerative grammar e 

of Modern Irish, one is bound to -ask: "re tri nrs phonological seo- 

ments or are they morphological features (i. e. diacritics)? 

Whichever solution we choose -,; e must handle both mutation-types in the 

same way. This in my opinion wvould be the f law in a treatment of 

realization in Modern Irish along the lines of Rogers' treatment of 

Modern Scots Gaelic. There Lenition is a morphological feature and, 

Nasalization (= Eclipsis) a phonological segment. Now it may be the 

case that the phenomena are not comparable cross-linguistically, -'ý but 

there are certainly empirical grounds against extending Rogers' frame- 

work to Irish. Take two prepositions in Modern Irish, /o, / ( "from", 

the more regular), and idiosyncratic /i/ and without the 

Article. The data are represented schematically in (18) : 

(18) a. /o:! Noun ) Lenition 

e. . 
/o : -- bus Ica / -ýj 

[n 
: wuskaJ n'Prom a box" 

b. /1/ -L Noun -ýj Eclipsis 

e.: r. /i -- buska/ ---j 
li muskaI 11 in a box" 

c. /o: / -- Art. ' Noun -ýj Eclipsis 

e. g. /o: ;- an -I- bus a/ Eo: 
n musk- "from the box" 

d. /i/ + Art. ± Noun --ý L`nition 

e /i = an + buska/ Esa wusk2] ý, n the box" 

Footnote 

I am endebted to Neil. Mitchesorn for referring me to Cram's 1975 paper 
for clarification of the phonetic motivation behind Eclipsis in Modern 
Scots Gaelic. I shall refer to it again in the review of Rogers' 

analysis in Ch. ITI, § 3.2. 
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(The sandhi process whereby /o: -- an/ is realized phonetically 

as 
[o: n] is regular, whereas the coalescence of /i + an/ as 

[se] recapitulates the historical reduction of /insan/. Never- 

theless, [sa] is synchronically opaque, a fact which supports 

schematism (18) d, ) 

Given these facts, nothing seems more counter-intuitive than to "explain" 

half in one way and the other half in another. Why should one preposi- 

tion renuire a morphological feature in a given environment, when that 

same environment attaches a phonological segment to another preposition? 

Furthermore, this state of affairs is repeated in reverse when the 

environment is modified by the presence of the Article. Nor can the 

differing behaviour reasonably be ascribed to the prepositions them- 

selves: they differ only in their sandhi, both being locatives which 

are realized phonetically as vowels before consonants when the Prticle 

is absent. I conclude that before they can be accepted, arguments in 

favour of a particular treatment must encompass the full range of facts 

Having stressed that I am looking for a for both mutation-types. 

unitary treatment of the clearly parallel phenomena in Irish, I shall 

first consider the segment approach. 

To provide a natural solution, a phonole ical segment conditioning IN 

must be motivated . yet it is clear that synchronically there is no 

such motivated segment present when a given 1e eme undergoes I'i - one 

has only to cite that the Preterite reciu -res 
Lenitiern in sentence- 

initial positicn. ý'ý Perhaps the best example of the lack of synchronic 

Footnote 

One possible analysis of Lenition in the preterite postulates the morpheme 
in sentence-initial position, whose vowel is elided before a verb- 

initial vowel and all of which is deleteý. i else-, -, here following mutation. 
Yet even in such a treatment, the Lenition of all consonants e_, cept /f, 

appears in sentence-initial position on the phonetic surface. See 
Ch. II for a discussion of this example with regard to trig ering" The 

J 

issue is taken up again in relation to realization in Ch. III. 

9 
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phonological invariance in the conditioning morpheme is the numeral 

system where 
[ja:, t'r'i:, k'er'a, ku: o-', fe: ] (dha, tri, ceithre, 

cüise, i. e. 2-6) cause Lenition and 
[fa: 

st, o.: t, ni:, Pei] (seacht, 

ocht, naoi, deich, i. e. 7-10) cause Eclipsis. 

Failing this, it would be possible to add a segment or two to the 

inventory, segments which were obligatorily deleted once ThI had taken 

place. This would be a prime example of Absolute Neutralization. As 

we noted at various points throughout Part I, Kiparsky has attempted 

to limit this type of neutralization which occurs when segments are 

postulated in URs never to appear on the phonetic surface (1973, 

iujimura Ed. ). Such overly abstract analyses have been attacked in 

this thesis and arguments put forward in favour of constraints which 

insure more "realistic" grammars. More particularly, in relation to 

the segment/feature interpretation of triggers of IPI, it is important 

to point cut that the addition of arbitrary segments to the underlying 

inventory would be a device which amounts to a notational variant of 

using a diacritic, with the added demerit of violating the Naturalness 

Condition. I shall have more to say about the latter criticism in a 

moment. 

Perhaps, -since synchrony yields. nothin;, we can follow Halle (1959) 

and try to recapitulate diachrony in our search for ä well-motivated 

phonological segment. In Insular Celtic, Eclipsis or Nasalization 

arose historically because sandhi phenomena involving word-final nasals 

became grammaticalized. The remnants of those nasals remain today when 

vowels are eclipsed: the Article /na/ (na) causes Eclipsis'in the 

genitive plural of nouns with an initial consonant and prefi:: es [n] to 

an initial vowel, see (19): 

(19) [na 
gi: r'i] na gcaori; h < /ki: ra/ caora "sheep! ' 

[na 
nan'avi: ha] na n-ainmhithe 

< /an'avi: / ainmhi "animal" 
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The dental nasal might seem, therefore, to be a strong candidate for 

the segmental trigger of Eclipsis. What is more, its insertion wherever 

there is evidence of that mutation-type is less costly just in case it 

is the maximally unmarked nasal (SPE pave 406: marking conventions 

(xXiib) and (C; IIIc)"). However, an analysis involving /n/ as the 

trigger of Eclipsis must face two distinct problems., First, not all 

forms which end in /n! condition Eclipsis. A case in point is the 

Conmon Singular of the Article /an/, which retains its L'IR before 

a Feminine Singular noun beginning with a vowel and not only fails to 

induce Eclipsis in such nouns with an initial consonant but actually 

conditions Lenition c. Can i: caJ an oiche "the nicht" ; [a wad'a n] 
s 

/mad'an/ an nhaidean "the morning" . This eanple seems to sever the 

connection between prevocalic prefi:: ed /n/ and the triggering of 

Eclipsis in consonants. If, despite this, the analysis were pursued, 

it would be necessary to differentiate between those. dental nasals 

which cause Eclipsis and those which do not. .; are this effected by a 

diacritic, it would nullify the arguments for the segment approach. 

If, on the other hand, the nasals were subclassified by means of a 

phonetic feature, this would vitiate their unmarked status and would, 

furthermore, be a notational variant of a Diacritic. 

The second problem having to be faced by the /n/-analysis revolves 

round the fact that /n/ will have to be sufficed to all iteris which 

induce the mutation-type. In the case of particles which end in a 

vowel (e. g. the conditionals /raura, da: / (nura, d ), a permissible 

surface form results. This in turn presents difAlicultics regarding 

the conditions under which [n] is obligatorily c'e1ctcd following the 

realization o Eclipsis. On the other hand, the sufCi:: a: ion of the 

dental nasal to forms en6ino- in a consonant --r even in consonant 

clusters - produccs ÜRs which Af er crucially in syllable Structure 
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iron phonetic representations e. g. -, /Sa: ýt -1" n/, */oý: t "! n/, -'/c'ec -, - n/. s 

Of'course. -the e:: istence of such "impossible clusters" does facilitate 

the statement of n-deletion., But insofar as tae accept Ita? e's constraint 

that Ms "should also be canonical' forms (1971 such an 

nna1ysis cannot be' entertained. 

Let us now eranine whether there is a more viable solution to the search 

for a sc rental trigger of the other mutation-type, namely Leni_icn. 

Historically speaking; Lenitien is the phenomenon of -: eal: ening. This 

Tma.. keninp wzs on inally ccnditionad by the position of the consonant 

bet-T, -reen an vowel and 4 following senorant or bet*wcen sonorant and a 

follw7in,, vowel. (See discussion of 'mirror-image rules'. Lenition 

in Old Breton, Part I 5). This process became Ürammatic, clieed when 

vowels were lost in final syllables. 1'Icreover it also spread by eralo-,, y. 

E, s a result, synchronically speakin not only is the process phonet- 

ically cpacue, but also it often proves impossible to reconstruct 

t=nsparert historical correlates to 'the ' ferns triggering. the IM. Thus 

forr. s ending in'a consonant may conditicn Lenition 'the~ prepositions 

/rear/ and fug/ as 'in mar in'a] ý jdin'8/ (m. -±r dhuine'"as a person"), 

E:: m xa: Jk' J< /'. ca: f k' / (um Ch'isc "ab'out Easter") . Ccn, 7er'sly) by no 

means all particles endinI7 in a vöwel'induce it - we have mentioned 

the conditionals /mura, da: / which trig, ger Eclipsis. 
N 

"s an example of the , eneral lack of transparency associated with IM in 

Modern Trish - and the intractability of the segment approach - take 

the 3rd. person possessives, realized everywhere as schwa, ? refining [h] 

to an initial vowel or retaining the radical form for the Feminine 

Singular, leniting for the Masculine Singular and eclipsing for the 

Plural or prefi:. ing [n] to an initial vowel (cf the examples of the 

prepositional pronoünj/in / with these effects in (1) and (2) of 5 1.1). 
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Under the segment hypothesis, one would presumably need to set up three 

phonologically different URs: /ah/ for the Feminine, /an/ for the 

Plural, and /a/ - or conceivably /aha/ or Ana/ for the Masculine. The 

solutions are schematized as (20): 

(20) +Poss. 
+III 
+S ing,,. 

L-Masc. j 

+Poss. 
+III 

L_singj 

+Poss. 
+III 
+S ing. 
+M as c. 

ah /v 

an / [+seg1 

jnhj 
a)/ C 

All the statements of (20) must be supplemented by ad hoc rules: in 

the case of the Feminine, /h/ must be deleted before consonants. This 

proves less costly than the other ad hoc implementations, inasmuch as 

an h-insertion rule is necessary in a realistic analysis and this offsets 

any h-deletion rule. In the Plural, a separate preconsonantal n-deletion 

must be stated, to apply after the realization of Eclipsis. However, 

it is in the case of the Masculine that the most serious problems arise: 

how are we to choose between the candidates for the UR on a non-arbitrary 

basis? The only feasible solution appeals to tenuous markedness arguments, 

a fact which can hardly recommend it (cf. Schare' s assignment of the 

vowel in 'rendre' by such a method, (1968), and frequently attacked on 

grounds of ideterminacy since, e. g. by Vennemann, (1972) ). 

To take another example of a similar type which also demonstrates the 

lack of viability of the segment approach to Lenition, consider the 

rule (21) a. spelling out the Article before consonants, and its inter- 

action with the informally stated Lenition rule (21) b.: 

(21) a, an --) a/C 
b. C --ý lenite /a [+ sonorant] 
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In a GROD framework, it rni ht well. be ürgued that (21) a, must be 

extrinsically ordered before ('1) b. Of course, such an ar3urient 

would be fallacious, for in fact (21) a. end (21) b. are in ý! n 'intrinsic 

feeding' relation - in Hetzron's terms, (21) a. partiall: 7 supplies (2-1) 

b., partially because there are other sources of preconsonantal schwa 

besides the rule which spells out the shape of the Article. (For 

'intrinsic feeding' see Part I, § 2.1; for Neuron's terminology, see 

§ 3.3). 

Now consider the Lenition of /r; and /f'/, ,, hereby these consonants are 

deleted. One environment triggering Lenition is, as we have seen, 

following the I. rticle just in case the noun is Feminine Singular. The 

UR /2n farig'a / (faraige "sea") enters the phonological component 

where it meets the SD of (21) a., become /a ± farig'a/. This repre- 

sentation now meets the SD of (21) b. and undergoes Lenition to yield 

%ýe ari C: ) 
1) rather than attested [an ari-'a3 (an fharraige "the sea"). 

s long as the trigýer_iny of Lenition is dependent upon a preceding 

vowel, the only Tray to Generate the phonetically correct surface form 

in this case is by a late rule inserting pr_evocnlic [n] to the string 

/a ý- rigta/ (which is now an inter:. rec'iatz representation). Clearly 

this rule is motivated onltto sal"; aye T71: at 7 ould otherwise be an 

observationally inadequate analysis. Furthermore it claims that the 

prevocalic [nJ in Ean or a: f d'aJ (an oraais t "the o µnve" and that in 

[an arig'a] are derive. ' from indepen' ent sources. This rii_ýý 0 problem 

is inherent in the segment approach in, s uch as it teats ao pho1o- 

äica1Iy conditioned process, namely Leninion, as if it were phonetically 

transparent. By a consideration of observational ads: ,. lacy alone, then, 

we have 
a strong argument against treating triggers as phonological 

Segments. 
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Moreover, there is a persistent problem with treating triggers as 

Segments, which holds eually for both mutation-types. I am referrinä 

to the deletion of the conditioning segment once it has served its 

purpose. Although it is true that a plethora of deletion rules late 

in the phonology is less undesirable than the same rules early in the 

phonology (where they would violate Deletion Cession), the appearance 

of such a block any,, Jherc strikes me as over-powerful. And the segment 

approach would necessarily result irn a "s ýrinj" ' of ad hoc deletions in 

most' of the environments where INNT is triggered . For not only is there 

no limit to the number of abstract segments that could be postulated 

nor any limit to their nature, but, as I mentioned earlier, underlying 

segments which are always deleted during the course of a derivation 

pose a serious violation of the "Naturalness Condition. To the extent 

to which the Naturalness Condition denies that phonological structure 

is an arbitrary code, it asserts that the relationship between phono- 

lo _ýal and phonetic structures is a natural one. This implies that 

much of the 3appi ö betuen phonological and phonetic features can be 

given universally and need. not be stated time and main for each language. 

A segment solution c-o the problem of IN in Iris. z necessitates unnaýura1 

statements for Lt? ý realization of undei1y1 :- Segments in particular 

phonological environments, namely, after the dental nasal and intt-rvvocal- 

icall across a morpheme boundary (more ri;; orousiy, in the conte:: t 

I 
-2- 

-vocaß. 1CI -ý- '- sonorant] j. ý'.;; " ß'i0 unn u al - ateIil°: itS arc 

then needed to affect: the absolute neutralization of the segments that 

constituted those eni. Tironnents. 

In the light of týlese strong arguments j ai^st th s rnený approach, 

let us turn to the eatýure approach - the case Lor treat ng the triboer, 

of IN äý ' iac ri is crph logical) features name lj Leni 1 

[- 
ClipSisj. The difference between a di,: c iEic nd a phonoloziCai 
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segment is that whereas the formor has phonetic consequences, it does 

not share the phonetic content of the latter. In other words diacritics 

are not subject to the Naturalness Condition. Thus although morpholo- 

gical features may at first seem more abstract than underlying segments, 

it is their very quälity that leads to a more concrete solution. We 

are no longer treating, R1 as if it were phonologically transparent, but 

rather, reflecting its morphosyntactic conditioning; by analysing the 

phenomenon of IM as morphological, a more "realistic" grammar results. 

It is in this sense that the feature approach represents ,a more natural 

solution over the segment approach. 

This almost paradoxical situation has desirable repercussions in 

relation to the other phonetic processes and morphosyntactic features 

that need to be posited for Modern Irish. The fact that IN is marked 

by a feature sets it apart from sandhi processes which have not been 

morpholoöized. These will typically be low-level assimilation processes, 

most commonly the assimilation of palatalization or velarization e. g. 

[do: 1 a" ar] d'öl an fear "the man drank", but /do: 1 fe: f --ý 
[Jo: 1' f e: J 

d'61 se "he drank". Alternatively they involve the modification of the 

precise point of articulation of consonants or of the quality of vowels 

under the influence of their immediate environment. As such they are 

assigned to the n-ary Phonetic Detail Rules. In contrast, the kind of 

phonetic variation introduced by the procesZes of L`i involves ciian-es 

in the binary value o distincti-; e Features near the top of the p, "ono- 

logical hierarchy. To put this differently, II. brinbs about alternations 

in-archisegments. This of course is simply a consequence of its norpho- 

syntactic, status, a status which is more naturally _c lectav by try= 

representation of triggers as features. 

In conclusion I wall rur: e a fear remarks raC)ý. ýi ný the notion of 'level 

of representation' in relation to Irish orthoSrap is prt_ctice. It is 
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interesting to observe, in the light of the above discussion in the 

generative framework, that until recently Irish orthography represented 

Lenition as a diacritic: a lenited consonant had a dot placed above it. 

This may be viewed as a phonological surface structure for the radical 

form of the lexeme is preserved intact while a trigger has been assigned. 

Today Lenition is indicated in written Irish by inserting h after the 

mutated consonant. Inasmuch as h has a phonetic reflex as the glottal 

fricative, this orthographic practice would be considered a violation 

of the Naturalness Condition, were it adopted in linguistic analysis. 

Such a treatment would be reminiscent of Lamb's defence of autonomous 

phonemics, (1966) where he proposes a "phoneme of devoicing", /h/, to 

bensegmented out" from Russial voiceless obstruent clusters. Thus any 

"segmenting out" of a "phoneme of weakening" from lenited consonants in 

Modern Irish would be subject to the rigorous arguments of Postal (1968) 

regarding its ontological status. 

The fact that Irish orthography adopts an unnatural mode of representing 

Lenition whilst this is not true of the broad transcription used through- 

out Part II, means that the latter comes closer to being an optimal 

surface representation of the language. In relation to IM, Irish 

spelling may be criticized further for not treating the mutation-types 

in a parallel fashion - something which has been a prerequisite to our 

discussion in this section. In the case of Eclipsis, in contrast to 

Lenition, the eclipsed consonant is written before the radical, e. g. 

* Footnote 

David Greene (1966) explains that the dot was originally a "punctum 
delens" placed over a lenited f (= 0) and lenited s (: = [h]) to indicate 

that these sounds had been (virtually) lost. "In time the h in bh, ch, 
dh, etc., came frequently to be written over the letter, and was 
finally confused with the dot of f and s, so that bh and i! could be 

used interchangeably. " (page 18). 
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mbosca for [musks] < /buska/. Complication arises with underlying 

%f/ and /f'/ which eclipse to [w] and [v] respectively, since the 

latter consonant-pair can only be rendered as bh orthographically, 

there being no letters w 'or v in the Celtic alphabet. Consenuently, - 

[a 
vek'an fe: ] ("does he see? ") must be spelt to bhfeiceann se? 

These intricacies apart, it is clear that by implicitly denying that 

Eclipsis and Lenition are parallel phenomena, Irish orthography fails 

to qualify as a near-optimal mode of representation for the language 

at any level. In contrast, phonological surface structures (i. e. the 
ti 

input to the phonological component proper) may be characterized as 

optimal morphophonemic representations vis ä vis Ili, just in case they 

"encapsulate" that level at which it is-triggered but not realized. 

When such representations are evaluated in terms of their explanatory 

power, they may be viewed as embodying the claim that the two discrete 

stages of'tri. _CY gering and realization of III are psychologically real 

for native` speaker-hearers of Modern Irish. 
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1.4 Concluding Remarks: an Historical Comment 

The central argument of this chapter has been that IM in Modern Irish 

should be characterized in terms of the processes of triggering and 

realization. It wa!! 'claimed that any analysis which fails to differen- 

tiate between these two, is fundamentally deficient in terms of descrip- 

tive adequacy. In § 1.2 we reviewed the theoretical apparatus made 

available by the generative model. Inasmuch as certain feasible treat- 

ments within that framework dic not permit or facilitate the representa- 

tion of LM as a two-stage process, they %,. ere rejected. It was then 

argued at length that the lexicon, together with readjustment, comprised 

a component. which could be readily expanded so as to accommodate the 

triggering of IM, along with certain other morphological phenomena (in 

particular Aronoff's derivational morphology. ) 

Because the generative model has as its goal explanation of the native 

speaker-hearer's competence, rather than just the classification of the 

data, it must necessarily provide the linguist with a sufficiently rich 

set of theoretical devices with which to characterize that competence. 

It is in this sense that the generative model is best equipped to capture 

significant generalizations concerning IM in modern Irish. :1 a%. ing 

treated questions about the nature of the phenomenon of II and the 

incorporation of an account of it into generative Theory as if c'ýey 

were independent, we have developed a rarne77orx- wit-hin that t eory which 

reflects speaker-hearer's intuitions. In other ,: ores, týý ü savers to 

both questions have pointed in the same lire`tion. 

Biore specifically, one the exegesis leaves he overall organisation of 

Lhie grammar and turns to the precise nature of triggers of IN (ý 1.3), 

ý:: 2tactiC St11'_"3C the claim that triggering assigns diacri ics Co 

structures, the hypothesis accrue: Further support. in particular, 
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evidence aa.; begin prodded ,. gat triggers are morphological eaý: ures 

rather than ur.: erlyin se rrents. This is ar L1cccicn of the act Fiat 

i is a xaorp1101o ized process, rather than a phonet 
_cwiýy 

transpa ent 

on al . 'et we knot, that historically Im re3uiLr phonetically condi. - 

tioned sandhi phenomenon. The Euestion -. -, I-,, ich ; Wust now be r. 2ised is the 

4-illowing: How did the phonetic processes become morphologized? 

?? e touched upon the topic of riorphologication at to points in Part I. 

In § 'Simultaneous Rule A'plication in KST1', we cit2r Hooper: 's claim 

that vowel 1a : in; had become raorphologizcd in the eastern Andalusian 

dialect of S-anish -hilst its ? hon. etic motivation was still optionally 

present on the surfice. Then in Ch. 5a similar proposal was put forward 

regarding Lenition in Old Breton. We shall now reiterate those ar uments 

in more detail for the transition of Old Irish to the present-day language. 

Whenever we have had recourse to mention the historical origins of ITS 

in Irish, we have described it as the phenomenon of sandhi. This is a 

Sanskrit term meanin7 "joining" and its use entails what Matthews calls 

"some phonetic rationale" (1974, pane 101). To the extent that these is 

a general explanation in (inter alia) articulatory terms for a particular 

linguistic phenomenon, it may be deemed phonetically natural. It 4-S just 

this kind of phonetic explanation which is appropriately applied to the 

modifications which took place in old Irish between 450 and 550 P' D. 

(Lockwood 1975, pages 82-3). 

Three different types of process may be distinguished, each one induced 

by the final segment of the precedin morpheme (Thurneysen 1946, pe 

141, § 229): final vowels induced the weakening of consonants "Which 

normally originated in a reduction of the ener? v employed in their � r, 

articulation" (ibid. page 74, § 113), and resulted in Lenition; Taord 

ending in -n tri. geYed homDrganic nasal assimilation in the fo11owin'; 
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consonant and the precursor of Eclipsis (ibid 
. page 147) 236) ; 

Gemination, alre&dy in decline in Old Irish, was induced by final -s 

or post-ocalic -t . Ind -k - the synchronic reflex of this process is the 

orefixaticn of [hJ to initial vowels after a final vowel, for this ]iinor 

tt, tion shares the conditions of Old Irish gemination (ibid. page 150 , 

240). 

Given that LEI -as phonetically transparent in Old Trish but phonetically 

opaqu^ by :. addle Irish, the crucial issue revolves round the relative 

timing of morpholoVizaLion and the loss of the conditioning segment;. 

It is my contention that rnorphologizatian too? place whilst the condi- 

ýioning segments 17ere still present on the phonetic surface. Under the 

hypothesis regarding - developed in this thesis, morphologization 

entails the assignment of trio-ers which will condition realization 

rules in the phonological ccmponent, rules ihicn previously 'epended on 

final segments for their conditioning. Only by assuming that triggers 

came to "spate?: " i. _ whilst that phenomenon -? as still technically sandhi, 

-_c, crr-we exx'lain the ±= act that each set of systematic alternations was 

mo -phologi7e ý' en bloc . Lo ically there are numerous possible ways in 

which p rt _cý.. ilar a? tcrnations could have becrnc morphologically condi- 

-. Lone d, in striking c:, -a_rast to this possibil ty, Tie find that disparate 

phonological processes h -7e morpholo, -, i7ed in e--actly the same way. Under 

i : pljna- 

veY, 7 na"u! 
ýa, 

I .. da the hvr^theSis `ve? _-. red here t? ý_s is of-5crce 

ýýcý a as associated ýth each of tl, t : ýr`e y es of final 

segment ýT, jch condl'-'__Oned sandhi in Old iris:,. In t'_ :e^. ativ sp: L3ker- 

hearers '-nt2rp. eted the tri2? ors alone as being responsible For `he 
_U 

Phonetic alternations -T ad been mor bolo sized . ? 'Yccisely because 

of this fact the subse^uent loss of final se °^ý3nts did not affect ý ý. 

other was not rnorpholoöized because final se stints T. erý 

ý 't, but at er ±'. loss of fing! sevments týs. c encoura, _ed by the mor ho- 
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1o3izat ion of 21 (cf. the same point m:: c'e by Hoop, ýr for Spanish, 1976, 

page 87 . 

This strop hypothesis reoardinr- the role: of triers in language change 

is borne out by diachronic evidence of parallel developments throughout 

lnsul: r Celtic - i. c, in the Brythonic branch Cornish, Breton; , 

as well as the other Goidelic 1an; ý., ages (ilou ern Sets Gaelic, Manx 

Gae11Cý. If it would be highly implausible to attribute the uniform 

morpholo ization ýf disparate phonetic alternations to "linguistic 

coincidence" for one set of 1anýuaýe data, such a pseudoe<ýp' aia ion is 

even crc f . r- etc ed ß'3r_ an `nLirý ; äaze fými? T- in which, furt_her- 

more, the phenomtr& c,. 7olvec! independently. 

with these- facts In mind, ýTe sha11 pursue to its logical conclusion in 

the remainder of this thesis the t . o-s aöe hypothesis incorporating the 

notion "t igger of ýýý" . it is týD the process of triggering that .,: DoT 

turn in Chapter Two, -eservýn an e: m nation of reaiiration until 

Ohapter Three . 
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CHAPTER TWO_TRIGGERING 

The concern of this chapter is to explicate the process of triggering, 

given the characterization of IM presented in the Fragestellung. 

Various aspects of triggering will be taken up, beginning in S 2.1 

with the substantiation of the claim that triggering may be read off 

syntactic surface structures .. irectly. The section {ill take the 

form of an overall survey of t_ gering environments and a comparison 

ß,: i11 be dram with ;. Welsh. In 5 2.2 we examine one of the more comple ; 

areas of Irish morphole_,. is, namely, the status of the particle. Here 

it will be shown that the : dverbc does -not constitute a major lexical 

category in , "Iolern Irish and ICI in compounds will be dealt with. 

3 2.3 turns to the literature and comprises a critique of Hamp`s 

pioneering approach to III and its log cal extension within the 

structural st framework. The chapter closcs in 2.4 with a section 

devoted to a rigorous formalization of triggering, Not only is there 

detailed discussion of the precise formal statement of each process 

but interaction with other processes within the e-. -. paneled lexicon is 

eempIif iedý . 

r 
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5 2.1 z' Survey of Triggering Environments 

In Chapter I the preliminary assumption was made that the triggering 

of IM in 'Modern Irish is sensitive to syntactic surface structure, 

but not to levels.. of representations prior to syntactic surface 

structure. The time has now come to substantiate that assumption, 

for, as it is important to emphasize, there is no logical reason 

behind the claim that triggering does not have access to deep structure. 

Indeed it is logically possible that some triggering should take place,. 

within the syntactic component whilst further triggering requires 

access only to the output of that component. Such appears to be the 

case for Welsh, according to Gwenllian N. Awbery (1975). Awbery's 

paper is particularly significant for the hypothesis developed in this 

thesis in recognizing two aspects to Iii: "the actual sound changes" 

(= my realization -`) and "the environments in sentences which trigger 

these changes". 

:. ýIoreover, A' berg's position on IN is of metatheoretical interest. Having 

demonstrated that homonymous environments may tri ger different mutation- 

types in Welsh, L_-, berv makes the preliminary observation that "the 

mutation rules appear to be determined by syntactic and lexical envir- 

onments of several different types" (ibid. page 19 ). She then proceeds 

to cite four different types of environment, two of which require access 

to information present in deep structure but not in the corresponding 

"" Footnote 

It is important to stress that Awfwberyy uses the term "realization rules" 
to refer to what I call "Phonetic Detail Rules", Secundurn Postal 1968. 

Thus Awbery's "realization rules" ''expand the information given by the 
distinctive features about the segments" (ibid. page: 16) e. g. after a 
"phonological mutation rule" has converted b to v, a "realization rule" 

accounts for the fact that b and v differ in place of articulation. 
In my analysis, a realization rule accounts for the spirantization of 
b' to v, whilst a Phonetic Detail Rule later specifies the labio- 

dentality of the latter segment. 
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surface structure. Now although it is logically possible that some 

instances of IM must have access to deep structure, whilst the remainder 

are read off surface structure, it is also a priori undesirable theoret- 

ically. To spell this out a little more fully, given that 124 is in part 

necessarily phonological, the simplest theoretical position to assume is 

one that requires the least "distance" between the morphosyntactic 

origins of IM and its phonological repercussions. In other words, 

Awbery's claim represents a particularly powerful one in terms of the 

range of possible interactions between syntax and phonology regarding IM: 

aprioristically we should prefer to maintain our preliminary assumption. 

Given the powerfulness of Awbery's position, it will be revealing to 

examine instances of IM in Modern Irish in comparable environments to 

those which (purportedly) refer back to deep structure in Welsh. If 

evidence is brought to light that these and related deep structures do 

not condition IM, we may conclude that our preliminary assumption was 

justified, This, then, is the form our discussion will take: we shall 

examine Awbery's four triggering environments in turn, and compare each 

in detail with data from Modern Irish. In this way it will not only be 

demonstrated that such a powerful position is untenable for Irish, but 

the evidence supporting that claim for Welsh will also be undermined. 

The first type of triggering enumerated by Awbery, is that of 1e: ica1 

environments, which she defines as follows: "Certain words cause the 

following word to undergo a mutation with the particular mutation 

required being an idiosyncratic property of the triggering word", (ibid. 

page 1 Q), Awbery exemplifies lexical triggering with the prepositions 

i (to), tia (towards) and an (in), which condition the Soft, Aspirate 

and Nasal Mutations respectively in the following noun. Thus underlying 

tandi (Tondu, a place name) appears as dondi, BJndi or nhandi respectively 
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on the phonetic surface. Here we may draw direct parallels with Modern 

Irish, where prepositions may also be regarded as conditioning lexical 

triggering. For example, the preposition /i/ (i, "in") causes Eclipsis 

of the following noun, as seen in [i d' ax] < /t' ax/ (i dteach "in a 

house") ; and 
[i 

gran < /kran/ (i gcrann "in a tree"). On the other 

hand, /d'e/ (de "from") lenites the following noun e. g. 
[d'e hax] (de 

theach "from a house") ; and 
[d'e 

xrann (de chrann "from a tree"). The 

supplementary or Minor Mutation by which [h] is prefixed to a vowel may 

also be lexically triggered. Thus /g, &/ (go "to") and /1' e/ (le "with") 

condition the prefixed aspirate in [ga he : r' in'] (go hEirinn "to Ireland") 

and 
Ei'e har' ig'2 d] (le hairgead "with money"). 

Awbery captures the salient characteristic of these instances of IM 

between a preposition and its object when she makes the observation that 

"The triggering and mutated items are always in a close syntactic 

relation" (ibid. page 20) . Another case which she classifies in this 

way is the possessive pronoun triggering IM in the following possessed 

noun. (1) a. -d. gives Awbery's exemplification of this case: 

page 14 
, ibid. ) 

(1) a. [maj r ti ano] 

"The house is there". 

b. Emaj da di ano3 

"Thy house is there". 

c. [maj ej 8i ano] 

"Her house is there". 

d. [maj 
va nhi ano] 

"My house is there". 

(literally: is the house-there) 

(1) a. -d. may now be compared with the Irish data of (2) a. -d. which 

contain instances of unmutated, lenited and eclipsed forms of near 

translation-equivalents (altered only to illustrate both mutation-types). 
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(2) a. 
[ta: a t'ax an5in 

Ta an teach ansin. 

"The house is there". 

b. [ta: da hax anf in'1 

Tä do theach ansin. 

"Thy (= your*) house is there". 

c. 
[ta: 

a t' ax anf in] 

Tä a teach ansin. 

"Her house is there". 

d. [ta: 
a: r d' ax an$in] 

Tä ar dteach ansin. 

"Our house is there". 

(3) a. -d. provide examples of the tgiggering of the minor mutations 

before an initial vowel in environments comparable to those of (1): 

(3) a. 
[ta: tahir' an$in] 

Tä an t-athair ansin. 

"The father is there". 

b, [ta: t ahir' anf in] 

Tä t'athair ansin. 

"Your (sing. ) father is there". 

C. 
Eta: 

a hahir' an f in 
] 

Tä a hathair ans in. 

"Her father is there" . 

d. Eta: 
a: r nah r' an5in] 

Ta är n-athair ansin. 

"Our father is there". 

u 

Footnote 

David Greene comments that Modern Irish is unique amongst the languages 

of Europe in always using the 2nd person singular pronouns when one 
person is addressed. (1966, page 5). 
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In (3)b. the t preceding /ahir'/ is the prevocalic allomorph of /da/ 

(do "your") whereas in (3)a. the t is the realization of a Minor 

Mutation triggered by the Article. Notice also that the occurrence of 

prefixed n in (3)d. in the same environment as Eclipsis in (2)d. reflects 

the historical source of the latter mutation-type as a sandhi process 

involving final nasals. 

The triggering of IN in an adjective following an adverb is also viewed 

as lexical triggering by Awbery, although she remarks that it is in part 

syntactic (presumably a reference to the role played by the syntactic 

categorization of the elements in determining IM). This leads her to 

the conclusion that lexical triggering "may possibly be definable in 

terms of the head of a phrase being mutated under the influence of a 

modifying 'prefix' word" (ibid. page 20 ). Whilst I agree with this 

conclusion, I do not base it on an analysis of the trans lation-equiv- 

alent of "too" in Awbery's example as an adverb in Irish. Rather, as I 

shall argue in §2.2, there are grounds for re-analysing what may 

traditionally be called adverbs in Modern Irish, and for claiming that 

Adverb is not a major lexical category in this language* Thus, whilst 

I am ignorant of the corresponding arguments about the situation in 

Welsh, i choose not to regard [ro: ] in (4)b. as an adverb, despite the 

fact that Awbery analyses Ei in (4)a. in precisely this way: 

(4) a. (= Awbery's (28), page 20, ibid. ) 

[rnaj 
win an ri dew 

"Wyn is too fat". 

b. [ta: 1'iam ro: raur] 

Tä Liam rö ramhar. 

"Liam is too fat". 

Instead of adopting the analysis of [ro: raur] as Adverb + Adjective, 

the phrase may be treated as an adjectival one with a prefixal modifying 
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particle. Other particles whose function is to modify adjectives, are 

/an/ (an- "very") and /r'i: / (ri- "exceedingly"). All three are 

therefore entirely comparable to /ga/ (Fo "-ly") whereby an adverb is 

derived from an adjective. The leniting effect of /ro:, an, r'i: / is 

seen in the data of (5) -- this effect was vacuous in the Irish sentence 

(4)b. since r does not mutate, but the realization of underlying /tEw/ 

as [d&w1 in the Welsh sentence (4)a. is evidence of the comparable 

triggering of the Soft Mutation. 

(5) i) a. [mah] ii) a. [furJ 

maith fuar 

"good" "cold" 

b. [ro: wah] b. Iro : uarj 

romhaith rofhuar 

"too good" 

c, [a: n wah] 

an-mhaith 

"very good" 

d, [r'i: wah] 

r irnha i th 

"excellent" 

"too cold" 

c. [a: n uar] 

an-fhuar 

"very cold" 

[r'i: uar] 

rifhuar 

"below freezing" 

Summing up the argument so far, what Awbery considers a possibility, I 

regard as a true characterization of so-called lexical triggering - 

namely, the analysis of IM which affects the head of a phrase as being 

conditioned by a modifying 'prefix' word. In Modern Irish, the head of 

a phrase will be either a Noun, Verb or Adjective. Particles like the 

Interrogative and Negative will condition the IN in following verbs 

(see Table VI §3.2, where these particles are used to illustrate the 

phonetic extent of iM); intensifiers and other types of qualifiers 

will induce IM in adjectives, whilst the process whereby an adverb is 
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derived from an adjective may also be regarded as productive IM; 

finally, anything which may fill the Determiner slot potentially 

conditions IM in an NP, whilst the nonlexical category Preposition may 

have the same effect in a PP (the combination of Preposition + Article 

Noun and its relation to bare Article + Noun is treated in §2.4 pages 

453-5). 

The most striking aspect, then, of this type of triggering which is so 

prevalent in Modern Irish, is the presence of a particle-like word 

preceding the major lexical item subject to IN. Since 'lexical' applies 

tautologically to the mutated word and is inappropriately applied to 

grammatical items like particles, determiners, possessive pronouns etc., 

I shall not adopt Awbery's use of the term "lexical environments" . 

When the need arises to refer specifically to this type of triggering 

environment, I shall employ the term Particle Triggering. It is important 

to emphasize at this point that the particle does not constitute the 

'trigger of IM' in the specialized sense defined in this thesis. Rather, 

the trigger of IM is the diacritic feature ([+ Lenition] or [+ Eclipsis] ) 

which is assigned to the noun, verb or adjective by virtue of the presence 

of a particular preceding particle (in the case of Particle Triggering). 

Although I cite Awbery's non-technical use of 'trigger' and 'triggering' 

and despite the fact that I employ these terms loosely myself in 

unambiguous contexts, the distinctions should be borne in mind. 

Having adopted the term Particle Triggering in place of Awbery's use of 

'lexical', for one particular type of conditioning environment, it must 

be pointed out that neither in Modern Irish nor Welsh is there a clear 

dividing line between this mode of triggering and Awbery's second 

classification, namely Categorial environments. These Awbery defines 

by stating that "Certain sequences of categories in the sentence trigger 

mutations" (ibid. page 20 ), However this could equally well apply to 
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Particle Triggering, inasmuch as particles are members of syntactic 

categories and the concatenation of particle-type words plus major 

lexical items constitute "certain sequences of categories". The obscur- 

ity of the definition is increased by the fact that Awbery cites only 

one example from Welsh of a categorial environment. Let us examine that 

exý ý'iple and look for comparisons in Modern Irish in an attempt to clarify 

Awbery's distinction. 

In Welsh an adjective following a feminine singular noun undergoes soft 

Mutation. A precisely parallel situation obtains in Modern Irish as is 

shown by the comparison of the NPs [a van wo: r] (an bhean mh6r "a big 

woman") and 
[a f'ar mo: r] (an fear mor "a big man"). Underlying /mo: r/ 

is lenited to [wo: r] just in case it follows feminine singular /b'an/. 

Thus syntactic features may be relevant to this kind of triggering. As 

Awbery points out, they may be relevant to the first type of triggering 

inWelsh also. Furthermore, the role of syntactic features is a 

characteristic shared by Particle Triggering and (so-called) Categorial 

Triggering in Irish. Let us exemplify them both from Welsh and Irish. 

In (6) Welsh feminine singular marx ("girl") is contrasted with masculine 

singular baxgEn ("boy") and the feminine plural, following the Article, 

qualified in each case by the adjective bax ("little") : 

(6) a. 119 
vErx vaxx = Awbery's 32. (1975 p. 20) 

"the little girl" 

b. ý2 b ax g. n b ax] _ Awbery's 33. (ibid. ) 

"the little boy" 

C. C 
mFrx£d baxj = Awbery's 34. (ibid. ) 

"the little girls" 

In (7) Irish feminine singular /g' ir'$ax/ (girseach "girl") is compared 

with masculine singular /gasu: r/ ( ag sür "boy") and the feminine plural, 

also following the Article, again accompanied by /b'eg/ (beag "little"): 
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(ý) a. [a jir' f ax veg] 

an ghirseach bheag 

"the little girl" 

b, gasu: r b'eg] 

an gasirr beag 

"the little boy" 

c. 
[na g'ir'saxa b'ega] 

na girseacha beaga 

"the little girls" 

k 

just as the feminine noun in the singular in Welsh undergoes Soft 

Mutation, whilst this is not the case either for masculine nouns or 

plural feminines, so in Irish the feminine singular /g' ir' f'ax/ lenites, 

although this is not true of the masculine /gasu: r/ nor of the plural 

/g' ir'Jaxa/. Similarly, it is only the adjective which qualifies the 

feminine singular noun that undergoes Soft Mutation in Welsh and 

Lenition in Irish. 

Tie subjectivity of Irish feminine nouns both to lenite themselves and 

to condition Lenition in their attributive adjectives irrespective of 

the presence of the Article (cf. [g'ir'fax veg3 girseach bheag "a little 

girl"), is in no way connected with their gender per se: for masculine 

nouns are equally susceptible to IM. Thus the Article induces a Minor 

Mutation, the prefixation of a voiceless coronal plosive before masculine 

singular nouns which have an initial vowel, e. g. 

ý8) a. [u: 1 ] [ tu: 1] 

ül l Masc. 

"an apple" 

but b. [ora: Jd'af 

oräiste Fem. 

"an orange" 

an t-ull 

"the apple" 

Lan ora: f d'a] 

an oräiste 

"the orange" 
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or again C. 
[ifg'] 

uisce Masc. 

"water" 

but d. Ci 
: C'a 

oiche Fem. 

"a night" 

[a ofg'aJ 

an t-uisce 

"the water" 

Can i: ý'a] 

an oiche 

"the night" 

The phonetic shape of the Article in b. and d. (viz. [an]~[an']) and 

the distribution of [tJ 
vs. [t'] are conditioned by the following 

lexeme which may or may not commence with a 
[+ 

pal segment. We shall 

present the arguments supporting the postulation of such segments in 

§3.2. The related issue of sandhi before lenited /f(')/ (phonetically 

zero or bare /11) is also taken up in %3.3 where the following data 

are explicated: 

(9) a. [farig'aJ I'D n arig'a] 

farraige Fern. an fharraige 

"sea" "the sea" 

b. [f'e: 1') Can' e: 1', 9] 

feile Fem. an fheile 

"a feast-day" "the feast-day" 

Let us now turn from the specific details of so-called Categorial 

environments, to more general considerations of the Irish data surveyed 

so far, In view of the role played by the morphosyntactic features 

associated with a major lexical category in triggering IM, I shall coin 

the term Feature Triggering. I thus abandon Awbery's label "Categorial", 

on the grounds that it is both opaque and unhelpful, in that it leads 

us to regard the IM of an adjective following a feminine noun as being 

essentially different from the IM which that noun itself undergoes. Of 

course, this is not to deny that there is a difference between the two 

cases - the Lenition of a feminine singular noun is indeed partially 
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dependent on the presence of the Article, whereas that of the accompan- 

ying adjective is not. However, by applying the term Feature Triggering 

to both the noun's Lenition and the adjective's Lenition, we capture the 

fact that both are induced by the presence of the morphosyntactic feature 

Feminine associated with the noun. The partial dependence on the Article 

evidenced in the Lenition of the feminine is then reflected by permitting 

particle Triggering (henceforth PT) and Feature Triggering (henceforth 

FT) to operate jointly in this case. Thus a feminine singular noun 

mutates both by virtue of its gender (FT) and by virtue of the presence 

of the Article (PT). 

Further motivation for singling out FT and distinguishing it from PT is 

the fact that phonological (rather than morphosyntactic) factors may play 

a role in conditioning FT but not PT. Thus an adjective qualifying a 

plural noun is lenited, if that plural noun ends in a palatalized 

consonant, as seen in (10): 

(10) a. 
[a f'ar mo: r] [na f'ir' wo: ra] 

an fear mör na fir znhora 

"the big man" "the big men" 

b. Ca krau glas] [na kran' glasal 

an crann glas na crainn ghlasa 

"the green tree" "the green trees" 

C. [a kapal ba: nn [n9 kapal' wa: naa 

an capall ban na capaill bhana 

"the white horse" "the white horses" 

d. Ca tu :1 d' aragj [na hu : la d' araga] 

an t-'U11 aearg na hulla dearga 

"the red apple" "the red apples" 

e. Ca 
van wo: r] [na rnnä: mo: ra] 

an bhean mhor na mna mora 

"the big woman" "the big women" 
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The nouns of a. -c. end in nonpalatalized consonants in the singular and 

form their plurals by palatalizing that final consonant (a process 

referred to in traditional grammars as 'attenuation'). This is turn 

conditions the Lenition of the attributive plural adjective. When it, 

does not follow a palatalized consonant, the plural adjective will not 

undergo IM as seen in d. and e., despite the fact that in the singular 

of e. "woman" induces FT in the qualifying adjective by virtue of the 

feature Feminine. In fact it is unclear if the feature Masculine which 

accompanies the nouns a. -c. constitutes a pre-condition on the phonolo- 

gical aspect of FT; that is, we may ask whether a plural noun must 

first, be masculine and secondly, end in a palatalized consonant, before 

Lenition may apply. This is because of what may be called a "systematic 

gap" in Irish plural formation - only masculine nouns form their plurals 

by palatalization (cf. feminine /g' ir' f ax/with a final nonpalatalized 

consonant which forms the plural not by final palatalization but by the 

Suffixation of schwa - see (7) c. (page 381. ) " Thus whether or not the 

feature Masculine is stipulated as part of the environment triggering 

Lenition in a plural adjective, the output of the grammar will be the 

same. We will take up the formalization of the phonological conditioning 

in §2.4. Suffice it to stress in the discussion of triggering, that 

this interplay between morphosyntactic and phonological factors is a 

characteristic of FT but not PT. r 

Leaving differences aside and returning to Awbery's analysis of Welsh, 

there is an important property which is shared by the first two kinds 

of triggering, namely that the tr ggering and mutated words are in a 

close syntactic relation. To sum this up for Modern Irish, IM subsuming 

PT and FT is phrase-internal. Restating this in the words of page 323, 

IM does not operate across major constituents of the sentence - it may 

be read off syntactic surface structure directly. It would seem, then, 

that the preliminary assumption which was made in Chapter One regarding 
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IM holds true, inasmuch as it is valid for the two types of triggering 

that we have identified i. e. PT and FT. However Awbery's two final 

classifications of IM remain to be examined. Only provided it can be 

established that these types of triggering are not evidenced in Modern 

Irish, will our assumption have been fully substantiated. 

The third type of triggering defined by Awbery involves Structural 

environments. Here I cite her second example first as it is more easily 

dispensed with. In Welsh the vocative phrase undergoes Soft Mutation. 

This is true of Lenition in Irish, with the important difference that a 

vocative particle [a] (a) is obligatorily present. Thus whereas the 

Soft Mutation of underlying /b. xgxn/ ("boys") in Welsh yielding [v. xginJ 

may be attributed solely to its syntactic (vocative) röle, the Irish 

examples of (11) may be accounted for under PT: 

(11) a. 
[mak] [2 

v ik'J -', 

mac a mhic ; 

"son" "my boy. " 

b. [gra: ] la-lIrd 

gra a ghra. 

"love" "my love! " 

c. 
[toma: IJ I'D homy jJ 

Tomas a Thomais. 

"Thomas" "Thomas ;" 

' Footnote 

The vocalic alternation and accompanying palatalization in Eis 

determined by case and number, the common and dative singular and the 

genitive plural exhibiting the open vowel, the common and dative plural 
and genitive singular exhibiting the close vowel plus palatalization. 
Since the vocative of the First Declension has the same form as the 

genitive in the singular, this accounts for a. Similar considerations 
apply in the vocative of the Proper Noun /toma: s/ = c. See also the 

examples of (10) for parallel phenomena in Irish noun morphology. 
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(11) d. [ma: r3] 

Maire 

"Mary" 

ý8 wa: r'a] 

a Mhaire 

"Mary! 11 

Let us therefore account for the Lenition in (11) in terms of the 

presence of the vocative particle. Admittedly this begs an important 

question regarding the homonymity of the leniting vocative particle, 

on the one hand with the third person possessive particles, and on the 

other hand with the preconsonantal reflex of the Article. These 

however are problems with which we shall have to deal in any case: in 

other words, they do not constitute a problem peculiar to the Irish 

counterpart of Structural environments in Welsh. Let us therefore 

postpone what may be termed the problem of homonymous particles until 

§ 2.4 and consider Awbery's first example of a Structural environment 

in Welsh. 

According to Awbery's 1975 paper, direct objects undergo Soft Mutation 

in Welsh. This appears to be what is happening when ki ("dog") surfaces 

phonetically as [gi] in the sentence [gwEl3'b win gi] ("Wyn saw (a) dog") 

(= Awbery's 35,1975). However, upon closer inspection, to say that 

direct objects are subject to IM amounts to only a first approximation. 

A more explicit statement of the actual situation may be found in Awbery's 

"Syntax of Welsh" (1976). Here we learn that "The initial sound of 

the. leftmost lexical * item in the direct object constituent must be 

changed into the corresponding soft mutation initial" (1976 page 8). 

Thus despite the fact that Awbery accounts for the triggering of IM of 

the direct object by the syntactic transformation (12): 

* Footnote 

"Lexical item" is here synonymous with "word" as opposed to "word-formll 

on the one hand and "lexeme" on the other, in the senses of Matthews 
(1974). That Awbery does not intend to refer only to major lexical 

categories is clear from the fact that her usage covers the definite 

article. 

9 
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(12) = Awbery's (18) 1976 

T. Soft Mutation of Direct object (obligatory) 

SD. SV 
NP NP X) 

12345 

Sc. Add the 'f eature [+sof t mut] onto 4, 

when the determiner is present in 4, the noun itself is protected from 

undergoing IN, as in Gwelodd y ci ( Awbery's (20) page 9, ibid.. "He/ 

she saw the dog", where orthographic 'c' [k]). 

These facts suggest that something essentially different from PT and 

FT is going on when Soft Mutation is triggered in direct objects in 

Welsh. What is not clear, however, is whether triggering has access 

to information about deep structure in such cases. Perhaps we may 

gloss the type of triggering involved in terms of "linear position in 

the labelled bracketing of the sentence". Implicit in such a gloss 

is the rejection of "structural role" as the factor responsible for 

conditioning IM. For notice that if a noun in Welsh underwent Soft 

Mutation by virtue of the fact that it bore the relation of direct 

object to the verb, it would still mutate irrespective of whether the 

4 

determiner were present or not. Put slightly differently, the grammatical 

status of direct object does not vary in accordance with the presence or 

position of the determiner. 

Let us assume, then, that the Soft Mutation of the direct object in 

Welsh involves counting the second NP to the right of the verb and 

identifying wether the leftmost item of that constituent is a noun - at 

the level of syntactic surface structure. Two points need to be 

mentioned here. First, I take it to be the case that if the verb has 

not been directly generated in initial position by the Base rules, then 

the obligatory transformation which raises it from the VP has applied 

early in the transformational component. Secondly, moving on to syntactic 
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surface structure, a possessive noun will not be wrongly identified 

as the direct object and hence mutated, since in Welsh, as in Irish, 

a possessive noun follows the possessed noun unless the former has 

been pronominalized (see 1976 pages 15-16). 

Interesting corroborative evidence for this position may be found in 

the treatment of impersonal passives. Compare the active sentence 

(13)a. with the impersonal passive (13)b. (= A,,. bery's (24) and (25) 

page 150,1976). 

(13) a. Rhybuddiodd y in blant Ifor 

T'Jarn - deriv. -3 sing. De'-. man children Ifor 
(stem) infix Past (possessor) 

"The man warned (the) children (of) Ivor'. 

b. 12hybudd wyd plant I'for gan y dyn 

Warn - derriv. - Impers. children Ifor by Det. man 
(stem) infix Past (possessor) 

"?, arned (the) children (of) Ivor by the man". 

In (13)a. thr direct object /plant/ has undergone Soft Mutation 

appearing as blant. In contrast the noun in ; 13)b. retains its 

isolation form, thus resembling the subject of an active sentence 

rather than the object. r^w-wbervv accounts for this apparent anomaly 

by generating the symbol : an er the subject ID node in both impersonal 

passives and subjectless intransitives. This enables her to state 

subject-verb agreement it both these constructions as a transformation 

applying to the verb and an unspecified ATP. T. Unspecified Subject 

Deletion is e tr_insically ordered after the agreement and is i., . ed- 

iately followed by T. Soft Mutation of Dire_t Object. Since the 

Structural Description of the 'atLer transformation specifies two Fps 

following the verb, its Structural Description is not met by impersona? 

passives. 

Whilst the appeal to extrinsic ordering in 1ý_wb -, -,, 7's analysis must be 
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rejected, the sensitivity of the triggering of Soft Mutation to the 

number of NPs to the right of the verb f its in with the above character- 

ization of the process involved. If such a treatment were to be adopted, 

as I am inclined to think it should be, it is plausible that the subject- 

verb agreement could be accounted for in terms of a rule, redundantly 

filling in the appropriate markers for subjectless verbs. Notice, 

finally, that even though it does not mutate, lant in (13)b. is never- 

theless the deep structure object for the purposes of semantic inter- 

pretation. I conclude that the Soft Mutation of the direct object in 

Welsh is not sufficient to establish the claim that IM has access to 

deep structure. A detailed discussion of this and other issues regarding 

IM in Welsh is given in Bellin and McBrearty (in preparation). 

Turning to the possibility of a comparable claim for Irish, the Lenition 

of the direct object in (14)a. is ascribable to the interaction of PT 

and FT in feminine singular nouns following the Article (an instance 

of triggering discussed on page 380 above). 

(14) a. 
[wu1' a gasu: ra jir' fax] 

Bhuail an gasur an ghirseach 

"The boy 

b. [wul' ä 

Bhuail an 
w 

"The girl 

nit the girl". 

jir' fax 8 gasu: rj 

ghirseach an gasirr 

hit the boy". 

y 

The fact that /g' ir'$ax/ does not undergo IM by virtue of its role as 

direct object of the verb /bu8l' / is seen by comparison with (14)b. in 

which the subject and object of (14)a. have been interchanged. The 

feminine noun still appears in its lenited form, irrespective of the 

fact that it is not the subject of /bual'/. To sum up, the syntactic 

r8le of a noun is encoded by word-order and in no way affects the 

triggering of IM in Irish. 
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However, other data might be brought forward to support the claim that 

the direct object does undergo IM in Irish in embedded sentences. More 

specifically, the direct object of a verbal noun is frequently found in 

its mutated form. Consider [wa: j3 in (15), the lenited reflex of /ba: s/ 

(bäs "death"). 

(15) fii: a fandin'a a fa: l' wa fj 

Bhi an seanduine ag faghail bhais 

"The old man is dying" . 

If we derive the complement "dying" from an embedded sentence containing 

the structure 
[fa: 

n.... ba: sJ (f aigheann.... bas "(he) gets death i. e. 

dies"), then we might be drawn to such a conclusion. On the other hand, 

the idiomatic status of the PP C2 fa: l' wa: fl suggests that we should 

look for more productive examples. (6Huallachäin & 6Murchü 
note that 

this idiom is an exception to their statement of the lack of IM in the 

indefinite objects of verbal nouns; 1976, page 147). Consider therefore: 

(16) [xunik' m'e: a f'er'im'o: r' a p'uka na bra: ti: agas a ban't' 

an' e: r'J 

Chonaic me an feirmeoir ag piocadh na bprätai agus ag baint 

an fheir 

"I saw the farmer picking the potatoes and cutting the hay". 

Notice first that (16) in fact provides equivocal confirmation of the 

claim that the direct object of a verbal noun mutates: apparently 

different verbs condition different mutation-types or else different 

nouns undergo different mutation-types, possibly traceable to number, 

for underlying /fe: r/ has lenited to Ee: r'] whereas underlying /pra: ti: / 

has eclipsed to [bra: ti: J 
. At any rate, syntactic relation alone cannot 

be involved. Now note that the palatalization of the final consonant of 

[e: 
r'J , as opposed to the nonpalatalized final consonant of underlying 

/f'e: r/ is an indication that we are not dealing with a noun in the 

common form, but rather with a genitive. Comparison of the final 
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consonant of underlying /ba: s/ with surface phonetic [wa: $J in (15) 

leads to the same conclusion. In fact a literal translation of "d ying" 

in (15) would be "at getting of death". Similarly, we might gloss (16) 

as "at picking of the potatoes" and "at cutting of the hay", Since in 

the genitive after the Article masculine singular nouns undergo Lenition 

and plural nouns are subject to eclipsis, the mutated forms of (16) are 

to be predicted. CF. [krux' 
er'] (cruach fh4ir "stack of hay = hay- 

stack") ; pane na bra: ti: ] (panna na bprätai "pan of potatoes"). 

Moreover we may test the validity of the claim that the IM in (16) is 

attributable to the case, gender and number of the noun, against the 

predictions it entails. Singular feminine nouns do not undergo IM in 

the genitive e. g. 
[fin'o: 

g] (fuinneog Fem. "window"), Ebun 
na fin'o: g'2] 

(bun na fuinneoige "the bottom of the window"). Therefore we should 

not expect a feminine singular noun to undergo IM when it is the object 

of a verbal noun. This is precisely what we find in (17): 

(17) [ta: Je: a d'eju: na fin'o: g'a b'r'ij d'aJ 

Tä se ag deisiü na fuinneoige briste 

"He is repairing the broken window". 

It is important to establish that the direct object of a verbal noun 

only occurs in the genitive case in prepositional constructions. Although 

I have not examined Irish syntax in any detail, it may well be the case 

that such clauses have the internal structure of NPs whereas others, in 

which the direct object precedes the particle/8/ and the verbal noun, 

have the internal structure of VPs. This fact is reflected in 

OHuallachäin & ÖMurchü's 
gloss of bailiü airgid (gen. ) ([bal'u: ar' ig' id' ) 

as "collection of money", and that of airgead a bhailiü (common) (Car ' ig'a d 

a wa1: uu) as "to collect money" (1976, page 140). In the latter case it 

is the verbal noun itself, rather than its preposed object, which underoges 
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TM. This may be attributed to PT, where the particle involved is /a/. 

It is possible that such verbal noun constructions are transformation- 

ally related to restrictive relatives likera f' ar q wal'8 n ar' ig'a d1 

(an fear a bhaileann airgead "the man who collects money"). Only a 

detailed analysis of Irish syntax will determine the issue. 

In dealing with the question of the objects of verbal nouns, we have 

touched upon what might have proved to be a "transformational" envir. 

onment, under Awbery's definition. Of course it turned out that when 

the objects of verbal nouns do undergo IM, this is attributable to the 

well-attested types of triggering, FT and PT. This issue has, however, 

led us to consider the kinds of embedded structures which might be 

candidates for Awbery's fourth kind of triggering environment. Yet we 

have failed to mention in this section a very obvious type of transforma- 

tion which might provide instances where IM crosses major constituent 

boundaries, namely, Preposition-stranding. To spell this out, if 

prepositions are stranded to the right of the sentence whilst the nouns 

they precede in deep structure are preposed, as in English, it is 

crucial to our hypothesis whether or not that noun exhibits IM: if it 

does, we have evidence that IM is triggered before structures enter the 

transformational component; if not, the claim that Th1 can be read off 

syntactic surface structures directly is substantiated. Let us 

therefore examine the data in (18) below: 

(18) a. i. [tagan na kin'i: n'i: as e baut] 

Taltann na coinini as an bpoll 

"The rabbits come out of the hole". 

paul 8 dagdn na kin'i: n'i: as] 

An poll a dtagann na coinini as 

"The hole the rabbits come out of". 
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b. i. [n' i: 1' u: la er' a gran] 

Nil Ulla ar an gcrann 

"There aren't any apples on the tree". 

ii. [a krah nax will u: 1a er'] 

An crann nach bhfuil ä11a air 

"The tree on which there aren't any apples". 

In (18)a. i. the noun /paul/ is eclipsed to ['baulj 
when it is immediately 

preceded in syntactic surface structure by the preposition /as/. 

Similarly in (18)b. i. /kran/ is eclipsed to [gran] following /er°/. 

Now consider the ii. examples. Here the relative particles /2/ 

(affirmative) and /nax/ (negative) fill COMP whilst a prepositional 

pronoun (here homophonous with the bare form of the preposition) is 

stranded to the right. When clauses like (19)a. i. and b. i. are embedded 

under a main verb we see that they function as expected within the 

higher clause: 

(19) a. i. 

11. 

b. i. 

il. 

[vi: 
si: m' agar i vilamm 

Bhi suim agat i bhfilm 

"You were interested in a film". 

[xunik' m'e: f' ilam a rev si: m' agat a: n] 

Chonaic me film a raibh suim agar ann 

"I saw a film you were interested in". 

[hugm'e: b'ega: n ar'ig'id' do: ] 

Thus me beaga. 41 n airgid do 

"I gave him a little money". 

w 

Cis kivin' l'um b'ega: n ar'ig'id' 7) ho: r't' do 

Is cuimhin liom beagän airgid a thabhairt co 

"I remember giving him a little money". 

In (19)a, i, /f'ilam/ is immediately preceded in syntactic surface 

t 

structure by the eclipsing preposition /i/; in a. ii. this is not the 
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case - rather /f' ilem/ appears in its radical form as the indefinite 

object of [xunik' m'e: 
] 

whilst the prepositional pronoun [a: n] 

(literally "in it") copies the preposed noun and is stranded to the 

right. The fact that the relative particle only triggers IM within 

its own phrase is shown by the lenited form of the verbal noun /to: r't'/ 

in (19)b. ii. 

Thus Preposition-stranding in Modern Irish involves a copying operation 

which is tied up with the syntactic function of the prepositional 

pronoun. Here is not the place to discuss this complex topic. However 

what is relevant to our present concern is the fact that nouns separated 

from the preposition dominating them in deep structure do not exhibit 

the IM triggered by an adjacent preposition. 

Of further interest is the transformation of Topicalization: do preposed 

items mutate as they would if left in their phrases? In fact 

Topicalization in Irish always involves Clef ting. We shall see towards 

the end of this section that the copula may cause a noun to undergo IM 

and it is the copula which serves as the dummy verb in Clefting. 

Suffice it to stress here that an adjective which has undergone Clefting 

does not exhibit the same i1 as it would within the N?. Having dispensed 

with two blatant candidates for "transformational environments", let me 

comment briefly and inconclusively on such contexts in Welsh, before 

examining the regular kind of IM which is found in Irish embedded clauses. 

My final remarks in this general survey of triggering will illustrate 

the treatment of Irish main verbs. 

The example which Awbery gives of a transformational environment does 

not serve to back up her claim that INi needs access to information 

prior to syntactic surface structure. Rather it seems to me that the 

data she cites fall together with her third classification, i. e. 
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'structural' environments. In the transformational environment, the 

normal ordering of constituents in the sentence, Verb-Subject- 

Complement, has been transformed into Verb-Complement-Subject. Now 

whereas the subject 1avr ("book") appears in its radical form as the 

subject of the "kernel" sentence, it undergoes Soft Mutation to become 

Clavr] in the transform (sic: Awbery's example (38), 1975 page 21, 

cites 4avr in both kernel and transform). As far as I can determine, 

this instance of IN could be read off syntactic surface structure by 

inspecting the string of labelled bracketings, just as was argued for 

the IM of the direct object. (i. e. the 2nd NP in aV NP NP sequence 

mutates irrespective of grammatical relation. ) If I am justified in 

making this claim, a crucial difference emerges between IM in Irish 

and Welsh. However this difference has nothing to do with access to 

deep structure, or indeed any level of derivation prior to surface 

structure. Rather the distinguishing factor between IM in the two 

languages hinges on its confinement, or lack of confinement to the 

phrase. To spell this out, in Modern Irish IM is phrase-internal, 

referring to the particles and features which precede or accompany 

major lexical items; whilst such is also the case for Welsh, in that 

language a given instance of IM may also refer to the entire string of 

labelled bracketings which comprise syntactic surface structure. It 

is therefore my contention that a descriptively adequate treatment of 

Irish is compatible with the claim that only information available at 

the level of syntactic surface structure is relevant to the operation 

of IN. I also make the more tentative claim - in that it is less fully 

substantiated - that this holds good for Welsh *. 

To return to the more particular account of triggering in Modern Irish, 

in subordinate clauses, as in main clauses, the verbal constituent is 

Footnote 

For detailed discussion, see Bellin & McBrearty referred to above. 
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initial. Now we have seen that the head of a phrase is susceptible to 

IM triggered by a modifying 'prefix' T7ord and that in the case of 

verbal phrases, particles like the Negative and Interrogative condition 

Irl. It is therefore not surprising that the particles which introduce 

subordinate clauses should induce IM in the subordinate verb. Let us 

exemplify the range of PT on the verb of embedded clauses. Consider 

first the direct speech of (20)a. and the effect of the complementizer 

/g2/ (go) on the verb in the indirect statement of (20)0. 

(20) a. 
[tig'an je: a jeft'] 

Tuigeann se an cheist 

"He understands the question". 

b. [tig'im' a geft' er Jejan] 

'Tui¢im an cheist', ar seisean 

"' I understand the question', he says/said". 

c. 
Cd' 

er' $e: da dig'-an je: a je f t] 

Deir se oo dtuigeann se an cheist 

"He says that he understands the question". 

The Eclipsis of the initial consonant of /tig'/ in (20)c. is attribut- 

able to the preceding particle - in other words, we appear to have an 

example of PT. Although the presence of [, g,, a] is traceable to the fact 

that the complement of 
Eder' $e: J is an embedded clause, this fact is 

not directly responsible for the IM of the verb in the subordinate 

clause. 

(21) a. 

To illustrate this point, consider (21) a. -d. 

[k'r'ed'enb'ri: d' a $g'e: iJ 

Creideann J3rid an sceal 

"Bridget believes the story". 

b. [ktr'ed'an b'r'i: d' a Sg'e: 1 erJa fa: n] 

'Creideann Brid an scea1', arsa Sean 

"'Bridget believes the story', says/said John". 
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c, d'er' fa: n ga g'r'ed'an b'r'i: d' a fg'e: l] 

Deir Se än go gcreideann B rid an sceal 

"John says that Bridget believes the story". 

d. [du: 
r't' fa: n gar cr'ed' b'r'i: d' a $g'e: l] 

Duirt Sean gur chreid Brid an sceal 

"John said that Bridget believed the story". 

(21)c. illustrates the Eclipsis of /k'r'ed'/ following /ga/ in an 

embedded clause, as opposed to the unmutated phonetic reflex of the 

verb in the direct speech of (21)b. Now observe that in (21)d. the 

conjunction [gar] occurs. triggering the Lenition of /k'r'ed'/. Since 

[ga] and [gar] have the same syntactic function - that of introducing 

embedded sentential complements - and given that they trigger different 

mutation-types, that syntactic function cannot per se condition IN. 

Furthermore, the distribution of [ga/gr] must be determined by a 

factor independent of their joint status as complementizer(s). Observe 

now that, unlike both verbs in (21)c., both verbs in (21)d. are in the 

Preterite tense. The [g/gr alternation could therefore be ascribed 

to the presence of the morphosyntactic feature [+ Preterite] in either 

the higher or the lower verb. However, if we are to maintain in any 

strong form the hypothesis that IM is phrase-internal, it should be the 

case that the particle [gar] which conditions Lenition refers for its 

distribution to rnorphosyntactic features of the verb it precedes. It 

would of course be possible to account for the presence of [gar] 

independently of conditions on IM i. e. by referring to the main verb 

in stating [gar]'s distribution as if this were in no way related to 

IN. However to do so would substantially weaken the theory of IM 

developed here, since it is clear that the triggering of mutation-types 

is crucially dependent upon the distribution of particles. Let us 

therefore consider further data to resolve the issue. 
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(22) a. 
[du: r't' fa: n ga g'r"ed'an b'r'i: d' a Jg'e: i] 

Dirt Sean go gcreideann Brid an scýa1 

"John said that Bridget believes the story". 

b. d'er' fa: n gar yr' ed' b' r' i: d' 2 

Deir Sean gur chreid Brid an sceal 

"John says that Bridget believed the story". 

c. 
Cyr'ed' b'r'i: d' a $g'e: l erfa $a: n] 

'Chreid Brid an sceal', arsa Soan 

"'Bridget believed the story' , says/said -John" , 

_ý` 

(22)a. and b. present crucial data in that they illustrate cases in 

which the tense of the main and subordinate clauses differ. Since 

[gar] appears in (22)b. before a subordinate verb in the Preterite, 

but not in (22)a. where the subordinate verb is in the Present, despite 

the feature C+ Preterite] attached to the main verb, the position 

defended here is substantiated: the distribution of [garj and the 

Lenition of the following verb are conditioned by the presence of the 

feature [+ Preterite] associated with that verb. Further corroborative 

evidence is found in (22)c., where [ý Preterite] triggers Lenition, 

independently of the conjunction, in main verbs. We shall return to 

the Lenition of main verbs in the Preterite shortly, when we have 

discussed a little further the interaction of the feature [+ Preterite] 

with the particles which introduce embedded sentences. 

We have been comparing subordinate verbal phrases comprising the 

complementizer [ga] followed by an eclipsed verb which is not in the 

Preterite with those in which the complementizer 
[gar] precedes a 

lenited verb in the Preterite. Moreover, we have analyzed the former 

as an instance of PT. It seems that two possible analyses are open 

for the latter case: both the presence of the [gar reflex of the 

eomplementizer and the Lenition of the verb could be attributed to the 
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morphosyntactic feature r+ Preterite] associated with the verb; 

alternatively, we could account for the particular shape of the 

complementizer in terms of the presence of [+ Preterite] and then 

treat the Lenition of the verb as an instance of PT conditioned by [gart 

A priori it might be argued that the former analysis is to be preferred 

on grounds of, simplicity, inasmuch as it accounts for two phenomena 

(the reflex of the complementizer and the IM of the verb) by referring 

to a single source (the presence of [+ Preterite]). To this i would 

counter that such an analysis fails to capture an important generaliza- 

tion when it treats the Eclipsis of the verb in (21)c. and (22)a. 

([ga g'r' ed' an]) as PT but the Lenition in (21)d. and (22)b. (gar cr' ed'] ) 

as FT. This could be weighed against the apparent simplicity of its 

rival so as to "cancel out" an isolated case of a missed generalization 

- provided the behaviour of [ga/gar] were indeed unique. However, such 

is not the case. 

In their "New Irish Grammar", the Christian Brothers list six pairs of 

verbal particles which behave like [ga/ gar] (page 131). In each case 

the second member occurs before a Preterite verb. Besides [ga/ gar], 

the list comprises the relative [a/ar] (a/ar), interrogative [a/ar] 

/cär), (= prevocalic [an/ar]) (an/ar), place interrogative [ka: /ka: r] (cä 

negative conditional [mura/murar] (mura/murar) and the time and purpose 

conjunction [sula/sular] (sula/sular). observe that the second member 

of each pair is derivable from the first member by the additional of 

final r. (In the case of prevocalic [an] + [r] -i Car] 
, the nasal has 

been deleted since Modern Irish phonotactics does not permit sequences 

of consonant + liquid in syllable-final position. ) Historically, the 

particles used in the Preterite contain the Old Irish particle ro, ru 

* Footnote 

Ro, ru is in origin an Indo-European preposition, cognate with Greek 7T/O6 
(R. Thurneysen, 1946, page 339 S 526. ) Its normal function in old Irish 

was that of perfective (continued) 
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which has coalesced with the first member of each pair. We shall 

discuss the exploitation of the transparent phonological relation 

between the pairs of particles when we formalize the Readjustment 

Rules for IN in § 2.4. Returning to the choice of PT or FT, if we 

opt for an analysis which treats Eclipsis after [ga] as PT and Lenition 

after 
[gar as FT, then consistency demands that we also maintain the 

distinction between Eclipsis after [a] but Lenition after [ar] 
and so 

on for the entire list. Clearly, then, a significant generalization 

is being missed. 

Further support is lent to the treatment proposed here by the natural 

way it is able to cope with two classes of exception, which would 

necessitate a more cumbersome handling under the alternative solution. 

Consider the behaviour of the stem /f'ek'/ ("see") in (23)a and c. 

and compare it with that of the stem /klof/ ("hear") in (23)b. and d. 

(23) a. [mura vek'im' e: n'i: c r'ed'hi: m'e: eJ 

Mura bhfeicim e, ni chreidfidh me e 

"Unless I see it, I won't believe it". 

b. Omura 
glofim' e: n'i: Cr'ed'hi: m'e: e] 

Mura gcloisim e, ni chreidfidh me e 

"Unless I hear it, I won't believe it". 

C. Cmura 
wak m'e: e:, n'i: Sr'ed'hin' e] 

Nura bhfaca me e, ni ehre id f inn e 

"Unless I saw it, I wouldn't believe it". 

d. [murar xuala me: e: n'i: cr'ed'hin' e 

Murar chuala me e, ni chreidfinn 
e 

"Unless I heard it, I wo 
Footnote (contd. ) 

particle (ibid. page 528 3 852. ) As 
nouns and adjectives and is thus the 
(see p . 377_$ above). These facts 
evidence confirming our treatment of 
same way. 

uldn't believe it". 

such it occurred before verbs, 
source of ro: meaning "exceedingly" 

therefore constitute striking 
IN in all major categories in the 
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In (23) a. -c. Present [f'ek'im'], Present [klo$im'] and the suppletive 

preterite of 
[f'ek'imj have undergone Eclipsis to appear as vek'im' 

glojim', wakaj respectively. Notice that in each of these examples 

the conditional has the form [mural. By contrast in (23)d. irregular 

Preterite [xuiJ has been lenited, whilst the shape of the conditional 

is [murr]. Thus in all these castes, the IM attested is predictable 

from the shape of the particle - Lenition only occurs following the 

[murar1 variant. The fact that the Preterite tense of the subordinate 

verb in (23)c. leads us to expect the particle to be [murar] here too, 

is thus irrelevant to the actual triggering of a particular mutation- 

type. 

In order to account for the occurrence of [mura] in (23)c. we attach 

an exception feature to the verb /f'ek'/. In fact /f'ek'/ belongs to 

a class of six irregular items, all of which are preceded by [g3, a, 

an, ka:, sula, mural and undergo"Eclipsis in the Preterite (if they 

have a suitable initial consonant. ) The remaining stems are /ablr'/ 

(abair "say"), /b'i: / (bi, "be"), /fai/ (faigh "get"), /t'e: / (thigh 

"go") and /d'e: n/ (dean "do, make"). Furthermore, four of these verbs 

exhibit a dependent form after these particles which differs from the 

main verb (i. e. absolute) Preterite form, as shown in (24): 

(24) Stem Absolute Dependent Gloss 
Preterite Preterite 

a. Cb' i :] [vi :] 
[rev] "be" 

bi bhi raibh 

b [d' e: nJ [r' in' 2J [j a: rna] "do, make" 

dean rinne dhearna 

"see" j 
c. [i' ek'ý [xunik'ý [aka 

feic chonaic fhaca 

:I d [te: J Exui: ] Cj 
axi 

"g©, i 

te' h chuaigh dheachaigh 
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This aspect of the exceptional behaviour of these verbs will be encoded 

in their lexical entries in just the same way as their behaviour with 

regard to the [ga]_type 
particles. Such entries will necessarily contain 

idiosyncratic information which may have to do with IM directly and 

which may not necessarily coincide with the classes of exceptions to 

other aspects of IM. For instance, the lexicon will need to specify 

that unlike regular verbs, /klof/, /d'e: n/ and /f'ek'/ permit Lenition 

of their Past Autonomous form - in this respect, then, /klof / is 

irregular, even though its behaviour was regular with respect to the 

distribution of [ga/gar] particles. However, it is clear that any 

observationally adequate account of Modern Irish will need to list 

such facts at some point. The analysis proposed here simply claims 

that, given the idiosyncratic behaviour exhibited by certain irregular 

verbs with regard to particle distribution, the subsequent IM of those 

stems is predictable in a natural way consistent with the treatment of 

the remaining verbs in the language. On the other hand, if we were to 

maintain the FT analysis of particle distribution and IM in the Preterite, 

the occurrence of [ga] and the Eclipsis of the class of irregular verbs 

would be two unrelated phenomena, both attributed independently to an 

exception feature attached to the stems in question. At the level of 

descriptive adequacy, then, the PT analysis is to be preferred. 

We have dealt in a principled way with a class of exceptions to the 

proposed PT of verbs in embedded clauses by subordinating conjunctions, 

namely a class of irregular verbs. The second set of exceptions, 

involving the parallel treatment of negative particles before main 

verbs, prove less "exceptional" under the analysis advanced here, but 

demand radically different treatment from each other under the thesis 

that the morphosyntactic feature C+ Preterite] determines both the 

shape of the preceding particle and IN. Under such a treatment the 
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conditioning of Lenition by [n' i. ] (ni, "negative") and [nax] (nach, 

negative interrogative) in tenses other than the Preterite may be 

analyzed as an instance of PT (as we assumed on p . 3'; '"_" above). 

However, since the shapes of the negative particles in the Preterite 

i 
are 

[n'i: 
r] (nior) and 

[na: 
r] (när) respectively, consistency demands 

that [+ Preterite] conditions those shapes and also the Lenition of the 

verb i. e. an instance of FT. Here the identical behaviour of the two 

shapes of each particle surely renders such an analysis totally implaus- 

ible. Even if we were to ignore arguments for treating [ge] 
and [gar] 

in the same way because of the complementary nature of the mutation-types 

they trigger, we could hardly dismiss such criticism when the very same 

mutation-type was induced by both phonetic reflexes of each particle. 

As a final comment on the interaction of particle-shape and triggering, 

it is interesting to note that the [n'i: /nax] variants. are found before 

the six irregular verbs classed together above. This therefore con- 

stitutes a persuasive argument against analyzing Lenition after [n'i:, 

n'i: r, nax, na: r] as PT in keeping with what has been advocated above 

and still retaining the FT analysis of the gar] -type particles in the 

Preterite. By adhering to the PT treatment for all obligatory preverbal 

particles we simplify the statement of particle distribution before 

certain irregular verbs. 

In the course of the above discussion we have covered in some detail 

the interrelation between preverbal particles and their verbs. Given 

that the verb is the initial major lexical item in its clause, the 

claim that IM in Modern Irish is phrase-internal and that it does not 

cross major syntactic boundaries has been upheld. Such a claim would 

be contradicted if there were examples of the IM of a noun following 

an embedded verb whose triggering could not be attributed to the internal 
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structure of the NP. Comppw e therefore the direct speech of (25)a. 

with the indirect statement (25)b. 

(25) a. is f'ar k'r' i: na e: J 

Is fear crionna e 

"He is a prudent man". 

b. Cda: n'e: rhin' gare ar k'r'i: na e: n'i: 9r'ed'ha 

Dä ndgarfainn gurbh fhb crionna e, ni chreidfeä 

"If I said that he was a prudent man, you wouldn't believe (it)" 

In b. the noun /f'ar/ has been lenited after the dependent Preterite of 

the copula. The latter also triggers Lenition in a following noun or 

adjective in the (non-dependent) Preterite or Conditional. Since it is 

the copula which is involved in Clefting and, as was noted earlier, this 

transformation is found in Irish in lieu of Topicalization, we appear to 

have grounds for establishing that transformations may introduce IN. 

Let us therefore examine further examples of the copula. (26)a. -d. 

exemplify the same phenomenon, applying to an adjective and including 

the negative dependent forms of the Present and Preterite of the copula. 

(26) a. Ca rud is b'r'a: 119 di: n'3 ani '] 

an rud is bre ä le daoine anois 

"the thing which people consider splendid now". 

(lit: which is splendid with people now)" 

b. [a rud nax b'r'a: 1'a di: n'a Emil] 

an rud nach breä le daoine anois 

"the thing which people do not consider splendid now. 

C. [a rud ba vr'a: 1', 9 di: n'a fado: J 

an rud ba bhreä le daoine fade 

"the thing which people considered splendid long ago". 

C, Ea rud na: r vr'a: i'a di: n"a fado: ] 

an rud na r bhreä le daoine fade 

"the thing which people did not consider splendid Jong ago". 
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It might be argued that in (26) b.. and d. the preverbal particles [nax] 

and Cna: r] were being used before adjectives. Although this is a 

plausible claim it means ignoring their complementary distribution with 

[is] and [b) in (26) a. and c. and their interrogative preverbal 

function. It is clear that here we have evidence of the coalescence 

of preverbal particles with the copula. A transparent example that 

something is being "added on" to the particle is provided by [murarvj 

in (27): 

(27) Cmurarv amada: n e: veh a sgru: du: d'e: nt eg'a riva foo 

Murarbh amadän e, bheadh an scrudü deanta aige roimhe seo 

"if he were not a fool, he would have done the exam before 
now (lit: would the exam be done at him) ". 

If we do not treat the copula as a major lexical item, then we can 

maintain the claim that IM is phrase-internal and does not cross major 

syntactic boundaries by analyzing the copula and its complement as one 

syntactic constituent. Clef ting will then simply be the syntactic source 

of the surface configuration. Indeed further research may reveal that 

certain instances of the 'historical' copula have coalesced completely 

with the preverbal particle (even though this may not be said of Cnax3 

and Ena : rJ in (2 6) b. and 6. ) Cf. (28): 

(28) a. C2 f'er'i. m'o: r' e: Finn 

An fe irmeoir 4 sin? 

"Is that person a farmer? " 

b. Cnax f' er' im' o: r' e: fin] 

Nach feirmeoir e sin? 

"Isn't that person a farmer? " 

co Car er'im'o: r' e: finJ 

Ar fheiaeoir e sin? 

"Was that person a farmer? " 
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d. [na: r er'im'o: r' e: fin1 

När fheirmeoir e sin? 

"Wasn't that person a farmer? " 

From such data I feel justified in my contention that the copula in 

Modern Irish demands unique treatment which divorces it from full 

lexical verbs and even from the other verb "to be", [ta: ] (tä) *. it 

is important to stress that the syntax of sentences containing the 

copula is extremely complex and that satisfactory answers to the problems 

posed by (25) - (28) will only be possible once detailed study of the 

copula has been undertaken. Suffice it to say that the treatment of 

those examples proposed here seems plausible from the present stand- 

point. 

Finally, let us turn to the verb in main clauses in the affirmative, 

in order to pave the way for the discussion in Chapter III of an ordering 

paradox which arises in this connection. Since the forms of the 

Preterite, Imperfect and Conditional are optionally preceded by the 

particle [da] (do), this particle may be analyzed as conditioning the 

obligatory Lenition in these tenses. Alternatively, since tda] is 

frequently omitted, one might view the Lenition of the main verb in 

the aforementioned tenses as FT, and not generate [da] at all in such 

cases. A problem arises, however, in that [d] (d') is obligatorily 

present before an initial vowel in the Preterite, Imperfect and 

Conditional. Exempla relevant to the discussion are set out in (29) 

for the Common form of each tense: 

* Footnote 

Diachronically the copula /is/ derives from the cognate of Vulgar 
Latin essere whilst /ta: / is related to stare. The situation is thus 
parallel to that of Modern Spanish "ser1° and "estar". 
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(29) Stem 

a. [du : n] 

b. 

C. 

dun 

Co: 11 
of 
[f an] 

an 

Preterite Imperfect Conditional Gloss 
[(da) Xu: n] [(da) 'u: nax] [(da) 'u: nhax] "shut" 

(do) dhun (do) dhunadh (do) dhunfadh 

(do: 1] [do: lax] [do: lhax] "drink" 

d'öl 

[dan] 

d'fhan 

d'öladh 

[danax] 

d'fhanadh 

d' 61f adh 

[d anha "wait" 

d' fhanf adh 

An ordering paradox comes about because of certain complications with 

verbs beginning with /f/ + consonant. These complications render 

inadequate the solution which immediately springs to mind for precon- 

sonantal [da] 
, namely, to allow the tense of the verb to condition [da], 

which then triggers the Lenition of the verb, and then to delete Cd 2J 

preconsonantal ly of ter the Lenition of /f/ --3 0. The alternative 

solution is the obligatory epenthesis of [d] before an initial vowel 

or lenited if/ in the Preterite, Imperfect and Conditional. This may 

be followed by an optional rule of [daj-Insertion applying before 

consonants. We shall see in § 3.3 that the Epenthesis solution neatly 

captures the differing behaviour of preverbal 
[da] and its leniting 

homophone, the 2nd, person singular possessive adjective. For our 

present purposes it is worth emphasizing that the proposed treatment 

also has the advantage of accounting for the appearance of prevocalic 

[d] in the Past Subjunctive. [da] cannot be posited as the particle 

triggering Lenition in this tense, since it is identical to the 

Imperfect in every respect except for its unmutated initial consonant. 

Having set the scene, we must postpone a detailed discussion of these 

problems until their appropriate place in Chapter III. 

Despite the fact that, unlike the discussion of embedded verbs, we 

have reached no definite conclusions regarding the triggering of main 

9 
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verbs, there is an aspect to the "optional [de] issue" which merits 

comment. The preceding exposition of arguments in favour of PT or FT 

might suggest that there is a precise dividing-line to be drawn between 

the two types of triggering that have been defined for Modern Irish. 

In contrast to our treatment of preverbal particles and embedded clauses, 

the case of "optional [da]" brings home the opposite view that there is 

a great deal of interdependence between PT and FT. In summing up this 

lengthy section, therefore, let me stress the following - one of the 

most salient characteristics of triggering in Modern Irish is the fact 

that it may be read directly off syntactic surface structure. In other 

words, the preliminary assumption of Chapter I has been substantiated. 
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2.2 The Status of the Particle 

We have seen that in Modern Irish the particle plays a crucial role in 

the triggering of IM, both by independently inducing Lenition or Eclipsis 

in a following verb (e. g. /n'i: / Negative, or /on/ Interrogative), or 

by its interaction with a particular morphosyntactic category associated 

with the verb (cf. discussion of the relation between [+ preterite] and 

the shape of the particle § 2.1, page 395 ff. ). Whilst it is clear 

that pre-verbal particles, like /n'i:, an, ga/, belong to a reasonably 

homogeneous class, it is questionable whether those grammatical morphemes 

which may be prefixed to adjectives should be classified as adverbs. 

In the case of prefixes which qualify nouns there may at first sight 

seem to be only a marginal case for treating them as particles, rather 

than as preposed adjectives! In this section we shall present arguments 

in support of the hypothesis that Modern Irish possesses a closed 

grammatical class, the Particle, which may be prefixed to the major 

lexical items, Noun, Verb and Adjective. 

In the course of the discussion, we shall resolve two interrelated 

issues which have arisen in Chapter One and the first section of this 

Chapter. First we shall substantiate the claim, made in 1.1 (page 31k) 

that Adverb is not a major lexical category in Modern Irish.. It will 

be shown. that the label "Adverb" subsumes a heterogeneous class, to 

which new members may be added by the productive pref ixation of a particle 

to the open class of adjectives. Secondly, we shall consider the status 

of the first element in compounds, a question on which we touched at the 

end of § 1.2 (page 3-90). In those cases where the prefixation of a 

morpheme is a productive process and not a lexically governed one, I 

shall adopt the term "particle" to refer to the morpheme concerned. 

Perhaps a word is necessary as to the relevance of these issues to IM. 
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The question of whether or not the Adverb is a lexical category is 

crucial for the characterization of IM as a phenomenon which has 

phonetic reflexes in the initial segments of lexical items only. 

Furthermore, the productive processes whereby putative "adverbs" are 

prefixed to adjectives involve the Lenition of the initial consonant 

of the latter, a case of PT. Similarly, Lenition is an important 

aspect of the process of compounding. In this way, the derivation 

of qualified adjectives will provide the starting-point to our dis- 

cussion: on the one hand, it will lead on to the question of the ontolo- 

gical status (purportedly adverbial in Modern Irish) of the prefixes 

involved; on the other it is directly linked to the triggering role 

of the particle. 

Keeping these points in mind, recall Awbery'-s analysis of [ri dew] 

("too fat") in Welsh as that of an adverb qualifying /tEw/ (J 2.1, 

page 377). Let us substantiate the claim that in the Irish translation- 

equivalent [ro: raur], /ro: / is not an adverb. Two other forms which 

qualify adjectives under identical conditions to /ro: / (r(ý- "too"), 

are /a: n/ (an- "very") and /r'i: / (ri- "eNceedingly"), so we shall 

extend our remarks to cover them as well. Considering all three forms, 

a most obvious difference between /ro:, a: n, r'i: / and the translation- 

equivalent of the "prototype" English adverb "well" i. e. /g2 mahl, is 
a 

that the former induce Lenition whilst the latter does not. Thus in 

[vi: an obir' d' e : nta ga mah] (Bhi an obair ddanta go maith "The work 

was well done"), [ga mah] occurs at the end of the sentence, pre-empting 

any Lenition in [d'e: nta1. On the other hand, /boxt/ (bocht "poor") 

undergoes Lenition in [ro : woxt] (r, -bhoCht "too poor" ), [a :n woxt] 

(an-bhocht "very poor") and [r'i: woxt] (ri-bhocht "exceedingly poor"). 

However, to establish the class of Particle on the grounds that the 
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particles induce 111,1 would be to use the object of our investigation 

(i. e. IM) as a criterion. If we are not to be accused of circularity 

we must find independent reasons for treating /ro: / et alia as 

particles. 

In fact evidence which does not involve IM is to hand. Consider the 

sentences (30) a. through d. below; 

(30) a. 
[is b'r'a: 2 la: e-] 

Is brea an la e 

"The day is fine" . 

b. [ta: 9 la: ga b'r'a] 

Ta an la go breä 

"The day is fine". 

c. [is dons an am' f ir' iJ 

Is Cana an airnsir 11 

"The weather is bad". 

d, [ta: 
an am'Jir' ga donal 

Ta an aimsir go dona 

"The weather is bad". 

In the sentences of (30), /b'r'a: / and /don-a/ are predicated of the 

definite Nouns /la: / and /am'fir'/. (30)a. and c. differ crucially 

in their syntax from b. and d. : in a. and c. we find the copula /is/ 

followed directly by the bare adjective, whilst there is a pronominal 

copy (namely e: and i: ) of the Noun to its right in b. and d. the 

stative verb /ta: / is followed directly by the NP, of which there is no 

pronominal copy, whilst the qualifier is the so-called "adverb". The 

* Footnote 

Object pronouns are regularly postponed and it is these which occur 
with the copula cf. [hunik' m'e: in'e: i m'l'a: k'lie h e: (Chonaic 

me inne i mBaile 
Ätha Cliath "I saw him yesterday in Dublin"). ý 
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frames of (31) show the derived structure of the UR where a quality is 

predicated of a Noun, given the plausible assumption that neither the 

structure directly underlying a. and c., nor that directly underlying 

b. and d., is Base-generated. 

(31) a. 
[/is/] -[Adj. J [Det. 

-Noun 
I [Pro ] 

VV NP o(gender N? cc gender 
ß number 'number 

b. [/ta: /J [Det. 
-Noun] [/g /-Adj. J 

VV NP N? Adv. Adv. 

In contrast to /ga 
. nah, ga b'r'a:, ga done/, /ro: / et alia cannot fill 

the Adv. slot in (31)b. An obvious reason why this should be so is 

the bound status of the latter. 

To sum up, the morphemes /ro:, a: n, r'i: / are restricted in distribution 

to pre-adjectival position where they trigger Lenition; they may not be 

substituted into frames where "other adverbs" contrast with lexically 

corresponding adjectives (i. e. the frames of (31) ). This behaviour 

mirrors that of preverbal particles which may be characterized as follows: 

they never occur in isolation; they exhibit internal stability or cohesion 

with the verb they qualify, an important aspect of this being their 

triggering function; their range of distribution is limited to positions 

immediately preceding finite verbs. It would seem, then, that a 

comparison between morphemes like /ro: / and "prototype adverbs" on the 

one hand, and preverbal particles on the other, is revealing, in that 

there are very striking similarities between /ro: / et alia and the 

particles but no clear parallels to be drawn with "adverbs" of the 

lga mah/ type. This evidence leads to a conclusion which hardly needs 

spelling out: /ro:, a: n, r'i: / should be classed as particles, belonging 

more specifically to a pre-adjectival subclass but nevertheless s!! haring 

the characteristics and functions of their preverbal counterparts. 

We have found substantive grounds for not treating the Irish cognate 
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of Welsh /ni/ as an adverb. This does not mean however that all 

putative "adverbs" in Modern Irish are to be re-categorized as 

particles. Indeed to make such a rash claim would be to nullify the 

force of arguments concerning the heterogeneity of the so-called adverb 

class, since it would entail that all its members shared particle-like 

properties. Rather, we shall pursue a more powerful line of argumenenta- 

Lion and demonstrate that the label "adverb" has been applied indiscrim- 

inately to a variety of forms which have little in common, except the 

fact that, when translated, they are rendered as English adverbs or 

adverbial phrases. * 

So far we have referred to /ga mah/ type "adverbs" without considering 

their internal make-up - in fact we have consciously disregarded this 

aspect for the sake of argumentation. It is clear that /ga mah/ (go 

maith "well") is derived from the adjective /mah/ (maith "good") by 

the pref ixation of /ga/. This instance of /ga/ is not to be identified 

with the preverbal particle exemplified in (32) : 

(32) a. [du: r't' Je: ga dukex fe: ] 

Duirt se go dtiocfadh se 

"He said he would come". 

b. [ga daga da r' i: xt] 

Go dtaga do riocht 

"Thy kingdom come". 

Concerning the question of preverbal and pre-adjectival /ga/, there 

are grounds for concluding that the two are not instances of the same 

morpheme. The evidence comes from the fact that they induce different 

Footnote 

To say this is not to imply that English adverbs constitute a homogen- 

eous class, defined in terms of syntactic criteria. In fact the 
category is notorious as a "rubbish-bin" where various recalcitrant 
items may be deposited. 
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mutation-types. Pre-adjectival /ga/ triggers a Minor Mutation, the 

prefixation of [h] to adjectives beginning with a vowel e. g. [ga holkj 

/olk/ (go holc "badly") ; ['ga ha : lin'J < /a: lin' / (go hälainn 

"beautifully"). Preverbal /ga/, on the other hand, induces Eclipsis' 

as attested in (32). The same line of argumentation might be used to 

substantiate the claim that both instances of preverbal /ga/ in (32) 

are reflexes of a single particle, just in case they have the same 

"mutating effect". 

Note that this difference between preverbal and pre-adjectival /g2/ is 

not a property which is specified in lexical entries to distinguish, 

say, /ge/1 from /ga/2. lather, under the hypothesis developed in this 

thesis, the spelling out of grammatical morphemes and the triggering 

of IM take place co-extensively in the expanded lexicon. Thus the 

specification of the phonological reflexes of particular nodes is 

interspersed amongst the processes of triggering. This is because 

triggering can be shown to be sensitive in some instances to node labels, 

and in others to phonological shape. It is therefore by no means 

necessarily the case that_a stage will arise within the expanded lexicon 

at which the phonological sequence /ga/ is found in strings which have 

yet to be assigned triggers of IM. If such a situation does obtain, it 

is incidental and of no theoretical import - in other words, such a 

hypothetical stage in the derivation does not constitute a linguistic 

level. This means that the statement that preverbal and pre-adjectival 

/g2/ are not instances of the same morpheme (made on the basis of their 

different behaviour viz. IM) is derivable as a function of the analysis, 

rather than being an explicit part of the theory. We return to a 

comprehensive summary of the treatment of homophonous particles like 

preverbal and pre-adjectival /g3/ in § 2.4. 
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One way, then, in which the adverb slot in VPs may be filled (including 

that in frame (31)b. ) is by the insertion of a derived adverb, formed 

by the prefixation of /ge/ to the major lexical category of adjective, 

with concomitant IM. The mutation-type involved shares certain pecülia- 

rides with the other Minor' Mutations, which set them apart from the 

more pervasive processes of Lenitioti and Eclipsis. Indeed the very 

gloss "H-pref ixation" encapsulates the most salient feature by which 

the process is rendered atypical as a mutation-type: its realization 

constitutes a single rule of insertion, rather than modifying underlying 

initial consonants in various ways. Thus the trigger [+ H] only has a 

phonetic repercussion when the initial segment to which it has been 

assigned is a vowel - before consonants it is discarded. Whilst we 

shall deal with the necessary formalization in § 2.4, it is important 

to stress here that these facts result in the transparency of 

H-prefixation. This in turn means that the morphological phenomena 

which "spark off" this Minor Mutation - such as adverb formation - are 

reflected transparently in terms of ill on the phonetic surface. Since 

the prefixation of /ga/ to adjectives introduces no aliomorphy, apart 

from that caused by H-prefixation, we may conclude that adverb formation 

in Modern Irish is transparent. 

Comparing adverb formation in Modern Irish with the parallel deriva- 

tional process in English, cre find that l-,, 7-suffixation is more opaque 

than J a; -proffixation (and [- Hj triggering) . This is reflected in 

three areas! . First, there are no phonological conditions on the "base" 

(to adopt Aronoff's framework) of adverb formation in Irish; in other 

words. all semantically qualifiable adjectives may undergo /gal- 

prefixation irrespective of their phonological shape, whereas in 

English adjectives which already terminate in - may not undergo 
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further -suffixation e. g. deadly-)*dead lily. Secondly, there are 

no morphological conditions on the base in Irish adverb formation. 

Thus even though an adjective has already undergone modification, the 

complex may nevertheless be subject to /ga/-prefixation with concomitant 

Minor Mutation e. g. /mah/_ /a: n wah/--j[ga ha: n wah]* (maith "good"-- 

an-mhaith "very good"- go han-mhaith "very well"). The comparable 

phenomenon involving suffixation is not always realized in English, 

where although child -ýchildish4 childishly, quick --juq icker_-ý quickerly. 

Thirdly, suppletion is often involved in English adverb formation e. g. 

adjective good: adverb well. This is not the case for Modern Irish 

where, as we have seen, the adverb /ge mah/ is derived regularly from 

adjectival /mah/. 

On the basis of the transparency of the process whereby adverbs are 

derived from adjectives in Modern Irish we shall consider it to be 

productive. According to Aronoff, productively derived forms - i. e. 

forms which can be seen on the phonetic surface to equal the sum of 

their parts - need not be listed in the lexicon. Adopting this criterion, 

I submit that, whilst Irish adverbs of the /ge mah/ type are clearly 

lexical rather than grammatical items, they do not constitute a major 

lexical category whose members are encoded in the lexical repository. 

Instead, under the hypothesis developed here, they constitute a derived 

lexical category, which can be inserted under the Adverb node in 

syntactic trees. From their internal composition as particle + adj- 

ective, it is clear that the complex cannot undergo IM, even though IM 

may obtain between its constituents. Thus we are able to substantiate 

Footnote 

Notice here that [h] has been prefixed to a particle, an instance of 
IM with a phonetic reflex in a major lexical item which has been 
derived endocentrically. It is important to emphasize that such 
exceptional behaviour never arises in the case of non-Minor Mutations, 
i. e. the characteristic phenomena of Lenition and Eclipsis. 
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the claim that IM applies to major lexical categories only. * 

To sum up, the derived adverb is a member of an open lexical class 

(though not a major one), which may fill the appropriate slot in, for 

instance, frame (31)b. On the other hand, the adjective from which 

it was derived may be inserted in the corresponding frame (31)a. It 

is for that derived category that we shall reserve the label "adverb". 

There are of course other forms which may be entered under the node 

Adverb in syntactic trees. It is important to point out here that it 

cannot be argued that there must be a "primitive" category adverb just 

because the Base generates the node Adverb. Rather it is perfectly 

plausible - and in my opinion correct - that there should be a PS rule 

rewriting Adverb as a disjunction of categories. Derived adverbs will 
w 

then be one of this set. NPs and Ss may also be inserted under the 

Adverb node, as exemplified in (33): 

(33) a. 
[f'ek'n $e: a wa: hir' nuara hean e_=awa1! a1 

Feiceann s6 a mhäthair nuair a th4ann s4 abhaile 

"He sees his mother when he goes home". 

b. [xunik' fe: a wa: hir' d! e_luan! ] 

Chonaic s4 a mhäthair D4 Luain 

"He saw his mother (on) Monday". (De = lit. 'God') 

* Footnote 

An apparent counter-example to this claim might be that [h] 
-prefixation 

does apply to objects pronouns, [e: ] (e "him") [i. ] (i "her") and [iad ] 
(iad "them") e. g. [k'e: he: ] (Ce he? 11 ho is he? "); ri'e hi: a fo: su] 
(le hi a hösadh "so as to marry her"); [n'i: hiad] (Ni hiad "It's not 
them"}. However, these facts do not falsify the general hypothesis 
developed in this thesis, since: 

1) pronouns, unl 
as full nouns 

2) H-prefixation 
both atypical 
and Eclipsis, 
Modern Irish. 

ike other grammatical morphemes, fill the same nodes 
=a major lexical category; 

constitutes only a Minor Mutation and as such is 

of and peripheral to the characterization of Lenition 

which I take to be truly representative of IM in 
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of more immediate interest to morphological and phonological issues, 

are the temporals and locatives. Let us survey these before leaving 

the question of the adverb. Consider first the so-called "adverbs of 

time" as classified by the Christian Brothers (page 140) in (34)a.. 

(35)a. and (36)a. below and compare them with the "compound prepositions" 

in (34)b., (35)b. and (36`: b.: 

(34) a. 
[fuar' je: ba: s igahu: na hi: a] 

Fuair se bas 1 gcaitheamh na hoiche 

"He died during the night". 

b. [b'ar 1' um dul 
_gosamarnaba 

d' i 

B'fhearr liom dul i gcosamar na bpaisti 

"I'd prefer to go in the company of the children". 

(35) a. 
[vi: je:. anfo er' f' am' isa«j 

Bhi se anseo ar feadh miosa 

1 

"He was here for a month". 

b. [vi: 
m'e i ma hasev er'_ai_a_dor 

Bhi me i mo sheasamh ar aghaidh an dorais 

"I was standing in front of the door". 

(36) a. 
[fa: 

shi: a kran fi_ an b' 1' ian 

. 
asfaidh an crann faoi cheann bliana 

"The tree will grow within a year". 

b. Cxui: fe: er', a Xlu: n'a fiwra_d'a 
ir'i 

Chuaigh se ar a ghlüine faoi bhräid an ri 

"He knelt before the king". 

It is clear that the a. sentences contain phrases structurally identical 

to those of the b. sentences, for all six exhibit the structure Preposi- 

tion + Noun + [NP]. More specifically, 
[i 

gahu: n2 hica] may 
+ genitive 

be analyzed as Preposition /i/ + eclipsed form of the noun /kahu; / 

(caitheamh ; here "course". lit. "throw") followed by an NP in the 

genitive, comprising the Determiner /na/ and the Noun /i: ga/ (oiche 
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"night") with the Minor Mutation associated with feminine singular 

Nouns in the genitive. In an entirely comparable way, we see that 
Ii 

gosam2r na ba: Jd' i: ] 
comprises the preposition /i/ + /kosamar/ + 

[Det. 
- /pa: $d'a/ 3. The process of triggering then assigns the 

+pl. 
+gen. 

trigger 
[+ Eclipsis] to underlying /kosamar/ (cosamar; here "company". 

lit. "rabble", "refuse"), because it immediately follows the preposition 

/i/ ("in"), In a parallel manner, the genitive plural specifications 

attached to underlying /pa f d'a / (p iste "child") insure that it too 

is allocated the trigger C+ Eclipsisj, resulting, along with plurali- 

zation, in phonetic 
[ba: d' i]. Similarly, rer' f' a: m' i: sa] and [er' 

ai 3 dorif ] 
are sequences of Preposition /er'/ + Noun + [(Det. )- Noun 

+ gen. 
where the genitive case is shown not. by IN as in the examples of (34) 

but by contrast with the Common forms /m'i: / (m] "month" cf. genitive 

Imli: sa] ) and /doras/ (doras "doras" cf, genitive 
[dorif]). As in 

(35)a., we find that although the Determiner is absent in (36)a., the 

genitive case is marked in the "time" noun (Common /b'1'ian'/ bliain 

"year"; cf. genitive, - '-i-i. ana]). The head noun is lenited following 

/fi/ (faoi "under") in ('36)a. and b. (cf. underlying /bra: d'/ (braid 

"throat", here best rendered as "eye"; and underlying /k'an/ ceann 

end") 

The conclusion to be drawn from the data of (34), (35) and (36) is 

that adverbial phrases comprising Prep-N-NP cannot be subcategorized 

except on semantic grounds: in other words, so-called "time adverbs" 

function like other complex PPs. However, one would hardly expect all 

temporal expressions to exhibit phrasal structure. Take the items 

/in'uv/ (inniu "today"), /in'e: / (inne "yesterday"i and /a ma: rax/ 

(amärach "tomorrow"). Now these three have interesting morphological 

and syntactic properties. On the one hand they all bear primary stress 
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on the second syllable rather than the first (= the regular case), 

suggesting that they incorporate a proclitic and are biruorphemic. We 

return directly to the numerous locatives with this internal make-up. 

Secondly, the use of /in'uv/ and /in'e: / to qualify /3 la: / (an lä a 

"the day") belies adjectival rather than adverbial properties; whilst 

/ama: rax/ bears the adjectival suffix /a., /- /a_, / cf. /f'arag/ (fearg 

"anger") : /f' aragax/ (feargach "angry") ; similarly /tir 1 ja / (tuirse 

"tiredness") : /tir'jax/ (tuirseach "tired"). In short, we do not find 

exc-lusively adverb-like qualities even when we examine simple temporal 

expressions. 

We have exemplified in some detail the way in which so-called "time 

adverbs" in Modern Irish demand analysis as complex PPs. It will 

therefore be clear from the above data, in particular (35)b. and (36)b., 

that English expressions of place may also be rendered as complex PPs 

in Modern Irish. Consequently we shall not discuss that class further. 

Instead we turn to those "adverbs of 

(see Mhac an Fhailigh, 1968, page 62 

§373; Ö Cuiv, 1944, page 67 §242. ) 

from above"), /an'i: s/ (anios "up fr 

/ald' ig/ (istigh "inside"), /awal'a/ 

place" which incorporate a proclitic 

§270; de Bürca, 1958, page 74 

These include /anuas/ (anuas "down 

om below"), /emu/ (amuigh "outside"), 

(abhaile "homewards"), /amax/ (amach 

"out"), /a jd' ax/ (is teach "in"), /a dua/ (aduaidh "from the north"), 

/an' as/ (aneas "from the south"), /aner' / (anoir "from the east"), 

/an' iar/ (aniar "from the west"). In the case of the last amour items 

referring to points of the compass, we may identify the proclitic in 

the initial syllable with the preposition /as/ (2_s "out Of"* An 

interesting comparison may be made regarding the composition of "compass- 

terms" with static /hua/ (thuaidh "north, in the north"), /has/ (theas 

"south, in the south"), /her'/ (thoir "east, in the east, over, beyond"), 

/hiar/ (thiar "west, in the west, behind"). Whichever way we choose to 

I 
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to relate the static items, it is clear that some synchronic reflex 

of Celtic -'sechs ("out of" ; cognate with Latin ex and Greek Eý ) is 

present in the initial schwa of the dynamic locatives. Another 

comparison, which partly cuts across the static-dynamic classification, 

is afforded by /suds/ (seas "upwards"), /S'i: s/ (sios "downwards") on 

the one hand, and static /hugs/ (thuas "above"), /hi: s/ (thios "below") 

on the other cf. /anuas/, /an`i: s/. The use of the dynamic pairs 

/3nuas/-/sues/ and /a n'i: s/; /fi: s/ is illustrated in (37)a. and b. 

below: 

(37) a. 
[d'imi: Se: suss a d'r'e: m'ir'a ax hit' Se: anuas ar'i f] 

D'imigh se suas an dr4imire ach thit s4 anuas arts 

"He went up the ladder but fell down again". 

b. 
[xutiikf 

a t' iasgir'e na brada : n' a l' e: m' an' i: s xun a 

wa : d' agas a t' it' im' Ji: s a r' i: fI 

Chonaic an t-iascaire na bradäin ag lAm" anion chun an 

bhAid agus ag titirn sios aris 

"The fisherman saw the salmon leaping up to the boat 

and falling back again". 

Following OHua1iachäin and 
ÖMuichü's exposition (1976), /muss/, 

/an'i: s/ et alia refer to motion in the direction of the focus of 

attention, whereas /suss/, /fi"s/ et alia refer to motion away from 

the focus of attention (p. 160). Even if we were to analyze these 

locatives as synchronically monomorphemic, then, the grammar must 

contain some reference to their "symbolic" nature (cf. English bump, 

lump, thump; Bloomfield 1933, page 156). 

There are, however, stronger grounds than Bloomfield's "symbolism" for 

treating Irish locatives and temporals as composites. I am alluding 

once again to the fact that they bear primary stress on the second 

syllable. Indeed, so pervasive is this characteristic that lhac an 
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Fhailigh notes: "A pretonic a is affixed analogically to a small 

number of adverbs, e. g. riamh a r' iaw, choidhche a xi : c(a) , chomh 

maith 2xa mac/axa mac. " (1968, page 140 §314- e, g. s="never", "ever", 

"as good" respectively - JRMcB). A crucial observation regarding 

non-initial stress comes from Breatnach (1947), when he lists certain 

locatives and temporals alongside prepositional pronouns based on /P., '/ 

(ate. "at"). The Irish prepositional pronouns, Forainmneacha Reamh- 

fhoclacha, are morphological fusions, comprising the coalescence of a 

simple preposition -- a personal pronoun. Breatnach cites Ca gum] 

(again 'tat me"), 
[gut] (agat "at you sing. "), [a'g'e] (aige "at him"), 

[atkhi] (aice "at her"), [agi'J (againn "at us"), [giv'J (agaibh 

"at you plur. "), E"kuJ (aca "at them"), all of which are stressed on 

their second syllable (1947, page 78; Breatnach's transcription has been 

maintained in citation. ) He then proceeds to note that certain preposi- 

tional pronouns from /er' / (ar "on") and /i/ (_ /in/ prevocalically, 

i "in"), may be similarly stressed. Indeed, it is revealing that /a: n/ 

(ann) is polysemous, rendering either "in him, it" or "'there". This 

illustrates the vacillation that exists between the locatives and the 

prepositional pronouns. Finally consider /anfo/ (anseo "here"), /anfin'/ 

(ansin "there, then") and /anSu : d/ (ansiid "there yonder"), which are 

(at least) bimorphemic, containing the demonstratives /So/ (seo "this"), 

/Sin'/ (sin "that") and /u: d/ (ud "that yonder"). * Surely the internal 

make-up of these forms attests the fact that Irish locatives and 

temporals are not simple forms? 

What conclusions can be reached about the status of the Irish "adverb" 

on the basis of these data? First, it seems clear that the facts which 

* Footnote 

Is the [5] of /anfu: d/ an "empty morph" on analogy with the initial 

consonant of the other demonstratives? The transparency of the word 

as a whole and its opacity when segmented surely illustrate the futility 

of the "chopping up" procedure. 
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we have been discussing point in one direction: one-word locatives and 

temporals are grammatical forms which are deeply entrenched in the 

"inflectional" typology of Modern Irish. They do not share the status 

of the major lexical categories, Noun, Verb and Adjective, and this. is 

reflected in their failure to undergo IM. In this respect the sub- 

stantiation of the claim that only nouns, verbs and adjectives are 

major lexical items follows the precedent set by SPE. 

The typological considerations which have arisen in our excursus, in 

particular the propensity for coalescence found in Modern Irish, reflect 

a feature which underlies the "hall-mark" of the language - IM. 

Bearing its inflectional character in mind, we return at last to 

particles which may be prefixed to adjectives and we shall attempt 

to establish their status. In (38) a. and b. we find the adverb-like 

particles /f'i: r/ and /Ji: r/ prefixed to adjectives, whilst in (39) a. 

and b. potentiality is expressed by the prefix /so/: (Examples of 

compounds are given as the product of the concatenation of their 

elements. ) 

(38) a. /f' i: r/ 

"really, 
true" 

(39) a. 

b. 

+ /d'as/ '-'"' 
['i: 

rjas] 

"nice" "really nice" 

+ /kan't'/ 

"everlasting" "talk" 

/so/ + /blasts/ 

"easy, "tasty" 

-ab leI' 

/so/ ± /dat'2/ ---ý 

"easy, "'painted" 

-able" 

f iordheas 

[5i: rxan't'] 

"continually talking" 

(ate) s iorchaint 

[sowlasta] 

"delicious" 

so-bhlasta 

[soat `ö] 

"easily painted" 

so-dhaite 
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(38)a. and (39)a. admit ready comparison with /ro:, r'i:, a: n/ for they 

are prefixed to adjectives with an intensifying semantic function and 

they induce Lenition. Although the IM effected remains the same in the 

b. examples, (33)b. is a verbal noun whilst (39)b. is a past participle. 

These two last examples, then, provide a link between particles which 

qualify verbs and the entirely parallel morphemes which may be prefixed 

to adjectives. The examples of (40) illustrate further the qualification 

of past participles by a particle, this time to express impossibility: 

(40) a. /do/ + /bin't'2 /) Edowjn't'I 

"impossible" "mown/dug" "impossible to moor/dig" 

do-bhainte 

b. /do/ + /maraha/. ----ý [dowaraha] 

"impossible" "killed" "immortal" 

do-mharaithe 

So far we have demonstrated that so-called "adverbs" may be prefixed 

to adjectives in a manner which is entirely parallel to the behaviour 

of preverbal particles. Let us now exemplify how adjectives, with 

particle-like function, may qualify other adjectives: 

(4I) a, /duv/ + /goram/ ---- 
[du :' orama 

"black, 
dark" 

"blue" "dark blue" 

dughorm 

b. /drox/ + /b'e: saxs ----ý 
Cdroxve: s2x] 

"bad" (/ b' e: s/ "ill-mannered" 
"custom" 

drochbheasach 

Yet the same adjective-like particle /drox/ found in (42)b. may qualify 

nouns: 

(42) a. /drox/ + /din'ä/ ---ý 
Ldrox'inJ 

"bad" "person" "evil person" 

drochdhuine 
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b. /drox/ + /kan't'/ --) 
[droxan't'3 (via degemination) 

"bad" "talk" "bad language" 

droch-chaint 

Although the compounds of (42) have double stress which is about equal 

on their component parts, other Adjective-Noun compounds bear only one 

primary stress - on the initial syllable e. g. (43): 

(43) a. /San/ + /b' an/ .. _ 
[fanvan] 

`" 01 d" "woman" old woman" 

sean-bhean 

b. /San/ + /din'/ --, 
[f 

anin'a1 

"old" "person" "old man" 

se an-dhuine 

(43)b. also illustrates the elision which-may occur in compounds, 

resulting in the stronger cohesion between the constituents (cf. the 

vocalization of /-Y/ in (41)a. ) (44)a. and b. show elision of the 

final consonant of the first element: 

(44) a. /d'as/ /m'e: n'/ --ý 
[d'ave: 

n'] 

"good, "Nish" "goodwill" 

nice" 
dea-mhein 

b. /G'as/ /din's/ 

"good, "person" "a good person" 
nice" 

dea-dhuine 

The Adjective-Noun compounds of (42), (43) and (44) are clearly less 

productive than the process whereby /ro: / et alia are prefixed to 

adjectives. The former are more likely to be entered as one item in 

deep structures. To put this slightly, differently, it is less plausible 

to generate /drox/ + /kan't'/ in the Base and go through the process of 

deriving Cdroxan 't'1, than it is to do so for, ' say /ro: / + /ma-h/ --ý 

ro: wah]. Even more clear-cut cases are exemplified in (45)a. and b.: 
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(45) a. /an' im' /f okel / 
--> 

[an'imok1] 

"name" "word" "noun" 

ainmfhocal 

b. /srak/ + /f' e : xin't' / --) 
[srak'e 

: xin't'] 
"wry'ý "look" "glance" 

srac-fh4achaint 

It is reasonable to assume that [an'imoic&l] and [srak'e: xin't'] have 

attained quasi-idiomatic status. However the issue is far from clear- 

cut and as a final illustration, consider the relative transparency 

(or opacity) of compounds with the first element related to the 

preposition /fi: / (faoi "under") : 

(46) a. /fo/ + /ge: h/ -ý 
[fo'e: hJ 

"minor, "wind" "gentle wind" 
sub-" 

fo-ghaoth 

b, /f o/ /ba1'a/ ---) [fowal'a] 

"minor, "town" "suburb" 
sub-" 

fo-bhaile 

c. /fo/ + /kupa: n/ ----, 
[foxupa: nj 

"under" "cup" "saucer" 

fochupan 

(46)c. is of course the compound with which we began the discussion 

in § 1.2 (page 350 )- 

Although it would be interesting to examime the possibility of relating 

the first elements in compounds to free forms by means of Vennemann's 

"via-rules" (1972), this would lead us too far afield from issues 

pertaining to the triggering of IM. What really concerns us in the 

treatment of compounds is the following: 1) What is the status of the 

first element in compounds? 2) Does IN take place before lexical 

insertion or at the same time as productive triggering? In answer to 
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the first point, I have attempted to illustrate in the data of (38) 

through (46) the cline between true particles and preposed qualifiers. 

I have shown that whilst all such elements may be classed together on 

the basis of the propensity to induce IM, other phonological factors 

(both segmental like elision) and prosodic involving stress assignment) 

may play a röle in "welding" the compound together. To the extent that 

an element is productively engaged in compounding, it will be deemed a 

particle. Cross-classification within the lexical repository will 

provide a link with full items. 

This leads us directly onto the second issue, the point at which IM 

applies in compounds. Here the model that has been developed in this 

thesis provides a dual solution. It has been proposed that the 

triggering of productive IM takes place in the expanded lexicon, a 

component which contains the "standard lexicon" of earlier frameworks, 

here referred to as the lexical repository. Now it is in the repository 

that compounds will be listed as single items (if they are not productive), 

before undergoing lexical insertion in deep structure. In this model, 

therefore, there is little theoretical apparatus between the repository 

and the location of triggering. It is thus highly feasible that 

particular forms could fluctuate between the two. Similarly, particular 

elements like /d'a(s)/ could vacillate between the status of being 

w 
listed and being one of the grammatical morphemes which the remainder 

of the expanded lexicon spells out. 

To sum up, the theory of Thi and the expanded le.. icon it calls for 

provide a framework -,, which is sufficiently f le., ible to account in a 

natural way for an indeterminate area of the grammar, without losing 

its predictive poý, aer. It is my contention that the 'hypothesis proposed 

in this work finds additional support when the complex issues relating 

to the status of the particle are brought forward. 
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2.3 A Comparison with the Literature 

We have seen that the triggers of IM, [+ Lenition] and [+ Eclipsis] , 
are assigned to syntactic surface structures in the expanded lexicon 

of a grammar of Modern Irish and we have classified the types of 

triggering in terms of conditioning particles (PT) 
, conditioning 

morphosyntactic features (FT), and a combination of these two. 

However, a chapter on Triggering would not be complete unless it made 

reference to Hamp's important pioneering article on IM, "Morphophonemes 

of the Keltic Mutations"(1951). This paper also covers realization 

but since it does so in phonemic terms rather than in a distinctive 

feature framework, it encounters none of the difficulties apertaining 

to rule formulation, natural classes, ordering paradoxes and so on, 

which we shall be discussing in Chapter Three. Moreover, what 

phonetic statements Hamp does make apply to Old Trish rather than to 

the present-day language. While this fact renders his treatment of 

realization o. -E diachronic interest only irrespective of his pre- 

generative framework, it does not diminish the applicability to Modern 

Irish of his overall approach, whereby he proposes that "the so-called 

initial mutations of the Keltic languages" be "systematically stated 

as functions of morphophonemes" (ibid. pp. 230-1). 

vamp's technique for describing the Celtic languages comprises the 

addition of a final mnemonic let tý r to each. corm that triggers DA. 

Thus in 016 Irish /L%, /N/, /G/ and 12.1 arr. appropriately suffixed to 

Lorens which induce lenition, nasalization ( eclipsis), gemination and 

aspiration, respectively, in the initial o. L the follob, ýin0 word, e. . 

}ianp writes /moL/ for Old Irish rno, the first person singular possessive, 

indicating that it conditions lenition. Iamp refers to /G/ 

any /A/ as the morphophonem s of 01(: Irish. It is clear that this is 
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a departure from the original conception of the morphophoneme as a 

morphologically distinct phoneme (e. g. the f of cuff vs. the f of laf, 

though phonemically the same, are different morphophonemes, because of 

the alternation leaf: leaves; Swadesh (1934) ). Nor is it consistent 

with the view of morphophonemes as archisegments which figure in base 

forms, the precursors of generative phonology's ÜRs (cf. Bloomfield's 

morphophonemes /a/ and /N/ in 'Menomini Morphophonemics' 1939). In 

other words, Hamp's morphophonemes have no intrinsic phonetic content. 

In this respect they resemble triggers: Hamp describes their effect as 

that of "converting" a following radical into its mutated counterpart. 

However, as I shall now point out, there are certain fundamental 

differences between the morphophonemes of Hamp`s system and the triggers 

of IM proposed in this thesis. In other words, while both treatments 

are two-stage approaches, the hypothesis incorporating the notion 

"trigger of IM" is not merely a notational variant of Hamp's earlier 

analysis in terms of morphophonemes. 

The most obvious difference between Hamp's treatment and that advanced 

here is that the former extensively permits word-internal morphophonemes, 

whilst triggers are productively assigned in word-initial position only 

(cf. the treatment of diachronically internal IN in Chapter One pp. 350 f) 

and the discussion of III in compounds in § 2.2 above). We shall consider 

the consequences of Hamp'. s proposal together with the general ontological 

status of the "Keltic morphophoneme". Hamp claims "that the morpho- 

phonemes of Irish could be advantageously projected into the interior 

of forms as simultaneous components, thus reducing the stock of phonemes 

and broadening distributions" (page 235). For example, he cites old 

Irish a gcnäim Ea gna : v' 

Footnote 

narrow phonetic rather than phonemic transcription for the noun; 
despite this, [a] is assumed to be phonetically schwa by Hamp in fn. 7 

page 235. 
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"their bone" as morphophonemic al ly J aN kna : v' / or /kna : Lm' /. Here 

the phonemic inventory has been reduced by the analysis of /v'/ as 

morphophonemically /Lm'/. 

It is important td-stress that a small phonemic stock is not to be 

highly valued per se - except under a simplistic conception of the 

evaluation measure as a simplicity metric which merely counts symbols. 

For instance, in a language without consonant clusters it is possible 

to reduce the inventory of vowels by one, a particular (arbitrarily 

selected) vowel being inserted by rule whenever a cluster appears. 

In other words, minimization of this sort should be undertaken only 

if it captures a salient generalization about the segmental structure 

of the language. 

As an example of an analysis leading to a reduced inventory which is 

warranted by the linguistic phenomenon concerned, one may cite Lyons' 

treatment of vowel harmony in Turkish-(1962). Lyons advocates an 

analysis in terms or the phonemacic units i, a anc the prosodies 

F [ront], B [ack] 
,R 

[oundin; ] and N [on-rounciiný] to replace the eight 

vowel pho _eiies 
/i, 1, ü, u, e, a, ö, o/. Indeed superficially Lyons' 

prosodic transcription of phonemic /%izlar/ and /güller/ as BNkkizlar 

and FRgillar respectively, is reminiscent of Hamp's /in taln' Nb'eLr'es/ 

for Old Irish in tain mberes, "when he carries". 

Having begun our discussion by noting the difference between Hamp's 

morphophonemes and Swadesh's or Bloom ield's practice, we are now 

drawn away from a comparison with triggers (as developed here) to an 

apparent resemblance that "Keltic morphophonemýýsz` bear to Firthian 

prosodies. Indeed it might be possible to view /L/, /N/, /G% an- 

as prosodies of the segment, on a par with Henderson's "Prosodies of 

Syllable Parts" (1949). However, to the extent that the latter subsume 
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questions of phonotactics and may be more concisely stated in terms 

of distinctive features, the disparate phonetic facts which word- 

internal /Li, /N/, /G/, IA! represent are more appropriately derived 

from the feature-composition of particular segments. 

In other words, the %L/'s in Hamp's analysis of [a f' irJ (where ["] 

= lip-rounding), a fir, "her men" as /aG f'iLr'L/ tell us nothing 

about possible phonological properties shared by the word's components. 

In contrast, the postulation of prosodies in Turkish captures the 

significant generalization that there is harmony between all vowels 

in a particular word in that language. It is on these grounds that 

Hamp's use of morphophonemes to reduce the phonemic inventory cannot 

be considered justified in the way that the prosodies of Turkish 

vowel harmony attain descriptive adequacy. 

What then of Ramp's claim that recognizing word-internal morpho- 

phonemes "broadens distribution"? Surely if. we replace every instance 

of labialized r (= Hamp's [r] ) by /Lr l/, we are saying nothing about- 

the distribution of that segment. Only if morphophonemes are 

restricted to a particular position do we in fact achieve a distribu- 

tional statement. For example, voiced palatal and velar spirants 

never appear in URs in Modern Irish: phonetic [j] and [a'] are always 

instances of lenited underlying /d', g'/ or /d, g/ respectively, in 

initial position. If morphophonemes were confined to final position, 

it would be possible to state the distribution of [i] and [f1 on the 

phonetic surface as always following /L/. We shall see in Chapter 

Three that the trigger approach captures in a parallel fashion this 

possible exploitation of morphophonemes by statinZ [j] and [1]'s 

distribution in terms of underlying /d', g'/ or /d, g/ accompanied 

by [+ Lenition]. To the extent that morphophonemes permit significant 
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statements about productive alternations which are confined to 

initial position (as provisionally suggested by Ha 
irmpis- -vls 

modern 

Kerry Munster Irish, page 242), they may be deemed viable analytic 

tools. However their further projection internally, which Hamp 

subsequently advocates (ibid. ), must be rejected. 

Moreover, turning to metatheoretical considerations, the recognition 

(by whatever procedure) of word-internal morphophone®es implicitly 

contradicts Hamp's tacit adherence to the Structuralist processes 

of segmentation and classification. As evidence of his adoption of 

the latter position, I cite the following: "After the phonemes of 

the language have been established, the morphophonemes should be 

stated in a separate section, perhaps to be called the morphophonology" 

(page 232). If the analyst is to establish the phonemes before he 

posits the morphophonemes, how then, in the Structuralist framework, 

can he re-analyze the phonemes into "simultaneous" components" _ 

morphophonemes? Notice that it is not the impossibility of doing so 

that is being denied here. Rather, it is the untenability of damp's 

position within classical phonemics that is under attack. In other 

words, his analysis is internally inconsistent. 

As a final point concerning the status of morphophonemes in general, 

and internal morphophonemes in particular, I think it is Fair to say 

that Hamp confuses diachrony with synchrony. Oftedal makes this 

point in a paper which adopts Ramp's approach for initial alternations 

(1962). Not only does Oftedal find some of Hamp's transcriptions "ta 

little too cumbersome", he also considers that an instance of internal 

IM "is a mutation only in the diachronical (sic) sense of the word 

any does not belong to synchronical (sic) morphophonemics" (page 95). 

We shall return to Oftedal's extension of Hamp's framework when we 
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have dealt with some further differences between the morphophoneme 

approach and the trigger hypothesis. 

When Hamp addresses himself to the question of what forms contain 

morphophonemes, we. f ind fundamental differences between the two 

treatments. Within the gamut of forms which contain morphophonemes, 

Hamp distinguishes grammatical and lexical forms. It must be stressed 

that this distinction does not coincide with that of grammatical 

morphemes, which condition IM (= PT) versus major lexical categories, 

which undergo IM. Rather, Hamp's "grammatical forms are those which 

appear in the paradigms or statements of the grammar" (ibid. ). As 

far as I can determine, this amounts to any form which exhibits 

allomorphy, for Hamp cites as examples "definite articles", "pronominals" 

and "cases of substantives". In the latter class the morphophoneme. 

would occur initially, rather than finally as they do in Hamp's 

treatment of particles et alia; for notice the claim that morpho- 

phonemes "are an integral part of the declension form of the sub- 

stantive" (ibid. ). In other words, the occurrence of initial morpho- 

phonemes accounts for FT where the morphosyntactic feature is asso- 

ciated with the major lexical category undergoing IM. As for Hamp's 

use of "lexical form", it appears to subsume all invariant triggering 

morphemes "which need merely be listed in their place in the lexicon" 

(ibid. ). For example, "Many prepositions are merely lexical items" 

(ibid. ), 

Thus Hamp's classification of forms conditioning in (in other items 

or in themselves) cuts across the classification of § 2.1 in terms 

of PT and FT. It must be stressed however, that Hamp's distinction 
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between grammatical and lexical forms contributes only to his remarks 

as to the "all-pervading" nature of IN. Rather than serving to 

characterize triggering, instead it alludes only to Hamp's morpho- 

logical framework. Indeed, Hamp seems to regard the process of 

triggering- as something which does not merit detailed treatment. 

He makes this clear when he concludes: "In brief, such forms should 

be described in their appropriate place in the grammar or lexicon; 

the fact that they contain these morphophonemes is only incidental. 

and needs no comment if the morphophonology has been adequately 

described in an earlier chapter" (ibid.; my emphasis). Since by 

"morphophonology" Hamp is referring to the phonetic specification 

(i. e. realization) of IM, we must conclude that his description 

makes no provision for the explicit statement of triggering, such as 

that given earlier in this chapter. 

4 

In direct contrast, the hypothesis incorporating the triggers of IN 

gives as much weight to the process of triggering in the expanded 

lexicon as it does to the process of realization within the phono- 

logical component proper. It views these two processes as complemen- 

tart': they are the two interdependent facets of the phenomenon of IN. 

Under such a treatment, it is by no means "incidental" that a particular 

form conditions IM. Rather, specific phonological rules (the 

realization rules) are sparked off just in case a particular major 

lexical item occurred in a certain morphosyntactic configuration in 

surface structure. In this way the triggers C+ Lenition] and 

[+ Eclipsis] have phonetic repercussions on the basis of the composi- 

tion of the phrase into grammatical morphemes and morphosyntactic 

categories. Thus triggering presupposes syntactic structure by 

operating within a syntactically defined domain (the phrase) to affect 
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major categories. This is almost the inverse of Hainp s speculation 

that "phrasal morphology" (= syntax) might be established on the 

basis o the domain of-mutations (page 239). 

Furthermore, it is. just because triggering "scans" tnorphosyntactic 

confi©urations that the property of some morphemes in Old Irish to 

condition mutation in the next-but-one form poses no problem for the 

hypothesis. Consider, for instance, the natural way in which it 

handles the combined effect of a preposition and the determiner on 

a noun in the modern language. Under Hemp's analysis, on the other 

hand, Olu Irish "discontinuous morphemes" introduce all the di-- F 

iculties traditionally associated with them in the Structuralist 

literature (in particular see Harris (1945); cf. discussion in 

Hockett (1954). ) 
. Central to this problem is the fact that Harip treats 

PT in such a way that the morphophoneme is the property of the particle. 

The parallel claim is not made by the trigger hypothesis, under which 

ý+ Lenition] or [+ Eclipsisl is associated with the initial consonant 

of a major lexical item by virtue of its syntactic environment. Let 

us take up this crucial point in the light of Oftedal's explication. 

Oftedal asserts that it is evident that camp's basic view is right: 

that the mutating effect of a morpheme on an immediately following 

form is part of the mwitating morpheme rather than of the mutated one, 

and that a morpheme is not exhaustively described unless its mutating 

qualities are accounted for" (1962 page 94; original emphasis). It 

is important to notice that both of these assertions are entrenched 

in a model based on the morFheme, Item and Arrangement (IA). Under 

this f ranework the linguist's task is that of identifying the morphemes 

of the langua e an( stating their arrangement. In tüte case of Celtic 

languages like Irish, 114 is seen to be "separable" from the particular 
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morphemes exhibiting alternation, on the basis of their distribution. 

It is thus viewed, not as part of the morpheme undergoing IM, but 

either as an c: tension of the preceding morpheme (Oftedal's 'projected 

mutation'), or as an autonomous morpheme (hie 'incorporated mutation'). 

In terms of the morphemic model, where the data does not invite 

segmentation and classification, one means -open to the linguist to 

preserve the model, is to posit a "fictitious agglutinating analogEueJ`r 

(what Lounsbury refers to as "the method of internal reconstruction" 

page 380 in Joos). It is clear that the Keltic morphophoneme facil- 

itates the statement of such an analogue. Let us consider Oftedal's 

exploitation of Hamp's morphophoneme in both projected and incorporated 

mutations, in terms of the IA model. 

Oftedal defines projected mutation as ollows: "A projected mutation 

is an initial mutation conditioned by a mutating quality in the 

morpheme which immediately precedes the mutated form" (page 97). This 

covers PT and those instances of FT where the morphosyntacLic feature 

concerned i&-as°soeiated with the preceding form (e. g. Lenition of the 

adjective in Modern Irish following a feminine noun). Oftedal's 

classification does not coincide with H. amp's, for "projected mutation" 

subsumes fl -.:. onditioned by prepositions (Ramp's ' le . ical forms') and 

the determiner (Hamp's 'grammatical forms'). By considering the 

Lenition in Scottish Gaelic /a vähar"/ "his mother" as part of the 

possessive, Oftedal is faced with a problem of segmentation: the 

fricative quality of the /v/ belongs with /e/ as the exponents of the 

possessive, whilst the labiality of /17/ together with the rest of the 

phrase are assigned to "mother". The morphophoneme technique provides 

a means of representing the composition of "his" i. e. as /eL/. Oftedal 

notes that a consequence of this analysis is that the word boundary 
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(located after /a/) does not coincide with the morpheme boundary 

(somewhere "within" /v/). Although it is clear that this is not the 

optimal situation within the morphemic model, he presumably considers 

that his treatment has sufficient advantages to outweigh difficulties. 

We turn to these difficulties in terms of Matthews' critique of IA, 

after we have spelt out what Of tedal means by incorporated mutation. 

Incorporated mutations "are part of the fora in which they are 

manifested and not of any preceding morpheme" (page 97). As a 

typical example Oftedal cites Scottish Gaelic / . ur/, the lenited 

preterite of /kur/ ("put"). In Hamp's transcription /Lkur/ reflects 

the fact that "the mutation in itself constitutes a morpheme or at 

least a more autonomous allomorph" (ibid. ). More specifically, /xux/ 

is an example of the subdivision of incorporated mutations into 'free 

mutations', since it occurs sentence-initially. This however is a 

consequence oý the VSO word order of Celtic languages, rather than 

being a property of IM. In other words, it is incidental, within 

the trigger hypothesis, that phrase-initial position may also be 

sentence-initial position - what is crucial is simply that the 

domain of IM is the phrase. Similar attention to the "overt" aspects 

o IM only is evidenced in ©ftedal's subclassification of 'bound' 

(as opposed to 'free') mutations as 'inherent' (= within the paradigm) 

or 'retrospecti-ýe' (= Ramp's "discontinuous"). The latter class are 

said to erpress a syntactic relationship. However notice how an 

adjective immediately following a feminine noun in Welsh is considered 

to be a projected mutation, whilst the seine adjective is deemed 

retrospecti°ae if there is interpolation. This intuitively unnatural 

analysis is avoided under the hypothesis developed here, by treating 

what is in fact one phenomenon in a unitary way as regards IM - f 

irrespective of the general independent problems posed by interpolation. 

9 
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Let us finally consider Matthews' evaluation of IA and discuss the 

relevance of his remarks to Oftedal's extension of Hanp's analysis. 

Matther 1 (1972) refers to the kind of "overlapping e.: ponence" exhibited 

by the /v/ of /a vaher/ as 'fusion'. He reserves the term 'cumulative 

morph' for those morphemes which may be identified by syntactic 

criteria but which are always realized jointly * (e. g. 1st. person 1.2 

+ singular in Latin). Clearly n falls under the fusion rubric. 

Matthews considers Hamp's morphophoneme to be, more explicitly, a 

'morphophonemic operator' thus distinguishing it from Swadesh's and 

Bloomfield's morphophonemes. (1972, page 371 fn. 2). As he points 

out in an earlier chapter, morphophonemic operators enable the 

linguiet to poätpone the process of fusion until the morphophonemics, 

the rule system which links the morphophonemic level with the phonemic 

level. By e. ýpioi. ting these analytic devices, we are able to state 

the exponence of morphemes in terms of morplophonemes as a simple 

"pairing off". But we still have to specify the fusion of particular 

morphophonemes and operators at the phonemic level. Fusion, with and 

without the morphophoneme, are schematized in (47) for Irish 

[a 
wa: hir'] (a mhäthair "his mother") : 

(47) a morphemic representation 

phonemic representation 

'0 morphemic representation 

morphophonemic representation 

phonemic representation 

3rd. sä. ma: hir' 

w a: hir. 

3rd. sg. ma: hir' 

iI aL ma: hir' 
FNhirt 

* Footnote 

Fused morphs and cumulative morphs are different types of `portmanteau' 

cf. Hockett (1947). 
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The inherent artificiality of this morphophonemic interlevel within 

IA is even more blatant when we schematize the postponement of fusion 

in Irish [:; ir'] (chuir "put" Pret. ) : 

(43) morphemic representation PRET kir'- 

morphophonemic representction L kir' 

phonemic representation 
. r' 

Here morphophonemic 
{kir'I has the phonemic exponent /kir'/ when 

nothing precedes (e. g. in the present affirmative), and the exponent 

/. 'Iir'/ when it is preceded by {L} 
, which is phonemically zero! 

To sum up, when the IA extension of Hamp's original framework is 

pursued to its logical conclusion, the resultant analyses are untenable. 

Inasmuch as a rigorous formalization of the morphophoneme approach 

presupposes a model based on the morpheme, any attempt to describe IM 

in such terms will ultimately have to face the problems which have 

arisen in our critique o Oftedal's paper. However, to adopt a 

radically different framework merely because it does not exhibit the 

demerits of IA would be to argue negatively. The fundamental support 

for the theory üeveloped in this thesis must therefore lie in the 

arguments presented in previous sections, rather than in these 

critiques. 

9 
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§ 2.4 Formalization 

In concluding our discussion of various aspects of the triggering of 

IM in Modern Irish, 
_ 

reference must be made to the formalization of 

that process. To spell this out a little, we know that the triggering 

of IM is sensitive to information present in syntactic surface structure, 

but that it does not require access to any deeper level of representa- 

tion. This claim was substantiazed in § 2.1. In relation to the 

formalization of triggering, this means that the process may be viewed 

as the scanning of syntactic surface structures. We also know that 

the domain of the structure to be scanned will be the phrase - this 

is the corollary of the assertion that IM in Modern Irish is phrase- 

internal. Furthermore, we know what entities will determine IM within 

the phrase anü which categories will be assigned a particular trigger 

of IM: preposed particles and other grammatical morphemes may condition 

IM in a following majpr lexical item (PT), or a morphosyntactic feature 

associated with a particular Noun, Verb or Adjective ma_y--4nd-uc. e it (FT) ; 

we also admitted cases of combined PT and FT. 

We have, then, a clear idea of the input to the individual triggering 

processes. Moreover, we can readily identify from within the phrase 

the category which will receive the trigger in the output of each 

process (i. e. a : 'oun, Verb or Adjective, see 3 2.2), and which entities 

(particle-like or morphosyntactic feature) will have been responsible 

in determining that output. What remains to be stipulated is therefore 

the intermediate stage between the input and the output of each 

triggering process. 

It is i<, pcrta :t to notice that we, have been referring to a triggering 

"process' ra: filer than to ä t'ruie" ot ib ering. This is a direct 
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consequence of the fact that triggering takes place within the 

expanded lexicon, the location of Morpheme Structure Conditions and 

eadjustment (see § 1.2). In other words, triggering has been 

divorced from realization just in case the latter constitutes a set 

of phonological rules 7,7hich convert one segment into another, whereas 

the former involves the assignment of diacritics (= the triggers of 

IM). From now on we shall refer to each formal statement of triggering 

as a Trigger Assignment Condition (henceforth a TAC). Our formaliza- 

tion of the T^Cs of Modern Irish will take the form of an overall 

survey of triggering in NPs, in which the question of homonymous 

particles will be resolved. '; ýe shall also discuss formalization 

which makes appeal to phonological shape, as well as phonological 

conditions on TiCs. This will be followed by the exemplification of 

the interaction between the spelling out *of grammatical formatives 

and IM in Verbs. 

In our general survey of triggering in NPs, we shall illustrate TACs 

induced by PT, FT, and combined PT and FT. Recall first that in 3 

(pes 349 ) we suggested that in some cases IM may be sensitive to the 

grammatical formatives per se, whilst in others triggering may refer 

to the phonological shape of grammatical morphemes which they assume 

when they are spelt out. Now let us consider the possessive pronouns 

(see § 1.3, p. 361 ff for a discussion of the 3rd person possessive 

under the se ; ment interpretation of triggers) . In their case, there 

are strong grounds for formalizing the input of each Tn. C in terms of 

the grammatical formatives involved. This is because all three plural 

possessive pronouns /a: r/, (är "our"), /wur/ (bhur "your p1.1") , and 

/2/ (a "their") condition Eclipsis, whilst the ist and 2nd singular 

pronouns /ma/ (mo ""my") and /da/ (do "your sing' ) together with the 

3rd person masculine singular /a/ (a "his") condition Lenition. 

I 
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Thus, generalizations can be made, referring exclusively to number, 

if we specify the grammatical formatives directly in the SDs of the 

TACs. 

It is only the 3rd. person feminine singular, which calls for the 

Minor Mutation of ll-pref i: ýation before a vowel, that is an exception 

to the behaviour pattern exhibited by the singulars. Let us formalize 

the PT induced by the relevant grammatical formatives as TACT: 

(49) TACT +poss. 
+sing. N 1+111 

-masc. 

The trigger of the Minor Mutation.., has been designated [+H] since it 

has but one phonological repercussion (unlike Lenition and Eclipsis). 

Noun Radicals /ka : r/ (carr "car") and /ba: d/ (bad "boat") will thus 

undergo TAC1 if they are preceded in syntactic surface structure by 

the configuration +poss. and will enter the phonological component 
+sing. 
+III 
-masc. 

proper bearing the trigger [+H]. But since the realization rule for 

+Hý only has a non-vacuous effect before initial vowels, and since 

/ka: r/ and /ba: d/ have initial consonants, the trigger will be discarded. 

On the other hand, when radical /et'il'a: n/ (eitleän "aeroplane") is 

found in the same environment in syntactic surface structure and has 

consequently been assigned 
[+H1, it will undergo the realization rule 

of ChJ_prefixation, just in case it begins with a vowel. Thus when 

/ka: r/ and /ba: d/ are preceded by the 3rd. person feminine possessive 

pronoun, they will appear unmodified on the phonetic surface as [a ka: r] 

and [a ba: d] respectively, whereas /et'il'a: n/ in the same context will 

surface as [a het I il I a: n] . 
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We may now formalize triggering in NPs containing the remaining 

singular possessive pronouns as Tr: C2: 

(50) TPC2 + poss., 
+ sing, 

N 

+Len] 

Notice that the NP + poss. /ka: r/ 
+ sing, 
+ III 

LL- masc. 
NP NP 

meets the SD of 

VC2 as well as that of TAC1. However, the SD of TAC1 properly 

includes the SD of Tý, C2. To state this more rigorously, when we apply 

the PITest (see Part I 35.3 page 282) to TAC1 and TAC2, material from 

T. 5_C1 remains when all the coextensive sub-parts of each representation 

have been discarded, i. e. ' III 

- masc. 

PlPrec, the string + poss. 
sin;. 

+ III 

- masc. 
ATP 

remains extant. Therefore, by 

/ka: r/ 

NP 

which meets the SDs of 

TACl and Tt'. C2 will not undergo Tl_C2 to yield the incorrect reflex 

* [a 
xa: r] ( 

as unmutated 
19 

F- 

j±poss sin;. 

1+ III 
- masc 

ka: r], 

/ka: r/ but will surface correctly 
[ +Len] 

It might be argued at this point that there has been a gross non 

sequitur in our line of argumentation: why should the PiTest which 

makes specific reference to phonological material be applicable in the 

case of grammatical formatives? To raise such an objection, however, 

would be to view the theory of UDRA as an hypothesis about rule inter- 

action that is exclusively phonological. In other words, an attempt 

to limit UDRA to the phonological component would be to miss the implica- 

tions of the theory as an essen; essential part of language design. Indeed we 
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referred in Part I to work in syntax by Postal (1970), Kayne (1975) 

and Pullum (1976b)which serves to substantiate the UDRA hypothesis 

for that central component of the grammar. 

But, it might reasonably be countered, even though UDRA. is a principle 

governing the rules of syntax and phonology, it does not follow that 

TACs are subject to the hypothesis - after all, it was argued on pages 

440-1 that TACs are essentially different from "rules". To this more 

serious objection, I would give the following reply: TACs interact, 

with each other as well as with the spelling out of grammatical form- 

atives. Given this fact, we have two options: either we order TACs 

and spellings extrinsically or we seek to account for the attested 

precedence relations in terms of the principles of UDRA. Now if our 

grammar is based of GROD, consistency insures that we do not resort to 

UDRA solely within the expanded lexicon *. 

On precisely parallel metatheoretical grounds, one would hardly allow 

extrinsic ordering to operate within the expanded lexicon and adopt 

UDRA elsewhere. To put this slightly differently, if we accept that 

the principles of UDRA constitute a set of formal universals, we have 

every reason to expect language to exploit those principles to the full 

- and that means in every area of the grammar where ordering relations 

obtain. It will be assumed, therefore, on the basis of these logical 

arguments and the evidence presented in Part I, that the UDRA hypothesis 

is applicable to the ordering of TACs, both amongst themselves and in 

relation to the spelling out of grammatical morphemes. 

Footnote 

If indeed such a grammar has an expanded lexicon. As emphasized at 
several points throughout this work, the various aspects of the theory 

of phonology and morphology that has been developed here are so inter- 

woven that it is difficult to envisage one aspect divorced from the 

rest. Thus it is hard if not impossible to conceptualize a grammar with 

an expanded lexicon of the type put forward in this thesis in a frame- 

work other than one which also seeks to extend the UDRA hypothesis. 
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To return to the actual formalization of possessive pronouns in Modern 

Irish, TAC3 accounts for the assignment of [+ Eclipsis] in all such 

plurals; 

(S1} T. AC3 + poss N 
sing. 

+Ecl] 

TAC3 is the complement of T C2, and the precise formalization of the 

condition is based on this fact. Although the specification C sing] 

could have been omitted according to the spirit of Kiparsky's Elsewhere 

Condition (see Part I, §3.1 pp. 71f f for discussion), such a 

formalization would have contravened the Pre-Condition on Pi (see Part 

I, 5 5.3 p. 288 ). Recall that under the Pre-Condition input repre- 

sentations must be specified uniquely in terms of the natural classes 

affected non-vacuously by the rule in question. When applied to the 

workings of the expanded lexicon, it therefore precludes the formaliza- 

tion of TAC3 as if all possessives were assigned [ +Ecl ], and demands 

that the class actually participating in the PT, i. e. plural possessives, 

be specified uniquely. 

How then, it might be asked, can TAC2 be formalized as if it applied 

to all singular possessives? What makes TAC2 acceptable to the Pre- 

Condition is the fact that 3rd person feminine singular possessives 

constitute the exception to a generalization about all other singulars, 

just in case the class of 3rd person singular possessives is-properly 

included in the class of singular possessives. However, plural possess- 

ives can hardly be viewed as an exception in this sense to a generaliza- 

Lion made about singulars since, as we have noted, the one class con- 

stitutes the complement of the other. Thus according to the principles 

of UDRA developed in Part I, possessive pronoun PT in Modern Irish 

requires the Lormalization TAC1, Tr-C2 and TAC3, whilst the precedence 

of TLC1 over TýC2 is predicted by PIPrec. 
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We have seen that the generalization regarding the behaviour of 

singular as opposed to plural possessive pronouns can be captured by 

permitting the input to the TACs to specify grammatical formatives. 

It is also apparent from these e. amples that if these TACs were made 

sensitive to the phonological shape of the possessive, problems would 

arise for the 3rd persons, all of which appear on the phonetic surface 

as schwa. By referring the TACs to the formatives themselves, at no 

stage in the derivation of NPs containing 3rd person possessives is 

there homonymy. To explicate this claim lot us take the three NPs 

which render "her car", "his car", and "their car" in Modern Irish. 

In syntactic surface structure the three are distinct, as they are 

when they become the inputs to TAC1, TAC2 and TAC3 in the expanded 

lexicon, i. e. + poss. /ka: r/ + poss. /ka: r/ 
III III 

H sing. + sing. 

L- masc. + masc. 

poss /ka: r/ After the operation of the TACs, the three 
+ III 

L- sing. 

are even further differentiated 

i. e. + pass. /ka: r/ pass. 

I+ III [±H] + III 

sing. sing. 
- masc. masc. 

/ka: r/ , poss /ka: r/ý 
+Len] + III L +Ecl 

- sing. 

Still within the e: cpanded lexicon, 3rd person possessive pronouns are 

now spelt out by SP1: 

(52) SP1 poss. 
III 

Note that SP1 must follow TACT by PTPrec. : Moreover, since the applica- 

tion of SPl before TAC2 and TAC3 would result in the bleeding of the 

TACs, v; e may appeal to the fact that both triggering and spellings are 

obligatory in derivations in order to predict the precedence relations 
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TAC2, TAC3, SPi. Now that SP1 has applied in accordance with the 

principles of UDRA, the three strings enter the phonological component 

proper with the following make-up: /a + ka; r/ + ka: r/, C+H] [+Len] 

/-a+ ka: r/. The rules of realization implement the phonological effects [+E c 1] 

of the triggers to yield phonetic surface: [a ka: r] , 
[a xa: rl 

[ ga, r , 

Thus at no time is there homonymy between phrases which are different 

on the phonetic surface. This is not to say that there exists a 

Linearity Condition (see Chomsky 1964) between syntactic surface 

structure and the phonetic surface. In fact it is blatantly clear that 

such a condition is contravened by the data we have been discussing, 

since in syntactic surface structure it is the possessive pronoun 

which differentiates the NPs whereas on the phonetic surface they are 

kept apart by the initial consonant of the noun. Notice furthermore 

that in cases of true ambiguity where NPs are differentiated in 

syntactic surface structure, that differentiation may persist in the 

input to the phonological component and only then may homonymy arise 

e. g. "her dog" and "their dog" will leave the eý, panded lexicon distinct, 

i. e. as /a madra/ and /a madra/ respectively, though both appear as 
C+H] L+Ec13 

ýa madr3] on the phonetic surface. It is because the realization rules 

for [-CHI and ETEc1] have a vacuous effect on /m/ that the output of the 

phonological component is identical in each case. 

From the above discussion of the 3rd. person possessives, it is clear 

how our model will handle the problem of homonymous particles which 

has cropped up at various points (see, for instance, ' 2.2 pages 413-4), ' 

thus in the case of preverbal and pre-adjectival /ga/, where the former 

conditions Eclipsis and the latter H-prefixation, the TACs which 
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formalize the PT will refer directly to the grammatical formatives 

concerned. The output of each TAC will then comprise the trigger 

[+Ec11 attached to the verb and the trigger [+H] attached to the 

adjective. Later spelling will result in an identical phonological 

shape for both sets of grammatical formatives. However since the VP 

and AdjP involved bear distinct triggers induced by the radically 

different syntactic correlates of each /ga/, at no time is there 

complete "homonymy. " 

We have examined several related cases of PT which were dependent 

upon graumýatical formatives ep r se for their stipulation and in so 

doing we have resolved the problem of homonymous particles. When we 

turn to instances of FT, it is clear that we must again refer to the 

formatives themselves, in this case the particular morphosyntactic 

feature associated with a major lexical category. As a case in point 

take the FT in attributive adjectives following feminine singular 

nouns e. g. [a jir'$ax veg] (an ghirseach bheag "the little girl"). 

Here the Lenition of /beg/ is induced by the morphosyntactic features 

[+Sing., 
-Masc. ] associated with the head of the NP /g' ir' f ax/ *. The 

process may be formalized as TACO: 

(53) TACO XN Adj 
+S ing . 
Masc. N, 

[+Len] 

Perhaps the precise formalization of TACO deserves some explication. 

First, the stipulation of the NP-brackets insures that the entire 

string constitutes a single NP. This is required because predicative 

* Footnote 

Radical /g' ir' f ax/ is lenited to [jir' f ax'] 
singular noun following the determiner /a/. 
instance of combined PT and FT, see below. 

because it is a feminine 
For discussion of this 
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adjectives, which may also follow nouns directly, do not lenite even 

if the noun is feminine singular. Thus contrast 
[vi: 

aj ir' f ax veg 

anf in (Bhii an ghirseach bheag ansin "The little girl was there") 

with 
[vi: a j ir'$ax beg] (Bhi an ghirseaeh beag "The girl was little"). 

Only in the first example are the noun and adjective contained within 

the same NP, hence the Lenition of the adjective. Secondly, the 

variable X which may be null in the case of indefinite NPs is necessary 

to cover all the elements which may figure initially in singular NPs 

i. e. the Article, the Vocative particle, singular possessive adjectives, 

the numerals, prepositions, 
C (uile "every"), [xe: d] (chead 

"first"), [b' er' t'] (beirt "both"), and combinations of these. Since 

the structure of the Determiner slot is a separate matter from the 

triggering of IM, the use of variables will often prove expedient in 

the formalization of TACs. 

4 

Let us now illustrate combined FT and PT. A crucial example is found 

in feminine singular nouns which lenite after the Article. The 

appropriate TAC is given below: 

(54) TAC5 Art. N 
Sing. 

- as c. 

L+Len 

TAGS is dependent upon the co-occurrence of two morphosyntactic features 

plus the Article , the former comprising FT, the latter PT e. g. 

[a 
jir' f ax] (an ghirseach "t he girl"). In order to substantiate the 

claim that both the features [f- Sing] and 
C Masc. ] must be associated 

with the noun in question, compare on the one hand feminine plural 

[na 
g-'ir'f'ax2] (na girseacha the girls") with radical /g'/, and on 

the other masculine singular [a gase : r] (an asür "the boy") which is 

also unnutated. The role of PT in Tý'. C5 is evidenced by the fact that 

indefinite GNPs, which have a zero article, do not have a lenited noun 
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even if it is feminine singular e. g. 
[g'ir'f 

ax veg] ( irseach bhea 

"a little girl"). 

We have illustrated PT, FT and combined PT and FT in the NP in Modern 

Irish. However in. -. each TAC we have cited the formalization referred 

to grammatical formatives. In other words, our survey has not covered 

cases in which TACs need to appeal directly to phonological shape. Let 

us therefore present an example in which a TAC operating within the NP 

is formalized in such a way that it follows the spelling out of partic- 

ular morphemes in the expanded lexicon. A clear-cut instance is 

afforded by the cardinal numerals. In Modern Irish 1-6 cause Lenition 

in a following singular noun, 7-10 cause Eclipsis, 11-16 Lenition, 

17-19 Eclipsis, 22-26 Lenition, 27-29 Eclipsis, 32-36 Lenition, 37- 

39 Eclipsis, 42-46 Lenition, 47-49 Eclipsis, and so on, whereas 20, 

21,30,31,40,41, etc. cause no mutation. Prima facie this appears 

to be an impossible situation to reduce to rule. However, once one 

examines the forms of the numerals themselves, generalizations emerge. 

First the unit 1 /e: n/ (aon) only appears in two numerals, /e: n/ 

itself and /e: n .... d'e: g/ (aon 
.... dealt) - 11. Secondly, "tens" 

(excluding 10 itself) always follow the noun being enumerated except 

when there is no unit i. e. [e: n :: apal d'e: g] (aon chapall d6ag) 11 

horses = literally 1 horse 10; similarly 
[fe 

: xapal of t'r' i: xa] 

(se chapall is triocha) 36 horses = literally 6 horse and 30; but 

Lt'r.: 
xa kap21] (triocha capall) 30 horses. 211,31, etc. are expressed 

by the bare noun plus a co-ordinating conjunction and the appropriate 

"ten" e. g. 
[kapal 

aff' ica] (capall is fiche) 21 horses. Since 20,21, 
J 

30,31, etc. do not mutate the following noun but 1,10 and 11 do, it 

is of crucial importance that the items /e : n/ and /d' ec/ figure c:: cius- 

ive]y in the Latter numerals. Thus we may formalize T.. C6 and T . Ci to 

refer directly to the phonological shapes of 1-3 and 7-10 respectively: 
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(55) TAC6 e: n 
Xa: 
t'r' i: 
k' er'2 
ku: g' 
Je : 

(56) TACT faxt 
hoxt 
ni: 
d'ec 

N C+ Sing. ] 

+Len] 

N o* 
1+ Ecl] 

As the IN following cardinal numerals higher than 10 is determined by 

their unit, TAC6 and T, '-C7 will apply to all NPs which contain the 

specified units, whilst numerals above 20 ending in the units 0 and 

I will not undergo LM. 

Perhaps once again a comment is in order regarding the precise 

formalization of the TACs. It is interesting to note that whilst TAC7 

constitutes an instance of PT, T. ̂ -_'-"6 affords an e:, ample of combined PT 

and FT. she stipulation of the morphosyntactic feature l+ Sing. J 

associated with the noun in T! -C6 is required because plural nouns 

following the numerals 3-6 '' remain unlenited. No such restriction 

is needed for T^C7 since 7-10 eclipse the initial of the following noun 

regardless of whether it is singular or plural. 
There is however a 

Minor Mutation associated with plural nouns following 3,4 and 6, 

namely H-prefixation, formalized as T". C8: 

-'I Footnote 

In Old Irish 2 was followed by the Dual. The synchronic reflex: of this 
is that "attenuated" forms of certain nouns are required after /ga: /. 

The subclass in question contains items which are "semantically dual" 

e. ^. /bos/ (bos "palm"), /bro : g/ (bröc, "shoe"), /klug s/ (cluas 
/kos/ (cos "foot"), /glu: n/ (glen "knee"), /la: w/ (lämh "hand"); cf. 

[r a: woJ-1 (dhä bhois), [6a: wro : g'] (dhä bhro_ *), to : xluaf 
J (dhä 

chluais), off" (dh^ýchors), CXa: ylu: ný (dh ghluin), [ a: l : v] 
(dhä 1äimh). We return to the fact that /ya: / begins with a consonant 
which has apparently been lenited and the implications of this in 

Chapter Three. 
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(57) TAC8 t'r'i: 
k' er', 1 

(Je: 

N 
ý- Si. ng. J 

+H 

TAC8 has a non-vacuous effect whenever the noun has an initial vowel 

e. g. 
Et'r'i: huar'a] (tri huaire "3 hours"), [k'er'e huan'] (ceithre 

huain "4 times"), [Se: haf'r' in'J (se haif rinn "6 Masses"). The 

examples attest the fact that H-prefixation is an epenthetic process 

which prevents impermissible sequences of vowels, due to the concat- 

enation of numerals with open final syllables and nouns with initial 

vowels, from appearing on the phonetic surface. Since /ku: g-'/ (5) 

ends in a consonant, such sequences will not arise and thus H-prefixa- 

Lion is phonetically unmotivated after this numeral. Hence /ku: g'/ 

has been omitted from the SD of TAC8. 

We have seen that certain TACs may need to make direct appeal to 

phonological shape. We now turn to phonological conditions on TACs. 

The case in question was referred to in § 2.1 as a type of triggering 

peculiar to FT: an adjective qualifying a plural noun is lenited just 

in case that plural noun ends in a palatalized consonant. As was noted 

in 9 2.1, it is unclear whether the morphosyntactic category Masculine 

"contributes" in the triggering or whether only phonological factors 

are involved. This is due to a systematic gap in Irish plural formation 

whereby Feminine nouns do not pluralize by the palatalization of the 

final consonant. However, there are Masculine nouns which do not 

pluralize in this way either, e. g. 
[a tu :l d' aragl (an t-ül l de= 

"the red apple") [na hu : la d' aragaJ (na hülla dearga "the red apples") 

*Ea hu: la jaraga]. Therefore the most economical statement of the TAC 

for Lenition in plural adjectives contains only a 
[-- 

pal] specification 

and omits a reference to ý+ Masc. ], 
as shown below: 

w 
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(58) T C9 N Adj 

NP 
+ P1. 

[ +Len ] 

It is clear that the SD of TAC9 will only be met by plural nouns which 

have undergone Palatalization. In other words, the spelling rule for 

pluralization must precede triggering. Here, then, we have a nice 

example in which spelling feeds triggering, This may be contrasted 

with the late spelling which follows triggering in the possessive 

adjective, formalized above. 

Let us now give one further illustration of the way in which the 

principles of UDRA developed in Part I predict ordering relations 

between TACs. Recall that many prepositions in Modern Irish Induce 

Eclipsis in a singular noun if it is preceded by the Article (see 

Chapter One where /o: / is cited, p. 357 ). Without concerning our- 

selves too much with the behaviour of irregular prepositions, let us 

formalize the process as TpC10: 

(5 9) TL'-. C 10 Prep. N 
ýt Sing 

L +Ecl] 

Now consider the interaction between TEC10 and TAC5 which lenites 

feminine singular nouns preceded by the Article. Clearly the two 

TACs have contradictory effects. It is therefore necessary to take 

a close look at the phonetic facts: feminine singular nouns like 

/aa: r'k/ (p . irc "field") may appear in either their eclipsed or lenited 

forms following the preposition /as/ (as "out of") and the Article cf. 

[as ba: r'k'] (as an bpäirc "out of the field") or 
[as 2 fa: r'k'J 

(as an phäi. rc ditto). In contrast, only the lenited form of the noun 

is attested when the preposition is absent cf. 
[a fa: r'k'] (an ph irc 
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"the field"). Thus prima facie it would seem that NPs with the 

structure 
[Prep. 

+ Art. + Fem. Noun] may undergo either TAC10 or TAC5 

- we appear to have an instance of free variation in the application 

of TACs. 

However, closer inspection reveals that this is not the case. Crucial 

evidence comes from masculine singular nouns like /po: ka/ (p6ca 

"pocket"), These also may either be lenited or eclipsed following a 

preposition and the Article but remain unmutated when only the Article 

precedes; cf -. Las a 'bo: ka] (as an bp6ca " out of the pocket") or 
[as a fo: ka] (as an phöca ditto); but [a 

po: ka] (an p6ca "the 

pocket"). If we were to account for [as 
a fo: ka] by formulating a 

TAC which Ienited masculine singular nouns after a preposition and the 

Article, we would run into difficulties of two kinds. Consider the 

form of hypothetical T,, "', C11: 

(60) TAC11 Prep. + Art. +N 
+ Sing. 

Masc 

+Len] 

The first difficulty is that when a string meets the SDs of both 

TAC10 and TAC11 (i. e. when it contains a preposition, the Article 

and a masculine singular noun), PIPrec will falsely predict that TACl1 

always takes applicational precedence, just in case the SD of TAC11 

properly includes the SD of T,, 'ClO. In other words, TAC10 will never 

have a chance to apply to masculine singular nouns. But we know that 

sequences like eclipsed as 
[a bo: k aj are attested on the phonetic 

surface. We might then be led to question the validity of PIPrec as 

a principle of UDRA - were it not for the second difficulty associated 

with TAC11, a difficulty which is independent of the rule ordering 

controversy. The positing of TAC11 implies that the feminine NP [as a 

fa: r'k'I and the masculine NP [as 
,3 fo: kal are derived from unrelated 
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sources. Clearly by explaining the Lenition of the feminine NP in 

terms of TAC5 and that of the masculine NP in terms of TAC11 we are 

missing the generalization that all singular NPs which contain a 

preposition and the Article may undergo this mutation-type, irrespective 

of their gender. 

formalize TAC12: 

{61) TAC12 

In order to capture the generalization, let us 

Prep. ± Art. +N 
[+ Sing. ] 

+Len] 

We are now in a position to account for both [as a ba: r'k'l and [as 2 

fa: r'k'j , and both as 2 bo: ka] and [as 2 fo: k2l by means of the 

free variation between TAC10 and TAC12. If we select TAC10, its 

precedence over TAC5 and hence its apparently contradictory effect 

is readily predicted by PIPrec: strings meeting the SDs of both TAC5 

and TAC10 -,. will necessarily undergo the PI Test, after which Prep 

will remain e_ýtant from TECiß, a case of Proper Contextual Inclusion 

(see Part I, page 282) . In this way TACs with, related SDs but appa- 

rently conflicting SCs, _all within the predictions made by the UDRA 

hypothesis. Moreover, the model is able to account for free variation 

in those grammars where two mutated refle?: `s of a single syntactic 

structure appear on the phonetic surface. To sum up, once we undertake 

a riýo-ous examination of the data relating to UI, ,,, e find that the 

principles of LAT. `. riav be readily e:. ploited to determine the precedence 

relations which w,, we encounter. 

Before we leave the normalization of T^Cs in NPs, w. 7e must briefly 

consider the situation which obtains when a preposition governs more 

than one noun. The fact that both nouns exhibit IM is shoým in (62) 

''- ootnlote 

I benefited greatly from having the opportunity to discuss this issue 

with Jim McCloskey. 
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(62) [t' r' i: huk agas hn' axtaj 

tri shioc agus shneachta 

"through frost and snow" 

If a separate occurrence of the preposition is considered to precede 

each noun before IN, then the transformation of preposition-deletion 

must nec'-ssarily follow triggering. This would be contrary to the 

claim made in Chapter One and apparently substantiated in § 2.1 that 

IM may be read off syntactic surface structures directly. On the 

other hand, compatible with this hypothesis is the claim that certain 

TA-Cs be viewed as infinite schemata. Yet is there any other evidence 

for such a position - apart from the fact that it salvages the previous 

hypothesis? 

In fact evidence is to hand. Consider the prepositional phrase (63), 

where /id'ir'/ governs two nouns both of which undergo Lenition: 

(63) [id'ir' ir' ages wra :] 

idir fhir agus mhna 

"between men and women" 

Here we would not . Ash to propose the deep structure: /id'ir' f'ar 

PL. agas id'ir' b'an + PL. / "between men and between women", for 

the latter is clearly different from (63) semantically. Let us 

therefore take it that there is evidence in support of the claim that 

T! -Cs containing prepositions may be interpreted according to the 

following convention: 

(64) Convention on Infinite Schemata 

A TAC of the form 

Prep -+- X -; - N 

where . may be null but may not include 

a major constituent boundary, 

may be interpreted in such a way that it re-applies to all and only 

the following strings : 
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Prep -I- «+ N+Y+N+X+N........... 

PrepP PrepP 

By re-applying the expanded TAC according to the Convention we insure 

that both /Juk/ and /f n' axte/, and /f'ir'/ and /mnä: / are assigned 

the trigger [+Len in (61) and (62). With this piece of formalism 

we conclude our survey of TA-Cs in NPs. 

Leaving the several aspects of the formalization of triggering within 

the NP in Modern Irish, we now move on to consider the interaction 

between the spelling out of grammatical formatives and IM in verbs. 

Recall our detailed discussion in § 2.1 of the shape of the particle 

in subordinate clauses and the effect of the phonological make-up on 

the mutation-type undergone by the verb: more specifically, if a 

subordinate verb is preceded by a parýicle which terminates in In, 

the verb is lenited . uze occurrence of /r/ is in turn generally 

de-rermineu by the presence of the morphosyntactic feature [+ Pret. ] 

associated with. the verb . However this is not always the case, o-r 

si:; irregular stems are never preceded by a particle With final /r/ 

and, crucially, they do not undergo Lenition even when market 
ý- Pret1 

Clearly then, we must spell out the shape of the particle before we 

formalize TAGS :; hick rf ýr directly ýo that shag . Si-2 is just such 

a spelling: 

(65) SP2 Part. 

S 

r 

r Verb 
C' Pret. ] 

Two points need to be made regardin SP2. First it will figure in the 
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exception nature associated with. the six irregular sterns in the 

le:, -icon. For example, part of the entry for / [' ek' / (£eic- "see"), 

will be as follows: 

(66) /f' ek' / Pret. Autonomous 
, 
/kunik' / -', 

Pret. Dependent /faka/ 

_ sr2 

This partial entry will insure first that /faka/ is inserted in 

subordinate clauses and second, that /n/ is not suffixed to the 

particle in such clauses. The surface reflex of "unless I saw it" 

will thus be [mura wak me: :e :] (mura bhf aca m6 4) 'where [mura] has 

not undergone SP2 but has triggered Eclipsis in /faka/ 
... _ýj 

Lwaka3 

Alternatively, we could mark the six irregular verbs 1 
-R and 

redundantly assign [= R] to all regular verbs undergoing SP2. 

However, this would necessitate specifying [+ R] in the SD of SP2. 

To avoid this complication and in view of the fact that apart from 

this consequence, the two alternatives are notational variants, 

maintain the formalization of SP2 as given above. 

The second point which is in order regarding SP2 involves its phono- 

logical repercussions. Most particles will simply suffix /r/ to their 

final vowel i. e. /g /+ /r/ --ý 
C; ar_] , 

/mura/ -1- /r/ --ý [murar] etc. 

However, in the case of Interrogative /an, /, a phonological rule will 

effect the deletion of the first of two sonorant consonants ý. e. 

/2n/ -ý /r/ --) 
[an]. : ';; °; 

Footnote 

/kunik'/ and /f ak a/ never appear as such on the phonetic surface since 
the Preterite always undergoes IM - i. e. they surface as [-,; unik'] and 
[aka] or [waka] respectively. For discussion of the positing of 

underlying /faka/ see § 1.2 p . 336 
, 

fn. 

Footnote 

Unlike /Qa/, /mura/ etc., /an/ is a complementizer which introduces Main 

Clauses. Since we shall move on to these directly, it is expedient to 

deal with the phonological repercussions of SP2 at this point in the 

discussion. 
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Given that the shape of /gar/-type particles is specified by SP2 and 

that the sin irregular stems are exempt from it, we might formalize 

triggering in subordinate clauses as TAC13 and TAC14: 

(67) TAC13 Part. +r+ Verb 

S 

I 

+Le n 

(68) TAC14 r Part. -I- Verb 

s 

[+Ecl] 
Notice that SP2 precedes TAC13 just in case the former intrinsically 

feeds the latter - in other words, since SP2 introduces In, and the 

SD of TAC13 refers explicitly to In, SP2 must have applied first in 

all derivations incorporating Tr^_C13. Moreover, the precedence of SP2 

over Tr. C14, and that of TAC13 over TAC14, are both predicted by a 

principle of UDRA, namely PIPrec. More specifically, after the PI 

Test has applied to representations meeting the SDs of SP2 and TAC14, 

ý+ Pret. ] remains extant from the former. Thus Proper Segmental 

Inclusion insures the prior applicability of SP2. When we apply the 

PI Test to TAC13 and TAC14, we have an instance of Proper Contextual 

Inclusion, since /r/ remains extant from TM13. Once again TAC14 

does not take applicational precedence, guaranteeing that strings 

containing /gar/-type particles are always assigned the trigger [+Len]. 

As formalized T, ý, C13 and TI-C14 apply in subordinate clauses only. 

However, we saw in § 2.1 that the presence of the morphosyntactic 

feature [- Pret. ] 
also determines the shape of the particle in Negative? 

Interrogative and Negative Interrogative Main Clauses. Apart from the 

six irregular stems, the particle preceding a verb in the Preterite ends 
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in In. As a first step towards extending our analysis to 'Main Clauses, 

let us modify SP2 by removing the S bracketing. SP3 is now the lexical 

rule which spells out the shape of preverbal particles: 

(69) SP3 Preverbal Particle Allomorphy: 

Part. 

Iýv 
r 

Verb 
ý' Pret 

The lexical entry for /f'ek'/ and the five other irregular verbs will 

of course be modified to read "-SP3" . 

just as SP2 was in an intrinsic feeding relation regarding Tl'. CI3, so 

SP3 intrinsically feeds the more general TAC dependent upon all 

occurrences of /r/, finally in preverbal par. ticlcs. The appropriate 

TAC is formalized as /r/-Triggering: 

(70) TLC15 fr/-Triggering: 

Part. ±r+ Verb 

[+Len] 

Before we go on to restate TACI4 for Main Clauses, we must account for 

those cases of Lenition in verbs not induced by 
[Part. 

r3. To view 

this another way, we cannot permit an eclipsing TLC to apply indiscrim- 

inately to all those VPs which do not meet the SD of /r/-Triggering 

(= TbC15). More specifically, we must formalize the triggering whereby 

the Negative and Relative particles induce Lenition and whereby the 

Negative Imperative particle conditions H-prefixation. Taking the 

latter case first, TL, C16 accounts for Neg. Imper. Triggering: 

(71) TAC16 Neg. Imper. Triggering; 

Nec. Imper. + Verb 

C +H] 
Although TACI6 has a vacuous effect on verbs with jnitial consonants, 
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it has phonetic repercussions before initial vowels cf. E na: b'r'if] 

(nä bris "do not break") < /b'r' if/ (bris- "break") but [na: him' i] 

(nä himigh "do not go away") < /im'i: / (imigh "go away") . As far as 

the relative ordering of TAC16 is concerned, it will precede the more 

general Neg. Triggering by PIPrec, if we choose to regard Neg. Imper. 

as the complex Neg. 
+ Imper. 

We now turn to Neg. Triggering itself and Rel. Triggering, both of 

which result in the assignment of the trigger [+Len]. 

of conciseness they are collapsed as TAC17: 

(72) TAC17 tieg. /Rel. Trigering: 

S Neg. + Verb 
Rel. 

+Len] 

By selecting Neg. cTe account for [n'i: he : an se : ewal'a] 

For the sake 

(ý i. theann 

se abhaile "He doesn't go home"), whilst the selection of Rel. will 

account for =[a f'ar a he: an awal'a] (an fear a theann abhaile "the 

man who goes home" ) as well as constructions , 
firne "`Cnuar' a he : an je : 

awa1'a] (nuair a theann se abhaile "when he goes home") . Notice that 

in the case of Preterite verbs preceded by Neg., either /r/-Triggering 

or Neg. Triggering will insure that /ni: r"/ (nior 'affirmative') and 

/na: -&/ (när 'interrogative') induce Lenition. It is thus of no 

empirical consequence that a precedence relation cannot be uniquely 

determined between the SDs [Part. -- r+ Verb] and 
[eg. 

+ Verb] . 

Indeed the hypothesis developed here is the stronger in that i; - fails 

to predict a unique precedence only where this does not result in an 

incorrect derivation. 

Finally let us formalize the TAC -, hich accounts for the eclipsing 

effect of the remaining particles. 
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(73) TAC18 Verbal Ecl. Triggering 

Part. + Verb 

[+Ecl] 

This TAC guarantees that complementizers like 1g3, sula ..,. / and the 

Interrogative particle /an/ condition Eclipsis in non-Preterite regular 

verbs and in all tenses of the six irregular verbs. The principles of 

UDRA predict that TAC18 will follow Preverbal Particle Allomorphy (SP3), 

/r/-Triggering (TAC15), Neg. Imper. Triggering (TAC16) and Neg. /Rel. 

Triggering (TAC17). Let us specify the modes of PIPrec involved. 

First, Proper Segmental Inclusion insures that [Part. + Verb] is 

properly included in rPart. 
+ Verb Hence Particle Allomorphy takes 
[. Pret] 

applicational precedence over Ecl. Triggering. Secondly, the fact that 

after the PI Test, /r/ remains extant when the SDs of /r/-Triggering 

and Ecl. Triggering are compared, means that /r/-Triggering will apply 

first (Proper Contextual Inclusion). Thirdly, Proper Segmental Inclu- 

sion, the algorithm of Proper Class inclusion, predicts that Ecl. 

Triggering follows Neg. Imper, Triggering, just in case the class of 

particles properly includes the Neg. Imper. Particle. It is this 

aspect of PIPrec that accounts also for the precedence of Pýeb. /Rel. 

Triggering over Ec1. Triggering - Neg. and Rel. are specific instances 

of the class of "particle" and are therefore properly included in it. 

In this section we have seen how the principles of UDRA may be e. ploited 

within the expanded lexicon to account for the ordering relations 

between the conditions which assign triggers of IM (= TACs) and the 

rules which spell out grammatical formatives. Throughout the secion 

I have attempted to focus upon the specific issues which arise when 

triggering is formalized. Thus although no new examples have been 

introduced here, the discussion has drawn upon the data presente, i; ý 

Ch. I and the earlier sections of this Chapter. By devoting an entire 

v 
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section to the precise statement of triggering, we have not only 

Supplied the formal complement to the "Survey of Triggering Envir- 

onments" - we have in addition bridged the gap between the discussion 

of the role of the expanded lexicon with its implications for the 

1-1 
overall organization of the grammar, and the phonological component 

proper where rigorous formalization is an integral part of the eval- 

uation measure. It is to such a statement of the rules of realization 

that we now turn. 
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CHAPTER THREE _R , ALIZATION 

Because IM is a morphosyntactic as well as a phonological phenomenon, 

much of the discussion in Chapters One and Two has necessarily been 

focussed outside the phonological component. In this chapter we 

redress the balance and take up the phonological aspects of IN, in 

other words, Realization. The chapter is organised as follows, 

S 3.1 provides the basis for the next two sections since it is here 

that the underlying phonological inventory is presented and is 

specifications substantiated. Given this foundation, we are able in 

§ 3.2 to formalize the realization rules for all mutation-types in 

Modern Irish. Finally in § 
-3.3 we draw on the UDRA hypothesis, 

explicated in Part 1, to resolve two apparent ordering paradoxes. 

it will be shown that the treatment of realization is entirely 

compatible : -; izh t .e theory of UDý: 1? , 

e 
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3.1 The Phonological Inventory 

Throughout the äi3cussion of Chapters One and Two a broad phonetic 

transcription has been uses in the citation of cx,. ampi e-s ý rom ýiodern 

Irisi in other words, the level at which the data have been repre- 

sen-A has been that reached after the application of the Phonological 

rules, but before the P(honetic) D(etail) R(ule)s. Let us term the 

level reached at thü ou`put of the phonolo^y proper (i. e. -prior Co 

the PDRs) the Phon? tic revel and let us reserve the term (phonetic) 

surface for the : ýa_. ir«allýT specified output of the PDRs. 

Now it is clear that the inventory of phonetic level segments is not 

the same as the underlying (or phonological) inventory, with re-ard 

to word-initial position, the latter differs from the former in to 

significant ways. First, there are segments , chich figure wo-ý-initially 

in phonetic representations which are not found in the corresponding 

position in UR-s. Such segments appear during the course of the phono- 

logical component in the output of realization rules (e. g. CL1, rh], 

the lenited counterparts of /k/ and the voiceless coronals respectively. ) 

Other segments differ from their phonetic specification by being complex 

underlvingly. For instance, I shall argue directly that Eft is phono- 

logically /s'/, where /'/ stands for the feature CT palatalized] which 

has been "segmented out" from the preceding feature complex. 
fij 

and 

are interesting with regard to the two significant ways in which 

phonetic segments may differ from underlying segments in word-initial 

position, for even though they do not figure in URs, we know that they 

comprise phonological complexes because of the role they play in the 

realization of IN. Thus since [j] is the lenited counterpart of /g'/, 

and [ý] is the lenited counterpart of /k'/, we might represent the 

former as /11/ and the latter as /x'/ at an intermediate phonological 

level 
, This means that [j ] 

and 
Cý 

are L_c0r) underlyingly, even 
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4 

though, following the arguments of N. V. Smith (1973), 1 assume that 

they are 
[+ cor] on the phonetic surface, the necessary adjustments 

being effected by a PDR. (See "The Acquisition of Phonology" pps. 

195-6 for the reference to SPE and the earlier (Jakobson, Fant and 

Halle, 1951) system where true palatals were treated like all other 

coronals as 
[- 

grave]. ) 

Bearing in mind the differences between underlying and phonetic repre- 

sentations, let us consider the distinctive feature composition of the 

underlying inventory, set out in gable III. Notice first that the five 

rightmost columns of Table III , namely those specifying /1, w, h, )0 
/, 

have been sectioned off. This is because these segments never appear 

in word-initial position in major lexical items. To put this diff- 

erently, /x, Tý. i, h, 
, ºb / never sonstitute the input to realization 

rules. They have been included in Table III for two reasons. First, 

/x, wa, h/ do appear in non-initial position in URs e. g. /t'ax/ (teach 

"house") ; /1a: / (lämh "hand") ; /bo: har/ (bothar "road"). Secondly, 

they occur initially in grammatical morphemes, namely prepositions 

and prepositional pronouns i. e. /xun/ (chun "towards") and /har'/ 

(char "beyond, over") and their related prepositional pronouns; as 

well. as the prepositional pronouns based on %o: / (ö "from, since") . 

Footnote 

she three paradigms of prepositional pronouns are as follows: 

/c: / 
tharam 1117 e: 111 uaim 

tharat lie t uait 

thairis &lai] uaidh 

thairsti [ hi: ] uaiehi 

tharainn [wen'] uainn 

tharaibh 
[uwiv] uai'bh 

Chars tu [uha] uathu 

wem etc. from, say, /m em! 
[+Len] 

The syllabification of /o: / offers a more plausible source, -cnOU Li 

too may be rejected on ; rounds of Abstractness . 

/:; uni /har'/ 

S. 1 [: ugamj chugam 
[haraMI 

2 C; ugatJ chugat 
Eharati 

3iß [xug'a] chuff ;e Char' iJJ 

3F [xuk' i] chuici [har' hi :J 

P1,1 [: u in ] chugainn 
[harin'] 

2 I IU ; iv] chugaibh 
[hariv] 

3 [xuke] c hucu Eharha] 

it ,. joulc seem totally ad hoc to derive 
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TABLE III 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURE COMPOSITION OF UNDERLYING 

SEGMENTS IN MODERN IRISH 

ptkbdgfsmn1r 

vocalic ---------- + + 

consonantal ++++++++++ + + 

sonorant + + + 

anterior ++-++-++++ + + 

coronal -+--+--+-+ + + 

continuant ------++-- - 

nasal --------++ - - 

lateral ---------- + - 

voice ---+++--++ + + 

XWh 
(ý ýq 

+ + -+ + 

- -- - + 

-+--- 

+++- 

----+ 

- 

CONTRASTIVE UMPOSITION OF SONORANT CONSONANTS IN ISOLATION 

n1r 

continuant --+ 

nasal +-- 

lateral -+- 
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Of course, it would be possible to represent instances of /x, w, h/ 

as, say, k in 
/$ 

t, respectively in the +LenJ+Len] [+Len] 

majority of cases (but see footnote). However such a solution strikes 

me as being too abstract - even though it does recapitulate the 

diachronic facts. It is on these grounds, therefore, that I include 

/x, w, h/ in the overall underlying inventory but not in the inventory 

of segments which may appear initially in the URs of major lexical 

items. Notice finally with regard to the righthand saction of Table III 

that /I/ and /5/ have been included for the sake of completeness even 

though they do not appear in URs, /'/ being totally absent and instances 

of non-initial 
[n] being derivable by rule from /nk/ or /ng/ (see 

discussion below). 

The most striking overall difference between the phonological inventory 

in Table III and the phonetic surface of Modern Irish lies in the treat- 

ment of palatalization adopted in this thesis. Observe that the 

distinctive feature [±paij is absent from the Table. This means 

that the segments listed there may either be interpreted as the natural; 

class of non-palatalized (or velarized) consonants *, or alternatively 

they may be taken as archisegments which are "neutral" with regard to 

palatalization. As indicated above, I propose to treat the so-called 

"slender" (caol) consonants of Modern Irish in terms of the feature 

+pa1] which is segmented out from the distinctive feature complex 

which it modifies. Given such a treatment either interpretation of 

Table III is motivated and I shall leave the choice between the tiro 

open. The reasons for segmenting out 
E+paiJ in this way stem from 

124 itself. We shall see in § 3.2 that in every realization rule bar 

* Footnote 

See discussion on p. 475 ff. for the ways in which /'/ is manifested 

on the phonetic surface. 
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one the feature [pall is unaffected, A particularly striking piece 

of evidence in favour of the analysis is afforded when /f()/ -'. 

undergo Lenition. Here the fact that /'/ remains extant after the 

deletion of /f/ is attested by its modification of "broad" consonants 

with which it is subsecuently concatenated. It will be demonstrated 
r 

in 3 3.2 that an insightful formalization of the deletion of /f/, 

to name but one relevant aspect of IM, is dependent upon the assumption 

that a feature pal] be segmented out from "slender" consonants. 

There is, then, evidence from IM that the distinctive feature [+ 
pal] 

should be segmented out from the feature complex it modifies. But 

what justification is there that, say, 
[J] 

= /s'%, rather than some 

independent segment + /'/ ? To put this slightly differently, what 

evidence do we have for the minimal differentiation of [f] 
and [s] 

at the underlying level in terms of the presence or absence of 
[+ 

pal]'? 

Or again, if we adopt the archisegmental interpretation of Table III, 

what evidence do we have that there is an archisegment js } in Modern 

Irish which subsumes the shared features of 
[f] 

and [ s] minus [pal]? 

The answer to this lies in the alternations between "broad" and "slender" 

consonants found in certain morphosyntactic environments and known in 

traditional grammars as "Attenuation". Irish grammar ans have continued 

* Footnote 

When the broad and slender counterparts of an underlying segment are 
both referred to, I have adopted the abbreviatory device of incorporating 

a parenthesized apostrophe -T-lithin the slants. Thus /f(')/ refers to 
both /f/ and If'/. In what follows the fuller notation is employed only 
where ambiguity would otherwise result. 

** Footnote 

I shall continue to use the labels "broad" and "'slender" when referring 
to the natural classes of consonants specified without /'/ and specified 
with a following /'/, respectively. This is not to say that I am unaware 
of Gleasure's caveat (1968) regarding the choice of terms. Indeed, I 

agree that the (surface) phonetic and underlying levels demand distinct, 

unambiguous labels. However, since the issue is essentially terminolo- 

gical, the mnemonics "broad" and "slender" will serve our purposes. 
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the practice instigated by the Medieval scolars and the orthography 

indicates the broad/slender distinction by means of flanking vowels. 

Thus in the column showing orthography in Table IV the process of 

Palatalization is marked by an infixed i. More importantly, the 

Table demonstrates that pairs of consonants, distinguished only by 

the fact that one is followed by /'/, figure in morphosyntactic 

alternations. Because of their phonotactic behaviour, []' Ed]' [o]" 

['] do not appear in Table IV , but we have adduced their (intermed- 

iate) phonological composition by analogy with their non-mutated 

counterparts (see p. x65f above). 

It will be observed that /h/ is absent from Table IV and also that 

this segment alone has been specified as [- 
cons, - voc] in Table III 

Let us examine /h/, the only semivowel in the underlying inventory, 

and then consider 
[w] (_ /w/) and 

[j] for the latter pair 

are usually deemed semivowels in phonological grammars. our discussion 

will lead on to an examination of the way in which the broad/slender 

distinction manifests itself on the phonetic surface. 

Phonemic studies vary a_s to the way in which they treat [h] 
. De 

Bhaldraithe and 0 Culy group all the phonetic alternants together as 

one phoneme, attributing the variation in articulation to the following 

vowel. -` De Bürca considers the possibility of setting up two phonemes 

/h% and /h'/ and notes the incongruity of patterning which results when 

only one phoneme is posited (page 28, § 134). Notwithstanding this, he 

too eventually opts for the monophonemic solution (page 33,15 153). 

Evans' treatment sets up two glottal consonants but does so not in 

Footnote 

In other acr s, their treatment is essentially the same - if not as 

rigorous - as Gimson's description of /h/ in English RP "196 ?) 
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TABLE IV 

PAIRING OF UNDERLYING CONSONANTAL SEGMENTS IN TERMS 

OF THE DISTINCTIVE [+PALATti IZEDý 

Common Sing. Genitive Sing. Orthography Gloss 

/p/"/p' / sop] Sep'] sop, soil �wispit 

/ t/N/ t' / [katj Ckat' J 
cat, cait "cat" 

/k/'/k' / Cb'r' 
ak1 Cb'r' ik'] breac, bric "trout" 

/b/ýv/b' / Cgobj [geb' Lob, goib "beak" 

/d/N%d'/ 'a: d] [ba: d'] bäd, baid "boat" 

/g/N/g'/ [bro: 
gj Cbro: g'a] brög, bröi e �shoe, 

/f 1N1 f' / [uf] [if'] °$h, uigh "eggte 

ts/nº/s [kos] [kofa] 
cos, coise "leg" 

/m/N/m'/ [turn] [tim' tom, tuim "bush" 

/n/N/n'/ [e: 
n) [e: n'] 00 in ean, e "bird" 

/1%º/1' / 1gte: i] [fg'e: l'] sceal, sceil "story" 

/r/ýº/r' / Cf'ar3 [f' it) fear, fir "man" 

/x/"/x'/ [kiox] [klo] cloch, cloiche "stone" 

/W/Fº/w' / [kri: 
w] 

[iri: 
v] craobh, craoibhe "-branch" 

9 

Note: 

The palatalization of the final consonant of the UR in the morpho- 

syntactic environment [+Genitive, +Singular] may be accompanied by 

schwa-suffixation or vowel alternation: forms with underlying back 

vowels may exhibit the corresponding front vowel before [+pal) consonants 

i. e. /o/ 
__> 

[e] 
, 

/u, a/ -4 
[i] 

. Since palatalization occurs elsewhere 

independently of fronting, we may assume that the consonantal alternation 

triggers the vocalic alternation in those morphemes lexically marked to 

undergo it. 

Mhac an Fhailigh also cites [uw] as the Common form in free variation 

with [uff 
, Note that [if'] is the Dative Singular. The Genitive 

Singular is Eiva], whilst the lexeme is defective in the Plural. 
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order to account for the potentially contrastive status of */h'/ but 

rather in order ýo describe- the clearly allophonic possibility of 

voicing intervocalically (cf. English RP; see ref. in fn. on p-. k70). 

According to Mhac an Fhailigh, /h/ has one quality only. However 

there is alternation between /h/ and the consonants [c, ] and [f] following 

[i] and 
[u] respectively (page 36, § 154). To my knowledge, the h/f 

alternation does not occur in Connemara Irish *, although it certainly 

is the case that the h/y alternation obtains. I shall therefore confine 

my remarks to the exponence of a hypothetical /h'/ segment by [S]. 

In contrast to the monophonemic analyses, Breatnach recognizes /h/ and 

/h'/, entirely parallel to the broad/slender distinction obtaining in 

the other consonant pairs of the language. Now notice that in many of 

the items which Mhac an Fhailigh transcribes with /g/, we find /h'/ in 

Breatnach's transcription e. g. Mhac an Fhailigh's [iga] lithe "eaten" 

p. 35 S 147) ; [f' Ica] (fiche "twenty" ditto) ; [xil' i: c (gack uile 

oidhche "every night" p. 53 § 237) ; cf. Breatnach's [ih'a m ̀] (ithim 

"I eat" p. 42 § 206); cf'ih'a] (fiche "twenty" ditto); [na hi: h'a] 

(na h-oidhche "of the night" p. 43 § 209). Moreover, despite the 

incorporation of palatalized /h'/ into his analysis, Breatnach posits 

[c] 
as the lenited counterpart of rs ] in [a y a: n'] (a Sheaäin "Sean. " 

Vocative p. 13 § 54). Given this last piece of data, it appears that 

in order to obtain observational adequacy, our description must be able 

to account for the alternation of 
[f] 

and [t'] with [ý] on the phonetic 

surface, as well as their lenition to [h(')]. 

In fact the specification of /h/ in terms of distinctive features set 

out in Table III, together with the underlying feature composition 

* Footnote 

The reverse alternation is found diachronically, as attested by ortho- 
graphy e. g. fein "-self" -4 

[he: n'J ; -faidh, -fainn etc. Future and 
Conditional inflectional endings --)[hi: ], [hin` etc. 
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which has been adduced for [c. ] (i. e. /x'/), not only provide the 

means to describe such alternations but also suggest an explanation. 

We shall see in § 3.2 that the realization rule which implements the 

Lenition of voiceless coronals ([sj, Cf], [t], [t') 
to [h] flips the 

value of 
[consonantal] 

as well as effecting changes in point of articula- 

tion. This realization rule constitutes the one case where /'/ is 

affected (see p+69 above). However, if there is evidence on the phonetic 

surface that [h] <s, t is consistently different from [h(J, 4L. Vile 

may simplify the realization rule by disregarding /I/ in effecting its 

SC (i. e. not deleting it). Thus dialects which maintain the [hj_h'] 

distinction on the phonetic surface contain the simpler realization 

rule. This in urn may be taken as a reflection of underlying congruity 

of patterning, since such dialects uphold the broad/slen:: er dichotomy 

throughout the consonantal system. It is therefore apposite that such 

dialects be 'eenecý simpler by the evaluation measure, and this is 

reuse iy-,, hit the proposed treatment guarantees . 

But -That about those dialects where lenited eppear as 
I 

c- 

cr. the phonetic surface? Notice that /h/ differs from 
, 
'-/ only in 

veer, -is of the = th_, e r''ý, orefore ýlu, e o the ýist inctiýýe feature r 
1consonanta1 

__ 

i. f we effect the changes necessary to yield 
[h'] from CJ', [t1 but 

fall to fi ip the vr_: lue of 
[consonantal], the result is i. e. 

[s]. (, e shall formalize this in 3 3.2 in such a. that 
[consis 

flipped only if /'/ is absent fron the input re -presentation. 
) `thus 

b, r distinguishing ! h/ from /x/ in terns of one feature only, we are 

in f et offering an explanation for the 
[5, 

t]-c aite1nation. 

It is in this way that the distir_ctiJC feature composition or 12nder- 

1_. 7in; segments proposed in Table III goes beyond a mere description of 

the facts and accounts for the uneer1y ng regularities at the 1 ao a ýe 

V 
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It has been established that /h/ is a semivo. rel at the underlying 

level, characterized by the distinctive feature [- 
cons . But why 

are 
[w] 

and [j] not also speci 

justification for regarding ýw 

in their behaviour with regard 

to phonotactics. Notice first 

/b/ and /m/, whilst 
[j] is the 

Lied in this ', iay phonologically? The 

and [iJ 
as true consonants lies both 

to IM and Palatalization and with regard 

that [wß: 1 is the lenited counterpart of 

lenited counterpart of / ;'/, If we are 

to characterize Lenition as the process of spirantization, we would 

prefer an analysis in which 
[w] is a voiced bilabial fricative and Ei] 

a voiced (palato-)velar fricative. It is clear, however, that such a 

consideration should not be permitted to motivate the analysis in 

isolation: it must be corroborated by other independent evidence. 

The [w]-[v] and 
[]-[i] 

alternations provide the necessary corroboration. 

In Table IV 1kri: 
JJ (craobh), the Common Singular form of the noun 

meaning "branch", is contrasted with 
Ekri: 

v3] `craoibhe), the 

Genitive Singular. Many further instances of the [wJ_[v] alternation 

may be found in Modern Irish. As for the pair [] 
-1j] , the analogical 

patterning which these two consonants share with 191-C; '1 surely 

demonstrates that the broad/slender dichotomy obtains here. Given 

that fv] 
and must be specified as true consonants, once again 

we would prefer the analysis which also treats [w1 and C; 1 as 
[-l, 

- cons] . 

Arguments based on IM and P^1atalization have been adduced in support 

of the claim that [w] and 
[iJ 

are true consonants in Modern Irish. 

Nevertheless it could be countered that the behaviour or the pair 

with regard to these processes is essentially morphophonemic and 

consequently that logically there need be no correlation between such 

behaviour and the phonological make-up of the segments in question. 

This line of argumentation rni ht indeed win the day - were it not for 

the phonotactics of "oder-, Irish and the appearance of vocalic glides 
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on the phonetic surface which are unrelated phonologically to [w] 

(= fw/) and 
[4 ] (= /ý'/), The glide [W] appears between a broad 

consonant and a preceding or following close or half-close front 

vowel, whilst the glide [J] appears between a slender consonant and 

a preceding or following back vowel. Contrast the surface exponence 

of phonological /fi: / (faoi "under") and /f'u: / (fiü "worth") as 

[fwi: I and 
[f'u: ] 

respectively; or again, the phonetic manifestation 

of broad and slenJer /1/ following a mid back vowel i. e. /o: l'/ (Oil 

"drink(ing)" Gen. ) and /o: 1/ ((Sl "drink(ing)" Common) which appear as 
[3: 31'] and [J: `' i] respectively. Since the occurrence of such glides 

is allophonic, we need not claim that they correspond to instances of 

/j/ and /w/. The latter are attested in initial position and inter- 

vocalically but not between consonant + vowel or vowel consonant. 

We must conclude therefore that the semivowels [iJ, [w] in Modern 

Irish are sandhi phenomena and are inserted by PDRs as the exponents 

of the broad/slender dichotomy. In contrast, phonological /j/, /w/ 

are true consonants, being the lenited counterparts of /g'/ and /b, m/ 

respectively. 

The distribution of (') i:. herently palatal or palatalized, (2) 

inherently velar or velarized and (3) neutral concoids may be illust- 

rated as follows along the lines of Gleasure's schematization: 

(1) Ic'! IC! 

/\/N t. 
c 

£cwJ 

where /C'/ = underlying broad consonant 

/C/ = underlying slender consonant 

[ci] 
= palatal(ized) contoid 

[c ]= 
neutral contoid 

[cu] 
= velar(ized) contoid. 
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The fact that glides appear adjacent to vocalic nuclei of opposite 

quality might then be formalized as the following PDR: 

(2) PDR Glide Insertion: 

+ con; 

] 

[0( 
pal - cons 

C 

vocl + vac J 
o( back 

- cons 
voc 

L- oC back 

After a , convention has insured that the absence of /'/ from a phonetic 

representation is replaced by C- 
pal], the PDR Glide insertion 

stipulates that a 
[j]-glide (= back) intervenes between [+ 

pal] 

and [+ back]-vowels (e. g. 
[f'Ju: ]), 

whilst a [w]-glide (_ [+ back]) 

intervenes between C- pall and- 
[- back] -vowels (e. g. 

Cfwi: I 
. 

We have illustrated the way in which the underlying broad/slender 

distinction for consonants manifests itself in contoids on the phonetic 

surface. Now consider not only the occurrence of a glidq, of schwa-like 

quality before coronals but also-the quality of the syllabic nucleus 

in the following data: 

(3) ° a. /e: n'/ re: 
n'l 6in "bird" Genitive. 1.. .. 

/e: n/ [F: enl 'an "bird" Common. 

b. /sa: 1'a/ ESE: Ji'aJ säile "lu: curv" 

/sa: 13/ 
Cs 

a: -'a] ska "heel" Genitive. 

C'* /ve: l Eve: Jl'a] bhSile "meal" 

/ve : 18 / IV 1:. 1-al bhIal a "mouths" 

d. /an'im'/ [an'Zm'1 ainm It n=- elf 

lan m/ [anam] anam "soul" 

e. / in' id' / d'] Inid "Enid" 

lined/ Eines] 
ionad "place" 
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Notice that the vowels preceding broad consonants are loered. This 

is effected by a PDR, the precise formalization of which will not 

concern us. The above examples have been cited to demonstrate the 

way in which the underlying dichotomous distinction between the 

presence and absence of /'/ has a variety of exponents on the phonetic 

surface. Not all of these maintain Linearity between the underlying 

VC sequence and the surface VC seruence: /e/ and /a/ may have identical 

phonetic reflexes but the underlying distinction between them is 

maintained just in case /e/ has the allophone [EJ before broad 

consonants whereas /a/ has the allophone [E] before slender consonants. 

The dichotomy may be realized in unstressed syllables by an 
CII-[e3] 

alternation. We shall see below that these vowels also function in 

this manner with respect to an important MSC of Epenthesis. 

In keeping with the proposed treatment of phonetic semivowels and 

lowered nuclei, the place of articulation features, for the coronals 

and velars in particular, have been based on underlying oppositions 

rather than on the precise points of closure or constriction. Thus 

when we contrast the pair /t/-/t'/ we find that the former may be 

interdental -) 
Ete], 

and the latter palato-alveolar ---) 
[1] 

. This 

however does not weaken the claim that only they function as [. 
-', cor, 

ant]. Similar arguments from articulatory phonetics may be adduced 

for reflecting at the underlying level the difference in place or 

closure between /k/ and /k'/, /? / and /g'/, the first member of each 

pair being velar, the second palato-velar. However to my knowledge 

the only relevant phonological arvuments mitigate strongly against 

such a treatment. We have already mentioned the PDR which insures 

that [jJ 
and CcJ 

, although [- cor] underlyingly (i. e. /ý' / and /x' 
I 5 

respectively) are 
E-'- 

corj on the phonetic surface. Likewise purely 

phonetic considerations might lead us to specify 
[f1 (- /s'/) as 
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cor, - ant] in the underlying inventory. Nevertheless, the fact 

that this segment functions as the palatalized counterpart of Is/, 

both with regard to IN and to Palatalization, seems to me convincing 

evidence that such an analysis is an inept characterization of the 

underlying consonantal system of Modern Irish. 

We now leave the discussion of the phonetic surface, although we shall 

return to the treatment of /1, - n, r/ below. Rather we move on to the 

role of the feature [sonorantJ 
which figures in the composition of L 

the liquids and /n%. It will have been noticed that we have treated 

/m(/ as obstruents in Modern Irish. In this respect, then, their 

distinctive feature specification differs from those of the other 

nasals, which are marked 1-1- son], in Table III. The analysis also 

differs from that usually posited for other languages, where all 

nasals are liven the same specification for the feature [sonorant]. -'ý 

What then is the nature of the evidence which leads to this departure 

from the "standard" treatment of bilabial nasals and sets them apart 

from other sonorant nasals? 

Two types of evidence may be adduced which lead to the analysis of 

/m(')/ as obstruents in lNiodern Irish, namely evidence from IM 

itself and evidence from phonotactics. It is significant that both 

types of evidence are mutually supportive. To put this slightly 

differently, if I'°i supported the proposed treatment but no corrobora- 

tion were to be found elsewhere in the phonology of Modern Irish, we 

might (justifiably) be accused of moulding the data to fit the 

analysis. However, this is not the case. moreover, our hypothesis 

Footnote 

notice however that in ogers' treatment of Modern Scots Gaelic %m/ 

is an obstruent. In support of his analysis Rogers cites evidence 
from IN corresponding to the first argument presented below. 
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rinds additional support from the fact that there are two types of 

evidence from IM and two types of evidence from phonotactics. Let 

us examine the former first. 

One piece of evidence from I1 in favour of the treatment of /rah ýý/ 
as 

obstruents may be found in Lenition. Recall that there is neut- 

ralization between /ra/ and /b/ on the one hand and /m'/ and /b'/ on 

the other whenever these underlying segments lenite - they are realized 

as 
[ca] 

and 
[v] 

respectively on the phonetic surface. This supports 

the fact that the two pairs of underlying consonants and their lenited 

counterparts have been given similar distinctive feature matrices in 

Table 7 II- they share the same specification for Ccorona1 
, 

[anterior] 

and 
[voiced. What 

[- cont] in common 

flipped during the 

that [wJ is a voic 

is more both pairs of underlying consonants have 

and it is the value for this feature which is 

process of realization. Now we have specified 

ed bilabial fricative which is I+ cons] [- vool, 

(rather than a semivowel i. e. 
[ 

cons] - voc1). In other -. ords, only 

one feature is affected when /b/ and /'b'/ lenite to [w1 and [v] *. 

A priori, then, we would prefer an analysis which changes the minimum 

number of feature-values -: hen /m/ and /m'/ lenite to [w] an: 
Cv). 

Since both Ew] and 
111 

are obstruents, we will favour the treatment 

; rhich flips only 
E- 

tont] 
, 
and 

E+ 
nasal (but see belo1,17), rather than 

he one which also requires t at 1+ son] becomes sonj sum _1P3 

the most highly valued analysis will be the one in which /m/ and %m' i 

are treated as obs cruents . 

Furt-her support- lies in . 
he precise Tormali aLion of Leaition. We 

i. üve sugbes rcd above that the value of 
[-, nas al] may he ilypp ülonC 

Footnote 

The labioc ental point o articulatio in, pa1,, taiiý. C cosnt-- part 

of [, 7 a y3 rfýect ed b: - a lc-a Z, 
- vel PD??. 
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with that of [-coat] when /m(')/ lenite. Notice however, that to 

make such a claim would necessarily entail the complication of the 

statement of Lenition. To put this another way, it would mean that 

Lenition could only be characterized as Spirantization in a more 

limited set of cases. Howev,: r, prevalent in the phonemic hand-books 

is the claim that [w] and Ev] which have developed from underlying 

/m/ and /m'/ are not only nasalized themselves but are also preceded 

by nasalized vowels e. g. [lä: w](lämh "hand"), Csawra] (samhradh 

"summer") (see e. g. Mhac an Fhailigh page 48 § 208; de Bhaldraithe 

page 46 § 241). If we specify [w] and Cv] as 
[±nasal] 

, then not 

only are we able to account for the nasality associated with certain 

occurrences of these consonants and consequently the nasal assimila- 

tion attested in preceding vowels, but also we retain a simpler and 

more highly valued formalization of the realization of Lenition. 

It might reasonably be asked at this point in the discussion whether 

similar arguments from the realization of Eclipsis might lead to the 

specification of all nasals as obstruents, given that /d/, /d'/, /g/, 

/g'/ (= voiced obstruents) eclipse to /n/, /n'/, /n/, /01 / (= sonorants 

in Table III) respectively. Moreover, arguing on the basis of the 

formal simplicity of the rules of realization (as was done above for 

Lenition), surely their statement is complicated by the fact that 

voiced bilabials apparently retain their specification [- son in the 

SC of the realisation rule, whereas that of the dentals and velars is 

flipped? The solution to this apparent anomaly lies in the nature of 

Eclipsis itself. We shall characterize this mutation-type in terms 

of movement up the sonority hierarchy. It is therefore salient to 

the process that the underlying voiced plosives should become homorganic 

nasal sonorants. Now this is just as true for bilabials as it is for 

dentals and velars. In other words, [m] 
, 

[m'] which result from the 
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realization of Eclipsis in underlying /b/, /b'/ become E 
song during 

that process. 

To sum up, at the underlying level of representation, bilabial nasals 

are specified [- 
. son]. This facilitates the character--, - at ion of 

Lenition as Spirantization. After all the truly phonological rules 

have applied, a PDR "fills in" the positive specification for the 

feature [sonorant] when it co-occurs with [+ nasal]. This PDR also 

insures that underlying bilabial nasals which have retained their 

specification as I+ nasal], [-a- ant] , 
E- cor] throughout the application 

of the phonological rules appear as [-! 
- son] on the phonetic surface. 

However it applies redundantly to those bilabial nasals which result 

from the realization of Eclipsis, since these acquire their [+ son 

specification as part of the SC effected by that realization process. 

Let us now turn to the second piece of evidence from IN which supports 

the analysis of bilabial nasals as obstruents in Modern Irish. Since 

it involves a ,, inor Mutation it also provides an opportunity to 

exemplify the mutation-type: the Article induces the mutation of /s/ 

and /f/ to [t] and [t'] respectively under certain specific morpho- 

syntactic and phonological conditions. Thus the manner in which we 

handle these data will be significant in terms of the formalization 

of different types of conditions on TACs (see § 2.4 for the role of 

morphosyntactic conditioning on T. "Cs). In fact, the morphosyntactic 

features --hich make up the necessary environment for the Minor Mutation 

under discussion (henceforth S-T) can readily be specified - S-T is 

triggered in a Feminine Singular noun in the Common form preceded by 

the Article, and in a Masculine Singular noun in the Genitive, also 

preceded by the Article. T` is Feasible that this morphosyntactic 

; environment could be formalized using alpha variables i. e. as 
[ sing. 

[cA,. Iiasc. ] [o/-Gen. ] 
. On the other hand, there seems to be no "ir_trinsic 
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connection" between Feminine Singular Common and Masculine Singular 

Genitive - unless one treats the former as [+ sing. ] [- Masc I [- Gen. ] 

Since the grounds for doing this are not obvious, I assume that the 

two morphosyntactic environments which tri ter S-T are disjoint. 

It is when we consider the phonological conditions on S-T that w2 

are led to treat /m(')/ as obstruents. Compare the data in (4) in 

which Feminine Singular Common nouns under-o S-T with that of (5)a. 

and b. which do not undergo the mutation-type 

(4) i / su : l' / La tu-1 

s. lil an tsuil "eye" 

[a t' i' i :J 

sli an tsli "way" 

iii Jsna: had/ [a tna: had] 

snathad an tsnäthad "needle" 

iv /sra: d [a tra: d'1 

srLd an tsräid "street" 

(5)a. 
i /J o: mra/ 

[a fo: mra3 

cf .I cl t' o: rra] 

seomra an seomra 
rr room" 

ii / J1 ; i2t7% L2 S1' iaw3 

cf. ra t'1°iawl 

sl iabh an sl iabh "mountain" 

/sna: h/ [a 
sna: hh 

cf . *Ea tna : h1 

snäth an snath "thread" 

iv /sruha: n! 
[a sruha: n] 

cf, --tä truha: n] 

sru `han an sruthan stream 
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(5) b. i /$g' iön/ [a fg' ian] 

cf. *[a t'g'ian] 

scian an scian 

ii /so'r'e: / [a 
sb'r'e. ) 

cf. 
[cl 

tb're: j 

i spre an sere 

iii /sm'e: r/ [a sm'e: r] 

cf. *[a tm'e: r1 

smear an smear 

iv /smal'k'/ Ca smal'k'] 

. f. *[2 tmal'k'] 

smailc an smailc 

Uknifell 

"dowry" 

"blackberry" 

"chunk, mouthful" 

We must now consider the following question: Why do the nouns in (5) 

not undergo 3-T? In fact the nouns in (5)a. and those in (5)b. fail 

to meet the SD of S-T for different reasons - that is, ti .e nouns in 

(5)a. co not meet the morphosyntactic conditions on S-T since they are 

Masculine and Common, even though they meet the phonological conditions. 

On the other hand the nouns of (5)b. do not meet the phonological condi- 

tions on S-T, although they are all Feminine Singular Common. To see 

that this is the case, consider the nouns of (5)a. in the Genitive 

preceded by the Article (i. e. Masculine Singular Genitive = (6)a. ) 

and compare them wish those of (6)b. which are also Masculine singular 

Genitive but fail to meet t'ae phonological conditions for just the 

same reasons as the nouns of (5)b. 

(6)a. i /$o: mra/ 
[bun 2 t'o: mra3 

seomra bun an tseomra "the enc, of 
the room" 
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ii /f1'iaw/ [ba: 
r a t'l'e: va] 

sliabh Barr an tslLbhe the top of the 
iii /sna: h/ [bun a tna: h3 

mountain" 

snäth bun an tsnäth "the end of the 
thread" 

iT /s ruha : n/ [k'o: l at ruha : n] 

sruthän ceol an tsruthäin "the music of the 
stream" 

b. i /sgata/ [k'an a sgata] 

Lk'an a tgata] 

scata ceann an scata "he leader of 
the flock" 

ii /sbo: rt/ Ela: a sbo: r't'] 

Ela: a tbo: r't'l 

spurt lad an spoirt "the sport's day" 

iii smig'1'e: r'/ [an'im' a smig'1'e: r' 
] 

" an'im' tmi j' l' e: r' 
] 

smuigleir ainm an smuigleir the name of LI. -.. 2 
smuggler" 

jsm'e: ro: ü'/ [sofas a srmm'e: ro: d] 

[sofas a trn'e: ro: c '] 

sm6aroic solas an smearoi- the light o the 
eer 

G 

a dance, iý appears that the p: _onolooicai environment quirýcý ö .; 

_, : ý.. ý? or ibra. S-T ^aV 'ý : sited as "before a vo. el cO on, aI aa-C 

IL is clear, however, that sac ia listing 7isses c, significant generaliza- 

tý: ýrz T, 7- would " ", e to s that 3--T a << lies beire a sonn-ent ut 

700tnott 

/f l' fie / un-aer oes final palatalizetic 
uffi_aation and vowel alternation when [Genitive] is associated with it. Cf , [sruha: n'] (= (6)a. iv) and Csbo: r't'l 

r) :1 

the -ý, orrhosvntactic £e^t-, -, re 
fin .l palatalization onl:, in 

(_ (6; b. -4-). 
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, 7e can only formalize the T^C in this way if T., e exclude bilabial 

nasals from the class of sonorant consonants - for, crucially, S-T 

fails to apply before /m(' )! (see (5)b. iii and iv; and (6)b. iii 

and iv) . Zn fact, when S-T is incorrectly applied to /s/ * before 

a bilabi -l nasal, we obtain an unacceptable consonant cluster. To 

put this another way, [tm] and Etm'] 
are unacceptable in just the 

same way that sequences of [t] ± obstruent are not permitted on the 

phonetic surf ace of Modern Irish. Notice moreover that the same 'MSC 

which precludes the occurrence of /fm'/ initial clusters is the same 

one which insures that /fb'/ clusters do not occur (if ýe choose to 

complicate the MSC - see footnote- below). ^. lternatively, if we 

decide to generate the unacceptable clusters, we find that the 

phonological rule of depalatalization treats /m'/ and /b'/ as a 

natural class since it applies only before these segments cf. 

Ifd rli: kj str(oc "line"; [Jg'in] scian "knife". However if we 

were to treat /m'/ as a sonorant and /b'/ as an obstruent, we would 

in fact be denying that depalatalization is a natural process, just 

in case it operated in tTrio very different phonological environments. 

Thus by adopting the analysis in which /m'/ belongs to the class of 

bilabial obstruents, we are able to maintain that depalatalization 

constitutes a unitary, phonologically natural process, as formalized 

below: * 

(7) Depalatalization F- sorg 
!+ cor son 

- ant ---ý pal] /-cor 

+ coast + an'- 

pal 

* Footnote 

Initial I and [Jb'J clusters do not occur in 'lodern Irish. However 
it is net clear whether underlying initial /fm'/ and /f b'/ should be 

generated and the sibilant later depalatalized by phonological rule 
(maintaining the most general MSC on palatalization assimilation) or 

-'hether the iSC should have exceptions (thus simplifying the phono- 
logical component). For expository purposes I adopt the latter solution 

since it enables me to refer to underlying is/ alone in these environments. 
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We shall have more to say below about phonotactic constraints on 

clusters containing /m/, /m'/. Let us take it, then, that S-T is 

to be formalized in such a way that it applies before a sonorant 

only. In other words, the phonological environment of S-T is simply 

any sonorant, regardless of its vocalic and consonantal specifications 

(vowels being -- voc, - cons], /n(')/ I- voc, + cons], Ji(')/ and 

/r( e)/ [' voc, ± cons]). Not notice that we have necessarily included 

the velar nasals in that environment. This however has no effect 

since there are no initial /so/, /J '/ clusters in Modern Irish. 

In fact, as we noted above, it is doubtful whether */D(')/ should 

be posited in the underlying inventory: on the phonetic surface 

these nasals occur in initial position only as the eclipsed counter- 

parts of Furthermore in the Irish of Cois Fhairrge at least, 

non-initial occurrences of [n] and ['J always precede a velar plosive 

(w,. ith one exception; see footnote to p. 490 ); for instance, de 

Bhaldraithe cites £a axj eangach "fishing-net" ; and LsbLa: k'1 

splaingc "ember" Genitive (where by convention since it 

precedes a consonant marked for palatalization, and L=a voiced 

velarized dental lateral). In other words [ 0] , 
[n'] can be derived 

from underlying , 
fin/, /n'/ by the general process of Homoroanic Nasal 

Assimilation. Indeed it may be possible 

to the dialects which possess 'jord-final 

[n'] by the application of Velar Plosive 

Homorganic Nasal Assimilation e. g. in th 

to e_: tend such an analysis 

and intervocalic [v01 and 

Deletion to the output of 

e Irish of ErriF:, Co. Mayo, 

underlying /angex/ (eangach) --4 intermediate /aDg&x/ --- phonetic 

. 

** Footnote from page 485 

Depalatalization applies vacuously to underlying /sm/, /sb/ clusters. 

As for ', /Jp'/ clusters, which do in fact meet its SD, these do not 

figure in URs due to the fact that initial clusters never contain 

°; oiceless obstruents in Modern Irish. 
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surface [a4x] *. Such a treatment would be rendered more plausible 

than the comparable analysis frequently proposed for English and 

rejected by Smith (1973) inasmuch as we have more positive cross- 

dialectal evidence in Irish than in English for positing underlying 

velar and palato-velar plosives in that environment, iloreover, in 

the dialect of, say, Erris, -here is no distinction between words 

which undergo K/G Del. -tion and those which do not (cf. English 

[sibal singer vs. [f in ; a] finger), a fact which surely suggests 

that phonetic surf ac` have a single source. Notice finally 

that K/G Deletion will follow Homor; anic Nasal Assimilation by 

Deletion Cession. 

Returning to the main theme of our discussion, we may sum up the 

preceding argument by saying that there is no evidence for treating 

the velar nasals as occurring in the inventory of underlying initial 

segments in modern Irish. Indeed it may well be the case that no 

such segments ever appear in URs. The implications of these facts 

are that the phonological conditions on S-T can be stated in terms 

of the single distinctive feature [-F son], provided the bilabial 

nasals are treated as obstruents at the level of underlying represen-- 

tation. Moreover the =act that /m(')/ behave like obstruents in not 

triggering S-T when they occur in initial clusters, means that ý.: c 

have positive as, 7 e11 as negative evidence in support of our hypothesis. 

intrinsically related to the observation that clusters ,, hose second 

element is /ý ý/ fail to trigger S-T', is the Tact that along reith 

Footnote 

The phonetic representation is taken from ilhac an Fhailigh page 40 

174. The difference in vowel length between Erris [anax] and Cois 
d Fhairrbe [a: 0gax] iý of course irrelevant to the present iscussion. 
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other obstruent clusters, such clusters also fail to undergo Lenition. 

On the other hand, /s(')J + sonorant clusters do undergo Lenition, as 

shown b underlying /fl'i: /, /sna: hed/ and /sra: d'/ below. 

(8)a. [ma hli: ] 
mo shl1 " " " m, ý way 

b [ma hna: had] mo shnäthad " " my needle 

c. [ma hra: d'] mo shräid "my street" 

Now c ontrast the data of (8) with those of (9): 

(9)a. [m2 $g' is n] mo sci an "my knife" 

. 
Jjmia hg' is n1 *mo she Y an 

b. Ima sb' r' e :] mo spre "my dowry" 

hb'r' e: ] *mo shpre 

c. Ima sm' e: rj too smear "my blackberry" 

hm' e: r] *mo shmýar 

d. Ema smal'k'] mo smailc "my chunk, mouthful" 
ý*na hmal `k'J *no shmailc 

Here /s`')/ does not lenite to [h], just in case it is not followed 

by a sonorant. Nor is the Lenition of. clusters confined to those 

which might also undergo S-T, i. e. those with initial /s(')/: the 

following clusters lenite, where the second element is [-H 
son 

(I0)a. [--a era: ta] 

b. [m8 
-: napý2] 

c. 
[ma ýlin'a] 

/pra: ta/ 

/knap'a/ 

/ fn'a / 

mo phrata 

cno chnaipe 

v 
mo nhluine 

"my potato" 

"my button" 

''my glass" 

Since Irish phonotactics only permits those obstruent clusters, where 

the first clement is /s(')/, there are no other clusters of the type 

obstruent ý /m(')/. indeed this is precisely what we would predict 

from the claim that /mir)/ is an obstruent: if /m(9ý/ is a sonorant, 

why are there no obstruent 4- /m(')/ clusters to undergo Lenition? 

Similarly certain obstruent + sonorant clusters - to the exclusion of 

obstruent + /m('3I - undergo Eclipsis, depending on the first element: 
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(11)a. [a: r bra: ti: l 

b. Eatr gnap'i: ] 

c. [a: r 51in'i: ] 

A bprätai 

ar gcnaip? 

Ar ngloini 

11 our potatoes" 

"our buttons" 

"our glasses" 

Having anticipated slightly the type of argumentation which will be 

presented from phonotactics, this concludes the evidence from IM in 

b 
lm( ')/-as 

obstruents in Modern Irish. favour - of_ treating 

We now turn to the evidence from phonotactics which supports the 

analysis of the bilabial nasals as C- son]. Our first piece of 

evidence concerns the suppletive alternant of a frequently occurring 

lexical-item, namely, Cmn7-] mna, theýplural of /bIan/ (bean "wcman"). 

If, we assume-that, /m/ and, /n/ differ only in point of articulation, 

we find this item particularly recalcitrant,, for it appears to contra- 

vene two different, MSCs. To spell, this, out a little more, if both /m/ 

and /n/, are specified as 
[+ 

son, + nas3, their concatenation in Imna: / 

constitutes-a sequence of two-sonorant consonants as well as being a 

nasa-I cluster. Now there, is an otherwise-well-motivated INISC in 

Modern. Irish which prohibits two sonor t-iMazonants in wore-initial 

position. ' Clearly,, under the analysis in which /n/-is [+ son], /n. na: f 

is a counterexample-to this MISC. Secondly, the item contravenes a 

constraint which disallows initial nasal clusters. In fact this 

constraint is the corollary of a more general NSC which permits nasal 

clusters only if a syllable boundary intervenes cf. /1'e: m'n'a:: / 

l itneech "(act of) jumping"; /im'n'i: / imni "anxiety"; %here in 

each case /n'/ closes the first syllable and /n'/ comprises the onset 

of the second. ` 

However, if we specify the bilabial nasals as [- son in L:: s, we find 

-' Footnote 

The nasalization of the vowel, in the, phonetic representation is 
effected by a PDP. which is triggered by the immediately adjacent 
coronal nasal. 
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that /mna: / no loner contravenes the : ISC on sonorant consonants, 

Whilst the MSC on nasals may now be restated in a way which readily 

allows for the occurrence of /mn/ sequences. To take the IITSC on 

sonorant consonants first, w, re see that if /m/ is an obstruent, the 

UP. of "women" begins With an obstruent + sonorant consonant cluster. 

In this respect, then, /mna: / conforms to the regular patterning of 

the language, being comparable to /gra: / (grä "love"), or /bla: h/ 

(b1lth "flower") in its phonotactics. 

What then of the '1SC 7n. nasal clusters? - how can the treatment of 

/m %/ 
as obstruents possibly affect the fact that /mna: / has an 

initial cluster which is unprecedented elsewhere in the lexicon? To 

answer this question we must reconsider the types of nasals which may 

be separated by the syllable boundary alone. In fact when such cases 

are cited it transpires that the first nasal is bilabial and the 

second coronal. In other words the clusters which arise are just 

those in which the members differ in sonority, for notice that clusters 

of coronal nasal --, - velar nasal or velar nasal - coronal nasal (where 

both are [± son]) are not attested. The NSC on nasals is formalized 

more precisely below: 

(12) MSC on Nasals: 

r nas nas 
son son 

4,, -here =a s-, 7114ble boundary 

* Foot note 

Historically there were instances of n/, as attested bv the 

ort-ho raphy cf. congnamh "help"; iongnadh "wonder". Breatnach and 
3 '19 

0 Cuiv describe the disappearance of such sequences (page 141,5- d42; 
page 1120,9 397, resp clively). It may be inferred that /q/ spirantized 

0eL 
to ,; hich in turn vocalized, yielding a long vowel i-e- /kuDna/--) 

intermediate /kupa/----ý synchronic 
[ku: na] ; /uýna/---j intermediate 

/uYnca/- synchronic [u: nal. The only residue oF- the historical cluster 

is found in the synchronic exception [in'ni: j ingne "nail" Ceniti'Je. 

TWO possible accounts of the n sequence suggest themselves: 

to mark the Genitive of [u)a] < /unga/ as recalcitrant in the lexical 

repository; 
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Given the above MSC, /mna: / contravenes only one of its specifications, 

namely, the requirement that t intervene between the nasals. As is 

always the case with partial exceptions, we can account for /mna: / 

either by relaxing the conditions on the MSC on Nasals or by stipul- 

ating in the lexicon the way in which the item proves recalcitrant. 

The former solution may be achieved by modifying the NSC on Nasals in 

such a way that $ need be present only if the preceding nasal is not 

word-initial, i. e. 

(13) MSC on Nasals (Modified) 

r+nas +nas 
[+voc]) 

-son 
, 

+son 

It is interesting to note that several dialects which have relaxed 

the constraint on nasal clusters have done so only at the underlying 

level. In the grammars of these dialects we find that the original 

4 

* Footnote contd. from page 490: 

2) to maintain the MSC on Nasals as in 1) and to derive [it)'n1i: ] from 
intermediate /u! )a/ + /n'i: / by the rules of Fronting, Syncope and low- 
level Palatalization Assimilation (recapitulating the MSC Pal-Ass). 
All three rules are Minor and are attested in the decivation of the 
Genitive of [obirl] (obair "work") and Caunl] (abhainn "river") < 
/awinl/ via Vocalization and Coalescence. 

UR / unga/ / ob ir' // awin' / 

Gen. Suffixation unga + n'i: obir' +8 awin' +ä 
(morphosyntactic- 

ally conditioned) 
Hoch. Nasal Ass. urnga + n' i: - 

K/G Deletion urea + n'i: 

Fronting ip n' i: ebir'ö ewin'a 

Syncope i0n'i: ebr'a ewn'ö 

Pal. Ass. io'n'i: eb'r'3 evn'ä 

Phonetic Surface [in InIi: J Ceb Ir 'Z] [evn 1 a] 

(Fronting precedes Syncope by Deletion Cession; Hom. Nasal Ass. and 

K/G Deletion take precedence by Proper Contextual Inclusion since they have 

smal-ler domains than rules which incorporate the Gen. suffix in their SDE 

Only a thorough investigation of the rules of Frontings Syncope and low- 

level Pal. Ass. elsewhere in the phonology of Modern Irish will determine 

whether the Abstractness which they bring into the analysis is justified. 
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formalization of the MSC has persisted as a surface constraint and the 

nasal cluster in /mna: /, unacceptable at the level of phonetic repre- 

sentation, has been modified by phonological rule. Thus Mhac an 

Fhailigh cites the plural of /b'an/ as [mrä: ] 6 82 page 20), while 

de Bhaldraithe gives [mrO:, noting that "certain speakers retain the 

nasal quality in r' and r< n" 6 224 page 42, fnl. ) . The claim that 

speakers of Erris and Cois Fhairrge Irish retain the /mn/ cluster at 

the level of underlying representation is justified by the fact that 

only an underlying immediately adjacent nasal could condition the 

nasalization of the vowel. The implication of this is that even in 

those dialects where, phonetic surface [mnä: ] is not attested, the 

MSCs formalized above, which hinge crucially upon the differentiation 

of bilabial and coronal nasals in terms of the distinctive feature 

[sonorant], are nevertheless well-motivated. 

The second piece of evidence from phonotactics in support of analysing 

/m/ and /m'/ as obstruents in Modern Irish involves Epenthesis between 

sequences of sonorant + obstruent. It is not immediately clear 

whether such Epenthesis should be viewed as an MSC which operates 

within the expanded lexicon or whether it should be formalized as an 

insertion rule in the phonological component proper. However, consi- 

derations of rule interaction to which I shall return directly suggest 

that Epenthesis is a true phonological rule. Despite this conclusion, 

it should be stressed that whichever interpretation turned out to be 

justified, the bilabial nasals would demand differential treatment 

from the coronal nasals with respect to the feature [sonorant] 
. 
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0 

The data relevant to the formalization of Epenthesis are presented 

in Table V, where combinations of each of the three coronal sonorant 

consonants + another consonant are given. For each sonorant, a) anü 

b) show instances Tý., Tiorc Epenthesis does apply, whereas c') shows in- 

stances where Epenthesis does not apply. Clearly /m/ and /mI/ found 

in b) function like consonants of type a), rather than like consonants 

of type c"'. 'Moreover, in both a) and c) the second consonant in. the 

(potential) cluster has been established as an obstruent in 
. 'lodern 

'Irish. We may validate the claim that Epenthesis only occurs between 
w 

sonorant. consonant -L obstruent by citing instances of the reverse 

situation i. e. obstruent + sonorant consonant. In (14) obstruent -L- 

sonor. -ýlnt sequences contrast with the leftmost examples from a) in 

Table Vý 

(14} 1. [bog1x] cf. [boga1a<i] 

boglach 

"bad weather" 

[eb'r'aJ cf. *lebir'öl 

obre 

"work" Gen. 

3. Inc ivn' a] cf. ''' 
[k iv in'c3J 

but [kolag] 

but [ker'ib'J 

but [ban'iv] 

cuimhne 

"me mt5 ry" 

ý, 7e s, -n7 above that /m/ -L- /n/ and /", / --L /n'/ seuences are attested 

in Modern irish. However nsider4n, --- suc, - data in isolation can 
I co Z:, &1 4- 

lead either to the conclusion that /W')l are obstruents or that they 
I 

are sonorants: under the former interpretnticn, /m/ -L /n/ and /m'/ 

/nI/ function like the e,. -,. amples of (14), under the latter, they function 

1 
vp t ý,., e knoý%-, 

ns sonorant c, -usters 
(examples of these appear belCYý, ý/ 

from the data presented in b) of' Table V that t---Ine sequencýýs 
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TABLE V 

EPENTHESIS BETWEEN SONORANT AND OBSTRUENT 

After a lateral: 

a) 
[ko1g] 

colg 

It tOWn 

b) [ka13m] 

calm 

"a calm" 

c) Cfalsa 

k [f alasa] 

fallsa 

"1 azy" 

2. After a vibrant: 

[balawa: n] 

balbhan 

"dummy, stammerer" 

[5e1'im'id'aJ 

seilmide 

"snail" 

[olk] 

* [o12k] 

olc 

"bad" 

a) Cker ' ib If I, arag] 

coirb fe 

"bridge of straddle" 11 ange rII 

Cgorem] Iflerlim] 

f eirm (3-0 

"blue" 'If arm! ' 

c) [portax] [korp] 

*[poratax3 Crorap] 

portach corp 

"bog" "body" 

[sgolbbJ 

sgoib 

"peg (used in 
thatching)" 

[doraxa] 

dorcha 

"dark" 
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TABLE V contd. 

3. After a coronal nasal: 

a) [banliv] [janaxas] 

bainbh seanchas 

"piglet (Gen. )" "traditional lore" 

b) [an' im'] (sin' im'] 

ainm seinm 

"namett "playing (music)" 

C) [sla: n't'al Cu: nja x] 

Cs la: nI ita] *Cu: n Ii fa x] 

slAinte 6inseach 

"health" "fool (Fem. )" 

C1' anab i :] 

leanbai 

"childish" 
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or /nl/ + /ml, ' function as sonorant, 4- obstruent. This therefore 

confirms the conclusion reached in connection with /mna: / that the 

sequence bilabial nasal -T'- coronal nasal should be treated as an 

obstruent + sonorant cluster. 

Further crucial evidence in support of our argument is 0 found in the 

behaviour of obstruent clusters and sonorant clusters. We have cited 

examples of the former many times e.,,. n1axt' r> 
Ed 

==oý] 
(sneachta "snow") 

gara:, (ý'Z] (garaiste "garage") etc. Now observe the followin,,. - 0 0- 00 

ry 
Ip 

arm-c x(" geam-chaoch "our-blind"); [camb', i-n] (giimbin "interest"); 0 
[tumb2] (tomba " tomb-s tone"') Clearly, if /m(l)/ were sonorants we 

would expect Epenthesis to apply here, for the rule does so between 

[r + x. ], 
[r' 

-' b I] , 
[1 

-1 b] in Table V. Moreover, if the bilabial 

nasals were sonorants ý-, re would predict that: they would figure as the 

second element in sonorant clusters cf.: 

i. [ban' r' i: nj 

E 
an4-r'i-. nj D 

bainr o han 

it ! E; ýýý 

iii. [b'e: 
r1aý 

ii. [bar'n'xJ 

[bar'tn'&x] 

bairneach 

"limpet" 

iv [,, 
n' ii: n' I 'a 'ý] 

[i: n'i1'a: 3 

B e, ar Ia minleach 

I 
ý0 C) CD . 1-ne pasture" "T-n-, lish (lanaua-e)lv 

Yet as the b) e: -amples of Table V demonstrate, such is not the 

case . 'vle must therefore conclude that the bilabial nasals function 

respeCt to Epenthesis. as obst-juents rather than as sonorants wi th " 

Having reached this conclusion, let us formalize -, Epenthesis, To put 

tllais more Sper--ifically, we have seen that lm(''j"/ must be trcateý] as 

obstruent-'s but we have yet to determine -he subclass of obstruents to 
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which they belong, for not all sonorant + obstruent sequences undergo 

Epenthesis. From the c) examples of Table V, we see that the coronal 

obstruents, together with /p(')/ and /k(')/ do not meet the SD of 

Epenthesis. clear, then, It is that as well as stipulating C-son. 3, 

the rule must 
. 

include [-corl. In order to exclude the "peripheral" 

voiceless plosives we must guarantee that no non-coronal obstruent 

meets the SD of Epenthesis if it is both [-voice] and [-cont]. In 

other words, the rule applies if the second element is either [+voice] 

(e. g. /b('), g(')/ or [+cont] (e. g. /x(')/) *. The voiced continuants 

(i. e. /w()/) which occur non-initially (unlike /X(')/) meet either 

condition. Epenthesis is formalized as (16) where schwa has been 

specified as C-stressj: 

(lb) Epenthesis 

ý +cons] < C+pal3> cons: 
+son -son 

L-cor 

'[+voice] 

[+c ont] 

voc 
-cons 
-stressj 

L< [-back 
b high] 

>j 

[+pal] 

it 

The angled bracket notation captures the fact that the epenthetic 

vowel between slender consonants is [i] 
. rather than [a] 

. Notice 

that Epenthesis must follow Pal. Ass., since it destroys the envir- 

onment necessary for the latter. Since we may take Pal. Ass. to be 

* Footnote 

An MSC insures that sonorant consonant + /f(1)/ sequences are not 

generated. The prior application of the MSC constitutes corrobor- 

ative evidence that Epenthesis occurs in the phonological component 

proper. 
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an IISC, it seems natural that we should then regard the process 

which separates palatalized clusters as part of the phonological C; 

component proper. 

However the most.. convincing evidence that Epenthesis must be viewed 

as a phonological rule comes from the fact that Homorganic Nasal 

t.. ssimilation and K/G Deletion precede it. Given that it has been 

established that non-initial surface 101 and 1011 appear as clusters 

of /n/ + broad velar plosive or /n'/ + slender velar plosive 

ýrespectively) in URs (but see fn. to p.. 490 we would expect 

Epenthesis to break up the /n + S/ and /n' + sequences before 

these strings entered the phonological component proper - if Epen- 

thesis were an IISC. Thus Epenthesis would bleed Hom. Nasal Ass. of 

all underlying /n + g/ and /nI + g'/ clusters, yielding [nag] and 

. 
CnligS and the SD of K/G Deletion would never be met. However, 

instances of BI and B] from clusters containing underlying /g/ 

and are attested rather than sequences e. g. [nag] 
, 

[n I ig 

/s'unga: n/---) [Suga: nj (seanggn "ant"); /mi: nl, I Imi: 01 I (muing s 

"mane, marsh"). Nor is it possible to argue that these forms fail 

to meet tha SD of Epenthesis just in case they are instances of 

underlying /n + k/ and /nI + kl/. For not only would such an analysis 

go against the diachronic facts, but it would also complicate the 

statement of dialectal variation in an ad hoc manner: recall that 

Cois Fhairrge Irish has no K/G Deletion cf. surface 
(mi: In 

the case of s angan there is even more strikin3 evidence of the 

presence of underlyin, since tbe medial nasal. has been lost i. e. 
[Sug(x: MI (%qhcre IN] =a velarrized alveolar nasal; de Bhaldraithe 

page 103,5 593). 

Let us take it, thon, that Epenthesis, Hom. Nasal Ass. and KIG 'Delction 
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(ir' 'L'. 'Osc dialects POSSess it) arL- all 1--honolo, 4cci rul, -, s. 

T, I. -, o -; uestLon whicl,, must now be raised is the fojjoý,, jrj,: ",, h al 0 
princ L 1. maa 

iple of '1171,1 prevents Elenthes is f -om bI eed ing Hot, .NsI-, I. s s 

', ', 'G Deletion ,,,; th, ' cý -it? Tn e, nS ', ý7er in in -g --?, l compone'r fhe phonolo"' 

C. both cases is 'IPI. Civen a reprosentaticn containing an In 

or In' + cluster the ST)s of Hom. Nasal 1. ýN ss. a-r-rid Epenthesis ar-2 

bo t1l. -A. me t I., Ther,. we c; -pply the PITest, we disregard the voiced vel, ýýr 

plosive since it appears in s both S" NOIý 7 the phonologicani- mrat, 2rial 

which remains e--tant, namely the nasal sonorant consonant, preciisel, 7 

matches the structure affected by Hom. "asal Ass. but is properly 

included in the SD of Epenth-esis applies 'Lollowin7 
, all sonorant 

consonants. Thus by Proper Class Inclusion Hom. Nasal Ass. takes 

applicational precýadlence. The al,, ) ýL textual Inclusion , orithm Proper Con 

comes into play when the output of Hom. I'liasal Ass. meets the SDs of 

K/G Deletion and ag'-w-in, Epenthesis. (K/C Delction Follows F. cm. Nasal 

Ass. by Deletion Cession). The intermediate representation under, -,, oes 

K/G Deletion just in case the environment of deletion contains only 

one segment whereas under Epenthe-sis ffýe inserted segment 

is flanked by tT70 segments in the SD. Notice jl-'inally that PI"Prec 
C) 

supersedes TDejet4on Cession - the latter operates onl,,,, u-here PI'Lllrec 

is inapplicable. 

Summing up the outcome of ourr treatroent of Epenthesis as a phono- 

logical rule in 'ILlodern -1-rish, -., 7e see that the above analysis has 
w 

implicat-ions not only for the sp2cification Of bi'. ', ab-&'. al nasals as 

, is-inctive aL 'or the principles of UDR. ' and the obstruents, but also f 

feature characterization of the ccronal sonorant consonants. To take 

the bilabial nasals first, we have corroborated evidence from IIII 

--4 

'.. j-th evidence f rom phonotactics in s,, -- ort of our original h--)otI,, - 

more spec4-'ic, -, 
llv 

esis that /m\ belong to the class of obstruents. J 
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the MSC which prohibits *[Jmý and *[fblj clusters and the p-. -ecise 

formalization of the rule of Epenthesis serve to subclassify the 

bilabial nasals alongside the voiced bilabial plosives. Thus the 0 

minimal differentiation of the two pairs in terms only of the feature 

[nasal] finds support which is independent of any concern about the 

statement of IM. 

As for the implications of the above discussion for the UDRA hypoth- 

esis, we shall demonstrate in further detail the applicability of 

the principles put for-,,, ard in Part I when we turn to the actual 

c formalization of the realization rules oil III in § 3.22 and the resolu- 

tion of two apparent ordering paradoxes in § 3.3. 

remains in this section for us to survey the repercussions of the 

preceding exegesis for the coronal sonorant consonants. In our 0 

characterization of S-T. we saw the way in which /n, n, I , 1,11, r, rl 

function as a natural class with the vowels. Parallel behaviour was 

also attested in our treatment of Epenthesis. Clearly, then, the 

dintinctive feature specification of /n, n', 1,11, r, rl/ as [-ý cons, 

son + cor, --i- ant, -ý- voice] c. -Ptu--es a silTlificant fact about the 

consonantal s, ý, stcm. of :,, Lodern 1rish. Lef-- us examine the internal 

differentiation of thýý natural cleass which has been defined in this 

m anne r. C. ) 
ontinuant] , 

[:, iasal] by referr4ng to the distinctive features IC 

"he specif i -' /n( ')/ alone as and 
[1-aterall (see Table 111). * 7- catiori of 

[-'- nas] and /1(1 )/ 
alone as [-I- lat] needs no further comment. Som e 

Justification is required, however, for the distr4bution of ontinuari C t] 
1 

* Footnote 
17 - 

om 

I. otice from Table III that the liquids are further distinguished f" 

r7i, ; Picant, the 
the nasals by bcinng [+ 

voc] ,,, Ithou, --h this fact is 

fOllOT, 7in, - discussion centres crucially around "cons onantal" features. 

<D 
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since of the sonorants only /r(')/ is Positively sPecified for this 

feature. The specification of /r(')/ as [-', 
- cont] reflects thýý 

description of their surface e: -ýponents as "fricativesit or "vibrants" 

in the phonemic literature. To cite Ch&H: "The fricative varieties 

of [r] do not present any particular difficulty; they are clearly 

continuant. " (SPE page 318). Similarly the claim that the nasals 

(i. e. /m(')/ as ý, Tell as /n(')/) are [- cont] follows the precedent 

set in SPE. Finally, as Ch&H observe, the treatment of fl(')/ with 

rec, ard to this feature is a comple. x issue. It might be restated in 00 

terms of whether 1 should be classified with the stops or with the 

continuants. Ch&H cite Lloyd's (1908) description of cent-ain dialects 

of English spoken in Scotland where diphthongs are lax before non- 

continuants (e.,,: -,. 'Ajd]) and tý_, nse before continuants (e. g. [rlajzl). CD Ir 
In these dialects [1] patterns T; ith the noncontinuants (e.,. Cf-'A, 

0 ill ) 

and 
[r]with the continuants (e. g. [tvajr]) (SPE -Lbid. ). ',.. v'e shall see 

presently that the further differcntiation of the laterals and coronal 

nasals in Irish depends upon tl. -, Leir pr-. Lor specification as [- con t] - 

- of the sonorant consonants only 7,,,, e tentativ,, ly concluldle 

ilr( 
')/ is a continuant. 

Given this tentati-,, e- conclusion, ý. -, e may schematize the distribution 

of feature values o17 IC ontinuant], [nasal] and [latera 11 fort 'l-le, 

liere I assume sonorant consonants as F c<], KI 
I "T, - 

the -, uali+.,;, of '; --he 
different Eeaturns --or the sonorant Ln question. 

II 

lie oppos "'he 'fact that ý,, e are abi e Lo schematize t' itions in this mariner 

suo, c,,, -: -, sts that not only do the sonorant consonants constitute a , 7ell- 
00- -1 

defi-ned natural class bu. - also that this natural class is max, irmally 

differentiated internally. Although analyses cannot be Justified 

solely cm the basis of ele-rance, the fcct that an independent"-,,,, 
6 

.4 motivated descriPtion attains elegance serves to render it. more OýIjy CD 
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valued by the metatheory. 

As a final point in our discussion of the phonological inventory of 

Modern Irish, mention must be made of those dialects which purportedly 

possess more than tuo laterals and more than two coronal nasals. 

According to the phonemic studies, /1, V/ are the lenited Counter- 

parts of /L, L'/ respectively. Figure II, based on private communica- 

tion with Prof. T. S. 0 Maille, sets out the phonetic distinctions. 

However, I suspect that the strong claim of Donall 0 Baoill that these 

distinctions are contrastive is illusory. Moreover this scepticism is 

supported by Ailbhe Nil Chasaidels research where it was found that 

qualitately there is no dif f erence between [L] and [1] 
, and between 

[L'] and 
[1'] (1979). Nonetheless, if it can be maintained that native 

speakers make the purported distinctions, a distinctive feature must be 

added to the phonological inventory. Furthermore . since descriptions 

of Old Irish allude to a four-way distinction which also extended to 

vibrants., any observationally adequate diachronic study will require 

an additional distinctive feature. (Indeed, the pressures from 

diachrony and synchrony to extend the inventory become actuality when 

we find older speakers who preserve the distinction. ) 

Two SPE features come to mind to describe a four-way subclassification 

by combining with [pal]: [tense] or [distributed] Although the 

former has initial appeal, I know of no non-arbitrary way of deciding 

whether to allocate its positive specification to the radical con- 

sonants or to their lenited counterparts. The feature [distributed] 

on the other hand offers a solution which is not ad hoc. Ch&H posit 

this feature to account for languages with consonantal systems 

containing bilabial, dental, alveolar, retrofle, -ý and palato-alveolar 

plosives. Despite the fact that they do not state as much explicitly, 

it may be inferred that in such cases the [±distj specification is 
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FIGURE II 

FOUR-WAYS-MCLASSIFICATION OF LATERALS AND CORONAL 

NASALS MIME DIALECTS OF MODERN IRISH 

I- [n], Ell 2. CnI], [11] 

Alveolar/post-alveolar Apico-dental/alveolar 
velarized palatalized 

�� 

3. [N], [L 

Lamino-dental (interdental) 
velarized 

I -% 

CN'] 
, 

CL] 

Alveo-palatal 
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typical of the plosive series. It was this consideration which con- 

tributed to the decision to characterize /1(')/ and /n(')/ as C- cont] 

(in those dialects which possess only Lwo laterals and two coronal 

nasals) Ch&H classify apical consonants as [- dist] anJ laminal 

consonants as [-, dist] as a first appro:, imation (page 312), although 

they stress that the relevant di-stinction is actually "between sounds 

made with long constrictions and those made with short constrictions. " 

(I page 314). However, it seems plausible to specify 
[Nji[N] 

as 

[--f- distj and [n], [n'] as [- dist] on this preliminary basis. ,, Ie 

shall see in the ne--. -t section that Lenition in dialecLs -which possess 

.c a four-way distinction involves Lhe flipping of the value of 
[dis 

t] 

whilst in dialects with a three-way distinction there is neutralizaý 

tion. 

This concludes our somewhat lengthy discussiý:, n of the phonological 0 

inventory or Modern I-. L-ish. 4`ýS W-11.1. become cicar when we staLe the 

re-aliza-zion fulas oZ L'.. ':, t: hei-: precise formalizaLion ýapenes crucially 

upon t-lie ý. Ls, tin%, --', -- i-, -, e feaLure speciticaLions of each un'erlying se-ment. 

! ý-- is for tlýis feason that a care. Zul evaluation of tl-he Inas 

11 -1 - rep! izýal: icrl 
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Th-, - SetofP, u 

in F.. ectio,,, .-I shall present a fo-r-mall-7,7, tion of the s--t of realizza- 

tion rules of IM for Modern Trish. I sh'n-11 be-c-D 
0 L. -in b, 7 setting out the 

phonetic el. "fects biýqught about b,., the presence of triýý, ers of IM witil ) ýD 
the most simply stateable surface repercusslions. In other words, 

shall commence v-ith the Minor '. ',,, Iutat )ns, t'nen -je shall turn to 'T'ciipsis, L 

, and finally Lenition, the most comple-, tri,,, -r inasmuch as 'Do- this 

mutation-f_-1.7pe comprises a set Of disjunctive rules in itself. (The 

phonetic repercussions of the Major Mutations are set out in Table VD. 

The section will close with ,, discussion of the T... 7ays in 7.7hic', Ii the 

t, i c-cers assicned in the exnanded le---icon are eradicated before reaching 0c) 0 C. L 0 

the phonetic surface. 

The I'll inor . 1, utation ýA!: h the least surLace veriation is il-prefixation, 

the process whereby the only semivowel in the underlying inventory is 

pre-fixec: to initial VOWeIS. (Recall that /h/ is the only syllabic onset 

stinction. ) It may be form- Tv-hich does not e-c,: hibit the broad/slender d4j-- L- 

alized as (71" 

(17) (PRI) H -pre fixat ion: 

voC 
uCons 

= vOc 

- cons 
H 

r 

C) Notice thit since realization rules consstit, -Ite oart Of the phonolorgical 

component proper, ill be specified as a semivowel throughcut the 

ope raxt ion of the rules of that component. moreover, since [h] is the 

s other feature specifications could 
only semivowel phonologically, it 

be provided by Linking conventions along the lines of SPE (page 419ff) 

IOSS c withoul Thus H-prefixation may be formalized in the --bove manner I 
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TABLE VI 

THE MAJOR MUTATION-TYPES: ECLIPSIS AND LENITION 

Exemplified by the Unmarked form of the Verb "III Sg. Pres. Indic. '? 

0 "C (a 
c lki C 
0 %n C) Q. 

VI-81 Affirmative UJ21 Interrogative 

p [po: san] b bo: san] 

bposann 

pt [ptlte: skan] bt [btlte: skan] 

P14ascann bple/ascann 

t [tig 'a n] 

tuigeann 

d[ diglan] 

dtuigeann 

t, it 'a 

titeann 
.1 

dl [dlitlan] 

dtiteann 

-0 

ro 01 
&j Nezative 

fEf0: San] 

phAann 

ft [fllle: skan] 

phlýascann 

[higlan] 

thuigea 

Chittan] 

thiteann 

k[ kaha n] gahan] ,ý --- x-- [ xahco>n] 

caitheann gcaitheann chaitheann 

kl [klrledtan] gl [gtrledl, 9n] c [grtedten] 

creideann g-creideann chreideann 

b [bantan] m Linanian] w [wanlan] 

baineann mbaineann bhaineann 

bl [blarcin] ml [mlaran] v varan] 

bearrann mbearrann bhearrann 

d [du: nan] n [nu: nan] 
[yu: nan] 

of dhunann dunann nd4nann 

Gloss 

"marry" 

11 ex-olodell 

"understand" 

tt f all" 

11 throWl 

"believelt 

"reapq cut" 

ticut, shave" 

It shut" 
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TABLE VI contd. 

Ju 
CIO 

0 4- 0 
11, C 

kffirmative L'Ujltlj Interrogative Negative 

dl [die: nan] n, [nle: nan] [je: nan] 

deanann ndeanann dheanann 

glanan] 

glanann 

[glai-an] 

geallann 

[o lan-an] 

ng, lanann 

lana n] 

zjklanann 

jalan] 

F, h_eallann 

w wolan) 

mholann 

v [valanj 

mheallann 

o: lanl 

fhoEhlann 

,0[ eklan] 

fheiceann 

L alan] 

ngeallann 

m1 m01,8 n1 1 Molen] 

molann Molann 

mt [mialan] 

meallann 

fLf0: lan] 

foghlann 

1m, 
alznl 

meallann 

WC wo: lan] 

bhfo, o-hlann 

ft [flekl; an] 

feiceann 

[veklan] 

bhfeiceann 

s sakan] sakan] 

sacann sacann 

h hak an] 

shacann 

[f i: 1 '; a nl U i: i tan] hi: 1 "an] 

sileann sileann shileann 

rxloss 

"do, make" 

"clean" 

"promise" 

"praise" 

11 c oax" 

"learn" 

"seell 

tt stuf fl, 

11 think" 
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explicitness. The result of applying (Rl) to the N. P /ina a: tl/ or [+H] 

the VP /na: im'i: weml/ will be the phonetic represent at ions [ina 
+H j 

ha: t'] (ina hall- in her place") and na: him'i: wem'] (na/ himigh uaim 
"don't leave me"),. respectively. 

The second Minor Mutation which requires formalization is T-prefixation. 

The morphosyntactic environment of this mutation-type is that Of Masculine 

Singular Nouns ý.: ith an initial vowel following the Article (this includes 

numerals based on /e: n/ aon "one" and /Oxt/ ocht, "eight"). Now unlike 

/h/, the epenthetic consonant in T-prefi-ýation exhibits the broad/ 

slender dichotomy, -,, -hich particular consonant is inserted beinog C'eterm- 1. 

ined by the lexical item. Thus before /ara: n/ (ara***n "bread") [t] is 

prefixed, whereas we "ind Ct'] before /iml/ (im "butter") cf. [a tara: n 

agus a t'im'] (an t-aran agus an t-im "the bread and the butter"). 

However it must not be presumed that the s election of by /ýml/ is 

determined by the high front quality of the voweel. Thus /if crIa 0D/ exhibits 

the same ini--ial segment in the radical form but requires I [a 
tif aI (an t-uisce 'Ithe T,, 7, ater" ) where the selection of the epenthetic 

consonant is shown in the orthography by an initial back vowel. 

How then are 7,7e to handle the different behaviour of initial vowels? 

. 7hiclh we The t-, o solutiohs -,. 7lhLch spring to mind are of course those T 0 

- In discussed in § 1.3 "'. "I--, e ',, 7at: ure of Triggers" nýý, m. ely, the segment approa 

and the feature approach. Given our arc-ument that tri-gers ol, 'I'Ll bp- 
ýD ý)O 

viewed as diacritic features it might be assumed that the distribution 

of It I and [t'] should be handled in the same . -a-, 7 . There is however a 

s0 r-nhosyntactic determinaticn of ignificant difference between the mo M 

Recall t1ha'- in 
', iutation-type ant-, the problem now under discussion. 

§ 11.3 it was noted that ý., 71-iiist morphological featu-nzs h2ve ýhonetic 

consequences, theýy differ from. phonc-t-*c segments b'17 not hav-, n- , ýhonetic J_ -I __ 01 
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content. Yet if we were to posit an initial [+pal] 
segment in "butter" 

(i. e. /im'/), that segment would have phonetic content wherever it was 

preceded by a syllabic onset. For not only do we find a contrast 

between [a tI im'] and [a tifglgj , but we find a precisely parallel one 
in [m'im'], Cd'im'] Wim "my butter". dl_im "your sing. butter") vs. 
[mifg'a] 

, 
[difg1a] Wuisce "my water", d'uisce "your sing. water") 

where the phonological representations are /ma+ liml/, /da+ 'iml/. 

/m-a+ ifgla/, /da+ iJg1a/, respectively. * Thus by adopting the 

segment approach we predict the occurrence of just those aspects of 

the phonetic surface representation which correlate with the broad/ 

slender distinction pervasive throughout Irish phonological structure. 

Moreover the presence of initial bare /I/ is not confined to Masculine 

nouns: Feminine nouns with an initial vowel may also demand the 

pos iting of b are For. example, compare / orajd'a la Can ora: *fd 

(an oraiste "the orange"); [morajd 'a] Wora"iste); Cdoraj d 

(dIora***iste'); with Paglla/--ý [an' agla] (an ea&la "the fear"); Cm, agl, 93 

W-eaala); [d 1 agl a] ). As we shall see below, a related 

phenomenon is the occurrence of bare /I/ due to the Lenition of /f(')/. 

Here only those features which comprise the archisegment are deleted. 

J6 

Footnote 

The rule of elision which deletes schwa may be stated informally as 
f ol lows: 

&-Elision: c +(')v 
0 

Whilst it is the case that the SD of a-Elision could be simplified to 
read Ca+V if the instances of [+pal] we are dealing with were treated 
in t, 2rms of a diacritic feature, two points should be stressed: 

such a notion of simplification is based upon a very crude 
conception of the evaluation measure, 

2) in the case of lexemes like /I im'/, t-Elision does involve the 
addition of C+palj to the broad consonant immediately preceding the 
deleted schwa, a fact which is captured directly by the formalization 

which incorporates /I/ in iLs SD. This remains unexpressed in the 
formalization which omits /I/ from its SD and must be effected by an 
independent rule induced by a diacritic. 
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This results in the stranding ofý/'/ which was segmented out in the 

case of slender consonants. The crucial difference then between the 

appearance of /'/ in [an' agla] and its appearance attached to han/ in 

[an' e: l1a] (an fheile "the feast-day") is that in the former /I/ occurs 

initially in the UR without being associated with a consonant, whereas 

in the latter /I/ constitutes, the [+ pal] feature. -of the labiodental 

fricative which has been deleted. 

Having substantiated the postulation of bare /'/_in certain lexemes, 

we may now formalize T-prefixation as the insertion of a voiceless 

coronal plosive unspecified for [palatalization]: 

(18) (R2) T-prefi. -,. ation 

+ cons 
+ ant 
+ cor 
- cont 
- voicej 

ýF, 

"I oc 

-- 
cons] 
T 

Notice first that the archisegmen-&-/L/, has been specified uniquely'as 

the only voiceless coronal noncontinuant which occurs in the phonological 

inventory. The fact-that no-boundary is_presentýbetween the epenthatic 

archisegment and potential occurrence of the feature [+ pal] insures 

that the. se two are associated with each other in phonetic rcpresenta- 

i fricatec; palato-alveolar Lions., * PDRs may then operate, to yeld the-aH 

plosive attested on the pho , netic surface(see 3.1 p. 
_ 

477 

Noreover, observe that although T-prefixa Lion is only instanced in 

Footnote 

The absence of an intervening boundary in 
-7 -n 1] / ma im et Cm Ii< 

alia may be considered as part of the SC 
'of 

a -Elision, When this ri-ile 
T; -stated formally. 

ý[+ 
pal] 

) 
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llasculine`ý-'Sin-'ular Nou I ns - whi I ch follow - the Article, /an/ has been 
Q 

omitted from (R2). This is because realization rules are sensitive 

to the presence of tri, -,, -, ers and are only indirectly conditioned by the QO Ia 

mor p os ynta I ctic context in which they occur. To put this slightly 

differently, once TACs have assigned triggers of IM to syntactic surface 00 

-er which is respon- structures, 'it is the'presence ofý'a particular tri... 

sible', for the phonetic repercussions of the mutation-type. Thus the 

IýIý-C'n- presence of T] sparks'off the insertio of the coronal plosive in 

t: /ilg -4 whilst the fact that'[+*Tl occurs in one 

norphosyntactic environment only is incidental. 'In this way (R2) has 

been formalized in a parallel fashion to (P%l) where no attempt was 

made to Stipulate a left'-hand environment for the SD. Finally, it 

should be borne in mind that we shall refer back to T-prefixation when 

we discuss an ordering paradox involving the phonetic shape of the 

Article and the Lenition of /f(')/ in 3.3. 

The remaining Minor Mutation to be formalized is S-T which was treated 

in some detail in the- preceding section (see pps 481-9 ). Thcre ., 7e' 

ar. --u6d that the bilabial nasals behave like obstruents in not triggering 00 

S-T, which applies before all sonorants irrespective of their consonan- 

tal or vocal specification. Given that independent evidence was adduced 

above for the exclusion'of'/m/, /m'/ from the class of sonorants, (R3) 

constitutes a valid formalization of the realization process for S-T: 

(19) (R3) S-T son 
+ cor [+ pal] C+ son] 
+ ant 
4- cont 

C- cont] 

The structure affected in (R3) has been specified uniquely as the 

archisegment corresponding to coronal continuant obstruents (the C- son], 

specification excludes /r(')/). Since such segments are always voiceless 
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in the phonological inventory, the specification [-Voice] may be 

omitted from the SD of (R3) without loss of explicitness. Notice, 

however$ that the Pre-Condition on PI, which operates throughout the 

phonological component, demands that the segment affected by (R3) be 

specified as E+conýj. This is because only coronal obstruents which 

are -ontinuants undergo (R3) non-vacuously. In other words, the 

natural class actually undergoing (R3) is that of coronal continuant 

obstruents - coronal plosives would be unaffected by it. Thus although 

it would be possible to simplify (R3) by allowing it to apply to all 

coronal obstruents, the spurious nature of such a simplification is 

implicit in the Pre-Condition. It is perhaps necessary to stress at 

this point that the omission of [-voice] does not contravene the Pre- 

Condition in this way, for (R3) can hardly be said to apply vacuously 

to */z(')/ when this configuration of distinctive features is foreign 

to the phonology of Modern Irish. 

Having formalized the realization rules for the Minor Mutations, we now 

turn to Eclipsis. The phonetic repercussions of this Major Mutation 

are set out in the middle column of Table VI, where triggering condi- 

tioned by the Interrogative Particle is exemplified for each radical 

consonant in the underlying inventory. In attempting to account f or 

these data, we shall once again draw on the discussion of the preceding 
z 

section (pp. 480 -1 Recall that we anticipated the characterization 

of Eclipsis in terms of movement up the sonority hierarchy. Thus in 

contrast to the bilabial nasals which appear in URs, those which result 

from the Eclipsis of /b(')/ are specified as [+son]. This is the 

natural corollary of the fact that under Eclipsis voiced Plosives 

become homorganic nasal sonorants. 
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Bearing these points in mind, consider a statement of the realization 

of Eclipsis in'', 'Hodern Irish comparable to Anderson's formulation of 

Lenition in Old, Breton (see Part I, chapter 5,55-2.3 

(20) (R4) Eclipsis, -- Preliminary Formalization 

voice + voice 

OX+ voic>e- nasa - 11-1 
-+ 

+ Ecl 

A cursory examination of (R4) shows-that it-fails to capture the 

notion "movement uý the sonority hierarchy"., To, put this another way, 

this preliminary formalization does-not make, explicit the fact that 

whilst (certain) voiceless obstruents, become homorganic voiced 

obstruents, underlying voiced plosives are consequently shifted to 

homorganic nasal sonorants: this insures that homonymous forms never 

result within the same morphosyntactic environment. Let us therefore 

revise the formalization of (RO in an attempt to capture the notion 

explicitly: 

(21) (R41) Eclipsis Revised Formalization 

son 
+ nas 

] 

son 
0+voic e] + voice] 

I+ 

Ecl 10 N 

voice 
cont] 

T ant 
cor 

cont 

E+ Ecl] 

Beside's capturing the no I tion' of movement up-a hierarchy, (R41) also 

incorporates solutions to three further inadequacies of the original 

(R4). The first short-coming lies in the direction of observational 
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adequacy, since under (R4')'s preliminary E-01: malizaLý-on, Is( woul d 

Z( become Of course iL e, 'Ould POssible Lo pre -empL ths ou-conle 

since3 I as we have noted, /:: 
L(')/ rOprLlsents a distinctive feaLui: e con- 

n,,, e ul t 0, - 
figuraLioll which is 701: eign Lo thýý placliologi, 

.0 -n 

Irish. I. -I o v; ever the charaLL-e-rization of Lhe bilabiail nasp ls c, 

result Erum 1. Eclipsis as [- sonj means that this archisemerit too jsý 

alien to t1lae unýerlying inventory. In orider to maintain the Claim thpat 

--, o, Lcec plosives become horiorganic nasal sonorants, ý-, 7e must the 

-Dossible flipping of C- 
voice] in underly4n- unless the archi- L. ýD 

segment is exPlicitly e: -ýcludleý, from undergoing Eclip-qis. Pevised 

achieves this by stipulating that the t-hree features ant, - cor 

o In ust co-occur - apart from thi s, only voiceless plosives are t: 3 
m -L 

C.. -iffected from the class of voiceless obstruents. 

In this connection, it is cruci-, --. 
l to notice that S-T and Eclipsis arre 

I essennally different types of realization rule -from 11-prefixation and 

T-prefixation as regards their formalization. This -. 141-44feren-ce lies in 

the fact that the latter pair ar2 insertion rules, or, e--. -pressed another 

way, H-prefim. ation and TE-prefixation contain the null element in their 

'Ds. Since it is a ccmplete segment T,, -hich is bein, -,,, inserte-0 7,7e c, -n 

take advantage of Linking by stipulatin.,, in the S-C 0-ýIj, tl,. ose disti-nctive 
0 C) 17 

features -, which are necessary Ito specify the epenthetic segment uniquely. 

In contrast, S-T and Eclipsls invOlve the switching of feat, 
-ire -vclues. 

This bein,, the case we cannot guarantee that the se-ments effected v7ill 
0 ýD lm) 

Footnote 

Notice tha, 1 Eclipsis, also ta process subsumed under the mutation-t'. ý-, n. e, 
constitutes an insertion rule, namely, the prefixation of Cnj to initial 

vowels. Thus the above comparison is only strictly valid 7, -, hen the term 

"Eclipsis" is applied to the IY1 of consonants) that is, in the sense in 

which it has been explicated up till no,,. j. See below for the formaliza- 

-insertion as part of the redlization of rcliPsis- tion of [n] 
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completely correspond to 
. 

those in the phonological inventory. It 'S 

on these crounds, then that the specification within the-braces 

has been incorporated into the revised version, (R4'). 

The second inadeaup 
, --Qy of the origin; -ql. statement of (R4) involves the 

problem that Iverson was concerned with in the formulation of his CcF) 

which was discussed at length in Part I, Chapter 5. The problem may 

be glossed as follows: 7ý11hat is to prevent. a segment which has become 

voiced by the application of that part of original (R4) outside the 

an-led brackets from undergoing the rule a second time 0 ýD 0 L_ to become nasal? 

(i. e. p-4b-im: t4d -)n; k--ýg4q n -2 artIi ý- was demonstrated that 

the relation of PI does not obtain here, since the segments effected by CI 

the first subrule are coextensive -.,: ith the segments affected by the 

second subrule. It was on this basis that we proposed the Pre-Condition 

on PI to filter out such spurious manipulation of the PI relation. In 

rea-ard to Anderson's formulation of Lenition in Old Breton, we then 1-7) 

suggested that the argled bracket notation mright in itself impos, --- dis- 
0 C-D 

-h4 junctivity of application. However, (IRV) does not make use oJE t .s 

device - as an inspection of its schematization reveals, abbrev - 
f- 1, 
,e revised formulation utilizes other Treans to insure that derived 

,., r, iced plosives do not become ho-norgr--nic nasal sonolants. Observe that 

,. 7h. 1-Ist tHe underlyin, -), voceless obstruents and the underlying voiced 

C plosives af f ected bv (R-. 4' ) have t! -, e tri--er 11 associated with 
I ID C) 

the diacritic is no longer preý7,? -,. t in their SCs. Since realize- 
0 

t : on rules are onl, 7 conditioned b,, 7 the presence of (part: Lcular) tri7gers, 

no se, -7,,, ments will undergo realization more than once provided we make 
D C. ) 

explicit tI-Le convention wl-, creby triggers are deleted du--ing the applica- 

sider that tri gers are tion of each realization process. ý. Then we cOT, 00 

that we need I: attested as r--uch on the ý)h(. -metic surface, that is, 

some conven'--,. cn for crasing the-ra apart '--. om the re-application issue, 
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it becomes clear that such a convention is independently motivated. 

To sum up, although it is possible to prevent 0 conjunctive application 

of the subrules of (RO, the device available is ad hoc in the sense 

that it constitutes an arbitrary notational convention with no corrob- 

orative evidence from elsewhere in the grammar. On the other hand, 

the Convention on Trin-yer Erasure (henceforth CTE) is required on 00 

0 -, rounds which are independent of the re-application of Eclipsis and 

common to all realization rules. In other words, CTE is a natural 

convention. 

The third and final short-coming of the preliminary for-malization otc 

Eclipsis (i. e. (R4) ) centres around the subrule by 
-which 

[-,, 
- voice] 

segments become 
0 

[-, nasal] As given in (R,, 4), this subrule is obser,,,, a- 

tionally inaderuate on two counts, one regarding the input in angled 

brackets in (RO, revised as the lower right-hand specification in (RV), 

and the other concerned with the output in angled brackets in (RO, 

ght-hand speciflication in (P,, 4'). Let us take revised as the upper ri ID 

the second coun'- first since it -Ls %--he more, easilly remedied. Original 

(74) does not stipulate that the nasal segments effect-ed durimy -. 7clips-fs 
C: ) 

are sonorants., ', - Cle; arl-,,, this is tantamount to saying t-ha!:, unlike the 
I10- 

revised (P-4"), (P, 4) failed ex, )licitly , --o capture the notion "movement 

up the sonority hierarchy". Tn fact the omission of [-, 
- son] within 

angled brackets ir. the SC of (7.4) is 1"-r, --eL: - artificial. The prelim- 
C> 

inary formulation of ', Eclipsis , 7as mace or. a basis comparrable to 

tta 
, Anderson's statement of Lenition in Old 7.3reton, -, 7hich 6oes n04- 

changes in sonority. It would there-forc -)OSe no Si-Mificant problem 
0 iý 0 

Footnote 
- any reference to the 

Rtýcall tý, at in Part I we noted the absanc- 0, - 1 Is - treatments feature CsonorcAnt] i- Anderson's - and hence Iverson 

of old Breton ('"h. 5) pp. 269). 
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simply to incorporate [ý 
son] in the appropriate position in (R4). 

Unli'e-, e the first instance of cbservational inadequacy presented i-I 

oricrinal (R4), the second instance 
-ý-equires a fundamental revision of 

C) 

the rule's formalization. Up till now we . have been concerned with the 

Eclipsis of consonants rather than O_L this mutation- F vowels. Yowever) 
- 

type also sub sumes the prefixation of [n] to initial vowels cf. [a: r 

ba: f d'i-] < /pa: j d'i: / (. ýr bp6isti "--ur children") but Ca: r nahirl]< 

/ahir'/ (. 
I 

ýr riAthair "our '": ather" T'hus unless the specification 

C- son] is included in the input in angled brackets, original (R4) T, 7ill 

predict that initial vowels which have the tri-crer associate-I 
I+ E 

ý,,, ith them bF-ýcome nasalized. Now while it is true 'that t'lliere will be 

some vocalic nasalization attesteý', on the phonetic surface of [a: -- nan 

this will be effected by a PDR which is crucially dependent upon the 

adjacency oL a nasal conson"nL - whost very it-iserf. t- -ion (R, 4) fails to, 

stipulate . Summing up, as they stand, neither the preliminary formaliza- 

tion -. --F Zcl. -*psis (= (Rl, ) ) not its re-, -ised 7ersion (= (R-4' )) account 

ýor the prefi::. ---Lion off [n] to vowel-initiatc-cý lememes which have been 

a ss the tri-,,, er 
[- Ec-, Plowever whereas (R spec-If ically 

cm) 
4 

e:. -cludes soncr, -;.:,, ts - an, -, 
' hence vowels - from underr, -oin, ý- thle subrule C-- ID 

wýhich nasalizas uoi-cecll pl,, ý, sives, (IR4) redundantly effects vocalic 

nasal Jizzation in an unnatural -manner. To spell this out a little more, 

vocalic nasalizaL-Lon ccncurrcn+. -. -41-th 7-7clipsis is redundant just Im 

case a TIIDR brinc,, s about: -_-Ihis SC thrcuý; 'Lhout_ --he set of pljonctic repre- 

'ý iz at Lon sentations, aný it is unnat-ural because as a PT)" vocalic -riasaal 

Cl- 4S nasa is conýitioned onlý,,, in environment of a consonanz whi LL 11 

(I)(I) C)3 480 for the speci-licat-lon /M 

c fo. 
[ý ,, v]</m. , m, ''as I-,, nasal] ). 

-'a , IlL a,. - -Inc iust ncý, Uý is The i-ssue L 
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specify #the insertion of [n] before vowel-initial le:,. emes marked C+ Ecl]? 

(R. 5) approximates such a statement: 

(22)'(R5) Eclipsis of Vowels 

vocs 
con 

+ Ecl 

[U nasal] 

(R5) formalizes the fact that the maximally unmarked nasal segment 

(SPE page 406: marking conventions (MUIb) and (M,, IIIc)) the coronal 

nasal consonant, * is inserted before initial vowels if the le: ceme has 

the trigger [+ Ecl] associated with it. of course such an abbreviated OQ 

statement requires corroboration from the theory of Markedness but I 

shall take it that the claims made in the final chapter of SPE are 

essentially correct. It would also be possible to incorporate (R5) 

into the schýematization of Eclipsis for consonants (= (R41) ). Note 

however that another sonority level would have to be introduced above 

that of nasai sonorant consonants and the SC would need to be indicatcd 

by a, downward arrow. ' IMore specifically, the SD of DO) could not be 

accommodated an the same level as the voiced plosives -a solution 

which might be considered desirable on the grounds that both subrulas 

effect [n]. There are two reasons for not adopting such a schematization. 

The first, more blatant objection lies in the fact that vowels and 

voiced plosives are noCat the same height in the sonority hierarchy. 

0 
Footnote 

Ahe fact that the ma:: imally unmarked segment which is inserteý is a 
consonant, rather than a vowel, follows from two facts about Irish 
phonology. First,, vocalic nasality is derived from aýjacent Cs rather 
than being present in underlying structure: hence nasalit-, is riarillted 
for vowels. Second, the inserted segnment must be a consonant -JA if CV(C) 
syllable structure is to be preserved' since the se-ment to its right 
is 

cons] 
voc 

a 
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Tle seconcl reas,,, -- Is that such a F-rmalizatior be int-orprate, -4 

as if the nz2s, _-_Ii:: ation of 

cI os as s oc J th t 

,,, iutu-1- dependence betý, -een 

bs Although the 

70iced plosiveý-, 

he insertion of [n] 

the latter and the 

first objection to 

re In somc s--nse more 

and tý there was les, 

"JOI. Cina C)-P A- Voiceless 

, ncorporatlin- -inse rttion 

into t1he revised schematization of ("', A') mi3ht be overcome as indicated, 

b,,,, in t ror] tic i n:, - a l: ou rth s onor i ty I eve 1 at Ith et cp o E- tile f igure ,see :>1 1-1) 

no way of avoiding the implication. ý inhere-Tit in the objection. 

_ 
h, 

- T -1.,., e therefore stated [n]-insertion sep, -r,: ýtely and rely upon the 

presence of the particulzr trigger 
IDC) 

[-I- Ecil to e:, plicate -he ccmplcmen- 

tarry relaticn '-, etý-een and (TR5). T ,, 7,11 be seen below that we 

shall adopt the same reliance upon. f--he presence of +-0 it it [-L- Le n] t unite 

the various phonetic repercussions ol' that mutation-type. 

., O-LiC--' finally that in those dialects in which the clistributed/non- "ýT 

eistributed dichotrýmy obtains for coronal nasals and laterals, /d(')/ 

will eclipse to and it is also ['IT(')] (rather than E-, P) ]) 
7.7hicl- is prefixed to initial vowels. The schematiezatiOn o-E consonantal 

I 

Eclipsis must therefore be amended in such ý., ialects so that the right- 

ost SD and SC are as follc-. 7s 

(23) (R4 Eclipsis - dialectal variant of novised, formalization 
for nasalization subrula. 

S son 
0 nas 
"IT dist>l 

son 
voice 
cor) 
ý: cl 

d is t] just 
s tipul ate s tha ta vo ic ed 31 os ive s real ized s 

in cýýsp it is coronal. Furt!, -, ermore since in thc di-jects i-,, qu2stion 

IT-T 
nasa 1] will be t1w distributed coronal nasal consonamt, -,, ' inking 

Conventions along the lines of those developed in SPE just ensur2 
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this feature specification for the epenthetic segment inserted by 0 
(R5), Eclipsis O-L F vOWels. 

We have pointed to three areas where the preliminary formalization o,: 7 
E. 
Eclipsis 

(: -- (R4) ).., proved deficient. During the discussion we have 

indicated ways in which these defects could be remedied. It is therefore 

important to emphasize, in concluding the treatment of the realization 

of Eclipsis, that even if such modifications were effected, we would 

ceteris paribus prefer the revised version of the process (= (P, 41) and 

its dialectal variant (R41 1) ) to the original formalization. This is 0 

because, as we stressed when (R4) was amended, only the final statement, 

(R4') 
, captures the notion "movement up the sonority hierarchy". To 

the extent that Eclipsis - and indeed all mutation-types - demand 

characterization as unitary phenomena, this notion is crucial to their 

formal representation. Throughout the second half of this thesis 

have attempted to demonstrate the fact that each (major) mutation-t-ge 2 

ly4- comprises a set of complementary phonetic processes app A_ jg in the 

same morphosyntactic environments. In order to capture these t-wo 

aspects of have differentiated between Trigorerina, and Reali-zation. 
0 :)0 

To puZ this another way, if it can be shown that the postulation of 

4'"r the tri-ger 77 C iggers of I'; J - and, more specifically, 1 11 -, - re 
1_. ý 00 C) 

Eý- 

empirically justified, such evidence should wherever possible be 

reflected in the formal representation of the realization of the 

mutation-t, ype. It is my contention that the notion "movement 'up the 
I 

sonority hierarchy" e-plicitly captures the fact that Eclipsis con- 

stitutes a unitary phenomenon. 

I It remains for us to for-malize the realization rules which give the 

phonetic repercussions of the t-lig-er [-I- Len]. ý. s 7. -ith Eclipsis, 

thes. - phonetiC effects are Set out in, Tnblc VI 
. There the phonetic 
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correlate of each obstruent in the underlying invem-ory is given in 0 
the triggering environment of the Negativc 000 Particle. As can be seen 

from the Table, -,, ith one exception (namely, /f/), the process of 

Lenition involves Spirantization. ýVle shall therefore require a general 

realization rule ýlipping the value of the feature t) Lcontinuant]. ("16 

approximates such a statement: 

(24) (RO Lenition: Spirantization 

s on 
cont 
Len 
I 

c or, t] 

F -s*- , egardin- the distinctive 'feature specifications or' (R6), notice fir 
0 I'D 

that the rule complies with the Pre-Condition on PI by citing the 4D 

-he class of plosives non-vacuously as its input. In other T.,, ords, t 

rule is not formulated in such a -,, ay that i-- applies to all obsLruents, 

that application being vacuous in the case of continuants. It is 

as ý. 7e 

stipulate the plosives as [- s on] 11 as simply necessary tlý 

con since af --Jilulre to do so would result in the Spirantization 

0ý cont]. ) Finally, the status "ecall that /r/ is [+ /i/ and /n/. (L 

of /m/ as an o'bstruen-- under our analysis insures that this nasal 

undergoes 

Consicer ne, ýt the realization rule ihereby /f/ is clelete"33, namely (Ei): 

e- on 

son 
co"r 
ant 
c ont 
Len 

0 

t j, %, en or7 
QI ri the un in 
Sirice 1147/ -'s -'e only '-ab., -al continuan, A. - Ll 

-1" (as 
iL -,, 7ould be redun-lant --o specify [- ! Oice] in the SD of W. / 
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would be to include [- nas, - lat], for instance). 
3 tI 11 w,, 7e ver I-le 

specification C- son] has been included in order to facilitate the 

determination of precedence relations between the realization rules 

of Lenition for obstruents. We have alrea- "y had reason to mention 

the fact that the 'ieature [- pal] , which has been segmented out f rom 

the distinctive feature crmplex, is not deleted along with the archi- 

segment T, ý7e return to this issue in § 3.3 0 

Of crucial importance to the correct applicabiliLy of IR7) is the CITEIE: 

observe that whilst no Lmixs meet the SDs of both ('Ir. 6) and (P, 7), (]"Z6) 

apparently feeds (R7',. To put this another wa-,,,, it is the CTE which 

insur, Es that [f]) derived from underlying IpI by (R6), fails subse- C) w 

quently to meet the SD of (R7). This is just in case the trigger 

[-'. Len] is erase.:,, '. du'ring the application of (R6), rendering the 

cffect, A segment ineligible to undergo deletion. 01 I-D 0 

Besides the labial continuants, the sibilants are also affected by 

Lenition. Underl-,,,, i-n-, Is( ' )I u-ndergo reduct-l-on to [h], along with 
4D C) 0 

/t(')/, as formalized i--, i 

1 'ý26) (R. 8) Voiceless coronall reduction: 

son 
cor 
ant 
voice 
Len J 

c0n 
- or 

L7 L"'I t 

,, SS We noted in J p. 473 
, this 

one case -ý,, 7here P/ is affected, ju 

I We were to find t3vidence on the 

slýz_nder dichotomy obt for /h' 

s Imply eradicate the I'elc, -ion -from 

realization rule constitutes the 

st in case effects its deletiOln. 

phonetic surfacc that t, -, e 'broaý' 

in a partic-ular 

- )D of W). Then /s/ aný hc S 
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I 

would le-nite to Ch] whilst /I/ and /t, / lenite to [hl]. But what of- 
those. dialects where the lenited refle-- of the broad voicelLss corronals 

is [h] but that of the slandtr pair is [ý]? 2'-s we noted in 2 3.1) 

apart from t-he presence of- differs from [h] 
only in the value 

of 
[consonantal] being C+ cons] , and [h] C- cons] In other 0 

words, the value of [-, cons] is flipped to minus only where P/ is 

absent from the SD) i. e.. where thEý ir - /t/ or IsI. , Pul- segment is broad 

, ow recall that by convenýion, the. presence or abs(mce o-, 
XT 

J- /I/ is spelt 

out as C-, pal or [- pal], respectively, Thus a structural change to 
10 

[- consj is dependent upon the specification [- pall in the input 

representaýion. Given this correlation we ýan -I capture the facts by 

mcans of an alpha-variable, as shoun in (1131): 

(27) ) Voiceless coronal reduction: dialectal variant: 

son 
cor 
ant 
voice 
Len 

cons 
cor 
ant 

I 

104 pal] 

(113) aný' its 'ia'ec-al variants ý]iff: er in their SDs only in respeclt-- 

to t': I,: feature Cpc-; xlatali--ation] : 

II- prk--cedel] by an alpl-. "-variable. 

n, -; Parent-hesized or sise ýln c, r 

As rioted by T-Verson(in Koutsoudas 

re to Ice disre -' in "eterminin- precedence 2976), alpl, a, s 
aA gardeýl U I. -a-variabL 00 

iI 
relat-ions (3c 

_ part for a referencc ý: o th P. 180 Ls point 

Iu sa-ments, clear th -ard parenthesize' haL should also disre... 

IS 'E' then, Ciat 
since t--'hey are not an obligatory part of an Given, 

-'- Footnot, -2 
n It should be emphassize,, _': that what is being clai,,, necl, hei-c is L' at if a 

ýljich contains parcntheses Lwo rul, ýýs, r, -, presentation meets the S'.. 's of one o 
Ment is tO be _. 

is 4p 

as part of -, -,, -s f-orraulan-on, ýhe parenthesj_Zej I ,_ Ls cLaim is in 
in the oZ applicational preced--nce Thus hi 

no way at variance -: iLh -the .; cl. L-established conventiOn On e:: pansion of a 

nts ý, iLhin parenLhesc-s are 
ýýle 

rule formu' ation, wherc. ' y -h,: -, eleme siDL 
first* 
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the SDs of (R8) and its dialectal variants are eq 
. 
uivalent ý what 

precedence principle guarantees that /t(')/, which meets the SDs of 
(R6) and W)ý correctly undergoes (R8)? The principle in question 
is PIPrec, or, more specifically, Proper Class Inclusion. This is 

because the underlying segment meets the SD of (R8) by virtue of being 

a voiceless coronal obstruent, but meets that of (R6) only by virtue 

of being a plosive. Since the former is the more specific, restricted 

case, Proper Class Inclusion stipulates that /t(' )/ 
must undergo (R8). 

in Part 1, Chapter 3, we made reference to the realization process 

whereby lenited /d/ and /dI/ surface as 
[fl 

and [j] 
respectively. 

There we considered two analyses, the first of which spirantized /d/--ý 

[Z] and then shifted the point of articulation feature. Under Hetzron's 

terminology Spirantization "coextensively supplied" z Under an 

alternative treatment, /d/ becomes velar and then undergoes Spirantiza- 
I 

tion. We argued in Part I that the second solution is preferable on 

the grounds that intermediate [z]- constitutes a "fictitious segment" 

in the inventory of Modern Irish. It will now be clear that the 

arguments raised in this chapter substantiate that position. 

At this point in the discussion, let us make a brief excursus in order 

to examine Rogers' treatment of the Lenition of dentals in Modern Scots 

Gaelic (henceforth MSG; 1972). Rogers' analysis is readily comparable 

to that proposed here as f ar as this mutationý-type is concerned, although 

it is not readily comparable for Eclipsis. The reason is that Rogers 

treats Lenition as a morphological feature and Nasalization (= Eclipsis) 

as a phonological segment. As we saw in Chapter 1 there are strong 

grounds for positing parallel theoretical devices to account for both 

(major) mutation-types in Modern Irish. However it may well be that 

such evidence is not to hand in MSG. I say this despite the fact that 
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Rogers does not attempt to justify his thesis with reference to the 

earlier work of Of tedal (see Ch. 2). Indeed, it is Cram who explicates 

the distinction between the phonological conditioning of Nasalization 

and the grammatical conditioning of Lenition (1975) *. An examination 

of the latter's paper reveals that certain generalizations which may be 

made regarding MSG clearly do not hold for Irish. For instance, the 

claim that in the case of Nasalization there need be no reference to 

any specific set of syntactic categories, can be readily refuted for 

Modern Irish by citing the Eclipsis of Genitive Plural Nouns. On such 

grounds and also the ambivalent status of the boundary symbols which 

"regulate" the phonological conditioning, i reject any extension of 

Rogers' - and hence Cram's - analysis to Modern Irish. For this 

reason a comparison of Eclipsis and Nasalization has been pre-empted 

in what follows. 

A 

Turning to Lenition, Rogers formalizes a complex rule of Spirantization 

to account for the Lenition of stops. This rule is unnecessarily 

complicated because of Rogers' treatment of phonologically voiced and 

voiceless stops as 
[: ýtense]- Thus he is forced to formulate Spiranti- 

zation with an alpha-variable which states that tense stops lenite to 

voiceless spirants whilst lax stops lenite to voiced spir-ants. Now 

it is iny contention that Rogers is confusing phonological tenseness 

(irrelevant for MSG) with phonological voicing (which is functional 

for MSG). I will not go into a detailed criticism of Rogers' discussion 

of the distribution of 
[voice], [aspiration] and ense]'in mutated and It 

unmutated stops - the strict concern of Part II is, after all, IM in 

Modern Irish. Suffice it to say that Rogers' discussion is misguided: 

whichever way one handles the phonetic factE the PDRs will look equally 

* Footnote 

I am indebted to Neil Mitchison for drawing my attention to Cram's paper. 
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m2legalit 'But t-his is no argument for Jim-osin, k, 0 s, ildlar chaos upon 

the 2honological facts: it is prec isely because languages exhibit Cý 

-evo.., Id patternin,. -ý, and contrastiveness ý, 7hat c an b e. u ane om th e- 

phonetic data alone that phonoloocy exists 3s a disciplinet o, -, ý, e r- s 

is criving ar-, umenýs for underlying segments in terms of the -values 01 <D I C> 

assumed by the natural phonetic correlates of -Lhose segments for 

ýTeatures which are irrelevant to the honolocical system of the lan, u a, 7 e p0La 
-1 ) 

namely tensinor anu' aspiration. Cc), Ise. juently he adopts an analysis in 0 1- 

which all underlying stops are C) iC 
ý7 -' 

th /h 

.. L ý, g/ la:. and 1p, 

tense.. This renders his choice oll ta sclu, tion no more Lhan a 

notat ona" ýe C L -vice - an' an arbitrary one- at that given thý. -!, of 

phonetic Clata he supplies. 

Having Clil7en 06, 
his rule of Spirantization, Royers notes that the 'dental 

stops are no-L lully accounted for by it since thei-r- place of articula- 

tion is shif"t-ed during 'Lenition. As a lerrurna (sic: does ilogers meaa 

o corollary? ) to zhis he also --notes that a sp--cial rule is -. eluired 

toIenso 
[h] can be Seen C'aL t. -. e aa-. a correspond 

r: -n 
ciSel, 7 to Zhe Lenition of broad consonants in "nodlern irish; 0r 

ýe T en-'t- cn viký-. ýad from a u'i-Eferent sta-,,, ý', -point, '--hey correspond t-- _L 

r 

-D 
pertinent 1-o of archise-ments in 1dodlern Irish. Tt ill therefore b. 

e:, 7arnine qLoý-ersl treat-ment more closely. kD 
9- 

obse-, --. -a'--ion is that an analysis -.,, hich merges ýentals 

ý,., iLh velars, and' th-en allows tIne pre, -,, 7jouslý, - -, notivaLer] -bPi-: anLj-zaLij-1-1 

rule to apply, produces ti-ie correct rcsults for but not for 

lnformal! 7: 

d __ 

-', t ---j k ----) 

e%pjýc-- his reaso--l-S for noý It is a pitY, that llcnýrs ýoes not-- malr: e 
L. ý 
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selecting this solution for Id/ and a separate [h] rule. For 

it seems to me that the initial attraction of /d/--ý the 0 

fact that it expresses the neutralization between /d/ and in 

other, words, by combining. the rule for /t/ with that for /d/, the 
0 

treatment of /t/ i6bs the analysis of /d/ of any claim to generality 

which it might otherwise have had. However Rogers does not take up 00 

this issue: he merely remarks that the rules set up specially for 

the dental stopsýare ad hoc, though he does not say why. 

in Rogers' second proposal the stops undergo Spirantization in the 
0 CP 

normal way and only then is their point of articulation changed. 

Informally: 

ts --ý h 

dz --JW 

The, rule which converts Isl to [h] is already motivated since it is 

required to account for radical /s/. As Rogers admits, /z/- 

is ad hoc. 

Thirdly, /d/ might merge with /g/, following which SpirantizaCion 

ap plies yielding [ý] from /g/ and [s] from /tI, after which [s]--)[h]. 

Again informally: 

tsh 

It should be noted that whilst lRogers is working within a GROD frme- 

work, many of the rules he proposes are susccptible to the principles 

of UDRA. Thus /d/ -ý /g/ will precede Spirantization by riPrec, as 

the voiced coronal stop is properly included in the set of stops. 

(This fact was noted in Part 1,89). 

Rogern decides ulti-mately upon Lbc second of these proposals. 1 havc 
rý 

two criticisms of this choice, the -Eirst based on the very device t-, %lich 
I 
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do 

mot'-, -`Vat, ýs Ro, -cr-) in iLs favour, thý- sucond rais, 4n an I 0 1- Issue of 

he appears oblivious- Rogers' -reason for selectin,,, J--)z )e, 

t --) s ---ý h -solutions lies in the claim that the second step in these 

to a changes s ----) h) con be combined Lat sinZle rule - 77hich 0 

is thus more general - by means of angled 'ýraclkets, I. s we have seen, 

this notation is similar to the us-- of Gree7ý'. let']'--er variables (, 7here i 

the value of the -k7cariable remains constant throughout the operatim 

of the rule) in- that if the feat-U-fOS Within -; Lngles to the left of the 

arrow are selected, then the features thus enclosed to the ri-, ht 0. 4 

Z --ý t the arrow must be taken also. Rogers' formulation of his ýs 

----) hj 

rule is as follows: 

(28), - son - cor 
+ cor - al nt 

-I- cont son Ln t] 
L< -voic cons 

101.7 

I tense LI 

Kiparsky (1968b)asks the following question, regarding linguistic 
CP 00 

change as a -aindow on the form of linguistic competence: "Do blocks 

go of rules ccllapsed by braces form units of a 'kind T,,, -hich can under, 

systematic clnzange? if they do, this will be a po-verful argument for 
CD 

this notation, and if not, r-7e 1 have prima facie evidence tl-, at it 

is a spurious notationfl. (Eds. Bach &, - Flarms, pa, -,, e 179). He then. 

presents evidence from Old English to E,, -, rl, 7 : 11iddle Enclish of tý--o 

,e 
in one rule cases of simplificatio-n. which can be viewed as a chang 

we if we adopt the bracc notation - i-4: T., e do not adopt this notation 

0 have to explain why two separate, unrelated rules have undergone an 

identical modification at the same point in the history of English. 

Now althou, -, h diachronic, evidence can be -found 
for the inclusion of 

0 

braces into linguiatic theory, I doubt if one could be convinced abotit 

the kind of use of angled brackets displayed in 77, logers' p(aper. Such a 

notation seems to me to be no more than its name implies -a mere 

I 
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notatic'nal -., cri, -5: nt of two indepenýerit rules 
Ln a device I -o r, pr-s - -- 

one process two unrelatec, prccesses. -a, CL. course the inputc to ti-1, s s, )Uriojj. S 'L 
I- 

[s] 
and 

[7] 
- ha-ve f L -le : eatures in common; Of Cou--se (1-11houn, ". 1 less 

obviously from 11-logers' in-ventor, O ý, Ij feat-ures in common. 

13ut this is the case wifth many totally unrelated rules and m,, -, r C (-_ 1, r 
flecl- 

0L- the fact that phonologica! inventories are made up of a limited set of 

inctive features. To put this another Wc-: 117, iSi- 4 one could envisa-ge thýnt 

the lo,, ical conclusion of Rogers' &_ Practice might be the pairing off of 0 
independent rules into single rules with t7,7o 71, isji-m ctive subparts. Thu s 

n 
a set of n rules could readily be reduced to 2 b,;, the spurious e,, -, ploita- JI 

tion of angled brackets! Tn view of such a IoSical possibility, the 

abbreviatory device in question must be used only T, 7hen genuinely motiva- 

ted . 

im, .7 
second criticism of the d ---ý z --ýr solution is that cited in Part I 

and involves a special case of Kiparsky's 6efin-ition of ibsolute Neut- 

ralization (1968a) the situat-on r,, -hich obtains w-ben underlying distinc- -i 0 

tions are never realized on the 'phonetic surface. Since /z/ is not 

listed in the table of radical ini-tial segments for ', M-SG, and since it is 
0 

the output of no mutation rule, I infer that [, -] is never found on the 

phonetic surface of MSG. Therefore Rogers is violating a special ca-se 

of Kiparsky's constraint, not by proposing an unrehlized underlving 

se- -he most 
,,,, 

ment but rather by positing one which lies midway between + 

Ih abstract representation and the phonetic facts. - is situation would 

not be quite so intolerable T, 7ere Rogers' spirant-ization rule less comple, ý,. 

TnC If he regarded voicing as distincti-,, 7e )--or both /d/ and /z/, he would ot 
tD 

need to use an alpha-variable introducing this feature into his formulca- 

tion. Under this simpler formalization of SI, -irantization, only manner 

of articulation would be affected whilstt nothing more than the value of 
0 

---hl- then the feature [coronal] need be switched in the rule. one mig L. 
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try to arg? e that /ý/ is never acý Cý'l lualized as- such i. e. as a vo--*, c--d 

coronal spirant, and avoid the conclusion that the native speaker "manip- 

ulates" such a segment in the operation of the rules. Yet even if 0 

P -, ers' formulation invited such an escape-Iiatch, it is al* RoZ L ways irrelevant 

to base arguments on psychological reality when they cannot be tested 00 

empirically. Suffice it to say that Rogers' analysis necessitates the 

inclusion in his inventory of a "fictitious', segment whose sole --. Astence 

is determined by the intermediate level of an ad hoc ru'Le. 

Having reviewed a crucial portion of Rogers' treatment of data from IMSC 0 

by way of a comparison With Modern Irish, 1.2t us return to the latter. 

In Part I we cited the Lenition of /d/ via intermediate and /z/ in 

order to illustrate Hetzron's framework. It is now necessary to consider 

whether an intermediate stao-e of derivation is renuired at all in the 

realization of lenited /d/ and /dl,, /. Our characterization of realization 

as a unitary phenomenon suggests that the process cannot be broken down 

into a series of discrete steps. Indeed the CTE encapsulates just such 

a claim. i, 7e must therefore address ou, --selves to the ri,,, jestjon of -,,. 7hether I 

v 'n ion to the CTE in the case of (where the . tolerate an except ýO 

-he Do ILE Lirst step would other-wise erase the trigger specified in the 0 

sccond step), or whet'ner- we --an adduce other evidence in support of the 

hypotInesis that /d( is converted into directly. In fact 

co -n s he level Ier t, 
corroboration of a -negative !,,. in6 is to hand orice. ý, 72 

/c, tak es at 'r, -7hich neutralization betý, Joen lenited /lcl(')/' P-r-ld lenited' 
'. ) 

.L J- -- - L- i attrac- place. T. n ov. r critique of Rogers' analysis ýý7e noted the "initia] 

tiveness" o4' f-he treatment- which mer-es 'HSC /d/ with Put surely 
C; W 

neutralization occurs at the pl-. onetic surface? To put this another ý, 7ay, 

had identical phonetic %, 7hen /d' and 'o,! undergo Lenlition that process I =, C; I 
rte' ' -" I, " 

repercussions. This in no wa,,, 7 implies that Id. 1 is conve 0, ý5ý 

St0,, - ýj i t'ý 4 
,1 -- ? roper. It is 

some intermediate CD'- I the phonological component 
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on tthese ý, grounds that (R9) finds justification: 

(29) (r-, 9) Lenition of /d('__)/: 

c or 
ant 

+ voice 
L+ Len 

i 

- cor 
- ant 

-, 
contl 

7e have formalized tfhe realizaLion rules o-F Lenition for those diallaacts 

possess only the broad/slender distinction amongst sonorant con- 

sonants. It remains therefcre for us to formalize the rules for dialects 

--hich e-xhibit- more than two coronal nalsels zind more than two laterals . 

(RIO) specifies realization for those cases where there are both distrib- 

uted and nondistributed broad and slender coronal nasals and laterals: 

7 10) Leniticn of sonorants - Eirst dialectal variant: (30) (ýý 

son 
cont 
dist! 

LL Len 
-1 

E- dist] 

-hey - : ---ý-7cluQed Since and vowels are C-11 ccrt] ,tC; Lre all effectively a- 

En]) [n'] arl [1] "7 ýh 4_ -1. -0) yie-., ds - specif J. -cat-Lon con-] . -r"Us (")] 1 

IT 
17 1 It , specti"ely. Is for Lhosze '/, I'll/ and From undýýr!, 7in-- 

4 --a- rill ! inrler dialects -, ffiere the d4Lstr., _but, -d pnir are ne, 4, to [ 

70ass Lc-mition, (1,10) zaey b,. -ý modified tj 

(31' dialectal ', Tariant 

ý1) (-%. Io I) cf sonorant'ý - se-conc 

s on 
cont a 

st 
Len 

dist] 

-ý, se --Ic e0asbe en 
varia-int the prcs, ýnce dialectall, 

'r e 1,7 -, -i ý- f- -- -1 b"7 convention as either [-I- pal] 3-ý [- ? a13 . Dependin, -, upon 
-- Iz: I 

L- 
I 
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ý-7hich value iq met b,, - the input representation, it is either retained or 

flipped to plus' durin- t-c SC 1, tý . 0 

It remains for us Lo e-xplicalte the ýqay in ,, -hich (ý', , 10) and operate 

in conjunction with. the other realization rules for Lenition, ý.,, hen an 

ini-tial consonant clust: er undergoes that mutation-tt -ype. 'Now in Modern 

I 

Lrish obstruent, + sonorant clusters are the only ones which muLate. To 

spell L1-;. is out a little more, in dialects 
-not 

distinguishing the feature 

[-distributed], (i. e. in - are not "mutat /hich sonorant consonants, -able 

obst-Au--2nts only undergo III before sonorani--s [ma, fgt, 
-, -: l] (r. 10 scLl CD 

my story") e: I cE. 
[ma hli: ] <I Tro shl" "rriy -ay") 

heme-ini!: ial In dialects the ---distributed dichotomy obtains., morp., 

obstruents continue to mutate onl,, - before a sonorant but if that sonorant 

, Ls a coronal nasal or lateral consonant, iL too will undergo Lanition I17 

T'7h ere -r C, redtoosoe 

teSee n-. 4- t- edre-esof 

2iallec-- as 
[-il, 'all hn, $ '. --: i 

r, +-g, -r Lendc .. -d rell,:,. x of s 

of a clusLcr, even Cho, 

c; nsonantal re - (= [ý] " in 'le: j 

reý--urn to --his point directly 
I 

I JT 

'hac an Fhaili,, h- [me hl'i: ] 

underlying IsL, JL', in such a 

- cite respecti-., ely. ýTote thaL he dces not 

-he first Ifl as [ý] -; hen I'L cccurs CS L-- 

-1rrh this underlying se -rin. ent loes hravc a 

isolation in concernec,. 

-ion of two dif- ---enz 1ý !", 4 
2 a- . 7h let us 00aslýer v: hiýther : he- appl-L-cal A- 

-- 11-- it a contra- 
a zattion -ul-2c- Lo L-! ý sarmý2 consonant cluster constIL"LlCi S 

vtiono f-F L Ea C ý. Z Iýz fir-sL -ýIance it assumed t'tia, -- t', ----, s Is 

I, 'e-al ; a, -In I'mountain" Ii A-eibhe 
< S. L_ the casý,,, -ýOr III 

< /JL'i-av' (S' 

S --one -Lalizanon Sing a pp-- a rs to h ave un-de r., 

Eootnote. 
obý, Lrucn-s ýn r -` rf(')'a on,, ýý'c-, call that it .., ac- tl-e- pal-terning 0 Im 0 

'or its 
--hat provided el7i L 1111 -in clusý: e--- dEnce 

CD iOn son] In the pr feat,,.; r SpýýCif 1. 
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However closer inspection soon reveals that even in this case each 

underlying'segment has been realized once only - Ifl has become [hj and 

/LI/ has become [1'],. This-instance of realization is therefore 

crucially different from that in which, say, /p/ lenites to [f] and that 

[f] is, -then deleted; or again, /p/ eclipses to [b] which is subsequently 

nasalized to [m]. It is clear then that if both underlying and 

underlying JL'/ in /jL'i8v/ + Gen. have a tric-aer [+Len] associated 

with them we will derive the co_rrec, t leniteý, counterparts of both without 

in any way affecting the ontological status of the CTE. What then is the 

convention whereby both underlying segments in a cluster are assigned a 

particular diacritic? The convention in question is one established in 

SPE whereby every segment in'a word is'marked for the value of each 

diacritic associated with the word by Lexical Redundancy Rules. Thus we 

might schematize the processes" (both realization of M and other) %.. -hich 

convert underlying JILiev + al (where Gea. has been spelt out as /a/) 

to phonetic surface Chl'e: vaj as shown informally below: 

(32) ia v+a 
+Len [. +Len] C+L, en][+Len] [+Len] 

R3 R10 Vocalic 
or Alternation 
Rlo, -" 

h e: v 

The above figure is not to be read in such a way t hat (R. 3), (, tlO) or 

(', ', 10') and' Vocalic Alternation apply simultaneously: it has been shown 

ia Part I thatýsuch a mode of-application does noL'obtain in natural 

language. Rather, the three rules apply randomly, their relative or2crinS 

having the same empirical consequences. Notice also that in the informal 

statement /Whas remained in association with /L/, - it has not bccn 

mmented, out. - 71-lowever. tblis SiMPlif ication 'is in no Way mislealinu- ;: o- 

is only rewritten --s ý[-- -pal] af terý tri, -, -, erin,, -a'ssignment in the .: D C; 
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nNc ? anded lex-icon. and hence ql: tcr tlic c0n%rentl on by ! ý7TJ-, ch tr;,, ers -a re 

prop ca, ý-ýat e c! Tl-ius there is nrever a stage Of -1-rivtion c-t which p 

has [+Len] directly asscociated with i+- 72ther, the former is 

out from the archise"rMQnt whereos the latter 7,72S, PrevIously assi, gned to 

the archisegment. 

To return to the issue of how to constrain (231) -jl: rom appl-vincr in lieu 

of (R-S) so that IjL'/ and 'SN'l cluster,; surface as [hll] and [hn] 

espectivel v rather than I-s and we need to stipulate 

that 
Ifl has a consonantal lenited reflex only ,., -hen a vowel follows 

immediately to its right. Now sonorant consonants are differentiated 0 

. -rom vo-,,, -els by being [-I, 
- cons Thus If I is converted into a [--- cons] I" - 

since 
[h] is cons]) just in case it immediatelY pre- sesment, 

[c 

cedes a cons] (, 
and 

1+ 
voc]) se,, ment (i. e. a vo-wel) This condition 

can reaMy be incorporated into (17,31 ) by means of an alpha-variable to 

yield (R81 I), which f ormalizes Voiceless Coronal 'Reduction in those 

dialects with 
[--j-distribute J11 laterals and coronal nasals: 

(33) (1-1,81 1) Voiceless Coronal Reduction, second dialectal variant 

son 
cor 
ant 
voice 
Le 

OC c ons 
cor 
ant 

[CA p ,. I II I- oc c on s] 

Implicit in (?, S' '), the last re, alization rule which requires formaliza- 

tion is the nuestion of the association of tri-, -ers with segments ý,, -hich 

do not undercr 0 Týj . This issue has two aspects. In the first inst-ance 

there is the case of vowels 7hich do not undergo S-T or Lenition) and 
0 

consonants which never undergo any mutation-type 
(like or which 

01 

es ls(')l or /m('), / in 
do not under., -o particular mutation-typ 
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relation to Eclipsis, or /p(')/ in relation to S-T). In the second 
instance we find mutatable consonants in non-initial Position. To put 

this -, nother how can we insure that Ima -- P'i: pa/ lenites to 
fli-pa] (mo philopa "my pipe") rather than to 

[Ma fI': f al ? T-e t IIS f0 11 OW 

up this aspect of the trigger issue first. 

possible solution lies in 1-1 F the presence of the the stipulation of -L 

morpheme bounCý'arv /-, / in realiZation rules. This would guarantee that 

1-1 is al-ý. 7ays morphem2-initial. Similarly T,., -, e might capture the fact that 

initial obstruent + obstruent clusters do not mutate by including the 

specif ication 
(D son2 to the right of the seyrient --. ffected in S 

Eclipsis and Lenition. So (Rl) through (-ý9) miglit be modified to 0 C; l 

incorporate /-, / and [+ son] in their SDs. But the mere inclusion of /-4/ 

would not apply to ('. 1.10) and its variant for they are operative in 

clusters, as we have seen. However thi- is not to say that (RIO) and 

('i%'1-0') apply medially and finally. They miZht therefore be amended to 

7ý permit an obst-ruent to intervene after the -r., (. rpheme -boundary, MSCs 

havin- p-2viously accoi-, -ited for the occurrence of particular ObstruentS 
,bI- 

only before a -, --ven sonorant consonant. Revised (RlO) would therefore 

be fcrmulated as follo-, s, 

(-3-") (RIO) Revised : 

s on 
son] c ont ([+Pall) [-, 

- -on 
Len (list 

Len 
4 

St di 

. ootnote 

Indeed, %-'his specification has alread-, been i, -, (--r,, rporated intO 1_3) 
'_'le fnrmalizzation of S-T, follnwinZ tho discussion of the phonetic 

e nv, -,, 
c +- . 4rcnmemt o-ic- this unut aticn -type in the precedinr, se ticn. 
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Similarly, ("-, 1-0') T., 7ould be amended as fOllOWS' 

(35) (Rio') Revised- 

son 
s On] cont ai] 
Le 

Len j 

0, Ilk dist pal] 

[- s on] 

, ýn alternative solution would be to elimid-rate all instances of tri, -gers Cc) 

ýýTlhiclnj do not appear a--': ter a morp'henLie-boundary and before a sonorant. 

Such Trig-er Pruning has the advantage that the realization rul C), -') 00 les no 
a 

longer -need to be modified i-L, the same -ay by the * 0 incorporation of /--Lf 

and 
C-' 

son] in each SD. I therefore Opt for the Pruning solution. 

Returning to the first aspect of the tri--er issue, Prunino, could be A. 
Cd 00 

e---, tende, -' by per-nnitting it to deletz- triggers associated with non-mutatinc, 

initial. se-, ments. However since moct consonants rualify as non-mutating 

T, -ith rcspect to the Ilinor 1, lutations, and even in the case of Eclipsis 

and Ler-ition therc are a number cf se-ments failing to unýer-o each 00 1-) 

7111-tati0n-tVOe I T)-Unl- Id become not oTIly cc-, nple7, - but specific to 

eac mu t- at --', o n- 7-,, e 77,7 ex -&- en cl in - 

u the advarta, -es accvueý 'D,,, 
CD 

'istinm--t recolsn. Lzes tr4g, ý; erin, -:, as C. 

p re fe- able to dzfine Prunir-- as a 

, -Z. -ers from j, ist -L-'-, ose environr ID 0 

ý,, -hcre a pa---t,, '-cular is not 

rr-ýaning, in this way won , -7ould thus 

,c approach to L. 'I, , Iiich the 'L-' 70 -St ag -r' 
0- 

re7 or e from realization. is th, - -- 

general process which filters out 

ents where, TýT is never Jmplemente" 

precýýded by It-he morpheme-L-, oundar-, - a-Lid 

a sonorant. 

11 bs-ruent ' sonorant ""Otice -ere adoptec, 0--, - ution 1--hever so- 

ýý dialec,, s tlaP- 
0s WOU'd COnStitU; ýCý a SPCC-Lal case in 

Lc 

f ýý rm a- 
n-ý, is-rjbutc hotom7. na, %, scýýn 

11 ini- uccf, 

ptional- beln., avio,. 2r under thc- trca; -Irýýný L exce lize 
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and 
[+ 

son] --nto the SD of realizalt-ion rulL-s. Under the Pruning sol-dtion 

we need to specify the following configuration as not being . 1i, for 0- c3ible 
Pun il n,, ý- - 

(36) 
sonj son 
Len cons 

L Len j 

This e-. -ýception to 11runing in certaln dialects may be viewed as part of 

their idiosyncrasy in exhibiting the feature 
I-, 

distribut, d]. Coteris 

paribus we T, -ould zxpect conservative dialects to abandon the distinction 

in their underlyi-n,. -; inventories and hence evolve simpler Pruning. VIA s 

is indeed what has pro-, -ed to be the case in innovaitive dialects. 

NotwithstandinZ the Pruning of non-initial tric))-ogers and their crasura 

during the application of realization rules (= CTE), there will still be 

t riggers which persist into the phonetic level just in case the initial 

segment to -,, 7hich they -were assigned is not affecteCl by that -mutation-type. 

Since tri-r-ers have phonetic consequences but not phonetic re'Lle--, es, 
CDC) 

1-hese triggers -must be disregarded by the PD'-7, s. This is a direct result 
1. )0 C) I 

of the role of PDRs ,, hich con. 'Fines them to mapping, binary features into 

-esigned to be sensitive 
i. l. -ary ones To put this another way, PDRs are not 

to dý-acritics. I'l-ence it is clear that if a tric-ger persists intýo t--hiý 
Cý4L, 

the phonetic 
3L-01: 

11 
phoneLic level it will not pass through the ? 'D's onto 

su . ace. 

eradicated in three wa, -, s 'uri-- tlnýý cc,,, irsýa of 
sum up, triggers are CDO 

to 
-4 rst Pruning apl)--- the phonological component proper. 

, a, ated to environments Willere D'I is 
representations to erase tri---ers prop 00 

. ieve-- implemented. Second, durLag the application of 

the SD Of thalL r"-1,6 to be met is ýeletc, ýd- 
rule the tri; ý-er -,,, hich enabled 

may undergo realizatiOn 
This C=., ý1, as thaz a iven s, 11 0 

, f- 'r 
Lo '10L 

tinose triggers which are ,00 Once only. Lastly, - 00 
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meeting the SD of the realization rule(s) they condition and which 

consequently persist at the phonetic level do not pass through the 

PDRs onto the phonetic surface. 
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3.3 OIL i: in, - T2zra, 21o--ý2 

T', uri. -i- ou T'4 '"ý' -i -c nd ca' er -, 'L -) L-, ---. L - -on -. -c hcýve refcrlrr-, ý t-o 

p the fact thot ordoring -ra, c,: es may ; --rise 7.:,, hen the rules C' T`ýf 'nteract 

with other phonologý-cal process, %-s. it auch appar3nt parado-: es 

atT,, enm, 7 ý,, - u m. 7oth casess in-;, ol-ve the -lcletior, of the arcll-ýisrýgm-, -. Jt 

, 
If, / unde-r- Lcnition but r7hereas the '-'irst arises Clue to IM in the Ncun 

Phrzse, the second is found in thc Verb Phrase. Furthermore, there is 

a- important di-fffer%-ý. nce bet, -ý7(--ýen the sets o -anothe, - f da-a: Lenition of 

/f/ in nouns and its concomitant problems are more r--ýadily soluble than 

tl-. ose encounter2d w,.. ý- i ler. Iff-initial verbs lenIte. Pc-rhaps it is for this 

rcason that (to my knowled-2) our first set of data has not been revieN. 7ed 

in the literature whilst the second has been treated, albeit inconclus- 

ively. 

Turninr- to the Lenition off /f following the , rticle in remin4ne Sinyular C. ) 
f 7F Nouns, first obs-2rve the effect produced by the appllication of botL,. IM b 

'a Tid a --rule rieldin-- 
[a] frcm urýerlyir.,, /an/ in the following e-. ýamples- 

('37) a. [a ,T ca :hirIj /an m,: l--hi-l'/ 
Le n] 

at e mot-her") (aar. mh "thair "th 

b. [a xloxj 

la --1: 0-0,1 

7ith these data coritrast the followin- !, 7here /an/---->[a] has not taken 

cx I 
T-. ý e n] 

! an 
E4- Lenj 

-one") (an chloch "the st 

T-)hoq 'If-he kiss") 

place and where Lenition is no'" implemented: 

(38) a.; L- 
[cin obirl] /an --L obir' 

Len] 
(an obair "the work") 

[an' in'i: nj /an IinIi: n/ 
[+ Len] 

(an inio-n "the daughter") 

of the ýrticle is c C-L 0 Note that In each UR the shape onst nt, even though 

it varies on the surface bet-ween [a], [anj and [, an] . Let us odopt 

without ar,, )-ument the assumptiOT, that the appropriate UR oE the Article 
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/an,,. The first allomorph is tt -ien accounted for by a rule of Truncation 

which apparently applies before consonants and may be stated thus: 

(39) Truncation 
Art[ 

an 
I 

-L C 
11 Art 

0 

The appearanc of [. an'] , 'rather than Can], the oresence is predicted 
blY 

of bare initial /I/ in Pinli-n; /. 'ecall that it was by. invokinc,; bare 

initial P/ that .,, e accounted ýor ý-. -Ae difference im Ea !: 'im] < /an -, 
linil/ (,? n t-im "tlhý2 lbutter") and < /an + iSg'a/ (an t-ui--ce 

"the water") in Masculine Singular lNouris (see § 3.2- P-511 )-ý,,. PDF, 

later effects the ndiiustm e it o so that it is associated T7i 

-h the 

, receding consonant. 

To sum up the argument so far, there are claar grounds for accounting C) 

for phonetic representations like [. a wa: hir'] in terms of the application 

0 
[, an ob ir 1] of Lenit.. on-realization and Truncation and ': or accountim, for 

in terms ý, f the failure of these two processes to apply, -'ust in case ej 

,cir c], Dsar e-y-io-t- -, 7e or 4- s it c ru ciaI wh -'L- chprocessa pp 1iesfirst- 1--b 

each may --imply apply if and when its SD is met. Now consi--ler (40): 

: hcrr. -i7c "the sea") n ari-yla ion -- faricla 
Len] 

b lap, (r, fhe"ile 'It-he feast-day") 

7. en] 

-e- --en 7hat is sýrilýinq about these dal--, i is that ,; hilst tI 
.7 are transpa 

with respect to Truncation on the phonetic surfnce (T-, --c -clald, not have 

e,.: pected it to have z-, ýpplied before an, 4n. itiai vowel), the:, -, are opaque 

T -- L- 
In O"er -, -ords ; -ý' I 

IeSPCCIL-- ILO' -that nrcc2ss -,., hen. one exa-mines their Mý. 

Licse re? re- ýespitý-7ý the fact their LT-IIs meet the SD oi7 71-ancation, 

sent, 2+ Iat rule. reason 'Or týlis T h,, 2 -'ons have no-- undergone th 

/c-, 
-n! 

ifle: 1'8,1 
course that at ar, intermedic. Le sta,,, 7- 

of derivatior, Ifariq'aý 

r2sentat have baý t4r initial ! f/ delef-ed u-, der T enAl-ion, yielýing rcp 
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-hich no lori, ýýer meet the SD of Truncet; 
-on. It is clear, tllen,, that 

unless Truncaýion is constrained in some way tO apply after /f/-delet-Ion3 

the incorrect derivations like the following will result: 

Truncation 

/f/-T)eletion 

Phonetic Surface 

/c in 

origla] 

ýt becomes apparent that here we have an ordeir-in', parado-- once one 

rc-co,, -,,, ni--es that /. Fi'-Deletion must apply at the same point in relation 

to Truncation as the oth2r real ilizzation rules for Lenition - to ýeny this 
I 

1,7ould be to abandon the claim that /f/-Deletion const--Ltu, ý -es part of 

Lenition. To put this another way, whereas the other realization rules 

, 
f. -r Lenition may frcely apply after Truncation, the opposite ordering 

is reý-ui-rrcd if realization rule is /f/-Deletion. Furthermore, it 
is just tl. -,. 

is 

paradox ýwhich must result in the I-Approach -,, 7here Lenition 

is condi--ioned b: 7 -ne 
immediately Preceding, vo-,,, el Yielded by /an/--ý 1-1 

T mc before anv initial consonant can I 
-r,, -, -at _n as to apply it 

Following the Lenition-r-aalization Of /f/, [Ti] must be reinserted. Tt 

-- tl -hýýrs - t1nat -7e- rejecte, -! th-- segment ,. as fc-ý 
--. ese reasons - amonýst ot 0 J 

roach to 1:, -f in § 1.3 (see Ch. 1 P-362-3 FcT-, 7ever, despite the 

fact that ý,, -e are not treating Lenition ns conditioned by the vowel 
01 

remaining after Trurcanticn, tlýat process musL nonet'ýelless be constrained 
0 

so that it Ices not apply be5ore Lenition - otlier-se surface p'honetic 

*ke , -[a be ,,, enerateý, representl-Itions 1-i.. 0 

-1 -e O'lle JU 

- j. ý. )' 6 

shall nc-.,, c--, -pl-*ca-- t-,, o indepen, ýent so Is to he paradox, t'ý 

. 
iples 0": TT: ) -he other questio,, iing the ontoloSi t1le pfiac 

-ical 

'aS7 status ol: ltl-i, _ý ý_TD7.11- -olutioll 
firsl 

this thesis accounts for `c, - 
in any princillple pr_-rýosed 

eD0bt, are as n 
'D. F le -n over Trunc -) t ion -,., he-n t'n S, s 

0 
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underlying /an + fari-la/. '-Ilotice that here ý,., e have a clear case in e nj 

which simultaneous application would yield the incorrect surface repre- 

sentation. However the precedence principle which correctly predicted 

the Yawelmani Yokutpý data cited to refute simultaneity (see Part I, 

Ch. 4), namely Deletion Cession, cannot be invoked here, since both 

processes involve ýeletion. Moreover there is no immediately obvious 

way -in which a PI relation mi,,,; ht be established bet-,, 7een the two SDs, 10 

for each rule affects a different segment. Rather, it is to morpho- 

logical precedence It-hat -, a must turn. ConsiL'er the fact thaL' /f/-Deletion 0 

is conditioned by the presence of a diacritic (= [+ Len]). Truncation, 

I on the other hand., is statable in phonological terms. Hence when a 

representation meets the SDs of both /f/-Deletion and Truncation', the 

realization rule will take applicational precedence and will bleed 

Truncation. There ar-:,, then independently motivated grounds 'the 

UDRA. hypothesis, for constraining Truncation to apply after /f/-Deletion. 
.7 

Indeed, the ilheory of rule application developed in this thesis -ýxffiich 

expressly denies that tules may apply simultaneously; is validated by 
I 

such incorrect 6erivations as *[a ari. lal T,, e return to this point 

below, 

-ill now in our discussion we have accapt, ---' -, ithout argument t1hLe 

it is nc)w time Lo quest. I tio' claim that the UR of the ý, rticle is /an/, L 

t1nat claim, and cornsiclý2r tl,,, e on Cological s-'atus off Tr-ýýncation. In so 

1 ýerizi- parado-; ý 1 
doing we shall provide t, Iie alternate solution to the ord 0 a 

zootnote 
om s, -, t ac t surf ace s L-uc 'Illf c Notice that labellin-, provided gratis 'L. J- 

7 4- 

-4! 
IsýCe 

me 

. -, e. +k. -he bracke, - Art" Lr. the `iormalizaLion of TrunclItLon 
I ture and an Lnte,,, ral part of phonological s---A-ul--L. hence distinguished 

0 in :;, 7n-acnc surface --ructure 
. Lzom diacritics w1hich are interpolatel 

, pl: ess c-. nditioning p, --, ticu'Lar 
by the e-,,. pandec' le-..,, --on For the e-- 
rules. 
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involving the Article and /f/-Deletion. Underlying /an/ may be viewed 

as the archisegmental representation of the Article before initial 

vowels. However we find no precedent for the citation of underlying Q. 
forms in their prevocalic manifestation amongst the other items which 

may fill the Determiner slot. This is not to say that variants do not 

arise. Thus /ma/ and Idal are generally cited as the URs of ýhe lst 

and 2nd Singular possessive adjectives, and these forms occur precon- 

-sonantally - t-Elision-applies before initial vowels (or /I/ + V; see 

footnote to P . 509 5 3.2 for comments). Would it not be more consistent, 

one might argue, to posit URs based on the variants which-appear in a 

constant context? (cf. Condition (B"), page 28 ff., K&K). Weight 

might be added to this by considering that the greater number of nouns 

in Modern Irish have an initial consonant. Moreover of those with 

initial vowels, it is only the Feminine class which demand the n(l)] 

allomorphs Masculine nouns with initial vowels being preceded by 

and prefixed [t]. Following this line of argumentation, would not the 

more highly valued treatment of the Article be the one under which it 

UF% was identical to its unmarked manifestation? Let us therefore provi- 

adopt a rule of [n]-insertion, operating before vowels and 

stated below as (42): 

(42) [nl-Insertion' 

[aI-+ (') V 9, Arc r 

We must now consider the following: what banefits accrue from this 

Insertion rule? More specifically, hou ýoes the incorporation of H- 
, Insertion into the grammar solve che ordering para; o:: Atli letion? 

Footnote 

Vannemann's parallel creatment oE the alzernation, betweer, a-d Can] 
--or the Zn3i ish -V (1972) I Article. 
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I-hý, t Obli-atory Prece(,,, -ý: e ý, -! ijj pnranL-e thaý 
The ans,.. jcr is t01-.. .1b LL IL ý- 

IT" I 
-Inseztion 

applL! s whcnevý; r its ST. ) is ýqct I-,, Oth c. r it ena-b1c 

Delction to feed Insertion, T L-ke the thrp(, t,,, pes cf noun 

4or Truncation. /a . 1, - ma-hirl 1 -1 Meets S. ý of T, -ýnition. 
Le n] 

'Ptc -diate /a 
-ý- I -r r-ýaalization -'-YiterT,. st'll-1 to mect the 

of Insertion and cons(--,., --ucntl,, tl L_ I Mat: tule never nppi. ics in the derivation 

o4. phonetic surf, --)c-- [a nirl] Cn the other hane urvlezlyin, /a 

127 Lc n3 
does meet -L-hc ýY) of Insertion but fans . 4. _, ý ý, Cýet till't of t"12 realization 

of lenition. venc- only Trilsertion P. pplics , : ý, ield lnýr,, Ph. orlctic ST-1-Ifece 

Can ob L T`HrOly, undcrl-ing /-a -L 1) II C) -c r" s onl, - tl-, e IT. ) of 
T en3 

Lenition. T-T-owever, once jlf/-Delletion has been impilement-ed the intermed- 

izate deri,,, -ation /a -I- ariglca/ noT,,, meets the SD of Insertion, which aupplies 

to vield ohonetic s�irface [, gr, Ä. 1: 2 

1- 

h a-v ep involvi: iZ Ierir . esented A--ri-te solutions to an or, z ? arado 

It naw behoves me to sel-cl- one over the the Article aný 

ot'n--r bv referring to the ei, -?. 14. uat-*Lo-n measure. ": hilst the purpose a C-- 
for 

4- pocrating this device into 14n, uistic metatheory is widely acknowledgeý, tic or, 
ID ýD I CD 

Lvely adeý, uate analyses) , its internal ript L 1, namely, to choose betý, 7een desc. 

worki-jj, ý, S have not been e: ýplicitly defined, the im-plementation. of the 

measure usually malking appeal to the intuitive judgement of the 14, riluist. 0 

c-, enc, 7 which. obviously recul-. 1es P-: -tensive ?, ýither than rectifying this oef i 

the alternate research, 1 shall pit the adw-, -ntages and disar7vantages ot 

solutions as I see them. 

There seem to be two nreas in which one mi, -, ht compare Truncation 
t) I 

e Insertio,. n. namely the formalization, of these processes and tbeir-T. 0' 

o--, c interaction with W-Deletion. On the first count Truncation is 

marginally simpler than Insertion since the latter requires the stiloulation 
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of parenthesized I', / tO -ccOunt for the stranding of that feature 

initially. However if we were- to base our selection of Truncation over 

Insertion on these grounds we cOuld justly be accused Of aClopting a 0 
na1ve conception of the evaluation measure. It is perhaps worth noting 

here that had Trun6ation been amended to apply before f as well ( 
+Len] 

as prevocalically, we would be ustified in -valuinc, Insertion more highly i0 
C) 

- for the revised environment is rendered considerably more complex by 

the inclusion of a diacritic. The ad hoc nature of such a revision 

v, ould also militate against Truncation. 0 

Turnin, -r to the mode of rule interaction obtaining between Truncation or C') C) 

Insertion and /f/-Deletion, we find a clear difference between the two 

cases : whilst /f/-Deletion bleeds Truncation., it feeds Insertion. in 

Part I we discussed the relative naturalness of the four modes of rule 

interaction and we saw that, ceteris paribus, the situation where A 

Dleeds B (but B does not affect A) is to be deemei less natural than ja 

E we accc--pt this -F ec JL that where A feeds B (but B does not af 

hypothesis we must conclude that the Insertion solution is to be more 

highly valued than the Truncation solution. HOWCVer in adoptin.,, the 

Insertion solution, we are not rejecting the ', -TDRA 
'hypothesis. On the 

contrary, the fact that si. multanecus application is -not permitted witt-hin 

the theory proposed here means that some other machinery will have to 

tion of *[a on the be introduced' to account for the prohibi.. 

I'other amm ar c- c n- - phonetic surface. The incorporation of Insertion LnL- 

which are 
s-itutes such a solution. To Sum up) just +-hose interzlctic)'-Is . 

precludled by UDR. A are most insightfully treatEýd by a "ra-alistic" Itheory 

Footnote 
im I non-affecti 

-'-, 
'u tuaI bleedA.. ny is of course disciý, ct fron, "I C. - out throughout her book . tl,,,, is respect-, 'I-Tooper is ,, L pains to POIn. 

see part 1,1 3.1. 
For the treatment of mutual bleeding situatiorls) 

v 
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of phonology. 

Two solutions have been put forward to the ordering paradox invol,, iT 
/1-7, /-Deletion in the Noun PhrasQ and we have sugggestod ý, jays of choosi-ng c 
between them, insofar as they are incompatible. ý7e now turn to It-he 

'second paradox v4'hich arises in the Verb Phrase. c's has been not,, ad, 

this paradox has been -reated in the literature, namely in John Armstrongfs 

Squib "ý Note on Initial Mutation in Modern Irish". which appeared in 

Lin--uistic. In-7uirv 1975. cl.. rmstron, -Is presentation of the data parallels 

his explication in such a ..; ay that t-he more central a-lempla CXe followed 

b additional material which impincres upon the issues! Lavolved. I shall y0 

therefore adhere to his order of exposiLion of the 1.11-nguistic fact-s and 0 

only when all the evidence, both central and peripheral, has been cited 

Sh Iall I Offer a solution. The c-ýamples are Armstrong's but I have not 

jetained his phonetic s, -mbols where Lhey differ from my own broad 

ý. ion except ta indicate th-- transcript feature distributed3 for coronal 

nasals and laterals The dialect i. 'LrmstrLong describes is that of IMayo 0 

as analysed by De Burca (1958) and ýMhac an Fhailigh (1968). The verbal 

forms which he cites may be identified unambiguously by the orthography 

- -I- , omich is standard f or all diallects, ancl is not influenced by the marked 

, lice-lectal differences which obta-l-, i betý-een Irish and that of 

Connemara. Since the latLer provides thc!,, b-, s4-s for my o-wn broad 

transcription t-h-arc are bound to be discre7ýancies between the Ciata 

I ', rIt ru st'"t citeed, f rom ýrmstrong and that presented -,, 7 evL "-a 
0 

I -c over t. -,, e same bas4 have pointed to the ý. 7ariation where rple-,, 7. -ait. 

issues are pertinent to all dialects. 

T -e, Imperfect anc, 
zn we set out the critical data from the Preterit 

rN re 
Zý SIc, 

, orid. -tional tenses regarding the problem of /f/-Delet a 
C) 0 

. Le, ic f or-. n ref ! 7, -F schwa f rom t', '-, e pr-,,, 7e -1-11b, al particle li- C.; 

a-4: 11ision or simply zjjsiý- s 11 4, f- I, r om a -rrunc at on treat-, d 
. )n, J -4. 
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earlier In this section. ) There we had a double concern: to set the 

.r scene for the present discussion of the data; and to del" ermine r7hether 

00 the triggering of Lenition in the Preterite, Imperfect and Conditional 

constitutý-,, 2 an instance of FT or PT. In fact we found no unarribiguous 

answer to the second question and concluded tlliat Ithe "OpLional [da] 

issue" shows that thcrQ is a si,, -,,, nificanL amount of intcrpendence betv7een 

the two types of triggeriftry. We shall ret 0 CI CD --urn to this point in concluding 

the present section. -I, s for our first concern in presenting the data in (D 
2.1, let me briefly restate the issue by following Arrastrong's 

exposition. 

Having shown in tabular f orm the 0 phonetic repercussions of Lenition and 

. 1clipsis 
(= Zl--. -,, stron, -r's Nasalization) r. 7o- sinole radical consonants and 

IV represenltati-j2 clusters", Armrstronit; commences his discussion with some 

brief but salient remar', ',, s on the morphosyn't-actic -conditioning of M. 
10 

graphic terms the rule with which he is concerned, He 41--h-en statEs in orthot, 

to the effect -that the vowel of the preverbal particle do is 

before af --Iloý,? Lag- vowel or fln. The nonapplicability or applicability 

oa -Elision has the following results (-w-here parentheses signify 

optionall. ý-y): 

(, -1 1,1 .Is(Z, ' 
ý. 4- ) (Correspond ing to ý, rras trong J 

hr, 017] (do) thre. -bT-i 

Ova! 
It 

-11 eab h-nn ow s 

b. i. 
[(ria) ha: (d 0) sh"aitb s tu c 

. 

b. ii. ES 
(a c 9the-. P, n s icks" 

*'o n Ilf: iII ell 

C ii ra i. on a nn- . . 

eri (do) roinn I, djviýed'l 

d. ii. [ri, roinnecAnn I'divides" 
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-(44) 
(Corresponds to"Armstrong's (5) and (7) ibid. ) 

a. i. [do: 11 d'61 "drank" 

a. ii. [o:. lvN] 
-61anh 

"drinks" 

b. i. Jdlic Vith ate" 

b. ýi. ij S'. 'Tj itheann "eats" 

c. i. (duagarl] d'fhua. -air "announced" 

c. ii. Ifuegri: ' 4: 

fuagral-onn", announces 

d. i. [d 1 all] d'fheann "skinned" 

d. ii. I [f aNaN feannann 11skins" 

From (44) i t'seems apparent that verbs with initial lenited /f/ are 

patternin- Aike verbs'ýS'Yith initial vowels, ' just in case lenited /f/ 

is realized phonetically as -0. Consequently Armstrong's reformulation 

of Elision to the effect't -h at it applies bef ore a following vo,., 7el 

seems''in or der. However it fails to account. for the data of (45); 

(45)' (Corr cýpondsto-'Armst ron'g's (9), (10) and (11), ' pp. ' 
. 
319-210) 

dlfhrea, -, air "answered" 

*Udo) rla,, arl] ''' '(do) fhreagnir 

a. ii. IfIrIagri: Nj f reaý,, ra-fonn "answers" 

b. i., [d 11 d'fhliuch. "wetted" 

*[(da) llux] (do) fhl'iuch 

b A. i. . 
["P 11 f U). a fliuchann 7ets 

The refor. mu lation of Zlisio n to apply, prevocalically prodict3 the 

asterisked forms of (45), r at'"or than thcseýactuallv atý 'IF 4 ested. Nor 

can the reformulation be amended to before a vowel or as 

rootnote 

1his differs from the other ii. forms in no, being derivable from the 
Preterite by the concatenation of'[*N],. Verbs which pattern in this, way belong to the class trzditionally callcd "Syncopated Verbs" Brinthra 
Colmrithe. E, -ample (45)' --. also belongs to this class. "Toticz 2urtlncr- 
"nore their patterning in the Imperfect (see (47) c. znd (4.8) a. ) -. hich 
sets them apart from the other verbs ending in Cu. ] in Mayo Irish. 
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(43) c. and d. 'demonstrate. 

The ne:,. t sta,, je in' Armstron g's exposition is to restate Elision in such 

a way that it--precedess realization, that is, so, that, Elision applies 

before a following ý4owel or f. Thus derivations would proceed as follows- 

/da 
....... 

Now-it is clear from the evidence presented in rart I, 
Ithat, 

a derivation 

which proceeded in such a manner, would, contravene the UDRA hypothesis, 
_ 

for if a representations meets the SDs of Elision and realization, 

morphological precedence dictates that the latter must precede the 

former. d. ', lthough Armstrong appears oblivious of the mode of rule inter- 

action involved, he comments "A strange rule to describe a strane 

phenomenon" (page 320). Without dwelling further on the unnaturalness 

of such an analysis, he, promptly presents two different, pieces oft, 

evidence, which show that Elision does not always apply beforef.. The 

first set of data comprise the. Preterite of the Autonomous form of the 

verb or An Briathar Saor, which Armstrong refers to as the ''past passivc 

_(indefinite 
actor) form"., Thus (46), (47) and (43) (= ýrmstrongls (13), 

(14) and (15) respectively) correspond to (43)', (44) and (45) above 

respecLively. 

(46) a. [(da) Lr'ovu. -] (do) treab'iladh 

b. C(da) sa: xu-1 (do) saitheadh 

C. Li: nu-] (-jo) li"Onadh 

[(de) riZl'u-. ] (do)roinneadh 

(47) a. [(Ja) ho-lu. ] (do) h-61adli 

b. , 
E(da) hicu-] 

. 
(do) ii-itheadh 

Uda) 
ý, 
7uao VI (do) fuagral'odll 

-, Iýd. 
[(d: a) f'aNu-. ] (do) feannadh 

"was plowed" 

Ilwas s tuck" 

was filled" 

Ilwas divide6l, 

"was drunk" 

"was eaten" 

"was announced" 

"was skinned" 
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(48) a. acr3.: vj (-do)- kreagral-oodh 

(do) fliuchadh 

llwas answ(ared" 

#, was wetted" 

From (46), (47) and 
'(43), 

we''_see that the Autonomous Preterite form 

resists Lenition alThough, H-prefi.,. ation is triggered. A-he conjitioning, 

of the latLer mutation-type constitutes a clear case oZ FT, where the 

morphosyntactic category involve6 is {AuLonomous ? reteritel,, for the 

preceding optional particle, 
'namely 

[, ]a], is riot conZined. to this form 

of the ver. b. 1 shall cite other u'ata of a similar kind in zubstan- 

tiating this point d, 1Lrcci:. Iy. Mcamihile let us return to Pz. stroagls 

exposition. 2. ather than discussing the trig-c-ring issue per. se, 0 e. ) 0a 

rr, ýrely mI entio - ns in Iafootno -L e 1. the It his rcfýrmaliz'ct- ion of :: 1-4sicn 

predicts ("w-as drunlo-, " arý -*dlh-ithezýh (11,7' as c-itten"), forms 

to which he offýýstbe ttentativ'e phýonetic transc ript ions *[t . 0: A. U: 
l ? 

of in fact such derivationz are rulad ccut cn tw-o 

of Ur- A, 

counts by the _111;. Ory developed hara: en Lhe UIRs 'I d 42 

and Ida + icu: / which mrecL tho SDS'-'Oj' 111-p=ý C. 6. ticr, aný ! -: 'Ision, bot'a 

tdorphological precedenc. - an"' Delctim C IC t "csSon pred, t 14, a i H-p ref ion 

must apply before Elision. Although Armstrong -: iaker: no mcr. tion of the 

. ule ordering ccr. trovers-k, his allusion to the ccnt-. ast 

bc[, 4o-Ia-] (1161. iclh 11-: uld. . t, een (ho. -lui] (h'-ýlndlh 114as drunk"y', 

-,. nd [o: lu: ] (61, -dh "'lot drink" or it hi-hlights , be 

non-redundant mature of-[e] on" - h. - h phonetic surfccc in Irish. 

We ha-. re seen that in the _ JA. U toncrous Pret-arite initial f, 01--n. - -. 7ith tli-- 

othar initial consonants, does not under,,, o Lcnition a'7cn thou--, h it 

be optionally preceded by do. The second piece of evidencc citee by 

, C. rmstron,, to deýmonstrate that El, i'sibri does not Clw:, ys apply be. foro 

Footnote 

S-c- l', r-mstrcnS means "-as drinlýingl' - he ir confusin- the Ccaditional 
T, itlh the Imper. fcct (fr.. 9, 

_page 
321). This is apparent from the ortho. 3rzplhy. 
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involves individual le:, zical items3 which, like /fai/ 
1- 

ýeha,, -e irregularly T. Ath respect -L-. o 1-, -I. The relevant data from the 
Preteria-Le and Autonomous Prelcerite are Ci-LCd in (/, 9): 

(49) (Corresponds to Armstrong's (16), page 320). 
[(--, a) fuarl] (do) fuair "gotil 

b. [(da) fuarhas] d0fII : ýuarthas ýý, -as got" 
ýýThilst (49) b. shows that /fai/ behaves regularly in the Autonomous 

I Preterite *, (49) a. demonstranes tliat it fails to uncergo Leni, -4 1. _on 

as e:: pected in the Preterite - one would have preclicted *[duarl] 

In order to account for the anomalous behaviour of "jai/ and to preclude 

such "monstrosit. A-es" as 'ý-Pf'aNu-I (CP-feannadh "w"-s skinned") cf. (47) 

d. and *ld'--F'r'a-, ri-v] (d'-freagraiodh ",.,, as a-aswered") c-f. (48) a. 

rmstroncy restates Elisio- --Fec- thaL "the vowel of the prre-jerbCad 0 J- ii to the efff 

particle'do is elider. ' before a fol-lowin. 7 vowel or f, excepL when the 

-Ve riIf b is past passvc (L. c. Autonomous Preterice : ! M,! cB) or is specif- 

ical, 
-11: 7 fuair "got" " (pagc 3,21) It is clear 'however that we have 

4- 
e11 

etued fu 11 cc i -- c 11 e in --lh atthisf -14. naIrE, -F o r-, ivj1ac: ion is , 
feCLi-, 

7e_Ly 

to orir, ýnal staten, en-. ý.., hich spccif J-Ea' in o----", ioý--raphic 

I- fh. Dri -other terms that E. 1ision applies before a follo;, 7i, -,, - vowel or 
- A. C) 

"sion mus' 8tipulate. both that 
,, ords, the correct formalizatio- L- - I] L- 

ýz a- +- does in the followin- ver'c, has unýerlyin- aný 
0 Cýl 

-7 -LI t an. 0 the --uestion of E -11 bypassin-, uný, -ergo Elission. made thi- poi 

tr on re cise. L%7 aL di escptcets&ppr c) pr iia, 6 0 '12e 

ootnote 
(-. 1 11 IV,, -,, ), 

(clois llhearl'ý,, 
bell)) (4 ý, ý ec Unlike /ta. -/ Za Aose 

/klun'/ (cluir, "bear"), /tle (L-GiL21)h a'O -S 
4S to 

4 

-c-nited Cl- ct 
,: -. utonorious Preter. L. I. f OrMS are 

-P M. 0 rc -eneral Jnt-rest in is 0, 
A. 

ntion. irre-ular- 'ý, eha-viou. M E-- ,0- 
to =Xception ffeatures and 

4-: cr jý- shows t: haL tInc-7 7-, iay be positive as 

well as ne-ative In othe r ý.,., o rld. s, ind iv id ual ic E'l i --ems 
0-I tionc-1 

idiosyncra-LiC in thalL. they UT C"0en, t is ricL oLherij. Lse ccnýiL 
nCe- h 

I when it is Con'lif-ioner, as ý, -ell as failling to uny-'ergo L'Lý 
0 
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expresses scepticism in "a solution based on an e:: ternally motivated 

phonological intermediate, distinct from both underlying If/ and 

surface 0 (e. g. Iw/ or A/), corresponding directly to fh. 1' (ibid. ) 

Indeed, such a solution is rightly viewed with e-treme caution, partic- 

ularly in a "realihic" theory of phonology, for intermediate /w/ or 

/V/ *- even Wit could be externally motivate6 - constitutes a ficti- 

tious segment and hence is not in keeping with constraints on abstract- 

ness based cn-Kiparsky (196 3 a-see Part 1 ý3-3 for discussion). Although 

Armstrong does not, refer to the abstractness issue, he is suspicious 

of such a solution just in case all other particles which undergo 

a-Elision treat fh in the e xpected way. Of crucial relevance is homo- 

phonous leniting [6a](do "y our (sg. )"). As his con cluding gesture 

Armstrong then presents the following additional da ta showin- the 

Verbal Noun (An tAinm Briathartha): 

(50) rA. rmstrong's (19), page 32.22). 

a. [da lli: nu- do 110naýh your filling" 

b. Ida riN. '] do roinn "your dividing" 

C. [do-. l] d1ol your drinking" 

d. [C1 I is: a dlithe "your eating" 

e. i'fhuagairt "your announcin.; 

4. 
Cj aNu. Ih annad d'47he "your s1kinnJing" 

3 1) Armstrong's (20), ibij. " 

a. Pe raggart'] Jo fhreagairt- your answerin, 

b 11: a I, U., U do fhliuchaý'a "jour watLin-" 

iie have followed Armstrong's e. ýpositioa in p-zesen-, i-, i-:, ýata, boLh central 

and paripher al, which impinge upon the opcianal [c: e] i SsLe. It: 1,41J. Le 

Footnote 

W'&-L3:: e cý, z fo. -mer must bIe linterprcte, -ý as ji-stinct from, t'-. e 
-crpart ý--f /b/ and Jr. /, by c'rmslronr- as ccunt 0 

IV]. 
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apparent Itliat an o-,. Er-iný- paraclxý ar, -cl, Ci pr. - becau, ý-Ic. q 

may be permitt-e(I to a-, T, ) I,., afk, * e tfle J- nc-s, 2 o 

uncor Lyl. -nit ial /1: 1 -, - but 

'b, ý for cp -- --)cc ss --, f to !,, C- -I 

1at -- rý C-, -. is an of this 

e It -- e rn eyL; nn -tm-ral onc. : -Iceý-, not present -s solution 

I-o the Tt noT, ýT behoves me to do ji-, sl-- that on t-l-le basis of the 

thcor, 7 of plionolo7ýy ýIev2lcped in t-his 7-7crk. Tef: ils therefore b, 
-23in 

,, 7here Armstrong finished atýd e-Y-amine tlie implicatioris of thý? fact that 

there e: -, ist i '-s a horro? honous lenitin- possl-ssive adlect-, *-,, -- well 

, -s a -ireverball. partlcle with - on. ccCnasiors - tllnat refle. -:. 

The two most salient facts about the distinct instances of phonetic 

surface [da] -. -oul, ý appear to he the following- first, preverbal [dal 

second, the jectival L: ", al is '. IOL. ' is optionally `Jelet--ble, whilst ad-, 

aque for the reascns that we have ision of preiTe--rbal [da] to [d] is op.. 

'I - of adlectiv, ýl [da] is transparerit S4 dii-scussed, whLlst that ince schwa 

4 
ý. T 

e shall see directly s alway-s and only elided before a surface vowel. 

+. -h, -, t these nuo f qc+, ---s are interdepeni'l-'ent . For the time beir. - 12t us 
L10 

pursue tChe ans pare ncy of adjeclti-,, ý-J_ 
[dZI a_-Jision the possessive 

j ,, U ak-ý ; ýctive_ and this includes ! me/ (mo N wo, Id Eollow the realiza- 

tion ot' TIM bv 1, lorphological Procede., nce. Howe ver rio TT,, meets the SDs of 
C: ) 

both rules non-vacuously at the same point in the derivation. Thu s in 

underlying Ida J- L'i: nll: l only the sn of realization is met, 7iciding 

+Len] 

,I in underlyinz [da l'i: nu-] and cl-Elision neVer applies; ZZ ÄE +L ce n 
l' 

the realization of Lenition is never implemented and a-Tj, ', lisic)n applies 

to Yive [do: /da -i- -Puagart' I /17/-Deletion 

I= 
1]; whereas in underlying .[ 

+Len] 
I 

f i- I y: L. n del -, f' Ir 
., a 11 ý7 u n,,!,. e r 

teeýs 9 -Elision yie1 ul i n,, cl [[ 
+L z ia 
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does not meet the SD of a-Elision either before or after If/-Dcletion. 

lie see then that the application of Elision is a transparent process 

viewed from the-phonetic surface. To put this another way, I-Elision 

43 -j 
[da] (- and for that may be regarded as a natural rule vim adiectival 

matter the other efiding particles to the exclusion of preverbal 0 
1c, 01). 

We may take-this as corroboration of the UR /ýel corresponding to the 0 

formative Poss. in syntactic surface structure. The naturalness 
+ 

I+ 

of the analysis finds further support from the obligatory appearance 0 

of the formative's reflen on the phonetic surface. 

In sharp, contrast to its adjectival homophone, preverbal Cda] is 

neither transparent with respect to a-Elision nor obli4gatory on the 

-ion which presents itself is that phonetic surface. Surely the solut 

there-is noa-Zlision rule for preverbal (da] simply because th ere is 

no"/do/ present in URs? In other words let us propose an obligatory 

rule of [d]-Epenthesis which is morphologically conditioned, just in 

case it is opaque on the phonetic surface. Such a rule might be form- 0 

alized as follows: 

-7)-[dj-Epenthesis: (I)v 

f 

Len] 

Verb 

I ted Notice that both an initial V(owel) and initial /f/ will be associat 

with the tri-er [+ Len] because of the fact that tri-gers are assigned Q CD 

ir, respective of their subsequent (non-)implementation, for the fact 

that [+ Len] is specified in the SD of [d]-Epenthesis 3unranteas that 

the. proccss precedes realization. (Recall that the C(onvention on) 

Vrig,,, cr) 11", (rasure) insures that triggers are not left extant after 

the realization rules they condition. ) Cbserve also that the se, ment 
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pal] is only specified pre,,. 7ocalically - such specification 

ýjoujd be redundant after /f/ since /f/-Deletion does not affect /I/ 

but leaves the se,,,. -,, ment temporarily stranded when the lenited /f/ was 

preceded by a morpheme boundary (e.,,. int-ermediato Ide -ý- 'aNu: / Verbal 

ýToun) However in *the case of alT] (Preterite) 
, bare initial 

never arises, for [d]-Epenthesis 
precedes /f/-Deletion. 

I , Lt must be emphasized that [d]-l"penthesis in -no way resembles the 

proposal made by Armstrong in a footnote wh--re he tentatively suggests C2 0 
that wrongly elided /a/ might be reinserted into /dCr, e-Cll clusters 

after mutation. The only resemblance lies inerely in the fact that both 

are rules of insertion. The objections to Armstrong's analysis are 0 
t, io . 6. fold. First., it constitutes an instance of that undesirable Gambit, 

the Duke of York. (see Part I§3.4.2) Second, and mo-Ae seriously , an 

Ii -ers were underlyi. ri,, ly ar cl] clusi4- 0- analysis base ' on the fact that [d 

/dCr. dr, "Ll , -iiust mean that it. - incorporates the claim that the phonetic 

s rf-ace represetitation contcains some kind of trace. 'vii-thout goino, into ul- Cp 0, 

the (to me convincing) ar-uments against the Trace TTi--o-, -, of s,, nl-a. -:, I 

can adiduce Trio eviLa-ricce for such fictitious entities on the phonetic 

'A ýac r1oreover CTE) sub9tanLiated above, ýý-, plicitzly claims that sur4 Lh, - 

have a lifýý-span of onre reallization ru'l, -ý and cannot be retrieved 

later in derivations. 

-,, lCý Of -pe jjeSjS '-o aCCOIU-Int for the r-, ppcararc-- a1 iz r eha, 7 p- fo rm L 

I'- a- P [d] before -; - vovel or I. o IL Len Ln 'e 

"n a] Conditional veri, 
Ial p-: econson- 

. s. ,; hat then -3E the opt 

in suclh tenses? A rulu of Optional [da]-Inser--ion may be IL--. o rmu 1a 

to ýIppllv in t'lle appropriate tenses and rdered af--a-ý [dij-l. "pc-r. thzs-'Ls 
IIC. 

P T'D:: eC spe *ca*lly proper Contcýual by 
_cif 

5 33- Optional fl_ý] 
-Ins, ýrtion- c 

Vcr 

aa 
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Notice that Optional Cdbj-Insertion does not stipulate that the following 

C(onsonant) is lenited. Hence it also applies in the Autonomous 

Preterite. Thus H-prefixation before initial vowels will feed [d; o]- 

Insertion, to yield [(da) ho: lu: ] ( (do) h-Sladh "was drunk"). 

On page 550 we noted that in the Autonomous Preterite optional [da] 

could not be said to condition H-prefixation, since it is not confined 
to that tense or voice. In other words the same particle cannot 

condition different mutation-types in independent morphosyntactic 

categories - rather, the triggering must be ascribed to those morpho- 

syntactic categories themselves. Moreover it is now clear that the 

insertion of Cdaj after H-pref ixation aptly captures the fact that the 

triggering of the mutation-type is not a case of PT, but rather a clear 

case of FT. A related piece of evidence alluded to above is that [d] 

appears before initial vowels in the Past Subjunctive. Here [d] can 

havie nothing to do with the triggering of Lenition for the Past Subjunctive 

is identical to the Imperfect in every' respect except for its unmutated 

initial consonant. Not all dialects (or registers) possess the Past 

Subjunctive. For example OHuallachalin and OlMurchil do not include it in 

their Verb morphology (5 6.5.1,1976). However f or those dialects and 

registers which do contain the Past Subjunctive, [d]-Epenthesis may be 

readily amended so that C+Len] is associated only with initial /f/, not 
S 

with an initial vowel: 

(54) Ed]-Epenthesis (Dialectal Variant): 

C)v 

f 

L 
[+Len] 

Ver 

d 

When we anticipated the present discussion in 5 2.1, we had come to the 

conclusion that there was no rigid dividing line to be drawn between 
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that, a solution to the the two types of triggering, PT and FT. ýTo, 

optional (da] issue has been presented, it is clear that such a con- 

clusion in fact only touches the "tip of the iceberg". For in 

resolving the issue we have seen that a variety oil apparently disparate 

4ý 

facts may all bear on the questions in-. Yolved. When proposing analyses 

which are descriptively adequate to recalcitrant pieces of phonological 

data, the linguist must constantly measure the advantages accrued in 

one part of his description with its repercussions elsewhere. There 

can be no satisfactory phonological analysis which does not reflect 

upon both morphosyntactic and purely phonetic issues. And it is when 

considerions'frcm both poles "conspire" to corroborate a particular 

treatment within the phonological component that we have an indication 

that we are, on the right track. I hope that the bases of such an 

integrated, theory of phonology have not only been apparent within this 

section and chapter, but throughout this thesis. 
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